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FOREWORD

With many national nuclear society conferences, with ENS TOP and General conferences, held
annually, biannually or at five years intervals, all important aspects relevant to the safe and
reliable operation of nuclear power plant are covered in depth. It was felt, however, that
considerations were from the point of view of large nuclear systems and that the interests and
priorities of the countries with small or medium nuclear systems are not necessarily identical.
This is partly due to the small size of the system and partly due to the limited human and
material resources. A good response to the first two Croatian Nuclear Society conferences
"Nuclear option in countries with small, and medium electricity grid", in Opatija 1996 and
Dubrovnik 1998, which focused on the specific needs and interests of nuclear user countries
with small or medium electricity grids, supported our belief in the legitimate need of such
conference

Dubrovnik-2000 conference is based on that experience and on the same philosophy of serving
the needs of, present or future, small or medium user countries. Session topics reflect some
current emphasis, such as accommodation of Kyoto restrictions on CO2 emission, liability and
insurance for nuclear damage, or cooperation in nuclear fuel cycle.

In order to achieve best safety and operational standards these countries with limited human
and material resources must put greater emphasis on their rational and efficient use.
Consequently the worldwide developments on innovative reactors' systems and improved
concepts for fuel utilisation and waste disposal are of substantial interest. Appropriate
selections of reactor technology, fuel cycle and decommission strategies are of paramount
importance. There are very successful examples of achieving safety and good operational
records, so the exchange of experience and co-operation amongst that group of countries is of
great interest As in the future use of nuclear energy there will be many more countries with
only small-or medium nuclear systems, exchanging specific experience and co-operation
between the like countries will be an additional value to the now prevailing equipment supplier
- national utility relationships.

With about 100 contributions from many countries we feel that conference will serve the
needs and interests of the present and future user countries with small and medium nuclear
systems.

We acknowledge our indebtedness to International Atomic Energy Agency and European
Nuclear Society for their support and encouragement.

To all those who, through their efforts and participation, contributed to the Conference
success, we express our thanks.

Programme Committee Chairman
Prof. dr. sc. Vladimir Knapp
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FOREWORD

Croatian Nuclear Society in co-ordination with European Nuclear Society is organising
the international conference where we would like to review and assess the nuclear option in the
countries with small and medium electricity grid. A particular attention will be paid to
promoting regional co-operation.

The International Atomic Energy Agency has recognised the importance of this subject
and the Conference is organised in co-operation with the International Atomic Energy Agency.

Authors' contributions include the research results presented in 96 papers. All the papers
are published in these Proceedings and are divided in 9 sessions.

We would like to express our gratitude to over 180 authors and co-authors that put an
extra effort into completing their full camera-ready papers.

We would also like to thank the reviewers and all those who have helped us with the
organisation of this Conference.

The Conference will. start with invited lectures. In order to make, as much time as
possible for round table discussion we have decided to reduce the number of oral presentations
per session. At the beginning of each session the Chairman will give a short review of the
corresponding papers belonging to this session which will be presented in the common poster
session.
It is foreseen that the following round table discussion will be organised during the
Conference:

• Nuclear Energy for Medium and Small Countries + Cooperation in Energy Planning,
• Harmonisation of Nuclear Liability Regimes in Central and Eastern Europe,
• Operation and Maintenance Experience

On behalf of the Organising Committee we are inviting you to ensure the success of this
International Conference by asking stimulating questions and providing answers which will
serve as guide-lines for the future activities within the peaceful application of nuclear energy.

We welcome your decision to join us in Dubrovnik. We sincerely hope that you will take
home pleasant memories of your stay in Croatia.

Zagreb, 1-. 6.2000 :

Prof.dr.sc. Nikola Cavlina
Organising Committee Chairman
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THE CASE FOR INNOVATION IN NUCLEAR REACTOR AND FUEL CYCLE
DESIGNS

Victor M. Mourogov
Deputy Director General
Head of the Department of Nuclear Energy
International Atomic Energy Agency
P.O.Box 100
A-1400 Vienna, Austria

1. Introduction

Nuclear power is an important contributor to the world's electricity needs. In 1999 it supplied more
than one-sixth of global electricity. Due to the fact that it is a capital intensive and sophisticated
technology, the larger part of world nuclear capacity, i.e. 83 %, is concentrated in the industrialized
countries, mainly OECD countries and economies in transition in Central and Eastern Europe (see
table I and table II). Nuclear Power plays an important role in those industrialized countries by
ensuring their energy independence, helping to keep the air clean and reducing carbon emissions.

Table 1. World Regional Distribution of Nuclear Power Plants (Ref. 1)

Region

Western Europe
North America
Eastern Europe
Far East
Middle East and South Asia
Latin America
Africa

World Total

No
Reactors

150
118
68
78
12
5
2

433

Total
MW(e)

126 094
107 143
45 309
63 732
2 022
2 921
1 842

349 063

Total Operating
Experience *
Years

3843
2875
1277
1193
197
76
30

9491
*Rounded to full years

The development of nuclear power in industrialized countries was reached through intensive
development of reactor manufacturing capabilities and a sophisticated fuel cycle
infrastructure. The competitiveness of nuclear power was reached through developing large-
scale reactors units, between 1000-1600 MWe and aggressive NPP construction programmes.
It is understood that waste management becomes economical within national waste repository
concepts when the total national nuclear capacity reaches several GWe. Nuclear power plants
are introduced in large electricity grids and they are used mainly for base load electricity
generation.



Table 2. Operating Nuclear Power Plants in Eastern Europe (Ref. 1)

Country

RUSSIA
UKRAINE
BULGARIA
SLOVAK REP.
HUNGARY
CZECH REP.
ARMENIA
LITHUANIA
SLOVENIA
ROMANIA

Number
of

Reactors

29
14
6
6
4
4
1
2
1
1

Total
(MW(e)

19843
12115
3538
2408
1729
1648
376
2370
632
650

Total Operating
Experience
(years)*

643
227
107
79
58
55
32
29
18
4 •

* Rounded to full years

The majority of currently operating nuclear power plants in the industrialized countries
performs well. Despite continuing improvements in the operation of existing nuclear facilities,
further nuclear power development faces serious challenges in industrialized countries from
the economic and political points of view. There are no commitments for the construction of
new nuclear power plants in the near future either in North America or Western Europe.

Meanwhile, the need for significant increase in the use of energy in developing countries is
becoming a challenge for the world. Many developing countries are thinking about the nuclear
option as a part of their national energy system. It is expected that the use of nuclear energy in
the developing world may increase tremendously in the coming century, though a lot of
challenges would have to be addressed in this respect. (Ref. 2)

• Firstly, most developing countries do not have a sufficiently developed industrial
infrastructure; they seriously lack qualified manpower; their electricity grid systems very
often are of a small capacity and therefore they are not able to incorporate large scale
reactor units.

• Secondly, many developing countries cannot commit themselves to build several large-
scale reactors to make the nuclear power option competitive.

• Thirdly, waste management may also become a serious problem for countries with small
nuclear reactor parks. The cost for nuclear waste disposal may be unacceptably high if the
country tries to resolve this problem purely on a national level.

• Last but not least, nuclear energy is capital intensive. The low capital return rate for
present generation reactors is not attractive to private banks. This makes it very difficult
to attract private capital particularly for nuclear power development in developing
countries. Governmental support is needed, though this poses another challenge.

• Liability is a further serious issue to be properly addressed.

I am glad to see that all the above points are topics for this present Forum.



To my understanding, many of the above issues may be addressed through purely institutional
measures - for example, through regional co-operation in financing nuclear power reactors
and through sharing the burdens of spent fuel and waste management. The IAEA may
contribute to these activities if requested by member states. I feel that this Forum provides an
excellent opportunity to establish the contacts necessary to find acceptable solutions for
neighbouring countries.

Another important measure is technology development. Today there is increasing
understanding that existing reactor and fuel cycle technologies are of restricted dissemination.
New large-scale thermal reactors are competitive only in areas where there is no easy access
to cheap pipeline gas. Today mainly Asian countries plan to construct new large scale nuclear
power plants.

Many in the nuclear community believe that the nuclear industry should work on low cost
advanced technologies that would be able to compete even with gas. It is considered that this
technology will be needed in industrialized countries within 15-20 years when the need to
decommission the existing reactors arises.

Some believe that new technologies should be small sized, mainly factory fabricated, easily
assembled and operated and most importantly, less capital intensive. If this were feasible,
these reactors would also be very attractive to developing countries. So there is a need of
cooperation between those industrialized countries now working on new generation reactor
and fuel cycle technologies and those developing countries looking for attractive, cost
effective reactor and fuel cycle concepts. The role of the IAEA may become the focal point
for harmonizing these requirements and facilitating co-operation in the development of new
generation reactor systems applicable both to industrialized as well as to developing countries.

The following highlights the status of the development of innovative reactors and fuel cycles:

2. The Need for Innovation in Reactor and Fuel Cycle Designs

In the longer term the global power market conditions remain uncertain, but many analyses,
including the recent WEC Statement - 2000 (Ref. 3), strongly support the need to retain
nuclear power as an option. Continuing growth in population and energy demand,
particularly in developing countries, in combination with further experience with and
understanding of the global climate change phenomenon, emphasize a global imperative for a
rapid and extensive deployment of non fossil-fired plants. The March 2000 Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) approved a Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES)
for the period through 2100. These scenarios expect a large demand for non-carbon energy
technologies in the period after 2020 (Ref. 4). The projection for nuclear energy deployment
is generally quite large. The scenarios foresee a varying nuclear share, but it indicates
consistently a great potential for the nuclear growth - from the current some 6% in primary
energy to between 10 - 30% by 2100, which is equivalent to 3,500-10,600 Gwe (capacity in
early 2000: 34x GWe). For the year 2050 nuclear capacity is projected to be within the range
of 2,000 to 5,000 GWe. (Ref. 5). This means a possibility of world nuclear power capacity
increase of 50-150 GWe per year during 2020-2050

Are we ready for this long-term favourable prospect? What kind of reactors should be
developed by the nuclear community ?



Technology development within the nuclear power community can be characterized as taking
place within three general categories:

• Currently Operating Commercial Facilities - Improvements in maintenance, operations,
engineering support, fuel supply, etc.

• Evolutionary Designs - Improvements in design and operation for near-term future
deployment, involving moderate changes from currently operating commercial facilities

• Innovative Designs - Advances in design and operation involving major departures from
currently operating commercial facilities for long-term future deployment.

Due to uncertain economics in several parts of the world and obstacles with societal
acceptance of nuclear energy, it is difficult to expect a 5-10 fold increase in nuclear energy
capacity based only on existing evolutionary technologies. Innovative R&D activities are
needed to ensure the full participation of nuclear power in the world wide energy market of
the future. Consider the following:

Cost - There is a need to enhance nuclear competitiveness in the deregulated energy market
especially in regions with easy access to gas, with small local grids, as well as for non-electric
nuclear applications.

Infrastructure Compatibility - Much of the future increase in electricity demand is projected to
take place in countries not very familiar with nuclear power. It is not possible for all of them
to develop quickly the needed infrastructure for reactor operation and front end and back end
fuel cycle services. Similarly, local safety review and licensing requirements for plant
construction and operation must be achievable at reasonable cost.

Safety - The current excellent safety record have been achieved without concern for the cost,
both capital and operating, and the complexities of achieving this level of safety have been
substantial. Innovations are needed to make more effective use of intrinsic characteristics to
simplify plant design, analysis, construction, operation and maintenance, and thereby reduce
the cost. A primary goal could be a level of confidence in plant safety sufficient to eliminate
the need for detailed evacuation plans, emergency equipment, and periodic emergency
evacuation drills.

Safeguards Compatibility - A large world-wide increase in the number of NPPs and
consequent increase in the amount of plutonium in spent fuel are concerns for safeguards.
The effort required to achieve a satisfactory level of confidence in the security of nuclear
material should be simplified and reduced by innovative fuel cycle and plant design.

Resource availability - Conventional uranium resources may become too expensive to sustain
a few-fold increase of global nuclear power based only on traditional thermal reactors. A
comprehensive plan should be considered for resources required to meet projected future
needs.

These are the main reasons why there is a need to work on innovative reactor designs and fuel
cycles in addition to the evolutionary reactors.

3. Status of Innovative R&D Activities

3.1 Innovative Reactor Designs

Currently 40% of the nuclear power plants under construction (23% of capacity under
construction), primarily in non-industrialised countries, fall into the small (less than 300



MWe) and medium (less than 700 MWe) size range (Ref 1). They incorporate the basic
technologies of the current large nuclear power plants. The smaller evolutionary reactors such
as AP 600, the VVER 640, the PHWR 500, and CANDU 6 are also based on existing plants.
However, the need for innovative R&D has been recognised by the nuclear industry and by
countries that believe in the overall benefits, viability and importance of nuclear power for the
long term. Currently, significant R&D on innovative nuclear fuel cycle and reactor concepts
is being performed in Argentina, Canada, China, France, India, Italy, Japan, Republic of
Korea, Russia, South Africa, and the USA. Attention has focused on development of small
reactors which have various combinations of relative simplicity of design, economy of mass
production, reduced siting costs, long life core, practically unattended remote operation and
centralised maintenance and refueling services (Ref. 6). Russia has demonstrated commercial
operation of small reactors for heat and electricity in remote areas. The US has particularly
embarked on a Nuclear Energy Research Initiative in 1999 to develop advanced reactor and
fuel cycle concepts and scientific breakthroughs in nuclear technology to overcome obstacles
to the expanded use of nuclear energy (Ref. 7).

Innovative designs directed toward smaller units with shorter construction times and lower
capital costs are under study in many countries. The intent is to produce a design that will be
economical with enhanced safety and proliferation-resistant features. These are not merely
down-sized versions of older designs. On-site construction with factory built structures and
components, including complete modular units for fast installation are some of the intended
features of these reactors. It is also hoped that these will be easier to finance and suitable for
deployment even in regions with modest electricity grids. Table 3 shows new designs under
development which are less than 300 Mwe

From the perspective of innovation, two advanced non-water cooled reactor technologies may
be mentioned. These are direct cycle High Temperature Gas Reactors and Lead/Lead-
Bismuth Cooled Fast Reactors. The 114 MWe He-cooled Pebble Bed Modular Reactor
(PBMR) from South Africa (which is based on the earlier German design) has received a
world wide attention as it claims to have all the desired features (including market
competitiveness) discussed before. The Russians also have made similar claims, although at a
larger size, for their lead cooled fast reactor.

Table 3. Examples of Smaller Reactors under development

Reactor
Carem-25
Floating KLT-40

PBMR
SMART
NHR-200
AHWR
GT-MHR

Capacity/Type
25 MWe PWR
50 MWe/PWR

114MWe/HTR
100 MWe/PWR
200 MWth/PWR
220 MWe/HWR
300Mwe

Developer/Country
INVAP/Argentina
OKBM/Russian
Federation

Eskom/S. Africa
KAERI/ROK
INET/China
BARC/India
GA/USA, Russian Fed.

3.2 Innovative Fuel Cycles for the Future

From early in the development of nuclear power in the 1960s, the closed fuel cycle scheme
with breeder reactor was perceived as the best option for large-scale nuclear energy
deployment. For sustainability of nuclear power, break-through efforts are now required to



cope with a number of issues emerging from non-proliferation, environmental mitigation,
economics and enhanced safety needs (Ref. 8). Many countries with nuclear power
programmes have dealt with these issues and set out new programmes for innovative nuclear
fuel cycles. Desired features of innovative nuclear fuel cycles can be defined as:

• nuclear materials cannot be easily converted for other purposes,

• nuclear waste is minimised,

• economics is better,

• the process is safer,

• generation of minor actinides is less than those of the present process, or incineration of
higher plutonium isotopes, minor actinides (MA) and long-life fission products (LLFP) is
possible.

Table 4 categorises recent work in innovative nuclear fuel cycles. Although large scale
programmes on innovative nuclear fuel cycles are not implemented at present, many countries
with nuclear power programmes are investigating the necessary steps for a break-through in
the current situation.



Table 4. Innovative technologies related to nuclear fuel cycle

Attribute

Fuel composition
& process

Partitioning and
Transmutation
system

Reactor system

Process & System

Pyro-process

Vibropacked fuel

DUPIC system

Th fuel (Th-U Th-
Pu)

Inert-matrix fuel

Accelerator Driven
System

P-T system with FR

Pb (+Bi) FR

GCFR

Relevant
countries

Japan, Russia,
US

Russia
Switzerland,,
UK

Canada, ROK

India, USA

France, Japan,
Switzerland

France, Japan,
USA

Japan, Russia

Russia

(France)

Features

Nuclear waste volume is
smaller and process facility
is simpler than those of wet
process (economical and
environmental advantages
are expected)
Fuel particle is directly
produced from acid solution
from reprocessing
(economical merit is
expected compared to
powder technology)
Pu is not separated from
PWR spent fuel
(proliferation resistance is
expected)
Th resource is abundant.
Fuel with Th-233U
composition generates less
MA than U-Pu fuel
Due to chemically stable
oxide, spent fuel is regarded
as waste form
(environmental mitigation)
High neutron energy
produced in accelerator
destroys MA, LLFP. Sub-
critical core enhances safety.
Existing FR technology is
applied for destruction of
MA, LLFP
Enhanced safety with use of
Pb coolant.
GCFR designed in 1980s, is
again under study.



4. Diversity of Targets for R&D

The basic goals of current innovative R&D programmes are improvements in all major
domains of cost, safety, waste, and non-proliferation. The perceived targets and approaches,
however, differ. As a result, they have led to a wide diversity of reactor and fuel cycle
concepts. Some are taking a new look at older concepts where improvements in materials and
other technologies have made them viable now. Others are attempting to introduce innovative
systems in place of more conventional ones in order to achieve substantial improvements. Yet
others have decided to explore radically new options. There is on-going R&D in practically all
major nuclear fuel cycle and power plant types, Light Water Reactors, Heavy Water Reactors,
Gas Cooled Reactors and Liquid Metal Reactors, with other types also being explored. A
worldwide look at innovative R&D shows some 40-50 different concepts under development.
Some are in the initial conceptual design stages, others are more advanced, in the basic design
stage, and a few are proceeding toward construction of prototypes or demonstration units.

A wider diversity also exists for the requirements/targets in such crucial areas as safety, waste
management, non-proliferation, resource consumption, and types of energy applications. For
example, in the economics area, although all concepts aim to be competitive in the future
energy market, there are different opinions as to whether they should become competitive
taking into account potential introduction of CO2 taxes and increases of fossil fuel prices, or
not. In the safety area some believe that today's ALWRs are sufficiently safe for large-scale
development, because they are neighbor-friendly (no significant release of off-site
radioactivity even in the case of a severe accident). Others insist that the public will accept
large-scale nuclear energy deployment only if we propose a new reactor type with no severe
release of radioactivity at all, as sometimes claimed for modular HTRs or innovative FRs. In
the waste management area, some believe that direct underground disposal of spent fuel is a
sufficiently safe back-end option and to ensure public acceptance, there is only a need of its
practical demonstration. Others insist that only the elimination of nuclear long-lived
hazardous nuclides by burning or transmuting them in fast reactors or ADS is necessary to
receive public support for large-scale nuclear energy deployment. There are different
opinions as to which hazardous elements should be eliminated, and to what extent. In the
non-proliferation area, some propose to develop special "proliferation resistant" reactor and
fuel cycle concepts (new type of fuel, new reprocessing technologies without the extraction of
plutonium, new concept of FR, and so on) with increased reliance on technical measures
against possible diversion of nuclear material. There is, however, no consensus among
researchers as to how to measure the level of "proliferation resistance" and to what extent we
should increase our reliance on technical measures.

The nuclear community must find a way to reduce the multiplicity of options and settle on the
few that hold the most promise for successful development.

5. Need for International Cooperation

With limited individual governmental support of R&D and a large diversity of conceptual
designs, it is possible that one can spend the next crucial 10-15 years just developing
innovative concepts without any new commercial product becoming available for the market.
Realization of some ambitious targets in waste management, safety or non-proliferation may
also lead to an increase in the cost of nuclear energy, lowering the competitiveness of the
nuclear option. Finally, are the existing international standards/norms in safety, waste and
non-proliferation adequate for large-scale global nuclear power deployment?
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These are important issues for the long-term revival of nuclear power that must be addressed
as early as possible. One way to make progress and build a consensus on some of these issues
is through international collaboration and global co-ordination of R&D activities.
International co-operation among governmental research centres, international organizations
like IAEA, OECD/NEA, and EC, and the nuclear industry can expedite progress by pulling
resources together for the common goal. For example, the following type of tasks may be set
as joint efforts for these groups:

• Development of a vision of potential clients, along with a potential scale of use for nuclear
energy in the future for different applications and regions;

• Development of a set of international criteria/standards/norms for safety, long-term waste
disposal, non-proliferation, and resource consumption characteristics of the new
generation of reactor and fuel cycle technologies;

• International co-operation in the development of the most promising concepts.

These are important not only to facilitate the retention of nuclear power's position as a viable
alternative option, but also to ensure that it may gradually strengthen its position as a long-
term sustainable energy supply option. In this regard the International Atomic Energy
Agency can play a special role. The Agency has for more then forty years served "to
accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy to peace, health and prosperity
throughout the world." And furthering of international cooperation has always been
understood to constitute one of the main areas of activities where the Agency can be of benefit
to its Member States. The Agency's currently on-going activities on innovative reactor and
fuel cycle technologies include several international working groups, coordinated research
projects, and a forthcoming international seminar on small and medium sized reactors. The
Agency plans to direct more attention to this area of its programmatic activities. This includes
promotion of cooperation among national R&D programmes to develop future reactor and
fuel cycle concepts that are competitive, safe, reliable and more resistant to proliferation
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Abstract

The expected increase of electricity consumption in the next two decades, if covered mainly
by domestic production, will require roughly 4500 MW of new installed capacity. The
question is which resource mix would be optimal for the future power plants. Taking into
account lack of domestic resources for electricity generation, current trends in the European
energy markets, and environmental impact of various energy technologies, it seems
reasonable for Croatia to keep the nuclear option open in the future energy planning. In line
with that conclusion, this paper analyzes how the introduction of nuclear power plants would
influence future power system expansion plans in Croatia, and the possibility to meet the
Kyoto requirement. The effects of CO2 emission tax and external costs on the optimal
capacity mix and the emissions levels are also examined.

Main Features of Croatian Power System

Republic of Croatia, situated in the South-eastern Europe, spreads over 56.538 km2 and has
about 4,76 million inhabitants. GDP in 1999 was estimated to around 4.000 USS per capita,
with the yearly growth rate of about 4%. The total electricity consumption in the year 1999
was 13,5 TWh of which about 2,5 TWh were imported. The breakdown of Croatian power
system in the year 2000 is shown in Figure 1.

gas CC nuclear

thermal

coal

hydro
oil / gas steam boiler

Total capacity = 4015 MW Thermal capacity = 1973 MW

Figure 1 Installed capacity in Croatian electric power system

Current installed capacity in Croatian power system is 4015 MW, with half represented by
hydro facilities. Almost 50 percent of thermal facilities accounts for oil and gas fired steam
boilers, 20 percent are combined cycle gas units while the rest are coal and nuclear units. Per
capita electricity consumption in 1999 was about 2.800 kWh, among lowest in Europe. No
renewable facilities, except large hydro, are deployed for electricity generation yet. Several
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pilot projects with renewable energy sources are under consideration and should start off in
the next few years.

Environmental Indicators

The most significant environmental impact of energy and electricity production is considered
to be air pollution. Contribution of energy sector and separately of thermal power plants to
total air emissions is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Emissions in Croatia in 1990 and 1995

The amount of SO2 and NOX, gases responsible for acidification, "imported" from abroad
exceeds the amount "exported" by Croatia. Roughly estimated, domestic thermal power plants
contribute with only 3,3% to deposition of sulphur in Croatia, while with less than 0,3% to
deposition of nitrogen [1]. It can be seen how important is the role of long-range
transboundary pollution. This is taken into account by calculating damage costs of electricity
generation on the European level, which is explained later in the paper.

One of the key indicators of country's sustainability is CO2 emission per capita. The total CO2

emission in the year 1995 in Croatia, from all sectors, amounted to 15,6 million tonnes or 3,15
tonnes per capita. The contribution of thermal power plants was 17% of that number, i.e. 0,56
tonnes per capita. The amount of CO2 emitted per kWh of electricity equalled 0,235 t CO2 per
MWh in the year 1995. The European Union average in 1990 was 0,4 t CO2 per MWh [2].

Reasons to Maintain Nuclear Energy Option in Power System Expansion Planning in
Croatia

The electricity consumption forecast largely depends on the estimated GDP increase, because
these two parameters are strongly correlated. This has been proven for each country
regardless its wealth. The rates of increase of GDP and electricity consumption are similar,
and in developing countries it is common that marginal electricity consumption grows faster
than marginal GDP. According to present estimates, electrical energy consumption in Croatia
will reach about 26-30 TWh by the year 2020 and 40-50 TWh by the year 2050 [2]. The
increased electricity consumption in the next two decades, if covered mainly by inland
production, will require roughly 4500 MW of installed capacity in new power plants, mainly
thermal. The added capacity has to cover the higher level of consumption and the retirement
of the existing facilities. The main candidates to cover future electricity needs are thermal
power plants fuelled by imported coal and natural gas, as well as nuclear power plants.
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It has to be stressed that Croatia is a country with a large deficit in energy resources for
electricity generation. The only national resource is hydropower while major amount of oil,
gas and the total of coal is imported. Since the best of hydropower potential has been already
exploited, the large majority of near-future power plants have to rely on imported natural gas.
The key routes of gas supply are those from Eastern Europe through Hungary and from
Northern Africa through Italy.

The question is which resource. mix would be optimal for the future power plants. The
decision criteria are security of supply, economics and environmental issues. Utilities in
general, particularly if small and privatized, give first priority to economics of power
production and quick capital recovery. For a rough insight in plant economics let us assume
the discount rate for all power plant options of 7%. The life time of fossil fired facilities is
assumed 30 years while of nuclear facilities 40 years. An overview of approximate cost data
for power plant candidates is given in Table 1.

Table 1 Cost data for power plant options

Capital costs, $/kW (incl. interest during construction)

Life time, years

Annual costs (7% discount rate) %

Capital component of electricity cost (80% load
factor), cents/kWh

O&M costs (no fuel), cents/kWh

Fuel cost, $/GJ

Thermal efficiency, %

Fuel cost, cents/kWh

Electricity cost (fuel + capital), cents/kWh

Share of capital cost in electricity cost, %

Share of fuel cost in electricity cost, %

CO2 emission, kg/kWh

I: Emission tax (8 $/t CO2), cents/kWh

11: 10% of fuel cost increase

1: Total electricity cost with carbon tax, cents/kWh

II: Total electricity cost with 10% increased fuel
costs but no carbon tax, cents/kWh

Combined cycle gas
fired (300 MW)

600

30

8,05

0,69

0,5

3,5

52

2,43

3,62

19,1

67,1

0,344

0,28

0,24

3,90

3,86

Coal fired

(300-500 MW)"

1500

30

8,05

1,72

1,0

2,0

41

1,76

4,48

38,4

39,3

0,862

0,69

0,18

5,17

4,66

Nuclear

(600 •MW)

2000

40

7,5

2,14

1,5

0,42

35

0,43

4,06

52,6

10,6
-

-

0,04

4,06

4,10

As indicated in the above table, present economic conditions favor gas combined cycle (CC)
power plants. At the identical capacity factors, price of electricity produced in a CC gas fired
power plant is lower than if produced in a nuclear power plant. However, this advantage is not
very pronounced . An increase of gas costs by about 15% from present value and/or a modest
carbon dioxide tax of around 10 $/t CO2, could reverse the competitiveness (Figure 3). The
effect of three different CO2 tax levels (US$ 8, 9 and 15 per ton of CO2) on the optimal
resource mix for new power plants is examined towards the end of the paper (Figure 9).

Despite the fact that the cost advantage of gas units is not too robust, their additional
advantage comes from several reasons: less risk to the investor regarding plant licencing and
public acceptance, smaller investment and quicker capital recovery, shorter construction time
(about 2 years) and easier financial arrangements for construction. This means that economic
advantage of nuclear option has to be more than marginal in order to attract future investors.
On the other hand, looking at the security of energy supply, nuclear option offers advantage
over gas. This is particularly true for Western Europe where a considerable shortage in gas
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production, more than 300 billions m3 per year, is expected after the year 2020. Under such
circumstances, the increase of gas price seems very probable.
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Figure 3 Cost of electricity depending on the fuel price

The environmental aspects of possible supply options favour the nuclear option. One of the
most comprehensive studies dealing with environmental costs of electricity generation in
Europe, ExternE [3], showed that external costs caused by nuclear power plants and their
energy chains are at least one order of magnitude smaller than those of coal fuel cycles and
several times smaller than those of gas fuel chains. Considering the environmental issues and
some other aspects associated with development of technical and technological know-how
and industrial development, it seems reasonable for small European countries such as Croatia
to keep the nuclear option open in energy planning. When exactly nuclear could become a
realistic solution depends not only on economic parameters, but to a large extent also on the
attitude to nuclear power in the neighboring countries.

One of the decision factors in power system expansion planning nowadays is environmental
performance. The environmental impact of various electricity supply options can be expressed
in terms of money, through external costs. External costs can be used as an indicator in
environmental policy, among others in power system expansion planning and resource
selection. They can be added to direct production costs of a candidate facility and thus enter
the cost function, which is minimized to obtain the optimal capacity expansion plan.

Such example is made here: external costs of two candidate power plants are calculated, one
coal and one gas fired unit, and the optimization of the future capacity mix was made based
on the sum of direct and external costs. Since the previous analysis showed that coal facilities
would be incompetitive compared to both gas and nuclear units even if no external costs are
added, the primary aim here was to find out how external costs would change the
competitiveness between gas and nuclear facilities. It is assumed that there is no limit on
natural gas availability for electricity generation although this could turn out to be not true.
External costs for the two fossil fired facilities are calculated using the impact pathway
methodology, a world-wide recognized method for external cost calculation. This method will
be briefly described and the estimated external costs for Croatian conditions will be given as
follows.
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External Costs of Candidate Gas and Coal Power Plants in Croatia

External costs of electricity represent the monetary value of the environmental damage caused
by electricity generation. External costs of coal and gas fired power plants are calculated here,
using the impact pathway or damage function methodology. The analyzed facilities are among
candidates in the long-term expansion scenarios of Croatian power system. It is analyzed how
the estimated external costs, when incorporated into total production costs, would affect the
competitiveness of fossil-fired compared to nuclear power plants, i.e". how they influence the
optimal expansion strategy of the Croatian power system.

Method Description

Impact assessment and valuation are performed using the 'damage function' or 'impact
pathway' approach, which relates to a sequence of links between the burden and its impact.
The impact pathway methodology consists of the following steps: (i) quantification of
emissions, (ii) calculation of the associated ambient concentration increase by means of
atmospheric dispersion and transport models, (iii) estimation of physical impacts using,
various exposure-response functions, and (iv) finally monetary evaluation of damages. The
tool used to assess external costs caused by power plant operation is the EcoSense software

[4].

Focus of this analysis was put on the effects of ambient air pollution on human health, as one
of the priority impacts of electricity generation. Since air pollutants are transported over large
distances, crossing national borders, their impacts are quantified both for population in
Croatia and for the whole of Europe. Europe is mapped onto a grid comprised of 100x100 km
sized cells, i.e. receptors. Long-range transport and dispersion of pollutants is assessed by a
Lagrangian trajectory model, which examines incoming trajectories of air parcels arriving
from different directions to the receptor point. The outputs from the model are atmospheric
concentrations and deposition of emitted species and secondary pollutants in each grid cell.

Incremental air pollution attributable to power generation is a mixture of pollutants emitted
from stack (particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides) and those formed subsequently
in chemical reactions in the atmosphere (sulfate and nitrate particles, and tropospheric ozone).
Both primary and secondary pollutants cause certain health effects, mostly connected to
respiratory and circulation problems. Quantitative relationships have been established linking
air pollution with health endpoints (Table 2). Acute effects occur on the same day as increases
in air pollution or very soon thereafter, while chronic effects are delayed and develop as a
result of long-term exposure. More susceptible to symptoms are older people and those who
suffer from respiratory diseases, e.g. asthmatics.

Increased air pollution can not really cause 'additional' deaths, it can only reduce life
expectancy. Length of life lost in cases of acute mortality is likely to be short - a few weeks or
months. If mortality is caused by chronic illness, life reduction is considered to be several
years. Here is the example of how additional mortality and restricted activity days can be
calculated based on the given exposure-response functions:

Mortality (number of cases) = exposure-response factor/100 x baseline mortality x population
of the observed area x pollutant concentration increase (ng/m ).

Restricted activity days (number of days) — exposure-response factor/100 x population of the
observed area x percentage of adults x pollutant concentration increase ((.ig/nv).
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Table 2 Summary of exposure-response functions and monetary values [5]

Impact Category

Acute mortality <3)

Chronic mortality (34)

Hospital admissions,
respiratory problems

Hospital admissions,
cerebrovascular problems

Restricted activity days (4)

Monetary value
(ECU)(1)

155.000

-83.000

7.870

7.870

75

Pollutant

PM|0 and nitrates
PM-> 5 and sulfates

SO,

PMI0 and nitrates
PM2.5 and sulfates

PMI0 and nitrates
PM2 5 and sulfates

so2
PMio and nitrates
PM2,5 and sulfates

PMio and nitrates
PM2.5 and sulfates

Exposure-
response factor(2)

0,040%
0,068%
0,072%

0,390%
0,640%

2,07xl0"6

. 3,46x10"6

2,04x10"6

5,04xiO'6

8,04xl0'6

0,025
0,042

Remarks to the above table:

( i )

(2)

(3)

mortality values given at a discount rate of 3%, based on years of life lost; 1 ECU = 1,25 USS (1999).

slope of the exposure-response function is expressed in percentage change in annual mortality rate per unit of
pollutant concentration increase (% change per ng/m3) for mortality, while in number of events per person per
(.ig/m3 for morbidity.

baseline mortality in Croatia is 11 per 1000.
(4) age group 14-65, in Croatia 68% of total population.

Mortality impacts can be valued based on the willingness to pay (WTP) for reduction of the
risk of death, or on the willingness to accept compensation (WTA) for an increase in risk. One
year of life lost is estimated at 98.000 ECU, if no discounting is applied. If the discount rate is
set to 3%, which is recommended for environmental damage valuation, money loss in case of
acute death is 155.000 ECU, while 83.000 ECU if a fatal outcome is caused by a chronic
illness. Morbidity impacts are valued based on medical treatment cost and lost wages.

Application of the Impact Pathway Method on Croatia

The aim of the analysis made here was to estimate costs of health damages through air
pollution caused by two possible power generation technologies in Croatia in the near future:
coal and natural gas fired facilities. Reference power plants, one coal and one gas combined
cycle (CC) unit, are assumed to comply with current domestic emission standards [6], so the
emission rates equal the upper emission limits. Basic technical end emission data are given in
Table 3.

It was observed how each of those two power plants, if placed at a certain location in Croatia,
would affect (a) population in Croatia, and (b) the whole of Europe. Power plants were moved
across the country to check how the external costs vary with location. To determine the health
impacts on population in Croatia only, grid cells belonging to Croatia were isolated in the
matrix of results. The total affected population in Croatia is 4,8 million, while in the whole of
Europe around 540 million. Spatial distribution of primary and secondary pollutant
concentrations, combined with population distribution and the appropriate exposure-response
functions is used to calculate health impacts on the population in Croatia and Europe and the
associated external costs due to operation of the observed two power plants.



Table 3 Technical data and emission rates of the analyzed power plants

Net capacity
Hours on full load
Flue gas volume
Thermal efficiency
Emissions
Particulates
SO2

NOX

CO,

Coal fired
350 MW
7000 h/yr

1,06 x 106m3/h
41%

mg/m3

50
400
650

2,84E+5

g/kWh
0,15
1,21
1,97
862

Natural gas fired, CC
300 MW
7000 h/yr

1,57 x 106m3/h
52%

mg/m3

0
0

100
0,66E+5

g/kWh
0
0

0,52
344

After examining several locations, possible for future power plants, a range of external costs
was obtained. Results are shown in Table 4. More detailed description of the method and the
results can be found in [9].

The obtained external costs comprise only health impacts due to airborne emissions
(particulates, SO2, NOX). Impacts of ground-level ozone, which is caused by NOX, and of
global warming, caused by greenhouse gases, are not included. Due to lack of reliable ozone
models, external costs of NOX via ozone are set to the uniform value of 1.500 ECU per ton of
NOX for the whole of Europe. External costs of global warming are subject to large
uncertainties, so they vary from 3,8 to 139 ECU per ton of CO2. The geometrical mean value
was taken as the best estimate for global warming damages: 29 ECU/t.

Table 4 External costs: summary of results

Boundary: Croatia only (4,8
million inhabitants )
Particulates

SO2 (including sulfates)

NOX (including nitrates)

Total*

Boundary: Europe (540 million
inhabitants)
Particulates

SO2 (including sulfates)

NOX (including nitrates)

Total*

Coal fired facility

mUS$/kWh

0,29-0,33
0,59-0,93
0,63-1,96
1,51 -3,22

mUS$/kWh

1,99-2,95

13,93-15,72

23,59-28,10

39,51 -46,77

Gas fired facility

mUS$/kWh

0

0

0,18-0,54

0,18 -0,54

mUS$/kWh

0

0

6,91-8,16
6,91 -8,16

* health damages due to tropospheric ozone (precursor: NOX) not included.

Thus, external costs of power generation in fossil fuelled power plants are obtained as the sum
of (i) airborne emissions damages, which are site specific, (ii) ground-level ozone damages
that are for now considered uniform for the whole of Europe, and (iii) global warming
damages that are considered uniform in the whole moderate climate zone. Those numbers are
given in Table 5, in the third row.

External costs can be included in power system expansion planning, i.e. selection of the
optimal future capacity mix. They can be added to production costs of candidate generation
units and in that way incorporated into the optimization goal function. Such exercise was
conducted in the following analysis.
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Table 5 Cases depending on the level of external costs included in optimization

External cost (mUSD/kWh)

coal
gas
nuclear —
coal: 46,77 + 3,69*
gas: 8,16 + 0,98*
nuclear
coal: 46,77 + 3,69* + 30,05**
gas: 8,161 +0,98* + 12,47**
nuclear***

3,22
0,54
0,1

50,46
9,14
2,5-7
80,51
21,61
2,5-7

Case name

external cost Croatia

external cost Europe
(including ozone)

external cost Europe-total
(including ozone and global wanning)

due to tropospheric ozone, ** due to global wanning, *** based on [3], [5] and [8].

Power System Expansion Scenarios

Electricity demand is influenced by the structure and growth of economy. Croatian GDP is
expected to rise at an average annual rate of 5 percent till the year 2030, and electricity
consumption at a rate of 3,3 percent [2]. Rational energy use and improvement of demand-
side efficiency is taken into account. Future electricity demand will have to be covered in an
environmentally sound way. Renewable energy sources: hydro, wind, solar, biomass and
geothermal energy, could have an important role in achieving that requirement due to their
indisputable environmental benefits. According to estimates [2, 7], potentials of renewable
sources for electricity generation vary between 3500 GWh in a moderate projection to 6000
GWh per year in the most optimistic perspective. That equals 10 to 15 percent of the
estimated electricity needs in the year 2030. Since the deployment of renewables is very
uncertain, and they can only cover a small share of future electricity needs, the following
analysis will focus on conventional fossil fired and nuclear sources.

On the basis of electricity consumption forecast and scheduled retirements of the existing
power plants, projections of the needed new generating capacities have been made. It turned
out that additional capacity of 4500 MW will have to be installed in the period 2001-2030.
Fossil-fired (coal and natural gas) and nuclear power plants, together with several
hydroelectric facilities, are chosen as candidates for system expansion (Table 6). No
revolutionary technologies are chosen, but those already proven. All candidate power plants
are designed to comply with current environmental standards in Croatia. Coal units will be
equipped with electrostatic precipitators for particulates removal and with wet scrubbers for
desulphurisation. Low-NOx combustion measures will be applied to reduce NOX emissions to
the allowable levels. The existing power plants will not be equipped with any additional
emission abatement devices before they are retired.

Table 6 Technical and economic parameters of candidate thermal power plants

Fuel / technology / size

gas / combined cycle / units: 200, 300 MW

coal / supercritical steam / units: 350, 500 MW

nuclear / PWR / units: 660 MW

Fuel cost
($/GJ)

3,5

2,0

0,42

n
(%)

52

41

35

Investment*
(S/kW)

600

1500

2000

* including interest durinsj construction
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The aim here is to find the optimal expansion plan of new electricity generating facilities in
Croatia, i.e. the one with the lowest annual production costs and still complying with the
given requirements. Annual production costs are obtained as a sum of levelized fixed costs
(comprised of annual capital cost recovery and yearly fixed maintenance cost) and annual
variable costs (comprised of fuel cost and variable maintenance cost). They are shown in
Figure 4.

Apart from directs costs, this picture also shows total costs of candidate units, with external
costs added. Three levels of external costs are included, depending on the scope of analysis
and the type of pollutants (receptors in Croatia only or in the whole of Europe; ozone and
global warming included or not). The effect of CO2 tax (US$ 8 per ton of CO2) is also
depicted. The latter of course affects only fossil fired power plants.
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Figure 4 Annual production costs of candidate units, direct and with external costs added

Annual production cost curves suggest that gas fired power plants are the most favorable
option at all load factors. Nuclear is cheaper than coal if the load factor is greater than 50%,
which is normally the case. If tax is imposed of 8 US$ per tonne of CO2 emitted, variable
costs of coal fired units would significantly rise, making them even more expensive and less
competitive to nuclear units. CO2 tax would much less affect gas fired units. Based on [8],
external costs of nuclear units in normal operation are assumed 0,12 mUSD/kWh on the
regional scale. This is too small a value to be distinguished on the graph above, in other words
the effect of external costs of normal operation on nuclear power plants is negligible.

The effect of external costs on the optimal expansion plan

In the selection process of the optimal capacity mix in the following 30-year period four
cases were observed, each with different external cost value added to direct costs of expansion
candidates. In the first case no external costs were added, so the optimization was conducted
based on direct costs only. In the second case, called Ext. costs Croatia, the calculation was
made with the external cost for Croatia, as given in Table 4, which means that only damages
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within Croatia are taken into account. The upper value in the range was chosen following the
conservative approach. The third case incorporated the external costs for the whole of Europe,
plus the average ozone damage for Europe (Ext. costs Europe). In the fourth case, Ext. costs
Europe-lot, the external costs from case 3 were increased by the value of global wanning
damages. The list of cases and the attached external costs is given in Table 5.

The optimal capacity mixes in those four cases are shown in Figure 5, as cumulative values
for the entire planning period. In all cases it is supposed that natural gas availability is
unlimited.

Total capacity added in the period 2001-2030
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Figure 5 Total added capacity by fuel, depending on the external cost level

Apart from the minor share of hydro facilities, the optimal capacity mix if no external costs
are added, i.e. in the reference case, consists only of gas CC power plants. This was to be
expected from the earlier given cost curves. Further conclusion is that the country-level
external costs (Croatia only) cannot affect the optimal solution much - it still consists mainly
of gas units, only with is a bit larger share of hydro power. However, if the value of external
costs is high enough, optimal expansion plan does get strongly affected. That happens in cases
3 and 4, where European-level external costs are added. In the third case, where no global
damages were included, three nuclear units enter the optimal capacity mix, whereas in the
fourth case, where the global wanning damages are also included in the cost function, optimal
solution involves even four nuclear units. The time schedule of power plant additions and
retirements for those two cases is given in Figure 6.

Three nuclear units in the optimal expansion plan would cover 40% of the newly installed
capacity over the period i.e. 30% of the total installed capacity in the system in the year 2030
(the latter is 5760 MW). That would imply the average CO2 emission lower by 25% and end-
o(-period emission lower by 45% than in the reference case. In case of four nuclear units, the
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average CO2 emission would be about 26-27% lower and emission in the year 2030 almost
60% lower than in the reference case. Reference case is the one with only direct costs
included in the optimization.

The structure of new capacities is reflected on emission levels, as shown in Figure 7 and
Figure 8. It has to be stressed that external costs are added only to candidate and not the
existing units, because the purpose of this analysis was to examine the influence of external
costs on resource selection and not on power system operation. Therefore, once the optimal
capacity mix is determined, it is assumed that facilities are dispatched according to their direct
costs, i.e. the economic loading order. In other words, external costs here are not meant to be
imposed on any party, neither the producer nor the customer, and therefore should not affect
the price of electricity.

Capacities added (external costs Europe incl
ozone effect ,no global warming)

600-

Capacities added (external cost Brope with
ozone effect and global warning

-600 -€00
2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026 2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026

I HYDRO 0OIL I COAL ED GAS DNPPKrsko • NUCLEAR

Figure 6 Optimal capacity mixes in cases where nuclear energy enters the solution

If there is no nuclear facilities installed, emission follow an upward trend. Carbon dioxide
emissions in the year 1995 amounted to 2,7 million tonnes, or 72% of the pre-war value. By
the year 2001, when the planning period begins, CO2 emissions are expected to rise to 5,2
million tonnes.

CO2 emissions

only direct costs

- - - - external cost Croatia

external cost Europe (incl.

ozone)

—external cost Europe (incl.
ozone and global w arming)

. . . - Kyoto Protocol = 7,1 Mt/yr

A A A

Figure 7 CO2 emissions for alternative optimised power system expansion options in the
observed period
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Croatian commitment in Kyoto is to start reducing total country's CO2 emissions so that the
average value in the period 2008-2012 is 5% lower than in 1990, and that the emissions are
kept at that level afterwards. The corresponding requirement for the power sector is to reduce
CO2 emissions to 7,1 million tonnes per year. The average CO2 emission in the period 2008-
2012 would be 6,82 Mt/year. This is similar in all cases since bigger differences occur only in
the second half of the planning period, with the retirement of the existing units. Although this
value is below the Kyoto limit, the rising emission trend suggests the goal of long-term
reduction would not be met. Only the case with four nuclear units could keep CO2 emissions
below the Kyoto limit in the long run.

Power sector SO2 emissions-, which in the year 1995 reached 25 kt and in 1998 47 kt, are
expected to significantly decrease over the next 30-year period. The reason for the downward
trend are gradual retirements of the existing oil-fired power plants, lower sulfur content in
fuels and desulfurisation devices in new coal power plants. Emissions of SO2 in all of the
observed cases are expected to drop to negligible amounts till the year 2030, because no new
coal or oil units are foreseen.

The same happens with particulate matter emissions; from the initial amount of around 2 kt in
2001 they drop to 0,7 to 0,8 kt in the year 2030. Their emission characteristic is very similar
to SO2 emissions.
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Figure 8 Emissions of SO2, NOX and particulates for alternative optimised power system
expansion options in the observed period

Emissions of NOX in the year 2001 are expected to be 10 kt. During the observed period they
would triple if only gas facilities are built. Only if more nuclear units are deployed, NOX

emissions could be kept at low levels, around 20-30% percent higher than today.

The effect of CO7 emission tax on the optimal expansion plan

In this part it is examined in what way various CO2 lax levels would affect the optimal
capacity mix. The idea is similar to the one in the previous example: CO2 tax is added to
variable costs of fossil fired power plants, and optimization of power system expansion is
conducted based on the increased costs. The only diference is that CO2 tax is added to all
units, both the existing and the candidate ones, because that is how the system of emissions
taxes (charges) would probably function in reality. Three levels of CO2 tax were examined:
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US$ 8, 9 and 15 per ton. These values are in the accordance with real CO2 taxes applied in
some countries, and still lower than the mean estimate of global warming damage (36 US$/t,
according to ExternE study). Total added capacity by fuel, depending on the height of CO2
tax, is shown in Figure 9.

Total capacity added in the period 2001-2030
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Figure 9 Total optimised capacity added depending on the CO2 tax

A tax of $ 8 per ton of CO2 would not significantly affect the optimal solution - hydro
generation would increase, but majority of new facilities would still be gas fired. However,
only a slight increase of tax, to $ 9 per ton, would decrease the cost effectiveness of gas
facilities so that one nuclear unit would enter the optimal solution. Further increase of CO2 tax
to $ 15 per ton would call for even 3 nuclear units in the optimal solution.
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Figure 10 Effect of CO2 emission tax on the emission levels of optimised power plants

The capacity structure is reflected in the emissions levels. Since the former example showed
that SO2 and particulates emissions do not pose a problem if no coal units are deployed, only
NOX and CO2 emissions are shown here (Figure 10). A significant emission drop happens
whenever a nuclear unit comes online. Each nuclear unit saves around 4,5 kt NOX and about
1,5 ton of CO2 each year. Those values correspond to 13-14% of emissions in the year 2030.
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Conclusion

Preliminary screening shows both economic and environmental advantage of natural gas
plants. Gas-dominated options have the lowest CO2 emissions, due to high conversion
efficiencies of gas combined cycle plants. SOX and participates emissions are also
significantly lower in gas-dominated options. Power system expansion that includes nuclear
power plants is most environmentally friendly. Nuclear power proved as the only way to
reduce carbon dioxide emissions. In the assumed higher scenario of electricity consumption, it
takes three or even four nuclear units to substantially reduce CO2 emissions till the year 2030
and keep them stable in the long run, though the short-term Kyoto target (2008-2012) could
be met with no nuclear additions.

The analysis showed that CO2 tax would have an immense effect on the capacity structure,
and small changes could cause large consequences. A tax of 8 $ per ton of CO2 would not
affect the optimal solution, while a double so high value would make a big difference when
selecting generation technology, giving advantage to nuclear power.

External costs on the country level (Croatia only), if added to direct costs of the candidate
power plants, would not affect the optimal solution. However, if external costs for the whole
of Europe are added, nuclear power would dominate the optimal solution.

It has to be noted that the relations would change considerably if natural gas availability is
limited. In that case the competitors would be nuclear and coal facilities which means that
optimal solution would include mostly nuclear power, if the fuel price and investment
requirements are kept the same as above.
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Abstract

The total electricity generated in 1998 was 215,300 GWh with 43,261 MWe of total

installed capacity of electric power, while in 1978 when the first Nuclear Power Plant began

operation it was 31,510 GWh with 6,916 MWe installed capacity. The share of nuclear power

generation in 1998 increased up to 41.7%. Currently, 16 units of nuclear power are operating

with an additional four units under construction.

Nuclear power has contributed to enhancing energy security and supplying stable

energy for Korea. The government's strong commitment to the nuclear power program

together with a long-term national policy resulted in favorable conditions for KEPCO to

manage the program and promote increasing levels of national participation in successive

nuclear power projects.

The role of nuclear power as a sustainable energy resource can not be emphasized

enough with respect to global environmental issues. Increasing the share of nuclear power in

the total installed capacity for electricity generation will undoubtedly play a very important

role.

General Information on Korea

The Republic of Korea lies on the southern part of the Korean peninsula in the Far

East. Total area of the peninsular is about 220,000 km2 and about 70% of the area are

mountainous, while 98,445 km2 belong to South Korea. As of the end of 1998, the country had

a population of 46 million inhabitants with a growth rate of 0.95%. The Gross National

Product (GNP) in 1998 was 317 billion US dollars, which had decreased by 5.8 % due to

suffering from a lack of foreign exchange reserves since late 1997. The domestic economy

began to be recovered since mid 1999.

Energy Situation in Korea

Korea is an energy-resource-poor country. There are no oil or gas resources and only

limited anthracite coal deposits in the country. Uranium deposits identified are low grade and

no development of these has taken place. Consequently, stable energy supplies have been a
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principal consideration in formulating an energy policy. The primary energy consumption has

rapidly increased as shown in Table 1 below, while that in 1998 had decreased by 8 % due to

the recession.

Table 1. Primary Energy Consumption

Year
1968
1978
1980
1985
1990
1995
1997
1998

Total
15,820
38,087
43,911
56,296
93,192

150,437
180,638
165,932

Nuclear
-

581
869

4,186
13,222
16,757
19,272
22,422

Coal
5,407
9,893

13,199
22,022
24,385
28,092
34,799
36,039

Petroleum
5,507

24,123
26,830
27,142
50,175
93,955

109,080
90,582

LNG
-

•

-

-

3,023
9,213

14,792
13,838

(Unit:
Hydro

232 '
452
496
915

1,590
1,369
1,351
1,525

1000 TOE)
Others

4,674
3,038
2,517
2,031

797
1,051
1,344
1,526

The demand for electricity has been growing rapidly with the rapid economic

growth. Total electricity generated in 1998 was 215,300 GWh with 43,406 MWe of total

installed capacity of electric power, while in 1978 when the first Nuclear Power Plant began

operation, it was 31,510 GWh with 6,916 MWe installed capacity. It is anticipated to increase

up to 426,769 GWh with 79,061 MWe installed capacity by the year 2015. The generated

electricity per capita in 1998 was 4,637 kWh, 30 times as much compared with that in 1968

when the decision to construct the first nuclear power plant had been made by the

government.

Nuclear Power Program in Korea

The Korean government worried about its heavy dependency on oil and coal for

power generation during the 1960's and 1970's when the share of fossil-fired generation was

above 80%. In the late 1960's, the government carefully studied the feasibility of introducing

a nuclear power plant to diversify the resource of fuel and to lessen the risk of imported

energy sources. As a result, the government decided to construct Korea's first nuclear power

plant, Kori-1 with a 587 MWe capacity, which began commercial operation in April, 1978.

As nuclear power was considered a semi-independent energy source because only the

uranium is imported while the other components of nuclear energy are domestically available

with self-reliance achieved in design, manufacturing and construction, the Korean

government chose nuclear power as one of the main sources of electricity. In the mid 1980s,

the government put in place an ambitious self-reliance program employing technology

transfer and standardization of nuclear power plants. The share of nuclear power generation in

1998 increased up to 41.7% from 9.3% in 1980. It is anticipated to increase up to 44.5% by

2015.
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At the end of 1999, the Korean government had established and announced the fifth

Long-term Power Expansion Plan. According to the plan, Korea will continue to construct the

1000 MWe class Korean Standard Nuclear Power Plant (KSNPs) with gradual design

improvements in the short-term and will develop the 1400 MWe class Korean Next

Generation Reactors (KNGRs). While the Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) is the reactor

type of those KSNPs and KNGRs and has been maiif reactor type in Korea, the Pressurized

Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) will be considered as a complementary reactor type for

enhancing the economic feasibility of nuclear power generation.

Currently, 16 units of nuclear power, 12 Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) and 4

Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors (PHWRs), are operating with four more units under

construction. An additional eight units are planned to be constructed by 2015.

. Table 2. Share of Nuclear Power Generation

Year

1968
1978
1980
1985
1990
1995
1997
1998
2000
2005
2010
2015

Installed
Capacity

MWe
1,274
6,916
9,391

16,137
21,021
32,184
41,042
43,406
49,056
61,620
74,617
79,061

Nuclear

MWe
-

587
587

2,866
7,618
8,616

10,316
12,016
13,716
17,716
22,529
26,050

%
-

8.5
6.3

17.8
36.2
26.8
25.1
27.7
28.0
28.8
30.2
33.0

Gross
Generation

GWh
6,026

31,510
37,239
58,007

107,670
184,661
224,445
215,300
250,627
329,412
384,173
426,769

Nuclear

GWh
-

2,324
3,477

16,745
52,887
67,029
77,086
89,689

101,238
126,364
153,156
190,125

%
-

7.4
9.3

28.9
49.1
34.7
34.3
41.7
40.4
38.4
39.9
44.5

Generation
per Capita

kWh
157
739
859

1,243
2,202
3,640
4,366
4,637

Planned
Value

Historical Review on Development of Nuclear Power in Korea

Nuclear power in Korea can be categorized in three generations from the point of

view of technological self-reliance - total dependence and imitation, self-reliance preparation,

and self-reliance promotion.

During the first generation, from the late 1960s to the early 1970s, three units, Kori-

1&2 and Wolsong-1, were constructed through a turnkey contract, with the foreign vendor as

the prime contractor. This can be characterized as a period of total dependence and imitation

of technologies. Due to a lack of domestic experience in nuclear industries, the Korea Electric

Power Corporation (KEPCO) totally relied on foreign suppliers, granting them overall

responsibility for project management from design and construction to start-up. Domestic
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industries were limited to civil and architectural work in the service facilities, as

subcontractors. The major goals for self-reliance in this period were to find items available to

be localized and to imitate the technology (exactly as instructed) of the foreign suppliers.

The first nuclear power plant, Kori-1 a 587 MWe PWR, was ordered to

Westinghouse and was commissioned in 1978 after seven years of construction. To finance

this project, KEPCO considered the conventional approach of requiring potential suppliers to

offer financing with their bids. Over 50% of the total investment was from foreign sources.

During the second generation, from the late 1970s to the early 1980s six units, Kori-

3&4, YGN(Yonggwang)-l&2 and UCN(Ulchin)-l&2, were constructed through a component

base contract with foreign prime contractors. In that time, KEPCO managed project

construction assisted by a foreign Architect/Engineering (A/E) company. KEPCO procured

the balance of plant equipment and Korean contractors managed site construction, while

domestic industries expanded their engineering and equipment supply roles. During this

period, domestic participation increased and various vehicles of technology self-reliance were

opened as well.

During this period, public financing arrangements were the main sources of funding

for nuclear power projects with supplemental commercial loans. For the project

implementation of Korea's fifth and sixth nuclear power units, Kori-3&4, about two-thirds of

the foreign investments were financed through a public loan from the US EXIM in 1978. For

a commercial loan arrangement, KEPCO initiated direct consultations from the Hong Kong

based bank Chase Manhattan Asia Limited (CMAL). This bank had worked as the agent of a

syndicate, comprising 40 commercial banks, since June, 1978. About 60% of the total

investment was from foreign sources.

In the third generation, from the late 1980's to the late 1990s, KEPCO led

component base projects as before, but the construction project management was internal.

KEPCO assumed overall responsibility by awarding the prime contracts to Korean entities,

while foreign suppliers served as subcontractors. In this period, YGN-3&4, the first project of

its kind, was started along with a technology transfer contract to increase self-reliance in

parallel with plant construction. For the UCN-3&4 project, Korean entities took responsibility

for the entire project while foreign suppliers were mainly consultants.

The financing of YGN-3&4 project was in a quite different financing climate and

had different aspects. In the early stages of project formulation in 1986, KEPCO considered a

conventional financing approach, such as supplier's credits and commercial loans. However,

the financing conditions were not attractive to KEPCO in view of market conditions, which

favored borrowers at that time. On the basis of its own creditworthiness, KEPCO decided to

take advantage of the availability and relatively low cost of dollar denominated borrowings

through a commercial syndicated loan from Banker's Trust Company with a four-year

currency option. The interest rate was a sub-LIBOR margin of-1.25%, while it was 0.25%
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over LIBOR for a conventional loan.

Self-reliance in Nuclear Power Technology

Korea has attained self-reliance in nuclear power technology through a national

policy for long-term self-reliance iff fuel and plant design, manufacturing, construction and

operation. To execute the policy, technology transfer and power plant standardization were

chosen as major vehicles for self-reliance. The scope and responsibilities were defined and

divided among the participating Korean entities as shown in Table 3, and in conjunction with

that, plant standardization was conducted. For effective technology transfer, joint design with

foreign partners was chosen as the mechanism for implementation.

Table 3. Division of Responsibilities (up to the end of December, 1996.)

Entity
KINS

KEPCO
KOPEC
KAERI*

HANJUNG

KNFC
Universities

Responsibilities
licensing support for the government
project management and operation
plant design (A/E) and development of A/E design technology
NSSS design, fuel design, and related R&D
component design & manufacturing and development of manufacturing
technology
fuel manufacturing and development of fuel manufacturing technology
R&D of key technology

* Currently, KOPEC is responsible for NSSS design and KNFC for fuel design.

The strategy to acquire self-reliance in nuclear power technology was supported by

four major means; actual project execution, technology transfer, power plant standardization

and gradual improvement through research and development(R&D).

The YGN-3&4 project was selected as the base for self-reliance. Since the nuclear

market was a buyer's market when the YGN-3&4 project was planned, the government

included technology transfer as a condition of the contract. As a result, KEPCO engaged

domestic main contractors while foreign subcontractors warranted the project. Well-planned

training and joint design were adopted as a mechanism of implementation. The scope of

technology transfer included the transfer of technical information, patents license, classroom

training (CRT) and on-the-job training (OJT), and R&D participation and consultation.

Standardization of Nuclear Power Plant

Standardization means constructing plants to the same specifications in series for

economic gains from repetitive works. However, new technology must be adapted to enhance
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safety and performance. The standardization of nuclear power plants in Korea was

implemented in four phases beginning in April, 1983.

The preliminary concept was formulated during the first phase from April, 1983 to

July, 1985. During phase II, from September, 1985 to August, 1987, standardization was

developed by the review of construction and operating experience, technology development,

and the identification of items for "design improvement. Since the YGN-3&4 project was

executed with technology transfer, it was used as the reference plant of the Korean Standard

Nuclear Power Plant (KSNP). In the third phase, from February, 1989 to April, 1991, KSNP

was developed referencing YGN-3&4 and incorporating selected advanced design features.

Phase IV has been the period of constructing Korean Standard Nuclear Power Plants with

UCN-3&4 as the leading plant. More units, including YGN-5&6 and UCN-5&6, are under

construction and will be completed by 2005.

Though the KSNP will be constructed repeatedly, the design -will be gradually

improved through R&D. Currently, Korea is developing the next generation reactor with a

higher capacity, based on technology attained through self-reliance in 1000 MWe standard

plant implementation.

Nuclear Power Related Organizations in Korea

For the nuclear power industry, the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy

(MOCIE) is responsible for such activities as follows:

To formulate and implement basic plans and policies for the long-term security of energy

and resources,

To coordinate tasks on nuclear power generation and to formulate and implement its basic

policies,

To support the locating, construction and operation of nuclear power-related facilities and

their safety management,

To establish and implement a radioactive waste management plan, and

To formulate and implement supporting activities for the surrounding areas of power

plants and to apply related laws and regulations.

The nuclear regulatory organizations are composed of three parties; a national level

decision-making body represented by the Korean Nuclear Regulatory Commission (KNRC)

that is chaired by the Minister of the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), a

regulatory authority represented by MOST and a technical expert group to support MOST

represented by the Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS). The Korea Atomic Energy

Research Institute (KAERI) is the national research institution for promoting the peaceful

applications of nuclear energy by carrying out integrated R&D activities in the nuclear field.

The Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) has an integrated operating
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monopoly over power generation, transmission and distribution of electricity. KEPCO owns

94% of the total electricity generating capacity. To construct nuclear power plants in Korea,

KEPCO, the owner, designated the Korea Power Engineering Company, Inc. (KOPEC) as the

prime contractor for Architect/Engineering, the Korea Heavy Industries & Construction Co.,

Ltd. (HANJUNG) for the supply of a nuclear steam supply system and turbine/generator, and

the Korea "Nuclear Fuel Co., Ltd. (KNFC) for nuclear fuel manufacturing. Procuring the

balance of the plant was the responsibility of KEPCO as the owner. KOPEC was also

designated as a subcontractor to HANJUNG for the design of NSSS. To perform the

maintenance of power plants the Korea Plant Services & Engineering Co., Ltd. (KPS) was

designated by KEPCO. These designated companies are subsidiaries of KEPCO. The

structure of nuclear power related organizations are shown in Figure 1.

KEPCO will be split up into six new power subsidiaries in accordance with the

Electricity Industry's Restructuring Program aimed at stimulating competition in the power

generating business. According to the plan, KEPCO will allot power generation facilities,

either currently in operation or under construction, to five thermal power subsidiaries and

place all nuclear and hydro power plants under a single subsidiary.

President

Prime Minister

_L
MOST

T

KNRC
JL

MOCIE

KAERI KINS KEPCO

1

KOPEC
i

KPS
i

KNFC
l

HANJUNG

Figure 1. Nuclear Power Related Organizations in Korea

The Role of Nuclear Power for Environment

The problem of global warming, which became obvious from the 1980s, has given

cause to vigorous activities for environmental preservation. Because the main causes of

environmental contamination are air pollution, acid rain and greenhouse gas due to the use of

fossil fuels, the use of fossil fuels should be cut to reduce the emission of SOx, NOx, and

CO2.

CO2 emissions in Korea will be 2.2 times higher in 2000, and 3.3 times higher in

2010 compared to that in 1990. To reduce CO2 gas emission, several options can be
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considered: enhancement of energy efficiency, energy conservation, an increase in the use of

new and renewable energy and a switch toward less greenhouse gas intensive power options.

Switching fuel towards a less greenhouse gas intensive power option is the best choice for

Korea.

Conclusion"

The Republic of Korea, an energy-resource-poor country, set the issue of secured and

stable energy supply as one of its top priorities. Nuclear power has been playing an important

role in this issue.

Considering the development of Korea's nuclear power program, government's

strong commitment to the program together with well-developed policies and proper

implementation of long-term national plan to achieve self-reliance in nuclear power

technology have been key factors for the successful nuclear power program. Nuclear power

plant standardization facilitated self-reliance in the technology and promoted increasing levels

of national participation in successive nuclear power projects.

Increasing the share of nuclear power in the total installed capacity for electricity

generation will undoubtedly play a very important role for environmental preservation. In

conclusion, the role of nuclear power as a sustainable energy resource can not be emphasized

enough with respect to global environmental issues.
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Abstract. Nuclear power plant produces about 80% of electricity in Lithuania.
However, national energy strategy as a result of comprehensive assessment of
technical, economic and political factors foresees closure of its first unit by 2005.
Future fate of the second unit will be defined later in 2004. Electricity demand
requirements will be covered by other modernised power plants burning fossil fuel.
This may create some environmental problems, especially if unit 2 would be closed.
Earlier closure of the nuclear power plant is a great economical burden not only for
the power sector but also to the whole national economy. This requires substantial
technical and financial support from EU and other developed countries.

Before Lithuania re-established its independence, its power system was integrated part of
the Soviet grid, the North-Western United System. Although oil, natural gas and uranium were
imported, Lithuania was a net exporter of electricity. Lithuanian Thermal Power Plant at
Elektrenai (Lithuanian TPP), built in the sixties and seventies, and the Ignalina NPP, built in the
eighties, were designed to satisfy regional rather than domestic needs for electricity.

At present the total installed capacity of the Lithuanian power plants is 6537 MW,
including Ignalina NPP with 3000 MW installed capacity and the Lithuanian TPP with 1800
MW. CHP installations account for 780 MW, Kruonis hydro pumped storage power plant for 800
MW and other hydro and thermal power plants for 167 MW

Because of significant electricity demand reduction in Lithuania and neighbouring
countries only a part of installed capacities is used for electricity production. Table 1 shows
power output in Lithuania from 1990 to 1998. As it is possible to see from data presented the
Ignalina NPP has a dominant position in power production in the country. Since 1992 it covers
more than 77% of total electricity production and it is because of significantly lower electricity
production cost at this power plant in comparison with other thermal power plants. Until recently,
combined heat and power plants in Lithuania played an important role in the electricity supply
system as well as in a heat supply sector. The recent development of fuel prices and electricity
demand, however, has made electricity production at CHP's less competitive during the last
years. Presently CHP plants are used mostly to produce heat only (in heat only boilers), because
their electrical capacity is not needed in the system. Similar situation is with the Lithuanian TPP.
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Table I. Power production in Lithuania 1990-1998 TWh

Ignalina NPP
Lithuanian TPP
Vilnius CHP
Kaunas CHP
Mazeikiai CHP
Other CHP
Hydro PP
Kruonis HPSPP
Total

1990
17.0
7.8

1.7

0.7

0.5

0.2

0.4

0

28.4

1992
14.6
1.8

0.8

0.5

0.4

0.1
0.3

0.2

18.7

1994
1.1
0.8

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.5

0.3

10.0

1996
13.9
0.8

0.5

• 0 . 2

0.5

0.1

0.3

0.5

16.8

1997
12.0
0.7

0.7

0.2

0.4

0.1

0.3

0.5

14.9

1998
13.6
1.7

0.7

0.2

0.4

0.1

0.4

0.5

17.6
Source: JSC "Lietuvos energija"

In this relation consumption of nuclear fuel for electricity generation has also dominant
position (Fig. 1). Its share in 1990 was 67%, while in 1994-1998 this parameter fluctuated
between 86 and 93%. Share of natural gas and heavy fuel oil in 1990 correspondingly was 19 and
14 %. Later consumption of natural gas decreased much more in comparison with utilisation of
heavy fuel oil and in 1992-1998 its portion was in a range of 0.3 and 8.7%. Consumption of
oremulsion for testing purposes had a place in 1995, 1997 and 1998 but its amount did not exceed
37 thous. t c.e.

Above described situation in electricity production and fuel consumption resulted
significant reduction of emissions related to this kind of activity since 1991. Dynamics of SO2,
NOx, particulates and CO2 since 1990 is shown in Fig. 2. Electricity output from power plants in
Lithuania in 1992-1998 was in a range of 47-64% of the 1990 level (exception is wet year 1994
when electricity was partly imported from Latvian hydro power plants), while emissions in this
period decreased practically up to 10-30%. Noticeable emission increase in 1998 in comparison
with 1997 is caused by doubling of consumption of heavy fuel oil and reduction of natural gas
consumption.
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A lot of efforts has been put into safety upgrading of the Ignalina NPP and good results
have been achieved in approximating its level to the international nuclear safety standards,
however, a certain part of Western politicians and technical experts are of the opinion that the
risks of RBMK reactors cannot be removed to such an extent that they could be safe enough for
long-term operation. The opinion of_the international community is important for Lithuania
which prepares for the EU and NATO membership.

Uncertainties related to future investments needed for safety upgrade of the Ignalina NPP,
a forecast relatively slow growth rate of internal electricity demand and limited opportunities for
profitable electricity export complicate efficient use of full capacity of the Ignalina NPP in the
future. Expected changes in the Lithuanian electricity market will also have great influence on the
operation of the Ignalina NPP. The Energy Law of the Republic of Lithuania provides for free
connection of new independent electricity producers to the national electricity grid together with
the establishment of open electricity market. This is related to the anticipated integration into EU
energy market and will lead to the inevitable appearance of new decentralised generating
capacities, especially for the combined heat and power generation, and will.further decrease the
possibility to operate the Ignalina NPP at full capacity.

Upon comprehensive assessment of technical, economic and political factors, the
following strategy for further operation of the Ignalina NPP is proposed:
A. Unit 1 of the Ignalina NPP will be closed down by the year 2005 in line with the Nuclear

Safety Account Grant Agreement, taking into consideration the terms and conditions of
long-term and considerable financial assistance from the European Union, G-7 countries
and other states as well as international financial institutions;

!L Conditions and precise final date of the decommissioning of Unit 2 shall be solved in the
updated National Energy Strategy prepared in the year 2004, when more detailed
information on the operation of Unit 2 will be available.

C. The remaining operation period of Unit 1 must be used most efficiently and in particular
during the implementation of the secondary shut down system at Unit 2.

Actions to be taken immediately are as follows.

1) to prepare a comprehensive program - in line with international requirements - for the
final decommissioning, dismantling, radioactive waste and spent fuel management,
interim storage and final disposal of spent fuel (or transference for reprocessing) of Unit
l;

2) to initiate all necessary legal proceedings for the decommissioning of Unit 1 and to
harmonise appropriate Lithuanian legal acts;

3) to evaluate and clarify the costs required for decommissioning of Unit 1 and identify the
sources of financing, taking into consideration foreign technical and financial assistance;

4) to prepare a development program for the Visaginas Region (the Ignalina NPP is located
in this region), taking into account the re-qualification of employees and restructuring of
the sphere of industry and services;

5) to prepare a detailed program for the restructuring of the whole power sector comprising
the period before and after closure of the Ignalina NPP;

6) to prepare a method for the deductions from electricity sale revenue designated for the
Fund for Decommissioning of the Ignalina NPP, and radioactive waste and spent nuclear
fuel management.
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When preparing conditions for further operation of Unit 2 of the Ignalina NPP and before
making the final decision on its decommissioning, it shall be necessary:

JJ to carry out new safety analysis;
2) to prepare a new safety improvement investment program;

3) to issue a new license for operation, in compliance with the requirements of Western
Europe;

4) to conduct an updated least cost analysis of the power system development, taking into
consideration the development of the national and international energy markets, as well as
operation and decommissioning costs of Unit 2;

5) to prepare a programme of the development of infrastructure (administrative, supervision,
scientific-technical support, staff training) necessary for safe and effective operation of
the Ignalina NPP.
Construction of new generating capacities, modernisation of existing units and their

utilisation regimes depend upon future fate of the Ignalina NPP. If its Unit 2 will be in operation
according to the design project least cost options (selected from a wide range of possible
candidates) for the Lithuanian power system will be as follows:

1) operation of the Kruonis HPSPP in a weekly load regulation regime and use of the biggest
part of its installed capacity for quick capacity reserve;

2) electricity generation at the Mazeikiai CHP will be determined by the heat demand of
Mazeikiai refinery. Rest of its capacity will be utilised as cold reserve;

3) life time extension for the Kaunas CHP and its partial operation in combined heat and
electricity production mode, and partial utilisation as reserve capacity;

4) further operation of two already modernised (and adopted for heat output) 150 MW units
at the Lithuanian TPP, part of their capacity utilising for reserve purposes;

5) refurbishment by the year 2011 of two 300 1V1W units at the Lithuanian TPP by
installation of additional 100 MW gas turbines;

6) decommissioning of remaining capacities at the Lithuanian TPP when their further
utilisation for reserve purposes without investments will become impossible;

7) modernisation of old turbines at the Kaunas HPP in 2002-2006;

8) decommissioning of old units at Vilnius, Petrasiunai, Klaipeda and industrial CHP during
the next 4-5 years;

9) modernisation of two 180 MW units at the Vilnius CHP in 2006 and 2011.
Capacity balance and dynamics of electricity production during time period until 2020 is

shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig.2 Capacity balance (a) and dynamics of electricity production (b) in Lithuania in
the case of further operation of Unit 2 at the Ignalina NPP according design project.

In the case if Unit 2 at the Ignalina NPP will be closed in 2010 in addition to the above
listed options would be added:
1) repowering of the third 300 MW unit at the Lithuanian TPP with gas turbine by the year

2011 to give an additional 100MW capacity;
2) repowering of the fourth 300 MW unit at the Lithuanian TPP with gas turbine in 2016;
3) construction by the year 2011 of new combined cycle CHP units in different towns. Their

total capacity would be about 320 MW and a part of those units would replace old units at
the Kaunas CHP.

Capacity balance and dynamics of electricity production during time period until 2020 in
this case is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig.3 Capacity balance (a) and dynamics of electricity production (b) in Lithuania if
Unit 2 of the Ignalina NPP would be closed in 2010.

Least cost options presented above correspond to the basic economy growth scenario
according which domestic electricity demand gradually increases from 1 1.35 TWh in 2000 up to
17.63 TWh in 2020 and no electricity export is foreseen. If some changes will appear in
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electricity demand or electricity export perspectives, some changes may be in capacity structure
and electricity production. Higher electricity demand will mainly stimulate construction of new
CHP. Construction of new hydro power plants on Nemunas and Neris rivers may be also
economically acceptable, especially in the case of favourable conditions of project financing.
However, total installed capacity of those hydro power plants account for 170 MW.
Environmental restrictions on CO2 emissions will also work for further CHP development,
especially after closure of the second unit of the Ignalina NPP. According Kyoto protocol CO2

emissions in Lithuania should be reduced by 8%, however there are no prepared requirements for
separate branches of national economy. That is why it is difficult to evaluate correct impact of
environmental restrictions for power system. If CO2 reduction target for power sector would be
set at the same level as for whole country, emission limit related to electricity production would
be about 3.2 mln. t per year. In this case requirements of the Kyoto protocol would be fulfilled if
one unit of the Ignalina NPP would remain in operation (Fig. 4). If both units would be closed
this would be not a case. Emissions of CO2 would be nearly 3 mln. tonnes in 2010 but would rise
shortly after this to 5 mln. tonnes per year when Unit II would close at the end of 2010. In those
circumstances requirements of the Kyoto protocol would reduce number of refurbished units at
the Lithuanian TPP but likely this will not effect more than one unit because heat demand
suitable for CHP load is limited.

Fig. 4. Emissions of emissionsin 2000-2020. (1-Unit 1 of the Ignalina NPP closes in
2005, Unit 2 - in 2010; 2-Operation of the Ignalina NPP according design project; 3-
Unit 1 closes in 2005, Unit 2 operates according design project).

In addition to the earlier mentioned tasks and measures power sector development strategy
foresees:

1) continuous improvement of safety and reliability of the Ignalina NPP in accordance with
international requirements;

2) completion of the restructuring of power sector, preparing it for the operation in the free
market conditions and separating the activities of electricity generation, transmission and
distribution, creation of electricity market;
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3) reconstructing and updating physically and morally obsolete electricity transmission and
distribution networks to meet the increasing demand as well as reliability and quality
requirements of electricity supply;

4) construction of a powerful connection with Poland to integrate into the power system of
Western European countries, thereby ensuring reliability of the Lithuanian power "system
operation and gradually reducing dependence upon the Russian power system;

5) co-operation with neighbouring countries to ensure the reserve capacity;
6) implementation of active electricity export and transit policy;

Taking into account the economic significance of efficient utilisation of all available
capacities in the nearest future it is economically expedient to maintain traditional electricity
export (ensuring payment) via available transmission lines to the North and the East.
Construction of an electricity transmission line westwards is necessary for the connection to the
European electricity grid and integration into the European power market.

Earlier decommissioning of the Ignalina NPP plant is a heavy burden not only for the
power system but also for the whole economy and will be impossible without significant
technical assistance and financial support from G7 countries, • EU, bilateral donors and
international financing institutions. Losses in the power system, related to earlier closure of
nuclear plant could be calculated from data presented in table 2.

Table 2. Cost comparison in 2000-2020, mln. U97

Costs

N
ot

 d
is

co
un

te
d

D
is

co
un

te
d

Investment
Fuel cost
O&MV1

Safety upgrade cost
Total\2
Profit from electricity export\3
Cost including profit from export
Investment

Fuel cost
O&MN1
Safety upgrade cost
Total\2
Profit from electricity export\3

Cost including profit from export
Levelised electricity production
cost, Lct97/kWh

First unit of the
Ignalina NPP
closes in 2005,
second unit in
2010

2705.8
13466.0
9326.2

465.0
25967.4
2682.84
23284.6
1107.0
4891.8
4704.1
331.6

11035.4
2146.4
8888.9

8.5

Operation of
the Ignalina
NPP according
design project

794.4
9392.8
11252.3
510.8

22024.4
5773.68
16250.7
510.7
3893.9
5190.1
344.6

9956.4
3085.9
6870.5

7.7

First unit of the
Ignalina NPP closes
in 2005, second unit
operates according
the design project

2245.8
11948.8
10296.6
483.3

24983.6
2682.8
22300.7

995.9
4584.0
4916.5
336.0

10834.0
2146.4
8687.5

8.4

Remarks:
1/ Includes cost for storage and disposal of spend fuel and redioaclive waste that are related with further operation of the Ignalina NPP. 2/ Take
into account cost of energy not supplied. 3/Only electricity export from additional utilisation of the Ignalina NPP is considered taking into
account that the electricity production potential at this plant 16 TWh/year at an estimated export price of 6 Ltc/kWh profit from the export.
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Difference of total cost (not discounted) in Lithuanian power system makes from 2.9 to
3.9 billion litas (1 USD = 4 litas) if losses from possible electricity export are not taken into
account and they are two times higher if export is taken into consideration. Additional investment
cost is about 1.4-1.9 billion litas higher.

Additional investments"will be carried out from international loans which are repaid from
electricity sale revenues. The costs of management, storage and disposal of waste and spent fuel
accumulated by the year 1999 (about Lt 12 billion litas III) are expected to be financed from
international funds and the costs from the year 2000 to be covered by increasing electricity tariffs
and improving efficiency of the whole power sector.

The preliminarily estimated total negative consequences of the decommissioning of the
Ignalina NPP on the national economy may make up to Lt 40 billion litas 111. Possible financing
through credits, grants and soft loans has already been announced by the EU, international funds,
international financing institutions, bilateral donors and commercial investors. Depending on
available financing from G-7 countries, EU, international funds and other financing sources, the
total impact of decommissioning . of Unit 1 on the national economy may be reduced
considerably.

References:
1. Assessment of technical, economic, environmental and social consequences related to
decommissioning of the Ignalina NPP. Report, Volume 1. Lithuanian Energy Institute, October
1999, p. 129.

2. Steven R. Tabor. Macroeconomic implications of a possible INPP closure: Draft working
paper prepared for the Fiscal policy department of the Ministry of finance. EMSI. May 18, 1999,
p. 16.
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Conditions of nuclear energy policy development

in Ukraine.

The preservation and strengthening of economic and political stability of the state depends

first of all on the situation in the main branches of economy. One of such branches is the energy

sector, whose level of development defines the place and the role of the state in the world

community. On the other hand, the status of the energy sector, one of the major elements ensuring

political and economic stability, determines energy security as well. Besides, the concept of energy

sector development in general and nuclear energy in particular should be based on the real

geopolitical situation, which Ukraine has faced after USSR disintegration. Therefore, the energy

policy development is the most important link in the development of the state itself, for importance

of this policy goes far beyond the frameworks of the energy sector. Besides, it is necessary to

note, that the new geopolitical conditions have abruptly changed the course of economic and

social development of the country. First of all, it was reflected in the significant drop of its energy

security that resulted in: first - sharp fall own fuel resources production and electric power

generation; second - significant reduction in inflow of energy resources to Ukraine. Such situation

is stipulated by the general drop in the demand for power resources due to general fall in industrial

and agricultural production, as well as by the sharp decrease in own energy resources production

and absence of sufficient financial means for the acquisition of the deficient power resources

import.

It is necessary to recognise that hasty breach of economic ties with the republics of the

former USSR has negatively affected entire economic activity of Ukraine. As the analysis shows,
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in complete isolation Ukraine can produce 15 % of a final product only. At the same time, only

Russian export - import provided for Ukraine 67 % of a final product. As a result, for the period

of 1990-1998 GDP of Ukraine dropped almost threefold, and volume of an industrial production

dropped twofold, and gas productuon decreased by one third. Electricity generation decreased

from 296,3 TW-h to 171,9 TW-h mainly because of the absence of the necessary quantity of fuel

and general economic crisis in Ukraine. Electricity generated by the heat and power stations

decreased from 201,7 TW-h in 1990 to 77,4 TW-h in 1998. During 1990-1998 in atomic power

stations the electricity production remained rather stable (76,2 TW-h in 1990 and 75,2 TW-h in

1998). Electricity production of nuclear power plants (NPP) has almost reached a level of the heat

and power stations, despite the fact the total capacity of NPP's is almost three times smaller than

the total capacity of thermoelectric power stations. Thus, in difficult for Ukraine conditions the

atomic power industry remains as the only reliable and stable producer of electricity. But even this

circumstance could not rescue Ukraine from a sharp drop in electricity production. A level of

electricity consumption decreased accordingly. In Ukraine the consumption of the electric power

per capita continuously grew till 1990. In 1990, it was 5193,4 KWH per capita, what was very

close to the consumption levels in such developed countries like France - 6521 KWH per person,

Japan - 6399, and England - 5748 KWH per capita. After 1990 the level of the total electricity

consumption per capita started to drop rapidly and in 1998 was only 3426 KWH per capita. It

corresponds to electricity consumption level in Ukraine of 1973. The level of electricity

consumption is one of key indicators, which define the state of economy. And it is at the time

when the whole modern world experiences accelerated electrification. And all developed countries

of the world, having rather powerful energy base, continue to increase their generating capacities.

As it is known, the energy crisis of the early 70-th has considerably changed a energy

situation in a world. A sharp rise in price for petroleum has taken place, which was initiated by

countries of OPEC, and restrictions on petroleum deliveries to the developed countries was

introduced. Besides, quite real preconditions for the complete termination of such deliveries

emerged. This situation for the first time brought the developed countries to the understanding of

the necessity to accept at a governmental level concrete measures, which henceforth could stave
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off such situations. In this connection, the developed countries have worked out an appropriate

policy for the energy sector implementation of which, in the opinion of its creators, should ensure

the energy security of these countries. This policy comprises four main directories:

First - foundation by developed countries of International Energy Agency (LEA) for

coordination of joint measures for energy crisis overcoming, forming of the agreed policy

concerning the world energy market, partial coordination both interaction in development and

implementation of national energy programs and policy, and also realization of the joint energy

projects both creation of state and public frames for solution of the similar tasks at national levels;

Second - development and realization state and partly interstate energy saving policies

aimed at decrease of fuel and energy resources demand;

Third - state and interstate support of activity aimed at involving into a energy balance of

own energy resources including nonconventional fuel and energy resources, nuclear power etc.,

being alternate to petroleum import;

Fourth - creation of strategic stores of petroleum, which according to joint solution of

countries - IPA members should for each country be equivalent not less than 90-day's size of its

import [1].

The implementation of these positions has allowed developed countries to overcome

effectively consequences of an energy crisis, and also to provide steady enough energy supply for

national economics and to increase a level of self-sufficiency of these countries by energy

resources [2].

Thus in the beginning 70-th developed countries with the purposes of energy security

support have chosen the path of strengthening of own energy supply sources. Thus the main

emphasis was made on sharp increase of growth of a nuclear energy. If in 60-th and to the

beginning of 70-th the specific gravity of atomic engineering in common production of the electric

power in these countries constituted about 0,1-3,7 %, already to the beginning of 90-th the

specific gravity of NPP's in a world has constituted 16 % against 1,6 % in 1970.

Analysis of further development of a nuclear energy (1991-2000) in the developed

countries has shown, that the rates of new capacities launching in the nuclear energy sector have
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decreased a little. However it is not necessary to overlook, that in 1990 the levels of production of

the electricity in NPP's in USA constituted 576,7 billions, in France - 3 11 billions, in Germany -

almost 150 billions, in Japan - 200 billions kWH. Thus, the specific gravity of a nuclear energy in

general production of the electricity constituted in USA - almost 20 %, France - 77 %, Germany -

almost 34 %, Japan - 24 %. It is necessary to add, that in these countries, despite rather high levels

of production of the electricity in NPP's, the increase of a nuclear energy sector capathities is

provided for in the long term development plans.

Thus, even the developed countries being provided with own energy resources, let alone

needy, for rise of the power security have risen on path of overgrowth of capathities in a nuclear

power sector and plan to keep this policy in the long term. Meanwhile entered in 1993 in Ukraine

the moratorium for construction of additional nuclear units of a different degree of availability as a

matter of fact has minimized all program of a nuclear power sector development in Ukraine. In

spite of the fact that then the moratorium was cancelled and in 1995 6-th unit in Zaporozhye NPP

has been put into operation, the situation concerning a nuclear power sector in Ukraine has not

changed basically. Thus Ukraine, poorly provided with own energy resources, up to now can not

defined the concept of an own nuclear power development. It is necessary to note, that nowadays

Ukraine possesses enough powerful nuclear power industry. The creation of a nuclear power

sector in Ukraine began in 70-th as a result of the all-union power strategy implementation. The

first nuclear units in Ukraine were put into operation at the end of 70-th in Chernobyl NPP (units

M>I and JV°2 with reactors RBMK-1000), and in the beginning of 90-th 15 units with reactors

RBMK (3 units), VVER-440 (2 units) and VVER-1000 (10 units) the total capacity 13,8 millions

kWwere in operation. Six units were in construction , from them 3 units in a stage of high building

availability (more than 80 %). In a stage of a beginning of construction there were Three plants

(Crimean NPP, Chernobyl - II NPP and Odessa NHPP) were in a stage of construction beginning.

In the early 1999 total capacity of NPP's in Ukraine was 12,8 millions kW, or about 24 % of

power plants. At the same time the NPP's electricity production has reached about 44 %, or nearly

so as much as the share of heat power plants disregarding of units of industrial facilities. In 1998

the electricity production was: in NPP's 75,2, and in heat power plants - 76,6 billions kWH, and
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was delivered into electric system: by NPP's - 70,5 and by heat power plants - 56,4 billions kWH.

The intensity of NPP's usage is caused by decrease of electricity production by heat power plants

due to irregularity of fuel supply both significant moral and physical obseleteness of utilities

equipment requiring replacement, repair, reconstruction and modernization. A crisis state of

national economy and insolvency of electricity and heat energy customers for delivered production

have stipulated absence of resources for realization of necessary measures aimed at reconstruction

and modernisation of the branch.

Thus the growth of a share of nuclear sector in electricity production in current decade at

decrease of the total capacity and the stable production of NPP's electricity, testifies to an

increasing role of nuclear power in electricity supply of country.

Therefore, it is possible to state, that the most expedient directory in the area of long-term

and steady power supply in new geopolitical and economic conditions of Ukraine is the rise of a

rate of nuclear power sector in fuel-energetic balance of the country.

Major conditions defining the strategy of nuclear power development engineering on a

durable perspective are as follows: the concept of productive forces development; the estimation

of the electricity consumption ; the prognosis of primary fuel-energetic resources and

economically justified levels of their production; definition of a rate of nuclear power sector in

fuel-energetic balance of country; the estimation of necessary levels of a nuclear power

development, choice of the most expedient types of nuclear power installations; elaboration of the

strategy of nuclear fuel supply for NPP's; development of the programme for radioactive waste

disposal and decomission of NPP's.

Thus, the new economic and political conditions determine a need of revision of the basis

for economy development and elaboration of the appropriate strategy. By this time it is necessary

to begin vigorously taking up all complexes of problems, which would secure power supply

reliability and reduction of external dependence on power resources deliveries. The practice of the

last years shows nuclear power industry is one of major links, which are capable to solve these

problems .
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The necessity of generating capacities further increase in nuclear power of Ukraine is

dictated by the following reasons:

- absence of capabilities for increase of coal, gas and oil production in Ukraine in the nearest

future;

- absence of ample financing for power resources import necessary for uninterrupted and stable

power industry operation ;

- absence of capabilities for wide use and development of nonconventional power sources, i.e.

energy of the sun, wind, geothermal energy etc. in the nearest perspective;

- disastrous situation in heat-and-power industry connected with large wear of main production

assets (about 50 % units of thermoelectric power stations have exhausted limiting resource).

It is necessary thus to note, that some directories of the concept of a nuclear power

engineering development in Ukraine are in the state of elaboration now. This problem is rather

complicated and of prior significance for creation of the appropriate premises for crisis getting

over and subsequent economy development. The solution of this problem would ensure economic

and power safety of the state and growth of welfare of the Ukrainian people.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The article gives two among many possible scenarios of the power sector development in
Croatia for the period between 2001 and 2030.

This article observes the long period until 2030. It is understandable that the reliability of
the results of the analysis for the entire period is not consistent. For the first ten years of the
planning period the results can be taken with great reliability, while for the period until 2010
and onward there are only outlines of the problems rather than proposals for final solutions.

The expected technological development will also contribute especially in the light of the
general apprehension about consequences of pollution and the obligations overtaken at the
Kyoto Conference on Environment.

One of the most important issues is the safety of power sector. With the increased use of
gas for electricity generation as well as in the other consumption sectors, it is essential to
ensure several supply lines and enlarge storage facilities. Of course, there is also a question of
diversification of sources after 2010. The study uses the coal plants for working design only,
but other sources can serve the same purpose, (e.g., nuclear plants). In the next 4 - 5 years
many presumptions of development in that period will become more transparent, so it is not
necessary to bring final conclusions in this moment.

2. ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION

The main characteristics of the early 1990s in Croatia were the entering in transition
process and the war imposed to Croatia. Electricity consumption was effected by these
developments in a way that until 1993 it fell down to 72 per cent of the maximum value
reached in 1989. After 1993 a moderate increase was recorded, although the 1998 level was
still very much below the level at the beginning of the observed period.

Table 1. shows the foreseen annual consumption and maximum load for the reference
demand scenario.



Table 1. Total annual electricity consumption and peak load

Year

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Consumption

TWh

14.3
15.0
15.6
16.1
16.7
17.2
17.7
18.3
18.8
19.3
19.8
20.4
20.9
21.4
21.9
22.5

Peak

MW

2623
2743
2841
2923
3006
3088
3171
3247
3324
3400
3477
3553
3622
3691
3759
3828

Year

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

Consumption

TWfc

23.0
23.4
23.9
24.3
24.8
25.2
25.7
26.2
26.7
27.2
27.7
28.2
28.7
29.3
29.8
30.3

Peak

MW

3897
3942
3987
4032
4077
4122
4182
4243
4303
4364
4424
4507
4590
4674
4757
4840

3. EXISTING POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM

3.1 Hydro power plants
The Croatian power supply system has 17 hydro power plants with 2042 MW installed

capacity. Annual generation of these hydro power plants for average hydrology is 6150 GWh.
It means that average capacity factor of all hydro power plants is about 0.34.

3.2 Thermal power plants
There are 16 thermal units in Croatian electric power system with net capacity 1700

MW. The industrial boiler rooms, which deliver the electricity surplus into the PS of Croatia,
are not considered in this paper. Their role is taken into account in demand estimation. Thus,
the electricity demand, shown in the Chapter 2, is reduced for the amount of estimated
generation in the industrial boiler rooms. Therefore, shown is only the demand to be covered
by HEP generation.

3.3 Dynamics of closing down the existing thermal power plants
At present HEP has not any concrete plan on revitalisation of existing thermal power

plants (dynamics, costs, characteristic improvement quantification, etc). Therefore, this
analysis is using the scenario of closing down the existing thermal power plants. The scenario
is based on the idea that power plants are in use through their lifetime (in average 35 to 40
years) and after that they are not taken into account anymore, except as potential locations for
new plants.

Regarding the hydro power plants, the assumption is that all existing hydro power
plants will, with some necessary renewal of some of its parts, operate at least until the end of
the planning period. (2030).
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Here, the dynamics of closing down of existing thermal power plants is given:

TE-TO Zagreb (Unit 2) and TE-TO Zagreb (Unit 1) before 2001;
• 2009 : TE-TO Zagreb (Unit 1);

2010 : TPP Sisak 1 , TE-TO Zagreb (Unit 3) and EL-TO Zagreb (unit 2);
• 2011 : CCGT Osijek (both units) ;
• 2012 : PTE Jertovec (both units); -

2014 : TPP Sisak 2 ;
2015: TPP Rijeka , TPP Plomin 1 and CHP Osijek ;
2021 : NPP Krsko

3.4 Thermal power plants in construction

Within the Croatian PS the construction of combined gas plant CHP Zagreb (190 MW)
is currently underway. It is assumed that this plant will be put in operation before 2001, i.e.,
before the beginning of the planning period. Thus, this plant is treated as existing power plant.

4. INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND INPUT PARAMETERS

4.1 Thermal and hydro power plants - candidates

It is very well known that Croatia does not have its own fossil fuel sources that would
be sufficient to base the relevant development of power plants on them. Therefore, it is
obvious that any option of fossil fuel-fired power plant development must be connected to the
import of those energy products. Concerning the liquid fuels, at the moment HEP's position
does not include plans to build any power plant of the kind in the future. As the nuclear
program, i.e., the program related to research and construction of nuclear power plants, is
stopped it is not realistic to expect, even in event of the imminent resuming of the activities in
this regard, that the first nuclear power plant could be put in operation before 2015.

The above leads to the conclusion that the generation of additional electricity,
indispensable to follow the foreseen demand growth, should be mostly based on natural gas or
coal fired thermal power plants, especially in the first part of the planning period (until 2015).
As mentioned before, both energy products must be imported. If the mentioned assumptions
on energy product availability for electricity generation are accepted, there is still a strong
dilemma about two remaining energy products, gas and coal. Which one of them should be
given a priority? In which proportion and dynamics?

It is clear that for strategic reasons, or reasons of safety of electricity consumers, it is
necessary to have both energy products in use. However, the issue of priority and share of each
of them, will be discussed in the chapter dealing with construction plans.

As for the coal and gas fired thermal power plants are concerned, a part of data came
from the questionnaire we had sent to some equipment producers (ABB., Siemens, GEC
Altshom). As we have not received all data on thermal power plant necessary for the WASP
model, some data are taken from various studies carried out by some consultant houses for
HEP, and some data we took from the available reference literature.

The data about the nuclear power plants we took for the study, which we
commissioned for this specific purpose from a group of authors who are dealing with nuclear
power plants at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing in Zagreb (6).
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Table 2. Basic characteristics of power plants

Thermal plant

Gas 100
Gas 200
Gas 300
TPP - Coal 350
TPP - Coal 500
AP600
CANDU-6
LWR 900

Mark

P100
P200
P300
U350
U500
N660
N715
N980

Installed
capacity

MW
100
200
300
350
500
660

715
980

- candidates for construction

Specific
investment

USD/kW
640
550
495

1150-1475
1100-1375

1600
1650
1600

Fuel
cost

USD/GJ
3,9
3,9
3,9

1,8
1,8
0,5

0,27
0,49

Hydro plant

Novo Virje
Podsused
Drenje
Lesce
Ombla
Krcic

Mark

NWI
PODS
DREN
LESC
OMBL
KRCI

Installed
capacity

MW
140
44
39
40
63
7,6

Annual
generation

GWh
650
215
185
94
172
37

Total
investment

10**6 USD
395
134
117
82
106
38

As for the hydro power plants, six candidates were observed, whose cost related
performance are shown in the table 2.

4.2 Prices of natural gas and imported coal
The price of fuel for thermal power plants - candidates are the parameter, which can have

a significant impact on energy-economic value of a thermal power plant, and thus on its overall
competitiveness to other plant-candidates. In other words it means that fuel price influence the
structure of content, or the share of a specific plant type in the system. Gas combine cycle
power plants and imported coal fired power plants have the best prospects to become a
strategic orientation of Croatia in the electricity sector. It does not necessarily imply that other
options are excluded, but it is expected that those two options will be predominant, especially
in the coming 10-15 years. As the construction of liquid fuel thermal power plants is not
considered as a possibility (it was request from HEP), and with the nuclear plants the share of
fuel is irrelevant for overall costs, what matters here is the relation between coal and natural
gas prices.

• The reference values of natural gas and imported coal prices are: 3.9 USS/GJ for gas and
1.8 $/GJ for coal.

5. NEEDED NEW CAPACITY

5.1 Scenario with a high share of renewable sources, cogeneration and enhanced
hydro power plant construction (Scenario 01)

The development of new technologies in the field of renewable electricity sources in
relatively long period of 30 years, i.e. this planning period, is not easy to predict either in its
dynamics or results. If we take into consideration increasingly strict limitations the entire
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power sector is facing, it can be expected that in the developed countries this area will be the
target of significant investment resources, with the aim to speed-up the development of not
only conventional technologies for electricity generation, but also renewable sources.

Croatia will most probably follow the practice of many European Union countries,
where a strong promotion and stimulation in favour of renewable sources is taking place. That
will happen with some delay in timing, but this process is very realistic to expect.

Table 3. shows the dynamics of commission of power plants - candidates and the total
new capacity for such a scenario.

Table 3. Dynamics of commissioning and total new capacity for the scenario 01

Year

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

Cumulative (MW)

Scenario 01

CCGTJertovec (240 MW)

HP Podsused
P300(U350)

HP Lesce

U500
HP Drenje

P300

P300 + HP Novo Virje
P300

HP Ombla
P200

HP Krcic
U500

P300

.3234

As for the hydro power plants, which were regarded as candidates for construction, so
far analysis showed that, under purely economic criteria they are not competitive in relation to
gas-fired power plants. However, should the evaluation include the fact that they are the only
types of power plant - candidates, with the relatively low share of import (either in terms of
technology or know-how), their position is relatively improving. Hence, they can be almost
completely built with domestic "resources". Their construction would engaged a part of
industrial and construction sector capacities, which would bring some positive effects in terms
of general social benefits. In order to assess objectively those benefits, it would be necessary to
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make a thorough analysis of all costs involved, from the construction design to the start of the
hydro power plant and to assess what is the necessary portion of "import" costs. Besides, the
hydro power plants, although having a certain environmental impact, in great deal of cases are
more environmental friendly and more acceptable to public than fossil fuel run power plants.

Regarding the above, it is justified to analyse one relatively optimistic scenario in terms
of share of renewable sources in meeting electricity consumption and developing the hydro

-power plants. The discussion, on renewable sources presumes only small size hydro power
plants, of capacity below 5 MW, although the larger hydro power plants are also renewable
energy sources.

In the scenario marked as scenario 01, it is assumed that the generation deriving from
renewable sources will until 2030 reach level of around 3 TWh. It means that the consumption
covered by the public network will decrease for about 3 TWh, in relation to the reference
consumption. Hence, a share of renewable sources in the electricity generation (not including
hydro power plants of above 5 MW) would be around 10 per cent, which is a very optimistic
expectation from today's point of view. Due to the lack of actual data about renewable
sources, such types of power plants (solar, wind run plants, small hydro power plants, biomas,
etc.) are not separately modelled. Only the correction of load duration curve was made for the
presumed share of the mentioned renewable sources. The curve correction started in 2005 and
through the end of planning period (2030) a linear growth is assumed. It is also presumed that
one hydro power plant is introduced into operation every three years, until all six regarded
hydro power plants - candidates are built.

The scenario 01 foresees the 240 MW gas-fired power plant (Jertovec) is a selected
one, due to be put into operation in 2002. The proposition is that HP Podsused be the first
among hydro plants-candidates. The second hydro power plant according to this scenario
would be HP Lesce, which would be put into operation in 2009. So, the period up to 2010. is
more or less defined. The only question is the technology of new thermal power in following
ten years period. If, for any reason, it is not possible to provide sufficient gas quantities and,
which is very important, at acceptable price, then a 350 MW coal-fired power plant can be
accepted as an alternative solution. Its first year of operation would not be before 2007.

The total new required development counts for 3234 MW so the total costs
(investment cost, interest during construction, fuel costs, O&M costs and ENS costs) for
scenario 01 are about 4 billion US $ (discounted on January 1, 2000).

5.2 Limitation regarding the CO2 emission scenario (Scenario 02)

Environmental aspects of the PS development will be given as a brief description of one
scenario, which would remain within the limits of allowed CO2 emissions.

Republic of Croatia will, in accordance with the Conclusions of the Third Conference
of parties signatories of the UNFCC, held in Kyoto, Japan from 1st to 12lh December 1997,
undertook the commitment to lower the CO2 emission for 5 per cent in relation with the base
year, which would probably be 1990. Assuming that the emission will be proportionally
decreased in all sectors - sources of emission, the energy/electricity sector will be obliged to
diminish the emission for 5 per cent. Although the Croatian State Parliament has not yet
ratified the commitments undertaken by the Government, we shall nevertheless consider the
situation in which Croatia must comply with them.

In relation to the CO2 emission limits two situations are possible. One presumes that
the quota of the allowed emission from the power supply sector would include the emission
from the thermal power plants in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Yugoslavia (Serbia), which
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before the war operated for the account of the PS of Croatia. In that case the limit would be
around 7185 kt (thousand tons) per year.

In case they are not included in the quota of allowed emissions, then the limit would be
3560 kt. That is a much more serious situation and the table 4. shows the structure of required
new power plants, which would together with the existing power plants have the CO2 emission
below 3560 kt. The deadline to lower the emission below the set limits is the period 2008-
2012, but the average level of those five years must be lower than the emission limits, and of
course in all years beyond 2012.

Table 4. Dynamics of commissioning and total new capacity for the scenario 02

Year

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022 -
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

C»itmJaiive(MW)

Scenario 02

Jertovec (240 MW)

Podsused HP

N660 + HP Lesce

HP Drenje
N660

HP Novo Virje
2xP300

HP Ombla

P300
HP Krcic

P300

N660

3574

It can be immediately noticed that in the scenario there are no new coal fired power
plants. The other characteristic is the construction of hydro power plants (every three years
one HPP would start the operation). The most important fact is that in the period until 2030 at
least three nuclear power plants of installed capacity of 600 MW should be built and the first of
them should start operating as soon as 2009 (which is unrealistic). Even with such structure of
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the PSS sources in some year the CO2 emission would exceed the limits, if Plomin 1 and
Plomin 2 are kept in operation for too many hours. Namely, in some years a large part of the
generation should be overtaken by gas-fired power plants in order to keep the emission within
the limits.

Otherwise there should be another nuclear power plant instead of two 300 MW gas-
fired power plants. Total costs in this scenario are somewhat higher than in scenario 01 (4,6
billion US $ -discounted), which is to be expected, because the combination" includes three
nuclear power plants, and they are in terms of cost less favourable than gas-fired and coal-fired
power plants (with lower investment in coal-fired power plant, which was counted on in this
scenario), and the total necessary new construction is higher and counts for 3574 MW.

As the scenario 02 has no new coal-fired power plants, annual consumption is
decreasing, partially due to nuclear power plants, and partially due to the later closing down of
the TPP Plomin 1.

6. CONCLUSIVE COMMENT

The above presented results show that the Croatian PSS in order to cover foreseen
referent demand will have to develop until 2030 around 3300 MW to 3600 MW, depending
on scenarios. This, assuming that all hydro power plants are maintained in operation through
the planning period. Such development plan requires, pending on structure of new power
plants, around 4 billion US $ .

The period up to 2010. is more or less defined. The only question is the technology of
new thermal power plant in following ten years period. If, for any reason, it is not possible to
provide sufficient gas quantities and, which is very important, at acceptable price, then a 350
MW coal-fired power plant can be accepted as an alternative solution. Its first year of
operation would not be before 2007.

Regarding the period beyond 2011 the question is how much consideration should be
given to the results referring to this period. The development plan is based on certain
assumptions, and it can be expected that some of them will be significantly changed in such a
long period of time. From today's perspective it is not possible to accurately determine what
the changes will be like. Besides that, very important is to wide choices regarding fuel. Today's
situations is that we have just natural gas as acceptable fuel, coal is under silent embargo and
embargo on nuclear technology is still in force. For the future the open market has to be
introduced so that the best choices could be made. This will be possible only if all technologies
for electricity production compete on equal base without restrictions, embargoes and other
administrative mechanisms.
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Abstract

A comparative economic evaluation between nuclear and gas power plants was carried
out. It was focused on discussion of the indirect risks associated to financial, relevant safety
and institutional aspects, using a probabilistic technique. The probabilistic results have shown
a wide spread on the nuclear behavior whereas they are neglected for gas. This spread, relates
to the project schedule complexity, increasing exponentially with the discount rate, and hence,
becomes more important for developing countries.

Moreover, the probabilistic assessment -rather than classical approach- seems to be the
right choice in order to take into account coupled uncertainties related to nuclear projects.

1. INTRODUCTION

Economic competitiveness is a cornerstone for the successful deployment of any
electricity generation source and technology. The experience shows that most nuclear power
plants currently operated in electrical systems provide electricity at competitive costs. The
cost of electricity produced by nuclear plants may exceed the cost of fossil fuel alternatives in
cases where very low cost coal or gas is available, but in most cases, nuclear power plants
constitute the cheapest source of electricity, often by substantial margin [1].

However, regarding present reactor systems, considering known technology, only
medium or large size power plants are available. Nevertheless, large size plants are design
following economical scale optimization, and they are build in large numbers within
developed countries having very large electrical grids.

But developed countries often have both stables regulatory criteria and national policies,
minimizing these relevant sources of risks in the nuclear option. On the other hand,
developing countries often have smaller grids, and greater risks from unstable national
policies and regulatory criteria. In addition, the owner costs associated to a first nuclear power
plant (NPP) may rise the total cost of the project in an appreciative quantity, i.e., large
components may require the building of new roads, bridges and ports [2].

Another issue related to the risk sources, is the financial aspect. Financing is an issue that
grows in importance in proportion to the capital required, construction and return times, and
the risks involved in each one. There are examples of nuclear power projects aborted due to a
lack of financing, while in other cases construction has been delayed or cancelled due to
unforeseen financing constraints.

Nuclear plants are capital-intensive compared with alternative energy sources, they have
very complex and long-time construction schedules, and they have complex technology. All
these issues must be evaluated with their uncertainties in order to do a realistic evaluation of
the project risks.

The classical approach used in economic assessment is the best estimate case together
with sensitivity analysis. However, this approach does not take into account all the complex
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risks that the introduction of the first NPP could have in countries with small electricity grids.
As have been mentioned, these sources of risks have many complex dynamical feedbacks.

To deal with this primary problem, we have developed a probabilistic approach by
Montecarlo technique to better represent this complex dynamics. It modeling financial,
technical and institutional risks by using density probabilistic functions on construction times.
For a more realistic picture, it also includes penalties for delays. The Montecarlo simulation
shows the coupled effects, not modeling by the sensitivity analysis.

In this work, a comparative economic competitiveness analysis about nuclear against gas
sources for electricity production in countries with small electricity grids was carried out. The
nuclear option was evaluated by considering a CANDU-6 reactor, a medium size reactor. For
the gas option a similar size combined cycle was considered, as it has the largest construction
time and it is most capital-intensive between fossil options. Both these issues are primary
sources of risks in countries with small or medium grids, and therefore it is important to take
in account for the comparison.

2. PROBABILISTIC NUCLEAR MODEL

A CANDU 6-reactor was used for evaluating the nuclear option. The overall project was
considered from the point of view of a national enterprise buying a reactor turnkey [3]. Even
in this case, there are many milestone of the project that are country depending, and must be
reflected within the project with its uncertainties. They can be arranged into two categories:

• Regulatory issues.

• Owner costs.

To assure nuclear safety to protect the public and plant personnel, nuclear power plants
functions in a highly regulated environment. Nuclear power plants must comply with all rules,
regulations, procedures, authorizations and conditions set by national regulatory authorities.
This has economic and financial implications, but besides it is a remarkable source of risk
even in developed countries. Indeed, the regulatory environment is constantly evolving and
tends to become more stringent, so it is a potential source of project delays. This should never
be forgotten, especially for the first nuclear plant within developing countries. In this way, we
have considered the commissioning of nuclear, conventional and auxiliary systems, together
with the approval of both preliminary and final safety reports.

Owner costs involve preliminary and internal works. Preliminary works are the feasibility
and siting studies, and the contractual aspects. They take substantially larger time and cost
that for gas plants, due to the inherent complex nature of nuclear plants, and therefore should
not be neglected as risk sources. Internal works are associated to building special roads for
large components and to the construction licenses. Usually, they are important for the first
nuclear plant in countries with small infrastructure. Besides their direct costs, they are
potential sources of delays and penalties, since they may be through the critical path of the
construction schedule.

Each task in the project schedule has been considered on a stochastic manner. We have
represented their duration using normal density probabilistic functions (defining for their
media, standard deviation and by a lowest possible value). Also, we have considered that the
probabilistic delays in the main construction works (Civil, Mechanic and Electric+I&C
works) cause an economic penalty over the final cost. On this point, we have considered only
delays due to financial reasons, not constructor failures, in constructor works, and so they
must be added to the total cost of the project.

Table 1 illustrates the tasks considered for the CANDU 6 construction [4]. The starting
and ending times have been calculated by using the most probable duration of each task (i.e.,
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their media probabilistic values), just like a best estimate case, but certainly they have
stochastic values.

Items
Feasibility + Siting
Contract signature
Constructions Licenses
Preliminary Safety Report Approval
Owner Costs
Civil Work (up 60%)
Civil Work (100%)
Basic Engineering Completed
Detail Engineering (up 25%)
Detail Engineering (up 50%)
Detail Engineering (up 75%)
Detail Engineering (100%)
Mechanic Work (up 25%)
Mechanic Work (up 50%)
Mechanic Work (up 75%)
Mechanic Work (100%)
RPV Construction
Transport of RPV to siting
Electric +I&C Works (up 22%)
Electric +I&C Works (up 66%)
Electric +I&C Works (100%)
Commiss. of Auxil. Sys. (up 55%)
Commiss. of Auxil. Sys. (100%)
Commiss. of Conventional Sys.
First Core Load Authorization
Commiss. of Nuclear Systems
Final Safety Report Approval
Nuclear Start Authorization

Starts
0
12
15
15
15
18
32
19
20
23
27
32
32
38
46
61
20
60 ..
38
46
56
46
54
72
74
75
38
77

Ending
12
15
18
19
51
32
44
20
23
27
32
38
38
46
56
69
60
61
42
54
72
54
66
74
75
77
50
79

X
12
3
3
4
36
14
12
1
3
4
5
6
6
8
10
8

40
1
4
8
16
8
12
2
1
2
12
2

a
4
1
2
3
12
4
10
—
1
1
2
2
2
3

" 4
4
6

—
2
3
6
2
4
1
3
2
5
6

Xmin
9
1
1
2
30
12
10
1
2
3
3
4
4
7
7
8
36
1
3
7
14
7
10
1.5
0.5
1.5
9
1

Table I. Construction Schedule estimates for a CANDU 6 reactor (all values are in month units).

The cash flow is defined from the project schedule with the cost list showed in Table 2.
Final cost of items with an asterisk can be increased by a penalty factor associated with delays
in their effective ending time. The penalties are calculated as a percentage of the total cost for
the number of months delayed. The set of data for economic evaluation is completed
including the main economic parameters.

All values included within Tables 1 and 2 are actually only guess values, as they give us
only a probable picture of the reality. They came from our estimation, and determine the
scenarios studied.

3. RESULTS ON NUCLEAR OPTION

A computational code was developed to study the probabilistic approach described in the
previous section through Montecarlo technique. Each case was made run 10,000 times, what
allows good statistical description. First, the partial contribution of the main sensitive tasks to
the overall project performance was studied. It can be compared with the classical sensitivity
analysis, but it allows describing the probabilistic margin - related to a confidence interval
given- on the leveled cost.
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Item
Feasibility + Siting
Contract signature
Constructions Licenses
Prelim. Safety Report Approval
Owner Costs
Basic Engineering *
Detail Engineering *
RPV Construction
Transport of RPV to siting
Commiss. Auxil. Sys.
Commiss: Conventional Sys.
First Core Load Authorization
Commiss. of Nuclear Systems
Final Safety Report Approval
Nuclear Start Authorization
Civil Work *
Mechanic Work *
Electric +I&C Works *
Total Annual O&M Cost
Net Electrical Power Output
Load Factor
Operation Life

Investment (USD/kW)
15
75
0.7
0.7
164
15

105
37
1.5
15
1.5
—
3

45
—
560
635
284
67

670 MW
85%

40 year
Table 2. Cost of each task for a CANDU 6 construction and major economic parameters.

Figures 1 to 3 illustrate the leveled cost offset for a given cumulative probability, due to
financial delays in pays to the constructor. We noted that for a given 95% confidence interval,
usually ask for a financial evaluator, they may introduce great overcharges, as much as 10
mills/kWh. Indeed, it shown that using the deterministic values, only poor confidence margins
(down 50%) are obtained. Let us note that the probabilistic spread increasing exponentially to
the discount rate (d.r.) as a remarkable result for developing countries. The penalties play an
important role too, increasing the spread considerably.

In a similar manner, the probabilistic behaviors due to risks associated to the country are
shown in Figures 4 to 6. It can be seen a notorious spread from regulatory and owner issues.
In the last figure, we can observe the coupling effect: modeling the owner risks together with
regulatory risks, the deviation from the deterministic value is lower than the sum of each case.
Of course, this is what one can expect, but the calculation of the coupled probabilities it is not
evident due to changes on the critical path. So, the Montecarlo technique is the simplest way
to evaluate coupled effects, moreover in the full case (that is, modeling all risks together).
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In previous as next figures, (a) and (b) are referring to cases with no penalties and with

2% monthly penalties, respectively.
Figures 7 and 8 show the full case simulation for the two discount rates considered. The

full case is compared with the partial cases, showing a dramatically different behavior to the
best estimate case. This last one only reflected a conservative analysis in less than 10% of the
cases. Asking for a 95% confidence interval again, the full margin obtained reaches up
10mills/kWh (10% d.r.) or even up 25mill/kWh more (15% dr.). In fact, there are cases
where the project competitiveness exceeds the best estimate one, until up 5 mills/kWh, but
this analysis let us quantify how important they are, and we observe this situation only for a
few cases (5%).
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The major results are summarized in Table 3, showing the probabilistic spread on the
leveled cost for a 50% and 95% confidence interval (c.i.), in both scenarios studied.

A Lev. Cost (mills/kWh)

Full case
Civil works
Mechanic works
Electric + I&C works
Owner cost & Regul. Issues
Best estimate case Lev. Cost

50% c
2.7
0.1
0.5
0.2
1.0

44.

10% d.r.
. i. I 9 5 % c . i .

6.9
2.3
2.2
3.1
4.4

3 mills/kWh

50% c
6.9
0.3
1.2
0.5
2.4

68.

15% d.r.
. i. 1 95% c. i.

17.5
5.9
5.5
7.7
10.9

3 mills/kWh
Table 3. Summary of probabilistic results on nuclear option (cases without penalty).

The Figure 9 shows another picture of the complete case, that is the histogram of the
building time (from first pouring to operating). The results have shown a media of 71.8 ± 0.3
months, a minimum of 49.0 months and a value of 86.0 ± 0.5 months for the 95% cumulative.
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4. PROBABILISTIC GAS MODEL

In a similar way, a combined cycle of Siemen was used for evaluated the gas option [5],
Again, the model is described in Tables 4 to 5.

Items
Feasibility + Siting
Contract Signature
Construction Licenses
Civil Work (up 50%)
Civil Work (100%)
1st Gas turbine
2nd Gas turbine
Steam Turbine
Heat Removal Steam Generator
Electric + I&C Works _,
Start Authorization

Starts
0
3
6
8
14
14
15
20
26
27
29

Ending
3
6
8
14
20
18
19
29
29
29
30

X
3
3

0.5
6
6
4
4
9
3
2
1

a
1
1

0.5
2
2
2
2
4
1
1
3

Xmin
1
1

0.5
5
5
3
3
8
2
2

0.5
Table 4. Construction Schedule estimates for a combined cycle plant (all values are in months).
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Item
Feasibility + Siting
Contract Signature
Construction Licenses
Civil Work
Gas turbine (each one)
Steam Turbine
Heat Removal Steam Generator
Electrical Work
Total Annual O&M Cost
Backfitting Cost (10"1 year)
Net Electrical Power Output
Gas turbine Power (each one)
Efficiency of the combined cycle
Load Factor
Operation Life
Heat capacity of gas

Investment (USD/kW)
0.8
3

0.8
75
83

200
150
60
68
60

660 MW
220 MW

5 4 %
80%

20 year
8400 Kcal/m3

Table 5. Cost of each task in the combined-cycle construction and major economic parameters

A major gas turbines backfitting has been considered at the tenth operation year. It seems
to have a high cost, but it takes into account the economic penalty for non-generation. No
escalation rate for gas price was assumed, as we have focused this study on modeling
coupled-uncertainties impact of the construction schedule over the economic evaluation.

5. RESULTS FOR GAS OPTION

Only the full case will be presented here, due to the simpler probabilistic behavior
founded. Comparing to nuclear plants, we expect lower probabilistic spread. In Figure 10 we
note that even for a given 95% confidence interval we obtain similar values to the
deterministic one (it is 34.19 mills/kWh with a gas price of 90 mills/m3 at 10% d.r.). The
discrepancy respect the nuclear behavior increasing dramatically as the discount rate, since
there is no appreciable change in the probabilistic margin with the rate for the gas option.

The building time histogram is shown in Figure 11. As we expect, it shows low deviation
from the best estimate case (illustrated in Table 4). The results have shown these values (in
months): x = 26.5 ± 0.1, a = 3.8 ± 0.1, Xmm= 19.0 and 33.4 + 0.1 for the 95% cumulative.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have developed a simple probabilistic model for the economic evaluation
of nuclear and gas electricity-generation projects. It leads us to model the potential sources of
risk from major financial and institutional aspects, showing successful in quantifying their
economic impact.

Moreover, the probabilistic approach by Montecarlo technique employed has shown to be
the right method (instead the classical way) to characterize complex projects with coupled
effects such as nuclear ones. The classical method for economic evaluation, that is the best
estimate case with sensitivity analysis, can not account coupled effects, for example, changing
the project critical path.

The study has shown that notorious effects could appear on the nuclear economic
performance originated in potential risks. It also shows that the best estimate picture is
conservative only within a few statistical cases. In addition, to cover the 95% of cases, we
should have to accept expensive overcharges. They help us to keep in mind that even in a
turnkey contract like this case, there are many country-depending expenses hidden that can
dramatically change the economic results.

Besides, it was observed that this discrepancy respect the best estimate case increases
exponentially with the discount rate. This behavior has to be well accounted when the first
nuclear option in a country with a small to medium electricity grid is considered. In that case,
usually higher discount rates must be considered, compared to those of developed countries.

On the other hand, the results have shown a neglected spread for the gas option. This
trend, due to the absence of relevant external coupled risks, reflected that the classical
approach is reasonable for the analysis of this kind of projects. The modular conception of gas
plants, thogeter with the simplicity of its start programming (there is no regulatory issue
needs) makes gas plants construction less depending of potential risks.
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Abstract

Nuclear power is a proven technology which currently makes a large contribution to the electricity
supply in a number of countries and, to a much lesser extent, to heat supply in some countries.
Nuclear power is economically competitive with fossil fuels for base load electricity generation in
many countries, and is one of the commercially proven energy supply options that could be expanded
in the future to reduce environmental burdens, especially greenhouse gas emissions, from the
electricity sector.

Over the past five decades, nearly ten thousand reactor-years of operating experience have been
accumulated with current nuclear power plants. Building upon this background of success and
applying lessons learned from the experience of operating plants, new generations of nuclear power
plants have been, or are being developed. Improvements incorporated into these advance designs
include features that will allow operators more time to perform equipment protection and safety
actions in response to equipment failures and other off normal operating conditions, and that will
reduce and simplify the actions required. Great attention is also paid to making new plants simpler to
operate, inspect, maintain and repair, thus increasing their overall cost efficiency and their
compatibility with the infrastructure of developing countries.

The paper provides a discussion of future world energy supply and demand projections, current status
and prospects for nuclear power, a short summary of advanced reactor concepts and non-electrical
applications of nuclear energy for developing countries, and a review of the role of the IAEA.

FUTURE WORLD ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Highly populated developing countries at present consume much less energy per capita than do
developed countries, and it is quite obvious that the per capita consumption of energy in developing
countries will increase substantially, in particular if increased economic growth and improved
standard-of-living are to be achieved. The world-wide phenomena of urbanisation, allowing easier
access to electrical distribution systems, together with the electrification of rural areas, will also
contribute to a steadily increasing share of energy demand from developing countries in the future.
The results of these trends on the distribution of world energy demand over the last decade and
projections for the next two decades, as projected by the International Energy Agency are shown in
Figure l'v. The figure shows the total energy demand and the fractions in the developing countries,
Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union, and the industrialised countries for the period 1990 to
2020. The increasing energy demand that was observed in developing countries over the past decade
is projected to intensify in the next two decades, while energy demand in the rest of the world
experiences only modest increases. The demand for new energy production facilities is driven by two
primary factors: replacement of old or obsolete facilities among existing generation, and the rate of
increase in energy demand. Thus developing countries can be expected to represent a major portion of
the market for new generating capacity in the next several decades.

Global energy supply has been dominated by fossil fuels throughout the twentieth century, with recent
data and near term projections indicating that this will continue for the foreseeable future. Concerns
about global environmental effects of fossil fuel consumption have increased in recent years, most
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Figure 1 Energy Demand -Global Energy Consumption Data and Projections

particularly with regard to greenhouse gas emissions, but they are not expected to substantially curtail
the consumption of fossil fuels. This is illustrated in a projection of world energy supply for the
period 1995 to 2020 produced by the International Energy Agency and shown in Figure II/2/. In this
case, energy supplied by all three forms of fossil fuels is projected to continue to increase, with the
greatest increase expected in natural gas consumption resulting from continuing deployment of
combined cycle gas turbine electrical generation plants. While fossil plant technology development
will include means to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases, the level of emissions envisioned by
global environmental conferences (e.g. a reduction from current levels) is unlikely to be achieved
under this scenario. Nuclear power is making a significant contribution to the reduction of greenhouse
gases, as it causes no significant release and is currently generating about 17% of the world's
electricity. However, many projections of future energy supply show limited contributions from
nuclear power, with the reference case shown below indicating a reduction in nuclear energy
production by 2020.

• Other i

• Nuclear |

BNaturalGas j

• Coal 1
DOB I

2020

! Data Source: OECD/IEA World Gnerqv Outlook 1998 Edition

Figure II Energy Supply - Global Energy Use Data and Projections
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CURRENT STATUS AND PROSPECTS FOR NUCLEAR POWER

Nuclear power technology has been under development for five decades. Substantial orders for
commercial power plants began in the 1960's, and widespread commercial operation began in the
1970's. Currently, nuclear power supplies about 17% of world-wide electricity demand. The majority
of currently operating plants have performed well and continue to improve, as illustrated by an
increasing global average Energy Availability Factor, as shown in Figure III/3/. However, substantial
problems have been encountered on several fronts, most notably the Three Mile Island and Chernobyl
accidents, as well as at plants that were prematurely shut down or completed but never operated. The
global nuclear power plant market experience, in terms of construction starts and connections to the
electrical grid, is illustrated in Figure IV/3/. Construction starts peaked in the 1970's and connections
to the grid in the 1980's, with current levels of both on the order of five units per year, far below the
values achieved earlier. Many factors have contributed to this decline in new nuclear plants, with four
of the more significant being an oversupply of baseload generating capacity, low growth in energy
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Data Efource- International Atomic Energy Agency, Rawer Reactor Information System

Figure IV Global Nuclear Power Plant Deployment History
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demand in the industrialised countries, low fossil fuel prices coupled with a dramatic improvements in
fossil generation technologies (e.g., CCGT), and public acceptance issues. The decline is projected to
continue as shown in Figure II.

Nuclear power plant designs evolved to meet the needs of the electricity generation market in the
industrialised and industrialising countries during the second half of the twentieth century, built almost
exclusively around water-cooled reactor technology. As early prototypes in the 50's and 60's were
followed by deployment of commercial plants, average plant size increased rapidly to gain the benefits
of economies of scale, as shown in Figure V/3/. Advanced evolutionary plant designs are typically in
the range of 1,500 MWe and larger. Operation of plants approaching this size range has occurred
primarily within the institutional and electricity transmission infrastructure of large industrialised
countries. Generating capacity additions in the developing countries typically range from a few
hundred MWe to well below 100 MWe.

The current situation and near term future conditions for nuclear power remain uncertain. Despite
continuing improvements in the operation of existing facilities, as illustrated in Figure III, challenges
continue to be experienced in areas such as:

• Economics - The global trend toward deregulation and enhanced competition in electricity
generation, along with continuing low prices for fossil fuels and a widespread excess of baseload
generating capacity in industrialised countries present challenging power cost targets. Existing
plants with substantially amortised capital costs are well positioned to compete, but new plants
will find it difficult without substantial reductions in capital costs.

• Public and Political Acceptance - Emergency evacuation plans, equipment and exercises in
conjunction with recurring media programs on nuclear accidents and risks degrade local support.
Continuing institutional issues, such as long term disposition of spent fuel and nuclear weapons
proliferation concerns, introduce uncertainties regarding future operation.

Evolutionary plant designs have addressed these areas to the extent achievable within the constraint of
moderate changes from existing operating plant designs. Detailed designs have been completed and
reviewed by licensing agencies over the past two decades in preparation for future deployment. A
major near term change in the economic environment for nuclear power, such as credit for reductions
in CO2 emissions, could result in a resurgence of demand for new plant construction. This demand
could be effectively addressed with the evolutionary nuclear power plant designs that continue to be
developed and refined. However, political resistance to further deployment of nuclear plants similar to
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existing plants remains strong in many areas of the world, and near term needs for alternatives to fossil
fired generating capacity may not be sufficient to overcome this resistance.

In the longer term, the global power market conditions remain uncertain, but most uncertainties are
strongly supportive of the need to retain the nuclear option. Continuing growth in population and
energy demand, particularly in the developing countries, in combination with further experience with
and understanding of global climate change phenomena could produce a global imperative for rapid
and extensive deployment of non fossil-fired generating capacity. Non-nuclear alternatives may be
severely limited in their cumulative ability to satisfy the baseload capacity addition needs.
Establishing and maintaining a nuclear energy option for the longer term that can effectively address
such a global imperative will require a sustained near term effort. General acceptance of nuclear
energy as a long-term option will depend on the successful application of innovative solutions to the
problems encountered during the deployment of nuclear energy in the twentieth century.

OBJECTIVES OF FUTURE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

The overall objective of advanced nuclear plant development is to use the experience, skills and
technology gained from the first half century of nuclear power plant research, development, design,
construction and operation, along with advancements in other relevant technologies, to address the
issues anticipated in the twenty-first century, as summarised below.

• Cost - In the deregulated electricity market emerging in the last decade of the twentieth century,
competitive total power costs are an essential condition of market penetration.

o As a capital intensive option, the cost of design, licensing, construction and start-up of a
nuclear power plant must be known with reasonable confidence, and it must be stable at a
level required to meet a competitive overall cost target.

o Projected operating costs, including fuel, operations, maintenance, engineering and licensing
support, spent fuel disposition, fees and decommissioning allowances, must also meet the
same conditions in concert with capital costs.

o The magnitude of the investment required to construct the plant must be within the combined
capabilities of the local financial institutions and external financing.

o The overall result of addressing the above issues must be an expected rate of return on
investment that is competitive with other options, considering the level of investment risk.

• Investment Risk - In order to attract the required capital there must be a high level of confidence
in the cost and revenue production projections.

o The construction schedule must be well established with a high degree of confidence that the
projected construction time can be met within relatively small contingency allowances.

o Confidence in reliable plant operation and a high energy availability factor, essential
elements of total power costs, must be established.

o Regulatory review procedures for plant construction and operation must be well established
with minimal potential for identification of new or unresolved issues.

o The regulatory regime for the full range of activities covering the plant and supporting fuel
must be stable and independent of normal changes in national or regional government.

• Safety - With the notable exception of the Chernobyl accident, nuclear power plants operated
with an exceptionally high level of public safety over the past half century. The specific
characteristics of Chernobyl that were the primary factors in the accident are unique to that class
of nuclear power plants. Thus nearly ten thousand plant-years of operating experience of a wide
range of designs support the view that substantial improvements in safety over most of the
existing plants should not be considered a primary objective. However, the cost, both capital and
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operating, and the complexity of achieving this high level of safety have been substantial.
Innovations will address making more effective use of intrinsic characteristics to simplify safety
related system design, analysis, construction, operation and maintenance.

o Simplification of design, operation and safety analysis will enhance understanding of and
confidence in plant safety.

o A primary goal is a level of confidence in plant safety sufficient to eliminate the need for
detailed evacuation plans, emergency equipment, and periodic emergency evacuation drills.

• Infrastructure Compatibility - Much of the future increase in electricity demand is projected to
take place in developing countries. Innovative designs must consider the infrastructure in these
countries and minimise requirements for substantial modifications or upgrades to accommodate
the plant.

o A new generating facility should be a small fraction of the existing capacity on the electricity
transmission grid. This allows a better match to demand growth, accommodation of a
sudden loss of the plant capacity without destabilising the grid, and minimises the impact on
existing generating units (e.g., increased load follow and voltage/frequency regulation
operation).

o The plant must be capable of stable operation within the environment of the local grid (i.e.,
variations in voltage and frequency).

o Manpower requirements, in terms of education level, training and skills to accomplish the
required operation, maintenance, and engineering support tasks must be locally achievable
within a reasonable investment of time and resources.

o Local safety review and licensing capabilities required for plant construction and operation
must be achievable in a reasonable time at a reasonable cost.

o Disposition of spent fuel must not place substantial burdens on the host country.

• Safeguards Compatibility - An increasing number of developing countries with nuclear fuel
cycle and power plant facilities, along with distributed siting of smaller units, could provide new
and increased demands on safeguards against diversion of nuclear materials. The effort required
to achieve a satisfactory level of confidence in the security of nuclear material may be simplified
and reduced, and confidence in the effectiveness of the safeguards regime may be enhanced by
innovative fuel cycle and plant design.

These objectives cannot be achieved in isolation, as they are often conflicting. For example,
increasing unit size has been a traditional approach to reducing projected power cost, while reducing
unit size would improve compatibility with smaller grids in developing countries. Development must
be performed in an integrated fashion, taking into account the full range of activities involved,
including engineering, testing, manufacturing, licensing, construction, operation and decommissioning
on a long-term global scale.

ADVANCED REACTOR CONCEPTS AND NON-ELECTRICAL APPLICATIONS OF
NUCLEAR ENERGY FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Advancement of technology and improvement of plant design and performance has been an integral
element of nuclear plant deployment throughout the history of the industry. However, as was noted
earlier, the development effort was primarily focused on the electricity generation market in the
industrialised countries, where most of the new capacity additions were occurring into the early
1990's. The large plant designs that resulted from this process are not well suited for many
developing countries because of the demands placed on supporting infrastructure.

Beyond the direct impact of large plant size on transmission systems and capital requirements, most of
the demands on infrastructure stem from a unique aspect of a nuclear power plant - a significant
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Figure VI Nuclear Power Plant Typical Post Shutdown Residual Heat Generation

percentage of the energy produced during operation is released by the decay of fission products. This
energy release continues after the fission reaction is shut down, declining rapidly at first as the short
half life fission products decay, but continuing at a low level over the days and weeks following
shutdown, as shown in Figure VI. While the percentage is small, the amount of energy release is
significant and proportional to initial power level. For example, a plant operating at 4,000 MWt
would still be producing about 20 MWt three days after shutdown. If the heat were not removed,
temperatures would continue to increase, ultimately leading to component failures and radiation
release. The large plant designs utilise highly reliable systems to assure that residual heat is removed,
as demonstrated by operating experience over the past five decades. However, these systems must be
maintained at a constant state of readiness, and must operate reliably and effectively in the face of
individual component failures (in normally operating components as well as failures in components
that are not normally operating but would be needed under off-normal conditions), loss of external
power, earthquakes, etc. Establishing and maintaining the operational and oversight capability
required to assure the required level of readiness places demands on manpower, organisations and
institutions that are difficult to meet in general, and particularly in many developing countries, and that
are not required by other forms of energy production.

In the past two decades, considerable effort has been directed toward defining the needs of developing
countries, assessing existing technologies relative to these needs, and exploring nuclear plant concepts
that have the potential to address these needs. With the strong support of Member States, the IAEA
has actively fostered international communication and co-operation in this area, as indicated by a
partial listing of relevant documents produced in the 1980's and 1990's'4'5'6-7'8-9-1011-12-13'. Much of the
information and understanding developed through these interactions is reflected in the discussion of
objectives of future development in the previous section. In addition, developing country needs in
areas other than electricity production have been identified by numerous Member States. These have
included use of nuclear plants for district heating, desalination of seawater, heavy oil recovery, and
high temperature process heat applications. These applications can be addressed by use of an
electricity generation plant operating in a cogeneration mode or by designs supplying thermal energy
directly with no electricity generation or generation in a lower temperature bottoming cycle.

Many future reactor design concepts have been developed in recent years to varying degrees of
completeness ranging from concept descriptions, to basic design, to detailed design. A survey of the
development status of small and medium reactor systems conducted by the IAEA in 1995/l0/ identified
44 designs and provided design data and status of 29 of those identified. The concepts included heat
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only, cogeneration, and electricity generation applications, and spanned water, liquid metal and gas
cooled reactor technologies. Several design efforts have been directed toward minimising or
eliminating the need for active systems to remove post shutdown residual heat. By limiting power
level and designing for enhanced heat loss to the environment by natural means, the concepts strive to
limit temperatures below component failure limits. If successfully demonstrated to a high degree of
confidence, this feature could eliminate many of the difficult challenges to developing country
infrastructure and lead to substantial reductions in capital and operating costs. However, achieving
this result will require that the design features and supporting data be accepted by licensing agencies
as providing a sufficient basis for elimination of requirements for safety systems that are universally
required of more conventional nuclear plants.

The challenge for the future is to establish focused efforts centred on one or more of the most practical
and promising concepts, with sufficient motivation and resources to complete a successful field
demonstration. In the current energy industry environment of increased privatisation and reliance on
commercial forces, it can be expected that this process most likely can only be carried to completion
as a commercial project. Before this can happen there must be sufficient confidence in the market for
a concept, in its economic performance, and in its political acceptability, to justify the investment risk.

THE ROLE OF THE INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

International co-operation has been an essential factor and a principal driving force in the global
development and deployment of nuclear power. In the current situation, where the resources assigned
to innovative R&D are limited, and where the efforts invested are dispersed among many countries
and projects, international co-operation could once again serve a central role. For more than forty
years the IAEA has fostered international communication and co-operation in the three principle areas
of technology development, safety, and safeguarding against proliferation of nuclear weapons. It is
well positioned and prepared to serve as a catalyst in the continuing development of nuclear power
technologies for developing countries.

Current Agency activities of particular relevance to the subject include the following:

• Contribution of Advanced Reactors for Sustainable Development - An Advisory Group
Meeting was held in June 2000 to identify and characterise potential strategies, roles and
prospects for advanced nuclear power technologies to achieve long term sustainable energy
production.

• Natural Circulation Data and Methods for Innovative Nuclear Power Plant Design - A
Technical Committee meeting will be held in July 2000 to assess the current base of experimental
data and the applicability of current methodologies for computing natural convection phenomena
in innovative reactor designs. The meeting addresses one of the recommended topics from an
Advisory Group Meeting held in October 1999 on development of a strategic plan for an
international R&D project on innovative nuclear fuel cycles and power plants.

In addition to the above mentioned specific efforts, most of the work performed within the Nuclear
Power Technology Development Section (NPTDS) of the Division of Nuclear Power is directly
relevant to innovative R&D. Similarly, much of the work of the Department of Nuclear Energy as
well as of the Department of Nuclear Safety and the Department of Safeguards is relevant.

Existing Agency mechanisms for supporting technology development, as summarised below, will
continue to be used to establish and refine developing country needs and support relevant technology
development.

• Information exchange - The Agency is well positioned and has ample experience in this kind of
activity. Consultancies, Technical Committee Meetings and Advisory Group Meetings are
established mechanisms for fostering direct communications of varying degrees of formality
among representatives of the IAEA Member States. Where appropriate, the results of these
exchanges are documented, published and distributed by the Agency.
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• National, Regional or Interregional Technical Co-operation Projects - These projects are of
particular relevance to developing countries as a means to provide support and assistance to the
Member States on request. The services are provided by the Agency on a non-commercial basis
and usually consist of expert assignments, equipment grants and training (courses, seminars,
workshops, individual fellowships and scientific visits). Technical Co-operation projects could
make significant contributions in the following areas:

— o Further defining the issues associated with infrastructure requirements and economic
development, and assuring that the results are factored into the innovative reactor and fuel
cycle designs

o Identifying and addressing the issues associated with the possibility of implementing an
innovative power plant prototype unit in a developing country

o Identifying and establishing developing country research activities that could contribute to
the implementation of innovative systems

• Co-ordinated Research Projects - In these projects, the main role of the Agency is to catalyse
the organisation and launching of joint activities and, once they are underway, to serve as a co-
ordinator. Financial assistance is also provided by the Agency when needed, but at a low level.
The participating countries and organisations provide most if not all of the input to these CRPs.
Such projects are usually of a limited scope, with precise objectives defined according to the
common interest of the participants. Identification of areas of common interest can be done
through Advisory Group Meetings. Implementation of corresponding CRPs would then proceed,
subject to finding suitable partners.

As indicated by the partial list of documentation provided as references 4 through 13, the agency has
been actively applying these mechanisms to the support of nuclear technology development over the
past two decades. Recent expressions of interest and support among Member States for nuclear
energy applications for developing countries are increasing the priority and focus of these activities.
Ongoing activities in the areas of nuclear desalination and small and medium reactors will be
continued and enhanced as an element of an increasing focus on innovative concepts for addressing
the needs of developing countries.
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Abstract
Transition countries, respectively the countries that have in the year's 89/90 broken with the
communist political and economy system are passing through difficult years. From their
traditional markets within the closely interconnected socialist economy system, which has
disintegrated, they have to reorient themselves to new, often saturated and sophisticated
markets. To integrate into Europe as equal partners, rather then remain poor relatives, they
must reduce this development gap in a reasonable time, not longer than 15 years. Slower pace
would not give acceptable perspective to their young people and they would look for it
elsewhere, thereby reducing creative forces for progress. Examples of economic development
show that sustained growth of GDP is impossible without similar industrial growth, which, in
turn, requires corresponding increase of energy use. In the same time these countries are the
parts of densely populated European region and are subject to emission restriction of
effluents with local or global effects. It is difficult to see how these countries could attain their
development goals, whilst respecting their Kyoto obligations, without supplying increased
energy demand from nuclear sources.

1. Introduction
Long term future of Europe, as seen by its leading politicians and economists, is to develop
into a region of advanced technology and industry able to successfully compete with
comparable North American and Far Eastern regions. It is also recognized that this future will
not be achieved with a number of European countries underdeveloped by European standards
in immediate vicinity. Wide gap in development and living standards, often resulting from
common European history and unjustified from the point of material and human resources,
are, and would be in future, a source of tensions and instabilities. A particular group of
countries whose development has been extensively slowed down or reversed in the course of
this century Europe's unhappy history, are so called transition countries. This are the
countries which until the break up of Soviet Union were forced into economic and political
integration within the wast and oppressive block, against their interests and traditions. The
countries or regions, which before the first world war were prepared for industrial and
economic development, such as present Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia,
Croatia or Poland by 1989. were far behind the regions of Western Europe which were free to
develop after the second world war. Whilst the countries of Western Europe had a generous
initial help from USA, countries which became part of Eastern block were exploited and
forced into industrial specializations and energy strategies intended to create permanent
economic dependence on the block. Disintegration of the Eastern block has meant, of course,
political liberation for these countries, but in the same time this abrupt break up of economic
system to which they were made to fit in, created enormous and not yet resolved problems.
Practically every of these countries has been left, after 40 or so years of so called planned
economies, with structurally deformed economies, unable to exist on their own. Only
consistent economic plan in those long years was to complement political bonds with
economic. After 1990. it became clear to what extent has this plan become effective. Newly
freed countries were left without markets for goods they could produce, very few of them had
products of quality for new and more demanding Western markets. So, the fact that these
countries stayed behind in such indicators as GDP per person is only a part of the problem,
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most of them are also posses structurally heavily deformed economies. As their industries
produce goods that cannot be sold, labour is low paid or unemployed and impatient. Burdened
with years of wrong investments, they are experiencing that privatization by itself is not the
solution of their problems. Those countries, which gave a priority to finding of new markets,
as Slovenia or Poland, have been more successful. The example of East Germany illustrates
the magnitude of the problem and the costs of restructuring the economy and reorienting it to
new markets. In comparison, negligible help has been given to other transition countries,
which together with East Germany had a misfortune to be behind the Iron Curtain for four
decades. Without serious help from more fortunate part of Europe, their eastern fellow
Europeans, or at least large part of them, will not reach stability and overcome the
development gap. However, it is not our purpose here to look into many aspects of the
transition problem. Transition process has its important energy aspects, importance of which
will be growing in future years. We intend to limit ourselves to the energy problem, and also
to the European transition countries which for many reasons, political, historical and
geographical, gravitate towards Europe. This leaves out eight geographically separate Asian
transition countries. There is additional important factor relevant in this energy discussion,
which separates European transition countries from Asian, namely, the latter are not subject to
Kyoto emission restriction, which do apply to most European transition countries.

2. Development gap
The table 1. bellow presents one aspect only of the development gap between Western Europe

and European transition countries, GDP per person. As pointed out above, structural
deformations are another important aspect. However, even such partial insight, possible in
limited space, will suffice for intended discussion.

Table 1.: Europe; development gap 1998

Group of countries

EU-15

10 applicant *
trans, countries
8 remaining
trans.countries
18 non EU-15
trans.countries

Population, millions

374

105

88

193

GDP $bn

8357

337

96

433

GDP per person, $

22351

3210

1090

2244

Sources: Economist Intelligence Unit, OECD, Survey of Europe, The Economist, October 23r i 1999, and authors estimate-
* Malta and Cyprus, non transition countries, are additional applicants

Table 1 shows population and GDP for fifteen countries of European community, for ten
applicant transition countries scheduled to enter EC, and for eight not considered candidates
as yet. These countries are Belarus, Ukraine, Moldova and five countries in Balkan region.
The last group taken together, though there are large differences within the group, shows
enormous development gap relative to EU-15, absolutely out of proportion with the economic
potential of the regions. That a populous (50 million) and large country, rich in natural
resources, such as Ukraine, has a GDP per person bellow 1000 USD, is a consequence of
monumental mismanagement over many decades and of collapse of economic system in 1989,
to which the country was deliberately over adapted and dependent.
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3. Development goals
European integration by about 2015. is a goal to which large majority of European political
leaders and countries would subscribe, as it offers a vision of a stable region of over 500
million capable to compete economically and in any other respect with future large
groupations or countries, such as North America, Eastern Asia, China, India or South
American group. EU-15, a groupation of 15, without remaining 18, would be permanently
handicapped by instabilities in its Eastern regions, as these countries left to themselves would
not be able to achieve economic and political stability. So, the interest of EU-15 is, or must
be, clear, as is the interest of remaining 18 East and Central European countries. Of course,
integrated Europe would be not only economically stronger and more stable region, it would
be also enriched in culture and art, in good position to develop ties and cooperation with
Russian Federation, its first neighbor and the largest country of the world. To qualify for
integration into Europe as equal partners, rather then remain poor relatives, EU-18 must
reduce their development gaps in a reasonable time, not longer than 15 years. Slower pace
would not give acceptable perspective to their young people and they would search for it
elsewhere, thereby reducing creative forces for progress in their own countries. A dangerous
spiraling downwards, to impotence and stagnation would be likely, as, for similar reason, we
have witnessed in a number of underdeveloped countries of the world. By 2015. GDP per
person in EU-15 is expected to reach about 30 000 USD. To approach about one third of this
level, i.e. 10 000 USD per person by 2015, would be a proper entrance requirement and a
development goal for a country, in order to join European Community and face successfully
the challenges of that gigantic free trade area. Slovenia is already at this level, whilst for other
more developed transition countries like Estonia, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary
or Croatia, such goal would require an annual rate of growth of GDP per person between 6
and 7 percent. At present Poland alone is approaching this development rate. Examples of
successful economic development show that sustained growth of GDP is impossible without
parallel industrial growth at similar or higher rate. However, as we know very well, industrial
production is correlated with energy consumption and the increase of industrial production
must be followed by similar increase of energy production. Is it possible to be more definite
on his correlation? Only in planned economies it was possible to predict future energy needs.
In free economies we can only look into the energy statistics, but there we find that long
periods of free developments without major economic disturbances, and also without not
generally applicable favorable conditions, are not easy to find. Unless they are well
documented parallels can be meaningless.

4. Energy and development
Consistent energy statistics are available from the US Department of Energy for several
decades. Energy Information Agency, DOE gives US correlation between GDP growth and
electricity use, from 1960. to present, with predictions to 2015. Looking at the time interval
1960-1980, data show slightly faster growth of electricity sales then of GDP growth, whilst
after 1980. both rates are about equal. In that period, US, as other industrial countries, were in
the process of increasing the share of electricity use in industry and in end uses of energy Data
from earlier US period are therefore more relevant for industrially less developed transition
countries. We should, thus, conclude that electricity production in transition countries would
have, very approximately, to follow the increase in GDP. There could be some reserves in
initial stages in energy saving and in removing inefficient uses of energy, typical for planned
economies. However, to achieve the large increases in GDP by 2015, correspondingly large
increases of electricity production will be needed. From the table 2, with data on GDP per
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person for transition countries, it is clear that the increases required to reach the level of about
10 000 USD per person must be large.

Table 2: GDP and energy data (1998) and Kyoto limits for EU-15 and for 18 European
transition countries

Region
Country

EU-15

Croatia
Czech.Rep.
Estonia
Hungary
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia

Bulgaria
Latvia
Lithuania
Macedonia
Romania

Albania
Belarus
Bos.Herz.
Moldova
Ukraine
Yugoslavia

Population-
(millions)

374

4.67
10.29

1.43
10.11
38.67

5.39
1.98

8.24
2.45
3.70
2.01

22.51

3.79
10.19
4.21
4.46

50.50
10.62

GDP
$ per
capita
22351

4518
5489
3726
4687
3882
3887
9830

1435
2525
2865
1600
1768

1062
1395

N/A
390(1995)

816
N/A

Electricity
consumption
kWh/capita

5926

2753
5316
5315
3294
3152
3915
5404

4308
2000
2108
3085
2203

1398
2816

499
1592
2851
3399

Kyoto
limits

%
92

95
92
92
94
94
92
92

92
92
92
no

92

no
no
no
no

100
no

Nucl.pow.
operation
kWh/cp.,%
2140 (36.0)

471 (17.1)
1200 (22.6)

0
1298 (39.4)

0
2113(54.0)
1111 (20.6)

1880 (43.6)
0

3322 (157)
0

218(9.9)

0
0
0
0

1399 (49.0)
0

Nucl.pow.
construct.

MW
one

1824

1164

650

Sources: International Energy Manual 1998, January 2000, Energy Information Administration, US Department
of Energy, IAEA EU and EU applicant countries

For more advanced transition countries such as Estonia, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Hungary and Croatia it means approximately doubling of present GDP, whilst Slovenia, a
most advanced, has already reached the target. This group represents about a third of non EU-
18 population. Following this group are the countries like Latvia, Lithuania, Romania,
Bulgaria and Macedonia in which cases larger increases are needed. Left behind are Albania,
Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Moldova, Yugoslavia and Ukraine, where the first priority
are the political preconditions for development. Of these Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine
belong to, so called, Commonwealth of Independent States and their future associations are
uncertain. Discussing energy required for development, we are, of course, aware that each
particular country has its specific industrial and economic structure that will determine its
energy needs. For the purpose of this paper precise values are not essential. It is enough to
understand that to attain their development goal, some of these more developed transition
countries, like Croatia, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia, in addition to more efficient energy
use, may have to double their electricity consumption. With exception of Bulgaria, larger
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increases will be needed for countries in the next group, lower down in
table 2.

5. Development and Kyoto limitations
In the full spectrum of countries from developed North America and Western Europe to least
developed countries of Asia and Africa, Kyoto accord leaves the poor countries the freedom
to use their available energy sources, imposing restrictions on developed countries that have
disproportionate share in world energy consumption. In that spectrum European transition
countries are positioned bellow developed Europe, into which they tend to integrate, although
well above poor Asian and African countries. As can be seen in the table, all the countries of
the first and second group of transition countries, Macedonia being the single exception, are
subject to Kyoto restrictions on CO2 emission. Although underdeveloped by EU-15 standards,
these countries are subject to the same limitations as the developed countries of North
America and Europe. If Kyoto limits are to be taken seriously, this can present a serious
development handicap. Objectively, many of them are more developed then indicated by their
GDP figures, yet, except for Slovenia, they have a long way to go to reach the level required
for integration into Europe. This task has not been made easier through imposition of Kyoto
limits. Whatever the logic behind, the limitations are the facts, and these countries are obliged
to reduce their CO2 emissions by 5% or 8% relatively to the emission in 1990. Reduction
should be implemented by the years 2008-2010. This demand singles out European transition
countries, or, more precisely, first two groups, from the table above, as quite special groups
from the point of view of their future energy requirements and strategies. In order to integrate
into Europe they have to increase their industrial productions. This, in turn, means increasing
energy consumption, but for these countries cheap conventional energy sources are not
allowed. Unlike many developing countries of Asia and Africa, they have very little
remaining hydroelectric resources, and would be, in absence of Kyoto limitations, therefore
essentially oriented towards fossil fuels. Poland, for example has large coal deposits, whilst
imported fossil fuel could be economical solution for other. However, before we consider the
options these countries could have, respectively, could not have because of Kyoto limitations,
let as briefly consider how seriously these limits need to be taken.

6. How serious are Kyoto limits?
To answer such question one may look into recent modeling and calculations within the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which connect annual and cumulative
carbon dioxide emissions with the change of atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration.
Calculations are very important, as they show that above certain level of annual emission,
future concentration of CO2 in atmosphere cannot stabilize. Global climate is an extremely
complicated phenomenon and consequently a prediction of climate change corresponding to a
given change in atmospheric CO2 concentration is an extremely complex problem, with many
uncertainties, requiring as yet not available computing power. Although a definite correlation
between climate change and CO2 concentration does not exist, enough is known already to
conclude that future without stabilization of atmospheric CO2 concentration is not acceptable.
IPCC calculations present several development scenaria leading to stabilization or,
alternatively, to permanent increase of CO2 concentration. Concentration of 750 ppm, about
twice the present value, is close to the limit before the possibility of stabilization is lost.
Condition for stabilization is that annual and cumulative emissions do not exceed certain
limits. In view of already observed climate changes a stabilization level of 750 ppm is too
high. In the scenario which would give stabilization at the level of 560 ppm, i.e., at the double
preindustrial level of 280 ppm, average annual emission level in the period 1990-2100. would
be between 8 and 9.6 billion tons of carbon. According to the energy use data (Kyoto 1997)
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the emission in 1997. has already exceeded the lower limit of this range, whilst large part of
the world we call developing countries needs more energy for their future development.

Table 3: Annual CO2 emissions in tons per person for some developed and developing
countries

USA
Russian Federation
Germany
Japan

18.4
11.6
10.5
7.8

China
India
Mexico
Brazil
Nigeria

2.4
0.7
3.4
1.4
1.0

As can be seen from the table 3 above, should China and India with their 2 billion inhabitants,
reach only one quarter of the US emission per person, that would add about 2 billion tons to
the present world emission of carbon of about 8.6 billions, with total annual emission then
exceeding 10 billion tons of carbon. Stabilization of atmospheric CO2 concentration at the
level of 560 ppm could not be reached. Clearly, European countries, inclusive transition
countries, must keep to their Kyoto limits, thereby leaving the use of cheapest fossil fuels to
the less fortunate developing countries of Africa and Asia.

7. CO2 non emitting options
In considering CO2 non-emitting options, we shall neglect the possibility of buying emission
rights from developing countries, as this would in essence be selling their right to develop and
is not a measure that reduces global emission. We shall, also, not consider use of hydrogen for
this purpose, as it is only a secondary form of energy, which does not by itself eliminate the
CO2 emission in production of electricity or heat, needed for hydrogen production. In that
case available non-emitting options could be:a) alternative energy sources, such as solar, wind
or geothermaL b) fossil fuels with sequestration of carbon dioxide, and c) nuclear energy.
a) Alternative sources
Looking at the relatively short time scale of few decades of interest for transition countries,
only extrapolations of present developments and trends make sense. Contributions from wind
or geothermal energy, are, of course, welcome, however only very modest ones are realistic.
Use of solar energy for space heating will probably develop, but its contribution to industrial
electricity will be very modest, as elsewhere. On the other hand, when the data on GDP and
electricity consumption per person in the table 2 are inspected, it becomes clear, that, except
perhaps in the cases of Croatia and Slovenia, energy consumption per unit value produced is
rather higher then in EU-15. Herein lies probably the most attractive energy reserve to be
explored.
b) Sequestration of carbon dioxide
Under carbon sequestration we understand the idea of treating the exhaust fumes of fossil fuel
power plants to separate carbon dioxide and store it subsequently in suitable natural
reservoirs. In recent years several research groups have investigated this idea and there is also
some field experience. At the Norwegian of shore Sleipner oil and natural gas field excess of
CO2 in natural gas is not, as usual, released in atmosphere, but is returned into underground,
about 1000 meters bellow North Sea, into a sandstone layer. Similar procedure is in
consideration for some other gas wells. The economic motivation is the carbon dioxide
emission tax, in Norway 50$ per ton until 1.01.2000. and 38$ further on. Taking carbon tax
seriously, which is certainly not yet a general habit, the sequestration appears to be cost
effective, at least in this particular case where the CO2 concentration in natural gas was low,
9% and it had to be reduced to bellow 2.5%. The annual amount of CO2 sequestered at
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Sleipner rig is about a million tons. Further millions of tons of CO2 are injected underground
in USA in attempts to enhance oil recovery in some wells. This is, however, negligible when
compared with about 10 000 million tons of annual emission from burning of fossil fuels. In
dealing with CO2 quantities on this scale the problem of finding of suitable and safe reservoirs
becomes decisive, as the eruption of CO2 from the lake Nyos in Cameroon which killed 1700
people, is a recent reminder. Sea will probably be the judged the only acceptable reservoir as
it contains such amount of dissolved CO2, about 10 000 times more then annual emission
from fossil fuel burning, that environmental impact on the sea, except perhaps locally, are not
expected. Different matter would be with the transport of CO2 to the sea from thousands of
power stations located inside the country. Also, the separation of CO2 from exhaust fumes of
power station, is a more complex and more expensive then from natural gas. Even without
going into further details, it must be clear that carbon sequestration is technically,
economically and environmentally very far from wide scale practical application, certainly
not in the time scale we are interested in this paper. It will be seriously considered only then,
when carbon emission tax becomes the obligatory part of electricity, respectively, energy cost,
for the countries exceeding their Kyoto limits. However, it must be kept in mind that when
this happens, nuclear energy, as CO2 non-emitting energy source, will have large cost
advantage.
c) Nuclear energy
In Western Europe nuclear energy has established itself as a reliable, safe and economic
source of energy. According to IAEA data, in EU-15 countries nuclear power stations
produced in 1998. 800 TWh of electricity, respectively 36% of total electricity production.
Eight of European transition countries have the experience of using nuclear energy, five of
them with Soviet reactor technology. In the past years these countries made considerable
efforts, with the help of international nuclear community, to rise the safety standards of these
reactors to the level of those in Western Europe. Presently, the operational and safety
standards achieved, show that nuclear energy is successfully utilized in European transition
countries and that it offers a viable possibility for development of industry and GDP increase
without the infringement of Kyoto obligations. The primary limitation will be the availability
of capital due to higher capital costs of nuclear power plants.

8. Conclusion
Looking at the future Europe as a leading world region in economy, technology and culture, a
necessary precondition is elimination of divisions and inequalities in development, mainly
due to recent history. Inclusion of European transition countries into the European
Community is therefore a common interest of present EU-15 countries and of the European
transition countries, majority of which gravitate to European association. Most of them have
already applied to join. In order to qualify economically they have to reduce development
gap, which requires extensive industrial growth in most cases. As this in turn requires growth
in energy consumption, these countries are caught between development demands and their
Kyoto obligations. Increased future reliance on nuclear energy appears to be the solution, for
which many of them are prepared by their experience with the use of nuclear energy. That
European transition countries are an out standing group of countries from the point of their
nuclear energy needs should be actively recognized by both NEA and IAEA, which should
focus their expert and technical support on this region. A study of plans and needs of
individual countries should be made. However, as nuclear energy is a capital intensive energy
source this requires also the financial support of EU-15 countries, as their investment into
future integrated and prosperous Europe and into better environment.
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ABSTRACT

Energy options to cover electricity demand in Cuba for next years are limited. Expected
increase in the oil companion gas, domestic crude oil production and biomass co-generation can
not cover the 3-4% growth of the electricity demand. An important option could be the
conclusion of Juragua Nuclear Power Plant.

The paper presents the country energy supply situation for electricity generation and how
can be covered the electricity demand forecast until 2015. A short description of the methodology
to evaluate the expansion of the electricity system using DECADES tools is presented. Results of
the optimal expansion plan considering the introduction of NPP in combination with increase in
the use of renewable sources is analyzed in the framework of small country electricity grid from
economical and environmental point of view.

Finally, in the conclusions the paper shows the role of NPP to cover electricity demand and
in the reduction of Greenhouse Gas emissions. The contribution of renewable energy sources to
these objectives is also presented.

INTRODUCTION

Cuba has a small and unified electricity grid. The installed capacity at the end of 1998 was
3337 MW. 98.7% of the electricity generated (12836 GWh) was produced in Conventional Oil
Steam Boilers (OSB). The rest was generated in Gas Turbine, Independent Power Producers and
Hydroelectric power plants (Excluding co-generation in sugar and other industry and isolated
plant generation not considered in this paper) [1].

During difficult economic situation the extraction of domestic crude oil was increased,
especially from 1992 [2]. The domestic crude oil is a high sulphur content fuel and it was burn
directly in the OSB without previous adaptation of the plants. The efficiency of the power plants
diminished and the emissions increased considerably.
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In the other hand, nowadays the oil companion gas utilization start in 184 MW combined
cycle power plants. Three small hydro projects are under consideration and the government
continues to find appropriate partners to finish the construction of the first unit of Juragua
Nuclear Power Plant (NPP).

Cuba has a big biomass reserve, but today it uses for electricity co-generation is very
inefficient. The sugar cane ministry in average produces only the 73% of electricity that they
consume [2]. In the near future, an increase of the co-generation is expected in the sugar cane
industry to cover it needs and to supply electricity surplus to the National Electric System (NES).

Nevertheless, these options separately can not satisfy the expected increase in the electricity
demand in next years. Some of them due to scarcity of energy source, others due to financial
restrictions and/or construction limitations. The combination of options can solve the situation. In
the other hand, in the selection of options were taken into consideration the commitments of
Cuban Government to preserve the environment and human health [3].

For these reasons, the paper analyzes the role of the introduction of nuclear energy. The
results show that it can play an important role in the solution of the dilemma: cover electricity
demand and reduce the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions. Contribution of biomass is also
analyzed.

STUDY CONSIDERATIONS AND METHODOLOGY

Expansion study of the NES was carried out for the period 1999-2015 using DECADES
tools [4]. Demand forecast will increase at the beginning of study period at a rate of 5% and at
2.9% at the end of study period. The reliability criterion for the electric system expansion was
considered loss of load probability of 0.5% (44 h/y without electricity) and energy not served cost
of 1.9 $/kWh. Two hydrological condition were taken into consideration: wet and dry (0.75% and
0.25% probability each one). A retirement program of some units in 2005 and 2010 was
considered. The discount rate for evaluation was 12%. Reserve margin of the system was
assumed to be between 15% and 45%.

Assessment of the potential role of nuclear energy and other options was performed
through evaluation of two electric system expansion cases:

Base Line Scenario including a conventional 350 MW OSB as expansion candidate,
Mix Scenario including as candidates NPP, combustion biomass plants using sugar cane
bagasse and hydro projects.

The WASP-III Plus integrated into DECADES tools allows to find, through optimization
process, the optimal expansion plan for a power generating system, within constraints given by
the planner [5]. This optimization include capital costs, salvage value, fuel costs, fuel inventory
costs, operation and maintenance costs and energy not served costs. The WASP-III Plus uses
probabilistic estimation of costs and reliability, and the dynamic method of optimization for
comparing the costs of alternative system expansion policies.
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STUDY RESULTS

Optimal expansion plant for Base Line and Mix Scenario is presented in Table I.

TABLE I. OPTIMAL EXPANSION SOLUTION FOR EVALUATED SCENARIOS
B**XX**lOaMim*J.J.lUL****MIM,JW*llw™KKnr**l^*mM*J.JVrXm,i,Jmrjll lHl«lm»l.im —Mil] LJUMUIIIIimjmPP.P-.lW.JIIII I •»«M™MM«MnMMMUlMM.IIIIlUMMM»l|J.U»MIM.I.I»IIIWmi lUM

Year Base Line Scenario Mix Scenario —
1999-2004

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

-
OSB350MW

-
-

OSB350MW
OSB350MW
OSB350MW
OSB350MW

-
-
-

•

Toal
BIO
4BIO

NPP, Toa2
Pela
8BIO
NPP

-
2BIO
3BIO
4BIO

Where: Toa 1, 2 and Pela are hydro projects (26-37 MW)
BIO is conventional combustion biomass system 30 MW
NPP is nuclear power plant, PWR type WWER 440 V318 Advanced Model
OSB 350 MW is conventional oil steam boiler
Number before expansion candidate means the amount of candidates incorporated tliat year

The electricity generation by fuel type at the end of study period for evaluated scenarios is
shown in Figure 1. As it can be seen, the participation of hydro-energy is very limited due the
small capacities of added projects. In Base Line Scenario, the 93.8% of generation come from
fossil fuels. The rest is renewable (hydro 0.5% and biomass 5.7%).

Mix Scenario considers the introduction of two nuclear power units (It was limited due to
financial scale of these projects), but this is not enough to cover the electricity demand during
study period. For this reason in addition, the introduction of biomass was also necessary. The
large introduction of nuclear energy and renewable fuels made possible to reduce the generation
from fossil fuels until 52.5%, reduce import dependence and diversify the fuel mix.

The incorporation of first NPP unit in 2008 represent the 10.5% of installed capacity in that
year, but it will generated the 16% of the electricity. In 2011 with the start up of the second NPP
unit, these indicators will reach the values of 19% and 29.4% respectively. At the end of study
period the nuclear and renewable energy will represent the 36% of the total installed capacity and
will generate the 47.5% of the electricity.

The NPP are high intensive financial projects. For this reason, the investment cost of Mix
Scenario is higher than for Base Line Scenario as can be see in Figure 2, but the fuel costs are
lower as shown in Figure 3. Thus, Total Expansion Costs are lower in Mix Scenario in 47 Million
USD than in Base Line Scenario (See Figure 4). Operation and Maintenance Costs in both
scenarios will be similar.
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FIG. 4. Total Expansion Costs of Evaluated Scenarios

In Mix Scenario the fossil fuel substitution by nuclear and biomass fuels made an important
contribution to the reduction of GHG emissions as can be observed in Figures 5-8. In 2008 and
2011 the decrease of emissions is bigger due to the incorporation of nuclear units. A small
influence in emissions reduction had also in 2000 the rehabilitation of some units and in 2005 and
2010 the retirement of old units for both scenarios.

The biomass combustion increases the particulate emissions. For this reason in the study
the conventional biomass system includes particulate control technology (Fabric Filters).

In the other hand if the development of electric sector will be based in conventional fossil
fuel plant as in Base Line Scenario, the GHG and particulate emissions will be increase
substantially as can be observed in Figures 5-8.
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FIG. 5. SOX Emissions in Evaluated Scenarios
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CONCLUSIONS

To reach a sustainable development, Cuba needs to change the present patterns of fuel
consumption for electricity generation.

Th current trend of fossil fuel use for electricity generation shown in Base Line Scenario
will increases the emissions until reach in year 2015 around 17 million tonnes OFCO2. In the
fossil fuel substitution, the nuclear power plays a decisive role. Renewable energy can contribute
to this task.

The study carried out shows that the combination of nuclear power and renewable energy in
Mix Scenario can save over study period 47 million USD and reduce in 34% the CO2 emissions
respect to base year. In comparison with Base Line Scenario this decrease reaches 74% at the end
of study period. The main contributor to these reductions is the NPP.
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ABSTRACT: The intentiorTof_this material is to present our point of view about some
specific matters that arise from having a relatively large power production unit (706 MW)
connected to a National Grid in which the second largest units are only 330 MW.

The material consists in three major parts.
In the first section is presented the "big picture" of the Romanian National Grid.

The second section covers the role played by CNPP in the grid power balance and
frequency/voltage adjustment. CNPP is located at the base of the daily load curve and thus not
normally participating at frequency adjustment. CNPP also has a contribution in increasing the
dynamic stability of the National Grid.

The third section is a more detailed presentation of CNPP behavior during grid upsets, with
reference to the reactor and turbine control systems, and also the types of transients that our
plant could induce to the grid due to internal malfunctions. The over-all unit control is based on
the "reactor power constant" policy, all the fluctuations in the power output to the grid being
compensated by the Boiler Pressure Control System. Some features of the Turbine Electro-
Hydraulic Control System and how it interacts with the Boiler Pressure Control Sys. will also
be presented.

The types of transients that CNPP could experience are reactor power setbacks (automatic
ramped power reductions), reactor power step-backs (fast controlled power reduction) and unit
trips, which are the most severe. There are two ways from the grid point of view to deal with
such transients: to compensate the power loss by increasing the production and to disconnect
unimportant power consumers. These actions are taken both automatically and manually (some
details will be presented).

1. INTRODUCTION

The Cernavoda Nuclear Power Plant operates a P.H.W.R. CANDU 600 type reactor (main
features: natural Uranium as fuel; on-line re-fuelling; two separate heavy water circuits, one is
the moderator and the other is the fuel coolant). The heat transfer to the secondary circuit takes
place in four vertical steam generators which deliver steam to the turbine-generator (General
Electric; 706.5 MW; 1500 RPM; 24kV).

The output of the unit is in the 400 kV switchyard, which provides the connections to the
National Grid via five overhead lines. There are also connections with the local 1 lOkV-
distribution network as back up for internal service supply. The average net power delivered to
the grid is 660MW, the rest being used for internal services. The power delivered accounts for
almost 10% of the grid in service power.

Although not the largest power plant in the country, C.N.P.P. has the largest production unit
(more than twice the size of second highest-330 MW gross power units).
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2. ROMANIAN NATIONAL GRID OVERVIEW

The big components of the Romanian National Grid are:

• The power production units (thermal, hydro and nuclear power plants);
• 400kV and 220kV transportation net-work;
• 1 lOkV (and lower voltage) distribution network.

Most of the energy is produced in thermal power plants, which are using coal as fuel
(generally low caloric power coal). The largest ones such Turceni and Rovinari consist-ef
several 330 MW units {Turceni has 8*330MW, Rovinari 4*330MW and 2*200MW). There
are also natural-gas-burning 330MW units and several other 200MW or smaller, which are
using oil, gas or higher quality coal.

The hydraulic power plants represent also an important part in the energy production. The
largest one is Portile de Fier on the Danube with 1050MW installed in relatively small units
(-100MW) on the Romanian side, which is producing the cheapest energy in the grid.

The 400kV interconnections with power grids in neighbor countries are important for
increasing grid stability and for economic purposes (import-export).

The National Grid Dispatcher in Bucharest and several steps of subordinated Zonal Grid
Dispatchers conducts the National Grid operation.

As we mentioned before, the largest conventional power units are the 330MW ones.
C.N.P.P., with it's 706MW, delivering power via a rather complex switchyard (1.5 circuit
breakers/circuit) directly into the transportation grid, is closely monitored by the National
Grid Dispatcher being under he's direct coordination.

3. C.N.P.P. ROLE IN THE NATIONAL GRID

As we mentioned before, C.N.P.P. produces around 10% of the grid power. The production
costs are smaller than in the fossil fuel plants. That is why C.N.P.P. is located in the bottom
part of the daily load curve, and thus not participating at the "secondary" frequency regulation
(i.e. adjustment of the frequency required due to the slow variation of the power demand
during the day).

Fig.l is a representation of a typical daily load curve. Hydro plants with accumulation lakes
and some fossil fuel plants, which are producing at high costs, cover the top of the curve.
Even though, in the periods of very low industry power demand such as winter holidays,
C.N.P.P. is requested by the national grid to reduce the power, in order to allow the combined
thermal-electrical power plants to stay at power and to provide heating for the major cities.

Fig. 1
4

P(MW)

CNPP

t(h)

a
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The operation at reduced power is not desirable for C.N.P.P. on the long term due to the
fact that the costs per kWh produced are increasing at low power, because the fuel represents
only a small contribution to the overall costs while other expenses are rather constant,
regardless of power. Investment reimbursement is especially a concern because of the high
contribution in the cost.

Some technical issues now; C.N.P.P. has an important contribution to the dynamic stability
of the grid. It means that during and after a disturbance in the grid such as short-circuit on a
transportation line, our plantTwill help in maintaining the key parameters in the grid (voltage
and also to some extent the frequency).

Some features that enable this, are:
advanced voltage regulation system;
fast acting turbine control valves (Electro-Hydraulic Turbine Control System will

be referred later);
large rotor inertia (comparative to smaller units).

Although the initial design included the possibility of automatic frequency control,
operational tests revealed that this is not acceptable from C.N.P.P. point of-view. That is
because there are not enough "partners" in this process in the National Grid, so the plant will
be forced to continuously vary it's load in a band of at least 20MW causing the reactor power
to cycle in the same manner.

The decision was made to maintain the reactor power constant as a policy, and to adjust the
turbine according to that by automatically sending a load set point for the turbine control
system. This feature was also incorporated in the original design, but was considered as the
"alternate" mode (second option). Further developments from grid and also from C.N.P.P.
part would still be desirable in this matter.

Automatic voltage control, on the other hand, is an important feature and the grid is taking
advantage of it by leaving to our plant the task of maintaining the voltage in the S-E region of
the 400kV network. During a normal day the generator reactive power may vary from -
80MVAr during low load hours to +50MVAr at highest load demand (the amount of reactive
power produced or consumed gives the contribution to the voltage regulation in the grid).
CNPP 400kV switchyard is also equipped with two 100 MVAR reactive power coils for
rough voltage control.

4. C.N.P.P.-GRID INTERACTION

4.1 GRID UPSETS AND EFFECTS ON CNPP

4.1.1 Load rejection

The most severe grid induced transient for CNPP is a total loss of output capability (total
load rejection). This is the situation when the unit 400 kV breakers open in response to an
electrical fault, leaving the Generator "islanded", with only the internal services as load. (This
could also be combined with the loss of back-up services power supply if there is a more
extended failure of the grid (zonal), in which case if the turbine also trips, the unit will rely on
internal stand-by Diesel Generated power for services supply.)
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Fig.2 Overhead transportation lines (400kV)
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This case is covered by the design of Unit control. When only the internal services (approx.
60 MW) suddenly remain as load for the generator, the large unbalance between the turbine
driving torque and the Generator load, which is acting as a brake, will trigger the P.L.U.
circuit (incorporated in the Turbine EHC System). This will send a signal to initiate a Fast
Reactor Power Reduction (step-back) to 60% FP and also will open fully the turbine bypass
valves to the condenser (which could only take 60% of full pressure steam load-reason for
power reduction). In the same time, the EHC Sys will close the Turbine CVs on high-speed
signal (5% variation of frequency required for full closure of CVs- regulation constant).

As the rotor slows down, the CVs will gradually re-open to maintain the rated speed. Re-
synchronization to the grid after all plant parameters stabilize is now considered.

This type of transient will have an effect on all the major plant parameters. Boiler pressure
will increase in the beginning due to the fast closure of the CV's even with the anticipating
effect of the power reduction - there are 20 seconds delay for R. Thermal Power to be
transferred to the secondary side so the rector power reduction will have somehow delayed
effect. Also the primary side pressure will increase in the beginning but after the fast power
reduction will decrease and recover after a while.

Partial load rejections are more likely to occur and we've experienced some since the
begging of the commercial operation. They usually occur during strong storms or snowstorms,
when transportation lines suffer damages causing separations of the circuits. If an important
load for the grid, such as an interconnect line with a positive power transfer (export) is
suddenly disconnected, the grid frequency will increase in the way shown in fig.3 (step
increase).

As a consequence, the Turbine Control System senses the increase in Machine speed,
causing the CVs to throttle in according to the regulation constant. The excess of steam in the
boilers not being used by the turbine will cause boiler pressure increase (which will also cause
P.H.T. pressure to increase).

The BPC System which normally controls the CVs opening according to the ''Boiler
pressure constant" regulation law but which is considerably slower than the EHC, will try to
restore the boiler pressure.
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Fig-3
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There are two different situations from BPC Sys. point of view, both with the same result -
boiler pressure return to normal:

-If boiler pressure increase is within the "dead band" of 0.7bar, the BPC system will
gradually reopen the CV's regardless of the frequency. Nevertheless, this action is taken
against the grid power requirement at the moment; The Grid Dispatcher will request other
units to reduce the power (units that have been assigned previously for frequency regulation).

-If boiler pressure increases more then 0.7 bar, the SDV's will start opening and from that
moment the BPC system will not have control over the CVs anymore. BPC will only control
the SDV's to compensate the boiler pressure error, while the CVs will remain at
approximately the value following the initial power reduction. Operator action will be
required for turbine reloading, by increasing the load set-point of the T/G, action which will
cause the closure of the SDV's and restoration of the BPC system control over the Turbine
CVs.

It is important to mention that in both cases the reactor power is maintained constant at
100% FP, being considered that this is the safest and less material stressing approach for
reactor operation, as long as heat removal capability is not jeopardized.

4.1.2 Loss of generated power

Another type of grid transient is a sudden loss of power production such as a big
production unit or even an interconnection switchyard with several production units connected
to it.

This will cause a step down is Grid frequency, causing the Turbine CVs to open further
according to the regulation constant of the machine. After this fast initial response of the EHC
system, the BPC system will gradually re-close the control valves in order to maintain boiler
pressure at set-point.

The typical response is shown in Fig.5 (attached) which is a hardcopy of a monitoring
display in CNPP Main Control Room where the response of the systems can be observed.

Description:
-Speed drop: -6 R.P.M. from (-3 to -9 RPM); rated is 1500
(Frequency drop: 0.2 Hz = 0.4% of nominal in 6 seconds)
-Boiler pressure drop: 0.3 bars/8 seconds, corespondent with power increase
-Boiler pressure recovery time: approx. 40 seconds.
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We can also notice in Fig.6 the voltage drop which the automatic voltage regulator
quickly terminated:

-Voltage drop at the generator terminals: about 0.6 kV (2.5% of Nominal)
-Reactive power transient: from -10 to -80 MVAR and return to -10 MVAR in 10

seconds.

4.2 CNPP TRANSIENTS AND EFFECTS ON THE GRID

From the point of view of this paper a transient in CNPP is an unplanned partial or total
power reduction. This could take place due to various internal CNPP upsets. The nuclear
safety-related issues will not be referred here because they are not a direct concern of the
grid from operational point of view. Their only concern toward CNPP is to provide the
safest configuration for power output and for plant back-up internal services power supply.

The unplanned power reductions at CNPP could take place either manually or
automatically. When power is to be reduced manually, prompt prior grid notification is
required in order to allow the grid dispatcher to take some "pro-active" measures. Manual
power reduction may be required in response to non-vital process malfunctions (e.g. output
transformers cooling problems).

Automatic power reductions would occur due to more serious process malfunctions that
could affect the safe operation of the plant. Grid notification is also required in this case to
communicate the status of the plant and the possibility of returning at initial power.

In our particular case, if a power reduction (from FPSS) below 60%FP occurs and the
power is not restored above this value within 30min, the reactor will over-poison with Xenon
(resulted from the disintegration of radioactive Iodine isotopes-fission products). This will
cause a forced s/d of 40 hours until the Xe decays off. The phenomenon is caused by the low
reactivity of the natural Uranium and is common to all the reactors of this type.

There are different types of automatic power reductions depending on the system that is
actually involved in the power maneuver (control system or safety/protection system); there
are also different rates for power reduction when control systems are involved.

1 .Reactor

• Set-back: ramped power reduction with a specific end-point (60% FP, 8% FP, 2%FP)
and rate (0.5% FP, 1% FP, 2% FP) depending of the initiating parameter; it stops at end point
or when the triggering parameter returns to normal; Reactor Regulating System involved in
reducing the power (control system).

• Step-back: fast power reduction with controlled end-point (60% FP, 2% FP, 0% FP);
stops in the same conditions as the set-back but the end-point is not very accurate due to speed
of process; Step-back routine executes the power reduction (control system).

• Trip: reactor goes deeply sub-critical and manual operator actions are required for
resetting and re-poising the system even if the triggering parameter returns to normal; Special
Safety Systems are involved in reducing the power (protection systems: SDS#1, SDS#2).

2.Turbine

• Run-back: ramped power reduction (15MW/s); 0 MW end-point; stops when the
triggering parameter returns to normal or at the end-point; turbine EHC System executes the
power reduction (control system).
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• Trip: all turbine valves slammed close, main breaker opens, field is short-circuited;
operator actions required for reset and rearm (protection system).

The grid parameters will have different behaviors depending of the power reduction type.
For trips and step-backs (being the fastest) the frequency and voltage will suddenly decrease
and will be restored by automatically or manually loading the power plants designated by the
grid dispatcher for frequency adjustment. If the frequency drop is sustained, sequential grid
loads disconnection will automatically take place.

For reactor setback or turbine run-down, the grid dispatcher will have more time to take
actions, avoiding grid operation transients.

Due to the fact that the interconnect lines with other systems are normally connected, the
effects of loosing the power produced in CNPP are mitigated.

The aspects presented in this paper were intended to reveal some practical problems that
result from CNPP-National Grid interaction. We can conclude that there are no unbeatable
technical problems that could affect the operation of both together, especially when strong
power connections exists between grids of neighbor countries. Nevertheless, it is desirable
that with the over-all economic growth, several units of the same size to be built in order to
provide increased stability in grid operation and also logistical support among them from
operation and maintenance point of view.
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Abstract

In this paper we present the results from the development planning of the Macedonian
power system for the period 2001-2020. Taking into account the fact that one can not consider
construction of new power generating units on domestic lignite due to its shortage,
development of the national power system can be supported by utilisation of hydropotential,
natural gas within the capabilities of the existing gas pipeline and nuclear energy.

The crucial year in the planning period will be the year when reduction of the lignite
utilisation in the existing thermal plants will take place, which will cause construction of new
units with significant capacities.

We have analysed two possibilities for inclusion od nuclear plant, optimal - based on
the economical criteria and forced - with delay of the on-line year of the nuclear plant starting
from the optimal year for its construction (2014 which was obtained from the WASP
optimisation procedure) and ending with the year 2021 (one year beyond the study period).

1. Introduction

The Macedonian Power System was an integral part of the European power
transmission system. At the present time, it works isolated from the main portion of the
UCPTE network, connected only with the neighboring power systems on the Balkans.
However, being the central area of the Balkans, where the transmission systems from the
North to the South and from the East to the West are crossing up, Macedonian Power System
will become an important part of the integral European system in a near future.

After independence, the electricity generation in Macedonia was on the level of its
needs. The electricity supply structure is given in table 1, and it is evident that dominant
contribution was by the thermal power plants with about 85%, while the hydro power plants
contribution is abpout 15%. The import of electricity was on the low level, based only on
functional electricity exchange between the neighboring electric power systems.

Table 1. Electricity supply structure
Year 1998

Thermal
Hydro
TOTAL

E(GWh)
5,919
1,078
6,997

(%)
84.59
15.41

100.00

The annual increase of electricity production between 1994 and 1998 was about 4.4%,
and the available electricity increased with 4.1%. At the same time, the net electricity
demand, whose structure is given in table 2, had an increase of 3.5% per year. There are no
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indications that this trend of increasing of electricity consumption will be reduced in the next
period. The expected steep growth of national economy is an additional fact to that.

Table 2. Electricity demand structure
Year 1998

Household
Industry
Metallurgy
Commercial
Losses

TOTAL

E(GWh)
2555
1080
1335
540

1007
6517

(%)
39.21
16.57
20.48
8.29

15.45
100.00

2. Present Status of the Macedonian Power System
Nowadays, the electric power system in Macedonia has only 3 fossil fuel thermal

power plants: Negotino, Oslomej and Bitola (three units). The engagement of the oil Fired
power plant Negotino in the period 1991-1998 was on a very low level. Both the electricity
production and the very high capacity factors for the lignite fired power plants, show that the
maximum production possibilities of mines and power plants have already been achieved.

The only possibility to increase the electricity production in the present system is
provided by the oil-fired power plant Negotino. There is no other way of cheap electricity
production in the existing thermal power plants. In addition to that, at the beginning of the 21s1

century, as a consequence of the depletion of lignite reserves, Macedonia must start with
activities for substitution of the existing thermal power plants. List of existing plants in the
Macedonian power system together with their main characteristics is given in table 2.

Table 2. Existing Power Plants in the Macedonian Power System
Power plant Net Capacity

(MW)

Energy
Production

(GWh)
Hydro Plants

1. Vrben
2. Vrutok
3. Raven
4. Globocica
5. Spilje
6. Tikves
7. Small hydro

Sub-total

12.8
150.0
19.2
42.0
84.0
92.0
41.0

441.0

38.9
317.3

38.4
164.6
241.4
135.6
92.8

1029.0
Thermal Plants

8. Bitola 1
9. Bitola 2

10. Bitola 3
11. Oslomej
12. Negotino

Sub-total
TOTAL

Peak Load
Import

207.0
207.0
207.0
109.0
198.0
928.0

1369.0
50.0

1,354.0
1,354.0
1,354.0

753.0
1,200.0
6,015.0
7,044.0

-
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The options that are at our disposal are the introduction of gas for electricity
generation by utilizing the already built pipeline through Bulgaria, and the introduction of
nuclear power. For the later, in the area of Mariovo at the confluence of the river Crna, there
is an ideal location for construction of a hydro-nuclear complex. This complex, according to
some sources, may include up to three nuclear plants, each one with 600 MW and two hydro-
plants with pumped storage facility.

The transmission network of the Republic of Macedonia consists exclusively of
overhead lines operating on the following three rated voltage levels: 400 kV, 220 kV, and
110 kV. The 400 kV system backbone is passing through the middle of the country and
connects the main generating source TPP Bitola on the south-west with the main consumption
center in the area of the capital Skopje on the north.

There are direct connections with three of the four neighboring systems. Besides the
150 kV to PPC (Greek power utility) there are two 400 kV lines, one on the north to EPS
(Yugoslav power utility) and the other one on the south to PPC. In addition, there are another
two 220 kV lines on the north to EPS. All these lines to EPS go to the complex of Thermal
Power Plants in the Yugoslav province Kosovo.

On the East there are only two 110 kV lines to NEK (Bulgarian utility). These two
lines to NEK usually don't connect the two systems synchronously, but rather some isolated
portions from one to another. An outline of the present state of the Macedonian transmission
network is shown in figure 1. As can be seen from the figure one additional characteristic of
the Macedonian system is that all of its generating sources are located in the western half of
the country and none in the east. As a consequence, the eastern part of the system exhibits
some weaknesses in the voltage conditions.

In the near future the existing 150 kV line to PPC is planned to be upgraded at 400 kV
level. Thus, it will become the second line to PPC at this level, which in turn will make the
interconnection in the north-south direction a very strong one. This is certainly not the case
with the east-west interconnection, which actually does not exist at the present time. However
preparations for building a new 400 kV line to Bulgaria have already started and expectations
are high that this new line to NEK will soon be put into service.

To complete the east-west interconnection and facilitate interchange of electricity with
Albania there are plans of connecting with KESH (Albanian power utility) on a 220 kV level
via the line Vrutok - Burrel.

All these tie-lines, new and the existing ones, will make a good basis for the
forthcoming regional electricity market.
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Figure 1. Transmission Network of the Macedonian Power System

2. Case Studies

We have used WASP package for expansion planning in the period 2001-2020 with a
study period 2001-2030. Having in mind that transition processes, as well as reorganization in
the industrial sector, are not finished yet we assume that the electricity demand in first "year of
the study period (2001) will be the same as it was in 1998, e.g. 6500 GWh. We have used
annual consumption growth of 3.75% in the period 2001-2010, 3.25% in the period
2011-2020 and 2.75% in the period 2021-2030 with twelve periods per year wich give us
better representation of the system's load duration curves and hydro plants operation. Main
economic characterists used in the study are: discount rate for operating costs (domestic costs)
3.5%, discount rate for construction costs (foreign costs) 8.0%, compound discount rate for
domestic and foreign costs 4.0%, energy not served cost 0.5$/kWh. We have used escalations
for the fuel costs as follows: gas 3%, oil 2% and lignite 1%. The critical LOLP was set at 1%.

We have analyzed eight possible scenarios for expansion of the Macedonian electricity
system. For all scenarios we have same starting point, same increase rate and same power
plants, existing ones as well as candidates for expansion whose characteristics are given in
table 4.

Table 4. Power Plants Candidates for the Macedonian Power System

Power plant Net Capacity

(MW)

Energy
Production

(GWh)
Hydro Plants

1. Matka 1
2. Kozjak
3. Matka 2
4. Galiste
5. Cebren
6. B. Most
7. Veles
8. Gradec

8.6
88.2
22.6

191.0
280.0
46.0
89.2
51.5

40.0
156.0
60.0

250.0
300.0
110.0
200.0
200.0

Thermal Plants
9. Lifetime extension of existing lignite fired
plants*
10. CC-270**
11. AP-600

270.0
600.0

1,890.0
4,200.0

*Partial reconstruction of Oslomej and Bitola thermal power plants, and opening of new
mines: Oslomej-West, Piskupista, Podinski-Suvodol and Brod-Gneotino

** Fuel supply from pipeline with capacity of 800 mill. m3/year, increasable to
1200 mill. nrVyear

In the first case we got optimal solution by means of WASP with nuclear plant in the
year 2014, while ih the other seven cases we have specified on-line year of the nuclear plant
starting from 2015 to 2021 in order to find out what will be the consequences for the
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Macedonian power system if pospone of the nuclear plant construction occur. In all cases we
assume that one unit in TPP Bitola should be shut down due to lignite shortage, while after
the opening of the new B.Gneotino mine near TPP Bitola the other two units will continue
with operation until the year 2030. TPP Oslomej will be in service until the year 2020.

3. Results

In table 5 results for the case with nuclear plant in the year 2014 and with nuclear
plant in the year 2021, i.e. without nuclear plant in the planning period are given. In this table
we present list od additions in the system together with the system's peak load and LOLP for
each of the year in the planning period. Energy productions for those two selected cases are
presented in figures 2 and 3 respectively. In figure 4 we present the increase of the total
system costs for all cases compared with the optimal case - AP 600 in the year 2014.

Table 5. Case Results with and without Nuclear Plant

Year

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Peak load

(MW)
1212.4
1257.9
1305.0
1354.0
1404.8
1457.4
1512.1
1568.8
1627.6
1688.7
1743.5
1800.2
1858.7
1919.1

1981.5
2045.9
2112.4
2181.0
2251.9
2325.1

LOLP

(%)

0.066
0.030
0.067
0.112
0.454
0.006
0.013
0.029
0.067
0.258
0.668
0.022
0.049
0.020

0.036
0.063
0.104
0.163
0.250
0.375

Case with nuclear plant in
the planning period

Additions

HPP Matka 1
HPP Kozjak
-
HPP B. Most
HPP Matka 2
CC 270 MW
-
-
-
-
-
CC 270 MW
TPP Bitola 2 & 3 (70 mill. $)
Mine B-Gneotino (55 mill $)
Retirement of TPP Bitola 1
Nulear AP 600
-
-
-
-
-

-

LOLP

(%)
0.066
0.030
0.067
0.112
0.454
0.006
0.013
0.029
0.067
0.258
0.668
0.022
0.049
0.054

0.109
0.214
0.085
0.175
0.041
0.937

Case without nuclear plant
in the planning period

Additions

HPP Matka 1
HPP Kozjak
-
HPP B. Most
HPP Matka 2
CC 270 MW
-
-
-
-
-
CC 270 MW
TPP Bitola 2 & 3 (70 mill. $)
Mine B-Gneotino (55 mill $)
Retirement of TPP Bitola 1
CC 270 MW

-

HPP Veles, HPP Gradec
-
HPP Galiste
-
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4. Conslusions

The results from this study show that until the year 2014 thre is no need of nuclear
power in the Macedonian power system, which gives enough time for decisions to be taken.
Delay of the on-line year of the nuclear plant will cause increase of the toal system costs due
to increased use of natural gas, which will create additonal environmental impacts. The use of
nuclear power plants in Macedonia at the beginning of 21st century, will results into several
advantages: it will prolong the coal lignite exploitation, and it will have an additional
environmental advantages, i.e., the current deteriorating pollution from coal-fired power
plants will be reduced, thus bringing Macedonia in line with the current environmental trends
in the world.
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1. ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design of CAREM, which is Argentinean integrated small
reactor project and the scale economy analysis results of integrated reactor.

CAREM project consists on the development, design and construction of a small
nuclear power plant. CAREM is an advanced reactor conceived with new generation design
solutions and standing on the large experience accumulated in the safe operation of Light
Water Reactors. The CAREM is an indirect cycle reactor with some distinctive and
characteristic features that greatly simplify the reactor and also contribute to a highly level of
safety: integrated primary cooling system, self pressurized, primary cooling by natural
circulation and safety system relying on passive features.

For a fully coupled economic evaluation of integrated reactors done by IREP (Integrated
Reactor Evaluation Program) code transferred to IAEA, CAREM have been used as a
reference point. The results shows that integrated reactors become competitive with power
larger than 200MWe with Argentinean cheapest electricity option. Due to reactor pressure
vessel construction limit, low pressure drop steam generator are used to reach power output of
200MWe for natural circulation. For forced circulation, 300MWe can be achieved.

2. INTRODUCTION

Present active nuclear power programs take place in countries with high GNP growth
and related electricity energy demand are far away of expectancies in the '80. For developing
countries focused in high economic growth and rationale energy use, the nuclear power will be
an inevitable power source in several countries. Construction of power plants in these
countries depend on the electric grid size to fit the power output of a competitive NPP and
budget limits.

Traditionally, nuclear countries have large economies and electric grids or strong
national nuclear commitment [1]. However, in the near future the demand of nuclear reactors
seems to move towards faster growing economies and countries [2], with new electrical grids.
From the point of view of the competitiveness, higher power nuclear plants are seriously
questioned in this new market.

An example of the disadvantages of the classical technology approach is the new effort
to increase even more the huge power output evolutionary LWR as the main way to improve
the economics to be competitive with Combined Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGT) [3].

When an old technology is replaced by a new one, it is very unusual that new
technology leadership will be in the same hands that the old one. In a changing environment,
the inertia of the well-proved technologies is a strong disadvantage to developed innovations.
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The attractiveness of only introduce minor changes in the design is a big problem to
developed a really new design. In well-proved leadership, the new technologies are looked as
"enemies". The candidates of the new leadership look new technologies as real "advantages".

Figure 1 shows new reactor designs proposed in last decade and power demand
distributed by regions, and figures 2 show the power of the commercial new reactor designs in
the last decade together with the power output of available CCGT. Its clear that countries and
power ranges of proposed new reactors are strongly different than present commercial
technologies, trying to design reactors with power output as flexible as CCGT.

Figure 1: Power Demand and New Reactor Design Distribution by Regions
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Figure 2: Power Output of Commercial/New Design NPP and CCGT.
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3. ARGENTINA AND CAREM PROJECT
Argentina is a developing country with medium incomes and open economy. Its open

electrical market evolved to the cheapest energy price and this situation it's usually taken as an
example of a market driven system. Argentina has huge natural gas resources, with a
developed gas transport system. This gas situation produce that the cheapest electricity option
are gas turbines (GT) and combined cycle gas turbines (CCGT) in short and medium time
scale. Power range for new plants added to the systems are GT and CCGT around 300 MWe

CAREM is a CNEA (Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica) project, which is jointly
developed by INVAP. CAREM is a project for an advanced, simple and small nuclear power
plant, conceived with new generation design solutions and standing on the large world wide
experience accumulated in the safe operation of Light Water Reactors. The CAREM is an
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indirect cycle reactor (100 MWt, approx. 27 MWe) with some distinctive features that greatly
simplify the reactor and also contribute to a higher level of safety:

• Integrated primary cooling system.
• Primary cooling by natural circulation.
• Self-pressurised.
• Safety systems relying on passive features.

CAREM-25 may be seen, as a product, under several points of view. First, as a
National Project part of Argentine Nuclear Policy, assures the availability of updated
technology in the mid-term. This implies working with the technology already acquired in
design, construction and operation of Research Reactors and operation and improvements of
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors, and developing advanced design solutions. Then, as a
"Bridge Project", connecting R&D nuclear activities with full scale Nuclear Power Plants. It
allows the development of human resources, technical/industrial capabilities and licensing and
management infrastructure. Finally, as a very Small NPP, well suited to provide electricity in
isolated areas, competes in restricted isolated markets. In addition, CAREM may be
implemented for co-generation applications as seawater desalination or process heat
production.

4. CAREM TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
4.1. PRIMARY SYSTEM

Figura 3: Reactor Pressure Vessel

1 REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL
2 COVER HEAD
3 STEAM GENERATOR
4 BARREL
5 FLOW SEPARATOR SYSTEM
« CORE-LOWERGRU
7 CORE-UPPERCUKE STRUCTURE
* CORE
* ABSORBING ELEMENT
10 FUELELEMBTTS
11 AOJUSTWG AMD CONTROL SYSTEM-CRO
12 FAST EXTKCTIOH SYSTEM- COHTROL-CRD
13 CRD BARS GUtK STRUCTURE
14 CRD FEEDER STRUCTURE

The Core has 61 Fuel Assemblies (FA) of hexagonal cross section. Its components are
typical of the PWR fuel assemblies. The fuel is UO2 enriched at 1.8 and 3.4%. Burnable poison
are used to keep reactivity approximately constant along the fuel cycle. Chemical shim is not
used for reactivity control during normal operation. Fuel cycle can be tailored to customer
requirements, with a reference design of 330 full-power days and 50% of core replacement.

Each Absorbing Element (AE) consists of a cluster of rods linked by a structural
element, so the whole cluster moves as a single unit into guide tubes in positions not occupied
by fuel rods. The absorbent material is the commonly used Ag-In-Cd alloy. Absorbing elements
(AE) are used for reactivity control during normal operation (Adjust and Control System), and
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to produce a sudden interruption of the nuclear chain reaction when required (Fast Extinction
System).

Twelve identical 'Mini-helical' vertical steam generators, of the "once-through" type
are placed equally distant from each other along the inner surface of the Reactor Pressure
Vessel (RPV). They are used to transfer heat from the primary to the secondary circuit,
producing dry steam at 47 bar, with 30°C of superheating.

The location of the steam generators above the core produces natural circulation in the
primary circuit. The secondary system circulates upwards within the tubes, while the primary
does so in counter-current flow. An external shell surrounding the outer coil layer and
adequate seal form the flow separation system. It guarantees that the entire stream of the
primary system flows through the steam generators.

In order to achieve a rather uniform pressure-loss and superheating on the secondary
side, the length of all tubes is equalised by changing the number of tubes per coil layer. Thus,
the outer coil layers will hold a larger number of tubes than the inner ones. The natural
circulation of the coolant produces different flow rates in the primary system according to the
power generated (and removed). Under different power transients a self-correcting response in
the flow rate is obtained.

Due to the serf-pressurising of the RPV (steam dome) the system keeps the pressure
very close to the saturation pressure. At all the operating conditions this has proved to be
sufficient to guarantee a remarkable stability of the RPV pressure response. The control system
is capable of keeping the reactor pressure practically at the operating set point through
different transients, even in case of power ramps. The negative reactivity feedback coefficients
and the large water inventory of the primary circuit combined with the self-pressurisation
features make this behaviour possible with minimum control rod motion.
It concludes that the reactor has an excellent behaviour under operational transients.

4.2. SAFETY SYSTEM
Hydraulic Control Rods Drives avoid the use of mechanical shafts passing through, or

the extension of the primary pressure boundary, and thus eliminates possibilities of big Loss of
Coolant Accidents (LOCA) since the whole device is located inside the RPV. Their design is
an important development in the CAREM concept. Six out of twenty-five CRD (simplified
operating diagram are shown in figure-2) are the Fast Extinction System. During normal
operation they are kept in the upper position, where the piston partially closes the outlet orifice
and reduces the water flow to a leakage. The CRD of the Adjust and Control System is a
hinged device, controlled in steps fixed in position by pulses over a base flow, designed to
guarantee that each pulse will produce only one step.

Both types of devices, perform the SCRAM function by the same principle: "rod drops
by gravity when flow is interrupted", so malfunction of any powered part of the hydraulic
circuit (i.e. valve or pump failures) will cause the immediate extinction of the reactor. CRD of
the Fast Extinction System is designed using a large gap between piston and cylinder in order
to obtain a minimum dropping time thus taking few seconds to insert absorbing rods
completely inside the core. For the Adjust and Control System CRD manufacturing and
assembling allowances are stricter and clearances are narrower, but there is no stringent
requirement on dropping time.

The second shutdown system is a gravity-driven injection device of borated water at
high pressure . It actuates automatically when the Reactor Protection System detects the
failure of the First Shutdown System or in case of LOCA. The system consists of two tanks of
2 m3 located in the upper part of the containment. Each of them is connected to the reactor
vessel by two piping lines: one from the steam dome to the upper part of the tank, and the
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other from a position below the reactor water level to the lower part of the tank. When the
system is triggered, the valves open automatically and the boratcd water drains into the
primary system by gravity. The discharge of a single tank produces the complete shutdown of
the reactor.

Figure 4: Simplified Operating Diagram of Hydraulic Control Rod Drive
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The residual heat removal system is system has been designed to reduce the pressure on
the primary system and to remove the decay heat in case of loss of heat sink. It is a simple and
reliable system that operates condensing steam from the primary system in emergency
condensers. The emergency condensers are heat exchangers consisting of an arrangement of
parallel horizontal U tubes between two common headers. The top header is connected via
piping to the reactor vessel steam dome, while the lower header is connected to the reactor
vessel at a position below the reactor water level. The condensers are located in a pool filled
with cold water inside of the containment building. The inlet valves in the steam line are always
open, while the outlet valves are normally closed, therefore the tube bundles are filled with
condensate.

The Emergency Injection System prevents core exposure in case of LOCA. In the event
of such accident, the primary system is depressurised with the help of the emergency
condensers to less than 15 bar, with the water level over the top of the core. At 15 bar a low
pressure water injection system comes into operation. The system consists of two tanks with
borated water connected to the RPV. The tanks are pressurised to 21 bar, thus when during a
LOCA the pressure in the reactor vessel reaches 15 bar, the rupture disks break and the
flooding of the RPV starts.

The primary system, the reactor coolant pressure boundary, safety systems and high-
pressure components of the reactor auxiliary systems are enclosed in the primary containment,
a cylindrical concrete structure with an embedded steel liner. The primary containment is of
pressure-suppression type with two major compartments: a drywell and wet we 11. The drywell
includes the volume that surrounds the reactor pressure vessel and the second shutdown
system rooms. A partition floor and cylindrical wall separate the drywell from the wetwell. The
lower part of wetwell volume is filled with water that works as the condensation pool, and the
upper part is a gas compression chamber.

Since only small LOCA's are possible, and due to the large water inventory of the
primary system, there is a long time span between the initiation of the LOCA and core
exposure, in comparison with conventional PWR's. The largest break in the primary system



allows some minutes of depressurisation before the Emergency injection system comes into
operation with the RPV pressure at 15 bar and the core fully covered.

Main steam line break produces a transient that can be easily handled by the safety
systems due to the small water inventory of the steam generators in the secondary side and the
large water inventory of the primary system.

4.3. PLANT DESIGN
The CAREM nuclear island is placed inside a containment system, which includes a

pressure suppression feature~to contain the energy of the reactor and cooling systems, and to
prevent a significant fission product release in the event of accidents.

The building surrounding the containment has been designed in several levels and it is
placed in a single reinforced concrete foundation mat. It supports all the structures with the
same seismic classification, allowing the integration of the RPV, the safety and reactor
auxiliary systems, the spent fuels pool and other related systems in one block. The plant
building is divided in three main areas: control module, nuclear module and turbine module.

Finally, CAREM NPP has a standard steam cycle of simple design

4.4 MAIN ADVANTAGES OF CAREM DESIGN
Technical and economical advantages are obtained with the CAREM design compared to

the traditional design:
• No large LOCA has to be handled by the safety systems due to the absence of large

diameter piping associated to the primary system. The size of maximum possible break in
the primary is 38 mm.

• Large coolant inventory in the primary results in large thermal inertia and long response
time in case of transients or accidents.

• Shielding requirements are reduced by the elimination of gamma sources of dispersed
primary piping and parts.

• The large water volume between the core and the wall leads to a very low fast neutron dose
over the RPV wall.

• Eliminating primary pumps and pressuriser results in lower costs, added safety, and
advantages for maintenance and availability.

• Its steam generator, control rod design, pressure vessel, pressure control system and safety
system are consistent with a generall design criteria of a reactor technology with excellent
scaling up capabilities for an integrated PWR.

5. SMALL REACTOR COMPETITIVE FOR MEDIUM SIZE GRID USING IREP AND
CAREM

Small nuclear power plants (around 300 MWe) has been studied for a long time. These
designs never have reached commercial level in industrialized countries. One reason has been
that the reactor technology naturally moves towards the best economy, i.e. the greater power.
The second reason has been that the nuclear designers were always in countries with large
electric systems. Consequently the utilities never have been attracted by prototypes of small
reactors. The only option to develop a competitive medium nuclear reactors is to develop a
design with different scale economy, like the scale economy of CCGT, if it used LWR
technology the design could be the best alternative for the utilities because availability of
present LWR are one of the main advantages as a proved power source. The most promising
type of LWR with this possibility is the integrated type.
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Then its very interesting to study if the Argentinean experience on CAREM project
could be used at higher power output, in order to expand the market in a second step, adding
an addtional target of to be competitive with CCGT under argentinean electrical grid
condition.

The economical and technical study of CAREM 25 scaling up has been done using the
IREP code [4], transferred to the IAEA. The IREP code is a program specially developed in
order to be used in many different ways. This code is a simple and fast tool to design or
evaluate at conceptual level an integral type PWR. With a simple and interactive input
performed neutronic, thermal hydraulic, mechanical and economical evaluation of the reactor,
and gives the leveled electricity generation costs as a main result. They provided all the
technical results of the different subjects, and show the results with interactive screens similar
to the user - friendly environment for the data input.

Integrated PWR usually used different engineering solutions for steam generator type
and coolant driving force. To evaluate the technical and economical advantage or
disadvantages of some solutions, the IREP code could be run with two different types of
Steam generator and with natural convection or forced convection. The mechanical design of
the nuclear power plant takes into account the main components of the pressure vessel,
including the main dimensions and total weight. Mechanical design includes gaps and distances
between different components. Primary circuit pressure drop includes core, riser, and steam
generator and down — comer one dimensional pressure drop calculation. Core pressure drop
includes the distributed friction and inlet, outlet and spacers concentrated pressure drops.
Force and natural convection designs have been calculated using mass, energy, and impulse
one-dimensional single-phase equations. IREP neutronic model includes the Beginning of Life
(BOL) reactivity, extraction burnup, and void reactivity coefficient calculation. The batch
irradiation time is calculated together with the load factor of the plant.

IREP code calculate the cost for NPP calculated by the specific weight of the main
components designed in the mechanical routine, and all the other equipment of the total
investment is estimated using classics scaling methods for different variables. The financial cost
are calculated using the detailed data provided by the user, and then calculate the net present
value of the total capital investment at the time of initial commercial operation.

The fuel cycle costs is calculated by the code using the user provided data, and includes
the first core amortization, together with the investment of the refueling costs. With the load
factor calculated by the code, the Total Unit Energy Cost (TUEC), in mills/kWh, is calculated.
All the investment costs breakdown and other typical economical data are provided by the
code, automatically adjusted with the scaling factors.

5. ECONOMICAL FEATURES OF UPRATED CAREM VERSIONS
Using IREP code, with RPV length limit of 15 meter, natural convection design could

reach up to 65 to 200 MWe and forced convection design could reach up to 160 or 300 MWe
depending on the design of steam generator.

The results for the total generation costs including the corresponding power limit for
the best steam generator could be seen in figure 5. Natural convection design could reach
competitive power output only when low pressure drop steam generators are included because
the RPV limit put strong restriction on power increase. For natural convection design at 200
MWe the reactor reach the competitive Argentinean CCGT region. In forced convection
design the power limit is at 300 MWe, and the competitive region starts at 200 MWe.

These results have been checked using other costs breakdown and scaling up
methodologies with similar result. The confidence on extrapolations methods have been
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strongly improved using the IREP , because these code takes into account all the main
engineering feedback.
Figure 5 Leveled energy costs using CAREM 25design data with IREP code, compared

with the leveled energy costs of CCGT in Argentina
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The total cost variation decreases substantially above 200 MWe for the O&M costs and
the economics impact of maintenance and salaries at low power. On the other hand the fuel
cycle cost is the less sensitive even with the reactivity and burnup penalties of the small cores.
The O&M costs at higher power are in good agreement with the data from Argentinean
Atucha NPP (340 MWe).

6. CONCLUSIONS
The CAREM project consists on the development, design and construction of the

prototype of an advanced small nuclear power plant. The CAREM is an indirect cycle reactor
with some distinctive features that greatly simplify the reactor and also contribute to a higher
level of safety: integrated primary cooling system, self-pressurised, primary cooling by natural
circulation, safety systems relying on passive features. Therefore, many technical and
economical advantages are obtained with the CAREM design compared to the conventional
designs.

In oder to study the technical features of CAREM at higher power output, the IREP
(Integrated Reactor Evaluation Program) code has been used, together with CAREM
engineering and economical data. The results shows that integrated reactors become
competitive with power larger than 200MWe with Argentinean cheapest electricity option.
Due to reactor pressure vessel construction limit, low pressure drop steam generator are used
to reach power output of 200MWe for natural circulation. For forced circulation, 300MWe
can be achieved.
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Abstract

Currently being developed by KOPEC (Korea Power Engineering Company, Inc.) is
the design of the small (600 MWe class) KSNP (Korean Standard Nuclear Power Plant).
The reactor system is basically the downsized KSNP, where the KSNP is the most advanced
1000 MWe class pressurized water reactor currently operating in the world that has been
designed incorporating the most up-to-date proven technologies.

For the design of the small KSNP, the basic design concept" of the KSNP is
maintained, while the size of its components is accordingly reduced to incorporate the power
reduction.

Licensing of the small KSNP is expected to make precedent of Korea's KSNP
licensing experience, in which the KSNP, downsized 1300Mwe System 80 plant, has been
licensed and operating with excellent performance. Where outstanding differences exist
with respect to size, relevant test programs are to be implemented to demonstrate licensability
of the downsized design.

Introduction

KOPEC (Korea Power Engineering Company, Inc.) has been developing the design
of the small (600 MWe class) KSNP (Korean Standard Nuclear Power Plant). The reactor
system components are reduced from those of the KSNP. The KSNP is the most advanced
1000 MWe class pressurized water reactor (PWR) currently operating in the world, and it has
been designed and constructed utilizing the most up-to-date proven technologies.

The purpose of the development of such small size KSNP is to introduce a safe,
reliable and proven small size reactor to countries with relatively lower capacity of national
grid. It is generally agreed that economy of scale tends to favor the large size reactor when
its cost is considered alone without overall consideration of the performance and economics
of power system operation. If the cost of grid reinforcement is, however, necessary to
maintain efficiency and reliability of the power system, it usually turns out to be more
economical to build smaller units until the larger size is justified later. Besides such
technical and economical concerns, smaller size unit may ease the financing concerns with
respect to initial investment.

The small KSNP is being designed modeled after the 1000 MWe class KSNP, that is,
the reference plant for the small KSNP utilizing proven methodologies and techniques.
Except for the difference in the power output, the designs are virtually identical and conform
to the same licensing requirements, and codes and standards.

As for the design progress, with the completion of concept formulation, the basic
design is on the way for the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS). Interface requirements for
the balance of plant are also being developed. The basic NSSS design is to be completed in
two years.
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Presented in this paper are design characteristics of the small KSNP, with emphasis
on the NSSS design, along with major design parameters as compared to those of the KSNP.
Also briefly discussed is the licensing approach for the small KSNP.

Design Approach

The basic approach to the development of the_ small KSNP is to downsize the 1000
MWe class KSNP to a smaller size KSNP with power capacity of 600 MWe with the basic
design concept unchanged. The components of the KSNP are downsized to match the
reactor power output, while the system configuration and control logics are maintained.

The basic design concepts of the small KSNP are :
to downsize the KSNP components in compliance with power requirement,
to utilize the most up-to-date proven technologies,
to incorporate the KSNP design and operating experience,
to meet the enhanced regulatory requirements, and
to optimize the design

Except for the difference in power output, the designs are virtually identical and
conform to the same licensing requirements. The I&C (instrumentation and control) design
of the small KSNP is basically the same as that of the KSNP, because the I&C design is little
impacted by the relative size.

Design Features

The small KSNP utilizes a standard KSNP two-loop steam generator arrangement
with two hot legs having the benefits of adjustable power level. The reactor coolant system
includes a reactor vessel, two steam generators with axial economizer, four reactor coolant
pumps, a pressurizer and interconnecting pipings.

The safety systems include emergency feedwater system, safety injection system,
containment spray system and safety depressurization system. These systems, together
with I&C safety systems, provide the highest levels of plant safety.

Other unique design features of the small KSNP are as follows :
Enhancement of plant safety during mid-loop operation
Decrease in the possibility of interfacing system loss of coolant accident(LOCA)
Application of the leak-before-break (LBB) concept in the reactor coolant system piping,
pressurizer surge line piping, shutdown cooling system piping and safety injection system
piping
Incorporation of digital plant protection system (DPPS)
Incorporation of Reactor Power Cutback System (RPCS)
Incorporation of Diverse Protection System (DPS) against ATWS

Shown in Table 1 are major design parameters of the small KSNP in comparison
with those of the 1000 MWe class KSNP.

Reactor Coolant System (RCS)

The RCS has two heat transfer loops forming a barrier to the release of radioactive
materials from the reactor core to the secondary system and containment atmosphere. Main
components are a reactor vessel, two enonomizer steam generators and four reactor coolant
pumps, which are symmetrically located on opposite sides of the reactor vessel with a
pressurizer on one side. The RCS also includes main loop piping and interconnecting pipes
to auxiliary systems such as chemical and volume control system, safety injection system,
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shutdown cooling system, pressurizer spray system and safety depressurization system. The
RCS configuration is shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Core and Fuel

The reactor core consists of 113 mechanically identical fuel assembles arranged to
approximate a right cylinder with an active diameter of 249cm and an active length of 381cm.
Each fuel assembly includes 236 fuel elements arranged in a 16x16 array and 5 guide tubes
welded to spacer grids. Forty five(45) control element assemblies (CEAs) are distributed
throughout the core. In-core, instruments are installed in the central guide tubes of 29
selected fuel assemblies and are used to monitor the neutron flux in the reactor during power
operation.

Safety Systems

Safety systems are designed with sufficient redundancy according to the defense-in-
depth principle such that a single active failure, in conjunction with a loss of offsite power,
will not prevent the system from performing its safety function. They are also designed to
withstand the effects of natural phenomena, environmental conditions and dynamic effects.

• Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS)
The EFWS provides an independent safety-related means of feedwater supply to the

steam generator for removal of heat and prevention of reactor core uncovery during
emergency phases of plant operation.

• Safety Injection System (SIS)
The SIS provides core cooling in the event of a LOCA. The SIS supplies sufficient

cooling to remove the energy generated in the core for an extended period of time following a
LOCA. The SIS also provides inventory and reactivity control during other events which
depressurize the reactor coolant system, such as steam line breaks and steam generator tube
ruptures and during feed-and-bleed operation. The SIS has two trains in two separate
divisions. The principal components of the SIS are two high pressure safety injection
pumps, two low pressure safety injection pumps, four Safety injection Tanks (SITs) and
associated piping and valves.

• Safety Depressurization System (SDS)
The SDS, which consists of two separate flow paths from the pressurizer to the

containment via remote manual isolation and globe valves, provides a means of rapidly
depressurizing the RCS when both main and auxiliary feedwater systems are unavailable.
Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the SDS for feed and bleed operation.

Instrumentation and Control Systems

• NSSS Control System (NCS)
The NCS, consisting of Reactor Regulating System (RRS), Control Element Drive

Mechanism Control System (CEDMCS), Pressurizer Pressure Control System (PPCS),
Pressurizer Level Control System (PLCS), Feedwater Control System (FWCS), Steam Bypass
Control System(SBCS) and Reactor Power Cutback System (RPCS), has the capability for the
reactor to follow turbine load changes under normal plant operating conditions.
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The RRS provides a mechanism for improving the capability of the reactor to follow
turbine load changes by automatically maintaining primary coolant average temperature to a
setpoint programmed as a function of the turbine load. This is accomplished by means of
reactivity adjustments using the control element assemblies operated through the CEDMCS.

The PPCS and the PLCS maintain desired reactor coolant pressure and regulate
pressurizer level and pressure within specified limits by the use of pressurizer heaters, spray
valves, charging control valves and letdown orifice isolation valves. The FWCS maintains
steam generator downcomer water level by regulating the feedwater flow rate throughout the
entire power range. The SBCS permits the plant to dissipate excess energy by regulating the
flow of steam through the turbine bypass valves.

Beyond the SBCS capacity, the RPCS provides a reactor power step reduction
capability by dropping a selected number of control element assemblies under certain large
reactor power-to-load imbalances such as a large turbine load rejection, turbine trip or loss of
one of two operating main feedwater pumps. Figure 4 shows an overview of the NCS.

• Core Operating Limit Supervisory System (COLSS)
The COLSS continually monitors the limiting conditions for operation of the linear

heat rate margin, DNBR margin, total core power, azimuthal tilt and axial shape index. If a
limiting condition for operation is exceeded for any of these parameters, COLSS alarms are
initiated and operator action is requested by the technical specifications. The Safety
Parameters Display System (SPDS) requirement which is one of post-TMI action items is
satisfied by Critical Function Monitoring System (CFMS). The CFMS provides the
capability to monitor Critical Safety Functions (CSF) of the plant.

• Digital Plant Protection System (DPPS)
The DPPS includes the bistable comparators, the coincidence logic,

initiation/actuation logic and other devices, necessary to monitor the selected safety-related
plant parameters and initiate reactor trip and/or actuate engineered safety features upon
detection of non-permissible plant conditions. Initiation of a reactor trip is achieved through
the reactor protection system and actuation of engineered safety features is achieved through
the engineered safety features actuation channels which are completely separate from plant
control channels.

Due to the application of the digital type I&C system into the DPPS, the common-
mode failure (CMF) analysis is performed to assess the defense-in-depth & diversity, and to
determine if sufficient diversity exists within I&C systems to mitigate accidents assuming a
CMF in the DPPS software. The various software validation and verification(V&V)
activities are aimed to increase the system reliability and availability of the DPPS. The
V&V methodologies are to employ systematic checks for detecting errors in the system
hardware and software, during each system development and implementation process.

• Core Protection Calculator System (CPCS)
The CPCS is a digital safety system protecting against abnormal core conditions.

The CPCS consists of four independent Core Protection Calculators(CPCs), operator's
modules, and two redundant Control Element Assembly Calculators(CEACs). The CPCS
monitors pertinent reactor core conditions and calculates departure from nucleate boiling ratio
(DNBR) and local power density (LPD) values from monitored process parameters in each of
four redundant CPCs. The CPCS generates low-DNBR or high-LPD trip signal if the
specified acceptable fuel design limit is challenged.
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Licensing Approach

Licensing of the small KSNP is expected to make precedent of Korea's KSNP
licensing experience, in which the KSNP, downsized 1300 MWe System 80 plant developed
by ABB-CE in the U.S. has been licensed and operating with excellent performance. Key
issues in the licensing of the small KSNP may be the verification of design adequacy related
to downsizing of NSSS components. Where outstanding differences exist with respect to
size, relevantlest programs can be implemented to demonstrate licensability of the downsized
design.

Design verification, especially with respect to the relative size, is to be performed
through two types of tests ; model or demonstration tests and startup(field) tests. The former
tests can be conducted during the detail design process, that is, before the commencement of
plant startup to verify design model adequacy, to confirm design parameters or to produce
input to design modeling. The latter tests are conducted during the plant actual startup test
period to ensure that plant will operate as designed and as a final means of design verification.
Such verification test results are to be used to support licensing of the small KSNP especially
for the safety related components whose performance may not be guaranteed by analytical
means only.

• Reactor Flow Model Test
Reactor flow model test is to be performed to determine the core inlet flow field and

pressure fields at the inlet and exit of the model core. This test is also to measure the nozzle-
to-nozzle pressure losses inside the reactor vessel for verifying values for the reactor
hydraulic parameters.

• Steam Generator Tube Vibration Test
The steam generator tube vibration test is to be performed to demonstrate that the

tubes in the steam generator economizer corner region are not susceptible to harmful levels of
flow induced vibration with the size reduction.

• Reactor Internals Vibration Test
The reactor internals vibration test is to be performed to validate analytical tools with

respect to reactor internals vibration, considering the size difference of reactor internals.

• Reactor Coolant Flow Rate Test
The reactor coolant flow rate test is to be performed to verify that actual reactor

coolant flow will be in conformance with predicted values.

Conclusion

The small KSNP the design, of which is currently being developed, is to offer
flexibility in the introduction of the first nuclear power plant to the countries with relatively
lower capacity of the national grid. Except for the difference in the power output, the
design is virtually identical to that of the KSNP and conforms to the same licensing
requirements, and codes and standards.

When the design is completed, it is going to be one of the most modern 600 MWe
PWRs utilizing the most up-to-date proven technologies.
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Table 1 Design Parameters ; Small KSNP vs KSNP

Parameter

GENERAL PLANT DATA
Power Plant Output, Gross
Reactor Thermal Output
Power Plant Efficiency

NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
Number of Coolant Loops
Primary Circuit Volume, including Pressurizer
Steam Flow Rate at Normal Conditions
Steam Temperature/Pressure
Feedwater Temperature/Pressure

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
Primary Coolant Flow Rate
Reactor Operating Pressure
Coolant Inlet Temperature, at RV Inlet
Coolant Output Temperature, at RV Outlet

REACTOR CORE
Active Core Height
Equivalent Core Diameter
Average Linear Heat Rate
Number of Fuel Assemblies
Rod Array
Number of Fuel Rods/Assembly
Number of Control Element Assembly
Operating Cycle Length (Fuel Cycle Length)

REACTOR VESSEL
Cylindrical Shell Inner Diameter
Wall Thickness of Cylindrical Shell
Total Height

STEAM GENERATORS
Number
Heat Transfer Surface Area
Number of Tubes
Tube Thickness
Primary/Secondary Operating Pressure
Maximum Moisture Content at SG Outlet

REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS
Number
Rated Flow Rate
Rated Pump Head
Pump Speed

PRESSURIZER
Total Volume
Heating Power of the Heater Rods
Number of Heater Rods

Small KSNP

600 MWe
1,714 MWt
> 35%

2
218.7 m-
3,492,661 kg/hr
289.4/75.2 'C/kg/cnf
232.2/78.0 °C/kg/cnf

784 m'/min
158.2 kg/arf
295.8°C
327.3°C

381 cm
249 cm
16.8kW/m
113
Square, 16 by 16
236
45
12-18 months

359 cm
1 7.7 cm minimum
1 ,305 cm

2
5,713 m1

4,928
0.11 cm
158.2/75.2 kg/aif

0.25%

4
196.0 m'/min
92.9m
1,200rpm

31.1 m1

1,100 kW

22

KSNP

1,050 MWe
2,825 MWt
37.2%

2
334.9 m-
5,769,695 kg/hr
289.4/75.2 "C/kg/arf
232.2/78.0 "C/kg/cnf

1,293 m'/min
158.2kg/cnf
295.8°C
327.3°C

381 cm
312.4 cm
17.3kW/m
177
Square, 16 by 16
236
73
12-18 months

41 4 cm
20.5 cm minimum
1,464.2 cm

2
9,522.6 m'
8,214
0.11 cm
158.2/75.2 kg/cnf

0.25%

4
323.3 m'/min
102.7m
1,200rpm

51.0 nf
1,800 kW
36
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Figure 1 Isometric View of the Reactor Coolant System
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ABSTRACT

The CANDU 6 Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor system, featuring horizontal
fuel channels and heavy water moderator continues to evolve, supported by
AECL's strong commitment to comprehensive R&D programs.

The initial CANDU 6 design started in the 1970's. The first plants went into
service in 1983, and the latest version of the plant is under construction in China.
With each plant the technology has evolved giving the dual advantages of
proveness and modern technology. CANDU 6 delivers important advantages of
the CANDU® system with benefit to small and medium-sized grids.

This technology has been successfully adopted by, and localized to varying
extents in, each of the CANDU 6 markets. For example, all CANDU owners
obtain their fuel from domestic suppliers.

Progressive CANDU development continues at AECL to enhance this medium
size product - CANDU 6. There are three key CANDU development strategic
thrusts: improved economics, fuel cycle flexibility, and enhanced safety. The
CANDU 6 product is also enhanced by incorporating improvements and
advanced features that will be arising from our CANDU Technology R&D
programs in areas such as heavy water and tritium, control and instrumentation,
fuel and fuel cycles, systems and equipment and safety and constructability.

1) INTRODUCTION

The 700 MW class CANDU 6 Nuclear Power Plant design is a successful mid-sized application
of the CANDU® reactor system, which has been deployed both in Canada and in a range of
export projects. The CANDU 6 is a sister product to the recently-designed 925 MW class
CANDU 9 product. This paper describes the background to the development and further
evolution of the CANDU 6.

The evolution of the CANDU family of Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors (PHWR) featuring
horizontal fuel channels and heavy water moderator is based on a continuous product
improvement approach. Proven equipment and system concepts from operating stations are
standardized and used in new products. The product evolution is supported by AECL's strong
commitment to comprehensive R&D programs. Therefore, CANDU reactor products will
incorporate further improvements and advanced features that will utilize results from our
CANDU Technology R&D programs in areas such as fuel channels, heavy water and tritium,
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control and instrumentation, fuel and fuel cycles, systems and equipment, safety technology
and constructability.

The CANDU 6 design has evolved successfully since its initial development in the 1970's, with
incremental improvements adopted for successive build projects. In the future, the CANDU 6
will continue to evolve, with a series of enhancements ready for the next project, and with
further improvements currently in development. Looking farther ahead, the CANDU 6 will be
the springboard for the next generation of mid-sized CANDU designs, which will be developed
ready for the emerging electricity markets of the coming decades.

2) CANDU 6 DESIGN BACKGROUND

CANDU 6 continues to be the mainstay of AECL's product line. The 700 MWe class CANDU 6
nuclear power plant has an outstanding operating performance record since the startup of the
first four CANDU 6 units in 1983. Cernavoda-1, the most recent European nuclear plant,
started operation in 1996. The latest project to achieve startup is Wolsong-4, which achieved
full power in 1999. Most recent of all is the Qinshan project, near Shanghai in China, which
started construction in 1998.

The CANDU system, as deployed in the CANDU6 design, has some distinct benefits for
application in small and medium-sized grids. For example, the excellent reactor control
characteristics of CANDU allow for efficient, reliable operation in reactor-following-turbine mode,
where the reactor thermal output responds directly to the grid demand. Another important
advantage stems from CANDU's use of on-power refuelling. This means that planned plant
outages, e.g. for routine maintenance, can be timed at the plant operator or grid operator
choice, unlike the case for LWR's, where outages for refuelling must occur at imposed
intervals. Other CANDU attributes which are attractive to operators in small- and medium-sized
grids, include a very reliable response to upsets such as grid disturbances or loss of line.
Finally, of importance in power supply planning, CANDU 6 units can be delivered via
manufacturing/construction/commissioning in a very short time. For example the recent
Wolsong-3 project was placed into commercial operation on schedule in 1997, only 69 months
after the project contract-effective date.

These CANDU attributes have been demonstrated in successful applications with smaller grids.
In the province of New Brunswick, Canada, the Point Lepreau CANDU 6 unit represented 1/3
of the provincial grid supply capacity when it came on-line in 1983. Since then, reliable
operation of Point Lepreau has been an important contributor to the effective performance of
the New Brunswick grid. Similarly the recent startup and successful operation of the
Cernavoda-1 CANDU 6 unit has been an important component in energy supply in Romania.

For Qinshan, further improvements from the reference plants at Wolsong have been
incorporated, both in plant design and in product delivery. The Qinshan design is tailored to
meet stringent local requirements including tornado protection and tight requirements on
emissions to allow the Qinshan site to be used for up to 5 projects. The Qinshan plant design
incorporates further improvements to such auxiliary systems as fire protection (additional
redundancy of water supply system). In addition, the continuing development of fuel channel
design has led to the use of improved surface finish of calandha tubes. This has the added
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advantage of increasing heat transfer margins if the moderator were to be required as an
emergency heat sink. Consistent with the 40-year design life target, improvements in feeder
material selection, using trace additions of chromium, will enhance resistance to long-term
corrosion effects. Similarly, careful attention has been paid to specifications of key components
such as the steam generators to allow in-service inspection_ and cleaning to ensure their
capability for a 40-year design life. Specifications are optimized to ensure the design fully
meets requirements, without placing unnecessary restrictions on manufacturers.

A further important step in CANDU 6 evolution is the adoption of advanced control room
features for Qinshan (see figure 1). Based on the successful original CANDU 6 control room
design, the Qinshan Advanced Control Centre incorporates a sophisticated computer-driven
Plant Display System, which provides readily accessed plant status information to the operator.
This includes an advanced alarm message listing and prioritization system which improves
operator response to upset conditions. In addition, the Qinshan control room also includes two
large mural overview displays which allow convenient representation of the status of the whole
plant in one view, as a plant management aid.

Building on the successful application of CADDS models for Wolsong 2, 3 and 4 construction
support, Qinshan project engineering and construction will be based on a comprehensive set of
3-D CADDS models. These will be linked to electronic databases covering wiring (INTEC)
equipment specifications (TeddyBase) and materials management (CMMS). This will improve
the effectiveness of engineering and procurement processes, and in particular will minimize
plant design inconsistencies such as physical interference's, material or performance interface
errors etc. For example, the occurrence of physical equipment interferences at Qinshan has
been reduced to a small fraction of the already-reduced value at the recent Wolsong project.

As a result, the construction and installation stages of the project will be subject to much less
schedule or cost risk. Constructability has been further improved by the adoption of open-top
techniques for work both within the reactor building and in the balance of plant. This is based
on the use of a very-heavy-Iift crane to install major equipment before completing the reactor-
building dome. Specific equipment items were installed this way for Darlington NGS. Full scale
application of this technique has allowed an ambitious project schedule of 72 months from
contract effective to first unit in-service to be committed; this despite an extremely restricted
site, and the natural additional challenges inherent in the first project in a new environment.

Future CANDU 6 projects will build upon the latest version of the product under construction in
Qinshan, China. Design enhancements being considered are in the areas of capital cost
reduction, improved licensability, elimination of obsolescence and improved operability. Such
design enhancements will continue to be introduced in an evolutionary manner, ensuring that
each new feature is fully proven and that its plant-wide impact is fully accounted for in design.

3) CANDU 6 DESIGN ENHANCEMENTS

Development work continues at AECL, to identify, design and prove out enhancements to the
CANDU 6, based on the following drivers:

• Response to Customer and Other Feedback
• Enhanced Safety
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• Improved Product Delivery
• Improvements to Operating Performance
• Reduced Capital Costs

Examples in each area have been and are being incorporated ready for future CANDU 6
projects.

Operational Feedback

AECL has recognized the importance of operational feedback in improving the CANDU product.
AECL has been active in the CANDU Owners' Group on Information Exchange program where
good operating practices are exchanged, events are reported, and data relevant to safe plant
operation is collected screened, and distributed to COG members. In recent years, there have
been a total of four COG/IAEA Technical Committee on Exchange of Operational Safety
Experience of PHWRs where all PHWR utilities world wide can share and exchange their
operational experience and solutions to safety issues.

To complement these activities, AECL has initiated a systematic feedback process which
incorporates regular, formal review of lessons learned from not only operations, but also from
construction, commissioning, regulatory activities as well as incorporating R&D results
(Reference 1). Recent examples of operational input to designs are:

• ECC performance improvements including strainer design for long term circulation of
emergency coolant;

• Improvements to liquid relief valve component and system design for heat transport pressure
and inventory control

• Improved safety system signal monitoring with updated digital displays, increased
computerized testing for reduced operation burden and increased system reliability

• Steam generator operational improvements such as provision of additional access ports for
chemical cleaning and improved divider plates for long term performance

Safety Enhancements

AECL has been enhancing the performance of CANDU reactors under postulated severe
accident conditions that go well beyond the normal design basis for nuclear power plants. The
presence of the heavy water moderator surrounding the fuel channels effectively mitigates the
impact of postulated severe accidents. To enhance this capability, make up water supply to the
moderator to account for any loss of inventory is included in the current CANDU 6 . A number
of additional features have also been included in the latest CANDU 6 design.

Additional safety features under development which will form the basis of forthcoming CANDU
6 design enhancements include:

• Improved fuel thermal margin through the use of CANFLEX fuel and improved core flow and
temperature monitoring.

• Reactor shielding vault and system design optimized to enhance inherent emergency heat
sink capability for severe core damage accidents.
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• Simplified, high-pressure design containment, eliminating requirement for fast-acting
dousing pressure suppression.

• Emergency core cooling system gas / H20 / D20 isolation using simplified, passive
components.

• Increased redundancy and operating flexibility of both auxiliary and emergency feedwater
systems.

Enhancements in Product Delivery

As noted above, recent CANDU 6 build projects have incorporated successive advances in the
use of advanced engineering tools, continuing to the Qinshan project where a full 3-D CADDS
model is used as the basis for CANDU 6 design. Electronic data transfer to engineering tools
for such activities as support design, and stress analysis, has streamlined project execution.

For future CANDU 6 projects, AECL's suite of software tools will be fully linked, with the
inclusion of key functions of equipment specification (through TeddyBase the Tagged
Equipment Database, and CMMS project (CANDU Material Management System), along with
intelligent databases for document and other deliverable control.

At this point, AECL has developed, and gained real-world project experience with, a
comprehensive suite of engineering tools, which enable efficient, timely generation and
communication of engineering information throughout the project team, and throughout the
duration of project execution.

Future CANDU 6 projects will also build on the experience on the Qinshan project, to
enhance the application of open top construction techniques. For example the CANDU 6
improvements program has identified and designed 8 selected system modules which can be
pre-fabricated and lifted into position "over-the-top", in addition to structural modules and rebar
prefabrication. These delivery improvements will lead to further project schedule reductions.

Performance Enhancement

1) Operability

The next CANDU 6 projects will include the full implementation of the Advanced CANDU
Control Centre (Reference 2). In addition to the enhancements noted above for Qinshan, this
will feature:

• Real time plant information, and historical data, communicated throughout the plant via a
Local Area Network.

• Extended automation of safety system on-line testing and calibration.
• Touch-screen context-sensitive CRT's as the first-line operator interface.

The comprehensive, linked use of engineering tools, as described in section 6 above, allows a
much more accurate, organized, and easily retrievable body of operating support information.
The inclusion of plant operational history storage, available on the station LAN to both
operations, maintenance and technical support staff to make maintenance planning decisions.
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AECL is carrying out studies in partnership with CANDU utilities to identify how this improved
information availability can be used to generate and implement Condition-Based Maintenance
(CBM) procedures for key systems. Condition Based Maintenance optimizes preventive
maintenance and inspection plans, to reduce maintenance staff burden while at the same time
improving equipment reliability. In support of this, additional Equipment Status Monitoring
instrumentation is being included in the CANDU 6E design for key plant equipment. In addition,
AECL's development programs have established and tested equipment improvements in
instrumentation self testing and signal noise analysis, which improve equipment status
knowledge.

2) Emissions reduction

Recent work has led to emissions-reduction improvements, via design or via operations
optimization, in areas which comprise significant contributors to offsite emissions from CANDU.
In each case, improvements are driven by careful analysis of operating experience, together
with comprehensive design attention to every significant source of emissions.

Operational experience (PLGSand Gentilly-2), supported by resin breakdown assessments
and laboratory test results, indicates that an appropriate service time (on line as opposed to
time from resin change-over) for the ion exchange column is no more than 2 to 3 months. If
CANDU operators adopt this exchange frequency, moderator Carbon-14 releases will be
dramatically reduced, typically by factors of 5 or more, in comparison to operation with longer
residence times.

For the next CANDU 6 project, an assessment of operating experience in CANDU 6 units, and
a design assessment of reactor building atmosphere control has been undertaken. Based on
this, the design of the reactor building ventilation system and vapour recovery systems has
been adapted to ensure that all reactor building air is completely dried before exit to the plant
stack.

Further improvement in tritium control is achieved by moving moderator purification system
equipment from the service building into the controlled atmosphere of the reactor building. In
addition, improved orientation of dryer equipment to cover areas such as D2O drumming
stations, controls remaining source points for airborne tritium.

Based on measured emissions sources for existing plants it is estimated that, for comparable
operating conditions, the Wolsong 2-4/Qinshan design will reduce plant airborne tritium
emissions to less than 50% of those from the original CANDU 6 design. Further, the improved
ventilation system routing for future CANDU 6 is estimated to reduce airborne emissions to less
than 25% of those from the original design.

Reductions in Capital Costs

Design enhancements such as those discussed above have value in enabling cost reduction for
the as-delivered plant, as well as in performance and safety improvement. In particular, the
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use of electronic engineering tools and advanced construction techniques both improves the
quality of product delivery and allows major reduction in the as-delivered cost.

The CANDU 6 product optimization program has established a series of design improvements
to reduce capital costs while also enhancing performance, operating life, and safety margin.
Recent examples include: -

• Heat transport system purification optimized for precise control of pH and related chemistry
parameters.

• Moderator system design with optimized core D20 flow distribution, to allow higher
temperature operation and save on heat sink equipment cost.

In addition, studies are preparing the way for incorporation of further incremental
improvements:

• Moderator waste heat recycle via low-pressure feedwater heating, allowing over 1%
improvement in output while achieving equipment cost reductions.

• AECL-developed CECE catalytic exchange process to improve cost- effectiveness of heavy
water in-plant upgrading.

4) FUTURE DEVELOPMENT THRUSTS

Looking ahead, AECL foresees continued scope for development, continuing the themes of
safety enhancement, performance improvement and cost reduction, and also developing
CANDU's natural advantages in fuel-cycle flexibility.

Fuel Cycles

The inherent excellent neutron economy from the use of heavy water technology gives the
PHWR the ability to use different low fissile materials, and provides opportunities in continuing
improvements in uranium (or other fissile materials) utilization and reactor/fuel optimization, to
decrease in plant capital cost (Reference 3). CANDU fuel cycle flexibility arises naturally from
the neutron economy associated with the use of heavy water, and the use of on-power fuelling
and simple fuel design. The exploitation of this flexibility results in fuel cycles that optimize the
use of uranium resources.

The CANDU 6 core design is readily adapted to optimization for variations in fuel cycle (in fact
existing CANDU 6 plants can be fuelled with slightly enriched fuel (SEU) with no backfit
requirements except flux detector recalibration). The use of slightly enriched fuel at 0.9-1.2%
enrichment levels allows CANDU 6 fuel burnups to be extended to three times current values,
with corresponding benefits in fuelling cost. Other fuel cycle applications to the CANDU 6 can
provide future opportunities to reduce fuelling cost, improve uranium utilization, or make
maximum use of alternate fuel sources such as Recovered Uranium (RU), MOX, or thorium.

Light Water Reactors (LWR) are designed to burn enriched uranium (about 3.5% U-235) fuej
down to a fissile content of 1.5% (0.9% U-235, 0.6% Pu) at the end-of-life of the fuel. CANDU
NU fuel starts with 0.7% U-235, which is burned down to concentrations of enrichment plant
tailings (about 0.2%). Therefore, CANDU reactors are in a unique position to take advantage of
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the relatively high fissile content of spent LWR fuel, and the LWR can be viewed as an efficient
source of fissile material for future advanced CANDU designs via a number of potential once-
through combined fuel cycles. This exploitation of the natural LWR/PHWR synergism wifl
assure long-term fuel supply even if uranium resources become scarce. Also the use of
recovered uranium fuel, and the use of mixed oxide fuel with_plutonium and depleted uranium,
including the recycling of transuranic mix from spent fuel reprocessing,-can help to reduce long
lived waste. All these fuel cycles are part of the overall strategy for sustainable development of
the next generation CANDU products.

Safety Enhancements - Passive Safety Features

Passive emergency heat sink concepts have been under development for CANDU over the last
several years, and application to the CANDU 6 can be readily achieved. A general purpose
passive emergency water system (PEWS), would be introduced into containment for
containment cooling, decay heat removal and/or emergency depressuhzation of the steam
generators, and for the moderator in its role as a backup to the emergency core cooling system.
The PEWS heat sink consists of a vented water pool in the containment dome. Its 2000m3

volume can accept decay heat for three days via boiloff to atmosphere (see Figure 2).

Steam generator depressurization (for a LOCA or steam line break) can be effected via
blowdown to heat exchangers in the PEWS water tank.

Containment heat rejection is through air cooler tube banks high in the reactor building. They
are cooled by natural circulation to the PEWS tank, and are inclined to give a preferential flow
direction for the water or steam. The same flow patterns give good hydrogen mixing in severe
accidents and allow placement of passive autocatalytic hydrogen recombiners in the stream of
mixed air, steam and hydrogen.

Moderator heat rejection would be through a boiling natural-circulation D2O loop to a natural
circulation H2O loop connected directly to the PEWS tank. The stability of the natural circulation
loop under flashing conditions has been demonstrated in tests at AECL's Chalk River
Laboratories.

This application of passive emergency heat sink concepts to CANDU complements the existing
inherent safety features of CANDU such as the continuously available moderator emergency
heat sink.

Performance and Cost Improvements

AECL's experience in the evolutionary process of continuous improvement to design indicates
that further cost reduction can be achieved by incremental improvements. However, there is
also scope for significant step improvements to plant economics. One opportunity is to adapt
plant design by optimizing for advanced fuel cycles. As noted above, the application of slightly
enriched uranium (SEU) fuel allows for reductions in fuelling costs for the current CANDU 6
design. In addition, it is possible to use the benefits of SEU fuelling to optimize the CANDU 6
core for a flatter flux shape and therefore a higher plant power output. Output increases of 5-
10% are achievable in this way , for very small costs, which substantially improve specific
capital costs in $/MW.
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Other opportunities arise in product delivery. One step is to increase the factory assembly of
the reactor vessel and internals so that the whole assembly is delivered as a pre-fabricated
module on site. This greatly increases labour efficiency, and also reduces construction
schedule - a double cost benefit.

5) CANDU DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL -

Looking farther ahead, their is great potential to extend the CANDU system for mid-sized
nuclear power plant units. AECL is studying technologies which will enable a next generation
of CANDU designs, building on the success of the CANDU 6 power plant. For example, more
compact design of fuel channel components will allow a smaller size core layout, with
significant savings in both equipment and civil structure costs. Fuel channel material and
configuration improvements under way, combined with plant design optimization for low
enriched fuel, allow higher pressure coolant system operation, which will in turn allow higher
pressure turbine conditions, with resulting gains in thermal efficiency.

AECL foresees that as these and other parallel enabling technologies are developed, CANDU
electricity costs can be radically reduced in future, enabling the CANDU system to be a strong
competitor in the deregulated electricity markets of the future.

Figures:

1) Qinshan Advanced Control Centre, artist's impression

2) Passive Heat Sink Options for CANDU
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CANDU 6 Control Room

Figure 1: Advanced CANDU Control Room for Qinshan
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Figure 3: Passive Heat Sink Options for CANDU
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ABSTRACT

Due to further increases in the world's population along with further industrialization
and economic development, global energy demand will surely continue to increase in the 21
century,

To assure that nuclear power remains a viable option in meeting energy demands in
the near and medium terms, new reactor designs for all principle reactor lines and for different
applications are being developed in a number of countries. Common goals for these new
designs are high availability, user-friendly features, competitive economics and compliance
with internationally recognized safety objectives.

World-wide, considerable efforts are being made to develop advanced nuclear power.
Various organizations are involved, including governments, industries, utilities, universities,
national laboratories, and research institutes. Expenditures for development of new designs,
technology improvements, and the related research for the major reactor types combined is
estimated to exceed US$ 2 billion per year.

This paper gives an overview about nuclear power technology development
programmes and projects in Member States and the role of the IAEA as a forum for
informatic exchange and co-operative research.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the second half of the 20th century nuclear power has evolved from the research
and development environment to an industry that supplies approximately 16.7% of the
world's electricity. In these 50 years of nuclear development a great deal has been achieved
and many lessons have been learned. At the end of 1999, according to data reported in the
Power Reactor Information System, PRJS, of the IAEA, there were 436 nuclear power plants
in operation and 39 under construction. Over nine thousand reactor-years of operating
experience had been accumulated.

Due to further industrialization, economic development and projected increases in the
world's population, global energy consumption will surely continue to increase into the 21st
century. Based on IAEA's review of nuclear power programmes and plans of Member States,
several countries, especially in the Far East, are planning to expand their nuclear power
capacity considerably in the next 15-20 years.
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The contribution of nuclear energy to near and medium term energy needs depends on
several key issues. The degree of global commitment to sustainable energy strategies and
recognition of the role of nuclear energy in sustainable strategies will impact its future use.

Technological maturity, economic competitiveness and financing arrangements for
new plants are key factors in decision making. Public perception of energy options and related
environmental issues as well as public information and education will also play a key role in
the introduction of evolutionary designs. Continued vigilance in nuclear power plant
operation, and enhancement of safety culture and international co-operation are highly
important in preserving the potential of nuclear power to contribute to future energy
strategies.

To provide balanced information on development of advanced nuclear power plants to
all IAEA Member States, reports on different concepts being developed and the project status,
as well as typical development trends throughout the world are published by the IAEA [1-15].

II. OVERVIEW OF GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES FOR ADVANCED
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

World-wide, considerable efforts are being made to develop advanced nuclear power.
Various organizations are involved, including governments, industries, utilities, universities,
national laboratories, and research institutes. Expenditures for development of new designs,
technology improvements, and the related research for the major reactor types combined is
estimated to exceed US $ 2 billion per year.

The full spectrum of advanced nuclear power plant designs or concepts covers
different types of designs - evolutionary ones, as well as innovative designs that require
substantial development efforts. A natural dividing line between these two categories arises
from the necessity of having to build and operate a prototype or demonstration plant to bring a
concept with much innovation to commercial maturity, since such a plant represents the major
part of the resources needed. Designs in both categories need engineering, and may also need
research and development (R&D) and confirmatory testing prior to freezing the design of
either the first plant of a given line in the evolutionary category, or of the prototype and/or
demonstration plant for the second category. The amount of such R&D and confirmatory
testing depends on the degree of both the innovation to be introduced and the related work
already done, or the experience that can be built upon. In particular, a step increase in cost
arises from the need to build a reactor as part of the development programme (see Figure 1).

A. Oven'iew of Water-CooledReactor Development Programmes

Worldwide there is considerable experience in LWR and HWR technology. Of the
operating plants, 345 are LWRs totaling 305 GWe and 31 are HWRs totaling 15.88 GWe. The
experience and lessons learned from these plants are being incorporated into new water
cooled reactor designs which are under developed in a number of countries.

Most of the effort is on evolutionary designs aimed at achieving certain improvements
over existing designs through small to moderate modifications. Utility requirements
documents have been formulated to guide these activities by incorporating this experience
with the aim of reducing costs and licensing uncertainties by establishing a technical
foundation for the advanced designs. For evolutionary designs, there is a general drive for
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simplification, larger margins to limit system challenges, longer grace periods for response to
emergency situations, improvement of the man-machine interface systems, shorter
construction and improved maintainability. All evolutionary designs incorporate features to
meet stringent safety objectives by improving severe accident prevention and mitigation.
Several evolutionary designs have reached a high degree of maturity: nuclear regulatory
authorities have certified some designs, and some are progressing through an optimization
phase to reduce capital cost. In some cases design optimization leads to higher plant output to
take advantage of the economy of scale, while in other cases, economic competitiveness is
pursued through simplification resulting from reliance on passive safety systems.

Advanced design
Different types of new nuclear plants are being
developed today that are generally called advanced
reactors. In general, an advanced plant design is a
design of current interest for vvliich improvement
over its predecessors and/or existing designs is
expected. Advanced designs consist of evolutionary
designs and designs requiring substantial
development efforts. The latter can range from
moderate modifications of existing designs to entirely
new design concepts. They differ from evolutionary
designs in that a prototype or a demonstration plant is
required, or that insufficient work has been done to
establish whether such a plant is required.

Evolutionary design
An evolutionary design is an advanced design that
achieves improvements over existing designs through
small to moderate modifications, with a strong
empliasis on maintaining proven design features to
minimise technological risks. The development of an
evolutionary design requires at most engineering and
coiifirmatory testing.

Innovative design
An innovative design is an advanced design wlvich
incorporates radical conceptual changes in design

"approaches or system configuration in comparison
with existing practice. Substantial R&D, feasibility
tests, and a prototype or demonstration plant are
probably required.

Advanced Designs

Evolutionary designs Designs requiring substantial development

[Confirmatory testing]

j Engineering j • Engineering :

Prototype
and/or

i Demonstration plant

Confirmatory testing
+

Engineering

P'SubsTantiaVRib""

Departure From Existing Designs
(A prototype Is normally a scaled down umf, whereas a demonstration plant is a mom

substantial plant that can be as large as tut size.]

Figure 1. Efforts and development costs for advanced designs versus departure from existing
designs (Terms are excerpted from Ref. 16).

At the beginning of 2000:
LWRs in operation 345
LWRs under construction 25
Number of countries with LWRs 28
Generating capacity, GW(e) 305
Operating experience with LWRs, 6749
reactor-years
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Advanced light-water reactors (ALWRs): Designs for ALWRs are being developed in a
number of countries as summarized below.

United States: Important programmes in development of ALWRs were initiated in the mid-
1980s in the United States. In 1984, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), in co-
operation with the US Department of Energy and participation of US nuclear plant designers,
initiated a programme to develop utility requirements for_ALWRs to guide their design and
development. Several foreign utilities have also participated in, and contributed funding, to
the programme. Utility requirements were established for large boiling-water reactors
(BWRs) and pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) having power ratings of 1200 to 1300 MWe,
and for mid-sized BWRs and PWRs having power ratings of about 600 MWe.

In 1986, the US Department of Energy, in co-operation with EPRI and reactor design
organizations, initiated a design certification programme for evolutionary plants based on a
new licensing process, followed in 1990 with a design certification programme for mid-size
plants with passive safety systems. The new licensing process allows nuclear plant designers
to submit their designs to the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for design
certification. Once a design is certified, the standardized units will be commercially offered,
and a utility can order a plant confident that generic design and safety issues have been
resolved. The licensing process will allow the power company to request a combined license
to build and operate a new plant, and as long as the plant is built to pre-approved
specifications, the company can start up the plant when construction is complete, assuming no
new safety issues have emerged.

In May of 1997 the System 80 + plant of ABB Combustion Engineering and the
ABWR plant of General Electric received Design Certification from the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. The Westinghouse AP-600 design, a mid- size plant with passive
safety systems, received Design Certification from the NRC in December 1999. The
certification of these 3 designs highlights the succes of the U.S. Department of Energy's
design certificaion program for large evolutionary plants. Also the first-of-a-kind-engineering,
FOAKE, programme was completed for the ABWR in September 1996 and similar work on
the AP-600 was completed in 1998. The power company in Taiwan, China, recently selected
the USA's ABWR design for two new units slated for operation in 2004.

France and Germany: In Europe, Framatome and Siemens with their joint company, Nuclear
Power International, together with Electricite de France and the group of "nuclear" German
utilities have worked out the design of a new advanced reactor, the European pressurized-
water reactor (EPR), a 1545 MWe PWR with enhanced safety features. This reactor is
designed to meet utility requirements endorsed by the major utilities of the European
countries as expressed in the European Utilities Requirements (EUR) document, and the
common safety requirements of the German and French Safety authorities. The basic design
was completed at the end of 1997. The EPR is ready to be offered on the international market.

Siemens is also, together with German utilities, engaged in the development of an
advanced BWR design, the SWR-1000, an evolutionary BWR which incorporates a number
of passive safety features for initiation of safety functions, for residual heat removal, and for
containment heat removal.

Sweden and Finland: In Sweden, ABB Atom, with involvement of the utility Teollisuuden
Voima Oy (TVO) of Finland, is developing the BWR 90 and the BWR 90+ designs as
upgraded versions of the BWRs operating in both countries.
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Republic of Korea: In the Republic of Korea, an effort started in 1992 to develop an advanced
design known as the Korean Next Generation Reactor (KNGR), a 4000-MWth PWR design.
The basic design is currently being developed by the Korea Electric Power Corporation
(KEPCO) with support of the Korean nuclear industry. The KNGR is being developed on the
basis of experience with the 1000 MWe Korean Standard Nuclear Plants (KSNPs). The first
two KSNPs, Ulchin 3 and 4, were connected to the grid in January and December 1998,
respectively. Four more KNSPs are under construction - two at Yonggwang, and two more at
Ulchin (as of October, 1999).

An optimized design for KNGR is to be followed by a detailed design for
standardization in 1999. According to the mid-and-long term construction plan of power
plants in the Republic of Korea, the first KNGR is scheduled for operation in 2010.

Russian Federation: In the Russian Federation, design work is under way on the evolutionary
V-392, an upgraded version of the VVER-1000, and another design version is being
developed in co-operation with the Finnish company Imatran Voima Oy (IVO). Also being
developed is a mid-sized plant, the VVER-640 (V-.407), an evolutionary design which
incorporates passive safety systems, and the VPBER-600, which is a more innovative, integral
design. Construction licenses for VVER-640 units have been issued by the Russian regulatory
body Gosatomnadzor for the Sosnovy Bor site (near St. Petersburg) and for the Kola NPP-2
site (Murmansk region). Construction of 1000-MWe VVERs is being planned in the People's
Republic of China, India and Iran.

Japan: In Japan, the development of the ABWR started in 1978 as an international co-
operation between five BWR vendors. The resulting conceptual design was received
favourably by TEPCO and other Japanese utilities, and as a result, the ABWR was included in
the third standardization programme of Japan from 1981. Preliminary design and numerous
development and verification tests were carried out by Toshiba, Hitachi and GE together with
six Japanese utilities and the Japanese Government. Two ABWRs, the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa
units 6 and 7 were subsequently ordered by TEPCO and have been successfully taken into
commercial operation in November 1996 and July 1997 respectively. Two more ABWRs are
under licensing review in Japan, and several more ABWRs are planned.

The Ministry of Trade and Industry is conducting an "LWR Technology
Sophistication Programme" focusing on development of future LWRs and including
requirements and design objectives. A large, evolutionary 1530-MWe advanced PWR is being
developed by Japanese utilities together with Mitsubishi and Westinghouse, with construction
of a twin unit being planned at the Tsuruga site. In addition, an advanced BWR Improvement
and Evolution study was started in 1991. It involves development of a reference 1500-MWe
BWR that reflects the accumulated experience in operation and maintenance of BWRs.

China: In China, the Nuclear Power Institute (Chengdu) is developing the AC-600 advanced
PWR, which incorporates passive safety systems for heat removal, based on experience in the
design of the 610 MWe Qinshan II plant. Experiments on critical heat flux at low flow rates,
characteristics of core injection from core makeup tanks, passive containment cooling, passive
emergency core heat removal on the secondary side, as well as several other tests, have been
completed.

Heavy-water moderated reactors (HWRs): In addition to light water-cooled reactors, the
technology for HWRs has also proven to be economic, safe, and reliable. Nearly 7% of all
operating plants are HWRs. A mature infrastructure and regulatory base has been established
in several countries. Two types of commercial HWRs have been developed, the pressure tube
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and the pressure vessel versions, and both have been fully proven. HWRs with power ratings
from a few hundred MWe up to approximately 900 MWe are available.

At the beginning of 2000:
HWRs in operation 3 1
HWRs under construction 7
Number of countries with HWRs . 7
Generating capacity, GW(e) . 15.88
Operating experience with HWRs, reactor-years 645

The heavy-water moderation yields a good neutron economy and has made it possible
to utilize natural uranium as fuel which leads to lower fuel costs compared with LWRs. The
amount of fissile materials is limited and the pressure tube designs are therefore using on-load
refuelling to achieve adequate reactivity for the plant operation. The effectiveness of this on-
load refuelling has been successfully demonstrated; this, and the high neutron economy, give
heavy water reactors great fuel cycle flexibility. Safety performance has been also proven to.
be very good.

Canada: The continuing design and development programme for HWRs in Canada are
primarily aimed at reduction of plant costs and at an evolutionary enhancement of plant
performance and safety. Two new 715-MWe CANDU- 6 units with improvements over
earlier versions of this model are under construction in Qinshan, China. Up-front basic
engineering continues on the 935-MWe CANDU-9 reactor, a single unit adaptation of reactor
units operating in Darlington, Canada. The two year licensability review by the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission was completed in January 1997, and found that the CANDU-9
meets the country's licensing requirements. Further studies are being carried out for advanced
versions of these reactor models to incorporate further evolutionary improvements and to
increase the output of the larger reactor up to 1300 MWe.

India: India currently has 10 operating HWRs with a total capacity of 1.8 GWe. In addition,
two HWRs of 220 MWe each are under construction (the Kiaga-1 unit and the Rajasthan-4
unit). These plants are scheduled to achieve commercial operation in 2000 and 2001.
Furthermore, construction of two 500 MWe units at Tarapur is underway. This HWR design
takes advantage of experience feedback from the 220-MWe HWR plants of indigenous design
operating in India. An advanced HWR is also under development in India. This is a vertical
pressure tube reactor design utilizing heavy water moderator, boiling light water coolant,
thorium based fuel and incorporating passive safety systems. This HWR design takes
advantage of experience feedback from the 220-MWe HWR plants of indigenous design
operating in India.

Republic of Korea: Unit-4 of Wolsong plant, a 700 MWe CANDU-6 started commercial
operation in October 1999 to bring Korea's installed HWR capacity to 28 MWe in four units.

During 1999 two HWRs, in India and the Republic of Korea came on line, and one
HWR in India reached criticality. Heavy water reactors are also successfully operating in
Argentina, Romania and Pakistan, and two CANDU-6 are under construction on Qinshan,
China.
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B. Overview of Gas-Cooled Reactor Development Programmes

The initial development of gas cooled reactors was on CO2 cooled systems. In order to
achieve higher efficiency, more recent development has been on helium cooled systems
(HTGRs).

GCRs in operation "34
Generating capacity, GW(e) 11.78
Operating experience with gas-cooled 1376
reactors, reactor-years

HTGRs are a unique technology offering both highly efficient generation of electricity
with direct cycle helium turbines, and production of high temperature process heat enabling
nuclear energy to be used for production of H2 as a clean energy supply. Therefore HTGRs
can expand the use of nuclear energy into the process heat market in industrialized countries
and they can be introduced as SMRs for electricity production in developing countries.
Current development is focused precisely on this approach: the HTGR is being developed in
Japan for high temperature process heat applications; and it is being developed in China, and
possibly soon in South Africa for electricity production. This development is proceeding on
the basis of technology transfer from Germany, the USA, Russia, France and the UK.

United Kingdom, Germany, and United States: Gas-cooled reactors have been in operation
for many years. In the United Kingdom, nuclear electricity is mostly generated in CCVcooled
Magnox and Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactors (AGRs). Other countries also have pursued
development of high-temperature reactors (HTGRs) with helium as coolant, and graphite as
moderator. The 13-MWe AVR reactor was successfully operated for 21 years in Germany
demonstrating application of HTGR technology for electric power production. Other helium-
cooled, graphite-moderated reactors have included the 300-MWe Thorium High Temperature
Reactor in Germany, and the 40-MWe Peach Bottom and 330-MWe Fort St. Vrain plants in
the United States.

Russian Federation, United States, France, Japan: MINATOM, General Atomics,
Framatome and Fuji Electric have combined their efforts for the co-operative development of
the gas turbine-modular helium reactor (GT-MHR). This plant features a 600 MWth helium
cooled reactor as the energy source coupled to a closed cycle gas turbine power conversion
system. The net efficiency of this advanced nuclear power concept is 47%. Substantial
progress in the development of components such as magnetic bearings and fin-plate
recuperators make this type of HTGR plant a feasible alternative for future consideration in
the production of electricity. This plant is under consideration for the purposes of burning
plutonium and for commercial deployment.

South Africa: In South Africa, the large national utility, Eskom, which has an installed
generation capacity of about 38,000 MWe, is in the process of performing a technical,
economic and safely evaluation of a helium-cooled pebble bed modular reactor directly
coupled to a gas turbine power conversion system. One module will have an output of 114
MW(e). Ten modules will be combined for a 1140 MW(e) Nuclear Power Station. This study
has been performed with support from the IAEA.

China and Japan: In China and Japan, HTGR development focuses on construction and
operation of test reactors. Construction of China's High Temperature Reactor (HTR-10) at the
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Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology (INET) continues with initial criticality anticipated
for the end of 2000. This pebble bed reactor of 10 MWth will be utilized to test and
demonstrate the technology and safety features of the HTGR. Development of the HTGR by
INET is being undertaken to evaluate a wide range of applications. They include electricity
generation, steam and district heat production, combined steam and gas turbine cycle
operation, and the generation of process heat for methane reforming. The HTR-10 is the first
HTGR to be licensed and constructed in China.

The principle focus of Japan's HTGR development programme is the High
Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) at the Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI) site in Oarai, Japan. Initial criticality of the HTTR was achieved in
November 1998. This 30-MWth helium-cooled reactor is being utilized to establish and
upgrade the technology for advanced HTGR development, and to demonstrate the
effectiveness of selected high temperature heat utilization systems.

C. Overview of Liquid Metal-Cooled Reactor Development Programmes

The feasibility of a nuclear chain reaction involving only fast neutrons was recognized
from the earliest days of nuclear power in the 1940s. As a matter of fact, a fast reactor, the
EBR-1 in the USA, delivered the first electrical current ever produced through fission
processes. The driving force behind the R&D work in the field of fast reactors was the
realization that fast reactors could be used for breeding fissile material from fertile. This
provided the key to utilizing the enormous world-wide energy reserve represented by
uranium-238, opening the prospect of a virtually non exhaustible source of energy.

The development of civil fast reactors started in several countries, notably the USA,
the USSR, the UK and France, in the late 1940s. This involved test reactors such as
CLEMENTINE and EBR-1 in the USA, and BR-2 in the USSR. Subsequently, experimental
reactors such as EBR-2, Fermi and FFTF (USA), BR-10 and BOR-60 (USSR), Rapsodie
(France), KNK-II (Germany), JOYO (Japan), FBTR (India), and DFR (UK) were constructed
from the 1950s to the early 1970s, leading to demonstration or prototype power reactors such
Phenix (France), PFR (UK), BN-350 (USSR-Kazakhstan), BN-600 (USSR-Russia), MONJU
(Japan) and PFBR (India), and finally to the only full-scale power plant, Superphenix
(France).

In the earliest days great importance was attached to the breeding of fissile material,
but the increasing availability of low cost uranium from the 1980s onwards shifted the
emphasis to include other uses for fast reactors both in the critical and subcritical mode,
particularly for the control of plutonium stocks and the treatment of radioactive wastes. In
spite of these additional functions the main long term importance of fast reactors as breeders,
essential to world energy supplies, remains unchanged.

LMRs in operation 3
LMRs under construction 2
Number of countries with 3 (+1 with a test
LMRs reactor)
Generating capacity , 1.039
GW(e)
Operating experience with 141
LMRs, reactor-years
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Technology development programmes for LMFRs are proceeding in several countries:

China: In China, the basic research work on LMFRs was started in 1964. Since then and up to
1987, the major work has been on neutronics, thermalhydraulics, and sodium technology.
During 1991-92, the conceptual design of the 15 MWe Chinese Experimental Fast Reactor
(CEFR) was completed and during 1992-93, the conceptual design was confirmed and
optimization studies were carried out. Since 1993 onwards, major work has involved the
preparation of a detailed design. A preliminary design has been completed in 1997, and
licensing efforts are underway with the submission of the Preliminary CEFR Safety Analysis
Report in late spring of 1998.

France: In France, the commercial introduction of LMFRs is being postponed. Meanwhile,
the application of an additional important aspect of these reactors - to transmute long-lived
nuclear waste and to burn plutonium - is being developed (CAPRA and CADRA projects).
The current programmes on operation of the 250 MW(e) Phenix reactor reflect these
requirements. One objective of extending the lifetime of the Phenix reactor till 2004 is to
perform the necessary irradiation experiments. The 1200 MW(e) Superphenix reactor has
recently been shut down.

India: In India the fast-breeder test reactor (FBTR) is in operation. Fuel development,
material irradiation, and sodium technology are the principal technical programmes. The
introduction of FBRs is linked to their economic acceptability. The basic design features are
now selected for the 500 MWe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR). The emphasis in
1997-98 was on detailed design, engineering development, sodium technology, and materials
technology. Reduction in construction time is an important target.

Japan: In Japan, the prototype LMFR MONJU with the capacity of 280 MWe reached initial
criticality in April 1994 and was connected to the grid in August 1995. Reactor operation was
interrupted in December 1995 due to a leak in the non-radioactive secondary cooling system.
The design of a 660 MWe demonstration fast-breeder reactor (DFBR), which is expected to
be constructed early next century, is in progress. In addition to this main stream of
development work, studies are being performed regarding the development of technology
capable of meeting the diverse needs of future society. These needs include the reduction of
environmental impacts and the assurance of nuclear non-proliferation, demands that widen the
technological options.

Republic of Korea: In the Republic of Korea, the LMFR development programme is
considered as an important part of the national long-term R&D programme. The Republic of
Korea plans to develop the conceptual design of its first fast-breeder reactor, the 330 MWe
Kalimer plant, by 2001, and the basic design by 2006, for construction soon after 2010.

Russian Federation: Russia's experience in the operation of experimental and prototype fast
reactors (the BR-10, BOR-60, and BN-600) has been very good. Efforts are directed towards
further improving safety and reliability and making the LMFRs economically competitive to
other energy sources. While these efforts would take some time, the use of LMFRs over the
near-term to burn plutonium and minor actinides is foreseen on the basis of new BN-800 fast
reactors.

United States: A promising integral fast reactor (IFR) concept, comprising the LMFR and its
entire fuel cycle, has been developed at the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and General
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Electric Company over the past two decades. A distinguishing element of the IFR concept is
its unique fuel cycle based on metallic fuel and pyrometallurgical processing. At ANL, an
effective fuel cycle technique has been developed whereby spent fuel is reprocessed and new
fuel is fabricated at the reactor sites. The plutonium is not separated from the higher
radioactive actinides; these are recycled together in the reactor and never leave the reactor
site. Advantages of the IFR system are in areas of (i) fuel performance, (ii) passive safety,
(iii) economics, (iv) waste management potential, and (v) proliferation resistance. When the
first LMFRs were constructed in the 1950s, it was expected that the burn-up potential of
metallic fuel would be limited to 3-5 % of heavy atoms. In fact, by using a U-Pu-1-% Zr
alloy and ferritic-martenistic HT9 cladding and duct, a burn-up of about 20 % has been
achieved in EBR-II. All irradiation results in EBR-II and FFTF have demonstrated reliable
performance of metallic fuel and the potential to achieve high burn-up in prototypical fuel
elements.

D. Small and Medium Sized Reactors

Small and medium sized reactors (SMRs) are of particular interest for non-electrical
applications of nuclear energy, such as desalination of seawater and district heating. But
SMRs are also a suitable option for electricity generation in countries with small electricity
grids or for remotely located areas such as for populated small islands. Many reactors
described in chapter II are in the SMR size range, i.e. with an output of less than 700 MWe.

In several countries there is an emerging interest in small and medium sized reactors
which do not require on-site refuelling. These reactors may either have a long core life-time
or are returned to the vendor for maintenance and refuelling.

Barge mounted reactors are a typical example of this SMR category. They could be
supplied to countries having an immediate need for energy, which do not yet have a fully
implemented nuclear infrastructure as needed for large sized plants. Barge mounted reactors
could be operated under the auspices of the vendor and since no on-site refuelling is required
they create a new approach to proliferation resistance. Transportable barge mounted SMRs
offer at the same time the potential for the reduction of the financial risk compared to
conventional nuclear power plants.

Currently a project with barge mounted reactors is being implemented in the Russian
Federation to supply electricity and heat for Pevec in the northern part of Siberia. The reactor
considered in the frame of this project is a redesigned version of the proven KLT-40, which
has been used for the propulsion of ice-breakers.

The Agency is currently investigating options for providing an umbrella for co-
operation between countries that implementing programmes of innovative reactors and fuel
cycles. Most of those reactors are in the SMR range and their design features include further
improved economics, more proliferation resistance, easy operability and maintenance and
further improved safety. Innovative fuel cycles include high burn up cores, high converters
and alternative fuel cycle systems, including inert matrix fuel and thorium.

III. NUCLEAR DESALINATION

While availability of potable water is an important prerequisite for socio-economic
development, about 1/3 of the world's population is suffering from inadequate potable water
supplies. Seawater desalination with nuclear energy could help to cope with the fresh water
shortages and several countries are investigating nuclear desalination.
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In Argentina a small reactor, which is planned to be coupled to a desalination process
is under design (CAREM). In Canada activities include desalination technology development
and studies for coupling to CANDU reactors, and in cooperation with the Russian Federation,
to a small reactor formerly used for ship propulsion. In China a study has been initiated for a
heating reactor combined with a desalination unit that could produce 150,000 m3/d of potable
water. In India a desalination unit will be coupled to an existing PHWR at Kalpakkam. The
first draft of the modified Preliminary Safety Assessment Report has been presented to the
regulatory body and detailed engineering of the coupling system is under way. Civil work for
the desalination systems has started and the commissioning is foreseen for year 2001. In
Japan nuclear desalination facilities are in operation and have accumulated about 100 reactor
years of operational experience. The Republic of Korea is about to complete its conceptual
design of the System-Integrated Modular Advanced Reactor Project this year. A desalination
unit is planned to be coupled to the reactor. The feasibility study for a nuclear desalination
plant in Morocco based on a 10 MW heating reactor from China was completed last October.
The site has been identified and economic assessments have been completed. An agreement
has been signed by China and Morocco to implement the project. Russia is investigating the
development of the concept of a floating power unit based on KLT-40 reactors.

IV. IAEA ACTIVITIES ON NUCLEAR POWER TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

As an international forum for exchange of scientific and technical information, the
IAEA plays a role in bringing together experts for a world-wide exchange of information
about national programmes, trends in safety and user requirements, the impact of safety
objectives on plant design, and the co-ordination of research programmes in advanced reactor
technology.

Activities in areas of nuclear power technology development are based on the advice
of International Working Groups (IWGs). These are committees of leading representatives of
national programmes and international organizations for each major type of reactor. To
support its information exchange function, and to provide balanced and objective information
to all Member States on advances in reactor technology, the IAEA periodically prepares status
reports on advances in technology for each major reactor line.

Co-operative research: The IWGs advise the IAEA to establish international co-operative
research projects (CRPs) in areas of common interest. These co-operative efforts are typically
are three to five years in duration, and often involve experimental activities. Such CRPs allow
a sharing of efforts on an international basis and benefit from the experience and expertise of
researchers from the participating institutes.

Major Meetings: Last year the Agency convened the IAEA Symposium on Evolutionary
Water Cooled Reactors: Strategic Issues, Technologies and Economic Viability in Seoul,
Republic of Korea, in November 1998. The Symposium was hosted by the Korea Electric
Power Corporation on behalf of the Government of the Republic of Korea in co-operation
with the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, the Uranium Institute, the Korean Nuclear Society
and the Korea Atomic Industrial Forum. Topics addressed included the global energy
outlook, the role of nuclear power in sustainable energy strategies, financing of nuclear plant
projects, projected power generation costs, social-political factors, safety requirements, key
features of evolutionary designs, and keys to economic viability (such as simplification,
standardization, advances in construction and project management, and effective management
of plant operations).
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The Symposium highlighted the importance of continued international co-operation in
the development and application of nuclear power for peaceful uses throughout the world.
The challenges facing nuclear power in the future are:
• to continue to achieve the highest level of safe operation of current plants,
• to implement high level waste disposal,
• to establish a sound basis for defining the potential of nuclear power to contribute to

sustainable development, _
• to achieve further technological advances to assure that future nuclear plants will be

. economically competitive with fossil alternatives, especially in deregulated and privatised
electricity markets, and

• to develop economical small and medium sized reactor designs to provide the nuclear
power option to developing countries which have small electricity grids, and also for non-
electric applications such as seawater desalination.

For 2001 the Seminar on Status and Prospects for Small and Medium Sized Reactors
is planned to be held in Egypt to review and discuss the status of technology developments
and applications for SMRs and to identify their challenges and solutions into the 21st century.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To assure that nuclear power can meet world energy needs in the near and medium
term, considerable development activities are being carried out for each major reactor line,
building on the large experience base. New designs have been, and are being, developed to
meet user requirements which include economic competitiveness while meeting stringent
safety objectives. Technology advances are contributing both to the safety targets as well as to
economic goals.

The IAEA's role is to provide all Member States with an international source of
balanced, objective information on advances in reactor technology, and to provide an
international forum for information exchange and co-operative research.
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ABSTRACT

The unconventional technology to extend the lifetime for the NPPs now in operation and make a
construction of new NPPs cheaper — erection of steam-gas toppings to the nuclear power units — is
considered in the paper. Application of the steam-gas toppings permits through reducing power of
aging reactors to extend lifetime of nuclear power unit, enhance its safety and at the same time to keep
full load operation of NPP turbine and other balance-of-plant equipment. Proposed technology is
examined for Russian WER-440 reactor as an example and, also, as a pilot project, for Russian
boiling VK-50 reactor now in operation. Heat flow sheets of the power plants, their parameters and
economic problems are discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

The NPP lifetime exhaustion and world-wide financial crisis decreasing the capabilities of capital
investments to nuclear power, demand the search for unconventional technologies with the purpose to
extend the lifetime of the NPPs now in operation and to make the construction of new NPPs cheaper. In
this connection the experience of combined cycle nuclear-gas power plants (CCNGP) may turn out to
be useful for solving the NPP problems.

As well as for traditional power engineering two lines of using steam-gas combined cycle are
considered:

- at new CCNGP;
- at NPPs now in operation.

A development of the pilot project appears to be reasonable for the demonstration of NSGP
capabilities.

The CCNGP problems were previously considered by (Tsiklauri 1996, Kuznetsov 1998, Florido
1998).

Two lines in CCNGP development are examined in the paper:

- making steam-gas toppings to the NPP now in operation with Russian designed
WER-440 reactors;

- working out of CCNGP pilot project on the basis of Russian VK-50 reactor now in
operation.

2 STEAM-GAS TOPPING TO OPERATING NPP WITH WER-440 TYPE REACTORS

2.1 Conceptual statements
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At present more than twenty nuclear power units with VVER-440 reactors are operated in Russia,
Bulgaria, Slovakia, Czechia, Hungary, Finland. Certain of these units are nearing the end of their
service life, their parameters do not comply in some respect with up-to-date requirements for safety
ensuring. The analysis carried out by a number of organizations shows

that reactor running at a reduced power level is quite a realizable and effective (including
economic aspects) method to extend power unit lifetime (by 10 and more years) with more reliable
provision of its safety.

It is suggested to use new technology namely steam-gas topping to the NPPs now in operation
aimed to nuclear power unit life extension. Reactor thermal power is reduced to extend plant lifetime
and enhance safety while maintaining the electric capacity of NPP turbine. In so doing total power and
efficiency of combined cycle with the NPP increase considerably. NPP turbines can be used after the
reactor decommissioning.

Reduction in die reactor power, undoubtfully, facilitates the extenuation of lifetime of nuclear
power unit that is operating in "sparing" mode. Particularly, the lifetime of reactor vessel is extended
due to reducing the rate of fluence build-up.

As the reactor power reduces, the probability for a design-basis accident to develop to a beyond
design-basis one reduces because residual heat in the reactor and heat stored in fuel and primary
coolant decrease also.

2.2 Schematic diagram and main performance

Schematic diagram of the NPP with steam-gas topping conformably to WER-440 reactor is
presented in Fig. 1.

I l l Steam-Gas
111 Topping

iliiiiil

WER

Fig. 1. Heat Flow Sheet of WER-440 Unit with Steam-Gas Topping:

GTP - gas-turbine plant; GDS - gas-distributing station; SV - stop valve; CV - control valve;
S - separator; SSI, SS2 - steam superheaters; FH1, FH1,... FH8 - feedwater heaters; FWEP - feed
water electric pump; D - deaerator; CP - condensate pump; ME - main ejector; SE - sealing ejeclor;
TST - topping steam turbine; HRSG - heat recovery steam generator; M - mixer.
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Superheated steam of liigh and low pressure is generated in two separate circuits of the heat
recovery steam generator (HRSG) at the expense of exhaust gases from gas turbine plant (GTP). High
pressure steam is directed to topping counter pressure turbine of high pressure which can work on the
same shaft as the GTP or with a separate electric generator. Principal limitation - minimum upgrading
of the NPP main turbine - should be met. The steam from the topping steam turbine is fed to a mixer
(heat exchanger of mixing type), where it is mixed with saturated steam from the NPP steam generator
and directed to (lie NPP turbine inlet Using heal excliangers of mixing type is a basic distinction from
other technologies. Application of diverse heat flow sheets is possible; the CCNGP at supercritical
parameters appears to have considerable promise, in so doing the CCNGP efficiency reaches 48 % and
more.

Low pressure steam from the HRSG is fed to the inlet of low pressure cylinder of the NPP
steam turbine.

The turbine manufactured both in Russia and by foreign firms such as ABB, Siemens, GE with
the power of 100 ... 200 MW may be used as gas-turbine plants.

Preliminary estimates have indicated that the placement of steam-gas topping beyond the NPP at
a distance of 1 km solves practically the problem of safety ensuring while fuel gas being supplied to the
NPP; in so doing, pressure and temperature losses in connecting pipelines are 0.3 MPa and 10 °C,
respectively, and the efficiency decreases by 0.04 % (abs.). A cost of die pipelines is about 1 % of the
GTP cost.

2.3 Technical-and-economic indices

The option of reactor running is considered for which the full load of the NPP turbine is
maintained at (lie expense of steam-gas topping under decreased reactor power. The Russian gas
turbines GTG-110 and GTE-170P and also the turbine GT24 of ABB company are used in the steam-
gas topping.

The calculations had shown that in the case of reducing reactor power, for example, by 50 %
(presumably, this will allow to extend the unit lifetime by 10 ... 15 years), combined power unit with
the steam-gas topping for WER-440 power unit can have the parameters presented in the table.

CCNGP Main Characteristics

Name

Reactor thermal power, MW

Electrical power of the power unit
(net), MW
Electrical power of the steam-gas
topping, MW
Efficiency (net), %

NPP with
WER-440

1324

414

30.115

CCNGP with WER-440

4xGTE-170P

662

1275

861

48.3

4xGT24

662

1160

756

49.3

2xGTG-110*

662

507

229

37.9

* - the option with partial load of NPP turbines

Availability of proposed technology of the CCNGP extends the capabilities for owners of aging
NPPs; for example, they will have the chances:

- either to shut the NPP down and start the works on power unit decommissioning;
- or to extend the NPP lifetime through the construction of steam-gas topping and the

decrease in reactor power while maintaining NPP turbine power. In so doing, the lump-
sum capital investments in the steam-gas topping amount to US $ 40...60 million per one
module (gas turbine - heat recovery steam generator) depending on an installed capacity;
construction duration is no more 1 year.

In the case of the difficulties with investments in the construction of steam-gas toppings an
option of the CCNGP construction by stages may be realized.
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Initially, 1...2 modules of the steam-gas topping are mounted with simultaneous decrease in
reactor power and certain underload of NPP turbine. Total power of the unit remains the same
practically (column 5 of the table). Further, as (lie term of unit decommissioning draws on, the
construction of additional steam-gas modules is made possible so, that by the time of reactor
decommissioning the turbine of nuclear power unit would be loaded fully and later could operate
coupled with gas-turbine plants similarly to a conventional combined cycle gas turbine plant (CCGT).

Net present value for the project of the CCNGP with full load of NPP turbine (column 3 of the
table) within the service life of 30 years including the period of using the nuclear turbine coupled with
the steam-gas topping after the reactor decommissioning, is positive and amounts to US $ 700 million
approximately, while in alternative option (immediate start of reactor decommissioning) tliis parameter
is negative and constitutes minus US $ 150...300 million.

Feasibility study lias shown the capital investments into conventional CCGT constructions are
approximately two-folded as compared with those into CCNGP with WER-440 reactor of the same
capacity and with the same gas turbine equipment. It is related with the necessity to erect the proper
turbine hall for CCGT and the appropriate infrastructure.

3 PILOT PROJECT ON THE BASIS OF VK-50 REACTOR

It is suggested to apply the CCNGP technology to Russian boiling water reactor VK-50 with
nominal power of 50 MW now in operation near Dimitrovgrad as a pilot project to demonstrate this
teclinology. Teclmical state of the power unit equipment permits to use the available reserves for the
steam turbine and thereby increase the benefit of the project.

When choosing a heat flow sheet of the VK-50 reactor plant with the GTP the following initial
conditions have been adopted:

- AK-70-13 steam turbine is used without any changes in its scheme and structure;
- steam temperature at the turbine inlet does not exceed 260 °C with steam pressure ahead

of the turbine of 2.0...2.1 MPa;
- gas temperature at the gas turbine inlet, outlet and at the HRSG outlet are taken equal to

1120, 535 and 90 °C, respectively;
- steam flowrate and the temperature of steam superheated in the HRSG are set equal

75 t/li and 450 °C, respectively.

Schematic diagram of the VK-50 reactor plant with the GTP and the HRSG is presented in
Fig.2.

Main steam flow is fed to the turbine from the reactor. After steam drying in the low-pressure
steam separators, its parameters are as follows: pressure — 2.1 MPa, temperature - about 214 °C, steam
flowrate — 260 t/li.

The steam superheated up to 450 °C (pressure 3.0 MPa) at a rate of 75 t/h is generated in the
HRSG at the expense of the heat of GTP exliaust gases. Tliis steam is mixed with the steam from the
reactor in (lie heat exchanger of mixing type. Steam temperature at the turbine inlet increases up to
258.3°C.

The estimates performed indicate that the connection of the HRSG and the gas-turbine plant
with electric power about 50 MW to the operating VK-50 reactor plant permits to increase the NPP
efficiency from 23 to 36.5...37 % and provide the additional generation of electric power at the reactor
plant turbogenerator equivalent to the increase in its power by 23 MW including by 8.6...8.8 MW at the
expense of steam superheating.
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Fig. 2. Schematic Diagram of VK-50 Reactor Plant with Steam-Gas Topping

In total die additional electric power of the power unit with the steam-gas topping will make up
71 MW (including the power of the gas-turbine plant — 48 MW). Additional annual output of electric
power will constitute 0.5 billion kW-hours.

The capital investments in the steam-gas topping (including the GTP, HRSG, building and
other) will constitute US $ 18...20 million.

Net present value over service life of the pilot project will be about US $ 60 million.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Application of the steain-gas topping permits:

- extend the service life of aging WER-440 reactor by 10... 15 years;
- use the turbine and other NPP balance-of-plant equipment at full power;
- increase the efficiency of combined cycle up to 48 % and more;
- enhance the safety of NPP operation;
- utilize NPP balance-of-plant equipment after reactor decommissioning;
- perform the cost-effective operation in maneuvering modes;
- increase capacity factor of the plant.

The construction of pilot project on the basis of the VK-50 reactor will allow not only to
demonstrate new technology but also to attain appreciable economic effect including that obtained due
to using the available reserves of the NPP turbine.
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ABSTRACT

To supply a secure and reliable energy source to small and medium grids where
industrial infrastructure is not enough, a series of small nuclear reactors with enhanced
inherent safety and easy operation and maintenance, including refueling, will best be applied.
The size of the power plant may differ from community to community. In this study, a
concept of reflector controlled small LMR was developed in a power range of 50 to 100
MWe, with emphasis on the core performance. As the result of this study, the feasibility of
applying this concept to above mentioned electrical grid was shown.

INTRODUCTION

This reactor was designed on the principles of simples operation, simplified
maintenance including refueling, higher safety and improved economic features.
Specific design policy for this reactor included ten items as follows:
• Void reactivity and all reactivity temperature coefficient are negative
• No refueling for 10 years more
• Simple core burn-up control system without control rod and control driving
mechanism
• Safety system no dependant on the emergency power and active decay heat removal
system
• Remote of control and adjustment components from the reactor system
• Potentiality of load following without operation of reactor control system
• Minimum maintenance and inspection requirements of reactor components
• Quality assurance and short construction period based on shop fabrication
• No core damage in any conceivable initial events without scram
• Complete containment of radioactivity under any operational conditions and
decommissioning

Based on the parametric studies to meet requirements above, it was concluded that
metallic fuels should be employed from view points of requirements of safety, elongated
refueling intervals and elimination of control system in the reactor, and the unit power of the
core is under 100 MWe to ensure burn-up control which can achieve both negative void
reactivity during core life and no refueling for the 10 years more.

BASIC CONCEPT OF REACTOR DESIGN

In this paper, 4S (Super Safe, Small and Simple LMR)1)'2)'3) with a reflector controlled
small LMR power system, is proposed. 4S has many excellent features such as: enhanced
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inherent safety4) (entirely negative reactivity coefficients, low power density, low coolant
flow resistance, etc.), simplicity of operation and easy maintenance.

In anticipation of needs for various capacities suitable for each grid capacity, a design
study was performed for the reactor cores corresponding to the electrical power output of 50
to 100 MWe with emphasis placed on the relations between power output and corresponding
design parameters such as core dimensions, fuel enrichment, fuel initial inventory, refueling
interval, discharge burn-up and other safety related characteristics.

REACTOR CONCEPT

Basic major design parameters of 4S are shown in Table 1. The reactor building is an
embedded structure with seismic class A. It contains the reactor, secondary system, steam
generator, coast down control system, power switch board and refueling pits as shown in Fig.
1. The dimension of building area is 26 m x 16 m, requiring only small ground base.

STACK

FOR DECAY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM

REACTOR DUMP TANK

Fig. 1 Reactor Concept
Table 1 QBasic Major Design Parameters

Item Specification
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Core Power
Thermal Output
Electric Output
Core Inlet/Outlet Temp.

Reactor Assembly
Diameter
Length
Thickness
Material
Reactor Vessel
Core Barrel
Reflector Guide
Others

Fuel
Composition
Pu Enrichment(Ave.)
Pu Fissile Weight

Core
Breeding Ratio
No. of Sub. Assembly

Reflector
Material
Thickness
Length

125MWth
50MWe

355/510°C

2.5 m
23 m

20 mm

304 SS
Mod.9Cr-1Mo
Mod.9Cr-1Mo

304 SS

U-Pu-Zr
19.5 %
1.3 ton

0.7
18

Mod.9Cr-1Mo
15 cm
1.5 m

REACTOR SYSTEM

The reactor system is shown in Fig. 2. Primary coolant flows out of the core, rises the
hot pool and descends in the intermediate heat exchanger through which the heat is transferred
to the secondary sodium. It is pressurized by the primary electromagnetic pump at the bottom
of the intermediated heat exchanger and flows down along the inner hole of in-vessel
shielding structure. Then it turns at the bottom of the reactor vessel and enters the core.

The intermediate heat exchanger and the electromagnetic pump have annular shape and
annular vertical redan is installed to form the annular path of flow. A space is provided with
at outside of the core barrel, in which the reflector moves vertically. A sodium path is formed
in this space to cool the reflector.
The primary pump has two annular single stator coils joined in series in order to keep safety at
the loss of one coil.

The core has an active length of 4 m. A study is posed on the feasibility of 10 years
stay in the core. The fuel of 4S is within achievement of the preceding reactor in aspects of
fuel burn-up and neutron fluence. On the point of long stay time in the reactor, design can
correspond it by considering the margin for cladding corrosion in the design.
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Fig. 2 Reactor Assembly

4S employs a burn-up control system with annular reflector, as shown in Fig. 3, in place
of the control rod and control rod driving mechanism which require frequent maintenance
service. Replacement of the reflector is not required for the entire plant life. The core
geometry with reflector control system should have the core equivalent diameter less than 90
cm and length of the reflector at least 1.5 m to meet requirements for negative void reactivity
and no refueling for ten years.
The reflector drive mechanism consists of hydraulic system that operates at start up and
shutdown and a ball screw that is connected to a motor which is operating during normal
operation. The mechanism has six driving systems corresponding to the number of reflectors.
The motor and the hydraulic system consist of six systems and one system, respectively.

The reflector is moved upward at a rate of 1 mm/sec by the hydraulic pump for the start
up. For shutdown of reflector, the scram valve is open and at 1 sec later, it causes the
reflector to move downward at a rate of 10 cm/sec. As the reflector goes down 1 m, the
reactor enters the sub-critical cold shutdown state. Length of 1 m downward movement of the
reflector is limited by the capacity of the hydraulic cylinder. It can not move otherwise.
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reflector

fuel assesbly

cavity

Fig. 3 Reflector Structure

Upon completion of the start up by hydraulic, the reflector is fastened by the hydraulic
and moves up for burn-up control at a constant speed of 1 mm/day by a motor, which is
designed so that the reflector is positioned by integration of generated power frequency. A
reduction mechanism composed of paradox planetary gears is installed to attain the fine speed
of 1 mm/day.

DESIGN OF 50 MWe, 80 MWe AND 100 MWe REACTOR CORE

The 4S core concept can be also applied to larger cores5) of up to about 100 MWe (250
MWth). As the negative sodium void reactivity is primarily achieved by employing a small
core diameter, one of the largest design restriction is the equivalent core diameter, which is
about 100 cm.

Other important restrictions are the coolant pressure drop and the linear heat rate of the
fuel pin. The core height is primarily responsible for core lifetime and has some little effect
on the pressure drop and the linear heat rate. The pressure drop linearly increase with the
total length of fuel pin. As for the maximum linear heat rate, increasing the core height has
only a small effect because the axial power peaking factor becomes large, as shown in Fig. 4.
In the following design studies, the core height is fixed at 400 cm. And it is assumed that the
maximum permissible Pu enrichment is 20 %.
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Fig. 4 Axial Power Distribution
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Fig. 5 Pressure Drop and Linear Heat Rate
(1) Fuel Design

For 50 MWe core, 18 fuels assemblies each with 217 pins of 1 cm diameter are used.
Relatively thick fuel pins were used to clear the limit of Pu enrichment. For the cores of
larger power output (80 MWe and 100 MWe), 36 fuel assemblies are used. A fuel design
parameter study was made for those cores. Figure 5 shows results obtained for a fuel of p/d =
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1.25 and 217 pins per assembly, where equivalent core diameter (D), pressure drop, and
average linear heat rate are presented as a function of d (pin diameter) and power output. As
indicated by small double circles in the figure, the same fuel design was used for both 80 and
100 MWe cores.

(2) Reflector Design
A carbon reflector of 15 cm thick was used throughout this study. The length of the

reflector (150 cm) was determined so that a negative sodium void reactivity is obtained even
at the EOL (end of life). The length of the cavity above the reflector (350. cm) was
determined from structural and neutronic considerations. The upper 50 cm of the core is
surrounded by coolant sodium at the initial shutdown state.

Table 2 Design and Performance Data for 50, 80 and 100 MWe Cores

Fuel
Pin diameter(cm)
P/d
Pins/assembly
Assembly pitch (cm)
No. of assembly
Average Pu enrichment (%)
Core
Power output (MWe)
Core equivalent diameter (cm)
Core height (cm)
Volume fraction (%)
Fuel
Coolant
Steel

Reflector
Material
Length (cm)
Thickness (cm)
Cavity length (cm)
Performance Data
Core lifetime (year)
Pu-fissile Inventory (kg)

BOL/EOL
Max. linear heat rate (w/cm)
Max. Na void coefficient (%Ak)
Doppler coefficient (10"3Tdk/dT)
Average burn-up (GWd/t)
Coolant pressure drop (kg/cm2)

50 MWe

1.0
1.15
217
18.2
18
19.0

50
83
400

45.0
33.0
22.0

Carbon
150
15
350

9.0

1278/1166
237
-1.05
-5.2
41.0
2.4

80 MWe

0.8
1.25
217
16.2
36
18.9

80
104
400

36.7
41.7
21.6

Carbon
150
15
350

5.8

1642/1539
166
-0.85
-5.3
32.8
1.6

100 MWe

0.8
1.25
217
16.2
36
18.9

100
104
400

36.7
41.7
400

Carbon
150
15
350

4.7

1642/1540
207
-0.85
-5.3
33.2
2.3

(3) Neutronic Performance
Neutronic performances of those reactors were analyzed with two-dimensional

diffusion theory. Results are summarized in the Table 2. From this table, it is seen that the
core lifetime of 9 years for 50 MWe core and 4.7 years for 100 MWe core can be attained

The maximum sodium void reactivity generally occurs near the EOL. The presented
values are based on the diffusion theory which usually overestimates neutron leakage.
Inaccuracy of present computational method may become as large as about 0.5 % ^k. So
some margins are required in the conceptual design stage.
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The maximum sodium void reactivity generally occurs near the EOL. The presented
values are based on the diffusion theory which usually overestimates neutron leakage.
Inaccuracy of present computational method may become as large as about 0.5 % &k- So
some margins are required in the conceptual design stage.

CONCLUSION

Keeping the inherent safety and other features, the 4S core concept offers the possibility
of a secure and reliable energy supply for small and medium grids. As exemplified in this
paper, a single unit of 4S core can be adapted to the power range of about 50 to 100 MWe
from this study. Advanced cores with more long life up to 30 years or more electrical output
up to 200 MWe in a single unit of 4S is seemed feasible from other considerations.

The 4S is a new concept of fast reactor designed to meet the goals of nuclear power and
offers many attractive advantages. Commercial operation of the 4S is expected to solve a
number of problems that humans will encounter in the 21st century.
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ABSTRACT

In this study, the performance of the once-through uranium-thorium fuel cycle in CANDU
reactors is investigated. (Th-U)O2 is used as fuel in all fuel rod clusters where Th and U are
mixed homogeneously. CANDU reactors have the advantage of being capable of employing
various fuel cycle options because of its good neutron economy, continuous on line refueling
ability and axial fuel replacement possibility. For lattice cell calculations transport code WIMS
is used. WIMS cross-section library is modified to achieve precise lattice cell calculations. For
various enrichments and Th-U mixtures, criticality, heavy element composition changes,
diffusion coefficients and cross-sections are calculated. Reactor core is modeled by using the
diffusion code CITATION. We conclude that an overall saving of 22% in natural uranium
demand can be achieved with the use of Th cycle. However, slightly enriched U cycle still
consumes less natural Uranium and is a lot less complicated.

1. INTRODUCTION

The thorium cycle, as an alternative to the uranium cycle, for both heavy and light water
moderated reactors is considered in an effort to extend the nuclear fertile material resources
because of the lower sensitivity of electricity generation cost to the speculative uranium prices.
While most of the scientific basis required is already available, some engineering
demonstrations are needed to provide better economic data for rational decisions. There
appears to be no major feasibility problem associated with the use of thorium, although
development is needed in the area of fuel testing and fuel management.

In studies of the use of thorium cycles in these types of reactors, it is generally accepted that
thorium cycles can be employed with no basic change in reactor design, and that existing
reactors could operate on the thorium cycle.

The fact that the supply of low-cost uranium is limited, motivated a number of studies devoted
to the search for alternative fuel cycles with improved uranium utilization for the present
generation of nuclear power plants. One method is to add the significant thorium resources to
the world's nuclear resource base. And also, advanced converters based on the U/Th cycle can
give much more energy per pound of uranium than advanced converters based on U/Pu cycles.

The neutronically preferred fuel for thermal spectrum reactors is U233, the fissile material bred
from thorium. Thermal spectrum reactors with conversion ratios close to unity can be
developed with U233 as the fuel. U233 can be created and stockpiled for possible future use
with no imperative that it be used unless future conditions warrant. Thus production of a U233
stockpile can be begun independently of the state of reprocessing technology.

Since U233 has superior nuclear characteristics in the thermal spectrum when compared to
plutonium, its creation should be the direct objective of fuel cycle design. The plutonium
created from natural uranium in a CANDU-PHW is relatively dilute in spent fuel, whereas
U233 created directly in a once-through cycle is about five times more concentrated. Thus by
creating U233 directly, ultimate reprocessing costs per gram of fissile material extracted from
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spent fuel may be reduced if once-through cycles are ever used to produce this material.
Reprocessing and refabrication must be performed by remote control because, spent fuel
containing U233 contains small amounts of U232 (10-50ppm of fuel), which is the precursor
of a family of y-active nuclides[l].

Because of these considerations, closed cycles and Pu topping once-through cycles are
eliminated and once-through U235 topping Th cycle is chosen.

The utilization of thorium fuel in CANDU reactors has been a long-standing goal, because of
the superior fissile properties of U233 bred from Th232 in a thermal spectrum [1]. Fuel bundle
simplicity (fabrication and handling) is an extra advantage of CANDU reactors for new fuel
cycles. The other advantage in CANDU reactors is the on-line axial fuel management
practiced, which introduces a new degree of freedom into design calculations. Canada and
India have studied thorium cycles for 20 years and are continuing both theoretical and
experimental studies. It is anticipated that essentially the same reactor system can be adapted
to employ the thorium cycle.

Another concern about the enrichment of fissile material is the proliferation of nuclear weapon
grade materials. One suggestion is that fissile uranium isotopes, occurring at any point in the
fuel cycle, be associated with enough U238 that an isotopic separation would be required to
obtain weapons usable material. Weapons usable material can be defined as

a) separated plutonium with any isotopic composition, or

b) separated uranium for which

W J + X W S

—7T, >0.12
WTU

where W3 is the weight of U233, W5 is the weight of U235, WTU is the total weight of
uranium, and x is a weighting factor with a value of 0.6.[2]
For the case (a), the associated production of plutonium is relatively small amount. For (b),
limitation is the topping material used which could be less than 20 w/o U235.

With all these considerations assessed, there are two ways to perform the once-through U235
topping thorium fuel cycle in CANDU reactors. The first one is the "heterogeneous case" in
which Th and U fuel bundles are burned in separate channels. The other one is the
"homogenous case" in which Th and U are mixed homogeneously and burned. In
"heterogeneous case", power peaking factors are very high and flattening of power shape is
very difficult. In this study, "homogeneous case" is chosen for the analysis.

2. COMPUTER CODES EMPLOYED

For Lattice cell calculations WIMS code was used. WIMS is a general lattice cell program,
which uses transport theory to calculate flux as a function of energy and position in the cell. In
the interests of economy of machine time this is done in two steps: WIMS first calculates the
spectra for few spatial regions in the full number of energy groups of its library, and uses these
spectra to condense the basic cross-sections into few groups. A few group calculation is then
carried out using a much more detailed spatial representation. The resulting fluxes are then
expanded using the spectra of the previous calculation, so that the reaction rates at each spatial
point can be calculated in the library group structure [3].

To perform the lattice cell calculations, the WIMS cross-section library was modified.
Modifications include the addition of Th decay chain data which has been generated at H.U.
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Nuclear Energy Engineering Department, and the modification of Pu decay chain and cross-
section data sets according to the results of JAERI in Japan. We demonstrated that the
modified library performs extremely well by comparing the results with those presented in the
Canadian report [1]. The comparison is shown in Figures 1.
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Figure 1. Comparison of Canadian report[l] with WIMSD/4 results

For two dimensional core modeling, diffusion code CITATION was used. CITATION can be
used for two or three dimensional modeling. Cross-section library can be prepared in two
different formats; first, a set of macroscopic cross-sections obtained from lattice-cell transport
codes, second, a set of microscopic cross-sections with number densities. These data can be
obtained from output of WIMS code. In the calculations, macroscopic cross-section set was
used.

3. CALCULATIONAL METHODS AND MODELING

Reactor Configuration

The physics of the reactor determined by the quantity and distribution of various materials in
the calandria. These materials constitute:

• A lattice of fuel channels arranged in a moderator of heavy water.
• Various reactivity devices that are used to alter the rate of neutron multiplication.
• Neutron detector assemblies that provide a measurement of the rate of neutron

multiplication at suitable locations.
• A reflector of heavy water that surrounds the above materials and which reduces the rate of

neutron leakage from the cylindrical surface of the calandria.
In these calculations, first, lattice cell parameters were calculated and discussed. Consequently,
core modeling performed and discussed. From above list, second and third options were not
included to the calculations. At the end of the calculations, effects of those options are
discussed.

Lattice Cell Parameters

The fuel channels are arranged on a square lattice pitch of 28.575 cm. The fuel consists of 37
elements of uranium-thorium dioxide sheathed in Zircaloy and held together as a bundle by end
plates. These fuel bundles are enclosed in zirconium-niobium pressure tubes which form part of
the heat transport circuit. The pressure tubes are supported by Zircaloy calandria tubes using
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garter springs suitably located along each channel. The pressure and calandria tube dimensions
used in the calculation of the lattice parameters are given in Table 1. [4]

Table 1. Lattice cell data [4]

Other data used in calculation of the
lattice parameters is given in [4]. The
calculation of lattice parameters
precedes the calculation of the power
distribution. Some data required for
lattice parameter calculation is affected
by the power distribution. Such data is
revised as the design proceeds.

The Lattice parameters are calculated as
neutron cross-section. They determine
the reaction rates of various processes in
the lattice for a given neutron flux.
These are neutron absorption,

production, diffusion and moderation. The cross-sections depend on neutron energy and the
composition and temperature of the lattice components. Changes in composition occur mainly
in the fuel. Neutron irradiation leads to the formation of fission products and of the depletion
and production of heavy isotopes.

The first step of calculations is calculation of k;^ vs. burnup values for the cases below;

Fuel
Element outside diameter
Average sheath wall thickness
Pellet outside diameter
Stack length
UO2 density (Natural U)
UO2 area
Coolant area
UO2 weight per bundle (Natural U)
Pressure tube (Zr.2.5 percent Nb) inside
diameter
Average pressure tube wall thickness
Calandria tube (Zr-2) inside diameter
Average calandria tube wall thickness

37 element UO2

13.081 mm
0.419 mm
12.154 mm
480.31 mm
10.45 g/cm3

41.206 cm2

34.969 cm2

18.8 kg
103.378 mm

4.343 mm
129.0 mm
1.397 mm

Table

Case

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. Material compositions for lattice cell calculations

Composition

2.8% U235 + 87.2% U238 + 10% Th

2.8% U235 + 77.2% U238 + 20% Th

2.8% U235 + 67.2% U238 + 30% Th

2.8% U235 + 57.2% U238 + 40% Th

2.8% U235 + 47.2% U238 + 50% Th

2.8% U235 + 37.2% U238 + 60% Th

2.8% U235 + 27.2% U238 + 70% Th

2.8% U235 + 17.2% U238 + 80% Th

2.8% U235 + 7.2% U238 + 90% Th

2.8% U235 + 0% U238 + 97.2% Th

Case

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Composition

3.3% U235 + 86.7% U238 + 10% Th

3.3% U235 + 76.7% U238 + 20% Th

3.3% U235 + 66.7% U238 + 30% Th

3.3% U235 + 56.7% U238 + 40% Th

3.3% U235 + 46.7% U238 + 50% Th

3.3% U235 + 36.7% U238 + 60% Th

3.3% U235 + 26.7% U238 + 70% Th

3.3% U235 + 16.7% U238 + 80% Th

3.3% U235 + 6.7% U238 + 90% Th

3.3% U235 + 0% U238 + 96.7% Th

The results of these calculations are showed in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2 shows that below 28.000 MWD/t kinf of 0%Th mixed fuel is higher than the others. In
other words, below the 28.000 MWD/t there is no additional positive reactivity effect with
thorium content. Since the Th content increased, the U238 content is decreased and therefore
the production of Pu is decreased. Above 28.000 MWD/t, with same thorium content
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criticality can be achieved and additional burnup can be provided. This situation has also an
advantage of flattening the reactivity over the burnup cycle of a fuel bundle. Additional burnup
is enough and difference between the criticality values of 0% Th mixed fuel and the others are
significant. So, these cases can be used for core calculations where burnup level exceeds 28000
MWD/t.

Figure 3. shows that below 33.000 MWD/t kinf of 0% Th mixed fuel is higher than the others.
In other words, below the 33.000 MWD/t, there is no additional positive reactivity effect with
thorium content. Above 33.000 MWD/t and with some thorium content,. criticality can be
achieved and additional burnup can be provided. This situation has also an advantage of
flattening the reactivity over the burnup cycle of a fuel bundle. Additional burnup is enough
and the difference between the criticality values of 0% Th mixed fuel and the others are
significant. Therefore, these cases can be used for core calculations where burnup level
exceeds 33000 MWD/t.

In conclusion of these results, for 2.8% U235 and 3.3% U235 fissile uranium isotope contents,
it is observed that Th can be used effectively from neutronic point of view.

Material compositions versus burnup values are also calculated. These values can be seen in
Figure 4. Discussion of the figure showed that with 2.8% U235 and 3.3% U235 content and
30%, 50% and 70% Th compositions, reasonable core models can be formed. For these cases,
core models were formed, calculated and discussed in the next section.

1,65 T
Th% Content

0 10000 20000 30000 40000
Burnup(MWd/t)

50000 60000

Figure 2. 2.8% U235
fuel versus burnup

0% U238 + 97.2% Th to 2.8% U235 +97.2% U238 + 0% Th thoria
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Figure 3. 3.3% U235 + 0% U238 + 96.7% Th to 3.3% U235 + 96.7% U238 + 0% Th thoria
fuel versus burnup
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Figure 4. Change Of Fissile Material Weight Percents and Change of Pu isotopes and Pa233
weight percents vs. Burnup For (2.8% U235 + 67.2% U238 + 30%Th) Fuel .

Core Modeling

A quarter of core was modeled as four burnup zones with 25, 23, 23, and 24 fuel channels,
respectively. All structural materials were included except guide tubes for the adjusters, zone
controllers, shut-off rods, mechanical control absorbers, flux detectors and poison injection
nozzles. The lattice properties for reflector and all fuel zones are obtained by executing
WIMSD/4 computer code. The core was divided into four burnup regions, 25, 23, 23, and 24
fuel channels, respectively. The temperatures of the moderator, coolant and fuel were taken as
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73°C, 290°C and 936 °C, respectively. The moderator and coolant purity were assumed as
99.722 atom percent.

Acceptance criteria for core calculations are:

• Criticality must be greater than one
_• Power peaking factor (point power/average power) is low enough
• Reasonable burnup level must be achieved.
From lattice cell calculations, Cases 3, 5, 7, 13, 15, and 17 were selected for core modeling.

With these compositions, various core configurations were modeled. For all cases criticality,
power peaking factors and exit burnups were calculated. Results of these calculations showed
that maximum achievable exit burnup level can be 50000 MWD/t.

From these results, annual thorium and natural uranium consumption, required separative work
for enrichments, inventories and basically annual fuel costs are calculated, compared with
reference natural uranium fuel cycle and tabulated in Table 3.

1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of this study, as given in Table 4, are compared to the reference natural uranium
fuel cycle from the point of view of annual fuel consumption, required separative work for
enrichment, inventory, and annual fuel consumption cost. In this table, the maximum burnup
level is taken to be 50000 MWD/t. The best core configurations obtained are based on cases
3, 5, 7, 13, 15, and 17.

For listed fuel compositions, annual fuel consumption of different fuel compositions were
calculated to be 107, 105, 104, 123, 125, and 127 tons natural uranium per year, respectively.
As can be seen from these values, natural uranium consumption can be decreased down to 104
tons/year. For these cases, thorium consumption are 6, 10, 14, 6, 10, and 14 Th tons/year,
respectively. The cost of Th consumption is very low when compared to that of uranium,
because of the low unit cost of Th (20 Canadian $/kg)

Table 3. Basic Values of Economic Parameters for CANDU PHWR
(All costs are 1978 Canadian dollars) [4]

In annual fuel cost calculations, values in
Table 3. are used. These values are very
speculative, however. Commercial cost of
ThO2 is unknown. (U-Th)O2 CANDU
PHWR fuel is assumed to be 75 Canadian
$/kg HE. With these economic parameters,
annual fuel cost calculations are performed.

For above listed cases, annual fuel costs are 26065, 24493, 23338, 30031, 29353, 28803,
23541 xlO3Canadian $, respectively. Among these values, 23338 xl03Canadian $/y represents
the lowest achievable annual fuel cost for thorium cycle. This value compares to the natural
nranium fueled reference cycle case (0.711% U235 + 99.299% U238). These values are nearly
equal. This result shows that there is no advantage of using Once Through Thorium Fuel Cycle
versus the reference natural uranium fuel cycle. But Once Through Thorium Fuel Cycle still
competes with the natural uranium fueled reference cycle. However, other economic
parameters, especially investment costs have a dominant role. In the case of Once Through
Thorium Fuel Cycle, to attain the high burnup level of 50.000 MWD/t, some changes are
required in the fuel design. Therefore, the investment cost will be higher. The advantage of

Parameters
U3O8 Cost
ThO2 Cost
Seperative Work Cost
Natural UO2 fabrication cost
Enriched (U-Th)O2 fab. Cost
Conversion U3O8-UF6

value
117
20
100
55
75
5

unit
$/kg(U)
$/kg(Th)
$/kgSWU
$/kg(U)
$/kg(HE)
$/kg(U)
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Once Through Thorium Fuel Cycle is the significant U233 content in the spent fuel. It can be
recovered and used as fuel as well. If U233 can be reprocessed and used, this fuel cycle can be
considered as an alternative one.

Table 4. Comparison of Thorium fuel cycles in this study with natural uranium once-through
fuel cycle

Fuel Composition

Burnup (MWd/t)

Equilibrium Feed Fuel

2.8%U235
27.2%U238

70%Th

50000

(U+Th)O2

2.8%U235
47.2%U238

50%Th

50000

(U+Th)O2

2.8%U235
67.2%U238

30%Th

50000

(U+Th)O2

3.3%U235
26.7%U238

70%Th

50000

(U+Th)O2

3.3%U235
46.7%U238

50%Th

50000

(U+Th)O2

3.3%U235
66.7%U238

30%Th

50000

(U+Th)O2

0.7%U235
99.3%U238

0%Th

7500

UO2

Equilibrium Net Feed Rates for IGWe at 80% Load Factor
Equivalent Natural

Thorium (Mg Tli/a)
Seperative Work (kg

Annual fuel cost (xlO3 $/a)

107

6
89,6

26065

105

10
87,9

24493 .

104
14

91,0
23338

123
6

112,4
30031

125

10
114,3
29353

127

14

116,1
28803

133
0

0
23541

Inventories for lGWe at 80% Load Factor

Equivalent Natural

Thorium (Mg Th/a)
Seperative Work (kg

1 3

1060

61

2806

1469

138

1541

2422

315

992

1260
61

3363

1740

138

1873

2864

315

1227

140

0

0

CONCLUSION
Upon investigating the use of Once Through Thorium Fuel Cycle in CANDU reactors, we
concluded that:

The use of thorium is beneficial at only high burnup values (>20000 MWD/t). The optimized
cycle, that we propose, requires a burnup level of 50000 MWD/t. However, such high burnup
values require changes in the fuel design.

A reduction of 22 tonnes/y in natural uranium consumption can be achieved by using the
thorium cycle when compared to natural uranium cycle.

The reduction in the consumption of natural uranium is not enough to compete with the
slightly enriched uranium fuel cycle proposed for CANDU.

Therefore, unless reprocessing is employed or the purpose of the thorium cycle is to produce
U233 in the spent fuel, thorium can not be considered as a fuel for CANDU reactors.

In our study, we model the reactor core in two dimensions and ignoring the presence of any
reactivity control mechanism. For future works, we suggest a 3-D modeling of the core and we
believe that the effect of control mechanisms (especially when fabricated from fertile Th232)
should also be taken into account.
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COMMISSIONING EXPERIENCE

In 1995, before the reference plant to be commissioned, the installation of the simulator
equipment was done. Because the plant operating data were not available at that moment, a
decision was made to develop the simulator software based on the plant design documents
and when the reference plant data become available, the software of the simulator to be tuned
up. During 1996 and the first part of 1997"the CNTD provided the vendor (CAE Montreal)
with all the necessary documentation for software development. After one year the reference
plant operating data become available and the simulator vendor proceed to fine tune up the
already existing software. At the end of 1998, running a series of tests checked the simulator
fidelity.
The following is a list of the most important tests:
• Shutdown, including the complete cooldown of heat transport system and balance of

plant;
• Startup, including taking the reactor critical to full power operation of the turbine;
• Reactor trip and recovery;
• Turbine trip and recovery;
• Load rejection;
• Loss of control computers;
• Loss of boiler feedwater;
• Loss of condenser cooling water;
• Loss of instrument air;
• Loss of regulation;
• Loss of coolant events;
• Steam lines breaks;
• Loss of service water;
• Boiler tube leaks;
• Turbine on-load valve testing.
The task to verify that the simulator indeed matches the reference plant was not easy and time
consuming. For example a reactor trip is generating 25 to 30 printer pages of alarms in few
minutes. All those alarms together with the process variable response were very carefully
examined and a deficiency report filled for any alarm, parameter or process computer
automatic action whose response was incorrect or suspect.
Lesson learned:
• Ensure that the plant wiring diagrams are legible and up to date;
• Devote good full time operators to the commissioning team;
• Collect and categorize simulator response in small, readily usable packages;
• Collect detailed data for all plant responses and closely review them;
• Collect and process information on tank volumes and dimensions, elevations, valve types

and characteristics, pump and motor specifications and any other specific piece of
equipment required to be modeled.

SIMULATOR CAPABILITIES AND DEPTH OF MODELING

The Cernavoda NPP full scope simulator allow the operator to perform most of the plant
operations without detecting any significant deviation between the response seen on simulator
and the one observed in the real plant. In addition to this all the panel switches and
instrumentation are alive, unless they are intentionally deleted from the scope of simulation.
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The simulator instructor has control over a large number of manual valves, local or back panel
controller setpoints, fuse and disconnect switches position. The simulator also allows the
timing of, or the failure to perform the required action to be manipulated to add more realism
or to check the student's skills and any additional responses.
The simulator has over 5000 discreet malfunctions that can be activated at any time such as:
pipe rupture, panel device, annunciation, motor, transmitter and control overrides, failures,
trips, drifts or offsets. All the malfunctions can be set to develop in time, to any desired level,
to occur conditioned or not by other parameters or operator actions.
The Cernavoda NPP is monitoring over 2000 contact inputs and trending over 1500
parameters every 4ms. The simulator itself, in addition has over 80,000 different variables
that can be monitored that an operator would not have normally access to in the real plant
(temperatures, pressures, enthalpy's in any process system).
The simulator control room environment is different from the station in that there is not a
continuous coming and going of personnel and not nearly the differing demands for time are
placed on the operator. Physically however, the panels are identical and modeling of all
panels other than those for the fuelling machines is fairly accurate. All the models are good
representations of actual unit behaviour, both at steady state and during upsets as has been
verified by running the Acceptance Test Procedures and by exposure to experienced Control
Room Operators. The experience has shown that a large number of minor malfunctions do not
provide a significant training advantage. The value of the simulator is that it allows the
trainees to practice operations they can't readily do on operating unit, and if a malfunction
does not upset a system, the unit or required operator involvement, we find that we rarely use
it.

TRAINING PROGRAMS REQUIRING THE USE OF SIMULATOR

The Cernavoda NPP full-scope simulator provides the students with the opportunity to learn
and become proficient at using normal, abnormal and emergency operating procedures in a
real-time, realistic setting without interfering with normal plant operation.
One of the training programs established at Cernavoda Nuclear Training Department (CNTD)
is the Initial Authorization Training Program, which is the training given to the plant operator
selected for the position of Control Room Operator and Shift Supervisors. The Initial
Authorization Training Program consists of three main segments: Generals training, Specifics
training and Copiloting. During the Specifics Phase, Systems training courses and Simulator
demonstrations/practices that have been deemed as essential knowledge requirements for
Control Room Operators and Shift Supervisors are presented. The Specifics phase has a
duration of approximately 40 weeks, during which advanced system, control programs,
Romanian laws, Operating Principles & Policies, integrated plant operation, simulator
response to transients and Abnormal Plant Operating Procedures training is presented and
practiced.
The training using the simulator during the specifics phase is structured on two levels.
Simulator Level 1 training is individual system operation training oriented. During the
Simulator Level 1 training, the students basically are learning how to operate in normal and
abnormal conditions individual systems and system equipment.
Simulator Level 2 is integrated plant operation training orientated. During this training, the
operators are learning how to operate in normal, abnormal and emergency conditions the plant
as an entire.
The other training program established for Cernavoda NPP is the Refresher Training Program,
part of the Operator Continuing Training Program, which is the periodically training given to
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the previously authorised operating personnel. The training and the evaluation are conducted
both on a individual and on a team basis.
Both programs are tailored according with Systematic Approach to Training concept.

CONDUCT OF TRAINING

The effectiveness~Df the simulator training is dependent upon many factors such as the degree
of realism that is maintained during the exercises, the degree of resemblance between the
simulator and the plant in response and physical layout, quality of the exercises and
supporting training materials, quality of the instruction and the frankness of students and
instructors during the exercises and the amount of the training time provided.

Preparing to conduct simulator training

The simulator instructors are assembling and review the simulator exercise guides and their
associated classroom lesson plans before they are used for training. The simulator exercise
guide is a tool used by the instructor to guide the conduct of simulator training. During the
preparation phase, the simulator instructors are verifying that the reference documents and
procedures are current with the latest revisions, the performance objectives, established during
the training needs analysis are still achieved by the scenarios and the conditions and
malfunctions used in scenarios are still appropriate for the exercises. Also a simulator-
reference plant deviation assessment is performed to determine if any deviation exists and if it
has any impact on the actions to be taken by the operator. To achieve that a set of parameters
are evaluated namely:

a) The human-system interface required for normal, abnormal, or emergency procedures;
b) The differences in performing the task in the simulator versus performing the task in the

reference unit control room;
c) The differences in operator cues, auditory and visual information presented to the

operator, and the critical decisions and actions required of the operator,
d) The function of the equipment and the potential for impacting reference unit safety,

tripping the reference unit, or damaging the reference unit equipment;
e) The differences required by the team response to normal, abnormal or emergency actions;
f) Review of operational experience to identify the potential for operator error or the

necessity for reinforcement of the skills required for the task.

Another activity that is performed for ensuring a successfully exercise is the verification, prior
the exercise, of the status of the simulator hardware and software modifications and if they
have any training impact. Also the simulator instructors are preparing themselves for
discussions, demonstrations or role-playing noted in the instructor activity section of the
exercise guides.
Some of the simulator exercises are supported by the classroom presentations where
knowledge objectives are mainly reinforced. A good practice that is used at CNTD is that the
classroom session is held in the simulator main control room. That gives the opportunity to
the simulator instructors to point out directly panel devices, hand controllers, trends and
barcharts, etc.
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Student/instructor interaction

Instructor interaction with student may vary from low to high involvement. During the initial
authorization training, the instructor involvement is high, demonstrating and coaching proper
performance and correcting improper performance and misconceptions.
During the refresher training the instructor involvement is lower to allow the students to
demonstrate their abilities to conduct the evolutions.

Pre-exercise briefing

Any simulator exercise begin with a pre-exercise briefing that includes an overview of the
scenario, any role player involved in exercise, any simulator modifications / problems that
may impact the training. The simulator instructor is stressing for professionalism, realism, use
of procedures and emergency notifications, etc.
The pre-exercise briefing ends up with a shift turnover consisting of plant conditions,
evolutions in progress, planned evolutions, equipment out of service, maintenance in progress,
etc.

Conducting the exercises

For a successful training a realistic control room atmosphere is maintained by using role
players, copies of the plant operating procedures, flowsheets, etc.
Usually the exercises are allowed to progress until the performance objectives are achieved. If
the trainee is unable to diagnose or respond effectively to the scenario, the instructor is
freezing the simulator and an exercise critique is initiated to clarify the situations that caused
the confusion.

Post - exercise critiques

To have an efficient critique, the simulator instructor should use adequate monitoring
techniques and accurate written notes related to any good or bad demonstrated performance.
The immediate feedback is beneficial because the student's actions are fresh in their minds,
and they will use the critique to improve their future performance.
Care is taken during the critique not to frustrate the candidates so their future performance
will be affected.

Student evaluation

Individual and team performance is evaluated regularly using the simulator in order to
identify student performance deficiencies and to verify that the training was effective.
During initial authorization training, a formal evaluation on the simulator is the final part of
the authorization process. It is made of a practical exam that at it turn consists of five
segments. Three static and two dynamic scenario should be acceptable performed by each
candidate in order to obtain the license to operate.
For the already authorized operators in refreshing / requalification training, the ability of each
operator and the crew to cope with normal, abnormal and emergency situations are formally
evaluated at the end of each training cycle (once at two years). Each operator and his crew as
a whole is evaluated against a set of standards in the following areas:
• Monitoring
• Diagnosis and decision making;
• Initial actions;
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• Procedural compliance;
• Communication;
• Control Room and Field Resource Familiarity
• Team work.
The evaluation is conducted to observe the actual performance of the candidates and the
exercise is allowed to progress to its natural outcome. If the candidate has chosen an incorrect
course of actions and the situation created is unrecoverable the exercise is stopped and the
consequences analyzed.
Any unsatisfactory performance in one of the above areas is remediate before the crew or the
individual returns to the main control room responsibilities.

CONCLUSIONS

Training using the full-scope simulator became a requirement for Cernavoda NPP operators
and during the last two years, a number of twenty operators were qualified as control room
operators and shift supervisors. In addition to that the importance of the training on simulator
arises from the fact that the training is mostly related to plant transients / accidents that in real
life may never happens, but the operator should be always prepared for the worst. The
simulator is not used only for operator training / qualification but also for testing new
procedures or modifications to the existing procedures before they are implemented in the
reference plant.
Its value in the training programs is very much dependent on how well it represents the real
plant and on the credibility of the instructors who train individuals. Regarding the credibility
of the instructors, it is essential that the training staff include a basic complement of people
who have been authorized on the real unit. They are proven as capable operators,
understanding the operator's job and its problems, how the station interfaces with the
distribution system and they are interested in training operators. Experience has shown that is
extremely difficult to use the simulator as an effective training device unless it accurately
represents the real unit and is staffed by instructors who have operated the real unit.
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Abstract of paper

Mochovce NPP consists of four reactor units of WWER 440/V213 type and it is located in
the south-middle part of Slovakia. At present first unit operated and the second one under the
construction finishing. As these units represent second generation of WWER reactor design,
the additional safety measures (SM) were implemented to enhance operational and nuclear
safety according to the recommendations of performed international audits and operational
experience based on exploitation of other similar units (as Dukovany and J. Bohunice NPPs).
These requirements result into a number of SMs grouped according to their purpose to reach
recent international requirements on nuclear and operational safety. The paper presents the
bases used for safety measures establishing including their grouping into the comprehensive
tasks covering different areas of safety goals as well as structural organization of a project
management of including participating companies and work performance. More, results are
given regarding contribution of selected SMs to the total core damage frequency decreasing.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is known that to finish Mochovce NPP construction a list of SMs was created to improve
plant operational safety and reliability. The SMs list was based on WWER 440/V213 (J.
Bohunice and Dukovany) operational experience and different international audits performed
directly on the site. Below are given the most important documents as the result of audits and
recommendations to satisfy the international requirements on nuclear safety and operational
reliability.

1. Mission for safety improvements checking on Mochovce NPP, IAEA WWER-SC-102,
September 1994

2. Safety improvements evaluation for Mochovce NPP rev. 16, Risk audit report, IPSN/GRS,
December 1994

I. SAFETY MEASURE LIST

The list of Safety Measure Technical Specifications was originally prepared by VUJE Trnava
Inc. together with Mochovce utility to give comprehensive overview of the work to be done.
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The final result represents a product covering all areas of the plant design including different
types of analyses, operational procedures, data collection and information flows as well as
monitoring of plant influence on environment and post accident management.
To close contracts with different suppliers technical specifications of SMs were converted into
SM contracts. Different items were grouped into the areas of technical interest with the precise
definition of SM interfaces and information flows. SMs represent one part of the all work to be
done on the site covering analytical and design work and ̂ supporting designers, suppliers and
constructors activities. The major part of the work was performed before plant construction
finishing and start-up to power operation. Final list of subcontractors consists of the main
Slovak companies SE Inc., VUJE-Trnava Inc., VUEZ-Tlmace, Germany company Siemens,
France company FRAMATOME, Czech companies SKODA-Prague, SKODA-Plzen,
Energoprojekt-Prague and selected Russia companies. Siemens and FRAMATOME created
consortium EUCOM working mainly under Germany budget. The list of SMs is presented
below according to areas of common technical background:

A. GENERAL

G01: Classification of components

G02: Qualification of equipment

G03: Reliability analysis of safety class 1 and
2 system

A. REACTOR CORE

RC01: Prevention of uncontrolled boron dilution

A. SYSTEM INTEGRITY

CI01: RPV embrittlement and its monitoring
CI03: Primary pipe whip restrains
CI05: SG tubes integrity

A. SYSTEMS

SOI: Primary circuit cold overpressure
protection
S03: Reactor coolant pump seal cooling
system
S05: ECCS sump screen blocking risk
S07: ECCS heat exchanger integrity

S09: Feedwater supply vulnerability
S11: SG relief valves performance at low
pressure
S13: SG level control valves qualification on
water flow
S15: Essential service water system
SI7: Hydrogen removal system

CI02: Non-destructive testing
CI04: Steam collector integrity
CI06: SG feedwater distribution integrity

S02: Mitigation of a SG primary collector
break
S04: PORV and PSRVs qualification for
water flow
S06: ECCS suction line integrity
S08: Power operated valves on the ESSC
injection lines
S10: SG relief valves qualification for valves
SI2: Emergency feedwater make-up
procedure
S14: Primary circuit venting under accident
conditions
SI6: Main control room ventilating system
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A. I&C

I&C01: I&C reliability I&C02: Safety system actuation design
I&CO3: Review of reactor scram initiating I&C04: Physical and functional separation of
signals main and emergency control room
I&C05: Mechanical equipment condition I&C06: Primary circuit diagnostic systems
monitoring ~~ _
I&C07: Reactor vessel head leak monitoring I&C08: Accident monitoring instrumentation
system
I&C09: Technical support centre I&C 10: Water chemistry control and

monitoring
I&C11: Changing of HINDUKUS and VK3

A. ELECTRIC SYSTEMS

E101: Start-up logic for the emergency E102: Diesel generators reliability
diesels
E103: Protection signals of emergency diesel E104: On-site power supply accident
generators management
E105: Emergency battery discharge time E106: Reliability of outside top transformer
E107: Reliability of common top transformer
system

A. CONTAINMENT

CONT01: Bubbler condenser strength response (max. pressure difference) under LOCA
CONT02: Bubbler condenser thermodynamic response
CONT03: Containment leak rates
CONT04: Maximum pressure differences on walls between compartments of hermetic boxes
CONT05: Containment peak pressure & activation of sub-atmospheric pressure after blow-
down
CONT06: Experimental verification of thermodynamic phenomena and of BC under LOCA

A. INTERNAL HAZARDS

IH01: Systematic fire hazards analysis IH02: Fire prevention
IH03: Fire detection IH04: Extinguishing
IH05: Mitigation of fire effects IH06: Systematic flooding analysis
IH07: Turbine missiles IH08: Internal hazards due to high energy

pipe breaks
IH09: Heavy load drop

A. EXTERNAL HAZARDS

EH01: Seismic design EH02: Analysis of plant specific natural
external

EH03: Man induced external events
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A. ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

AA01: Scope and methodology of accident analysis
AA02: QA of plant data used in accident analysis
AA03: Computer code and plant model validation
AA04: Availability of accident analysis results for supporting plant operations
AA05: Main steam line break
AA06: Overcooling transients related to pressurized thermal shock
AA07: Steam generator collector rupture
AA08: Accidents under low power and shutdown (LPS) conditions
AA09: Severe accidents
AA10: Probabilistic safety assessments (PSA)
AA11: Boron dilution accidents
AA12: Spent fuel cask drop accidents
AA13:ATWS

A. OPERATION

OP01: Procedures for normal operation OP02: Emergency operating procedures
OP03: Limits and conditions OP04: Safety culture
OP05: Experience feedback OP06: Quality assurance program
OP07: Data and document management OP08: Philosophy on use of procedures
OP08: Philosophy on use of procedures OP09: Communication system
OP 10: Radiation protection and monitoring OP11: Emergency centre

I. ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY MEASURES ON THE BASES OF PSA MODELS

Detail Level 1 FPSA for Mochovce unit 1 was performed to present contribution of
implemented SMs from the above list to the core damage frequency (CDF) decreasing. Three
statutes of Mochovce plant up-grades were considered for power level 1 PSA model
performance as follows:

1. The first PSA model was prepared for Mochovce unit 1 status before SMs implementation
(original plant design) considering old event oriented emergency operating procedures
without "feed & bleed" procedure. "Feed & bleed" procedure was finally considered as
well to show positive contribution of this reactor core cooling and residual heat removal
procedure to the total core damage frequency.

2. The second PSA model was prepared for Mochovce unit 1 status after the unit start-up
including implemented SMs and new EO EOPs considering "feed & bleed" procedure (EO
EOP - HP201). This model represent unit 1 status during the first year of its' operation.

3. The third PSA model was realised for Mochovce unit 1 status after the unit first refuelling
including all implemented SMs and considering its' operation under SB EOPs which were
trained by operators one year before their implementation.
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ANALYSIS OF BENEFIT OF SAFETY MEASURES FROM THE RISK DECREASE
POINT OF VIEW

SMs analysed by the Mochovce FPSA model are presented below. The list of the considered
initiating events is given below in the table below. This list of initiating events is the same for
all analyse PSA models as it was presented above.

RVR

L6
L5

L4

L3
L2

LI
PSL

IFSL

PLOCA
SGTR

2TG
IRT

LMF
LMF(FWHB)

LMF(FWTB)

LOF6
LOCW

RAT
SHB
SLBI
SLBO

LOP
FIRE-490

1.00E-6

6.70E-5
8.00E-5

1.50E-4

1.50E-4
5.50E-4

1.15E-3
3.10E-4

5.00E-4

1.00E-4

8.90E-4
3.80E-1
1.80E-1

9.20E-2

1.40E-3

1.60E-3

1.40E-1

1.20E-1
2.00E-2
1.40E-3
1.3OE-3

9.00E-4
3.10E-2*

6.20E-2

Reactor vessel rupture

Large LOCA (300 - 500 mm)
Large LOCA (200 - 300 mm)
Medium LOCA (100 - 200 mm)

Medium LOCA (60 - 100 mm)

Medium LOCA (20 - 60 mm)
Small LOCA (0 - 20 mm)

Pressuriser steam LOCA

Interfacing system LOCA

Interfacing pool LOCA

Steam generator tube rupture
Both TG trip
Inadvertent reactor trip

Loss of main feedwater

Main feedwater header break

Feedwater tank break

Loss of four or more MCPs
Loss of circulating cooling water
Reactivity addition transient

Steam header break
Steam line break inside confinement

Steam line break outside confinement
Loss of offsite power

Fire in the TG hall

RESULTS OF PRE-MODIFICATION STATUS

The results of the first pre-modification phase of PSA modelling are presented for two basic
cases: without and with the consideration the primary "feed & bleed" operation. In the second
case non-qualified pressurizer safety valves would be used for "feed & bleed" given total loss
of primary to secondary side heat removal.

Results without the Consideration of the Primary "feed & bleed" Operation
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Using the PSA model, the following mean core damage frequency was calculated without
consideration the primary "feed & bleed" operation:

1.03E-3 y '
Selected contribution of initiating events, categories of basic events and systems to the core
damage frequency is presented below:

Contribution of Initiating Events ~
Main feedwater header break LMF(FWHB) 30.19%
Fire in the TG hall (FIRE-490) 25.15%
Steam header break (SHB) 21.75%
Steam line break outside confinement (SLBO) 13.98%
Loss of circulating cooling water (LOCW) 3.60%
Loss of offsite power (LPO) 1.38%
Loss of main feedwater (LMF) 0.93%
Other events 3.02%

Contribution of Basic Event Categories
Post trip operator actions are represented in cut sets that account for 33.9% of the total CDF.
The partial contributions are the following:
an operator fails to initiate the EFW system 32.1%
no manual fire suppression in the TG hall 26.2%
an operator fails to initiate demi-water 1 MPa system 2.6%

Another important categories of primary events are the following:
turbine hall effect 65.8%
hardware failure 2.8%
common cause failures 1.4%

Contribution of Systems
The importance of system contribution to the core damage frequency is following:
Emergency feedwater system 32.3%
Demi-water system lMPa 2.8%
Auxiliary feedwater system 1.9%
Low pressure injection system 1.2%

Results with the Consideration of the Primary "feed & bleed" Operation

The mean core damage frequency is:
6.54E-5 y ' .

The next part of the section presents the contribution of initiating events, categories of primary
events and systems to the core damage frequency.

Contribution of Initiating Events
Main feedwater header break LMF(FWHB) 22.17%
Fire in the TG hall (FIRE-490) 19.11%
Steam header break (SHB) 15.90%
Steam line break outside confinement (SLBO) 10.26%
Small LOCA (L2) 8.53%
Interfacing LOCA (1FSL) 7.31%
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Small LOCA (LI) 3.90%
Loss ofoffsite power (LOP) 3.55%
Loss of circulating cooling water (LOCW) 2.74%
Medium LOCA (L3) 2.34%
Interfacing LOCA into the refuelling pool (PLOCA) 1.56%
Other events 2.63%

Contribution of Basic Event Categories
Post trip operator actions are represented in cut sets that account for 95.8% of the total CDF.
The partial contributions are the following:
an operator fails to initiate "feed & bleed" 55.4%
an operator fails to prevent overflow of LPSI tanks 35.4%
an operator fails to initiate the EFWS 23.4%

Another important categories of primary events are the following:
turbine hall effect 48.6%
common cause failures 4.4%
hardware failure 3.6%

Contribution of Systems
The importance of system contributions to the core melt frequency is following:
Primary circuit ("feed & bleed") 55.5%
Low pressure injection system 35.6%
Emergency feed water system 23.6%

RESULTS OF POST-MODIFICATION STATUS WITH EO EOPs

The results of the first post-modification phase of PSA modelling are presented in this section.
The mean core damage frequency is:

L91E-5 y-'.
The next part of the section presents the contribution of the initiating events, categories of
basic events and systems to the core damage frequency.

TABLE: Contribution of initiating events to the total core damage frequency

Imitating
event

FIRE-490
SGTR

LOP

LOCW

LMF(FWHB)
LMF(FWTB)
SHB
LMF

IFSL

Description

Fire in the turbine hall
Steam generator tube rupture

Loss of offsite power
Loss of circulating cooling water

Main feedwater header break
Main feedwater tank rupture

Steam header break
Loss of feedwater - all main feedwater
pumps trip
Interfacing LOCA

9.66E-06

2.14E-06
2.11E-06

1.39E-06

7.05E-07
6.30E-07

4.72E-07
3.90E-07

3.72E-07

% of total
C0

fFe«j«ency
5<*.5S%

11.05%

2.47%

tss%
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Illllllllj
liiiMilili
mmrnmmmmmm
PSL Pressurizer steam LOCA 3.58E-07
Others 9.35E-07 4.64%

Contribution of Basic Event Categories

Post trip operator actions are represented in cut sets that account for 83.9% of the total CDF.

The main contributions are the following:

an operator fails to initiate the EFW system 71.7%
an operator fails to initiate primary bleed and feed 69.9%
no manual fire suppression in the TG hall 50.8%
an operator fails to isolate the SGTR 7.6%

Another important categories of primary events are the following:

hardware failure 33.3%
common cause failures 14.4%
turbine hall effect 5.6%

Contribution of Systems

The importance of system contribution to the total core damage frequency is the following:

Emergency feedwater system 72.3%
Primary circuit 70.1%
Emergency power supply of category II 23.6%
High pressure injection system 6.7%
Demi-water 1 MPa system 6.0%
Intermediate cooling system of ECCS 5.4%
Auxiliary feedwater system 5.1%

RESULTS OF POST-MODIFICATION STATUS WITH SB EOPs

The mean core damage frequency is:
9.73E-7 y"1.

The next part of the section presents the contribution of the initiating events, categories of
primary events and systems to the core damage frequency.

llliiliiiiliii
L5
LI

IFSL
SGTR

illliiiiiilli
Large LOCA (200-300 mm)
Small LOCA (0-20 mm)
Interfacing LOCA
Steam generator tube rupture

1.86E-07
1.73E-07
1.03E-07
1.02E-07

mmmmmmm
17,78%
10.59%
10,48%
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Initialing
event

L6
L2
LOP
PSL
RAT
SHB
Others

Large LOCA (300-500 mm)
Medium LOCA (20-60 mm)
Loss of offsite power
Pressuriser steam LOCA
Reactivity addition transient
Steam header break

9.40E-08
8.27E-08
5.78E-08
4.66E-08
2.88E-08
2.42E-08
7.49E-08

%af total €D
frequency

SS4%
4.79%

2.49%

Contribution of Basic Event Categories
The hardware failures are represented in cut sets that account for 95.4% of the total CDF. The
main contributions are from:
common cause failures of ECCS intermediate cooling system 35.5%
single failures of intermediate cooling system of ECCS 18.2%
single failures of low pressure injection system 10.9%
single failures of engineering safety fast actuating system 9.3%
common cause failures low pressure injection system 6.6%
single failures of emergency feed water system 5.4%
common cause failures of confinement spray system 5.0%
common cause failures of essential el. power supply of category 2 4.9%
single failures of core flooding system 4.8%

Another important categories of primary events are the following:
human errors 25.6%
common cause failures 55.6%
turbine hall effect 3.3%

Contribution of Systems
The importance of system contribution to the core melt frequency is the following:
Intermediate cooling system of ECCS 54.3%
Low pressure injection system 19.5%
Engineering safety fast actuating system 9.5%
Emergency feedwater system 9.3%
Confinement spray system 7.8%
Essential el. power supply of category 2 6.6%
Core flooding system 5.5%
Bubble condenser 4.8%
High pressure injection system 4.7%
Reactor protection system 4.5%
Steam removal system 4.3%
Primary circuit (pressurizer, MIVs, MCPs) 3.9%

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented above shows very transparently that the preparation, evaluation,
selection and implementation of presented safety measures list to enhance Mochovce safety
level based on the different international audits and missions and considering operational
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experience of VEER reactors substantially contribute to the VVER reactor safety. In the
combination with SB EOPs implementation into the plant operation they shift plants with
VVER reactors into comparable position with western designed NPPs regarding operational
and nuclear safety.
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ABSTRACT

At the request of member states, the IAEA organized the preparation of a report
"Methodology for Qualification of In-Service Inspection Systems for WWER NPPs". This
report was prepared in the framework of the Extrabudgetary Program on the Safety of WWER
and RBMK NPPs and published in March 1998. Furthermore, recognizing the high priority of
the related issues to improve the overall level of In-service Inspection and to use advanced
Non-destructive Testing methods, IAEA has approved the Technical Co-operation regional
project RER/4/020 on "Advanced NDT of Primary Circuit Components of WWER NPPs" for
the years 1997 to 2000. This project has been proposed by Croatian and Bulgarian
Governments while the Republic of Croatia itself has offered the country's capability
(equipment of its facilities and experience on WWER 440/1000 ISI activities) to support the
Europe regional activities.

From 1997-1999, seven one-week regional workshops organized by IAEA were held in
several countries and three more are planned in 2000. In response to recommendations made
by participants of the member states and workshops evaluations it is commonly accepted by
all Parties involved that qualification of In-service inspection system for NPP's is a crucial
step. For that reason a Pilot Study on the application of the IAEA guidelines "Methodology
for Qualification of In-Service Inspection Systems for WWER NPPs" using a real power plant
component was organized.

The Pilot Study started during 1998 presents a major part of the Technical Co-operation
regional project RER/4/020. It is an important step to the general application of the guidelines
for other components of nuclear power plant. A key feature of the Pilot Study is that it is
based upon a real component, which will bring actual data, and procedures that ultimately
may be used at the pilot plant.

In this article an overview of the on going IAEA TC Project RER/4/020 on "Advanced NDT
of primary Circuit Components of WWER NPPs" is given and participation of the Republic
of Croatia through INETEC-Institute for Nuclear Technology as well.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Integrity of primary circuit is fundamental for the safe operation of any nuclear power
plant (NPP). In-service inspection (ISI) in general terms and, in particular, non-
destructive tests (NDT) play a key role in maintaining circuit integrity. Usage of
advanced NDT methods and techniques are essential for detection and sizing flaws as
input for component integrity assessment. -

The main problem of the WWER operators is that supplier did not provide appropriate
methodology, criteria and equipment for planning, organization and implementation of
the ISI activity of these plants. The countries in the region have had to develop their own
capabilities. These reflect the existing differences among their economic, financial and
social conditions.

At the request of member states, the IAEA organized the preparation of a report
"Methodology for Qualification of In-Service Inspection Systems for WWER NPPs".
This report was prepared in the framework of the Extrabudgetary Program on the Safety
of WWER and RBMK NPPs and published in March 1998. Furthermore, recognizing the
high priority of the ISI related issues to improve the overall level of ISI and to use
advanced NDT methods, IAEA has approved the Technical Co-operation (TC) regional
project RER/4/020 on "Advanced NDT of Primary Circuit Components of WWER
NPPs" for the years 1997 to 2000. This project has been proposed by Croatian and
Bulgarian Governments while the Croatian Government itself has offered the country's
capability (equipment of its facilities and experience on WWER 440/1000 ISI activities)
to support the Europe regional activities.

Following publication/guidelines and TC Project the member states further requested the
IAEA to set up a several workshops. Also, as a crucial phase of all activities was to set up
a Pilot Study in order to investigate the practical aspects of using guidelines i.e. to
simulate the qualification process for a real NPP component, using real ISI vendor, using
real qualification body, and in a real regulatory environment.

2. PROJECT ACTIVITIES

The overall goal of the regional TC Project is to improve the safety, reliability and
availability of WWERs through more reliable information provided by ISI using
advanced NDT. The main objectives of the Project have been defined as follows:

• to facilitate the transfer of technology as well as exchange of information and
experience in the application of advanced NDT methods;

• to improve the quality of ISI through human resources development, inspection
qualification and integration of advanced quality assurance (QA) system in current
organizations;

• to improve the reliability and availability of the main components operation through
the more reliable information provided by the ISI using advanced NDT;
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to encouraged WWER operating countries to coordinate and optimize their
qualification related initiatives and resources and to develop qualification

• to
qi
infrastructures.

In-the years 1997 to 2000, according to the Project work plan, seven one-week regional
workshops were held. The topics of these workshops were:

• Basic Elements of ISI Programme Planning and Implementation; 26-30 May, 1997-
Zagreb, Croatia

• Performance Demonstration of UT and ET Systems; 25-28 November, 1997- Zagreb,
Croatia

• Discrimination and Sizing Methods and Techniques; 10-14 April 1998-Madrid, Spain

• Qualification of NDT Systems-A Practical Approach; 18-22 January, 1999-Zagreb,
Croatia

• Steam Generator Degradation and Inspection; 14-18 June, 1999-Saint Denis, France

• Optimization of ISIProgram of Primary Circuit Components; 6-10 September, 1999-
Bratislava, Slovak Republic

• ISI Effectiveness Improvement through Inspection Qualification; 21-25 February,
2000-Kozloduy, Bulgaria

The regional workshops to be held in 2000 are as follows:

• Internal and External Inspection of RPV; 12-16 June, 2000-Zagreb, Croatia

• Evaluation of NDT Results for Remaining Life Assessment; 26-30 June, 2000-Brno,
Czech Republic

• Steam Generators Tube Integrity; 30 October-3 November, 2000, Kalinin, Russian
Federation

Generally speaking the participants of these workshops have been representatives of
utilities/NPPs, ISI vendors, qualification bodies and regulatory authorities from the
countries of the Eastern Europe region. The workshops, never the less, have been
structured to experts presentations, national reports provided by participants, round table
discussions and demonstration of the NDT equipment, methods and techniques. Experts
were selected from EU, Russian Federation, USA, and Croatia and from the host
countries where the workshops took the place. The national reports are considered of the
great importance reflected the status and pointed out strengths and weakness of the
subject area in the participating countries.

Based on gained experience through the above mentioned workshops i.e. discussion,
proposals made by participants of the member states, workshops evaluations performed
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by IAEA responsible officer and experts as well, it is commonly accepted by all Parties
involved that qualification of ISI systems for NPPs is a crucial step.

In response to suggestions and/or recommendations from participating countries and
based on workshops evaluation a Pilot Study on the application of the IAEA guidelines
"Methodology for Qualification of In-Service Inspection Systems for WWER NPPs"
using a real power plant component was organized.

The objective of the Pilot Study is to test this Methodology and is an important step to
general application of the IAEA guidelines to other components and other plants. It is
expected that through the lessons learned the Pilot Study will be incorporated into a Good
Practices guideline document for ISI program planning and will, if required, provide
recommendations for revisions to the IAEA report-"Methodology for Qualification of In-
Service Inspection Systems for WWER NPPs" i.e. qualification process and its relation
with the qualification dossier as presented in Figure 1.

There are 20 units from the WWER-1000 type of reactor in operation and 7 in under
construction in the region. In order to make the Pilot Study deal with realistic issues it
was preferable that wherever practical actual data and information from an operating
WWER-1000 NPPs would be used. In response, personnel from the National Electric
Company of Bulgaria agreed to provide the necessary input information from the
Kozloduy NPP, Unit #5 Reactor Pressure Vessel, and Weld #3.

As in other countries, the motivation for this work lies in the desire for a systematic
approach to demonstrating ISI capabilities in NPPs. In many instances, plant operators do
not possess sufficient information on design margins, operative damage mechanisms,
loading, component geometry, and materials, to develop a technically sound and
economical ISI qualification program. This difficulty is made more complex by the lack
of acceptance standards, codes, and criteria for performing ISI and evaluating ISI
findings. Accordingly by implementation of IAEA guidelines the Pilot Study provides an
opportunity for organizations wishing to implement a systematic approach to deal with
such issues.

A Project Team led by the IAEA was set up with members representing; Kozloduy NPP,
Bulgarian National Safety Authority, Gidropress as Main Designer, Independent
Qualification Body, and Inetec as ISI vendor provided the relevant input information. To
facilitate the assembly of the information and to provide expert assistance during the
Project including the preparation of the Pilot Study Technical Specification the IAEA
placed a contract with Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI).

Assembly of the information started in 1998 and a draft technical specification was issued
to the project members and others to review during the early part of 1999. Comments
received have been considered and where possible incorporated into Technical
Specification. It is expected the Technical Specification will be the first of a number of
documents, which provide a practical insight into the use of the IAEA Methodology for
Qualification of ISI Systems for WWER NPPs.

Beside the Technical Specification preparation by EPRI as described above, the EPRI
NDE Center has reviewed INETEC Procedure for Ultrasonic Examination of WWER-
1000 RPV Shell Welds ISP-UT-02-E, 1999. In general the review determined the
procedure includes the most items required by IAEA Methodology. The missing items
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have been brought to the attention of INETEC and they will be incorporated to the
procedure on completion of the remaining qualification activities. The EPRI NDE Center
therefore recommends to the Pilot Study Team that INETEC Procedure is ready for
qualification following certain assumptions and/or available data received in meantime as
for example is target defect size to be defined by Gidropress.

Furthermore, at this stage it is concluded that it is possible to show the advanced
techniques in the INETEC Procedure are capable of reliably detecting and sizing defects
at least equal to or larger than the preliminary target flaw size. This statement is based
upon EPRI experience with similar procedure where it has been previously demonstrated
that crack type defect of target flaw size can be detected and correctly rejected with a
very high level of reliability.

3. PROJECT/PILOT STUDY ACTIVITIES IN 2000

Referring to the Figure 1 of IAEA Methodology the next stage is organizing simulation
of an independent Qualification Body to established the Qualification Procedure which
consists of the:

• preparing a Technical Justification for the NDE Procedure to be performed jointly by
INETEC/EPRI. The Technical Justification in the context of IAEA Qualification
Methodology means;

• "The documented evidence which supports the assessment of the proposed NDT
system capabilities justifying selection of the essential parameters. The extent of
practical trials needed."

• citing of relevant evidence

• complementing and extending practical trail results

• providing the basis for designing effective test piece trails

• providing basis for selecting essential parameters

• available evidence

• assessment of the Procedure capability

• practical trials (open and/or blind)

• evaluation of qualification results

"The qualification procedure will be produced by the inspection organization and
submitted to the Qualification Body. The Qualification Body will review it assessing the
completeness and soundness of the technical justification and specifying the
administrative details to carry out the necessary practical trials including their
invigoration requirements".
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4. CONCLUSION

A brief survey of the current status of ISI practice in the Eastern European region shows
that while there are variations in the progress of establishment national qualification
infrastructures, there are generally encouraging signs.

In consideration of the available time, financial resources, availability of established
qualification organization and in some cases technical precedents that were anticipated, it
was resolved the Pilot Study should be considered a simulation of the qualification of
NDT system (equipment, procedures, personnel) for ISI. It should also be noted the
purpose of the Pilot Study is not to endorse or qualify any specific organization or ISI
program and most importantly should only be as examples of the information that may be
required in order to develop an ISI program.

At the moment IAEA intend to close regional Project RER/4/020 at the end of 2000 what
is a common practice. However due to very high interest regarding this Project including
several countries operating PWR plants as well, it is decided to establish new regional
project for 2001-2004 titled "Primary Circuit Component Integrity Assessment". The
overall objective of the new Project is to contribute to the improvement of the safe and
reliable operation of primary circuit components. The specific objectives are to facilitate
transfer of technology and exchange of information and experience on structural integrity
assessment, to improve reliability of assessment of remaining life of components and to
co-ordinate and facilitate national efforts to establish ISI qualification infrastructure, and
to carry out qualification.

The Republic of Croatia participation, through INETEC, in the Project RER/4/020
"Advanced NDT of Primary Circuit Components" was highly appreciated by IAEA. The
INETEC already spent from 1997-1999 113,000.00 US$, and in 2000 INETEC will
further contribute with more than 70,000.00 US$ regarding this Project.
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Abstract

The paper presents some considerations concerning the need of comparations

between equipment performance proven by test and the service experience in Cernavoda.

Nuclear Plant.

Service performance data obtain partly from service failures (failures times)

and partly from service experience without failure (running times) can be statistically

analyzed to obtain predictions of the number of failures of unfailed units in specified period of

time, means time to first failure, means time of median failure, a.s.o.

These informations can be used during the operation of Nuclear Power Plant to

estimate when a equipment should be replaced with a new one in order to prevent getting to

the life end point.
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Introduction

Maintenance is an extremely important factor for Nuclear Power Plant.

The maintenance optimization through reliability was launched for nuclear

plant maintenance with it's prime goal: to reduce the costs of preventive maintenance.

The aims is to contribute to defining preventive maintenance program through

the use of:

• Reliability data

• Available feedback on nuclear plant components

• A specific logic in selection of maintenance tasks

The maintenance optimization through reliability was organized into four main

stages, (see figure 1) A through knowledge of failure and deterioration mechanisms is require

to analyze critical failures (critical in maintenance terms) and select maintenance tasks. This

through knowledge can only be obtained through analysis and investigation feedback.

The maintenance optimization through reliability follows a logical four stages

which can be broken down as follow:

• Identification of critical components, wherein a failure can have a direct

impact on plant safety or availability, or can result in costly damage

• For each of these components, identification of the modes and causes of

significant failures

• Selections of maintenance tasks which can prevent significant failures or

reduce their frequency

• Analysis of operation feedback collected for each components

Investigations into the data contained in various feedback files, followed by

statistical processing and reliability calculations, make it possible to:

• Define the causes of the failures and deteriorations found

• Estimate the associated failure rate and calculate how this failure rate will

vary with the age of the component
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Figure 1

The maintenance optimization through reliability process
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Method of analyzing feedback

The method of analyzing feedback data can be seen condensed in figure 2.

Failure file Maintenance
records

Events file Other files

Access to data required

Knowledge

Investigation and validation of sheets

Staff stkal ptme$$in%$(i& reliability
calculations''

Definitions of samples

Reliability parameter (failures and deteriorations)
• Models
• Failure rates
• Trends

Figure 2

The procedure to analyze feedback information and studies carried out to improve methods
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The first step aimed to identify, define and locate the data used. The study was

carried out to determine compatibility with the concepts used in current recording methods

applied to collect feedback data from sites.

The identification of feedback data requires data about system and its

components, data about equipment and its functional subassembly, data about failures/

deterioration and its severity, the cause of the failure, the equipment condition, position and

unavailability time, the initial task, the action and the summary of the intervention.

The aims of data acquisition process is:

• To compare the result of initial qualification with the "answer" of qualified

equipment - implied " requalificatiori" ;

• To analyze the failures modes and their causes for investigate the

maintenance optimization through reliability - implied finally the security

growing and the life extension of these equipment.

To compare the results of initial qualification with the "answer" of qualified

equipment it's important for certify the qualification methods.

When it is possible to put the equipment into a state equivalent to its condition

at the end of his life services, the qualified life will be essentially the simulated age of the

equipment.

For a correct experimental analyze according to the qualification methods we

must known the real functional conditions, that include:

• the environmental conditions

- the maximum environmental temperature

- the maximum environmental humidity

• the stresses during the function

level of electric stress

- level of mechanical stress
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• the influence of another equipment function (for example the influence of

the over - temperature due to the function of another equipment in the

same containment)

The testing of electric motor capability, for example, to meet and exceed the

required performances all along its operating life is demonstrate by simulating in an

accelerated manner its environmental conditions in laboratory.

One of the problems taken into consideration when determining the accelerated

ageing is their value. This value is determined by the simulation of actual degradation

mechanisms that take into place the insulating system of electric motors during the service life

taken into consideration and under specific operating conditions.

The motor analyzed was manufactured by a Romanian factory and is 1500

rpm, 380 V, 50 Hz machine a class of insulation F and was meant to perform in safe related

systems of a nuclear power plant.

The tests were performed on three samples of this motor subjected to

accelerated thermal ageing at an exposure temperature GA = 195° C, for ta = 514 hours ( an

ageing equivalent to 30 years to 105° C). The temperature exposure was performed in forced

air ventilation ovens in order to obtain uniform temperatures on all the samples.

The test apparatus reproduced the ambiental conditions required by the

qualification methods. At the end of the test were evaluated the effects of above listed stress

on motors performances, and was noticed some deterioration, but not significant. More details

if you ask for.

All the elements presented are influence on the result of the experiments

regarding life time of the equipment.

The "answer" of qualified equipment it's important for certify the

qualification methods, that implied " requalificatiori" and finally the security growing and the

life extension of the equipment.
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INTRODUCTION

Y2K was an example of a worldwide infrastructure threat. Actions to understand infrastructure risks and mitigate
infrastructure threats are a continuing and increasing part of the worlds corporate, government, and international
organizations activities. The increasing complexity of critical infrastructures, dependence on computers and
communications systems, and the severe implications of infrastructure failures to the health, safety, and financial
well being of people and organizations are the driving force.

The IAEA conducted a number of Y2K related activities in nuclear power and fuel cycle activities. A set of these
activities address the interface between electric power generation facilities and electric power grids in the region of
Eastern Europe and the countries of the former Soviet Union. This addressed a continuing infrastructure risks and
actions to mitigate these risk. The results were shown by events to have made positive contributions.

The potential loss of nuclear power plant generation is a significant risk to electric power grids, an important
critical infrastructure. Not only does the threat constitute a problem with the potential loss of the grid, loss of the
electric power grid increases the probability of accidents in nuclear power plants.

Recognizing that these activities addressed only one area of infrastructure risk in one region, there are some key
lessons that were learned that could have general applicability.

ACTIONS TAKEN

Y2K and other date conversion problems were recognized as a potential cause of grid instability. Although loss of
off site power is considered in the design of nuclear power plants the probability of this event during the period of
the roll over was much higher than normal. Probabilistic risk assessments have made it clear that a 'Station
Blackout' at a nuclear power plant is the major contributor to core damage frequency. (Station Blackout refers to
an event in which a loss of off-site power is coupled with the inability of the onsite emergency power supply, e.g.,
diesel generators, to provide vital power to plant safety equipment.) External grid instabilities could cause this loss
of off site power by forcing nuclear power plants to disconnect from the grid. Conversely, the nuclear power plant's
protective system's response to grid instabilities could cause the grid to disconnect from the unit. This could be a
source of grid instabilities

The actions taken to respond to this concern included information collection and detailed reviews of activities
being conducted by nuclear power plant operators and electric power grids to prepare for Y2K and date conversion
computer problems, as well as the status of these preparations. These preparations normally involved intensive
diagnostic arid corrective ("find and fix") activities, training and drills, and contingency planning.

Actions were started in September 1998 to address the specific problems associated with interfaces between the
electric power grid and nuclear power plants in Eastern Europe and the countries of the Former Soviet Union.
These actions were focused on this region for a number of reasons. Recent restructuring of some of the electric
systems and their interconnections, together with political changes had created a need for increased
communication and coordination. The countries in the region have similar electricity grid systems, national and
regional dispatch centers^equipment, and power plants (that differed from those in other regions). The financial
capabilities that could be devoted to date conversion related problems were limited. Actions to prepare were not as
extensive as those in other regions and had not been started as early as in other regions.

REGIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
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There was concern with the scheduling and extent of activities in the region to address the Y2K problem. These
concerns were based on the size, complexity, and electric grid interconnections, the relatively small amount of
money being spent on the problem (for example compared to North America), and the potential for large-scale
problems, such as sequential failures in Russia's integrated power system (IPS) grid.

UCPTE (the Union for the Coordination of Transmission of Electricity - the organization responsible for the
reliable operation of the interconnected electricity network in Europe) participated in the activity.

To give an understanding of the complexity involved, Russia's IPS has seven territorial power systems are for the
Northwest Russia, Central Russia, the North Caucasus, .the Middle Volga, the Urals, Siberia, and the Far East.
The IPS's regional power systems are interconnected through a transmission network with lines rated at 330 kV or
higher. The IPS has more than 220,000 miles of transmission lines with a capacity of 110 kV and higher,
including about 275 miles of 1,150 kV lines and about 1500 miles of 750 kV lines. It covers about 5,000 miles
from east to west and is in six time zones.

The electric grids in the region are the Balkan Grid, the Baltic States Power System, CENTREL,), The Belarus
Energy System, the Integrated Power System of Russia (IPS), and in addition two systems, in Armenia and
Ukraine, that normally operates as island grids.

The Balkan Grid involves of the electric systems in Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, Macedonia, Romania, Turkey, and
Yugoslavia. It has interconnections with Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, CENTREL (through Hungary), and
potentially, Ukraine.

The Baltic States Power System is the Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian, and the Kaliningrad power systems. It has
interconnections with the IPS and the Belarus Energy System.

CENTREL includes Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia. It is part of the UCPTE and has
interconnections with the Balkans Grid, and potentially with the IPS and Ukraine.

RESULTS

Work with these regional grids and nuclear power plant operators provided them with detailed information on
preparations being made outside and within the region, facilitated the exchange of information on actions being
taken in the region, and initiated coordination between interfacing systems in the region.

This work showed that the region's problems were different from those in regions such as North America and
Western Europe, where the first line-of-defense was "find and fix" activities. While required for systems that are
heavily dependent on computers, this is very time consuming and expensive.

There are significant differences in the grids in regions such as North America and Western Europe and the region
addressed. The electric power grids in Russia and other countries in the region used mainly analog equipment, and
did not make extensive use of computer/digital equipment. As an example, Russia's IPS has extremely robust grid
and uses operational methods that require load and generation shedding to what ever degree is required to preserve
the overall integrity of the grid. Manual operation and shedding have allowed Russia (and the Soviet Union) to
respond to many severe challenges without loss of the grid for over 50 years. The operational priority is to protect
the grid, accepting the local blackouts that result from manual or automatic disconnects.

There was awareness that work to prepare for Y2K and other date conversion problems was necessary even though
these differences changed the nature and focus of the preparations.

Extensive activities were conducted by all countries in the region to:

• inventory digital equipment and software;
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• test PCs and servers using specialize testing programs such as TEST2000.EXE;
• test equipment by simulating the rollover to the year 2000;
• conduct Y2K simulation tests, both system and specialized bench test.

The time consuming and costly "find and fix" work was not needed to the same degree as in other regions.

The interactions involved increased regional understanding of the Y2K issue, of the need for coordinated action by
electric systems in the region, and clarified the actions required. A consensus was reached on the importance of
regional cooperation.

Integrated systems Y2K simulation tests were performed in some systems. For example, the Bulgarian power
system conducted a series of such tests. The initial system test on October 8, 1998 was successful, except for some
archive systems. These difficulties were shown to have been fixed by subsequent testing. The results of such tests
were shared with others in the region. This sharing of results assisted others in identifying problems and
conducting their own tests.

It was recognized that these tests might not identify all problems. The region's key lines-of-defense were training
and drills, contingency planning, and emergency preparedness. Work on contingency" planning, included
coordination of contingency plans between power plants and grid operators, coordination of contingency plans with
interconnected grids, preparedness training and drills in these plans, and related response preparations by electric
power grids, operators of power generation facilities, and national and regional organizations.

Training and drills for possible abnormal events, as well as the contingency plans were conducted to assure that the
training was current and that procedures were appropriate. Recognizing that the probability of grid instabilities
would be higher than normal during date conversion rollover periods (such as 31December 1999 to 1 January
2000) measures were taken to assure that adequate numbers of trained people were available.

Contingency Plans considered factors and guidelines suggested by organizations in other regions, such as the
North American Electric Reliability Council. The CENTREL Y2K ad hoc Committee provided an elaborating on
interfacing contingency plans. Regular reports about the state of readiness were made to UNIPEDE and
Euroelectric (the Association of the European Union Electricity Supply Industry).

Events occurred unrelated to the Y2K rollover that demonstrated the appropriateness of the priority given these
efforts and the effectiveness of the actions that were being taken. These were:

• a series of major earthquake in Turkey caused no regional power disruptions.
• a major earthquake in Greece on 7 September 1999 caused an 800Mwe power plant to shutdown.

This caused regional grid instabilities. However the contingency and preparedness measures that were
in place in Bulgaria handled the problem and normal grid operation was restored in 30 minutes with
no failures in the system. This earthquake also resulted in grid disturbances in Romania that were
handled such that there was no ill impact.

• On June 16, 1999 a power line between Serbia and Bulgaria tripped resulting in a load rejection in
Serbia of about 580 MWe. This incident resulted in grid disturbances in Bulgaria and Romania, but
normal operation was quickly restored in both countries with no adverse results.

The IAEA's efforts included conducting a Regional Workshop 13-15 September 1999 to exchange information
assist coordination concerning activities to prepare national and regional grids for Y2K and date conversion
problems.

Armenia, Belarus, Bulgaria, Hungary, Lithuania, Romania, the Russian Federation, Slovenia, and Ukraine
exchanged information on the status of their preparations and background information. Experts from UNIPEDE
(the Association of the European Electricity Supply Industry) and the European Community provided information
concerning (he status of relevant activities. This resulted in a consensus on the measures to be completed in the
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period before the end of the year that emphasized the priority for sharing information and coordinating
contingency plans with neighbors, and contributed to regional preparations and contingency planning.

The result was that the electric grids in the region had adequate contingency plans, the people had been trained
and drilled in the relevant plans and procedures, and had completed the needed emergency preparations (such as
assuring an adequate supply of diesel fuel for emergencies and trained people).

The electricity supply industry in the region worked through the year 2000 transition period in a business as usual
mode and with zero or minimum effect from the year 2000 transition. The completion and implementation of
contingency plans, coordination of contingency plans across interfaces, training, drills, and public information
were shown to be adequate when the Y2K rollover occurred.

There were no Y2K rollover related problems impacting nuclear power plants or electric power grids in the region
addressed by these activities. There was one Leap Year date related problem at a power plant in Ukraine that
occurred on February 29, 2000. The Contingency Planning and preparations were adequate to deal with this
problem.

LESSONS LEARNED

These activities led to creation of a new level of depth and effectiveness in the preparation of Contingency and
Emergency Response Plans, coordination of these Plans across national boundaries, and regional cooperation in
addressing external events. These Plans, while prepared to respond to the Y2K problem, will be of lasting and
continuing value and usefulness in responding to external interface events affecting electric power grids and
nuclear power plants. Y2K was an external event that could have affected electric power grids and nuclear power
plants through interfaces. Tliis external event did, in fact have some impacts on other regions. There were a few
minor events in some countries in other regions, but these had no impact on safety and any interruptions of electric
supplies were short.

Problems and the needed solutions differ among regions and within regions

Actions to understand and address infrastructure risks must be system specific and based upon the real existing
situation. The idea that one size fits all in understanding and addressing infrastructure risk is simply wrong. The
needs in North America and some other regions required extensive and expensive "find and fix" efforts. However,
it was obvious from the initial stages the electric grids in the region did not require the same type of "find and fix"
efforts. This resulted from fundamental differences in the use of digital equipment and operating approaches.
While inventorying and limited "find and fix" efforts were beneficial some selected areas, in most cases tests were
an effective approach.

There are benefits to periodically inventorying digital equipment and software being used

These benefits are not just related to this date conversion problem, but for efficient normal operations. The rapid
growth of use of digital equipment and new software results in an ever-changing environment. Inventorying
provides management current information that is required for effective routine management actions, as well as
understanding infrastructure risks. The use of incompatible systems and software creates management problems
and is an infrastructure risk.

There is considerable benefit to having effective contingency plans prepared and ready to implement

Contingency plans, focused on as a method to respond to Y2K related infrastructure risk aid in responding to all
external events, such as those resulting from earthquake, floods, weather, or human actions (acts of war, terrorism,
etc.) The Contingency Plans and Emergency Preparations that were in effect in a timely manner to respond to Y2K
concerns were extremely beneficial in handling grid problems that resulted from earthquakes and as a result of
major unexpected grid disturbances originating in Serbia. The lack of effective preparedness could have resulted in
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major regional power outages with significant economic and population impacts. In the event, however, these
potentially major problems had no impact. These preparations should be a continuing activity and will be required
to respond to infrastructure risks. Again, they must be based upon the current situation in the specific systems and
consider up to date information on interfaces.

Regional coordination and exchange of information is essential in preparing an effective response to external
events

Electric power systems and the associated communications systems are very widespread. There are many interfaces
with neighbors and other regions. While action within a system or region is the first step, these actions
(contingency planning, emergency preparations, etc.) must be coordinated and integrated with the actions of not
only those with direct interfaces, but on a larger scale with other regions. Actions must be coordinated and
integrated to be fully effective. While it may be simpler to address only considerations within the system and make
assumptions as to external interfaces, contingency plans and emergency preparations must be shared and
coordinated with others to be truly effective.

Electric grids and nuclear power plants required appropriate actions to prepare for external events. The activities of
others, while serving as valuable sources of information did not necessarily represent the best approach for all.

Conclusions

The activities resulted in a new awareness of the importance of external events and interfaces, in particular those
between the electric power grid and nuclear power plants.

These interface risk reduction activities will have a longer term and broader benefits than addressing the date
conversion problem. This results from sharing of information, fostering increased cooperation between
interconnected electric grids in contingency planning and preparations, and help with preparations related to
electric power grids interfaces with NPPs. Date related problems with digital equipment are not over, as shown by
the Leap Year problem. Results of these preparations will provide benefits well into the future through the
increased understanding of the importance of external events and interfaces and an improved ability to respond to
weather related events and natural events such as earthquakes.

Other regions have had other experiences and benefits, but Y2K efforts throughout the world resulted in increased
cooperation and communications, improved planning for contingencies, and an enhanced understanding of the
importance of infrastructure, such as electric power grids to operation of complex systems.

An examination of the results of these efforts in the broader context or infrastructure risk reduction and continuing
needs can be of continuing worldwide importance.
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ABSTRACT

Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) has been used for the investigation of reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) specimens prepared within the framework of the "Extended
surveillance specimen program" at the 3r and 41 units of NPP Jaslovske Bohunice and for the
"Modernised surveillance specimen program" at the 1st unit of NPP Mochovce (Slovakia).
PAS spectra showed that the degradation of the steel properties caused by neutron irradiation
can be well detected. Samples from RPV base material (15Kh2MFA) and weld material (Sv
lOKhMFT) were measured by PAS before and after irradiation. Samples have been irradiated
in VVER-440 reactor (units 3 and 4 in Bohunice) by neutron fluency in the range from 7.81
102 m"2 up to 2.31 1024 m"2. Results of PAS angular correlation measurements are presented
and discussed in detail.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most fundamental tasks of nuclear reactor safety research is assessing the
integrity of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). A number of semi-empirical laws, based on the
macroscopic data, have been established but unfortunately, these laws are never completely
consistent with all data and do not yield to the wanted accuracy. Therefore, many additional test
methods [1] were needed to unravel the complex microscopic mechanisms responsible for RPV-
steel embrittlement. RPV-steel embrittlement is a more pronounced problem in Eastern
(Russian) types of PWR (VVER-440), the gap between the outside surface of the core
barrel and the inside surface of the RPV being narrower than in Western RPVs. The
relatively small diameter (Iin=3542 mm in case of VVER-440/V-213 type) facilitates
transport and installation of the RPV, but on the other hand, the neutron flux and
consequently the neutron fluency on the RPV wall is higher on VVER-440 type reactors
than in PWRs in general.

Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy (PAS) is an efficient method for the investigation
of defects with a less than average electron density, particularly vacancies and vacancy
clusters, voids, dislocation loops and can also give useful information about precipitates. PAS
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has been used to study radiation damage of RPV steels since 1985 [2,3,4]. The positron
annihilation techniques as Lifetime (LT), Angular correlation (AC) and Doppler broadening
(DB) measurements can give essential information about the deterioration of the mechanical
properties of RPV steels (matrix defects, precipitates) during their irradiation, which is known
as neutron embriltlement.

The positron lifetime technique is a well-established method for studying open-
volume type atomic defects and defects' impurity interactions irr metals. The lifetime of
positrons trapped at radiation-induced vacancies, vacancy-impurity pairs, dislocations,
microvoids, etc. is longer than that of free positrons in perfect region of the same material. As
a result of the presence of open-volume defects, the average positron lifetime observed in
structural materials is found to increase with radiation damage [5,6,7].

The angular correlation technique was rarely used for the investigation of irradiated
steel properties before. Parameters of angular correlation spectra (area under parabolic part of
spectrum, parabola width in form of cut-off parameter, peak-height of spectrum) depend on
defect size and density, especially of vacancy type defects. However, in more complex
systems like steels, various atomic defects, i.e., vacancies, vacancy clusters, vacancy-impurity
complexes, dislocations, precipitates, misfit on the grain boundaries, etc., the interpretation of
the experimental results is not easy nor straightforward [7].

According to previous works it seems to be generally accepted that even in the
Western types of RJPV steels containing more than 0.1 wt. % of Cu, the Cu- and P-rich
precipitates play a dominant role in thermal and neutron embrittlement. In case of Eastern-
type RPV steels, carbides formation has been proposed as an additional microstructural
mechanism derived from comprehensive PAS studies [2, 4].

EXPERIMENTAL

The chemical composition of studied RPV materials is shown in Table 1. Specimens for
AC PAS measurements (slabs of about 20x10x1 mm) were prepared from Charpy-V samples
in NPPRI Trnava. For each unit of NPP V-2 Bohunice, one reference doublet of specimens
was prepared. Beside this, 3 doublets were placed inside operated reactors (Bohunice, unit 3r

and 4th) for irradiation. Specimens were put into special containers (in vacuum) together with
the temperature and fluence detectors. The batch of 3 containers was placed in the irradiation
channels at the well defined positions on the reactor core level. The placement of containers is
illustrated in Fig.4. The first container was taken out from each reactor in 1996 after one year
of irradiation, the second after 2 (in 1997) and the third after 3 years (in 1998). Irradiated
temperature determined by melting sensors occurred in interval 285 - 298 °C. The irradiation
levels of studied specimens are shown in Table 2.

A typical gamma spectrum of irradiated RPV specimen is shown in Fig.3. The Co
activity of one slab (20x10x1 mm) after three years in operated reactor was appropriately high
(of about 340 MBq). Therefore, the background of AC PAS spectrum increased roughly from
40 - 66 to 90 - 150 counts per 5 000 seconds in one channel.

The AC PAS measurements were performed at a positron 1-Dimensional Angular
Correlation of Annihilation Radiation (1D-ACAR) spectrometer. The basic design of the used
positron 1D-ACAR spectrometer is described in [8]. Two steel arms, the total length of which
at 180° angle amounts to 6 m, form the most pronounced part of the equipment.

The curves of AC PAS were measured at room temperature in the interval from -30 to
+30 mrad split in one mrad steps. The width of the lead slits was 2/3 mrad. The number of
counts in the peak amounted to about 3500 per 5 000 s. As a positron source, the 22Na in Ta
matrix lias been used. Its activity reached 530 MBq. Therefore, the source together with
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irradiated specimens were placed into a shielding chamber during the measurements. Spectra
were analysed using ACARFIT program [9].

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Spectrum of AC PAS measurements is presented in Fig. 1. In this Fig. 1 it is possible
to determine a parabolic part of AC spectrum and take off its cut-off parameter. After several
preliminary analyses and fits of all measured RPV specimens, we have decided to use a model
based on two Gaussians and one parabolic component. This approach enables to fit a
spectrum with acceptable accuracy and provides a proper physical interpretation. Therefore,
we fixed all parameters of Gaussian components and let free only the cut-off parameter and
intensity of parabolic component. Results are presented in Table 3.

The quantitative evaluation of the AC PAS spectra can be also carried out with
specific line shape parameters. The S parameter is defined as the area of the central low-
momentum part of the spectrum, SCentrai, divided by the area below the whole curve Siotai,

S ° central

C
° total

The wing parameter W is taken in a high-momentum region far from the centre, as
indicated in Fig.2. It is calculated as the area of the curve wings or of the curve area in a fixed
energy interval, SWjns,s, divided by the area below the whole curve Stotai,

w
v/ings

C
° total

In the case of localisation of positrons in open-volume defects, the fraction of
conduction electrons taking part in annihilation process increases compared with that of
bounded electrons. This fact is observable also in the changes of S parameter. Wing parameter
is connected with annihilation process of bounded (valence and core) electrons. Changes in
this parameter are coupled with defects induced by precipitates.

Due to increased neutron treatment caused by increased level of irradiation, the values
of cut-off parameter decreased in all analysed specimens. The same process is observable also
in S parameter, which is established with higher accuracy and lower statistical error in
comparison with cut-off parameter.

The intensity of parabolic component was almost stable with specimens from the 3rd

unit, but increased significantly with the specimen measured after 3 years of irradiation in 4lil

unit. From the physical point of view, the cut-off parameter corresponds to Fermi energy in
metallic material. Due to irradiation, vacancies created during this process influent the Fermi
energy. Density of free electrons in vacancies vicinity is less than their density in ordered
surroundings. It means, that the Fermi energy decreases in defected structure of material.
Exactly the same fact was also observed in our measurements on RPV specimens. It confirms
also, that the defects caused by neutron irradiation and temperature treatment of about 285 -
298qC are vacancies or their agglomerations (divacancies, clusters, dislocation loops etc.).
The ratio of positrons annihilated and trapped in the vacancies increases owing to increased
level of neutron fluence. This is well-illustrated also in intensity parameter of specimens from
the 41'1 unit.

The most significant changes of W parameter were registered after 1 year of irradiation.
Further growth of W parameter conies with the increase of neutron fluency near to saturation.
Results of measurement after 2 and 3 years of irradiation in reactor confirmed it. This fact al
can be observed on the saturation of precipitates density already after first year of irradiation.
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Notwithstanding these encouraging results, a lot of work remains to be done. Additional
experiments on samples irradiated 5 and more years inside operated reactor, post-irradiation
heat treatment, have to be performed to gain more insight in the exact changes on
microstructure level in RPV steel. It can be helpful in the annealing process and collection of
physical information about the level of neutron embrittlement of RPV. It was the aim of our
studies also in our previous work [10,11,12]. Now, we started with similar measurements
(also using lifetime PAS technique) within the framework of the "Modernised surveillance
specimen program" at NPP Mochovce (Slovakia). The reference specimens of base and weld
material of lsl unit were already measured. The whole batch of surveillance specimens has
been already placed into reactor. The first irradiated specimens (after 1 year of irradiation) are
expected in the spring of this year.

The obtained results from the present measurements indicate that AC PAS is an
effective technique for the evaluation of microstructure changes in RPV-steels and, in
combination with other spectroscopic methods (Mossbauer spectroscopy, Transmission
electron microscopy, Neutron diffraction, Internal friction etc. [13]) can contribute to an
increase of NPPs operational safety. [14,15]. Interpretations of the results obtained from
angular correlation PAS technique are in agreement with the findings from the
Mossbauer effect experiments [16] or PAS lifetime measurements on RPV steels [17].
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Table J - The chemical composition of studied RPV materials

TYPE OF STEEL

base metal (BM) 15Kh2MFA

weld metal (WM) lOKhMFTU

CONTENS OF ALLOYING ELEMENTS IN RPV SPECIMENS (WT.%)

C

0.14

0.048

Si

0.31

0.37

Mn

0.37

1.11

Mo

0.58

0.39

Ni

0.20
-

Cx

2.64

1.00

Cu

0.090

0.103

P

0.014

0.043

S

0.017

0.013

V

0.27

0.13

Co

0.019

0.020

Total

4.650

3.227

AhTable 2 - The irradiation levels of studied specimens reached at the 3rd and 4'" units at
NPP V-2 Bohunice within the framework of "Extended surveillance specimen
program". Energy of neutrons M>as > 0.5 MeV, neutron flux of about
9xlO15 m~2.s~l, irradiation temperature ranging from 286 to298°C.

Specimen (type of material)and
code of irradiated container

Neutron fluency [m" ] Remark

295ZAG(BM) 414
15ZAG(BM) 314

320ZBG(BM+HAZ+WM)
82ZBG(BM+HAZ+WM)

321ZBG(BM+HAZ+WM)
83ZBG(BM+HAZ+WM)

424
324
434

334

8.42
7.81
1.61
1.64
2.21
2.31

X

X

X

X

X

X

10"
10"
1 0 2 4

1 0 2 4

10"
1 0 2 4

after l s l year in the 41'1 unit
after Is1 year in the 3 r d unit
after 2nd year in the 4 lh unit
after 2nd year in the 3 r d unit
after 3 r d year in the 4'1' unit

, rdafter 3 r d year in the 3fu unit
Remarks: BM - base metal; HAZ - heat affected zone; WM - weld metal
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0 (mrad)

Fig. 1 Angular correlation PAS spectrum of the specimen 15 ZAG irradiated
by neutron fluenCe 8.42 x 1023 m2
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Fig. 2 Line shape parameters of the angular correlation PAS spectrum
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Fig. 3 - Gamma spectrum of a typical irradiated RPV specimen (k7I6-MB-I).
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Fig. 4 - Placement of surveillance specimens in to WER-440 reactor internals
I-central assemblies, 2-peripheral assemblies, 3-core baffle with water, 4-core
basket, 5, 7-water, 6-reactor core barrel, 8-pile channel, 9-reactor pressure
vessel, 10,12-air, 11-thermal insulation, 13-ionisation channel, 14-concrete
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Table 3 - Results of AC PAS measurements on RPV specimens from NPP Bohunice and Mochovce

SPECIMEN
NEUTRON
FLUENCE

[m-2]

EBO-3
*ZBI RAD

0.0
15ZAG, 1-1'
7.81 x 1023

*82ZBG,2-2'
1.64 x 1024

*S3ZBG, 3-3'
2.31 x 1024

EBO-4
*ZBD1TAN

0.0
295ZAG,4-4'
8.42 x 1023

*320ZBG,5-5'
1.61 x 1024

•321ZBG, 6-6'
2 . 2 1 x 10 2 4

EMO- 1
ZAD5 TAN

*ZBG6 TAN
*ZBG6 RAD

GAUSS 1

FWHM

(mrad)

INTEN
S1TY

(%)

ST.DEV

(mrad)

GAUSS 2

FWHM

(mrad)

INTEN
SITY

(%)

T.SDEV

(mrad)

PARABOLA

BROA
DEN I

NG
(mrad)

CUT-
OFF

(mrad)

ST.DEV

(mrad)

INTEN
SITY

(%)

ST.DEV

(mrad)

S
parameter

W
parameter

17,7

17,7

17,7

17,7

27,9

33,4

32,9

32,9

1,2

1,3

1,2

1,4

5,2

5,2

5,2

5,2

11,7

8,4

16,6

8,8

1,4

1,3

1,3

1,5

6,0

6,0

6,0

6,0

7,63

7,43

7,77

7,39

0,19

0,22

0,22

0,23

60,4

58,1

50,4

58,3

1,4

1,5

1,6

1,6

0,694±0,006

0,637±0,005

0,662r 0,005

0,598±0,004

0,237r 0,003

0,249r 0,003

0,237r 0,002

0,248r 0,003

17,7

17,7

17,7

17,7

35,4

30,7

27,4

37,0

1,5

1,5

1,1

1,8

5,2

5,2

5,2

5,2

10,0

13,3

13,1

10,1

1,6

2,0

1,5

2,6

6,0

.6,0

6,0

6,0

7,94

7,33

7,33

7,01

0,26

0,28

0,19

0,32

54,7

56,0

59,5

63,0

1,7

1,9

1,4

2,3

0,662±0,005

0,649±0,006

0,647r 0,005

0,573±0,005

0,257r 0,003

0,246r 0,003

0,245r 0,002

0,266r 0,003

Non-irradiated
17,7
17,7
17,7

23,9
25,4
26,5

1,2
1,2
1,3

5,2
5,2
5,2

12,6
11,2
10,0

1,5
1,3
1,3

6,0
6,0
6,0

7,70
8,06
8,04

0,19
0,18
0,18

63,6
63,4'
63,5

1,5
1,4
1,4

0,692±0,006
0,679±0,006
0,677±0,006

0,236r 0,003
0,252r 0,003
0,249r 0,003

Remarks: * - BM+HAZ+WM; - BM
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ABSTRACT

Configuration Management (CM) objectives at NEK are to ensure consistency between

Design Requirements, Physical Plant Configuration and Configuration Information. Software

applications, supporting Design Change, Work Control and Document Control Processes,

are integrated in one module-oriented Management Information System (MIS). From

configuration management perspective, Master Equipment Component List (MECL) database

is the central MIS module. Through a combination of a centralized database and process

migrated activities (modifications, plant operation, maintenance, document control etc.), it is

ensured that the CM principles and requirements (accurate, current design data matching

plant's physical configuration while complying to applicable requirements), are followed and

fulfilled.

Summary

To support the safe, reliable and economic operations, maintenance, engineering and

modifications, Nuklearna Elektrarna Krsko has undertaken a long-term strategic program to

provide the plant personnel and management with timely access, accurate and transparent data

to assist them in conducting their jobs and in making decisions.

Configuration Management at NEK is the policy, the way we do business with distributed

ownership. The controls, necessary to ensure that the physical and functional attributes of

NEK plant structures, systems and components are consistent with established design

configuration and, that the plant is designed, constructed, maintained and operated consistent

with the design bases, and that the information describing these attributes is readily

accessible, are provided. The CM objectives are fulfilled through a combination of a

centralized relational database - MECL (Master Equipment Component List) with a Module

Owner, controlled updates & interfaces and activities migrated in major processes

(modifications, maintenance, documentation management etc.) correlating with the

centralized application.
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(modifications, maintenance, documentation management etc.) correlating with the

centralized application.

Paper focuses on the MECL database that was defined and developed to serve as the central

media for configuration management information deposit and usage its interfacing processes

and upgrades.

Introduction

Configuration Management is a very broad term and various definitions and

approaches/practices exist. When reviewing existing applications and practices, three major

approaches were identifies:

• Centralized configuration management: process ownership, centralized controls

and authority, but very administrative intensive, slow, hard to change

• Configuration Management aspects migrated in plant processes with distributed

responsibility: fast, flexible, but no process ownership, no centralized (process

independent) efficiency monitoring, no global/systematical upgrades and very

often there are gray zones with non-assigned responsibilities

• Combination of the two methods (positive aspects of both) with a varying level of

centralization

Based upon experience at other utilities, lessons learned and industry feedback, for

Configuration Management purposes, it was decided to apply the third approach, establishing

a centralized database, control tools, process monitoring (incl. efficiency, redundancy, gray

zones) with a Module Owner within the Engineering Support Department and to have CM

aspects clearly and strictly defined and prescribed in all the major CM related processes

(modifications, maintenance, operations, document management etc.)

What is MECL ?

The MECL module, as a key database within NEK Management Information System (Fig. 1),

serves as the central data base and data repository for all permanent plant equipment,

components and subcomponents information necessary to support operations, maintenance,

modifications and configuration management at NEK. The MECL maintains an accurate

representation of the plant's as-built condition and contains component data such as unique

identification number and associated engineering, vendor, manufacturer, documentation and

safety classification data.
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Phf sical Plant Configuration

Figure
I. Integrated Configuration Management Information System
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MECL Development and Implementation

NEK Information System, consisting of related databases, was gradually established and the

use, identification, storage, control and retrieval of information important to configuration

management was taken into account. This system provides link between the physical

configuration (the actual physical location, arrangement and material condition of structures,

systems and components at NEK) and documentation including Design Basis.

MECL database is the result of a project managed by an experienced contractor (USA) in the

period between 1990 and 1993, with the intention to produce a module within a relational

plant information system. During that period the complete plant equipment inspection (walk

down) was performed and data identification of the installed components were compared with

the design and vendor documents (integrated picture of "physical" and "paper described"

plant). Discrepancies were identified and resolved (analyses, documentation revision, etc)

Simultaneously the procedures for maintenance of the established database were developed to

ensure its prompt update by the plant personnel.

Special attention was paid to the training of the plant Technical Operations and Engineering

personnel followed by adequate presentations, on-line instructions and paper guides.

Discrepancies, observed during database implementation period, were removed by procedure

and software improvements. Interactive relation with configuration changing processes was

emphasized.

What does MECL Contain

Included are all mechanical components identified on Flow Diagrams, electrical components

identified on Electrical Drawings and I&C components shown on the Instrument Loop

Diagrams. Database scope is defined by design documentation describing plant functional

configuration. For example, flow diagram shows functional configuration of the system

defining its individual components. Transferring this configuration to the database and adding

physical location designators as well as the actual manufacturer data for each system

component, integrated picture of the system configuration was obtained. In other words,

MECL database contains integrated functional and physical system configuration information.
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Some examples are:

• review of revised plant critical drawings

• independent periodic review of work orders

• direct participation in plant labeling

• participation and data input for major projects

- • preliminary data for modifications (revised equipment numbers etc.)

Excluded from MECL scope are non-process components such as pipelines, piping elements,

hangers, cables, penetrations, conduits, N1E fiises&lights and skid package instruments.

Component data are separated in several typical groups:

• Basic data include functional determinants (system, functional description, component

status, category), location information (building, elevation, room, equipment elevation),

safety determinants (ANSI, ASME & IEEE classification, seismic category, el.train)

• Technical data include size, pressure, temperature, voltage, power source, frequency

(additional information is available from Notes when applicable field does not exist)

• Vendor/manufacturer information include vendor and/or manufacturer's basic

information (name, address..), component model number, serial number, purchase order

number, manufacturer's part number

• Reference documents information include list of applicable related documents, such as

design criteria (design/equipment specification, system description), design drawings

(flow diagram, electrical schematics, instrument loop diagrams, building layout

drawings, isometric drawings), vendor documents (composite drawings, instruction

manuals), plant procedures (administrative, operating and maintenance procedures) and

all other relevant documents.

• Setpoint data include information about instrument range, service, calibration, function,

type, and Setpoint

• Label description data give information about text engraved on label

Data Confidence Level

The MECL database is controlled and maintained by Engineering Support Department. Plant

configuration changes are primarily updated through controlled documents as the result of

design and work control activities. Technical Operations and Engineering department

personnel is requested to initiate data update request when plant configuration is changed to

affect data in MECL. Some delays in responding to this request appeared during the early

phase of implementation period. Reasons are due to simultaneous implementing and

development of other software applications as well as the required transparency of the

information. Some time was required to reach satisfactory response and data confidence level.



MECL Data Usage/Update

Current database is the result of interaction between its usage and update. Since the

interaction between usage and update is unavoidable, tools for MECL usage are equally

important as tools for its updating. It is possible, for instance, that user noticing data

discrepancy does not report because. of complicated update procedures. Not noticing the

discrepancy might be the result of data searching tools seems not being user's friendly.

Therefore, various ways of using database are available to the plant personnel and other

MECL users. Besides the improved navigation through database forms creation of reports in

hard copy or ASCII files is available. Modern technology offers bigger and bigger

opportunities in information management and controls what demands stronger personal

discipline to avoid anarchy and to improve data confidence level.

MECL database as the result of Data Acquisition Project is in function from 1993.

Implementation started when three basic requirements were satisfied:

• Completed database in accordance with approved Project Plan, including software design

& testing, data collection & verification, QA audit and final conversion in to production.

• Implemented procedures and team responsible for database maintenance and control

• Trained plant personnel to use database in interactive manner

Early phase of the implementation period (transition period) showed that what was done was

not enough. Configuration changes (component replacement) were made but they were not

reported to MECL. The question was where was the mistake and why did we have the

problem. Was it the MECL database (scope, structure, quality, team, and hardware) or the

users (motives, discipline, responsibility, and data ownership). It was a little bit of everything

but mainly a cultural and communication shock for plant personnel. MECL was the first

major relational database and computerized process, to be followed by document control,

work doer, modification ,planning, warehouse and other modules. Information that was

hidden and semi-private, suddenly became public, what meant that it became accessible,

visible and auditable. Numerous software applications and procedures required the user's to

change their work style causing fear, rejection and finally poor information feedback

Next question was how to improve feedback from processes changing the configuration in

order to avoid discrepancy between real (installed) and virtual (MECL) plant physical

configuration. Answers were transferred in to the request for procedural (administrative) and

structural (software) changes that turned into the MECL Consolidation Project.
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MECL Upgrade

Major objectives of the project that is still in progress are as follows:

• HIERARCHICAL PLANT STRUCTURE - equipment, components and subcomponents

will be presented hierarchically, in accordance with the original design documentation

• FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP - physical and functional structures will be separated

(equipment component or subcomponent is part of physical structure but it may be in

functional relation with component belonging to another system)

• AS-BUILT - all configuration changes, missed from the beginning of MECL

implementation, should be identified and updated.

• UPDATE MECHANISMS - implement electronic data update form and history file

• PLANT CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION - improve nomenclature consistency

between Document review, labeling and MECL equipment numbering processes.

Project is scheduled to be finished before spring 2000. Main reasons for that is the biggest

configuration change at NEK since construction. Replacement of steam generators will bring

a lot of new and reinstalled equipment and components as well as a lot of new documents,

diagrams, manuals, etc. in short period. We wish MECL to be ready for this big 'infoqake'.

Conclusion

After the initial "ice breaking" period and through establishing the links and the upgrades of

related processes, CM at NEK is fulfilling the objectives as stated in the management

directives.

Through a combination of centralized (MECL) and process migrated activities it is ensured

that the principles and requirements (accurate, current design data/documentation matching

plant's physical configuration while complying to applicable requirements) of Configuration

Management are followed and fulfilled in an optimal and efficient manner.
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Abstract

The paper presents the main aspects concerning the electric parameters

variation of triphase asynchronous motors operating under specific environmental conditions

determined by temperature, humidity, radiation.

The testing of electric motor capability to meet and exceed the required

performances all along its operating life implies the performing of thermal and radiation

ageing while the motor is brought, in a relatively short time, under conditions equivalent to

those at the end of its service life.

The paper describes ageing and measurement techniques and the analyses of

electric parameter behavior in these environmental simulated conditions.
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Introduction

In the containment building of a nuclear reactor there are many types of

equipment, such as motors, valve and transducers. Electric motors used in nuclear power

stations operate under specific environmental conditions. These conditions are determinate by

temperature, humidity, pressure, radiation and they may be normal conditions in service, or

may be accident conditions occur during the postulated LOCA event.

The testing of electric motors capability to meet and exceed the required

performances under specific operating environmental conditions all along its operating life

implies the performing of a sequence of tests in which the environmental conditions are

simulated in a accelerated manner followed by accident simulation tests.

Simulating the ageing position of the test sequence is more difficult because of

the problem of extrapolating the results of short term accelerated laboratory experiments to

the long term exposure (up to 30 years) that actually occur in a nuclear plant.

Thermally induced ageing is the most frequently used ageing stress and also

the most easily.

The insulated system of a motor ageid under the influence of temperature and

high - energy radiation can suffer important changes in its electro-insulating properties. Thus,

by way of accelerated ageing motors are brought under conditions equivalent to those at the

end of their service life, in a relatively short time. Accelerated ageing enables a shorting of

electric motor performance evaluation time.

Accelerated thermal and radiation ageing

One of the problems taken into consideration when determining the accelerated

ageing is their value. This value is determinate by the simulation of actual degradation

mechanisms that take place in the insulating system of electric motors during the service life

taken into consideration and under specific operating conditions.

The a.c. motor analysed was manufactured by Romanian factory and is an

1500 rpm, 380V, 50Hz machine, having class of insulating F and was mean to perform in safe

related systems of a nuclear power plant.
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The tests were performed on three samples of this motor subjected to

accelerated thermal ageing at an exposure temperature 0A = 200° C, for ta = 684 hours,

according to an operating temperature of 100° C, for an operating life time of 30 years.

The temperature exposure was performed in forced air ventilation ovens in

order to obtain uniform temperatures on all the samples. Because the most deteriorating

effects of real service can be approximate by exposure to high temperature, mechanical stress,

moisture and electric stress, the motor samples were subjected after thermal exposure to a

vibration test, followed by an exposure to humidity and finally by applying voltage to so

weakened insulation. Breakdown potential testing was carried out immediately after exposure

to humidity, while condensed vapors were still visible on the insulating system in order to

detect possible failures.

The effects of above listed stress on motors performances were evaluated after

the completion of sequence of tests.

After being subjected to an endurance test and checking of parameters, the

motors have been subjected to an integrated dosage of 40 Mrad according to the period

operating life take into consideration. The monitored parameters were :

- Temperature: 45° C ± 2° C

- Relative humidity: 50 % ± 5 %

- Pressure: 1 atm ± 5 %

- Dose rate: 432,39 krad/h

The medium of the irradiation exposure was air.

Note 1. When radiation takes place in the presence of air, oxygen typically

plays a major role in the degradation pathways.

Note 2. The total dose is intended to represent the integrated lifetime dose

under normal ambient conditions (the ageing dose) plus the postulated LOCA dose. The two

may to combined in a single irradiation.

Note 3. The mechanisms leading to changes in the insulating system during

radiation ageing is similar to the degradations mechanisms operating under the environmental

stresses like elevated temperature and mechanical stress.

The effect of radiation stress on the insulating system, with implication on

motors performances, were revealed during the performance tests on motors.
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Conclusions

A deterioration of motors performances was noticed after their accelerated

subjected to operating and accident environmental conditions.

A sample increase has been noticed in the Io, open circuit current and Po, open

circuit losses, ac can seen and understood in figure 1.

U,

Figure 1

1 - Io after accelerated thermal ageing

2 - Po after accelerated thermal ageing

3 - Po after accelerated radiation ageing

4 - Io after accelerated radiation ageing

On the rated operating voltage, a 3,4 % increase of open - circuit current and

losses can be considerate as a result of accelerated thermal combined with mechanical stress

and humidity.
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After exposure to radiation some parameters: open - circuit current and losses

suffer a greater increase, namely 14 %. At the same time, a sensible deterioration of under

lead parameters has been occurred ( see figure 2).
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Figure 2

1- r\ after accelerated thermal ageing

2- cos (p after accelerated thermal ageing

3- T| after accelerated radiation ageing

4- cos cp after accelerated radiation ageing

Thus, there is a 4,3 % decrease in motor efficiently after accelerated thermal

ageing while the power factor has bad a much lower decrease.

However, after subjecting to radiation, the efficiency and the power factor of

the motor have a sensible decrease. Thus, the efficiency has a 8 % decrease while the power

factor has a 11,5 % one.
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Therefor, the subjecting of motors to stress equivalent to those during

operations, with an accelerated simulation of environmental conditions enable a separate

evaluation of their effects.

It can thus determined whether at the end of their operating life, the motors still

meet the required performances. The combined effects of temperature, humidity, vibrations,

electric stress, radiation ageing, as well as the testing conditions, have been selected as being

more severe than those meet in actual operation.

For instance, the subjecting of motors to oven temperature implies the

subjecting of all components to the some high temperature while under' actual operating

conditions; parts of the insulating system may operate at considerably lower temperatures. At

the same time the breakdown mechanisms due to mechanical and electric stress may differ

from those encountered in long term actual operation.

However, in order to shorter testing time, the temperature and humidity

exposure have been more severe.

The results of ageing methodology research are important for more reasons and

requirements and one of them is the design of equipment proper to operate in nuclear power

plants environmental with a design life time and without damages.
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Abstract:
In Sept. 1998, Nuclear Power Plant Krsko started Y2K (Year 2000) Readiness Assessment
Program and implementation of the Y2K-NEK Project (NEK - Nuklearna Elektrarna Krsko).
Y2K-NEK Project and the term "NEK Year 2000 Readiness Assessment Program" applies to
software, or software based system or interface, whose failure due to the Y2K problem would
prevent the performance of the safety function of a structure, system, or component. This project
also applies to any software, or software based system or interface, whose failure due to the Y2K
problem would degrade, impair, or prevent operability of the nuclear facility. It is intended to
supplement and use existing NEK procedures used for software quality control, configuration
management and problem reporting.
The main guideline and method definition documents for Y2K-NEK Project were:
NEI/NUSMG 97-07: Nuclear Utility Year 2000 Readiness (October 1997), and
NEI/NUSMG 98-07: Nuclear Utility Year 2000 Readiness Contingency Planning (Aug. 1998)
This paper presents project Y2K implementation experience and post Y2K transition analysis of
the plant hardware/software systems behavior compared to the expected systems behavior and
expected-planned scenarios based on the results of the Y2K Readiness Assessment, implemented
remediations and Y2K Contingency Planning.

1. Terms Used in Y2K-NEK Project (NEI/NUSMG 97-07)
- Year 2000 (Y2K) - A term used to describe a set of date-related problems that may be

experienced by a software system or application. These problems include the following:
not representing the year properly, recognizing that the year 2000 is a leap year, and
improper date calculations.
Y2K Compliant - Computer systems or applications that accurately process date/time
data (including but not limited to, calculating, comparing, and sequencing) from, into
and between the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, the years 1999 and 2000, and leap-
year calculations.
Y2K Ready - A computer system or application that has been determined to be suitable
for continued use into the year 2000 even though the computer system or application is
not fully Y2K Compliant.
Validation - A process that evaluates the functional characteristics of the software, and
certifies the achievement of acceptable comparisons with Objective Evidence.

- Objective Evidence - Any statement of fact, information, or record, either quantitative
or qualitative, pertaining to the quality of an item or service based on observations,
measurements, or tests that can be verified.
Remediation - Remediation is the design change or modification process, or process
of replacing, modifying or upgrading software or devices that are to be retained in
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service, but have been determined to be affected by the Y2K problem.
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2. Introduction
The main and the most important goal of the Y2K-NEK Project was to ensure that NEK
remains safe and continues to operate within the requirements of its license.
Y2K-NEK Project goal was reached through the implementation of the "NEK Y2K
Readiness Assessment Program" that defined objectives, methods, plan and schedule for
NEK to attain Y2K (Year 2000) readiness. Y2K-NEK project organization, program plan
and working procedures were designed to expedite the Y2K-NEK Project and to control
and minimize the Y2K-NEK project cost. Most of the project activities were implemented
with NEK own expert team resources and with minimum amount of contracted services.
Main Y2K-NEK Project activities were grouped in the following project phases:

Project Initialization
Initial Assessment
Detail Assessment
Remediation Implementation
Y2K Contingency Planning
Operational Support during the critical date rollovers

Y2K-NEK Project was the first large NEK project that was completely organized around
and supported by IntraNet hardware and software infrastructure. Project phases and Project
Y2K-NEK Implementation flow chart are shown in Attachment 1.

3. Project Initialization
The project was started on 1998-09-08. Project initialization phase lasted 75 days and it
consisted of the following activities: initial meetings, definition of project objectives,
selection of project team, preparation of project manual, initial communication inside NEK
with the goal to raise general awareness for the Y2K issue, definition of project sponsor
within senior management, preparation of the NEK Y2K Readiness Assessment Program
and Implementation Plan, the approval of the project implementation plan.
The Y2K-NEK project required a significant commitment of people knowledgeable of the
commitments, strategic intent, culture, vulnerabilities, and capabilities of the NEK power
plant and interfacing organizations. Since many tasks were required to be performed in very
short time and many software and hardware systems evaluated, the resources were
allocated and managed effectively on a matrix basis. Thus, eleven project team members
were not supposed to work alone on issues they were assigned to. They were supposed to
act as leaders for the particular issue they were assigned to. Managers of other NEK
organizational units provided their personnel for high priority support to the Y2K-NEK
Project as and when needed. The project was sufficiently stuffed during the planning stage
and continuing through completion. As it is usually a problem in matrix organizations,
several times we had to negotiate hard to avoid conflicts related to the prioritization of job
assignments for each individual. The project required strong, effective leadership.
None of Y2K-NEK Project team members worked 100% on that project and all team
members kept their regular non Y2K-related duties in their organizational departments.
Although the project team members were dislocated (different organizational departments
in different buildings), because of IntraNet oriented project organization, management and
documentation, the project team members felt no restrictions related to their dislocation.
The Y2K project required significant commitments of personnel, facility, and funds. The
project also required support between, and by, many organizational units within NEK. The
project required resources that are typically authorized by NEK senior management only.
Senior management sponsorship was recommended by the guideline document
NEI/NUMSEG 97-07 and the Y2K-NEK Project sponsor was NEK ESD director.
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4. Initial Assessment
Preparation of IntraNEK accessible databases - As a prerequisite for efficient and
transparent data collection, two databases were prepared (Inventory Database and
Document References Database - pdf files). Both databases were accessible through NEK
IntraNet LAN. A set of reports was prepared to enable on line monitoring of the project
progress, and to enable monitoring of task progress at each member of the project team.
Inventory was made for all computer hardware, computer software or embedded system
items that are installed in NEK and external interfacing organizations and for items that
could be affected by Y2K problem. Category (Embedded systems, PIS Lvl 1, PIS Lvl 2,
PLC and other Process computers, MIS, Interfaces with Outer World), Classification
(Safety related, Important to Safety, Required by regulations, Required by Licensee,
Important to Operation, Personal Safety, Continuity of Business, Non-Essential), Y2K
Impact (if possible during initial assessment), Resolution Priority (URGENT, High
Priority, Low priority, No Action), was defined for all items from inventory. The major part
of inventory was completed by April 1999. The project team members and other NEK
personnel completed that task without significant support of external subcontractors.
Analysis of Initial Assessment was performed to determine the scope, schedule and
estimated resources required for the detail assessment based on the initial prioritization,
categorization and classification. Items with priority defined as "No Action" were voided
from the Detail Assessment. NEK management reviewed results of the Initial Assessment
and approved the scope for the Detail Assessment.

5. Detail Assessment
Detail Assessment was a process that was conducted with the goal to get the objective
evidences that were answers to the following main questions:

Is the subject item (hardware or software) Y2K COMPLIANT ?
Is the subject item (hardware or software) Y2K READY ?

The following documents were considered as sufficient objective evidences for the detail
assessment cases as listed below:

Y2K item was declared as NO ACTION item on the basis of Expert Judgement (EJ)
form that was filled in by system engineer, experienced user or maintenance expert.
Y2K item was declared as Y2K COMPLIANT on the basis of vendor's Y2K
Compliance Certificate (CC), or Y2K Test Report (TR), or both CC and TR.
Y2K item was declared as Y2K READY item on the basis of CC or TR or EJ or all
possible combinations of those three (CC&TR or CC&EJ or TR&EJ or CC&TR&EJ).

- Y2K item was declared as UPGRADABLE to Y2K Compliant or Y2K Ready on the
basis of EJ and approved upgrade description, plan and schedule. After upgrade
implementation, upgraded Y2K item was considered closed on the basis of CC or TR
or CC&TR. Item Closure Report (ICR) was produced and stored in the document
references database, as the last activity needed for Y2K item upgrade closure.

- Y2K item was planned for a MODIFICATION to become Y2K Compliant or Y2K
Ready on the basis of EJ and approved modification description, plan and schedule.
After modification implementation, modified Y2K item was considered closed on the
basis of CC or TR or CC&TR. Item Closure Report (ICR) was produced and stored
in the document references database, as the last activity within Y2K item modification
closure. Modification or replacement was treated as a design change process.
Y2K item was planned for RETIREMENT on the basis of EJ and detailed description,
plan and schedule for Y2K item retirement. Timely retirement of each Y2K item that
was planned for retirement was checked within Y2K Contingency Plan.
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Detail Assessment included but was not limited to the following:
Vendor Evaluation (development of vendor compliance specification, correspondence
with vendors, evaluation of vendor response, determine appropriate commercial
instrument for cooperation with vendor, Y2K Testing & Validation, WOG, EPRI,
search through worldwide knowledge data bases - Internet WEB pages, create or
obtain objective evidence and archive records).
Utility Owned or Supported Software Testing (development of detail assessment
procedure, develop test procedures, Y2K Testing & Validation, create or obtain
objective evidence and archive records).
Interface Evaluation; Evaluation and coordination of interface between the software
applications modified by the Y2K project and those maintained by external
organizations (ELES, URSJV, Telekom, HMZS,...). Interfaces with external
organizations were identified early in the process and they required regular management
attention. Interface Y2K testing was performed and evaluation of the test results,
objective evidences were created or obtained and archived in records.
Modification Planning - If during the Detail Assessment an application or device has
not been determined to be Y2K Compliant or Y2K Ready, that application or
device was susceptible to the Y2K problem. At that moment a business decision had to
be made. The issue was whether the software or device can be used as is, or whether
it must be retired, upgraded, modified or replaced. The retirement, upgrade,
modification or replacement process was subject to the modification planning and
modification implementation according to the NEK internal procedures.

The detail assessment, for an item that was declared as NOT READY, was considered
closed as soon as the plan and schedule for retirement, upgrade or replacement were issued,
approved and stored in the document references data base.

6. Remediation Implementation
The purpose of Remediation Implementation was to upgrade, replace, modify or retire
hardware and/or software item, which was identified in the Detail Assessment as an item
subject to remediation. Remediation process was performed according to the existing NEK
internal procedures and applied practice for the:

Design Change Process (Modifications),
Configuration Change Control Process (MECL),
Procurement Process,
Document Control Process (DCM),
Software Configuration Change Control Process,
Work Order Process (WOS),
Work Order Planning Process (OLM or Outage Planning - Primavera),
Project Planning & Scheduling (Primavera)
Safety at Work,
Quality Records Management (QRM).

It has been recognized that NEK started much later with the implementation of the "Y2K
Readiness Program" than US NPP. It was very likely to expect that, there would be no time
left to implement all remediations before the critical roll over dates. Some remediations
would have to be implemented before and during outage 2000, while the period from
01.01.2000 to outage 2000 was covered by a contingency plan. All other hardware and
software remediations, which had to be implemented on time, were completed by the end
of November 1999. Remediations were implemented by the Y2K-NEK Project Team
members, other NEK employees, vendors and/or subcontractors as needed.
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7. Y2K Contingency Planning
Despite all the efforts associated with the implementation of the Y2K-NEK Project and
"Year 2000 Readiness Program", there was some risk of the Y2K - induced events. We had
recognized that the preparation of the comprehensive contingency plan to mitigate Y2K-
induced events that could occur on key rollover dates was needed. A contingency plan is a
document that defines necessary resources, actions and data for responding to the potential
loss or degradation of a service or function due to an Y2K-induced event in a component
or system.
The objectives of the Contingency Planning Process were:

Identification of all possible scenarios of irregular events that could be caused by Y2K
induced events.
Preparation of integrated Y2K Contingency Plan that defines strategy, organization,
plan and schedule to mitigate Y2K-induced events that could occur on key rollover
dates. Y2K Contingency Plan also contained Individual Contingency Plans.
Preparation of procedures and plans (Individual Contingency Plans) to mitigate
irregular Y2K-induced events on particular Y2K sensitive item, system, component
or a piece of software. The objective of the Individual Contingency Plan was to define
actions to be performed prior to the critical date roll over, to provide a pre-defined
response to mitigate the effects and allow recovery from an Y2K-induced event in a
system or component.

Individual Contingency Plans risk assessment was performed to know Y2K-related
problems and for the possible risk of unexpected problems.
Known Y2K-related problems were related to the:

Y2K items for which retirement, upgrade or modification could not be completed
before the critical roll over dates, and
Y2K READY items that required certain operator attention or action before and/or
after the critical roll over dates.

The risk assessment performed within the Contingency Planning Process has determined that
unexpected Y2K-induced events are very unlikely to happen. More over, we were sure that
there would be no Y2K-related disturbances in the operation of NEK that could be caused
by an irregular Y2K-related event in NEK equipment or software. We have determined that
the only risk of unexpected Y2K-induced events could come from the outside world. The
risk of the Y2K events caused by irregularities of any system, component or a piece of
software outside NEK was related to the disturbances in 400 kV electric grid, disturbances
in the public telephone network (TELEKOM), disturbances in the private
telecommunication and computer links (ELES, URSZR, HMZS...), disturbances in the
business relations with other companies in Slovenia and worldwide.
Project Y2K NEK Contingency Plan had 67 individual contingency plans in addition to
the textual part of the plan containing contingency plan introduction, strategy, organization,
scheduling and different appendices. The risk of the above mentioned Y2K events caused
by irregularities of any non-NEK system was reduced by the following actions:

NEK load reduction to 50% on date roll over 31.12.1999 to 01.01.2000.
During the critical roll over date the gas plant TEB, the second external power source
for NEK was in hot standby, disconnected from the power grid, ready to produce
electricity needed for NEK in-house load.
Backup wired analogue telephone links to the power utility dispatching center in
Ljubljana and to the TEB gas plant.
Backup mobile analogue radio links to the power utility dispatching center in
Ljubljana and to the TEB gas plant.
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8. Operational Support during the critical date rollovers
Before the critical roll over date (1999-12-31 to 2000-01-01) and in accordance to the
Individual Contingency Plans, a set of planned activities on different pieces of equipment and
pieces of software was performed. During the date roll over (1999-12-31T22:OO:OO to
2000-01-01T03:00:00), five experts for process computers and telecommunications were
on duty at the site in addition to the regular NEK operational crew. Additional maintenance
and operations crew was in standby at their homes, ready to come to NEK, if it needed.
During the critical time of the roll over date, NEK was regularly reporting about the
operational status to the power utility dispatching center in Ljubljana (ELES-RCV) and to
the nuclear regulatory body - URSJV.

9. Conclusions - Lesson Learned
After the Initial Assessment, that included inventory and the data base creation of all Y2K
items, the detail assessment was performed, objective evidences were obtained or created,
Y2K compliance certificates were obtained from vendors, some items were retired, some
items were upgraded, modified or replaced, and tested.

Detail Y2K NEK readiness assessment performed for 544 Y2K items has demonstrated that
hardware and software items that are in use at NEK do not have Y2K-related unresolved
issues that could impact reliable and safe plant operation.

The project Y2K NEK Contingency Plan has been developed to mitigate the known Y2K
-induced events as well as unexpected risks related to the Y2K computer bugs.

On the basis of the Detail Assessment performed, the inventory of 544 Y2K items was split
on:

9 items were entered to the inventory by mistake (there were no digital computers or
microprocessors or software in those items)

- 192 items were found to be Y2K COMPLIANT
- 242 items were found to be Y2K READY

55 items were planned for upgrade (27 hardware upgrade and 28 software upgrade)
13 items were planned for replacement (7 hardware items and 6 software items)
33 items were retired and removed (4 hardware items and 29 software items)

In August 1999, two-man expert mission from IAEA (Mr. Libby and Mr. Lederman)
reviewed work on the Y2K project in NEK. Their findings were very favourable and
presented in the document IAEA-EBP-Y2K-10, dated November 4, 1999.

Because of very comprehensive Y2K Readiness Assessment Program that was performed
at NEK, there was no significant unexpected Y2K-induced event. Nevertheless, two very
minor Y2K-reIated events did occur at NEK.

The first Y2K-related event was detected during the transition 1999-12-31 to 2000-01-01.
The date that was shown on the PIS-Process Information System mimic for meteorological
monitoring, was wrong showing year 2094 instead of year 2000. Investigation of the root
cause demonstrated that the wrong year is a consequence of the program correction and
testing process that was implemented in September 1999. Because of the administrative
mistake, part of the corrections implemented in September 1999, were overwritten during
the software restoration process, that was performed after the Y2K testing of PIS.
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The second Y2K-related event was detected during the date transition from 2000-02-28 to
2000-02-29. The ISDN telephone exchange SIEMENS Hicom 300 that is installed at NEK,
as the local telephone exchange did not recognize that February has 29 days. Before it was
corrected manually, the wrong date (17.12.1999) was shown on the displays of all locally
(NEK) installed phones. Date error has occurred in spite of the software upgrade performed
by a vendor representative and Y2K compliance certificate issued by vendor.

As far as we know Y2K issue was treated differently worldwide. All possible treatments
were present: from the total negligence and misunderstanding of the potential risks to the
exaggeration of the problem to the maximum possible extent. It is the truth that Y2K issue
was a very good business opportunity for a large number of computer hardware and
software vendors and computer consulting companies. Nuclear power plants belong to the
type of industry where no additional safety risk related to the technological processes can
be accepted. It was very important to consider Y2K problem extremely seriously but at the
same time to ensure that no expert resources and no money is spent unnecessary.

At the very beginning of the Y2K-NEK project, we were sure about the technology used
at NEK for control and protection (mostly analog electronic systems or systems with
discrete digital electronic circuitry). We have recognized that it is very unlikely to expect
degradation of plant safety caused by Y2K-induced event. At the same time we have
recognized that there are several process computer systems that are used for technological
process control, protection and process monitoring. Also there are several functions of the
process computers systems that are mentioned in NEK Technical Specifications, functions
that are implemented on the basis of regulatory requirements and that are important for day
to day operator's usage and technological process monitoring. It was not enough to have a
good feeling about the Y2K issue at NEK. We had to list all items potentially sensitive to
the Y2K issue, we had to evaluate all items, take necessary corrective actions, pass
conclusions on the basis of the objective evidences and archive all documentation in a
controlled way.

We think that our largest achievement is not related to the pure fact that we had no serious
Y2K-related problems. When NEK started the project (end of September 1998) all USA
nuclear power plants were already working on Y2K issues for almost a year. USA nuclear
power plants were claiming that the Y2K project costs would be between two and three
million dollars. The scope of work to be performed on the Y2K-NEK project seemed
impossible to be completed by the end of year 1999.
The largest achievement is related to the good optimization of scope, efforts and
money spent on the Y2K NEK project, while at the same time the results of the Y2K
Readiness Assessment Program were very comprehensive, nothing was forgotten and
nothing was overlooked. For the whole project, upgrades and modifications NEK has
spent less than 400.000 USD. Additional useful experience is related to the very
efficient IntraNet based project management, planning, reporting, project on-line
development supervision, on-line project documentation and on-line project archives.
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Abstract:
Today many developing countries rely on electric power production of WWER nuclear power
plants. INETEC collected in last 10 years significant experience in inspection of WWER
steam generators which are presented in this article. The main topics are:

1. Degradation processes in WWER steam generators
2. Eddy Current Techniques suitable for inspection of WWER steam generators
3. Measurement characteristic of particular EC technique
4. Obtained results with various techniques
5. Suggested examination policy regarding examination technique

INETEC experience helped to maintain safe and confident operation of WWER power plant
in several countries as Bulgaria, Hungary, Armenia, Finland and Ukraine and can be of
interest for other countries which have the same reactor technology.

1. STEAM GENERATOR TUBE BUNDLE INTEGRITY

*** Worldwide experience shows that the steam generator is one of the most critical
components in nuclear power plants.

*** Steam generator tubes are affected by degradation mechanisms caused by operating
conditions (chemistry, condenser leakage, combination of structural materials in primary
and secondary circuit, thermal load etc.).

•> Degradation mechanisms may be classified as:
y chemical: intergranular attack (IGA), intergranular attack/stress corrosion cracking

(IGA/SCC), primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC), pitting, thinning,
y mechanical: wear, fatigue.

•> The timely detection and reliable sizing of defects on tube is prerequisite to avoid possible
tube rupture and subsequent leakage.

*** It should be accomplished through the EC examination ofSG tube bundle.

**** Variety of degradation mechanisms requires better understanding of their nature, as well
as development of advanced eddy current techniques capable to reliable detect and size
the damages.

*** EC results are the great source of information about degradation characteristics such as:
> tube position in tube bundle,
y> location of indication on tube,
^ percentage distribution,
> intensity of appearance,
> growth rate and others.
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Based on INETEC huge experience in eddy current testing of WWER steam generator
tubes, this topic will present the latest examination technology, as well as, the examples of
obtained results.

2. GENERAL ABOUT EDDY CURRENT STEAM GENERATOR TUBE
EXAMINATION

•> The most convenient method, in respect of quality and time for inspection of SG 's, is
multi-frequency EG method.

•> EC method has several advantages in comparison with other methods such as ultrasonic
inspection or leak testing:

yfast data collection,
> absence of contact media,
y remote controlled process,
> high reliability of the system,
y permanently stored results,
> low radiation doses for working personnel.

*X* The most common EC technique is standard bobbin coil technique. This technique gives
the following information: depth of the defect, the voltage of the signal which is in direct
proportion with volume of the defect, position of the defect in the tube'sheet, position of
the defect along tube bundle and the side of the defect (outer or inner diameter)

*X* Besides bobbin probe which provides limited amount of data concerning tube's damages,
the other EC techniques become also very interesting because in some cases these probes
enable additional information about parameters of degradation.

*** Advanced techniques provide a possibility to define the other characteristics of the defects
(for example, shape, length, width, orientation, numbers of defect on particular axial
location).

**** Additional information obtained by advanced techniques damage might be used:
• to confirm damage found by bobbin probe;
• to detect damages in tube areas where bobbin probe does not give satisfactory

results (dents, dings, tube expansions, all other geometrical changes of tube
diameter); . •

• to detect damages which are hard to find with bobbin probe (circumferential
cracks)

*X* Therefore, for EC examination of WWER SG's the following approach is highly
recommended:

1. Quick inspection of steam generator tubes with bobbin coil technique to
find out the defects regions, their depth and volume.

2. Inspection of found indications, as well as, other unknown or irregular
signals with one of the advanced EC techniques.
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3. INETEC EXPERIENCE WITH TESTING OF WWER STEAM GENERATORS
WITH BOBBIN COIL

•> Standard EC inspection is performed by bobbin coil technique. It requires specially
designed probes because of tube geometry, which consists of several sharp bends along
tube length. Unfortunately a lot of such bends especially those which are near to collector
are associated to the appearance of significant ovality. Significant ovality in the region of
bends affects on the penetrability of the probe during inspection.

**** Due to many reasons (smaller resistance to probe movement, higher speed of probe
pushing, better probe durability...) examination is usually accomplished in two steps,
separately from cold and hot leg side up to A VB#3.

•> Besides standard bobbin probes, INETEC developed and applies the special type of
probes for WWER steam generator examination:

> Metal beaded - probe with the special flexible hose, which provides examination of
whole tube length at once, and better penetrability in peripheral tubes with very
sharp elbows.

r> Metal Shielded - probe with increased durability obtained by covering the coil with
the special shield.

•> During planning and inspection two major factors are important for the success of
inspection, and they are:

1. extent of inspection
2. fill factor = rate between outer probe diameter and inner tube diameter on

square
FF=(ds/dt)

2

> Related to extent of inspection it is clear that it is most important to examine the whole
length of the tube. So any combinations of extents, which assure the whole tube
inspection, are acceptable.

> Related to fill factor the situation is complicated. The most number of guidelines
suggest that fill factor has to have minimum value of 0.8 because measurement
accuracy is significantly influenced by it. Distance between probe coil and defect has
effect on signal forming, causing problems with sizing of indication (see Figure).

defect defect

> Better accuracy is assured through application of probe with greater diameter.

>• Because of significant ovality in the region of bends in some cases it is very difficult
or impossible to pass with the probe with fill factor equal or greater than 0.8.
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Except ovality some other factors have influence on inspection availability, for
example water in tubes or/and deposits of various kinds.

In accordance with INETEC experience the inspection availability as a function of
probe fill factor is the following (numbers in table represents percentage of whole
number of tubes in SG an they can vary from SG to SG or from unit to unit):

Type of SG |

WWER 440
WWER 1000

FF-0.85 |

-80%
-50%

FF=0.8 |

100%

-90%

FF=0.7 |

-

-98%

FF=0.65 |

-

-100%
Note: SG 1000 - Outer tube diameter 16 mm, Inner tube diameter 13 mm, Wall thickness 1.5 mm

SG 440 - Outer diameter 16 mm, Inner diameter 13.2 mm, Wall thickness 1.4 mm

From previous table it is obvious that in some cases the use of probes with smaller
fill factor than 0.8 is a must. So, in further text the influence of various fill factors on
obtained results will be analyzed.

To find out the influence of the fill factor on results the following experiments where
performed:

1. In laboratory two calibrations blocks (for WWER 1000 SG) are put one near to
the other. The first one was used for calibration and the second one simulates
tube with known defects. Than the second one was examined 40 times with
three probes with different fill factors (0.8, 0.7,0.65). The obtained differences
between measured average values and real values are given on the next
graphs for various probes and three various defects.:

Differences between measured average depth values
and real depth values(%)
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Because average values of depth of particular defects are calculated on the basis of
40 measurements the confidence limits of every average value can be established.
For example on next graph the Confidence limits of measured depth values on 59%
defect for various probe fill factors are given.

Confidence limit of measured depth values on 59% defect for various probe fill
factor
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The confidence limits in previous graph were calculated on assumption that all
measurements are in accordance with Normal Distribution. For demonstration of
this assumption the next graph show histograms with normal distribution functions
of 40 measurements of 59% defect with 0.8 probe.

Histogram with distribution function of 40 measurements of 59% defect with 0.8 fill
factor probe

2. One real indication in WWER steam generator was examined with three
different probes with different fill factors (0.8, 0.7, 0.65).
30 measurements per probe was performed. The obtained average values with
associated confidence limits (95% Normal distribution) are given on next
graph:
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Confidence limit of measured depth values on one real defect (WWER SG's) for various
probes fill factors
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4. INETEC EXPERIENCE WITH TESTING OF WWER STEAM
GENERATORS WITH ROTATING COILS

• Rotating coil was used by INETEC for following purposes:

^ to collect more data about defect found by bobbin coil (length, width,
orientation) which helps in recognition of degradation mechanism

^ to approve or disapprove bobbin calls in the regions of high noise,
geometric changes, bends etc. which were under doubts of data resolution
analyst

*X* Use of rotating probe in WWER steam generators is very difficult because of tube
geometry. Regarding this fact INETEC developed specially designed rotating probe and
applies it on WWER tubes.

••• Now INETEC can inspect whole tube length in WWER 440 steam generators, and tubes
up to the second bend in the WWER 1000 steam generators.

*** Examples of results obtained by INETEC bobbin and rotating probe (one indication) are
given on following pictures:
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Results of measurement of length and width with rotating coil are very interesting. In the
next table some interesting examples are given from WWER 440 and WWER 1000 steam
generators.
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WWER 440 steam generators

No. of indication

Indication #1
Indication #2
Indication #3
Indication #4

Depth of
indication found
by bobbin coil

(%)

89
92

97

81

Length of
indication

(mm)

14.72
11.87
20.44

8.9

Width of
indication

(mm)

5.7"
6.47
8.21
7.27

WWER 1000 steam generators

No. of indication

Indication #1
Indication #2
Indication #3
Indication #4

Depth of
indication found
by bobbin coil

(%)

80

83

59

32

Length of
indication

(mm)

6.08
5.76
8.21
6.15

Width of
indication

(mm)

3.28
2.49
6.44
4.83

From previous results it is obvious that surface of the indications is significantly large what is
characteristic of thinning, but in the same time the depth of indications is also in most cases
very deep, near 100%, what is characteristic of IGA. The both facts lead to conclusion that the
degradation mechanism is so called "patched" IGA, and in some cases pitting. The picture
from destructive examination of such "patch" IGA is given on the next picture.

Patch IGA — surface view Patch IGA - deepest crack

iltilli
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In accordance with previous the following conclusions and recommendations can be
established:

1. The main method for inspection of WWER steam generators is bobbin probe technique.
This technique gives basic knowledge about degradation processes in WWER steam
generators. Usual degradation mechanisms on WWER SG are various forms of IGA/SCC
as well as pitting where bobbin probes give satisfactory results.

2. Speed and reliability of bobbin probe technique assure examination of whole tube bundle
during regular shutdowns, even in the scope of 100%.

3. The most important parameters of bobbin probe technique are:
^ penetrability of the bobbin probe which has to assure inspection of the whole

length of the tube;
^ fill factor which has to be as greater as penetrability allows.

4. Fill factor has influence on accuracy and repeatability of the measurements. To improve
measurements of depth of indication with bobbin probe technique the following actions
can be taken:

^ retest of all indications several times to find average value of indications depth
which be much closer to true than only first call

^ retest of indications found with probe with smaller fill factor, with probe with
greater fill factor, where it is possible. Such retests need not to have in most cases
absolute penetrability.

5. Rotating probe technique is a valuable tool to collect more data about defects found by
bobbin coil, as well as inspections of all locations where bobbin coil gives poor results.

6. Variety of degradation mechanisms requires further development and application of
advanced EC technologies like rotating probe technique.

1. To collect more knowledge about degradation mechanisms in WWER steam generators
the destructive examinations and their comparison with eddy current data is very
important. So when it is possible the tube pulling and destructive examination is
recommended.
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THE SLOVAK NUCLEAR REGULATORY AUTHORITY
AND START-UP OF THE MOCHOVCE NPP

Mojmir Seliga and Sana Micankova ~
Public Relations Division

Uradjadroveho dozoru SR, Bajkalskd 27, 820 07 Bratislava, Slovak Republic

Foreword

A major element of providing information is the demonstration that the area of nuclear

energy uses has its binding rules in the Slovak Republic and the observance thereof is

controlled by the state through an independent institution - Slovak Nuclear Regulatory

Authority (UJD). As early as 1995 were laid on the UJD the foundations of the concept of

broadly keeping the public informed on UID activity and the safety of nuclear installations by

opening the UJD Information Centre that provides by its activity communications with the

public and mass media, which is instrumental in creating in the public a favourable picture of

the independent state nuclear regulation.

Clear communication policy is the key to credibility and is based on perceptions which

give rise to varying levels of confidence. It has been consistently found in opinion research

that credibility is the single most powerful persuasive force. Public communication

programmes are the principal currency for the Regulatory Authority to inform the public on

issues like costs, benefit requirements and risks.

Last two years were important for the UJD in public information especially the situation

at the NPP Mochovce and activities of the Austrian Government, dealing with personal,

medial and visiting activities. These activities were focused on stopping the commissioning of

the first unit at the NPP Mochovce. Nevertheless, deputy of the Slovak Government has

presented facts about commissioning of the first unit and the preparation for commissioning

of the second unit of the NPP Mochovce, during the 43rd General Conference in Vienna.

The NPP Mochovce is an example of international co-operation in achieving

internationally acceptable safety standards. Companies from France, Germany, USA, Russian

Federation, Czech Republic and Slovakia and last, but not least also the IAEA participated

significantly on increasing the safety level of this NPP. We have been fully aware of the

importance of good communication with press, television and radio broadcasting in this pre-
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operation and operation period about nuclear safety, nuclear standard and the other nuclear

aspects commissioning of the NPP Mochovce in the UJD. The information policy of the UJD

was in this period focused on the preparation of actual press releases for general and

specialised newspapers and national press agencies. Very important were the frequent

presentations about the requirement safety stages ©f the NPP Mochovce on television and

radio broadcasting by headquarters of the UJD.

The public relations are understood as attempts to establish, keep and improve the UJD's

good relations to its neighbours through purposeful informing. Parallel such communication

also means to follow particular ethical principles and independence which are precondition to

attain a respect of the national supervision for nuclear safety in Slovakia.

The UJD already in its origins laid the foundation of a policy of keeping the public

broadly informed on all activities and the safety of nuclear installations in the Slovak

Republic by opening the UJD Information Centre. Catering to public & media relations,

the Information Centre is instrumental in forming a favourable picture of independent

state supervision on nuclear safety. The Information Centre in its offices at UJD was

built and opened in October (1995) with the IAEA Director General Dr. Hans Blix as the

first visitor.

Professionally, the public relations at the UJD are responsibility of the Public Information

Manager who is at the same time the press officer of the UJD . Of course, his close co-

operation with all staff members is absolutely necessary. The Manager co-ordinates all public

relations activities and he also personally prepares press releases, writes articles, organises

press conferences and communicates with television, radio broadcasting and journalists. He

also monitors news in various media on subjects interesting for the UJD.

Operation and responsibility of the Nuclear Regulatory Authority

The primary mission of the Nuclear Regulatory Authority of the Slovak Republic is to

guarantee both the Slovak Republic's citizens and the international community that atomic

energy on Slovak territory is used exclusively for peaceful purposes and that Slovak nuclear

power plants are designed, built or liquidated, as the case may be, in compliance with

appropriate legislation.

The UJD in its activity makes use of the results of science and research as well as

international co-operation with the aim of achieving internationally acceptable levels of
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nuclear safety of nuclear installations in the Slovak Republic. The UJD's mission is defined

by Act No. 130/1998 Coll. on the peaceful uses of nuclear power which took effect 1 July

1998. This Act is approximated to law of the European Commission. The compliance of

activities described therein and the observance of the UJD requirements and decisions are

checked up by nuclear safety inspectors.

Pursuant to this Act, control activity over nuclear safety is carried out by the main

inspector and nuclear safety inspectors. The performance of this activity is regulated at the

UJD by an internal directive significant part of which is an annual inspection plan. The

inspection plan envisages routine inspections to be conducted first of all by the UJD site

inspectors who control how the observance of nuclear safety requirements. Conditions are

ensured, the state of nuclear power installations, the observance of approved limits and

conditions and selected operating regulations, namely in particular during operation and

maintenance nuclear power installations.

Special inspections are focused on closely professional areas (such as fire safety or

qualifications and training of NPP personnel, etc.), particularly on control of the fulfilment

UJD requirements and decisions. Team inspections organized by the UJD main inspector

prior to a major step of the start-up programme or operating conditions are targeted toward

complex control of the observance of the UJD conditions usually simultaneously in a number

of problematic areas.

Control and evaluation activity of the UJD rests in the assessment of safety

documentation for nuclear power structures, intended in particular to enhance nuclear safety

of nuclear installations in service. Further documentation are focused on the preparation for

their operation start-up as well as the evaluation of changes to installations influencing the

nuclear safety.

Communication activities and Mochovce NPP

Extra activities of the UJD in the area of public relations resulted during entire year 1998

from the commissioning of Mochovce NPP. The UJD inspectors have carried out a number

of inspections at individual technological complexes of Mochovce NPP, based on year plan of

inspection activities. It was for the first time, when Press Officer of Regulatory Body was

included into UJD inspection teams, who was preparing short as well as longer information

reports about these inspections, providing there particular results of inspections and accepted

measures. The UJD requirement has been to construct and operate Mochovce NPP on such
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safety level, which would meet current international requirements and standards and would be

acceptable by public.

All these steps in reviewing safety measures and realisation of preparation and

commissioning of Mochovce NPP unit II. has been presented to mass-media and press

agencies by national independent surveillance over nuclear safety. Many questions from

national daily papers, television and radio broadcasting are very often responded by the Press

Officer. Commissioning of Mochovce NPP unit was significantly flavoured also by

negotiations with Austrian government. As a result of these contacts between Austria and

Slovakia, related to Mochovce NPP, were many presentations of leading authorities of the

UJD in television programs of Austrian, Hungarian and in all programs of Slovak television.

Press Officer regularly responded to questions of redactors of domestic daily papers, but often

also questions from Austrian, German, Hungarian and Slovak television stations, related to

safety of Mochovce NPP unit I and II. During this period leading authorities of UJD were

often taking part, together with Mochovce NPP operator, at discussions with mass media in

Bratislava, Budapest and in Vienna. Press Officer of the UJD has taken part at a few round

tables to particular issues, especially in Slovak radio broadcasting.

Unfortunately, issues of Mochovce NPP safety have been discussed at certain

international levels (Austrian government, EU etc.) to political extortion. Issues of safety

improvement have been politicised in mass media, what resulted into hot medial summer

1998 and autumn 1999. In spite of these unfavourable influences, process of the I. and II. unit

commissioning has been managed on high professional level, what has remarkably positive

response in mass-media and in expert sphere all over the world. Start-up unit I. and II. of

Mochovce NPP into operation means also positive response to co-operation "East - West".

Mochovce Nuclear Power Plant is an example of international co-operation in improving

safety and achieving up-to-date safety standards.

NPP Mochovce start-up

The completion of the first NPP Mochovce units was decided by the Government of the

Slovak Republic as early as 1995 with the requirement that safety be brought up to the current

international practice level.

Enhancing safety of the NPP Mochovce is also the basic requirement of the UJD. The

construction of the Mochovce nuclear power plant was implemented under the operation-

proven design of nuclear power plants of VVER 440/V213 type. The NPP Mochovce detailed
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project also reflected the experience in operation of this type of nuclear power plants above all

in the former Czechoslovakia, but also in other countries, mainly the former USSR, Hungary,

CR, and Finland. Of all-important safety improvements, which were part of the original NPP

Mochovce project, in particular seismic resistance improvement of structures and facilities,

I&C system technology innovation and increased reliability of facilities designed to enhance

nuclear safety and radiation protection can be noted.

The year 1998 was a historic milestone to the NPP Mochovce, when Unit 1. was

commissioned following the years of its suspended construction. In addition to Unit 1 trial

operation and installation works on Unit 2 has been intensively completed, analytic, project

and implementation works under the NPP Mochovce safety improvements programme has

been conducted during 1999. As a follow-up, also preparations and subsequent tests of plant

equipment were performed.

During 1999, intense completion of construction works on Unit 2 was taking place, part

of which was also the implementation of safety measures. The scope of implemented safety

measures on Unit 2 was the same before the start-up as on Unit 1 at the time following the

refuelling outage. Significant milestones on the Unit 2 start-up in 1999 included the

completion of Phases 1 and 2 of extended hydrotesting. Permission for the Phase 1 physical

start-up, i.e. core loading, was given by the UJD on 4 October 1999, criticality was achieved

on 1 December 1999 and the unit power start-up phase began on 14 December 1999 (the first

turbo-generator of Unit 2 was brought to phase on 21 December 1999). Power start-up tests at

a power level of 20 %, 35 % and a part of tests at a power level of 50 % were run on EMO

Unit 2. Another milestones of the NPP Mochovce Unit 2 will be the achievement of the unit

rated capacity and the putting into trial operation following a successful 144-hour

demonstration running.

Special attention was also devoted by the inspectors to the implementation of safety

measures targeted toward enhancing the unit nuclear safety level. It may be noted that the

implementation of safety measures on this unit was (as compared to Unit 1) for the unit

operation start-up more consistent, thus the level of their implementation on Unit 2 prior to

physical start-up was the same as on Unit 1 after the refuelling outage (during which project

and supplier prepared safety measures required by the UJD decision were implemented on

Unit 1).

Continuously controlled was also the activity of the operator's personnel was controlled

in both testing and routine operations as per operating regulations or instructions. No major

shortcomings were found in this area. Personnel of the NPP Mochovce Unit 2 have sufficient
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experiences gained during the Unit 1 start-up. Based on the knowledge obtained by the UJD

through inspections in the Unit 2 start-up the shortcomings occurring particularly in the

preparation of technical documentation, in which changes arising out of the implemented

safety measures had not been sufficiently flexibly incorporated. Under the evaluation of

operating events, the results of control activity, but also taking into account operating

indicators, the UJD assessed the EMO Unit 1 operation as safe and reliable in 1999. The

results of Unit 2 tests during the start-up up to the 35 % power level NNOM show that Unit 2 is

well-prepared in the light of the state of equipment and systems as well as personnel activity

for another start-up phase to take place in 2000.

All activities and tests are performed in the start-up process according to pre-developed

programmes subdivided into phases subject to approval by the UJD. A transition into another

phase will only be possible under the UJD's permission, following the "evaluation of the

previous phase, with the permission being conditional primarily on the meeting of conditions

related to nuclear safety.

UJD inspectors under all the phases of unit preparation for its start-up and phases of its

start-up according approved programmes check the progress of accidentally selected tests.

The UJD also consistently monitors compliance with requirements for unit start-up scientific

supervision provided , by the Vyskumny ustav jadrovych elektrarni, a.s., Trnava (VUJE).

The conditions for safe operation of the NPP Mochovce Unit 1 have been imposed by the

UJD decision for trial operation. This fundamental document details the obligations the utility

has to continuously satisfy for safe operation and charges it to complete all safety measures at

established dates. The UJD has issued this decision in the form commonplace in advanced

countries and thus guarantees the same standard of nuclear safety as it is adopted in such

countries. UJD inspectors followed the same procedure also in starting up the NPP Mochovce

Unit 2.

Despite improvements on the original project thorough reassessment of the project safety

was conducted during the construction suspension by the NPP Mochovce in co-operation with

its contractors. It was based on the comparison of the original project with internationally

accepted nuclear safety standards as well as the evaluation of experiences of Western

European operators of analogical power plants featuring PWR-type reactors. The evaluation

results led to the adoption of an additional programme of safety improvements of the NPP

Mochovce. By implementing the safety improvement programme the nuclear plant has

achieved the position, which in terms of the meeting of current nuclear safety standards

measures compares with nuclear PWR-type reactors in service in Western Europe.
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In assessing operating events it should be noted that in 1998 and 1999 the UJD initiated a

number of working meetings with the NPP Mochovce management to tune up the

methodology of assessment of operating events, record-keeping and the system of reporting

thereof.

Even despite that the nuclear power plant start-up period is designed to confirm project

properties of an installation and find and clear defects and such an activity is undertaken

continuously throughout the start-up period under professional supervision of specialists in

the unit control room. The assessment of operating events during start-up is one of the

components to assess the success of start-up works. The primary criterion for start-up success

is the quality of unit tune-up and its mastering by the operating personnel. In general, it can be

noted for NPP Mochovce Units 1 and 2 that the whole start-up process was permanently

under control by supervisory start-up bodies and no nuclear dangerous" operating events

occurred during the start-up. In particular no radioactive leak into the working environment

and the environment has been recorded throughout the start-up period.

Within the transparency and openness policy, the following five international missions

focused on independent verification of specific nuclear safety issues were held at the

Mochovce utility or in connection therewith:

Mission of Austrian specialists in May 1998 was intended to verify the utility safety

prior to its start-up. The mission stated that remarkable progress had been made in

improvements of the original Soviet-era project. The Austrian side formulated its

recommendations. Some of them concerned unit operation regimes, were accepted already

during the mission, others were charged with the operator to improve the project (e.g.

advanced protection against lightings). Of contentious opinions of the Slovak and Austrian

sides in particular the question of the NPP Mochovce Unit 1 reactor pressure vessel should

be mentioned.

- IAEA expert group set up to assess the safety of the NPP Unit 1 reactor pressure vessel

was held in September 1998 in Vienna. Its main conclusion was that the pressure vessel of

the NPP Mochovce Unit 1 was safe and no new issues relating to its safety were

confirmed.

IAEA mission intended to assess the project of safety improvements at the NPP

Mochovce tool place in October 1998. The mission's preliminary conclusions stated that

the safety improvement programme included and dealt with all the IAEA

recommendations addressed to VVER440/V213 units.
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- Special IAEA mission focused on the assessment of seismic characteristics of the

Mochovce site (the mission was held together for the NPP V-l and V-2 Bohunice). The

PHARE project of assistance to the Slovak regulatory authority in assessing safety of the

NPP Mochovce. The project funded by the EC, managed by PJSKAUDIT, bringing

together Western organisations active in the area of nuclear safety GRS (Germany), IPSN

(France), ANPA (Italy) and CIEMAT (Spain), and others reoriented in the course of

solution-making toward an independent assessment of the NPP Mochovce safety.

Conclusion

The results of all the missions were presented and discussed at various levels in 1999. The

mass media were kept regularly informed on the progress, principal results and adopted

conclusions and they were also on the agenda of the UJD press conferences.

The problems of ensuring nuclear safety are increasingly becoming international in nature.

Assessments include nuclear reactor ageing, modernisation of technological systems such as

control systems and gaining of new scientific knowledge and necessary transparency in the

problems of nuclear installations safety.

The conclusion at last years roundtable of Forum EUROS AFE in Paris, where the current

state in ensuring nuclear safety on Unit 1 (refuelling outage) and Unit 2 (physical start-up

phase) of the NPP Mochovce was presented, sounded favourable. The Forum EUROSAFE

participants stated that the NPP Mochovce is the first nuclear power plant of the former Soviet

design built in Eastern Europe to meet the level of safety comparable with Western standards.

The safety level attained by the NPP Mochovce has become a guide to modernisation of the

other Eastern European nuclear power plants of VVER 440/V 213 type. The prepared report

was submitted in late 1999 to the European Union and thereafter made public.

It is obvious, however, that a lot of work is still to be done, especially with the aim to

assure better direct presentation of the UJD to the public as a competent and independent

regulatory organisation. All communication and information activities of the UJD in 1999

aimed to form the public confidence and the favourable UJD image at home as well as abroad.
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EXPERIENCE WITH HIGH PERCENT STEP LOAD DECREASE
FROM FULL POWER IN NPP KRSKO

Vladimir Vukovic
Zagrebjbrvinje 38

Absract. The conrol system of NPP Krsko, is designed to automatically control the reac-
tor in the power range between 15 and 100 percent of rated power for the following designed
transients:

• +- 10 percent step change in load;
• 5 percent per minute loading and unloading;
• step full load decrease with the aid of automatically initiateded and controlled steam

dump.
Because station operation below 15 percent of rated power is designed for a period of ti-

me during startup or standby conditions, automatic control below 15 percent is not provided.
The steam dump accomplishes the following functional tasks:
• it permits the nuclear plants to accept a sudden 95 percent loss of load without incurr-

ing reactor trip,
• it remowes stored energy and residual heat following a reactor trip and brings the pla-

nt to equilibrium no-load conditions without actuation of the steam generator safety
valves.

• it permits control of the steam generator pressure at no-load conditions and permits
a manually controlled cooldown of the plant.

The first two functionl tasks are controlled by Tavg. The third is controlled by steam pre-
ssure. Interlocks minimise any possibility of an inadvertent actuation of steam dump sys-
tem.

This paper discuses relationships between designed (described) characteristics of plant
and the data which are obtained during startup and/or first ten years of operation.

1 Introduction. The step load decrease from full power in NPP connected at small alectri-
city grid can involve many problems. In NPP Krsko, the steam dump system is described
as system which comprises ten valves which bypass steam to the condenser. The valves
have a total capacity of approximately 85 percent of full load turbine steam flow at full load
steam pressure. The valves receive flow from the steam lines downstream of the main ste-
am stop valves (Fig. 1). An interlock blocks the air supply to each steam dump valve by clo-
sing solenoids in the air supply lines, if the reactor coolant system temperature is low. A
manual bypass of the interlock is provided for condenser cooldown valves to allow a pla-
ned and controlled plant cooldown. The condenser dump valves are also interlocked such
that the dump valves cannot be actuated unless condenser vacuum exists and circulatig
water exists. The atmosferic dump valves are interlocked so thet cannot be actuated follo-
wing a reactor trip.

The basic problems, which shall be solved for cases high percent steap load decrease
from full power, are:

• to remain the electric load of NPP on main turbine generator unit,
• to prevent a reactor trip.
On principle, disconnection of outer electric network momentarily occurs step full load
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decrease of the turbogenerator to level of net NPP load. Remain of energy is transfered
by steam dump valves in condenser. For adequate solution of these problems, must be solved
softwers and hardwrs problems of:

• reactor control system;
• turbogenerator control system;
• steam dump system, and
• condenser vacuum system.

2. Results of Net Load Trip Test. During startup of NPP Krsko were planed and perfor-
med, high percent step load decrease from full power, also. Test procedures were perfor-
med preliminary at 5%, 25%, 50% and 75% of rated power. Only test from 05.09 1982. ,
and test from 06. 09. 1982., are positively evaluated (at 50 and 75 percent of rated po
wer). Per same procedure (SU-PA-12) official testing were performed:

3. 12.1982. at 100% of rated power
2. 07. 1983. at 94,5% rated power
29.6.1984. at 100% of rated power

Any of these tests is not positively evaluated, because result was station black out.
Per plant indications, reactor trip and station black out occurs by reactor coolant system

component problems primary caused by turbogenerator trip (steam generator level, RCS
flow, RHT intercept and turbine control valve,underfrequency, condenser vacuum, etc.).

3. Short Analysis and Comment. During performance of the test (official procedure SU-
PA-12), the data are obtained from signals as follows:

Auctioneered Nuclear Flux
Thot Loop 1
TcoldLoopl
Tavg Loopl
Delta T Loop 1
Tref
Pressurizer Pressure
Pressurizer Level
Rod Bank Position (Control D)
OT Delta T Loop 1
OP Delta T Loop 1
SG 1 Level Uncompensated
SG 1 Level Compensated
Steam Header Pressure
Feed Flow Loop 1
Steam Flow Loop 1
Steam Dump Demand

Collected data show that were inside of margine given in "Precautions, Limitati-
ons and Setpoints " document.

Some examples:
• Precautions following a reactor trip, and when the auctioneered Tavg has been re-

duced to near the no-load value, the main feedwater control valves are automatical-
ly closed completely. Steam generator level must slowly be restored and maintened thro-
ugh manual control of the bypass valves. Reactor coolant temperature must be monitored
and feedwater flow adjusted to prevent a loss in shutdown margin as a result of cooling
reactor bellow its no-load temperature.

• Precautions following a large load decrease, if steam dump is actuated, steam dump
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cntrol should be manually reset, after equilibrium conditions are established. This is done
by momentarily switching the steam dump control mode switch on MCB, to RESET po-
sition.

• Following a large load decrease, below the permissive circuit C-5 (15 % power),
manual reactor control is required to establish equilibrium condition since C-5 blocks au-
tomatic rod withdraval, ...etc.

Therefore, performance of test SU-PA-12 can be done many time, but with certain re-
ason. Without adaptation of the turbogenerator and steam dump system, can not be ex-
pect good results. Reactor trips and turbine starts are limited numbers (numerous reactor
trips generate more radwaste, etc.):

During performance of test SU-PA-12 at 3. 12. 1982. ractor trip occured per
"FIRST OUT" indication:

STEAM GEN NO 2 LO-LO L CAUSE RE TR
and per PLANT COMPUTER:
Y 3551 D TURB. RHT INTERCEPT VALV. CL
STEAM GEN. LO-LO L RTR

RCP BUS UNDERFREQUENCY RE TR
During performance of test at 2.07. 1983., steam generator reference levels were iai-

sed at 70 percent, but reactor was triped by turbine. (Low-Low Steam Generator Water Le-
vel signal is at 35% of narrow range span, and programed water lewel is 66% for 0 to 80%

turbine load per impuls chamber pressure , and lower set point of 60% at 100% turbine lo-
ad).

During performance of test at 29.06.1984.plant was triped by turbine trip and occured
station black out.

Difficulties in performance and analysis of tests were unproperly:
• plant computer equipment (now is exchanged);
• annunciator system (FIRST OUT);
• instrumentation (reliable multirecorderand input devices),"
• writen procedures;
• organisation and cooperation of project, construction and investitor persons.

More over, the power plant is not designed for auto operation below 15 percent of ra-
ted power and steam generator level control is complicated (equiped with three feedwater
control system, dependent on pwer plant load).

Turbogenerator control system and steam dump system are especially problems of the
test, because these systems not adapted to high percent step load decrease. For example,
as soon as opened stop valves, closed control valves omit to turbine acceleration to750
rev/min. Therefore, the large turbine control valves, stop valves and intercept valves are
problem during transients occuring large load reduction to level of 30 MW. For example,
for turbine acceleration to 1500 rev/min, opening of control valve is approximately 2%.
Steam pressure oscilation front of the control valves by opening steam dump valves cau-
ses frequency oscilation between 48 Hz and 55 Hz. By the way, in SEQUENCIAL mode
of operation and 100% turbine load, only 60% are opened valves, and 40% closed. Inter-
cept valves need 30 sec. to full opened position ( 3 ).

The steam dump system is composed of 10 valves, with each valve having a capacity
of approximately 8,5% steam flow at the full load steam pressure. Steam flow (steam
dump demand) is depend on load rejection temperature error signal, Tavg-Tref. Steam
dump flow control • valves. ' are divided in four banks (2x2 valves per bank + 2x3 val-
ves per bank) on two condensers. Difficalties occur from condenser capacity (impurities
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in Sava river, cooling surface dimensions of condensers and cooling towers, as sho-
wed on Fig. 2 and 3). Rejected heat is approximately 25% to 30% higher than heat sink
of condenser during 100% of opening steam dump valves and 30 MW of generator load.

4. Conclusions. To realise the reliable and safe system for high percent step load de-
crease from full power to net load without turbine and reactor trip, is necessary to undet
take:

• to rise redundancy and/or to adapt of secondary plant equipment and their protecti-
ction system (low vacuum, TG overspeed, thrust bearing, SG level control, etc.);

• to adapt speed of system response,
• by plant computer, during transients, make possible recording all relevant parame-

ters, necessary to analysis causes and consequences of events development at the plant
and response of the control and monitoring equipment;

• sequence of actions in test and operational procedures shall be writed and appro-
ved by competent personnel,

• to realise the new turbine and steam dump control system by additional valve con-
trol system, for net load capacity, for example, per idea of this text author.
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a short review of the different forms adopted to express the analogy
between heat and mass transfer for application in correlating data, from condensation and
evaporation experiments. In particular, the assumptions at the basis of the various forms
presented by classical textbooks as well as recent research work are qualitatively discussed,
proposing a unified treatment of the different models.

On this background, the results of the application of one of the considered forms of the
analogy to a problem having relevance for nuclear reactor safety are then discussed. The work
performed in this frame is related to condensation on finned tube heat exchangers, proposed
as key components in passive containment cooling systems adopted in some innovative
reactor concepts. The application of the model to the experimental data also allowed to obtain
interesting information about the effect of different parameters on the cooling capabilities of
this compact heat exchangers.

1. INTRODUCTION
The presence of simultaneous heat and mass transfer characterises many processes of interest
for engineering. Liquid evaporation and vapour condensation in a multi-component gas
mixture are in fact phenomena of vast use in industry. In particular, the evaporation and
condensation in the presence of noncondensable gases has a considerable importance in some
nuclear applications, such those proposed to remove the residual heat from innovative nuclear
reactor plants after postulated accidents [1-4].

The quantitative evaluation of the mass transfer rates resulting from specific gas mixture
and interface conditions can be performed choosing among various formulations, apparently
different from each other, proposed in classical textbooks or developed in the recent literature
(see e.g., [5-16]). The differences between the assumptions at the basis of these formulations
are not always evident and the quantitative consequences of the choice of the one or the other
line of thought require an accurate examination.

The analysis of the available literature on the subject showed that the formulations of
the analogy commonly adopted can be distinguished in two main categories: those based on
the mass approach (see e.g., [5] e [6]), making use of an expression of the Fick's law in terms
of mass fractions, and those based on a molar approach (see e.g., [7]), proposing similar
relationships expressed in terms of molar fractions or partial pressures.

One of the reasons for the use of different formulations for the solution of similar
problems is due to the different processes that in the various technical fields require the
solution of heat and mass transfer problems. While the molar approach could be more
convenient in some applications, such as in the chemical field, the mass approach turns out to
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be more appropriate when the problem of the diffusion of the different species is considered
by means of detailed models that solve the multidimensional balance equations of continuity,
energy and momentum. In fact, as well known, the velocity of the fluid that appears in these
equations is defined as a mean weighted on mass fractions of the velocities of the individual
species, thus allowing a direct use of the Fick's law expressed in terms of mass fractions.

A first purpose of this paper is to present a systematic comparison between the different
formulations of the heat and mass transfer analogy. In particular, the results of parametric
analyses having the purpose to show points of agreement and differences among the different
formulations are discussed. These analyses have been performed making use of a unified
formulations proposed for the different models.

A second purpose is to summarise the results obtained by a model based on the analogy
for studying condensation heat transfer on compact finned tube heat exchangers. The results
provide interesting information about the effect of different parameters on the cooling
capabilities of the finned tube heat exchangers.

Conclusions about the applicability of the analogy between heat and mass transfer for
engineering purposes are finally drawn on the basis of the presented results.

2. DIFFERENT FORMS OF THE ANALOGY
The forms of the analogy considered in the present work are summarised in Table 1, in which
the definitions of some of the key parameters are reported.

As it can be noted, whatever the adopted approach, mass transfer problems are solved
by introducing an appropriate transfer coefficient, in analogy with the definitions usually
adopted for heat transfer. In this way, the mass transfer rate through the gas-liquid interface is
obtained as the product of the mass transfer coefficient times a driving force, that plays the
same role that in the Newton's law of convection is played by the temperature difference
existing inside the boundary layer.

In particular, in the mass formulation as presented, e.g., by Spalding [6] and Lienhard [5]
and in the molar formulation by Bird et al. [7], the mass transfer coefficients (hm and k'xhc,

respectively) are defined as the ratios of the mass or molar diffusive fluxes at the interface to
the mass or molar concentration difference through the boundary layer. The corresponding
driving forces to be used in evaluating the overall mass transfer at the interface are obtained
considering the superposition of diffusion and bulk motion (see the definitions of Bm and R
in Table 1). The corrections applied to account for "blowing" (i.e., suction or transpiration) are
based on the solution of the classical Stefan problem [17], concerning vapour diffusion
through a stagnant layer; in solving this problem, it is assumed that the mixture density or the
molar concentration are constant respectively in the two cases, leading to formally similar
logarithmic expressions for the overall mass transfer rate.

The forms proposed by Chilton & Colburn [14] and by Kreith [8], on one side, and by
Collier [9] and Butterworth & Hewitt [10], on the other, are variants of the classical molar
approach by Bird et al. [7], obtained assuming ideal gas behaviour for the vapour and the gas
components. The driving force in these cases is expressed in terms of vapour partial pressures
and the correction for blowing is implicitly accounted for in the definition of the mass transfer
coefficient or in its relation to the Sherwood number.
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(1) Ideal gas behaviour has been assumed. (2) The Clausius-Clapeyron relationship and water property approximations have been used.

Wherever not specified, mean gas mixture properties are considered. The following definitions have been used:
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Table 1 - Different formulations of the heat and mass transfer analogy



The stagnant layer theory by Peterson et al. [12], originally developed for condensation,
represents an interesting attempt to express the mass transfer problem in the form an
equivalent heat transfer one. Instead of defining a mass transfer coefficient, the equivalent
condensation heat transfer coefficient is directly introduced and the driving force is taken as a
temperature difference. Though the final formulations reached may look very different from
the previous ones, they have been derived from a standard molar approach, making use of the
Clausius-Clapeyron relationship to convert partial pressure differences into equivalent
temperature differences, also introducing assumptions and approximations in the evaluation of
vapour property trends. A key parameter in this model is the effective conductivity, kc, which

is used to evaluate the equivalent thermal conductance for mass transfer of the boundary
layer. It can be also recognised that the logarithmic group accounting for the effect of suction
is also embedded in the formulation.

Once the appropriate definition of the Sherwood number for low mass transfer rate,
Shg 0, is obtained coherently with the formulations adopted for the mass transfer coefficient

(see Table 1), the analogy allows to evaluate its numerical value on the basis of the selected
heat transfer correlation:

h L i .analogy
N"s.o = ̂ T~ = ARe

g-
 Gr

s>
 Pr

s • geometry) -> Shg0 = f{Reg, Grg, Scg, geometry) (1)

In the above relationship, Nug 0 is the Nusselt number evaluated for purely convective

conditions; as heat transfer is also affected by the superposition of mass transfer, the classical
Ackerman correction [18] can be introduced

* « , = ^ , . 0 - ^ 3 7 w i t h ^ " T ^ ( 2 )

The definitions adopted in the work by Peterson et al. [12] appear particularly
convenient for the treatment of problems of both condensation and evaporation. It is therefore
interesting to extend them to the other forms of the analogy, by introducing definitions of
general validity for the equivalent heat transfer coefficient and the effective thermal
conductivity for mass transfer (i.e., for latent heat transfer):

h q"" - Ik-K k -^i O)

Table 1 summarises the expressions of klal obtained for the above considered formulations of

the analogy.
Heat transfer in the presence of mass transfer is then evaluated making use of the

following definitions for the effective convective heat transfer coefficient and thermal
conductivity, which include the mentioned Ackerman correction [18]:

fo
' N 8 0 T \

In particular, when it is assumed that Nug 0 oc Pr^ , and then Shg 0 cc Sc{
g

2, it is found that

t C \T —T n
0T =-^-LegJav with Jav =

 L 51—-̂ - and Leg=-J- (5)
S >v S

The above relationships for calculating the effective conductivities klal and kconv

involve only thermophysical properties of the gas-vapour mixture, concentrations and
temperatures.
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On the basis of these definitions, a quantitative comparison between the different forms
of the analogy has been performed in a previous work [19]. Figure 1 compares the values of
klal obtained by the different forms of the analogy for a saturated gas-vapour mixture at a

pressure of 0.1 MPa and 0.5 MPa. The comparison is made considering the ratio of k]at to the

reference value obtained by the mass approach, klalref. The results obtained with Chilton &

Colburn and Kreith formulations are applicable also to the case of Collier e Butterworth &
Hewitt formulations, as they represent quantitatively equivalent variants.

It can be noted that:
• the predictions of the molar approaches are similar and can deviate considerably from

those of the mass approach in the case of large Acov ;

• the formulation of Bird et al. provides results almost coincident with those of the mass
approach at low \Acov , which is not the case for the other molar approaches due to the

further assumptions and approximations made in their development;
• in the case of molar formulations assuming ideal gas behaviour, the deviations from the

predictions of Bird et al. appear to increase with increasing mixture pressure.
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Figure 1 - Parametrical comparison between the different formulations of the analogy

Despite of these differences, it has been shown [19] that in some cases of practical
interest for nuclear engineering the deviations in the predictions obtained by the various mass
and molar approaches is limited (less than 10%). This is the result of both small values of

\Ao)v and of a limited relative weight of the resistance due to mass transfer in the boundary

layer with respect to the overall resistance to heat transfer in practical problems.

3. MODELLING CONDENSATION ON FINNED TUBE HEAT EXCHANGERS
A model has been developed at the University of Pisa for studying condensation on compact
finned tube heat exchangers proposed by ENEL [20] as key components of a passive cooling
system for a double barrier concrete containment [21]. Experimental activities aimed at
assessing the heat removal capabilities of these condensers, consisting of staggered arrays of
inclined finned tubes, have been performed by the Centro Italiano Studi ed Esperienze (CISE,
Italy) and the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI, Switzerland) in the frame of the EU INCON Project.
The experiments involved both single finned tubes in natural convection conditions and heat
exchanger mock-ups characterised by different geometries under forced convection; in the
latter case internal cooling is achieved by a boiling water circuit.

The model developed in this frame took benefit from the discussion about the relevant
physical phenomena in the European working group and has the following characteristics:
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Figure 2 - Prediction of experimental data (Nir correlation)
2.6

I

the analogy between heat and mass transfer in the mentioned mass formulation is adopted
for condensation on the finned tube surface;
different forced convective heat transfer correlations have been tested, whose analogous
formulations have been used for mass transfer; among them, the Nir correlation [22] has
been one of the most successful; the Tsubouchi & Masuda correlation (see e.g., Ref. [23])
is used to account for the contribution of free convection;
the presence of the film on the finned and the urrfinned surfaces is neglected, due to its
small contribution to the overall thermal resistance; in particular, in agreement with
experimental observation, no condensate flooding of the interfin space is assumed;
heat conduction through the pipe walls and fin efficiency are accounted for by classical

relationships;
• the Chen correlation [24] is
adopted for evaluating boiling heat
transfer inside the heat exchanger
cooling pipes.

Figure 2 compares the values
of power removed by condensation
on the heat exchanger as calculated
by the model with the whole body of
experimental data. As it can be
noted, a reasonable agreement is
obtained, testifying for the adequacy
of the adopted heat and mass
transfer relationships. A similar
level of accuracy was obtained for
most of the other considered heat
transfer correlations.

The model has been also used
for evaluating the advantage
obtained in cooling efficiency by the
use of finned with respect to bare
tubes. As expected, the results of
such an analysis (see Figure 3),
showed that the greatest effect of the
presence of fins is obtained when
the condensation heat transfer
coefficient is low, which occurs at
low internal coolant temperature.

The contribution of natural
convection to the overall mass
transfer has been also investigated
for the different test series; the
analysis showed that in most of the
tests this contribution is relatively
small and a typical dependence on
the parameter Gr I Re2 corrected by

a geometrical dimensionless group
was observed (Figure 4).
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Figure 3 - Predicted enhancement of cooling capabilities
due to the presence of the fins
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4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has discussed the different forms of the analogy between heat and mass transfer
proposed in literature and has shown an example of its adequacy in predicting condensation in
the presence of noncondensable gases in conditions relevant for innovative nuclear reactors.

It has been shown that the choice of a particular form of the analogy has an observable
effect on the results obtained for heat and mass transfer, though previous work showed that
the difference in some cases of practical interest is limited. In the lack of decisive information
coming from experiments, it is presently difficult to prefer one form of the analogy with
respect to the other and the choice among them appears rather occasional.

On the other hand, the use of the analogy for predicting condensation even in complex
geometries as those involved in compact finned tube heat exchangers proved to be successful
in providing reasonable estimates of the observed cooling capabilities. This gives further
support to the application of this theory in setting up models for the design of passive
containment cooling systems.
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NOMENCLATURE
Roman Letters
Bm dimensionless driving force [-]

c
Cp

D
Dg

Gr
h

hm

Ja
J*

j
k

K.ioc

KG

KM

L
Le
M
m"

N
Nu

P
Pr
q"
R
R

molar concentration [mole/m ]
specific heat at constant/? [J/(kg K)]
diameter [m]
diffusion coefficient [m /s]
Grashof number [-]
heat transfer coefficient [W/(m K)]
mass transfer coefficient [kg/(m s)]
Jacob number [-]
diffusive molar flux [mole/(m s)]
diffusive mass flux [kg/(m s)]
thermal conductivity [W/(m K)]
mass transfer coefficient [mole/(m2 s)]
mass transfer coefficient
[mole/(m2 s Pa)]
mass transfer coefficient [m/s]
reference lenght [m]
Lewis number [-]
molecular weight [kg/mole]
mass flux [kg/(m s)]

molar flux [mole/(m2 s)]
Nusselt number [-]
pressure [Pa]
Prandtl number [-]
heat flux [W/m2]
driving force in molar terms [-]
gas constant [J/ (K mole)]

Re
RH
s
Sc
Sh
T
X

Reynolds number [-]
relative humidity [%]
interfin spacing [m]
Schmidt number [-]
Sherwood number [-]
temperature [K]
molar fraction [-]

Greek Letters
a

h>
V

P
CO

thermal diffusivity [m2/s]
vaporization heat transfer [J/kg]

kinematic viscosity [m /s]
density [kg/m3]
mass fraction [-]

Subscripts
avg
b
c
conv
fin
fore
g
i
I
lat
n
r
sat
V

0

average
bulk
condensation
convection
fin
forced
gas-vapor mixture
interface value
liquid
latent
noncondensable gas
root tube surface
saturation
vapour
related to low mass transfer or
reference value
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Abstract

NEK has expressed interest in the acceptability of removing the autoclosure interlock (ACI) on the
Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS) suction/isolation valves. This interest is in response to
growing concerns about the loss of residual heat removal capability during cold shutdown and
refueling operations.
This article describes effort done to justify removal of the ACI in the light of low temperature
overpressure protection of Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and RHRS and interfacing system LOCA
potential. The intent of this article is to review the NEK RHRS relief valves sizing design basis and
verify if the relief valves provide RHRS overpressure protection for the events possible at cold
shutdown. Inadvertent isolation of RHRS during hot and cold shutdown (with reactor coolant system
closed and temperatures below 177 °C — mode 4 and 5) presents one of the major safety concerns in
this mode of operation. Detailed RELAP5 model of NPP Krsko following steam generator (SG)
replacement and core uprate has been used in the frame of this analysis - verification of RHRS relief
valves sizing.
The following limiting cases for cold shutdown with RCS solid conditions have been analyzed:

transients that affect the system input/output mass balance,
transients that affect the heat input/removal balance.

1.0 Mathematical Model

"Best estimate" code used for the presented analysis of the events that affect the balance between mass
addition and letdown and events that affect the heat input/removal balance was RELAP5/mod2 cycle
36.05. The Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing (FER) in Zagreb adopted RELAP5/mod2
cycle 36.05 for the Microsoft Windows. For the purpose of NEK transient/accident analyses such
model has been developed in compliance with Ref. 4 and qualified on the steady-state level, Ref. 5.
The Base NEK model of the plant has been established with the predefined fidelity of the plant
physical parameters (geometry, thermal-hydraulic parameters, control and protection system set
points, etc.). Detailed description of the Base NEK mathematical model and the criteria employed can
be found in Ref. 6.
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For the purpose of RHRS overpressure protection analysis, Base NEK model has been changed in the
following stages:
(1) Gathering and organizing required information for proposed problems
(2) Defining and nodalizing the problem
(3) Definition of the model boundary
(4) Review of model nodalization (update of base model with additional features/system)
(5) Obtaining the boundary and initial conditions
(6) Performing of system steady-state
(7) Running and analyzing the problem

2.0 Transient Phenomenology

Two transients have been evaluated in the RELAP5 analysis.
Mass addition transient described by start of one high head Safety Injection (SI) pump with
simultaneously isolated letdown. The start of other SI pump or one of the charging pumps was not
assumed.
Heat addition transient described by the start of the one Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) in non-
active loop (without RHRS line in service) with increased SG temperature on secondary side
(Thot leg + 50°F).

Discussed scenario considers the most important parameters for this study:
the increase of the primary system pressure
the increase of the RHRS pressure
the flow through RHRS relief valve at set pressure.

3.0 Analyses

3.1.1 Analysis Input Description

According to Ref.7, two base input decks (with model of new SGs which will be installed in the year
2000.) have been establish and associated steady state calculations were performed:

NEKMLTP1 .INP to study the mass addition transient (inadvertent start of SI pump);
NEKMLTP2.INP to study the heat addition transient (inadvertent start of RCP).

Changes of the original base input deck (NEKMBE0B.INP, Ref. 6) are described in Ref. 8.

The common initial conditions (changes on the base model) have been assumed according to the mode
of plant operation (Mode 5, Cold Shutdown: Tavg 93°C) that was studied. The plant shutdown was
modeled with following main assumptions:

Pressurizer (PRZ) pressure = 2.93 MPa
RHR flow = 0.1417 m3/s
SG secondary pressure = 0.1 MPa
Decay heat = 11.63 MW (20 hours following reactor trip based on ANS79+2a)
RCS and PRZ are solid
SG secondary side is solid.
Component Cooling (CC) water temperature = 310.65 K
PRZ Relief Tank (PRT) backpressure = 0.313 MPa (PRT maximum operating pressure +
valve backpressure)
RHR relief valves opening/closing time 0.1 s

Main initial and boundary conditions for both calculations are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1 Main Assumptions

Assumption 2"

TAVG

SI pump flow

SI temperature

SG temperature

pump start-up time
period

^/Inadvertent'start"of SI pump
328 K

110% of
runout
flow
322 K

332 K

5s

minimum a; which both RHR lines
can remove specified decay heat with
maximum CC temperature
maximize mass addition to RCS

max. per Tech. Spec

calculated Thot]cg

" Inadvertentistartd'fRCP" *
343 K

381K

Maximum for mode 5

+28 K as specified

3.1.2 Updates of Base NEK Model

RHRS model "

NEK RHRS relief valves sizing design basis comes from prevention of the rise in pressure of
more than 10% above the RHR design pressure (design pressure (614.7psia) 4.24 MPa + 10%=
4.66MPa; Ref.12, page 15) of any component within the pressure retaining boundary under any
system conditions. This requirement for total rated relieving capacity for system emergency conditions
are stated in ASME Code, Section III, Article NC-7320.

The review of the NEK RHRS relief valves sizing design basis by RELAP5/mod2 required the
detailed nodalization of RHR system in the same manner such as for the currently presented in Ref.5
and Ref. 6. Detailed nodalization and geometrical calculation of pipe, branch, valve, RHR heat
exchanger and RHR pump is presented in Ref. 17 (see Figure 1). To achieve proper grade of
conservatism only one train of RHRS (Train A: to cold leg 2, without the pressurizer) has been
considered for RHR relief valve capacity verification. Operation of two active RHR lines were
modeled to achieve proper steady state condition but Train B was isolated from RCS after steady state
calculation. The RHR flow and input and output temperatures were modeled to remove decay heat
assumed for this analysis (11.63MW) and maintain Tavg to below assumed values.
Existing base input deck (NEKMBEOB.INP, Ref. 5) has been updated with necessary new nodes
(control volumes). The modeled components 933-997 describe RHR Train B. Train A has been used
just during steady-state calculation as boundary conditions to RCS. Conservatively, operation of RCS
pressure control in shutdown mode by CVCS has not been taken into accounts (HCV133 valve was
assumed to be closed).

RHR Relief Valves Model
RHRS relieve valves have been modeled as RELAP5/mod2 model valve 936 (RHRS pump suction
relieve valve 8708A) and 956 (RHRS heat exchanger discharge relieve valve 8854A), respectively.
The cross section areas (hydraulic diameter) for these valves have been obtained from geometrical
data while loss coefficient K is determined semi-empirical. The simple RELAP5/mod2 models for
each relief valve were created.

In RELAP5/mod2 six types of valves are modeled. Fundamentally, a valve is used to regulate flow by
varying the flow area at a specific location in a flow stream. RELAP5/mod2 valve is modeled as a
junction component that gives the user a mean of varying a junction area as a function of time and/or
hydrodynamic properties. For RHRS protection of overpressure conditions, RHRS pump suction relief
valves (8708A,B) have main rule. Relief valve in Train B has been modeled in more detail.
RELAP5/mod2 Relief Valve model has not been used due to a lack of data needed to simulate the
detailed response of a spring-loaded relief valve based on the hydrodynamic forces on the valve pintle,
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and its mass, momentum, and acceleration. RELAP5/mod2 user guidance does not recommend use of
relief valve model unless the dynamic response of the valve itself is of particular importance to a
problem. Motor Valve model enables the user to simulate a valve that is driven open or closed at a
given and allows the user to incorporate a nonlinear valve area response. The liner opening
characteristic has been assumed to correlate the valve stem position and the valve flow area for RHRS
pump suction relief valve (8708A). RHRS heat exchanger discharge relief valve 8854A has been
modeled in the same way. The RELAP5/mod2 trip valve is fully open whenever its associated trip is
true and fully closed whenever its associated trip is false.
This analysis used input data of RHR pump suction relieve valve (8708A) with orifice for LTOP
purpose. Piping downstream of the pressure relief valves was not modeled (the piping pressure loss at
maximum valve relieving flow was just added to PRT backpressure).

Valve with orifice that has to be implement for LTOP purpose:
Type: 3K4 JLT-JB-46 - type E
Chosen orifice diameter: "K" orifice with 1.626in diameter (area: 2.076in2 = 1.339E-3 m2 )
estimated data by Liquid Sizing Formula of CROSBY as new valve supplier:
effective area 1.8l25in2=1.1858E-3 m2;
calculated capacity of 1070gpm (0.06743 m3/s); and
maximum flow at relieving conditions where K is equal to 1 is 1632gpm."

To achieve conservatism in calculation, RHR 8708A valve was modeled for calculated capacity of
1070gpm (0.06743 m3/s).

HPIS flow model
Flow of one SI pump is modeled in time dependent junction 803. This model assures the full
conservative flow (maximum + 10%) delivery to RCS loop of 5.797 e-2m3/s (209m3/h) with delay of
5 second after SI pump starts.

The base input deck NEKMLTP2.INP additionally has been modeled with higher secondary side
water temperature than in the hot leg of the primary circuit (+50°F [27.78°C]) in both SG. Non-active
loop is defined as loop where RHR train is not in service and it has not removal of decay heat.

3.2 Analysis and Results of RELAP5/mod2 calculations

3.2.1 Mass Addition Transient Analysis

Both RHR lines operate in steady state conditions (1000s). Train A is isolated 1 second after.
The RCS pressure increase in mass addition transient (LPPT1 nomenclature on graphs) is caused by
start of the one SI pump (Train B) in 1 second after finished steady state calculation with full flow
delivery in RCS (5 seconds after SI pump started). Described transient shows that specified RHRS
relief valve capacity in the RELAP model limits RHR system pressure below 4.66MPa with repeated
cycling (open-close). Maximum pressure at RHR pump discharge (control volume 94101) was 4.653
MPa (stabilized later in transient at 4.4 MPa) and maximum pressure in RCS pressure vessel was
3.780 MPa, Figure 2. Mass flowrate through RHR pump suction relief valve is shown on Figure 3. It
can be concluded that the relieving capacity of the proposed RHRS suction relieve valve is sufficient
to assure ACI removing.

3.2.2 Heat Addition Transient Analysis

Heat addition transient (LPPT2 nomenclature on graphs) is initiated by the start of one RCP in
non-active loop (without RHR line in service) with temperature of SGs secondary side water above
RCS hot leg temperature (+50°F [27.78°C]). Both SGs are solid. Start of RCP in non-active loop
causes transfer of heat from warmer SGs to the colder RCS water. Additional heat causes RCS water
volume expansion and associated pressure peak in the closed system. RHRS suction relieve valve
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becomes open and relieves water overflow into PRT. Described transient shows that specified RHRS
relief valve capacity in the RELAP model limits RHR system pressure below 4.66 MPa with repeated
cycling (open-close). Maximum pressure at RHR pump discharge (control volume 94101) was 4.629
MPa and maximum pressure in RCS pressure vessel was 3.811 MPa, Figure 4. Difference between
RCS temperatures, Figure 5, is negligible after 200 sec with maximum increase in loop A at approx.
20 s. As demonstrated by the analysis, relieving capacity of the proposed RHRS suction relief valve is
sufficient to assure ACI removing.

4.0 CONCLUSION

NEK design basis for overpressure protection defines that the total rated relieving capacity
shall be sufficient to prevent a rise in pressure of more than 10% above the design pressure of any
component within the pressure retaining boundary of the protected system under any system
emergency conditions. Therefore, NEK RHRS relief valves sizing design basis comes from prevention
of the rise in pressure of more than 10% above the RHR design pressure (design pressure (614.7psia)
4.24 MPa + 10%= 4.66MPa; Ref.12, page 15) of any component within the pressure retaining
boundary under any system conditions.

Best estimate RELAP5/mod2 analyses of a spectrum of postulated LTOP (Low Temperature
Over-pressurization) transients (considered by NEK ESD Technical Report, Ref. 17) show that the
relieving capacity of the proposed new RHRS suction relief valve is sufficient to protect RHRS
pressure boundary under assumed accident conditions.

In the light of performed analysis, the removing of the autoclosure interlock (ACI) on the
RHRS suction/isolation valves is acceptable with replaced RHRS suction relief valves under the
power uprate conditions (+6.2% Rx thermal power) and steam-generators replacement.
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Figure 1: NEK Base Model and RHR System Nodalization
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VERIFICATION OF THE COUPLED CODE
RELAP5-QUABOX/CUBBOX BY LARGE LOAD REJECTION

ANALYSIS FOR NPP KRSKO
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Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing Zagreb (FER), Croatia

ABSTRACT -Results of two large load rejection cases: 100-15 % and 100-50 % for point kinetics
(RELAP5 standalone code) and 3D coupled code RELAP5-QUABOX/CUBBOX are analyzed. A
coupled code comprises the multidimensional neutron kinetics code model of QUABOX/CUBBOX and
thermal hydraulic system code RELAP5. This coupled code version enables best-estimate analyses of
dynamic behavior of nuclear power plant (NPP) due to two facts. First, a realistic simulation of the
reactor core in three dimensions (3D) is performed. Secondly, a sophisticated thermal hydraulic code
RELAP5 provides a respective thermal hydraulic analysis for all components in the plant on one side
and on the other side its control variables and trips enable the realistic description of plant protection
and control systems. A RELAP5/mod3 input data set for NPP Krsko at uprated conditions (1.06 PN)
after steam generator (SG) replacement was extended with realistic feedwater system and all major
control systems.

1. Introduction

Realistic simulation of NPP behavior is important for a variety of applications (e.g.,
licensing, probabilistic risk assessment, operational practice, operator training). It helps to
estimate and eventually decrease the range of conservative margins that are used in NPP design
and operation. In order to perform best-estimate calculations, application of sophisticated
thermal hydraulic system code together with multidimensional neutron kinetics model is
necessary. This enables realistic simulation of interactions between reactor core behavior and
plant dynamics. At Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing (FER) Zagreb a coupling
between thermal hydraulic system code RELAP5 and 3D neutronics code
QUABOX/CUBBOX was performed. The 3D neutronics model of QUABOX/CUBBOX has
been developed at Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS), Garching,
Germany. It solves two energy group diffusion equations for steady state and time dependent
problems in three dimensions using a coarse mesh method based on polynomial approximation
of spatial neutron flux distributions and taking into account up to six groups of delayed
neutrons. The coupling approach has following characteristics: 1) Thermal hydraulics and heat
conduction as well as average core channel thermal hydraulics and heat conduction calculation
are performed by RELAP5. 2) QUABOX/CUBBOX calculates 3D neutron kinetics in the
core. 3) Plant protection and control systems actuation as well as control rod movement
according to specific rod movement program (e.g. stuck rod, rod ejection) or rod control
program are modeled by RELAP5 control variables and trips. 4) Time stepping and
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organization of calculation is performed by RELAP5. Comparison of the results of the coupled
code with point kinetics calculation is an important step in the better understanding and
interpretation of results. It provides the validation of the coupled code versus well-known
point kinetics method. On the other side the results obtained with coupled code representing
more realistic simulation of NPP behavior can help in determination of lumped parameters,
which relate to the point kinetics method.

A comprehensive RELAP5/mod3 input data set for NPP Krsko at uprated conditions
(reactor power 1994 MW) with plant protection and control systems has been created. In the
paper the results of the analysis of two large load rejection cases are discussed. The large load
rejection case is important for proper performance of steam dump system, which ensures
adequate heat removal from primary side without SG safety valves opening, and without
reactor trip, while the rod control system brings the reactor to no-load conditions.

The simulation has been performed using RELAP5-QUAB0X/CUBB0X code with
one and four coolant channels and RELAP5 as stand alone code. 3D model of Rod Control
System in RELAP5-QUAB0X/CUBB0X is based on 3D control rod banks explicitly modeled
in QUABOX which are connected through special interface with RELAP5 control variables
that provide the current position of the control rod bank. In the RELAP5 stand alone code, the
integral rod worth curve taking into account all control rod banks versus steps withdrawn
provides the lumped reactivity for the point kinetics analysis.

2. Calculational model for NPP Krsko

The model of the plant nodalization used both in point kinetics and coupled code is
based on standard NEK RELAP5/mod2 nodalization [5]. The nodalization has been adapted
for NEK power uprate (nuclear power 1994 MW) and adjusted to RELAP5/mod3.2.2 gamma
usage [4]. The scheme of the NEK nodalization is presented in Figure 1. In Figure 2 the
nodalization scheme for main feedwater system (from feedwater pumps delivery point to SG
entrance) is presented. The total number of volumes and junctions in the presented
nodalization is 512 and 547, respectively. The core is subdivided into 24 equidistant volumes.
Number of heat structures is 407, and total number of mesh points is 2346. Feedwater heating
is modeled by power-dependent heat source in the heat structures 645 and 655 (Figure 2) in
such a way that realistic feedwater temperature is attained (ranging from 373 K for 0 % power
to 492.55 K for 100 % power).

The nuclear data of the core, based on NPP Krsko cycle 14 BOL (Beginning Of Life)
and HFP (Hot Full Power) conditions (150 MWD/MTU), are normalized to uprated nominal
thermal power of 1994 MW. Delayed neutron data and prompt neutron lifetime are taken from
core design report for cycle 14 [6]. Boron concentration for both point kinetics and 3D
coupled code was 1315 ppm at BOL, HFP, ARO (All Rods Out), EQXE (EQuilibrium
XEnon). Integral control rod worth curve for point kinetics is taken from [6]. Thermal
hydraulic feedback in point kinetics is modeled using SEPARABL option [4]. Thermal
hydraulic feedback reactivity tables as required in RELAP5 input have been calculated by
LEOPARD computer code from FUMACS package [7]. Thermal hydraulic feedback in 3D
coupled code is modeled using thermal-hydraulic dependence of cross sections. Homogenized
cross sections for each fuel element for cycle 14 BOL, HFP are calculated using CORD-2
package [8]. The influence of control rods in 3D case is taken into account by rodded cross
sections. There are 373 unrodded and 110 rodded compositions in the core. The procedure for
calculation of reactivity coefficients for both point kinetics and 3D calculation has been
described in [1]. Coupled code calculations were performed with one and four thermal
hydraulic channels in the core, Figure 3.
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In order to accurately simulate dynamic plant behavior during operational power
changes, use of realistic control systems is necessary. Following control systems for NPP
Krsko are modeled in the RELAP5/mod3 input data set: 1) Rod control system, 2) Pressurizer
pressure control, 3) Pressurizer level control, 4) Steam dump control system and 5) Steam
generator level control. The automatic rod control system is designed to control the reactor in
the power range: 15 - 100 % of the rated power for the following transients: ± 10 % step load
change, 5 % per minute ramp load~change and full load rejection (with steam dump system).
The rod control system consists of two error channels: 1) Power mismatch channel (turbine -
reactor power) difference which is led to power impulse unit and which provides fast response
of control rods upon turbine power perturbation and 2) Average temperature channel that
brings the average temperature to a programmed value which is a function of turbine power
level. In the 3D neutronics model (QUABOX/CUBBOX), control rod positions are explicitly
defined in radial and axial direction. In the RELAP5/mod3 input data set, position of regulating
rod banks (A, B, C and D) and shutdown rods (SA and SB) are defined. In order to connect
RELAP5 control variables describing particular control rod positions with 3D
QUABOX/CUBBOX, an additional interface channel was added to the already existing
interfaces between these two codes (core average thermal-hydraulics sent from RELAP5 to
QUABOX/CUBBOX and integrated 3D neutronics power sent from QUABOX/CUBBOX to
RELAP5). Regulating rods move with overlap (103 steps) during power operational change. A
realistic RELAP5 model of the rod control system by means of RELAP5 trips and control
variables was created. Model enables the simulation of different modes of operation: normal
Tavg mode (with rod overlap) - load follow from the turbine, rod withdrawal stop - turbine
runback program, as well as control rod transients (e.g. rod ejection, rod stuck). In the point
kinetics model only reactivity vs. time can be defined. In the case of integral rod worth curve
which describes the reactivity versus rod position (for particular rod distribution and control
rod position) for each time step, control rod position according to rod control program and
related reactivity is calculated, while in the case of scram the scram reactivity (reactivity vs.
time) is used. Verification of the model of the rod control system for RELAP5 standalone code
and 3D coupled code was performed by calculating of reactor trip from full power for NPP
Krsko [1].

3. Transient results and discussion

The comparison between point kinetics (RELAP5 standalone code) and 3D model
(coupled code RELAP5-QUABOX/CUBBOX) with one and four hydraulic channels in the
core was performed by analyzing two transient cases: 1) Large load rejection case from full
power (100-15 %) in 1 second and 2) Load rejection: 100-50 % in 15 seconds. Transients
were initiated after 200 seconds steady state calculation. Load rejection represents large
turbine flow decrease proportional to load change. Plant load rejection control is designed to
bring the plant to a new steady state after large load rejection without reactor trip and without
opening of pressurizer relief valves as well as SG relief valves. Load rejection controller in the
steam dump system provides fast energy removal from the secondary side after turbine valve
closure and prevents the SG relief and safety valves opening. This is performed by impulse unit
Xi js /(l + -q is) whose output is used for steam dump valves actuation (when greater than 10%
a half of steam dump valves are enabled and when greater than 50% all steam dump valves are
enabled). On the other side, power mismatch channel in the rod control system provides fast
response upon power difference between reactor and turbine. Main feedwater control
(actuating the main feedwater control valves 471 and 571 in Figure 2) is in operation in the
power range: 15-100 % and below 15 % feedwater bypass control (actuating the feedwater
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bypass control valves 472 and 572 in Figure 2) system controls the SG level. In the analysis it
was assumed that an eventual switch to feedwater bypass control (for power less or equal 15
%) does not take place during the first four minutes of the transient. Maximum feedwater
bypass valve opening was limited to 70 % and the maximum valve position change was 5 % of
full valve opening per second. Results of the calculation are presented in Figure 4 through 8.
Results for 3D coupled code are marked with 1CH for one thermal hydraulic channel in the
core and 4CH for four channels, respectively, while point kinetics results are designated with
POINT. Results for both analyzed cases (100-15 %) and (100-50 %) are shown on one plot
for comparison. Only transient results (200 - 1000 seconds) are presented. Large load
rejection transient is initiated by turbine control valve closure. Turbine mass flow is reduced in
one second from value at full power to 15 % in the case 100 - 15 % and to 50 % in 15 seconds
for the case 100-50 %, respectively (Figure 4). Turbine mass flow decrease causes pressure
rise as well as temperature rise on the secondary side. As a consequence of pressure and
temperature rise on the secondary side the transferred heat from the primary to secondary side
(SG power in Figure 5) decreased. Load rejection controller in the steam dump system enabled
the opening of the all steam dump valves in the case 100 - 15 % and 50 % of steam dump
valves in the case 100-50 % (Figure 4) thus preventing the SG relief valves opening. Almost
immediately after turbine power decrease the power mismatch channel (turbine - nuclear
power) in the rod control system generated the signal to insert the control rods (control rod
bank insertion sequence: D, C, B, A) at maximum speed in order to decrease the nuclear
power (Figure 6). In the point kinetics case the position of particular rod bank was derived
from integral rod worth curve for plot purposes. Nuclear power decrease and steam bypass
flow to the condenser have prevented the pressurizer as well as SG relief valves opening.
Following the steam flow decrease, feedwater valve opening was reduced (Figure 7). In the
large load rejection case: 100 - 15 %, SG level (Figure 8) fell to 47 % and oscillated around 51
% while main feedwater system was active (till 240 s after transient begin). After turning off
the main feedwater and the feedwater bypass valves still not opened (Figure 7), SG level fell to
41 % for the case: 100 - 15 % for 3D calculation. SG level recovered after feedwater bypass
had opened and approached its setpoint value (69.35 %) at the end of simulation. For point
kinetics calculation feedwater bypass valve started to close at the very end of simulation. For
the case 100-50 % main feedwater control was active during the whole transient. About 400
seconds after transient begin nuclear as well as SG power stabilized at theirs new steady state
value (approximately 5 % above final turbine power) for both analyzed transient cases (Figure
5). Power mismatch channel output in the rod control system died out after initial large power
difference between reactor and turbine was imposed. After maximum rod insertion velocity
(Figure 6) in the first phase (200-400 s), a minimum control rod insertion velocity (average
temperature channel output) resulted in order to bring the average temperature to a new
setpoint value which corresponds to a new turbine power.

4. Conclusion

In the paper the results of two large load rejection cases for NPP Krsko are presented.
The calculations were performed using RELAP5 standalone (point kinetics) and coupled code
(RELAP5-QUABOX/CUBBOX) using one and four thermal hydraulic channels in the core.
Calculation times for 800 s simulation on Pentium II 350 MHz PC were 1.2 hours CPU time
for point kinetics, and 10.15 hours for 3D calculation. Analyzed transients made demands on
proper modeling of all control systems in the plant. It was demonstrated that developed
nodalization with models of plant control systems has enabled realistic transient simulation.
Comparison of the results for both methods (RELAP5 standalone, coupled code with one and
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four thermal hydraulic channels in the core) has shown similar results for global thermal
hydraulic parameters. The results for control rod insertion depth are different for point kinetics
and 3D method. In the first analyzed case (100-15%), the insertion depth for C rods was for
3D calculation 50 cm greater than for point kinetics (in the case 100-50% the difference for C
rods was about 23 cm). This can be explained by different way of calculation of influence of
control rods in the core for both methods. In the 3D calculation control rod insertion is taken
into account by change of cross sections, while in the point kinetics case, the control rod
reactivity (for given steps of control rods inserted into the core) does not consider the actual
spatial distribution of inserted reactivity resulting thus in "more efficient" control rods.
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APPLICATION OF RELAP5 TO THE ANALYSIS OF LARGE SCALE INTEGRAL
EXPERIMENTS

F. D'Auria
G.M. Galassi

Abstract

The present paper discusses the application of the code-nodalisation to the analysis of
experiments performed in the UPTF and the PANDA facility available in Germany and in Switzerland,
respectively. The UPTF simulates all the internals of the reactor pressure vessel of a Pressurized Water
Reactor with 1/1 scale of the geometric dimensions (diameters and lengths). The PANDA simulates the
containment system of a Simplified Boiling Water Reactor and the vessel of the reactor. The
considered experimental data base includes the occurrence of three-dimensional phenomena that are
relevant to the refill phase of a large break Loss of Coolant Accident in a PWR and to the coupling
between primary system and containment performance in a SBWR.

The application of the code also required to adapt and to extend the methodology for
nodalisation development. The results from the qualitatively point of view are satisfactory as far as the
performance of code-nodalisation is concerned and do not show any important code limitation. They
also confirm the suitability of the code for applications in the nuclear technology. However, this
conclusion should be considered as preliminary because of the lack of independent proofs.

1. INTRODUCTION

The implementation of a nuclear program in any country requires the availability and the use of
advanced techniques in order to ensure the safety and the economic operation of the nuclear power
plants. The capability to perform complex accident analyses is part of the above. The Relap5 code
constitutes one of the computer tools, widely diffused, that can be effectively used to demonstrate the
safety margins for the operation of any water-cooled reactor, i.e. whatever is the size or the power of
the system. To this aim, wide range research activities have been completed and the code is
unanimously judged by the international technical community as mature for proving the safety of the
existing plant and of the plant designs. The recent availability of experiments performed in large scale
facilities makes it possible the confirmation of the code capabilities in a range of geometric parameters
closer or corresponding to those expected to characterise the transients in actual nuclear systems. This
is especially true in relation to the occurrence of three-dimensional phenomena at low pressure largely
affected by the diameters of the concerned pipelines and vessels.

A number of research activities have been conducted at the DIMNP (Dipartimento di Ingegneria
Meccanica, Nucleare e della Produzione) of the University of Pisa aimed at the demonstration of the
qualification level of the system codes suitable for the licensing and the design of the Nuclear Power
Plants. In this area, procedures for the consistent code assessment, ref. [I], for the qualitative and
quantitative evaluation of uncertainty, e.g. refs. [2] and [3], and finalised to the evaluation of the
uncertainty, i.e. the error expected to be associated with any computer code calculation results, e.g. ref.
[4], have been proposed. The uncertainty methodology discussed in ref. [4], as well as the more recent
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development that allows the internal assessment of the uncertainty, are all based upon the error made in
the comparison between relevant experimental data and code predictions. In particular, the internal
assessment of uncertainty makes it possible the automatic association of uncertainty bands with a
generic code calculation, e.g. ref. [5],

All of the above research activities, as also stigmatised by reports issued by the international
Organisations in this area (therefore agreed by the international technical community), e.g. refs. [6] to
[8], suffer of a limitation or deficiency that cannot be removed by a theoretical approach. The
deficiency lies in the lack of demonstration that the possible acceptability of the code, verified in the
front of small scale experiments, can be extended or extrapolated up to a geometric scale that includes
the dimensions of actual NPP. This is true notwithstanding the wide range researches connected with
the scaling issue that have been completed, e.g. see refs. [9] to [11].

In the present paper, an outline is given of the results achieved from the recent application of
one system code, that is the Relap5 code, ref. [12], to experiments performed in large scale facilities.
The considered facilities are UPTF, ref. [13], and PANDA, ref. [14], simulators of PWR with a volume
scaling factor equal to 1 and of the SBWR containment with a scaling factor approximately equal to
1/20, respectively. These facilities cannot be considered as ITF (Integral Test Facilities), though
sometimes are classified as such. The reason is that not all the systems that are part of the reference
NPP are part of the experimental mockups. Rather, these should be classified as SETF (Separate
Effects Test Facilities) suitable for simulating the behaviour of selected physical zones of the reference
NPP during limited time intervals. In addition, the experimental program of the UPTF is finalised to the
thermohydraulics of the ECCS (Emergency Core Cooling Systems), i.e. the classical objective of the
considered code development. On the other hand, the experimental program of PANDA is focused
toward the containment behaviour, also addressing the issue of the interaction between containment
and primary system. Therefore, in both cases, the measured phenomena are outside the validation range
of parameters assessed so far and, in the case of PANDA, some of the phenomena under examination
can be considered outside the original target for the development of the code.

The purpose of the paper is the demonstration that errors in predicting relevant quantities are
not larger than typical errors done in predicting phenomena in smaller (as far as volume is concerned)
scale facilities. The stated purpose can be reached more qualitatively than quantitatively, owing to the
limited resources available so far for a quantitative analysis and, in the case of PANDA, to the limited
availability of information from the experimental side, at present.

2. OVERVIEW OF UPTF AND OF THE CONSIDERED EXPERIMENTS

The UPTF has been constructed and managed in the framework of the so-called 2D/3D
agreement between Germay, US and Japan.

The UPTF (Upper Plenum Test Facility) is a full scale simulator of the primary system of the
four loops 1300 MWe Siemens/KWU Pressurized Water Reactor installed at Graferheinfeld. A sketch
of the system is given in Fig. 1 from which an idea of the main dimensions of the facility can be
derived. The vessel interior including the upper plenum internals, the upper head and the lower plenum
are replicas of the corresponding components of the reference plant. The same is valid for the piping
connected with the pressure vessel including the hot and the cold legs. However, important components
of the PWR like the core, the coolant pumps, the steam generators and the containment are replaced by
simulators designed to reproduce the thermalhydraulic performance of these systems. End of
blowdown, refill and reflood phases of a Large Break LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident) are transient
scenarios selected for the simulation in the UPTF. The ECCS simulators are configured in the facility
to reproduce the various ECCS configurations of German, US and Japanese PWR.
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The core simulator consists of 17 pipes for both steam and liquid injection. The main injection
pipes are subdivided into a total of 193 steam/water injection nozzles simulating each fuel assembly of
the reference plant. The injection nozzles are installed one below each dummy fuel assembly that
represent, in a 1/1 scale (number and diameter of pins), the top half meter of the fuel elements of the
reference core. Regulating the steam flow in each nozzle allows the simulation of the core radial
peaking.

Each of the three intact loops contains a steam generator simulator. The flow resistance of the
reference steam generators is preserved.

The containment simulator is designed to reproduce the containment back-pressure history
following a LOCA.

2.1 Considered experiments

Several tens of tests have been performed in different experimental campaigns. Phenomena like
flooding, countercurrent flow limiting, stratification in horizontal pipes, mixing in liquid and with
presence of steam, formation of plumes of cold liquid into the downcomer, have typically been
investigated in a 'full' 3D geometry.

The attention is focused hereafter to the global system behaviour during three experiments or
phases of what are called experiments in the UPTF research, ref. [13]:

• The test 5A consisting in a blowdown starting from (nearly) the maximum pressure
achievable in the facility.

• The run 200 test 7 (hereafter identified as run 200/7): starting from a low pressure situation
typical of the end of blowdown with a 100% break in the broken loop, saturated or nearly
saturated liquid is injected by LPIS in two of the three intact loops.

• The run 131 test 6 (hereafter identified as run 131/6): starting from conditions close to those
depicted at the item above, subcooled liquid and nitrogen is injected in the three intact
loops.

In the case of the test 5 A the main objective was to characterise the depressurisation and the
interaction inside the downcomer between the downflow of liquid injected by the ECCS and the upflow
of the saturated steam water mixture caused by the lower plenum vaporisation consequence of the
break opening.

The main objective of the run 200/7 was the study of the 'mechanical' interaction between
liquid and steam during the refill phase of a large break LOCA.

The main objective of the run 131/6 was the study of the 'thermal' and 'mechanical' interaction
between liquid and steam during the refill phase of a large break LOCA. Nitrogen was also injected to
account for incondensable gas coming from accumulators.

The initial conditions, the imposed sequence of main events and relevant boundary conditions
can be seen in Tabs. 1 to 3.

Run

Pressure in downcomer
[MPa]

Level in lower plenum

M

5A

1.8

1.75

131/6

0.25

0

200/7

0.25

1.5

Tab. 1 — Simplified list of initial conditions for the considered UPTF experiments.
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Run

Test start
Start of steam injection into the core simulator

(simulation of core power)

Start of steam injection into the steam generators

(simulating the heat release from SG)

Start of nitrogen injection (simulating
accumulator discharge)

Start of ECCS injection, liquid in Cold Legs
[CLs]

Break valve opening
End of the test

5A

0

23

24

29
100

131/6

0

33

33

38

45

0
112

200/7

0

29.5

CLl
CL2
CL3

38

205
0

" 374.5

Tab. 2 - Simplified list of imposed sequence of main events for the considered UPTF experiments
(all timings are given in seconds).

Run

5A

131/6

200/7 part I

200/7 part II

200/7 part III

200/7 part IV

200/7 part V

Gs

[kg/s]

...

396

104

54

102

102

150

GN2

fcg/s]

0.33

1

GL,CL1

[kg/s]

508

478

494

736

735

500

700

^JfL,CL2

[kg/s]

507

485

30

...

[kg/s]

506

488

...

...

...

500

r*q
177

59

20

7

22

22

22

Tab. 3 - Simplified list of boundary conditions for the considered UPTF experiments.

With reference to the symbols in Tab. 3, G is the mass flowrate and ATsat is the difference
between the temperature of the injected liquid and the saturation temperature corresponding to the
initial pressure of the experiment. In relation to the indexes, 'S', 'L' and 'N2' identify steam, liquid and
nitrogen flowrates, respectively. Finally, CLl to CL3 identify the injection location in cold leg 1 or 2 or
3. From the same table it may be noted that the run 200/7 consisted of five different parts: at the end of
each part a quasi-steady situation was attained.
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The information reported in Tabs. 1 to 3 gives an idea of the test conditions and of the evolution
of the transient. However, a much wider database is necessary to perform the analysis by system codes.
Additional data can be derived from refs. [13], [15] and [16].

3. OVERVIEW OF PANDA AND OF THE CONSIDERED EXPERIMENT

PANDA is a scaled thermal-hydraulic test facility for investigating passive decay heat removal
system for the next generation of Light Water Reactors, ref. [14]. Six cylindrical pressure vessels
represent the GDCS (Gravity Driven Cooling System) tank, the Reactor Pressure Vessel, the DryWell
(DW) and the WetWell (WW). Four pools open to the atmosphere contain three Passive Containment
Coolers (PCC) and one Isolation Condenser (IC). Both DW and WW are simulated by two vessels: the
two DW vessels are connected by a large diameter pipe, the WW has two large interconnecting lines,
the first in the gas space and the second connecting the suppression pools, i.e. the space occupied by
liquid. System lines interconnect the vessels, the pools and the condensers. This arrangement allows for
investigation of three-dimensional phenomena (such as the distribution of steam and non-condensable
gases and mixing within the containment), and provides flexibility to investigate a variety of system
design and passive decay heat removal methods.

After a detailed scaling analysis, power and volumes were scaled 1:40, while elevations, pressure
and pressure drops were scaled 1:1. Prototypical fluids under prototypical thermodynamic conditions
were used in all tests, except that the nitrogen filling the DW has been substituted by air, and the
injection of helium simulated the release of hydrogen in the case of a severe accident.

The PCCS removes the long term heat decay from the Drywell (DW) employing three heat
exchanger, installed inside pools located on the upper part of the reactor building and permanently
connected to the DW, from which a mixture of steam and non-condensable gases may enter the
condensers. The steam will condense and drain to RPV, while gases must be vented into the
Suppression Pool (SP) in the Wetwell (WW) to assure the proper operation of condensers.

The gas space above the GDCS pools is connected to the WW gas space, so this increases during
the GDCS injection phase, providing a lower peak pressure of the system during the accident.

A sketch of the facility in the configuration utilised for the considered experiment, i.e. Phase A of
the International Standard Problem (ISP) 42, is given in Fig. 2, ref. [17].

3.1 Considered experiment

Several tens of tests have been performed in different experimental campaigns, as in the case of
UPTF. Phenomena like injection of steam into air filled vessel, gravity driven discharge of cold water
into saturated vessel, steam venting from large dome, heat transfer, mixing and natural convection in
pools, have been investigated.

The considered experiment constitutes one of the six phases foreseen for the International
Standard Problem 42, as detailed in ref. [17]. The passive start-up of the cooling systems (PCC) is
foreseen originated by the start of the injection of steam from the RPV simulator into the drywell.
Specific or local phenomena like air/steam venting from DW to the WW, gas mixing and stratification,
steam condensation on the walls for a variety of gas temperatures and velocities, are foreseen. A
simplified list of boundary and initial conditions is given in Tab. 4.
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Fig. 2- Sketch of the PANDA facility in the configuration used for ISP 42, Phase A, ref. [17].

Quantity

Test initiation

Test end

RPV pressure
RPV mass inventory
WW mass inventory

PCCS pool temperature
Building temperature

Core power

Unit

s

s

MPa
Kg
Kg
K
K

Kw

Value

0

6000

0.1208
5860
84630

368
301/296
1000.6

Notes

Switch-on of the RPV power
Or pressure less than 15 Kpa
in both drywell

Top/bottom
Average during the test

Tab. 4 - Simplified list of initial and boundary conditions for the considered PANDA experiment.
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4. NODALISATIONS

The standard/official Relap5 code, made available by the US NRC in the frame of the CAMP
(Code Assessment and Maintenance Program) agreement has been utilised. However, different code
versions have been applied to the two experiments.

The development and the qualification of the nodalisations and the procedure for carrying out
the comparison between experimental data and code calculated results followed, as far as possible, the
criteria given in refs. [18] and [1]. Sketches of the developed nodalisation and more details about their
features can be found in ref. [15] related to UPTF and in refs. [19] and [20] related to PANDA. In both
cases, more than one thousand hydraulic nodes and about five thousands meshes for conduction heat
transfer are part of the input deck.

The following should be noted related to the UPTF noding:
• Eigth paralled downcomer stacks have been considered for UPTF. These are connected by "cross

junctions" where appropriate form losses coefficients have been used.
• Four cold legs depart from the downcomer: therefore, two downcomer stacks are associated with

each cold leg.
• Four parallel zones are distinguished in the upper plenum and are associested with each hot leg:

bypass fow paths connect the upper plenum and the downcomer regions corresponding in the
azimuthal direction.

• An annular region and a central region are distinguished for the lower plenum. Therefore mixing in
the RPV (reactor pressure vessel) may occur in the lower plenum and in the downcomer.

The following should be noted related to the PANDA noding:
• Each of the four vessels of the facility simulating the DW and the WW has been nodalised by two

parallel stacks. A central stack where an ascending current of the concerned fluid is allowed (no
connected structures) and an annular/peripheral stack with all 'cold' structures simulating the walls
of the facility. In this way, a chimney effect and therefore a natural convection loop are artificially
constituted.

• The technique described above has been used to nodalise the cooling pools for the heat exchangers
of the PCCS. In addition, four parallel hydraulic paths (or pipes) are adopted to nodalise the
primary system of the PCCS.

• Two parallel pipes have been used to nodalise the horizontal connections between DW and WW. In
this way, at a given time, countercurrent flows of the same fluid phase are allowed between
hydraulic zones at the same elevation.

5. ANALYSIS OF ACHIEVED RESULTS

When analysing the comparison between two complex sets of data as those measured in
facilities like PANDA and UPTF and those calculated by a 'larger-than-one-thousand' nodes
nodalisation, different phases of the analysis should be distinguished. These include qualitative system
behaviour (involving subjective judgement), quantitative accuracy evaluation (tools similar to what
used in ref. [2] can be used), analysis of global system performance and of local phenomena. Such a
comprehensive analysis has not been performed in the present framework that is limited to the study of
the global system performance.

All the discussed results outcome from 'blind' analysis, as far as possible. In particular, the
application of Relap5 to the UPTF experiments has been completed following an extensive analysis
performed by Cathare code, as documented in ref. [16]. This implies that the experimental system
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scenarios were known before developing the nodalisation. However, no feedback existed between the
comparison experimental-calculated data and the input deck. In the case of PANDA, the reported
results outcame from the participation to the 'blind' phase of the ISP-42. However, data from other
experiments performed in the same facility were available at the time when the nodalisation was
developed.

Results related to the test 5A performed in-UPTF are shown in Figs. 3 to 5. Discrepancies
between measured and calculated trends at the beginning of the transient (pressure trend, Fig. 3) and at
about 50 s into the transient (break flowrate trend, Fig. 5), are originated by inadequate simulation of
the assigned boundary conditions. Reverse flow occurs at the break owing to containment pressure, in
the calculation, that results larger than the pressure at the break location. Two collapsed levels bound
the measured RPV level in Fig. 4 apart from the period between 25 and 50 s. The calculated values are
computed on the core side and on the downcomer side (CNTRLVAR 1 and 2, respectively).
Differences between the two quantities are due to dynamic effects caused by steam production in the
core region and liquid entrainment in the downcomer region.

Results from the UPTF runs 131/6 and 200/7 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The
measured and calculated pressure trends in the downcomer are reported. Acceptable qualitative
calculation performance can be evaluated in both cases. However, the acceptability of the quantitative
comparison is questionable in the case of the run 200/7 (Fig. 7). More deep studied, not completed so
far, are needed to explain the reason for these discrepancies, though approximations adopted in
supplying some boundary conditions have already been demonstrated to constitute important sources of
error, ref. [15].

WmGraf 3.2 - 03-08-2000

10.0 90.0 100.0

Fig. 3 - Results of 'blind' analysis of UPTF test 5A: comparison between measured and
calculated trends of lower plenum pressure.
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Fig. 4 — Results of 'blind' analysis of UPTF test 5A: comparison between measured and
calculated trends of RPV level.
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Fig. 6 - Results of 'blind' analysis of UPTF run 131/6: comparison between measured and
calculated trends of downcomer pressure.

50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0
Time (s)

Fig. 7 - Results of 'blind' analysis of UPTF run 200/7: comparison between measured and
calculated trends of downcomer pressure.
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Results from the blind Phase A of the ISP 42 performed in PANDA facility are shown in Fig. 8.
Four curves are reported: other than the experimental and the calculated trend, this last one obtained by
the Relap5/mod3.2 code run at the University of Pisa, the upper and lower bounds predicted by
participants to the ISP are represented, ref. [21]. Relap5 results are well within the 'dispersion' band
and are reasonably close to the experimental data. In particular, the phenomenological condition
constituted by the stop in pressure increase owing to a power balance between core thermal power and
power extracted from the PCCS, is well predicted at about 4000 s into the transient.
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Fig. 8 - Results of 'blind' analysis of PANDA ISP42: comparison between measured and
calculated trends of pressure in drywell region.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The performed code assessment process deals with an area in the space "volume-pressure" not
covered by previous code validation analyses. The aim of the activity is to enlarge the domain of the
code validation, not only in relation to the range of relevant parameters, but also in relation to the
phenomena. Experimental data gathered from researches performed in the UPTF (full scale simulator
of the PWR vessel) and in the PANDA (simulator of the SBWR containment with primary system
interface) facilities are considered. In particular, the PANDA phenomena can be assumed as
containment-system relevant and are not part of the primary objective of the code that is restricted to
the simulation of the primary system behaviour. Relap5/mod3.2 is the thermohydraulic system codes
under evaluation in the present study.

A comprehensive analysis of the comparison between measured and predicted data has not been
performed in the present framework. This constitutes a limitation for the conclusions that are achieved.
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Nevertheless, results of 'blind' (as far as possible) studies are considered and the global systems
performances are analysed.

The main conclusion is that the simulation of large-scale system performances by the adopted
ensemble code-nodalisation-user/options does not show discrepancies in the comparison between
measured and predicted time trends, larger than those resulting from the simulation of small scale
experiments. The concerned code is Relap5 and the user options and the nodalisation features are those
proposed at the University of Pisa and widely adopted and validated from the analysis of small-scale
experiments.

The gathered databases fill a gap in the validation matrix of the code. This is specifically true in
relation to the PANDA experiment whose peculiarities are not only connected with the facility
geometrical scale but also with the simulation of containment related phenomena. In the considered
scenarios, condensation in the presence of incondensable gases play a significant role together with
natural convection within confined environments and natural circulation at low pressure and with small
driving forces.
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Fig. 1 - Sketch of the UPTF, ref. [13]. (meta di fig. 4.1.2 e fig 4.1.3)
Fig. 2 - Sketch of the PANDA facility in the configuration used for ISP 42, Phase A, ref. [17]. (Fig
3.1, pag 8 di ref 17)
Fig. 3 - Results of 'blind' analysis of UPTF test 5A: comparison between measured and

calculated trends of lower plenum pressure. (Fig. 1 pag 22 di NT 379)
Fig. 4 - Results of 'blind' analysis of UPTF test 5A: comparison between measured and

calculated trends of RPV level. (Fig. 2 pag 22 di NT 379)
Fig. 5 - Results of 'blind' analysis of UPTF test 5A: comparison between measured and

calculated trends of break flowrate (gas phase). (Fig. 1 pag 22 di NT 379)
Fig. 6 — Results of 'blind' analysis of UPTF run 131/6: comparison between measured and

calculated trends of downcomer pressure. (Fig. xx pag 34 di NT 379)
Fig. 7 - Results of 'blind' analysis of UPTF run 200/7: comparison between measured and

calculated trends of downcomer pressure. (Fig. 1 pag 25 di NT 379)
Fig. 8 — Results of 'blind' analysis of PANDA ISP42: comparison between measured and

calculated trends of pressure in drywell region. (Fig. da fare)
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ABSTRACT
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) carried out the Co-ordinated Research

Program (CRP) on "Validation of Accident and Safety Analysis Methodology" in the period
between 1995 and 1998. Three areas of interest identified by the participants referred to the
pressurised water reactors of Western and Eastern type (PWR and WWER type). The specific
areas of attention were: system behaviour of the primary and secondary loops (PS area), the
containment response (CO area) and the severe accidents (SA area). During the CRP it
became clear that the technology advancements, the available tools (i.e. codes) and the
experimental databases in the above areas are quite different. At the conclusion of the CRP,
all objectives of the program have been reached.

This paper presents the summary of the regional co-operation in this framework. The
CRP activities focused on the codes and expertise available at the participating organisations.
This overview therefore summarises their experience related to the state-of-the-art in the field
of computational accident analysis. In addition, the paper proposes the recommendations for
future activities related to the code usage, the user effects and code development. In pursuing
of these goals special attention is given to the importance of the international co-operation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Extensive research and development efforts, including experimental activities, have

been completed to justify safe design and operation of modern nuclear reactors used for
electricity production. It is the main goal of the safety analyses to demonstrate that the risk
associated with postulated accidents and various transient scenarios, is small enough to be
acceptable. The severity level may be very different in terms of consequences, depending on
e.g. the ECCS (Emergency Core Cooling Systems) design and its actuation modes.

The safety and the acceptability limits for the design and the operation of reactors are
normally established by responsible regulatory or licensing authorities. When doing this they
also consider the current status of knowledge and the technological knowledge.

Different types of codes, in relation to the spectrum of situations dealt with, have been
in use to demonstrate the compliance between established safety goals and actual reactor
performances in case of anticipated transient scenarios.

Historically, primary and secondary systems, as well as containment, related transient
events and performance have been categorised into two broader classes i.e. DBA (Design
Basis Accidents) and beyond DBA or SA (Severe Accidents).

The IAEA CRP on "Validation of Accident and. Safety Analysis Methodology",
considered the following areas:
1. PS (Primary System) behaviour Before Loss of Core Integrity (BLCI)
2. CO (COntainment) response to thermal-hydraulic transients in the containment BLCI and

After Loss of Coolant Integrity (ALCI)
3. SA (Severe Accidents) behaviour of both, the primary system and the containment

following BLCI/ALCI.
Regional co-operation between institutions from Croatia, Italy and Slovenia, namely,

Jozef Stefan Institute, University of Pisa and University of Zagreb, supported by the IAEA
resulted in respectable amount of work and information exchange in the area of Primary
System behaviour (PS) associated problems.

2. THERMAL-HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CODES
A thermal-hydraulic model based on fundamental conservation equations is

essentially very suitable for predicting the behaviour of primary system. Six (or five) partial
derivative equations describe in one dimensional geometry (2D or 3D in some specific cases)
the transport of mass, momentum and the energy of steam and liquid phases. Additional
balance equations can be used to simulate the interaction with one or more non-condensable
gases. Closure or constitutive equations together with state properties are part of the system
codes; integrated with additional conservation equations for neutronics and heat conduction
inside solid materials.

In the thermal-hydraulic area predominantly used system codes for primary system
analysis are: ATHLET, CATHARE, RELAP5, and TRAC. The CATHARE2, [1] is French
system code for nuclear reactor thermal-hydraulics developed by the CEA (Atomic Energy
Commission), EDF (Electricite de France), and FRAMATOME. It is based on a one-
dimensional, two-fluid, six-equation model with a unique set of constitutive relationships. The
German system code ATFDLET (Analyses of THermal-hydraulics in LEaks and Transients),
[2] was developed by GRS. In the currently released code version, the basic fluid-dynamic
option is a five-equation model, with separate conservation equations for liquid and vapour
mass and energy, and a mixture momentum equation, accounting for thermal and mechanical
non-equilibrium, and including a mixture level tracking capability.

The Transient Reactor Analysis Code (TRAC), [3] is an advanced, best-estimate US
computer code intended to calculate the transient reactor behaviour of pressurised water
reactors (PWR). TRAC incorporates four-component (liquid water, liquid solute, water
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vapour, and non-condensable gas), two-fluid (liquid and gas) modelling of thermal-hydraulic
processes involved in such transients. There is ability for mixed 1-D and 3-D calculations or
fully 1-D calculations. The RELAP5 computer code, [4], is the second light water transient
analysis code developed for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). In addition to
calculating the behaviour of a reactor coolant system during a transient, can be used for
simulation of a wide variety of hydraulic and thermal transients in both nuclear and non-
nuclear systems involving mixtures of steam, water, non-condensable, and solute. Since all
the organisations involved in the CRJP had most experience in the RELAP5 program, it has
been chosen as reference tool for the programme.

System codes are used by designer/vendors of nuclear plants, by utilities, by licensing
authorities, by research organisms including universities, by nuclear fuel companies and by
other organisations supporting in various manners one of the above. The purposes in the use
of the code may be quite different, ranging from safety or design calculations to just the
understanding of the transient behaviour of a simple system. In the thermal-hydraulic area, the
use of the concerned codes (e.g. ATHLET, CATHARE, RELAP5, TRAC) may reveal of high
value for new reactors design, optimisation of EOP (Emergency Operating Procedures), safety
evaluation of reactors, uprating the reactors power, training of the plant operators,
demonstration of the compliance between nuclear regulatory goals and quality of existing
plants.

In all the above mentioned codes, local instantaneous equations are integrated over a
control volume to result in a set of finite difference equations, which can be numerically
solved by proper algorithms. When making the integration some kind of averaging procedure
is applied, which implies that the resulting equations will lose the capability to resolve
phenomena at a micro-scale level, phenomena such as turbulent fluctuations will either be
ignored or their effect may be averaged into correlations. The need to assess the codes and to
develop suitable procedures for their applications also derives from the above. In particular,
the following reasons can be outlined:

- closure equations are empirical and are valid for generally restricted ranges of
parameters developed under strict assumptions (e.g. steady state or fully
developed flows) that may not correspond to the scenarios of interest;

- the averaging process may introduce unrealistic approximations;
- the process of developing of nodalizations, that is to transform a generic three-

dimensional space into a series of one-dimensional nodes 'understandable' for the
code numerical scheme, may result unrealistic;

- interactions among the several closure equations inside the code, may also
produce unphysical results even in a limited number of situations.

3. BEST-ESTIMATE MATHEMATICAL MODELS
The best-estimate mathematical model of nuclear power plant consists of the system

code itself, and set of input data grouped in the input file (or files) that substantially describe
the plant (or facility) within the boundaries and assumptions of the code models. Preparation
of such a model is not only the source of the largest number of the errors, but also
uncertainties in the use of best-estimate codes. It must be also stated, that complete
knowledge of the computer code models is not sufficient for the error-free preparation of such
a model. Another major issue in the use of mathematical models is the question of the model
capabilities to reproduce plant (or facility) behaviour under steady state and transient
conditions.

Preparation of the mathematical model that can adequately simulate a nuclear power
plant was one of the main subjects of the CRP activity. The result is a comprehensive
summary of joint experience that provides quality assurance to the model.
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First major step in the preparation of the PWR mathematical model is the development
of the plant nodalization. Each portion of the plant that is of interest for the analyses is
divided into discrete components (nodes). In practice, the model is developed by the process
of dividing the real plant component volumes into a set of control volumes that are essentially
stream-tubes having inlet and outlet flow path connections. For a successful solution in the
case of the analysis, a number of factors must be satisfied: numerical stability, run time, and
spatial convergence. Modelling LWR (Light Water Reactor) systems requires not only
simulating the fluid stream-tubes but also modelling of solid structures (slabs) that store the"
heat or contain the heat sources. The RELAP5 code has the capability to simulate one-
dimensional heat transfer inside structures and from heat slabs to the fluid. Therefore,
discretization of the structures is also necessary.

As summarised during CRP, three basic conditions that should be fulfilled for the
correct use of the system codes in the development of a plant model are:

• the code used should be frozen and qualified through wide, preferably international
assessment and experimental program;

• developer of the nodalization should be qualified to the use of the chosen code;
• nodalization of the plant should be properly qualified.

In the frame of the plant model or plant input-deck set-up, engineering judgement is
normally used to a wide extent. The importance of establishing a procedure for the
nodalization set-up and management has been stressed among the participants of the CRP
activity. Predefined procedure, shown on Figure 1, developed at the University of Pisa in the
frame of activity described in [8], aims at the reduction of possibilities for the errors and
misuse of the codes. The "qualification process" coming from such procedure that results in
the reliable or "qualified nodalization" has been successfully used in the number of cases, [5],
[6], [7]. Procedure includes both "steady-state" and "on-transient" qualification. In particular,
a set of criteria proposed in [8] and [6] and specified in Table 1 has been used during CRP
activity for steady-state qualification.

Table 1 Criteria for nodalization qualification at the steady state level.

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

11

QUANTITY
Primary circuit volume
Secondary circuit volume
Non-active structures area
Active structures area
Non-active structures volume
Active structures volume
Volume vs. height curve
Component relative elevation
Axial and radial power distribution 0O

Flow area of components like valves,
pumps, orifices
Generic flow areas

Criteria0

1%
2 %

10%
0.1 %
14%

0.2 %
10%

0.01m
1%
1%

10%

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

QUANTITY*
Primary circuit power balance
Secondary circuit power balance
Absolute pressure
Fluid temperature
Rod surface temperature
Pump velocity
Heat losses
Local pressure drops
Mass inventory in primary circuit
Mass inventory in secondary circuit

Flowrates (primary and secondary)
Bypass mass flowrates
Pressurizer level (collapsed)
Secondary side or downcomer level

Criteria0

2 %
2 %

0 . 1 %
0.5 %**

10 K
1%
10%

10 %A

2%™
5 %A A

2 %
10%

0.05 m
0.1 mAA

(°) The % error is defined as the ratio (reference value - calculated value)/(reference value).
The 'dimensional error' is the numerator of the above expression.

(°°) Additional consideration needed.
(*) Following a "transient - steady state1 calculation, the solution must be stable with an inherent drift < 1%/IOO s, and satisfy acceptable

error criteria for each of the quantities below.
(**) And consistent with power error,
(A) Of the difference between maximum and minimum pressure in the loop.
C^) And consistent will) other errors
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Structural and
operational data

Systems and control

Figure 1 Nodalization qualification process.
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The on-transient qualification phase is the final qualification. It demonstrates that the
nodalization capability can correctly predict (with acceptable discrepancies) the relevant
phenomena and transient scenarios of the facility being simulated, [9]. It is systematic
evaluation by comparison of the code calculated data with the measured data in the case of
different transient scenarios. It is performed for the following reasons:
• Some error types entered during the nodalization set-up can be detected only after

performing transient calculations; _
• The reproduction of the experimental transient conditions requires several "particular

choices" by the user. The "particular choices" are all the interventions made on the input-
deck, as a consequence of the analysis comparison between plant records and the
calculated data.

The results of on-transient qualification analysis contain not only the information on
the compliance of the mathematical model with the measured data, but also observed
deficiencies and restrictions in the use of the model.

Qualitative methodology used for on-transient qualification was related to those
suggested by CSNI [10] and US INEEL [11], and included:

1) subdivision of scenario into "phenomenological windows";
2) for each phenomenological window methodology requires specification of key

phenomena that are distinctive for this class of transients, identification of the
Relevant Thermal-hydraulic Aspects (RTA) which are peculiar of each transient
and selection of parameters characterising the RTA;

3) qualitative analysis of obtained results by comparing experimental and calculated
trends (only by visual observation).

This kind of assessment however, gives only the first indications about the quality of
predictions and is a necessary prerequisite for a subsequent quantitative phase.

Important part of the on-transient qualification is methodology for quantifying code
accuracy, called fast Fourier transform based method (FFTBM), [12]. It was used among
participants through various bilateral regional co-operation projects and was used in the CRP
activity in various cases, [13], [14].

4. CODE USERS
The code users have a significant impact on the quality and results of the analysis.

This impact is broadly addressed as "user effect", [15]. The user is required to make decisions
on the approach and complexity of the system nodalization, selection of the code models and
specification for characteristics of systems, initial and boundary conditions. The impact of
different users on the results of the analysis are limitations of the codes themselves and
complexity of the system being analysed, different level of experience of the user and
training, lack of adequate user guidelines and inadequate quality assurance in general, [16]. In
particular, CRP participants understood the user effect as a difference among results of
analysis by various code users, using the same code and having the same information related
to a test case under consideration. User effects constitute one part of the overall analysis
uncertainty.

Apart from improving the code capabilities and code manuals, the CRP participants
recognised a number of ways to address reduction of "user effect" on the analysis. These
include systematic training, elaboration of tools for validation of inputs, information exchange
among the code users, participation of users in the code validation, benchmark exercises, etc.

According to the discussions during CRP, user qualification is an important factor
influencing the user effect. Adequate training is a natural way to the required qualification.
Such a training should preserve and extend the knowledge in system thermal-hydraulics,
should support a better understanding of the basic assumptions, features and limitations of the
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code, should improve understanding in the area of the code applications. The IAEA Safety
Guides and results of various IAEA meetings including present one could provide a basis for
preparation of such a training.

University of Pisa presented the detailed Draft Technical Proposal for User Training
during CRP. The proposal introduced different user capabilities based on acquired experience.
Specificity of the proposal was consideration of the final examination of the user. According
to the proposal, basic training should consist of lectures, specifications for holme work, home
work itself and on-site examinations.

As a follow-up of the CRP, University of Pisa, University of Zagreb and Jozef Stefan
Institute, jointly presented a "Proposal to IAEA for the Permanent Training Course for
System Code Users" to the IAEA, [17], that received an endorsement from a number of the
IAEA member states [18].
At present, preparations for the IAEA Regional Training Course on Advanced Use of
Computer Codes for Accident Analysis are underway, [19]. The course will concentrate on
three system codes - ATHLET, CATHARE and RELAP5. It will take place in Zagreb, and
involve international lecturers with participants to the course from Eastern European
countries.

5. CONCLUSION
The CRP on "Validation of Accident and Safety Analysis Methodology", organised by

the IAEA was attended, by more than 20 scientists representing about a dozen of European
organisations. Four general meetings were held during which about fifty presentations have
been discussed into detail, covering specific topics related to safety analysis of current
interest. Sessions were devoted to develop common understandings of the issues and to
compose a relevant report.

The CRP participants agreed that the effort of the international community should
widely spread the accumulated experience gained by the analyses made so far. In connection
with this, a critical issue, the requirements for the code-user qualification was identified. The
present status of system codes, assessment and related uncertainty evaluation, has been found
as adequate as far as the large majority of design and safety problems of current water cooled
reactors are concerned. CRP activity clearly recognised the future needs for code assessment
and qualification of the users.

Regional co-operation proved to be the driving force to harmonise and disseminate
knowledge gained in the area.
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ABSTRACT

In order to understand best-estimate calculations of the peak local fuel enthalpy
during a rod ejection accident, an assessment of the uncertainty has been completed.
The analysis took into account point kinetics parameters which would be available
from a three-dimensional core model and engineering judgement as to the
uncertainty in those parameters. Sensitivity studies to those parameters were carried
out using the best-estimate code PARCS. The results showed that the uncertainty
(corresponding to one standard deviation) in local fuel enthalpy would be
determined primarily by the uncertainty in ejected rod worth and delayed neutron
fractioa For an uncertainty in the former of 8% and the latter of 5%, the uncertainty
in fuel enthalpy varied from 51% to 69% for control rod worth varying from $1.2
to $1.0. Also considered in the uncertainty were the errors introduced by
uncertainties in the Doppler reactivity coefficient, the fuel pellet specific heat, and
assembly and fuel pin peaking factors.

INTRODUCTION

Background

This study (and others) has been carried out for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to
understand fuel behavior at bumups beyond the current licensing limits. When behavior is sufficiently
understood, new acceptance criteria may be proposed for design-basis reactivity initiated accidents
(RIAs) in high burnup fuel. Acceptance criteria have traditionally been expressed in terms of
maximum local fuel pellet enthalpy, and hence, it is of interest to know what the fuel enthalpy is during
an RIA. "Best-estimate" methods are available to answer this question, but it is necessary to also
understand the uncertainty in the calculated fuel enthalpy.

' This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

bCurrenl address: Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety, Taejon, Korea
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The above explains the principal motivation for this study which focuses on the uncertainty in
calculating the design-basis reactivity accident for a pressurized water reactor (PWR); namely, the
rod ejection accident (REA). However, it should also be noted that NRC licensees may be moving
away from the traditional, conservative methods for calculating fuel enthalpy toward best-estimate
methods, and these methods will require an uncertainty analysis. Hence, the independent uncertainty
analysis in this study Would be useful in understanding licensees methods.

The results of calculations of peak fuel enthalpy during an REA are usually most severe with zero
power initial conditions. In a recent study [1] modem best-estimate methods (i.e., with three-
dimensional core models) were used. With an ejected rod worth of $ 1.2 the fuel enthalpy rose to
31 cal/g (from an original value of 14 cal/g) at one second into the transient in the node with the
maximum value. Another recent study [2] using a three-dimensional core model showed that the
peak fuel enthalpy was 40 cal/g for a rod worth of $ 1.4. Although these numbers are small relative
to the current licensing criterion of 280 cal/g used to define unacceptable fuel damage, recent
experimental evidence indicates that a more realistic criterion for high burnup fuel- might be on the
order of 100 cal/g. [3] If the calculated fuel enthalpy has a large uncertainty or if the criterion is
lower, then unacceptable fuel damage becomes more likely.

Objectives

The objective of this study is to estimate the uncertainty in fuel enthalpy calculated throughout the
core during a hypothetical REA in a PWR. This is to be done in an approximate manner, using
engineering judgement to augment some numerical analysis and, therefore, the approach is
considered more qualitative than quantitative.

METHODOLOGY

The calculation of uncertainty in a reactor safety parameter has historically been restricted to
situations where the neutronics does not play an important role. For the REA it is necessary to use
three-dimensional neutronics to properly calculate the event. This requires cross section parameters
for nodes throughout the core and the uncertainty in these hundreds of parameters must be
considered in any uncertainty analysis. This complexity has precluded applying uncertainty methods
that have been successfully applied to accidents in which the thermal-hydraulics alone is important.
For the REA, the fact that the physics of the transient is relatively well-known allows us to define a
simplified methodology which can estimate the uncertainty for current purposes.

The essence of the approach is to make use of point kinetics in detennining the parameters which
determine the uncertainty in fuel enthalpy rather than consider the effect of uncertainties in cross
sections as the determinant. Sensitivities to these global quantities are obtained from detailed three-
dimensional calculations and then engineering judgement, using evidence from many different types
of calculations, provides the uncertainty in these global quantities which when integrated with the
sensitivity, provides the overall uncertainty in fuel enthalpy. This global approach is modified to
provide uncertainty for local fuel enthalpy.
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The method to determine uncertainty during the REA defines the increase in local fuel enthalpy as
the product ofthree factors: Q, Fa, and Fp. Q is the total energy deposition up to the time of interest
(generally 1 s). Fa is the assembly form function which is defined as the assembly energy deposition
at the axial location of interest (i.e., the nodal fuel enthalpy) divided by the total energy deposition
(Q). Fp is the form function for the pin energy deposition within the assembly, i.e., the energy
deposition at the pin of interest divided by the nodal fuel enthalpy. The only assumption made is that
the fuel enthalpy is determined solely by the energy deposition, i.e., there is no heat transfer out of
the fuel. If this adiabatic assumption is not valid then additional uncertainty is introduced.

Assuming that the random error in each of these three quantities is normally distributed, the square
of the uncertainty in the increase in fuel enthalpy hf (the variance), can be written:

(Sh/h^2 = (6Q/Q)2 + (6F/FJ2 + (5Fp/Fp)
2 (1)

The separation of the problem into these three factors allows for a different approach with each
factor. We rely on point kinetics to define global core parameters whose uncertainty determines the
uncertainty in Q. For the form factors we rely on intercomparisons of code calculations to estimate
the uncertainty.

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

Uncertainty Analysis for Total Energy Deposition

If the total energy deposition Q is a function of several independent parameters (x) then the variance
for Q can be written:

(SQ/Q)2 = Z(Sx)
2(6x/x)2 (2)

where Sx is the (dimensionless) sensitivity to parameter x and the summation is over all parameters
of interest. In the following we first define the parameters x of interest, then calculate die sensitivity
and dien estimate the uncertainty in Q (defined at one standard deviation and hence, the square root
of the variance).

In order to see what parameters are of interest, consider the point kinetics model and assume that
the reactivity is given by:

p = p0 - a(ATc) (3)

where p0 is the reactivity worth of the ejected control rod, a is the fuel temperature (Doppler)
reactivity coefficient, and ATf is die change in fuel temperature. If the rod worth is greater than the
magnitude of the delayed neutron precursor fraction, p, the Nordheim-Fuchs approximation may be
applied. It can then be shown [4] that the energy deposition Q up through the end of the initial
power pulse (approximately the time of interest) is:
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Q = 2(po-P)/aCp (4)

where Cp is the pellet heat capacity which translates energy into temperature.

Hence, the above analysis shows that there are four parameters of interest. This is further confirmed
by -several studies (e.g., [2]) that have shown that the energy deposition is insensitive to neutron
velocity, trip reactivity, reactivity insertion rate, and initial power level (at "zero" power).

Calculations to obtain the sensitivity defined as the relative change in energy deposition (Q) per
relative change in key reactor parameter (x) were carried out using the PARCS neutron kinetics
code [5] which represents the core in three dimensions.

The sensitivity to control rod worth is given in Figure 1 where it is plotted versus control rod worth
in units of $, i.e., R=Pc/p. The data points on the graph come from PARCS calculations of different
reactivity insertion events. Only events with rod worths greater than $1 are of interest. Using the
analytic approximation for energy deposition given above, the sensitivity can be shown to be Sp =
R/(R-1) which is also plotted on Figure 1. It can be seen that the data points are in good agreement
with the theory for the range shown. As the rod worth approaches $ 1 (from above), corresponding
to prompt-critical, the simplified expression has a singularity and is no longer valid. The sensitivity
which will be used in the uncertainty analysis is from the data points and ranges from 5.5 for a rod
worth of $1.2 to 7.5 for a rod worth of $1.0.

The sensitivity of energy deposition to delayed neutron fraction is shown in Figure 2 as a function of
control rod worth. The data points from PARCS are plotted as well as the curve obtained from the
simplified model which predicts a sensitivity of Sp = -1/(R-1). The sensitivity in this case ranges from
-4.0 for a rod worth of $ 1.2 to -6.0 for a rod worth of $ 1.0.

Similarly the sensitivity to pellet heat capacity is given as a function of rod worth in Figure 3. In this
case the analytic result for sensitivity is Sc = 1.0. From the data we take the sensitivity to be 0.9
over the range of interest.

It is not possible to plot the sensitivity to the Doppler coefficient as the Doppler coefficient is not a
parameter that can easily be extracted from a space-dependent kinetics calculation as was possible
with the other three parameters. However, since the analytic expression would give Sa = 1.0 we
assume that this number is the applicable sensitivity.

With the above numbers, the uncertainty in Q for a rod worth of $ 1.0 becomes:

8Q/Q = [(7.5)2(8Po/po)2 + (6.0)2(6p/p)2 + (0.9)2(6Cp/Cp)
2 + (8a/a)2]"2 (5)

The uncertainty in the calculated rod worth op(/p0 we take as equivalent to the standard deviation
based on measurements that are made as part of startup tests. [6] Rod bank worths are always
measured and in some instances measurements of individual rod worths are performed. Large
perturbations such as entire banks can be calculated easier than individual rods. In general,
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calculations are in agreement with measured bank worths in the range of 0-10%. Anything over
15% would be unacceptable. [6] For the present analysis, we assume that the uncertainty in p0 is
±8%.

The error in the delayed neutron precursor fraction is based not only on the measurement error for
P for different fissionable nuclides, but also on the uncertainties in the concentrations of these

— nuclides-uncertainties which increase with increasing burnup. It is also dependent on how the
weighting is done to either obtain fuel assembly average values or a core average value. For the
present analysis, we assume that the uncertainty in P is ±5%.

The error in the specific heat is again small as measurements do exist. For the present analysis, we
base the uncertainty upon work by others [7] which takes into account the effect of bumup and
quotes the uncertainty in Cp as up to ±8%.

The eiror in the Doppler coefficient must be estimated as there are no direct measurements of this
quantity. Using engineering judgement we assume that the uncertainty in a is ±L5%.

The resulting uncertainty for Q for a rod worth $1.0 is then [(7.5)2(0.08)2 + (6.0)2(0.05)2 +
(0.9)2(0.08)2 + (0.15)2]m = ±0.69 or ±69%. For a rod worth of $ 1.2 the uncertainty is ±51%. As
can be seen by looking at the numbers, it is the strong sensitivity to uncertainties in rod worth and
delayed neutron fraction that cause the fuel enthalpy uncertainty to be so high.
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Uncertainty Analysis for Form Functions

Although the form functions that enter into the equation for hrare rigorously correct, their (value and)
uncertainty can only be approximated. For the uncertainty in Fa we consider two studies in which the
cross sections were identical but the calculational method was different. In one study [8] four three-
dimensional codes were used to calculate two REA transients from hot zero power conditions; one
for a central rod and one for a peripheral rod. Those results did not provide assembly energy
deposition (or equivalently, fuel temperature) but did provide maximum fuel centerline temperature
which is acceptable to use as a surrogate. The results differed from -7% to +5% with the mis value
±3.7%. In another REA study [1] a comparison of radial power was made between PARCS and
another code (CRONOS2) both using the same cross sections. They gave almost identical results for
the radial power at the time of the peak power except at the location of the ejected rod where a
difference of 15% was observed because of the way in which the calculations were normalized. La
order to interpret this result we have to keep in mind that power is not the same as energy and that the
radial power is an axial average rather than the result at the axial location where the peak occurs.

For the uncertainty in Fp we consider the intercomparison in [1] between PARCS and BARS. The
former used a flux reconstruction method imposed on the solution with the assemblies represented as
uniform whereas the latter had each fuel pin within each assembly explicitly represented. In that
intercomparison the rms differences based on one 15x15 assembly and two different global power
shapes were 3.1% and 1.7%. An additional piece of information comes from PARCS calculations
[9] of a calculational benchmark to test flux reconstruction methods. In that study the standard
deviation relative to the reference calculation was 1.2%.

For the uncertainty analysis herein we assume that the uncertainty (one standard deviation) in Fa is
±4%. This is based on general knowledge of the state-of-the-art as well as the comparisons described
above. Since the flux reconstruction process should be at least as uncertain we assume the same result
for Fp. These numbers are small relative to the uncertainty in Q and hence, the uncertainty in h; is
essentially equal to that for Q.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4 shows the results of the above analysis allowing for the uncertainty in rod worth and delayed
neutron fraction to be varied. It shows results based on the sensitivity at two values of the rod worth.
As can be seen, the uncertainty in fuel enthalpy can be large relative to the errors that might be of
concern in licensing. Note too that the uncertainty might have to be accounted for at the level of two
standard deviations rather than the one standard deviation considered herein.
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ABSTRACT
BR2 is a material test reactor sited in the Belgian Nuclear Research Centre in Mol. The main
research programs carried out in BR2 are related to the safety of nuclear reactor structural
materials and fuels, in normal and accidental conditions; plant lifetime evaluation and ageing
of components. In this framework, a computer program that allows the performance of
detailed, steady state analysis of several kinds of in-pile sections with _an axisymmetrical
geometry has been developed. Furthermore, comparing its results with those of the well
known, extensively used, Relap5/Mod 3.2 code on a test problem has validated this program.
This was performed in three steps:
1. Nodalisation development of a subsystem of a typical in-pile section.
2. Steady state analysis and comparison with the above-mentioned program.
3. A transient simulation of the same system; the considered transient consists of a loss of

coolant flow.

1. INTRODUCTION
The background of this work is a thesis, ref. [1], developed in the framework of the Socrates
European exchange program between the Universita degli Studi di Pisa (Italy) and the
Universite catholique de Louvain (Belgium) on a subject proposed by the Belgian Nuclear
Centre in Mol (SCK-CEN). A thermal-hydraulic, steady state, code able to model a wide
range of in-pile sections has been developed. This program has been further validated at the
Dipartimento di Costruzioni Meccaniche e Nucleari (DCMN) in Pisa (Italy) by comparing its
results on a simple test with those obtained by the Relap5/Mod2.3 code, ref. [2].
The main reason for the selection of this code are the dissemination of the code in the
international scientific community, the quality of the results produced as demonstrated by
various International Organisations and the experience in its use at University of Pisa (ref.
[3]), including the achievement of quality proofs, e.g. ref. [4].
In order to extend the use of the Relap code, initially developed for simulating the transient
behaviour of nuclear power plants to the field of project and safety studies in test reactor and
devices, this work has been completed with a transient simulation of the same simple system
submitted to a loss of coolant flow (LOCA).

2. REACTOR AND IN-PILE SECTION DESCRIPTION

2.1 Reactor description
The reference reactor (BR2, ref. [5]) is a high-flux engineering test reactor. The core, of height
and diameter about 1 metre, is composed of hexagonal beryllium blocks with central channels
in which it is possible to charge nuclear fuel, control rods or experimental devices. These
channels (fig. 1) form a twisted hyperboloidal bundle and hence are close to each one at the
midplane but farther apart at the lower and upper ends where the channels penetrate through
the covers of the reactor pressure vessel.
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2.2 In-pile section description
An in-pile section (IPS) is a device intended to reproduce controlled conditions of irradiation,
temperature and pressure on samples of nuclear fuel or structural material. Its geometry
depends on the reference reactor geometry: it is made of one or more concentric pipes of great
length (> 6 metres) and relatively small diameter (less than 200 mm). The irradiated part is
about one metre high. It is filled up with one or more fluids, either stagnant or flowing. Their
purpose is to insulate the device from the reactor primary water and/or to cool the test
samples. These fluids may be liquids, molten metals, gases or~two-phase systems. The
moving fluids are in forced convection and move upwards or downwards in the IPS.
Furthermore, inserting heating elements in contact with the fluids controls the temperature.
Divisions or mixing of two streams, or inversion of the fluid direction, may occur at some
points. A whole range of IPS exists. Depending on the objectives one wishes to attain, many
variations are possible. Their common denominator is an axisymmetrical geometry.
In particular:

the number of the channels is variable;
the channels may have circular or annular shape and be straight, divergent or convergent;
some channels may exist only over a part of the IPS;
a channel may be divided in two by the insertion of a screen over a given length.
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Fig. 1 General view of the BR2 reactor.
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Fig. 2 View of the testing device.

2.3 Test description
The device chosen is a subset of a typical in-pile section, fig.2. On the axis there are two
samples of UO2 separated by a stainless steel rod: both are exposed to the same
chemical ambient but only one is irradiated (the hot plane being exactly in the middle of
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this one). The system is vertical with the z-axis upwards. The EPS is surrounded by the
reactor primary water, at temperature of 320 K, the heat transfer coefficient being
10,000 W/(m2K). In most actual devices, there is also a helium screen to insulate the
inside from the reactor primary water. The cooling water goes down in the outermost
channel, reaches the bottom and then goes back up into the innermost channel. The steel
and the water are mainly heated by the gamma radiation whereas the UO2 sample is also
heated by the nuclear reactions set up~by the neutron flux. The curved part is a
simplified scheme for the bottom of the device.

3. CODE DESCRIPTION

3.1 Objectives of the software
The design of an EPS is an iterative process: once the basic geometry of the device and
the conditions of the fluids at some point have been chosen, a calculation of the
resulting pressure and temperature profiles is performed. These are then adjusted by
varying the fluid flows, by adding insulating layers and/or electric heaters until the
desired conditions of the fluids in contact with the samples are reached. The aim of this
computer program is to reduce the design time of such devices: all the parameters
(especially the geometrical ones) must be easy to enter and modify.
This information is then used to efficiently simulate the thermal-hydraulic behaviour of
the EPS, i.e. to calculate the:

temperature and pressure profiles in the flowing fluids;
- heat exchanges between the different parts of the system.
The code has been written in object-oriented C++ in order to simplify further
developments.

3.2 Simplifying hypothesis
We make the following hypothesis:

the system is in steady state;
- the system has axisymmetrical geometry;

the circulating fluids are liquids in turbulent flow (only liquid water so far).
We do not consider:
- the heat transfer by natural convection and thermal radiation;

in the flowing fluids, the thermal and hydraulic entry effect and the heat transfer by
conduction;
in the solids and the stagnant fluids, the axial heat transfer due to conduction.

Concerning the nuclear heating in the core, we assume that:
it has a sinusoidal shape;
the gamma radiation is constant on every section orthogonal to the IPS axis and the
resulting heat generated is proportional to the density of the materials (the heat
generated inside the gases is not considered);

- the heating due to the neutron flux is relevant only if the irradiated sample is fissile.

3.3 Solving method
Taking advantage of the hypothesis of negligible axial heat transfer, it is possible to
divide the whole system into sections of homogeneous shape. Instead of building a
library of sample sections, we decided to create a subprogram able to build the widest
range of sections starting from their composing elements: pipes, diffusers, hot wires and
fluids. Appropriate links handle the matter and energy exchanges between the sections,
starting from the bottom where the user must set the conditions of the fluids. This
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option, that avoids iterations, has been chosen because the bottom is generally very
close to the samples to be tested. The software is composed of two independent
programs. A first program analyses all the solid elements: for the moment they are
generated by the rotation, around the axis, of a rectangle or a triangle with two vertices
on the same level, the hot wires are simulated by the rotation around the axis of a line.
These elements can be introduced in any order: they will be sorted in order of increasing
height and, if equal, in order of increasing radius (with a simultaneous check for a
possible overlap between them). An AutoLisp file is then produced: run under
AutoCAD, it draws a simple scheme of the system that allows the user to easily check
the data. The program ends with the axial segmentation of the system, the break point
being the start and end levels of the above mentioned elements. The channels of each
section are made by the empty spaces between the solid elements. A continuity analysis
at the break points gives information about the transfer of the fluids from one section to
the next (starting from the bottom), and the possible need for insertion/removal of some
fluids. To simplify the introduction of the fluids a simple scheme is used indicating, for
each new fluid, the level and the average diameter of the inlet/outlet point. The actual
calculation takes place in the second program. The input data are:
- the geometrical analysis previously done by the first program;

the inclination of the device with respect to the vertical;
the nuclear heating and the conditions of heat exchange with the surrounding fluid;
the fluids present.

For each fluid, it is necessary to specify the kind of fluid (water, helium, ...), the
direction of the flow (upwards, downwards or stagnant) and their state: that is, if they
are moving, the mass flow rate, the temperature and the pressure; if they are stagnant
only the pressure is required. Based on the direction of the flow there is a first attempt
evaluating the head loss coefficients due to sudden enlargement or contraction or
division/mixing of two streams: turbulent flow and sharp angles are assumed, but the
user can further modify these values. This program starts by building each section.
Beginning from the outermost solid element, it proceeds towards the inside, gradually
adding the other solid elements, the hot wires and filling up the empty spaces with the
fluids. At the end, each section is an alternation of moving fluids and composite walls
(made of two or more adjacent walls and by the stagnant fluids confined in the various
channels). This section is further divided into segments of length Az where we can
consider the fluid properties, the nuclear and electric heating and the outside conditions
constant. Let us consider one of these segments at height z. The hypothesis of negligible
axial heat transfer in the composite walls makes it possible to calculate the fluid-wall
heat transfer coefficients and the radial heat flux in the composite walls (the heat
generated inside the walls is taken into account). The mass, energy and momentum
balances are used to determine the fluid conditions at z+Az from the conditions at z.
Two independent evolutions, an isothermal one and an isobaric one, simulate the actual
evolution of the fluid. In the isothermal evolution the new value of the pressure is
calculated by taking into account the elevation variation, the friction at the walls, and
the modification of the cross section area. In the isobaric one the new value of the
temperature is calculated by taking into account the heat transfer at the walls, the heat
generated by the resistors in contact with the fluid, and the gamma heating within the
fluid. These values are used as the starting point for the analysis of the next segment and
so on until the end of the section is reached.
The value of the height increment, Az, is chosen at each step as the minimum of:
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- the maximum increment (selected among two run time parameters, corresponding to
an irradiated or non-irradiated segment);
the increment corresponding to the maximum difference of fluid temperature
between two steps;
the difference between the end of the segment height and the actual height z.

At the section end, the program calculates the head losses due to sudden changes in the
cross section, then it starts another section and so on until the top of the device is
reached.

4. TEST MODELIZATION
After we made tests on the single components, and comparisons with other similar
problems already resolved, we decided to test a sample application and to compare the
results obtained by the program with a reference solution computed with Relap mod 3.2.
In the table 1, are the solid elements input. Each material is characterised by a code: in a
separate file there is a table with its physical properties for every material code (table 2).
Table 3 reports all the other data. We decide to test the system in two cases: without or
with nuclear heating (table 4).

type

P
P
P
P
P
P

Material

AISI316
AISI316

UO2
AISI316

UO2
AISI316

Start
Level
-1000
-1000
-500
500
1000
2000

Inner
Diam.
17.12

31
0
0
0
0

Outer
Diam.
21.34

34
12
8
12
8

End
Level
2500
2500
500
1000
2000
2500

Tab. 1 Solid elements data (in mm).

AISI316
Fissile

n
T[K]

273
300
350
400

Density
fkg/mA3]

7810
Conductivity
fW/(m*K)]

14.70
15.20
16.20
17.00

UO2
Fissile

y
T[K]

293
366
373
473

Density
[kg/mA3]

10900
Conductivity
[W/(m*K)l

8.36
7.27
7.18
6.10

PropertyName
Absolute roughness [mm]
AngleVerticalAxelPS [degrees]
HeightHotPlane [m]
ExtrapolatedHeightCore
GammaHeating [m]
ExtrapolatedHeightCore
NuclearHeating [m]
StartingHeight {>=(zh-He/2} [m]
EndingHeight (<=(zh+He/2)} [ml
MaxStepSizeOutsideCore [mm]
MaxStepSizelnsideCore [mm]
MaxJumpTemperatureStep [K]

Value
0.001

0
0
1

1

-0.5
0.5
50
20
0.1

Tab. 3 Data relative to the inclination, rough-
ness, shape of the heat generation cosine
and maximum calculation steps (in the
irradiated or non-irradiated parts).

Tab. 2 Physical properties of the materials.

PropertyName
GammaHeatingHotPlane [W/g]

NuclearHeatingHotPlane [W/cm]

NO
0
0

N2
10
25

Tab. 4 Nuclear heating
considered.

in the two cases

Fluid
N°

1
2

Level
(mm)
-1000
-1000

Diameter
(mm)
8.56

26.17

kind

water
water

Direction

+1
-1

Temperature
(K)

Pressure
(bar)

MassFlowRate
(kg/s)

0.4
0.4

Tab. 5 Fluid insertion scheme as resulting from the geometrical analysis (the elements added by the user
are in bold).

The geometrical analysis made by the first program indicates that there are two fluids,
confined in the two concentric stainless steel pipes (tab. 5). Once the fluids directions
have been set, a first estimate of the head loss coefficients (K) can also be computed:
the results are reported in table 6.
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These coefficients are based on the formula:

h = K ' u 2

f ~ 2-g
where hf is the head loss, u the mean fluid
velocity and g the gravity acceleration. Tab. 6 Level, kind and value of the head

loss coefficients.
5. RELAP NODALIZATION
Figure 3 reports the Relap nodalization: in 200 the coolant mass flow rate is set to 0.4
kg/s, the pressure to 10 bar, and the temperature to 283.15 K (table 7).

Level(m)
-0.5
0.5

1
2

Kind
CONTRACTION

EXPANSION

CONTRACTION

EXPANSION

K
0.246
0.122
0.175
0.122

external
annulus

internal
annulus

120

Item
Mass flow rate
Temperature inlet (200)
Pressure inlet (200)
Outside
conditions

Case
NO

Case
N2

Temperature
Heat transfer
coefficient

Power in solids

Power in liquids

Power in solids
Power in liquids

Value
0.4 kg/s
283.15 K

10 bar
320 K
10000

W/m2/K
0 W

0 W

2.34-104-W
3.2-103-W

Tab. 7 Main boundary conditions.

Event description
Calculation start
Fluid injection 0%
Fluid steady state
Power start
Power steady state
Start LOCA
End
Fluid
flow

Case A
CaseB
CaseC
CaseD

Time (sec)
0

100
101
150
151
400
500
450
410
401

Tab. 8 List of imposed main events.
Fig. 3 Relap nodalization.

Relap requests that the heat generated in the single nodes is expressed as a percentage of
the global heat generated in the solids. These percentages have been calculated with a
MathCad program.For the case NO, it is only necessary to put the global heat generated
equal to a very small quantity (not zero for stability reasons). In analogy with the
previous choices the node length are taken as:
- 0.05 m in the passive part;

0.02 m in the active part.
Table 8 describes the list of imposed main events (the transient analysis has been made
on case N2 for a LOCA in four cases: from A to D).

6. STEADY STATE RESULTS
The Relap results for the steady state (for both cases after about 200 s) have been
extrapolated to the bottom level to determine the input of our program. The comparison
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of the resulting pressure and temperature profiles, calculated by the two programs, gives
results almost identical in both cases, as reported in the following figures.
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Fig. 4 Case NO:
cooling fluid temperature/pressure
vs. level.
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Fig. 5 Case N2:
cooling fluid temperature/pressure
vs. level.

7. TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
The following figures report, for all the four cases mentioned, the curves of the wall
temperature at the inner rod versus the time, at different levels.
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Fig. 6 Wall temperature vs. time at different level for the four cases examined.
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Case
A
B
C
D

Time (sec)
508
457
421
417

Level (m)
0.17-KJ.31

0.15
0.15

0.2R0.27

In all the figures the temperature curves start to
flatten as soon as the mass flow rate is stopped.
This is due to the vaporisation of the fluid and its
subsequent burnout. The next table reports the
time in which the mass flow rate cancels in the
four cases, and the time and position where T a b - 9 L i s t o f resulting burnout
burnout firstly occurs. t i m e a n d l e v e l-

8. CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained allow us to make the following conclusions.

The idea of the construction of the model by elementary solids with an analysis of
the empty spaces to fill up with fluids has given the program a simple and intuitive
use, that minimises the routine operations and does not require any mnemonic effort
by the user, and that performs a very accurate modelization of the system to be
analysed.
The results are directly obtained under the form of graphics and tables making the
comparison simple within different features.
The programs can be easily extended: the main objectives are, for the first
program,the definition of solids of more complex shape or the introduction of
geometrical data directly from an AutoCAD draw. For the second program, they are
the introduction of the physical properties of other fluids in addition to water, and
the extension of the analysis to a compressible or two-phase fluid.
An in-depth utilisation of the Relap code for these problems will resolve the
problems with water in compressible or two-phase flow and will allow detailed
transient analysis. A further development of the geometrical analysis program in
order to write the Relap input file will allow the user to quickly and simply define
this kind of problems.
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ABSTRACT

Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) supplies borated water to the Chemical and
Volume Control System, Emergency Core Cooling System and Containment Spray System.
In the analyses of the containment external pressure the spray temperature is assumed to
be equal to the RWST lower temperature limit. This value ensures that the design negative
containment pressure will not be exceeded in the event of inadvertent actuation of the
Containment Spray. For NPP Krsko the negative containment pressure has to be kept
below 0.1 kp/cm2 to avoid the loss of containment integrity.

This paper presents the analysis of Inadvertent Containment Spray Actuation in order
to check the influence of change in R WST water temperature on containment negative
pressure. GOTHIC computer code was used for calculation of containment thermal
hydraulic behavior during this accident

INTRODUCTION
Inadvertent operation of the containment spray causes depressurization in the

containment. There are two distinct phases of the event, short term and long term,
characterized by different physical mechanisms and models. The dominant effect in the short
term phase is evaporative cooling (superheated water droplets take latent heat energy required
for evaporation from containment air), while the long term phase is characterized by normal
heat transfer between containment atmosphere, spray droplets and heat structures. The
evaporative cooling causes rapid containment depressurization within the first 10 s (decrease
of air enthalpy means drop in containment temperature and pressure). The short-term phase is
terminated at the time when containment atmosphere becomes saturated and after that the
depressurization is determined by normal heat transfer in the containment atmosphere, during
long term phase. The limiting negative containment pressure can be reached either during
short term or during long term phase. This, as well as the relative significance of each phase,
depends on initial conditions in the containment.

Different aspects and influences of inadvertent actuation of containment spray event were
examined. That includes the influence of initial containment humidity, the presence of heat
structures and the change of the spray temperature and flow rate. The detailed sensitivity
analysis demonstrates that the variation of the RWST temperature have influence on peak of
containment negative pressure, but sufficient margin to the containment negative pressure
design limit exists in all cases. Only the lowest temperature value (4.44 °C) could produce
violation of the limit in the unrealistic case of 100% initial relative humidity in the
containment.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND INPUT ASSUMPTIONS
The computer code GOTHIC, ref.[l], (implemented on Pentium PCs) was used for

calculation of containment thermal hydraulic behavior. The code solves conservation of:
mass, momentum, and energy equations for multiphase (vapor phase, continuous liquid phase,
droplet phase) multicomponent (water, air, hydrogen, noble gases) compressible flow.
Constitutive relations predict interaction between phases for nonhoniogenous nonequlibrium
flow. Heat structures are modeled as ID heated or unheated structures. Hydraulic volumes use
ID, 2D, 3D or lumped approach. It is possible to simulate operation of engineered safety
equipment: pumps, fans, valves and doors, vacuum breakers, spray nozzles, heat exchangers,
heaters and coolers, controlled by trip logic based on: time, pressure, vapor temperature,
liquid level, conductor temperature. The code is tested and qualified to perform calculations
similar to this analysis.

The total free volume of the containment was modeled as one compartment (40776 m3),
compartment number 1 on Figure 1. The containment annulus was modeled as another
separate compartment with free volume of 10987 m3, compartment number 2. The values are
taken from ref. [3]. Initial conditions inside containment are consistent with values used for
accident analysis and containment design calculation (48.9 °C, 101.325 kPa). The temperature
of the outside air is 34 °C.

Containment heat structures were modeled as 13 different heat structures, according to
ref.[3]. The heat structures 1 and 2 are used for representing steel liner and structures 3 and 4
are used for concrete containment wall. All other heat structures are internal containment heat
structures.

One flow boundary condition is
used in the model. Boundary
condition IF together with flow path 1
and spray nozzle IN was used for
modeling of RWST and containment
spray system. The characteristics of
the spray are taken from ref. [3].
Gothic spray nozzle component was
used at the end of flow path to convert
all water flow to droplets. The average
size of droplets was determined based
on earlier analysis of spray influence
on SLB and LOCA accidents.

Although the reactor containment
fan cooler (RCFC) ref. [2] was
modeled separately as volumetric fan
cooler (1Q, 2Q - Figure 1) they were
shut off during calculation of
inadvertent spray actuation. The effect
of omitting the RCFCs is negligible
since, in normal operation, they serve
to remove the primary heat losses that
were also not taken into consideration
during the transient.

1Q

2H

1 2 Q

0 0 0

Figure 1. GOTHIC model of NEK containment
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The first performed calculation is very similar to original calculation from NEK USAR
Chapter 6. Initial containment, annulus and environment temperatures are 48.89 °C, 35 °C,
and 33.89 °C respectively. The initial pressures in containment and annulus are 101.325 kPa.
Temperature of RWST water is 26.67 °C (80 °F). Conservative assumed volumetric spray
flow for each train is 0.08202 m3/s. The spray flow is initiated at 0 s, and stopped~600 s (10
minute operator action time) after generation of signal of-0.1 psig containment pressure. The
signal is generated at 40.9 s in case of 100 % initial RH and this value (that means spray flow
in containment between 0 s and 640.9 s) is used in all analyses. In original FSAR calculation
the signal was generated at 48 s, but that has no influence on final results.

The calculation was performed for following initial relative humidities in containment: 0,
10, 25, 30, 50, 75, 100% (initial RH in annulus is 30% and change in that value has no
influence on calculated containment negative pressure).

The pressure vs. time, for different initial relative humidities in containment, is shown in
Figure 2 and corresponding containment air temperatures is shown in Figure 3. The labels
used in figures have following meaning: first three numbers are initial relative humidity, last
two numbers are RWST temperatures.

For relative humidities 0%, 10%, 25% and 30% dominant effect is short-term
evaporation, minimum pressure is reached early in the transient, and pressure drop is larger
for lower relative humidities. As soon as relative humidity reaches 100% (corresponds to time
of minimum pressure) pressure and temperature start to increase. The rate of increase depends
on difference between air temperature at point of minimum pressure (14.4 °C for 100% RH)
and temperatures of spray water and heat structures.

For initial relative humidity 100% only long term cooling is active. The heat removal is
determined by heat transfer due to temperature difference and due to condensation. The
pressure is decreasing up to the point of spray flow termination (or when temperature falls
below spray water temperature).

The cases with initial humidities 50% and 75% are transitional cases, but minimum
reached pressure is governed by long-term effect. The higher initial relative humidity means
larger pressure drop. After termination of spray flow temperature and pressure are increasing
due to heat transfer from heat structures. The pressure drop is smaller than containment design
limit of 0.1 kp/cm2 (Table 1).

Table 1. Minimum pressures, referent case

Case

0%RH
10% RH
25% RH
30% RH
50% RH
75% RH
100% RH

Min. Pressure (kp/cm2 gauge)

-0.0936
-0.0765
-0.0563
-0.0503
-0.0413
-0.0521
-0.0631

Time of min pressure (s)

7.07
5.87
4.67
4.07

640.67
641.18
640.67
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Time (s)

Figure 2. Containment pressure - referent case
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t010080a.dat
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T050080a.dat
T075080a.dat
T100080a.dat

r'TTTinn

Time (s)

Figure 3. Containment temperature — referent case

The second calculation is performed to check influence of RWST water temperature on
containment pressure drop. The calculation is performed for two bounding initial relative
humidities, 0% and 100%, to see effect on both, short and long term, depressurization phases.
All other conditions are the same as in reference calculation.

The pressure vs. time, for different RWST water temperatures at 0% RH, is shown in
Figure 4. The labels used in figures have following meaning: first three numbers are initial
relative humidity, last two numbers are RWST temperature. The pressure for 100% initial
relative humidity is shown in Figure 5.
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In case of 0% initial RH the decrease in RWST temperature has only minor influence on
decrease of minimum containment pressure, without influence on time of minimum pressure.
In case of 100% initial RH decrease of RWST temperature has significant influence on
decrease of minimum containment pressure (heat transfer from containment atmosphere to
spray droplets). The time of minimum pressure is again at the time of spray flow termination.
For spray temperature equal to containment initial temperature (120 °F), in case of long term
cooling, there is no heat transfer (zero temperature difference) and pressure is constant or
increasing at very slow rate. The only case (Table 2.) falling below design limit is case 100%
initial RH, 40 °F (4.44 °C) RWST temperature (limit is reached 431 s after transient
initiation).

Table 2. Minimum pressures, influence of RWST temperature

Case

0% RH, 40 °F
0% RH, 60 °F
0% RH, 80 °F

0%RH, 100 °F
0% RH, 120 °F
100%RH,40°F
100%RH,60°F
100% RH, 80 °F

100% RH, 100 °F
100% RH, 120 °F

Min. Pressure (kp/cm2 gauge)

-0.0958
-0.0947
-0.0936
-0.0925
-0.0914
-0.1215
-0.0928
-0.0631
-0.0327
-0.0003

Time of mia pressure (s)

7.07
7.07
7.07
7.07
7.07

641.18
641.18
640.67
641.18

N/A

.06

.05

.04

.03

.02

.01

.00
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Figure 4. Containment pressure - influence of RWST temperature, 0% RH
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The third calculation is performed to check sensitivity on presence of heat structures and
initial containment and annulus temperatures. The pressure vs. time, for different cases, is
shown in Figure 6. The labels used in figures have following meaning: first three numbers are
initial relative humidity, last letter is used to describe analysis assumptions (b- reference
conditions, c- annulus temperature increased from 95 °F to 120 °F, e- containment temperature
decreased from 120 °F to 95 °F).

The increase of annulus temperature from 95 °F to 120 °F has negligible influence on
overall behavior and minimum containment pressure (cases b and c). Decrease of initial
containment temperature from 120 °F to 95 °F (cases b and e) results in smaller pressure drop
in short term phase (less energy removed from containment atmosphere).

The influence of heat transfer to containment structures has been analyzed at three
different initial relative humidities (0%, 30%, 100%). In all cases pressure drop increased
without containment heat structures. Influence is negligible at 0% RH, but it is increasing with
increased humidity. There is no influence on time of minimum pressure. It can be seen that
heat transfer from containment structures to the containment atmosphere is one of the factors
causing increase of temperature and pressure after point of minimum pressure, for low initial
RHs, and slower decrease during long term phase for higher initial RHs. In the same time heat
structures are only factor causing pressure and time increase after end of spray flow (case f for
different humidities). Again, in all cases there is margin (Table 3.) to containment negative
design pressure.

Table 3. Minimum pressures, presence ofHS and temperature sensitivity

Case

30% RH, case b
30% RH, case c
30% RH, case e
0% RH, case f
30% RH, casef
100% RH, case f

Min. Pressure (kp/cm2 gauge)

-0.0502
-0.0502
-0.0415
-0.0944
-0.0549
-0.0651

Time of min pressure (s)

4.07
4.07
3.47
7.07

598.67
643.58
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Figure 6. Containment pressure -presence ofHS and temperature sensitivity

Finally, the fourth calculation is performed to check sensitivity on change in spray flow
rate. The pressure vs. time, for different spray volumetric flow rates, is shown in Figure 7. The
labels used in figure have following meaning: first four numbers are volumetric flow rates in
gpm (case 030b means 1300 gpm).

The initial RH is 30% in all cases, and all other assumptions are the same like in
reference case. The flow rates are chosen based on the following: 1185 gpm is design flow
rate, 1300 gpm is conservative value used in USAR analysis, 1800 gpm is spray pump runout
flow, and 2370 gpm is two times design flow (in analyzed cases only one train can be actuated
according to applicable single failure criteria).

Variation in spray flow has negligible influence on value of minimum containment
pressure (at 30% initial RH) and causes decrease of time of minimum pressure with increasing
flow rate. The 30% initial RH case is short term cooling dominated case. It is expected to see
larger influence for long term cooling dominated cases. In order to check that last two rows
are added in Table 4. (minimum pressures at 100% initial RH for 1300 gpm and 2370 gpm
spray flows). At 100% RH the pressure drop for 237gpm is increased for about 32%
compared to 1300 gpm case, and there is shift in time of minimum pressure for about 20 s
toward beginning of transient (earlier generation of p^^-0.1 psig signal). In all analyzed
cases there is margin (Table 4.) to containment negative design pressure.

Table 4. Minimum pressures, spray flow sensitivity

Case

1185 gpm
1300 gpm
1800 gpm
2370 gpm

100% RH, 1300 gpm
100% RH, 2370 gpm

Min. Pressure (kp/cm2 gauge)

-0.0502
-0.0502
-0.0503
-0.0503
-0.0597
-0.0788

Time of min pressure (s)

4.67
4.07
3.47
2.87

643.67
623.87
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Figure 7. Containment pressure - different spray flows

CONCLUSION

Different aspects of inadvertent actuation of containment spray event were examined
including the influence of initial containment humidity, the presence of heat structures and the
change of the spray temperature and flow rate. The analyses demonstrate that, in all cases, the
sufficient margin to the containment negative pressure design limit (0.1 kp/cm2) is guaranteed.
Even the temperature of 4.44 °C (40 °F) could produce violation of the limit only in case of
100% initial RH in containment.
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Abstract

This paper proposes a methodology for dealing with complex, interacting physical processes,
such as the hydrogen mixing in the containment of Advanced Pressurised Water Reactor
(APWR), through the use of experiments, codes and investigation analysis. This methodology
is based on a general top-down scaling criteria (Hierarchical Two-Tiered Scaling Analysis -
HTTS) and is intended to provide a guidance in the design of new experimental programmes
or in the applicability investigation to a specific plant for available experimental data. It has
been applied to the analysis of hydrogen distribution data from NUPEC (J) and Westinghouse
Large Scale Containment Facility (LSCTF). The discussion of the criteria for selecting the
most significant parameters characterising hydrogen mixing is included, along with the
evaluation of the inevitable distortions introduced by the imperfect scaling of each
phenomenon. To this aim the FUMO code was employed, to compare the responses of
facilities and prototypical plants and to highlight distortions introduced by scaling or
incomplete simulation of physical phenomena.

Introduction

During a severe accident (SA) sequence, large amounts of hydrogen could be generated and
released into the containment. The containment integrity could be challenged by certain
hydrogen combustion modes if no mitigative measures were available. International
consensus is that a detailed knowledge of containment thermal-hydraulics is necessary to
analyse the hydrogen mitigation methods and considerable efforts have been undertaken to
better understand these phenomena, conducting a large number of experiments and then
subjecting the test results to extensive analytical assessment. [OECD, 1999]. In this context,
the prediction of the local distribution of hydrogen, steam and air is a key issue.
Furthermore, in the recent years, particular attention has been devoted to the intrinsic and
passive safety characteristics of nuclear power plants (NPP), which are credited to increase
reliability and public acceptance [D'Auria, 1993]; these concepts have led to an extensive use
of passive and fail-safe safety features and several kinds of passive safety systems have been
designed and investigated [Kennedy, 1994] and [Cavicchia, 1997]. The containment cooling
following a SA is obtained through passive processes, such as natural circulation and
condensation. In this context, the European Utilities Requirements (EURs) asked for a rugged
containment which has to be able to prevent damage from external hazards and internal
effects, maintaining the characteristics of the last barrier between the plant and the
environment. In particular, EURs pointed out the double concrete containment as the
preferred solution for the future European plants.
In relation to these new passive concepts, several facilities have been built to investigate the
behaviour of passive components and there has been interest to perform scaling analysis of
such facilities and to provide data to qualify best estimate (BE) codes for licensing purposes.
These analyses have often been based on the NRC HTTS methodology [Zuber, 1991],
specifically aimed at providing an effective and self-consistent method to evaluate the relative
importance of physical processes in a specific system and to specify the required level of
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detail for the scaling and investigation of each phenomenon. It also assures a reasonable level
of confidence about the possibility of faithfully reproducing the characteristics of complex
phenomena with down-scaled experiments.
In the paper this methodology is applied to the scaling analysis of hydrogen distribution tests
performed in two different facility, including the effects of a internal spray or a Innovative
Containment Cooling System (ICCS). A set of conservation equations for the prototypical
containment is written, after it has been subdivided in subsystems and related components
(air, hydrogen, vapour, etc.); these equations provide a set of dimensionless variables that can
provide a delineation of what phenomena are important to the behaviour of the system for the
different containment regions and how well these key aspects could be simulated in an
experimental test, also determining the similarity requirements necessary to warrant a simple
extrapolation of the experimental results to full-size reactor containment. In order to evaluate
the behaviour of these dimensionless parameters, FUMO [Manfredini, 1992] a thermal-
hydraulic BE model has been employed. It allows to describe vapour and non-condensable
gases behaviour inside a real containment system or a down-scaled facility and to simulate
jets dynamics. Also, it has provided the verification of the adopted scaling criteria and the
evaluation of distortions introduced by impossibility of perfect scaling of all phenomena or
deriving from code model deficiencies, through the calculation of the specific dimensionless
groups for the two prototypical systems and facilities and their comparison with those inferred
from experimental data.

Appl ica t ion of t he Hie ra rch ica l Two-Tiered Scaling Methodology

The Hierarchical Two-Tiered Scaling (HTTS) Methodology is based on a development of the
analysed system proceeding through a preliminary top-down analysis followed by a bottom-
up process-and-phenomena approach. This method provides a convenient and self-consistent
technique to group and characterise the major subsystems. Applying this methodology to a
real containment, the system is progressively subdivided into subsystems, modules,
constituents and phases. For each geometrical configuration of a phase, the governing
equations describing the time behaviour of mass, momentum and energy balances can be
established and handled to obtain a number of dimensionless parameters. For example, this
scaling analysis for the APWR containment based on the system sub-division, along with
each hierarchical level, is presented in Figure 1. The dimensionless parameters which should
be preserved in the down-scaled simulation, in order to correctly reproduce the thermal-fluid-
dynamic behaviour of the containment atmosphere, were derived [Fruttuoso, 1999]
considering the mass, momentum and energy balances in each control node of the system; this
provided the definition of the basic geometrical and physical configurations to be considered,

having identified the governing
APWR- phenomenon to be monitored.

LSTCF System Furthermore, these equations have been

made dimensionless by choosing a
length scale characterising the system
geometry and two time scales: residence
time, the ratio between the volume
occupied by the jets and the inlet jet
flow-rate and characteristic frequency,
the ratio between the mass, momentum
or energy transport rate into a volume
and the capacity of the volume to store
these quantities. The product of these
two time scales is called the time ratio

Water Air

Liquid Vapour

Steel
I

Concrete

Gas

Condensate Jet-coun«cr-
. current

Solid

Plane

Figure 1: Hierarchical subdivision of APWR
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and is representative of the change in mass, momentum and energy during a fluid's residence
in a volume. Small or large values of the time ratio indicate weak or strong coupling and, for
both limiting conditions, the details of the transport processes can be neglected, because the
transport is either negligible or the volume is well mixed, respectively. On the basis of this
analysis and of the characteristics of jets dynamic, hydrogen distribution and condensation on
spray droplets, the following dimensionless parameters were selected as the most significant
for seating analysis:

n _ mc,Hxncv
HX - F r -

(mh)o 2
 (PH 2 QOO 2ApgH

HX Condensat. heat transfer Hydrogen distribution number Densimetric Froude number

The evolution of a steam jet is strongly related to the inertial and buoyancy forces due to the
density distribution inside the containment atmosphere. The ratio between these two forces is
the densimetric Froude number (Fr), whose conservation assures the correct scaled simulation
of this dynamic, while the proper scaling of condensation heat transfer (the main contribution
to heat removal) is necessary in order to obtain a representative density distribution. The
correct reproduction of investigated phenomena also requires the preservation of the
geometrical similitude and of the employed materials.

The LSCTF and the Test Program

The LSCTF experimental program, aimed to verify the performances of a new ICCS, has
been a joint effort between Westinghouse and ENEL with the co-operation of Pisa University
[Carelli, 1997], [Bianchi, 1998]. LSTCF (Figure 2) is a cylindrical (6.1 m tall and 4.6 m
diameter wide) vessel with elliptical heads, originally used to simulate the AP600
containment [Peters, 1994]. The reference NPP considered is APWR-1000, with a double
concrete containment system. ENEL proposed a new innovative system to assure the
containment heat removal [Cavicchia, 1996]. This modular ICCS [Bianchi, 1998] is able to

operate in a fully passive way and
allows for long term cooling and
depressurisation. Each module
contains an internal heat
exchanger (HX), located inside
the containment dome and an
external HX, connected by an
intermediate loop. The internal
HX is constituted by a finned
tube bundle connected to lower
and upper headers. Pressurisation
is mitigated by steam
condensation on the tubes of the
internal HXs. Heat causes a
partial evaporation of the water
flowing by natural circulation
inside the intermediate loop and
this two-phase mixture transfers
its energy to the external HXs by
condensation. These are
immersed in a pool, initially

Figure 2: LSTCF and main instrumentation locations c o v e n n S t h e H x tubes.
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The open space inside the LSCTF vessel is divided into two volumes by an operating deck.
The upper part simulates the very large open volume of a full pressure containment, while the
volume under the operating deck provides a dead end region with a vertical communication
path with the upper volume. The facility was extensively instrumented to measure wall
temperatures at various locations, steam/air mixture temperature distribution, steam
condensation rates and helium (simulating the hydrogen) molar concentrations at different
heights. A remotely controlled positioner with a Laser Doppler Anemometer was employed to
simultaneously get temperature and velocity of the internal atmosphere.
The facility was modified in order to simulate the APWR containment (main changes
concerned the external insulation) and to test the ICCS, with a special regard to the
investigation of the atmosphere mixing. An auxiliary cooling system was located outside the
vessel to provide and control the water flow to the primary side of the four internal HXs. This
system allowed to impose HXs boundary conditions similar to those postulated during the
ICCS operation. The modified LSCTF represents a l/10th scaled facility of APWR-1000
containment system. The main scaling factors deriving from this geometrical factor and from
the preserving of Froude number are presented in Table 1. The key parameters selected to fix
some reference conditions were removed power and atmosphere pressure, while the amount
of helium injected was chosen to reproduce, with the proper scaling, the hydrogen generated
by more or less extensive oxidation of the existing Zircaloy in APWR. Different ICCS heat
removal efficiencies were investigated and the test matrix included ten experimental tests,
each characterised by several steady state conditions, during which samples were taken at
different locations in order to measure the steam/air and helium concentrations. The
measurements provided extensive mappings of temperatures, velocities and steam/air
concentrations.

length :

1/10
surface.

1/100
volume
1/1000

power & flowrate
1/316

time & velocity
1/3.16

Table 1: Main scaling factors

Important Scaling Phenomena and Parameter Monitoring
The HTTS methodology was applied to LSTCF tests in order to provide a systematic
approach in the assessment of scaling effects arising during these tests and to allow
extrapolation of these results to the prototype APWR plant. The M06-Run34 reproduces low
power and medium pressure conditions, which should be typical of a long term SA scenario.
Injection of helium starts at about 28,000 s, during a very poor steaming phase, in which the
steam blowdown is reduced to almost zero. After this, a new steam blowdown is applied to
verify if natural circulation starts again. The comparison between experimental and FUMO
values is presented in [Fruttuoso, 1999]; from these data arises that FUMO provides a
qualitatively not so good prediction during the test first phase when a faster heating of the
atmosphere is present and a closer agreement during the remaining test part.
The scaling analysis has been performed comparing the behaviour of two dimensionless
parameters deduced from the experimental data (plot label - Exp.) with FUMO calculations
for the LSTCF and the APWR plant (plot label LSCTF Calc. and APWR Calc. respectively).
Figure 4 shows as that the experimental HX condensation number is well reproduced by
FUMO during the whole transient in the facility calculation. On the contrary, higher values
are calculated in the scaled reproduction of the transient in the prototypical APWR
containment. The higher condensation rate prediction in the full-size containment is related to
the dome pressure and temperature which result 20% higher in the reference plant, due to the
lower ratio of the wall surface area to the free containment volume. The comparison of the
Froude number during the test first phase (Figure 5) shows a general agreement between the
experimental results and the FUMO calculation for LSCTF, while higher values are evaluated
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for APWR, where a stronger density gradient exists. A different behaviour is shown during
the second steady-state phase, when FUMO calculates a larger homogenisation of LSCTF
atmosphere as a consequence of the steam injection, with a general under-estimation of the
Froude number with respect to the experimental trend.
The distortion of these dimensionless parameters are evaluated as the ratio between the values
related to the facility {experimental or calculated ones) and those, obviously only predicted,
for the prototypical containment. It is a powerful tool able to provide major insight about the
adopted code capabilities in simulation of experiments performed at different scaling levels
and, at the same time, about the possibility to correctly extrapolate experimental results to a
full-size plant. In M06 test, the HX condensation number presents a similar distortion in the
scaled facility, respect to APWR, both in the FUMO simulated and in the experimental data
(Figure 6), confirming that the down-scaled LSCTF represents in an approximate way
[Bianchi, 1998] the phenomenon and FUMO does not introduce any additional distortion. On
the contrary, the Froude number (Figure 7) shows a substantial distortion during the initial
pre-heating phase both in the calculation and in the experimental data; a better experimental
reproduction of the atmosphere density is progressively obtained during the test (a value very
close to unity - no distortion - is obtained during the last phase, when a compensation among
distortions relating to heat transfer to HX and heat losses through walls probably takes place).
Globally, while the analysis of HX condensation number highlights a not perfect LSCTF
scaling in reproducing this physical aspect of APWR containment, not perfect scaling also
highlighted by code results, analysis of the densimetric Froude number emphasises that after
the reinjection of the steam, also due to possible favourable compensations, the facility
represents the plant behaviour in a better way than the code.

NUPEC Hydrogen Mixing and Distribution Tests

The NUPEC hydrogen distribution tests M7-1 and M4-3 were conducted as a part of the
Japanese Project on Reliability of Reactor Containment Vessel [OECD, 1999]. The NUPEC

containment vessel (Figure 3) consists of an
insulated steel vessel, with a free volume of
about 1,300 m3. It is sub-divided into 25
compartments, especially located in the lower
part of the facility, separated by steel partitions,
and includes a large upper dome with 70% of
the total free volume of the facility and
equipped with an internal containment spray
system. This one-quarter linearly scaled
NUPEC facility reflects the lay-out of a four-
loop Japanese PWR containment design.
The main characteristic of the M7-1 test was the
actuation of the containment spray cooling
system during the steam and light gas injection,
actuation not present during the M4-3 test (for
safety reasons, the helium gas was used as
hydrogen simulant). The main items of the
experimental investigations were the natural
convection phenomena and the effects of a
steam release or of the spray and break location
on the resulting hydrogen distribution. The
different test parameters were based on the
following scaling considerations:Figure 3: NUPEC containment vessel
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1. total helium volume was scaled by containment volume (1/64) from the hydrogen released
because of the 100% Zr-H^O reaction in a Japanese PWR.

2. Helium and steam releases were scaled by containment volume (1/64) of actual release
rates.

3. Spray water rate was scaled by area (1/16), not by volume, from the actual release rate in a
Japanese PWR. Spray nozzles were of the same type as those used in the real containment.

Even if it was to occur, a spray system can promote thermixing characteristics. After a steam
preheating phase, the 30 min steam - helium and simultaneous water spray injection (only in
M7-1) was conducted. Because well-mixed conditions (only the release room and the
immediately upstream rooms have a significantly higher helium concentration during the
release period than the remainder of the containment, which is always well mixed) were
quickly obtained, the test phase of interest was only about 40 min in test M-7-1. This is a
rather short time period in view of SA scenarios, resulting from the use of steel internal
structures (short-term heat sinks) rather than the concrete structures (long-term heat sinks).

Important Scaling Phenomena and Parameter Monitoring
The HTTS methodology was applied to the two NUPEC tests in order to provide a systematic
approach in the assessment of scaling effects arising during these tests and to allow
extrapolation of these results to the reference real plant. Again the FUMO code was applied to
M7.1 and M4.3 tests to characterise the selected scaling groups, but unfortunately not all the
experimental data necessary to obtain the experimental dimensionless numbers are available
for NUPEC tests. So, the analysis has been performed by comparing the behaviour of the
dimensionless parameters deduced only from the FUMO calculations for the NUPEC facility
and the prototypical plant.
The comparison of the calculated densimetric Froude number during the two tests in the
NUPEC dome (Figure 8) shows the strong influence of the internal spray activation on the
resulting density of the containment atmosphere, with a practical complete homogenisation in
the M7.1 test vs. the strong stratification lasting in M4.3. Similar considerations on the
atmosphere mixing phenomena are highlighted from the hydrogen distribution number
(Figure 9), which values are sensibly lower during the M7.1 test.
Again the distortion of the dimensionless parameters has been evaluated as the ratio between
the related values for the facility (only calculated by FUMO for NUPEC) and those obviously
only predicted for the prototypical containment. In both tests, the Froude number (Figure 10)
shows a substantial distortion during the whole experiment, due to the 1/4 linear factor scale
present for the NUPEC facility, not re-equilibrated, as in the scaling design of the LSCTF
tests, by a proper time scaling factor. On the contrary, a very weak distortion is present for the
hydrogen distribution number (Figure 11) for the proper volumetric scaling factor (1/64)
adopted in the NUPEC design.

Conclusions

A hierarchical methodology based on a general "top-down" scaling criteria, also intended to
provide a guidance in the design of a new experimental programme, has been presented. This
methodology has been applied to the experimental investigations of hydrogen distribution and
mixing phenomena inside the atmosphere of insulated containment systems, equipped with a
localised ICCS or an internal spray for the decay heat removal. The fundamental balance
equations applied to the geometrical configuration of these containment systems, prototypical
for the APWR design, provided a set of dimensionless variables which guided in the "down-
scaled" simulation of the heat removal components or of hydrogen mixing phenomena.
Similarity considerations were also helpful in assessing the general validity of the empiricism
in the code verification methodology, which very often strongly depends on the chosen
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experimental conditions, even when comparable experiments are performed in different scale
facilities, providing as additional outcome the possibility to distinguish between code and
experimental limits in the scaling of the physical phenomena of interest.

Nomenclature

Symbols:

p atmosphere density
g gravity acceleration
H height
h specific enthalpy
rh mass flow-rate
Q volumetric flow-rate
t time
V volume
w velocity
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ABSTRACT

To determine the stability characteristics of a Boiling Water Reactor with reactor safety
codes, one usually uses directly the numerically estimated time responses to a square-shaped or
triangular-shaped input perturbation. In this way, the determined stability characteristics depend
on the perturbation chosen. The stability characteristics would not depend on the perturbation
when they are based on the impulse response. Therefore, a rather straightforward method has been
used in order to determine the reactor transfer function and the impulse response from the time
signals. The calculated response does not depend on the input perturbation shape used when three
things are taken into account. First, the amplitude of the perturbation should not be too large in
order to avoid the influence of non-linear effects. Second, the frequency content of the input
perturbation should be such that the relevant frequency range for the reactor transfer function is
covered. Third, the amplitude and width of the perturbations should be such that the perturbation
impact is large enough. For a reference case, the transfer function and impulse response have been
determined with RELAP5 to demonstrate the method. With this method one uniquely defines the
response for which the stability characteristics are to be evaluated. Furthermore, a direct
comparison of impulse response or reactor transfer function between calculation and experiment
is possible.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the development of Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) the stability of these reactors
has been a very important object of research. Even at present, stability of newly developed BWRs
remains an important issue, because the new designs have features which significantly influence
the stability performance of a reactor. An example is the increasing size of reactors in order to
make them more economically attractive. This increase in size favors so-called regional or out-of-
phase power oscillations. Another example is the implementation of natural circulation in new
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designs to increase passive safety, in which case the so-called gravity driven instabilities may occur
in a reactor. A second reason for the continuous research on reactor stability is the development
of computer technology, reflected in especially the improvement of reactor safety codes. To
eliminate unnecessarily large conservative margins the performance of these codes to calculate the
stability characteristics of a BWRs has to be guaranteed. This paper focuses on these reactor safety
codes; it describes a straightforward method to extract the most important stability characteristics
of a~Boiling Water Reactor from the time-domain calculations.

The stability of a BWR is usually expressed in the Decay Ratio (DR) and Oscillation
Frequency (OF). The DR is defined as the ratio between two consecutive maxima in a damped
oscillatory impulse response. For a second-order system this is a constant value, but for the
response of a nuclear reactor the value of the DR depends on the way it is calculated. For example,
the number of peaks which are taken into account in the response will influence the result. In any
case, the calculated value for the DR is merely an indication for the distance to the stability
boundary. What one really wants to know is the position of this stability boundary, because this
influences the operating map of the reactor. Obviously, the experimental information that is
available about the position of this stability boundary for operating nuclear power plants is very
limited. However, by performing noise measurements the reactor transfer function, and thus the
impulse response, can be determined for different operating conditions. In general, consensus has
been reached on how to obtain the stability characteristics from reactor experiments. Such a set
of measurements has for example been performed in the Dodewaard natural circulation Boiling
Water Reactor (Van der Hagen, 1996). These measurements can be used for validation purposes
of reactor safety codes. In this paper one case of these measurements will be used to illustrate the
determination of stability characteristics from calculations with reactor safety codes (system
codes).

2. CALCULATIONAL METHOD

When a system code is used to calculate the response of a system for a certain input
perturbation it is not possible to give an impulse perturbation. So, the direct determination of the
DR from the output of the system code is problematic, because the reactor is not exactly a second-
order system. Nevertheless, this perturbation is used to determine the DR directly (Mori, 1998,
Lefvert, 1996).

However, it is better, and rather straightforward, to use the information about the input
perturbation by transforming the input (I) and output signals (O) into the frequency domain. Note
that in principle the DR may also depend on the choice of input and output.

The reactor transfer function Ho,l is simply given by:

Oil)
/(/) (1)

The reactor transfer function obtained in this way bears all dynamic characteristics of the
system, provided that the input disturbance contains the relevant frequency range. This method
has been used in order to fit the transfer function to a second-order system in order to determine
the DR and OF (e.g. Sorensen, 1988; Peng, 1988). However, it would be better to return to the
time-domain and calculate the impulse response. Using this impulse response the usual methods
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to extract the DR and the OF can be applied. The method to extract the transfer function and
afterwards the impulse response will be demonstrated in this paper. Although the method is rather
straightforward, it is the authors' belief that this method has not been applied before. The big
advantage of this method is that the response from which the DR will be determined is uniquely
defined, although different methods to extract the DR will yield different values.

3. CALCULATIONS

To illustrate the method, the system transient code RELAP5-Mod3.2 (NUREG, 1995) has
been used to study a specific case of the Dodewaard natural circulation cooled BWR (Mori,
1999). This case is one out of nine, which were measured during the end of cycle 26 (Van der
Hagen, 1996). In this paper we will focus on the method to calculate the impulse response of the
reactor. Triangular shaped perturbations in the reactor pressure are applied, and the reactor power
response to these perturbations is studied. The transfer function from relative variations in pressure
(Ap/p) to relative variations in power (AP/P) is calculated. The Fourier transformation and the
calculation of the impulse response are performed with the MATLAB package. We will not
discuss the different ways to extract the values of DR and OF from the impulse responses, since
this is equivalent to the problems that are encountered when the direct time responses are
investigated and when the DR is determined from noise analysis (D'Auria, 1996).

The demands on the input perturbations that are to be applied are investigated, meanwhile
demonstrating the proposed method to extract the stability characteristics. First, the amplitude of
the triangular shaped input pressure perturbation (spike) has been varied in order to determine for
which amplitudes non-linear effects become important. Fig. 1 shows the gain of the reactor
transfer function for input perturbations with different amplitudes. The width of the spike
perturbation is 0.25 seconds.

1.0E-01

1.0E-02 -

1.0E-03 -
•0.05 bar
•0.10 bar
•0.5 bar
-1 bar

1.0E-04
0 2 4 6

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 1 Gain of the reactor transfer function for different amplitudes of the spike perturbation.

As expected, the different gains of the reactor transfer function look alike. For amplitudes
higher than 0.5 bar, the reactor transfer function starts to deviate. Also, for low amplitudes, it
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becomes difficult to determine the reactor transfer function. This can be seen for the 0.05 bar
disturbance at low frequencies. In our case the best choice would be an amplitude of about 0.10
bar.

1.0E+00

1 .OE-01
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Fig. 2 Gain of the reactor transfer function for different amplitudes of the spike perturbation.

Next, the width of the input perturbation is varied. In Fig. 2 the gain of the reactor transfer
function is shown for different widths of the spike disturbance of 100 mbar. When the width is
larger than 0.5 s the reactor transfer function starts to deviate. It is well known that in order to
extract information about the transfer function for the relevant range of frequencies, these
frequencies must be represented in the input signal. For a spike with width 1 second, a dip in the
Fourier transformed input signal occurs at 2, 4, 6, .... Hz. This can be seen as a peak in the gain
in Fig. 2. Note that for the width of 0.5 seconds this peak occurs at 4, 8, 12, ... Hz. So, one
should chose a perturbation that has a frequency content for the range of interest. In our case we
need a maximum spike width of 0.25 seconds, or lower, to calculate the transfer function at least
up to 6 Hz.

The impulse response has been determined for the spike disturbance of 0.10 bar and 0.25
seconds. Fig. 3 shows the impulse responses as they have been determined by RELAP. A cut-off
frequency of 3 Hz or 6 Hz has been used for the reactor transfer function. The impulse response
is multiplied with the corresponding amplitude of the original spike, multiplied with the power
level, and added to the same power level in order to have a direct comparison with the direct
power response to the spike disturbance. Also shown in this figure is the direct response to the
spike of 0.5 seconds and 0.05 bar (comparable in perturbation impact, (amplitude integrated over
time)).
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Fig. 3 Comparison between impulse responses and direct responses to a spike perturbation.

The impulse response clearly shows the high-frequency component that disappears when
the transfer function is filtered above 3 Hz. Furthermore, the direct responses show about the same
oscillatory behavior as the impulse response, although the first peak of the direct response to the
spike of 0.5 seconds is much lower. This is caused by the fact that the first peak appears before
the input perturbation has ended (< 0.5 s). Although the responses shown in the figure could all
be used to extract some information on a DR and OF, we recommend to use the impulse response,
filtered at 6 Hz for this case, because this response will not depend on the shape of the
perturbation chosen as long as the frequency spectrum of the input signal holds the relevant
frequency range for the reactor transfer function. In this way one uniquely defines the response
for which the stability characteristics are to be evaluated.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A straightforward method is used to determine the reactor transfer function and the
impulse response from system code calculations. Based on this response the usual methods can
be used to determine the Decay Ratio and the Oscillation Frequency. In this paper we study the
influence of the spike width and spike amplitude on the gain of the transfer function in order to
determine which disturbance should be taken to study the stability of the system.

Three things should be taken into account. First, the amplitude of the perturbation should
not be too large in order to avoid the influence of non-linear effects. Second, the frequency content
of the input perturbation should be such that the relevant frequency range for the reactor transfer
function is covered. Third, the overall disturbance should be large enough in order to avoid
problems with accuracy.

With this method one uniquely defines the response for which the stability characteristics
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are to be evaluated, which means that dependencies of the Decay Ratio, or of the Oscillation
Frequency, on the characteristics of the input perturbation are eliminated, provided that the three
outlined recommendations are followed. Furthermore, through the use of this method, a direct
comparison of impulse response, or reactor transfer function, between calculation and experiment
is possible.
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ABSTRACT - A sensitivity study related to the improvement of a feed and bleed process was
carried out with the SIPACT simulator. The scenario analysed here is related to a total loss of feed
water on a French 900MW NPP. In a previous study we were looking extensively to the effects of
bleeding with the three relief valves and its time of initiation. In the new calculations, limited bleed,
by opening only one or two relief valves, was initiated at the minimum of mass and at the time which
corresponds to the beginning of the heat transfer degradation in the steam generators.
The analysis of the results shows that the in-vessel mass and the safety were.improved when the
number of actuated relief valves was reduced. But on the contrary the pressure reduction was limited
by the performance of the HPIS and the equilibrium with the outlet flow from the relief valves. From
these results a scenario with the consecutive opening of the three relief valves so as to depressurise
while at the same time trying to optimise the in-vessel mass balance was proposed with a possible
automation.

1. INTRODUCTION
In mid-1996, following an agreement between EDF and the National Institute for Nuclear
Science and Technology (Institut National des Sciences et Techniques Nucleaires, INSTN),
SIPA was implemented at the headquarters of INSTN in Saclay in the SIPACT workstation
version. The CATHARE-SIMU thermalhydraulic software used for SIPACT is directly
derived from the CATHARE 1 code with a two fluid six equation model for the entire primary
circuit. SIPACT also provides a realistic representation of all operational and safety systems
and includes the control and regulation system for a 900 MWe pressurized water reactor
nuclear power plant (NPP). The SIPA simulator has been described in numerous references
like [1], [2], [3]. The CATHARE 1 code description in [4] applies fully to the SIPACT
software. The SIPACT is used as a training tool in INSTN [5]. The CATHARE-SMU
imposed nodding Fig. 1 comprises roughly 150 nodes for a 900 MWe plant.
In case of an accident on a NPP, there are two main approaches for mitigation. One solution is
to try to identify the main cause of the failure: the initiating event. It's the event oriented
approach, using specific procedures for each identified case. Another approach, which is
symptom oriented is based only on the state of the plant and it's evolution to have the
necessary actions. For the different approaches there are always basic actions which have to
take place. Our purpose is to try to have a comprehensive view and a good physical
understanding of the effectiveness of these different actions in the particular case of a total
loss of the feed water system.
An extensive sensitivity study related to a feed and bleed process was carried out in a previous
study. A sensitivity study related to the improvement of the feed and bleed process is presented in this
paper. The outcomes of this work could be integrated later in the scope of the real procedures
(events or symptoms oriented) which are developed in the plant environment (staff,
organisation, operator formation, crisis organisation, safety analysis...). In this paper we look
mainly at the combined effects of bleeding, and the number of relief valve opening with the
determining effect of an initial mass inventory and residual power.
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2. IMPORTANT RESULTS FROM THE PREVIOUS STUDY [6]

2.1 - Results from the full bleeding sensitivity study

The action of full bleeding which consists to fully open the three relief valves was applied at
key moments:

- start of the pressurizer level increase, -
- pressurizer level full (alarm),
- first opening of the safety valve,
- when the pressurizer discharge tank disk failed,
- start of HPIS, primary pump stopping,
- start of pressurizer level decrease,
- minimum of mass.

This was completed by other points like very earlier or later bleeding. A total of about thirty
transients were carried out in order to have a complete view of the process. In order to get a
good consistency, when any action related to spray, heaters, pumps are not done before the
time of bleeding, they are applied at the same time.
The bleeding induces each time a strong decrease of the mass inventory due to the liquid flow
coming at the relief valves. As a consequence a basic mass distribution in the primary circuit
is shown on Fig. 2. The HPIS flow increases, due to the pressure decrease and when a mainly
steam flow can be obtained at the pressurizer relief valve, a mass balance can be reached just
before the start of the accumulator injection which increases rapidly the mass inventory.
The mass evolution as a function of time for bleed gives a good information (Fig. 3) but
another important parameter is the residual power. In order to facilitate the comparison, a
criterion expressed in terms of the time from the point at which mass in the reactor vessel
was at a minimum up to core uncovery was calculated assuming the hypothetical failure
of all safety injection systems at that point. This criterion is call "the safety time margin"
in the follow on part. The value MASSmO0V has been added on the Fig. 3 which is related to

all the masses. The safety time margin has been plotted as a function of the bleeding time on
Fig. 4. More this At increase, more the NPP is in safe condition taking also into account
existing uncertainties in the calculation results. That shows more clearly how the full bleed
action can be optimised. There is really an interesting window around the time (18') which
corresponds to the degradation of heat exchange in the SGs. This moment can be easily
identified on a NPP because the pressurizer level starts to increase. When the bleed occurs in
this window, the relief valve flow is steam, the SGs continue to contribute to heat removal and
the primary circuit loss of mass is reduced. The criteria related to the minimum of mass is
good and the safety time rather good. Another possibility is to perform a postponed bleed after
two hours. In such a case, the time to core uncovery increases as a consequence of the higher
minimum mass inventory and lower residual power.

2.2 Management of accumulator isolation

A sensitivity study was carried out for the optimised scenario ( bleed when the pressurizer
level starts to increase), related to the time for the accumulator isolation. The results are
depending very much of the pressurizer behaviour (Fig. 2). They are presented Fig. 5 in terms
of time for LPIS actuation and in term of time between the time for accumulators isolation and
the time for LPIS actuation For this scenario an accumulator isolation around 15 up to 20 tons
can be recommended because it improves largely the mass inventory in the vessel and permits
to have still an important reserve of water in the accumulators.
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3. THE FEED AND LIMITED BLEED

The action of a limited bleeding which consists to open one or two from the three relief valves
was applied at key moments. From the previous study, the optimum corresponding to the start
of the pressurizer level increase, and the worse case corresponding to the minimum of mass
were chosen.
The bleeding induces each time a strong decrease of the mass inventory due to the liquid flow
coming at the relief valves. But the loss of fluid is limited by the size of the opening and the
pressure decrease induces an increase of the HPIS flow in such a way that a good mass an
energy balance can be obtained. The pressure value for such an equilibrium is the main
question.
In the worse case, corresponding to the bleeding at the minimum of mass at time Ih37 from

the basic scenario without any bleed, a comparison is done between one, two and three relief
valve openings. On Fig. 6, 7 and 8, the cases with respectively one relief valve, two relief
valves and three relief valves are presented.
That shows clearly that the obtained minimum of mass and the safety time margin, due to the
bleeding action, are higher when the number of relief valves openings is reduced.

3 valves

2 valves
1 valve

Minimum
primary

mass

9mn

lOmn
lOmn

60,2 t

66,4 t
75,6 t

Minimum
vessel mass

6mn

5mn30
4mn

36,6 t

38,8 t
41,1 t

Maximum
void fraction
(core upper

node.)
30s
7mn
50s
lmn

83%
100%
78%
73%

Accu.
injected

mass

limn

18mn
41mn

66 t

401
lOt

LPIS
actuation

55mn

No
No

Safety
Time

margin

52s

2mn52s
5mn20s

On the contrary the depressurisation rate is reduced and there is no chance to get the LPIS
with two or three valves. As example, with one relief valve opening, the primary pressure
stays around 3 MPa and the accumulator injection is limited to 10 tons. In such a case the
HPIS injection stabilises the mass inventory and a steady state is reached with a good energy
balance, but with 3 Mpa primary pressure.
This general behaviour is the same when the bleed is done at the beginning of the heat transfer
degradation in the 3 SGs, at the time 18 minutes. The following table shows clearly the gain in
term of mass inventory and safety time which can be obtained by opening of only one relief
valve, compared to the optimized case from the previous study: 20,7 tons on the primary
mass, 11,3 tons on the vessel mass, 14mn on the safety time margin which represents the time
margin to core uncovery in case of the failure of all safety injection systems at the minimum
of mass.

3 valves
2 valves
1 valve .

Minimum
primary

mass

17mn 75,9 t
25mn 81,8 t
lhO2 96,61

Minimum
vessel mass

17mn 46,4 t
25mn 49,5 t
58mn 57,7 t

Maximum
void fraction
(core upper

node.)
17mn 67%
25mn 59%
60mn 37%

Accu.
Injected

mass

19mn 66 t
30mn 49 t
lhO9 12t

LPIS
actuation

Ihl6mn
No
No

Safety
Time

margin

6mn30s
10mn28s
20mn33s
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5. PROPOSAL FOR AN IMPROVED SCENARIO

In order to improve the plant situation related to the mass balance and the safety time margin
the proposed scenario consist to open first only one relief valve and to pass through the
minimum of mass in this situation. Then, it is necessary to wait for the accumulator injection.
At this moment, the opening of the two last relief valve induces a great loss of fluid, but the
pressure decreasing increases the accumulator flow and the in ^vessel mass balance is
increasing. This study was carried out with the first bleed at 18' or Ih37. A sensitivity study,
around the accumulator set point, related to the time to open the two last relief valves is
presented in the following table.

Differential time around
accumulator injection to open

the two last relief valves
-2mn
Omn

+3mn
+8mn
+13mn

Bleed at 18 mn
Primary mass

balance
(t)

-3,2
-1,2
-1,3
-1,1
-1.2

In vessel
mass balance

(t)
-0,2 .

+
+

+
+

Bleed at Ih37
Primary mass

balance
(0

-8,4
-1,4
-1,3
-1,5
-1.7

In vessel
mass balance

(0
-2,1

+
+
+
+

The sign + means a small increase in mass. The results are not sensitive to the differential
time around the accumulator injection time, but it is recommended to open the two last relief
valve few minutes after that time. So, from the previous study and this one, all the important
set points are clearly identified in view of an automatic process based on
- loss of normal feed-water, scram,
- loss of the auxiliary feed water (motor driven pumps , turbo pump, any circuit failure)

resulting in no feed water, and persistent situation, availability of electrical sources and
HPIS and LPIS systems, consistent check of relevant parameters like pressure and
temperature (primary, secondary, pressurizer discharge tank, containment)
stabilisation of the pressurizer level at a low value and increase of pressure due to
pressurizer heaters, then increase of this level (SGs heat transfer degradation)
Opening of one pressurizer relief valve at this time,

- Opening of the two last relief valve at the accumulator set point.
This process has to be checked with other transients to avoid any undesirable interaction.

Minimum
primary

mass

Minimum
vessel mass

LPIS
actuation

time

LPIS
actuation
time from
bleeding

Safety
Time

Margin at
minimum
of mass

Safety
Time

Margin at
full opening

Bleed at time Ih 37 for minimum of mass
3 valves
1+2 valves

60,2 t
75,6 t

36,6 t
41,1 t

2h32mn
3h21mn

55mn
Ih44mn

52s
5mn20s

52s
12mnO6s

Bleed at time 18'mn at the pressurizer level increasing
3 valves
1+2 valves

75,9 t
96,1 t

46,4 t
57,8 t

Ih34mn
2h51mn

Ihl6mn
2h33mn

6mn30s
20mn33s

6mn30s
15mnl4s
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The results are compared with the accumulator isolation at a 5 tons residual mass. It needs
roughly three hours to get the LPIS, but the safety time margin is largely increased. From the
previous study, this LPIS actuation time can be reduced by isolating earlier the accumulators.
If this is done around 15 tons of residual mass the gain can be of about 40 minutes.
The results are presented for the primary parameters on Fig. 9 and for the mass balance on
Fig. 10, for the bleeding at 18mn. The only disadvantage is a small increase in saturation
temperature and pressure, but below 90 bar, due to the energy balance. Anyway the safety
time margin related to core uncovery is largely increase.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A sensitivity study related to the improvement a feed and bleed process was carried out with
the SIP ACT simulator. The different bleeding behaviour by opening one, two or the three
pressurizer relief valves was operated at two different key times and compared.
The so called "safety time margin", which combines the minimum of mass and the residual
power in terms of time before core uncovery in case of the additional failure of all injection
systems at a given point, has been used for analysis.
The analysis based on the primary and vessel mass evolution, on the minimum of mass and on
the safety time margin shows that the results can be improved by opening in sequence the
relief valves. As example a complete scenario with the opening of one relief valve at the heat
transfer degradation time, corresponding to the increasing of the measured level in the
pressurizer, is proposed. Then the opening of the two last relief valves is done at the
accumulator injection set point. On this basis an automation of the bleed process could
probably be done. As the 1300 MWe plant is now available on our SIP ACT, our future work
related to this topic will be to study the application of our main findings to this plant, for
which the bleeding process is imperative in such a situation.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the calculation of thermohydraulic environmental parameters
(pressure and temperature) inside containment of Krsko NPP after postulated Main Steam
Line Break (MSLB) accident. This analysis was done as a part of the ambient parameters
specification in the frame of the NPP Krsko Equipment Qualification (EQ) project.

The RELAP5/mod2 computer code was used for the determination of MSLB mass and
energy release and computer code GOTHIC was used to calculate pressure and
temperature profiles inside NPP Krsko containment. The analysis was performed for
spectrum of break sizes to account for possible steam superheating during accidents with
smaller break sizes.

INTRODUCTION

During the process of Equipment Qualification (EQ) the necessary step is the
determination of EQ parameters for both normal and accident conditions. The EQ parameters
(temperature, pressure, relative humidity, chemical spray, submergence, radiation) should be
defined for all locations of the plant containing equipment important to safety

Harsh environment conditions must be defined to demonstrate equipment performance
during the accident. A harsh environment is the environment where a significant increase
above the normal plant environmental conditions during and following Design Basis Accident
(DBA) occurs. Harsh environmental conditions are limiting for environmental qualification of
electrical equipment. Accidents that produce such conditions are pipe breaks in the reactor
coolant system or other plant process systems, including Main Steam Line Break (MSLB).
However, other accidents can produce harsh environments: e.g., rod ejection, radioactive
waste processing system failures.

Two accidents are limiting for the Reactor Containment (RC): LOCA and MSLB. In the
frame of NEK EQ project calculation was performed for both accidents and only the analysis
of MSLB is presented within this paper. The analysis considered the same containment mass
and energy input and the same assumptions as in the USAR 6.2. Additionally, MSLB mass
and energy releases were calculated with RELAP5/mod2 for spectrum of break sizes to
account for possible steam superheating during accidents with smaller break sizes. Such
analyses are required and highlighted in the basic EQ references, such as [3].

The assumptions for RELAP calculation were conservatively chosen in order to
maximise the release of mass and energy to the containment. According to those results, a
calculation of thermohydraulic environmental parameters (temperature, pressure), in the NPP
Krsko containment, was performed using GOTHIC computer code. The final results of such
analysis are the temperature and pressure envelopes for Main Steam Line Break in the
containment.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND INPUT ASSUMPTIONS

Mass and energy release for the MSLB include the flow from the ruptured steam
generator and flow from the non-faulted steam generator until isolation. The mass and energy
releases from the faulted steam generator depend on the initial inventory and will continue
until the inventory is depleted. The mass and energy releases from the intact steam generator
depend on the break location and main steam isolation valve (MSIV) operation.

The analysis of mass and energy release during MSLB was performed with
RELAP5/mod2 computer code, using standard FER nodalization for NPP Krsko (ref. [11] and
ref. [12]) with the following assumptions:

• "old" plant condition (1882 MWt, 18% steam generator tube plugging level).
• 100% power,
• break upstream of the Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) on Steam Line 1
• maximum allowed Main and Auxiliary Feed water addition to faulted SG in

order to maximize mass and energy release
• MSIV closing time = 5 sec
• spectrum of break sizes, indicated on the Table 1, to take into account possible

steam superheating during accidents with smaller break sizes

CASE#
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

BREAK
Double Ended Break

100 % Flow Restrictor Area
80 % Flow Restrictor Area
70 % Flow Restrictor Area
60 % Flow Restrictor Area
50 % Flow Restrictor Area
35 % Flow Restrictor Area

AREA (mz)
2 x 0.336 (area limited with
flow restrictor - 0.1301 m2)
0.1301
0.10408
0.09107
0.07806
0.06505
0.04554

Table I. Analyzed cases for MSLB mass and energy release

For the double-ended SLB (case 1) the break mass flow rate is limited with flow
restrictors on the top of steam generators. For all other cases the flow is limited by the break
size. MSIV can not terminate the flow from the faulted steam generator, while intact steam
generator is isolated few seconds after beginning of accident. After the initial rapid increase,
the break flow stabilises on the value of Auxiliary Feedwater flow.

The parameters on the Figures 1 and 2 show the mass and energy release during SLB
accidents and they are necessary inputs for GOTHIC calculation of ambient conditions in the
containment of NE Krsko. The cases 2 to 7 are presented since for the double-ended SLB the
mass and energy release from US AR [7] was considered as GOTHIC input.

Version 3.4e of the GOTHIC containment analysis package was used in calculation of
pressure and temperature in the containment following MSLB. One compartment is used to
model free volume of the containment, one is used for containment sump modelling, and one
for containment annulus. The free volume of the containment is 40776 m3. Annulus region
has volume of 10987 m3. These and data for containment heat structures and material
properties are taken from [7]. Initial conditions in all compartments are: 49 °C, 101.325 kPa,
30% RH, zero liquid fraction. The heat transfer coefficient is Uchida condensation coefficient
plus natural convection heat transfer coefficient and radiation. The ambient temperature
(outside air) is 35 °C, and heat transfer coefficient on outer surface of the containment is
11.356 W/m2K. Reactor Containment Fan Coolers (RCFC) are used and the spray is started
on high containment pressure signal.
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RESULTS

In double-ended MSLB case heat and mass input in the containment is prepared using
data from NEK USAR. The boundary conditions are introduced in GOTHIC model using two
flow boundary conditions (one for faulted and one for non-faulted SG). RCFC units are active
from 45 s (3 RCFCs) and spray system is active from 96 s (2 spray lines). The volumetric
flow of the spray is 0.0671 m3/s (per pump). Temperature of the RWST water is 32 °C. Non-
faulted SG was isolated at 10 s. Duration of MSLB analysis is 1800 s.

In order to check the correctness of the developed GOTHIC model the results for the
containment response after double-ended MSLB were compared to the USAR results. The
USAR calculation of containment pressure and temperature transients was accomplished
using the CONTEMPT-LT computer code. In both cases the same input data and assumptions
were used, as described above. The predictions obtained by both codes are very similar.
Generally speaking, peak pressure and temperature values are greater in CONTEMPT case,
that means more conservative, but in later phase of the accident GOTHIC calculates higher
values.

The time of MSLB peak pressure and maximum calculated pressure are almost the same
for USAR and for GOTHIC data (USAR 373.7 kPa at 70.6 s, GOTHIC 369.4 kPa at 76.3 s).
Peak pressure calculated by GOTHIC is slightly lower, but at the end of accident pressure in
the GOTHIC case decreases slower. Containment pressure transient is shown in Figure 3.
Containment atmosphere temperature during MSLB in containment is shown in Figure 4
(FSAR 127.7 °C at 70.6 s, GOTHIC 126.9 °C at 73 s). The sump water temperatures (Figure
5) are always higher in GOTHIC case. That is partially caused by GOTHIC calculation
scheme based on liquid, vapour and droplet phases. The droplet condensation model deliver
condensate at higher temperature to the water pool in containment sump. The pressure and
temperature calculated in containment are higher than in LOCA case. That is mainly caused
by partially superheated steam flow from faulted steam generator.
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Figure 3. Containment pressures used in USAR and calculated by GOTHIC code,
double-ended MSLB case
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Figure 4. Containment atmosphere temperature used in USAR and calculated by
GOTHIC code, double-ended MSLB case
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Figure 5. Containment sump temperature used in USAR and calculated by GOTHIC
code, double-ended MSLB case

To determine containment environmental conditions during spectrum of SLB breaks
additional calculations were performed using heat and mass sources calculated with
RELAP5/mod2 for breaks 100%, 80%, 70%, 60%, 50%, and 35% (cases 2 to 7 from table 1).
The containment model is exactly the same as in previous calculation, but only one train of
RCFCs is used, with start at 41 s, and spray is started on HI-3 signal + 7 s delay. The result,
pressures and temperatures in the containment atmosphere, for spectrum of breaks and for
USAR MSLB input are shown in Figure 6. to 9.
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From Figures 6 and 7 is clear that USAR MSLB pressure profile is limiting in all cases.
The reason for this is very high mass flow rate of dry steam (double-ended SLB) in the early
phase of the transient.
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Figure 6. Containment pressure for spectrum of SLB breaks and USAR MSLB
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Regarding temperature of the containment atmosphere, Figure 8 and 9, in the initial phase
of SLB transient, up to 160 s, the temperatures calculated for spectrum of breaks are higher.
The explanation for such behaviour is superheated steam release for those cases, while for the
USAR case the steam is not superheated in that phase of transient. The maximum reached
temperature is for 80% break and value at 46.95 s is 148.7 °C, what is caused by the large
steam flow rate with some superheat from the faulted steam generator.
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Figure 8. Containment temperature for spectrum of SLB breaks and USAR MSLB
(log scale)
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Figure 9. Containment temperature for spectrum of SLB breaks and USAR MSLB
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CONCLUSION

Thermohydraulic environmental parameters (pressure and temperature) inside
containment of Krsko NPP after postulated Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) accident were
analyzed. The study was performed for spectrum of break sizes to account for possible steam
superheating during accidents with smaller break sizes, as required in [3], based on the USAR
and RELAP5/mod2 heat and mass release. The GOTHIC calculation resulted in maximum
containment pressure for USAR double-ended SLB cased by very high flow rate of dry steam
in the beginning of the accident. The maximum temperatures in containment are observed for
80% break size what is caused by large and superheated steam flow rate from the faulted
steam generator.

Based on this analysis, and together with the results from LOCA and Feed Line Break
(FLB) accident, envelopes of the containment environmental parameters are developed and
used as the input to the Equipment Qualification (EQ) program for NPP Krsko.
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A transient simulation model of an integral reactor plant, SMART, has been developed using a
commercially available computer code package, Modular Modeling System (MMS). Several MMS
modules are developed which represent the non-standard major components of the integral reactor,
such as a once-through steam generator, self-pressurized pressurizer, core, preheater, etc. The MMS
SMART model is then developed by combining the developed modules with the standard modules
from the MMS Macro libraries. The whole plant system including the plant control logics are modeled
as one integrated model. Benchmark calculations have been carried out in "order to verify the
developed MMS modules and the SMART model. These calculations cover steady-state conditions at
various power levels, performance related events, and a limited number of safety related events. The
analysis results of the MMS SMART model were compared with those from design computer codes
and showed good agreement. This MMS SMART model runs faster than real time in a Personal
Computer in the MicroSoft Windows NT environment and it can be used for various purposes because
of its fast, modular and flexible features.

1. Introduction

The SMART (System integrated Modular Advanced ReacTor) is an integral pressurized water
reactor of 330 MWt capacity. The Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) is developing the
SAMRT for co-generation of desalinated fresh water and electricity. The conceptual design of the
SMART was successfully carried out by March, 1999. Another three year development project for
SMART basic design is underway[l,2].

With the progress of design stages, various scoping analyses are required for decision-making on
the system design, specifications of major components, control logic design and evaluations, etc. The
Modular Modeling System (MMS) code package[3] is chosen for these scoping analyses. The MMS
package is a commercial simulation package distributed by Framatome Technologies, Inc. (FTI). The
fast running, modular and flexible features of the MMS package enable us to perform various scoping
analyses and to design and test the control logics of the SMART plant.

Due to the many unique features of the integral-type SMART reactor, several MMS modules are
developed in this study[4]. The developed MMS modules represent the specific physical models of the
non-standard major components of the SMART, such as a once-through steam generator, self-
pressurized pressurizer, core, heat exchanger for the residual heat removal system, N2 gas-filled
pressurized tank, preheater, heat exchanging pipe, heat structure modules, etc. The MMS SMART
model is then developed by combining the developed modules with standard modules from the MMS
Macro libraries[5]. The primary system, secondary system, Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS),
make-up system, component cooling system, and plant control logics are modeled as one integrated
model. Benchmark calculations have been carried out in order to verify the developed MMS modules
and the MMS SMART model[6,7]. These calculations cover steady-state conditions at various power
levels, performance related events, and a limited number of safety related events. The analysis results
of the MMS SMART model were compared with those from design computer codes and the two
calculation results showed good agreement. This MMS SMART model runs faster than real time in a
Personal Computer in the MicroSoft Windows NT environment. The MMS SMART model is being
used for Various design activities.
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2. MMS module developments

For the MMS SMART model, as for any large simulation, custom coding is needed to model plant
specific systems and features. Especially, the MMS standard macro library does not have the modules
for the SMART unique components, e.g., the self-pressurized pressurizer, once-through steam
generator, core, etc. Thus several new modules are developed in this study. Also a few existing
modules are customized for the SAMRT model.

2.1 GPZR module

This module represents the self-pressurized pressurizer in the SMART system. It solves the mass
and energy conservation equations for the End Cavity (EC), Intermediate Cavity (IC), Upper Annular
Cavity (UAC) and the connected N2-gas tank. The gas tank isolation valve and the mass and energy
exchange through the isolation valve are also modeled. This module determines the system pressure,
water temperature in each cavity, gas and vapor temperature inside the cavity gas-vapor space and
inside the connected N2-gas tank. It also tracks the pressurizer water level during all kinds of reactor
operating modes. Condensation and evaporation models are included for modeling the mass and
energy exchange across the gas-vapor and water interface. A rainout model is also incorporated for
modeling the raining droplets by bulk condensation. All the heat transfer rates are modeled between
cavities, pressurizer cooler, reactor riser, steam and feedwater lines passing the UAC. When the heat
transfer is modeled between many different parts, the water level inside the cavities are carefully taken
into account.

2.2 FUEL module

This module represents multiple fuel nodes in a reactor core. It has the 6 delayed neutron group
model, 3 decay heat group model, iodine-xenon chain model, Moderator Temperature Coefficient
(MTC) and Doppler Coefficient models. The control rod reactivity is modeled outside of this model as
a Fortran subroutine. The calculated thermal power will be distributed into the fuel nodes and
connected coolant nodes according to the user-provided fraction of energy deposition. A user can
divide the core into n control volumes axially and radially. Each fuel node represents the nuclear fuel
contained in each control volume. The nuclear fuel cladding and coolant channel contained in each
control volume is simulated outside this module by separate QMETAL and PIPEHX modules,
respectively.

2.3 PIPEHX module

This module represents a section of piping. Multiple instances of this module may be connected in
series to model piping with shorter sections and thereby reduce spatial discretization errors. This
module works with other modules to calculate the heat transfer from the fluid to other fluids, to the
ambient, or to metal walls.

The PIPEHX module is a modified version of the existing MMS RTC (Real Time Capable)
module[3], PIPEM. The PIPEHX module was extended with an emphasis on the capability to model
thermal (heat transfer) networks. Major additional features of PIPEHX compared with the existing
PIPEM are as follows; PIPEHX can be connected with the QMETAL module which represents the
heat structure like tube metal, immersed metallic structures, etc. For this purpose, PIPEHX has four
heat transfer ports in addition to the normal fluid flow in and out ports. A user can specify a specific
set of empirical heat transfer correlations for each PIPEHX module by providing FORTRAN codes in
the HTCUSR.FOR subroutine. The PIPEHX modules are used for heat transfer modeling such as in
the SMART core, a once-through steam generator and residual heat removal heat exchanger sub-
models.

2.4 QMETAL module
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This QMETAL module represents the heat structures like the tube metal in a heat exchanger or
nuclear fuel cladding. The QMETAL module has two heat transfer ports where the PIPEHX or FUEL
modules can be connected. Thus the QMETAL behaves like a bridge connecting heat transferring
modules like PIPEHX, FUEL, etc. With the combination of the PIPEHX modules, a very complicated
heat transfer network can be modeled. A user can specify how the metal thermal inertia is to be
modeled. The user can specify the fraction of metal mass to be added to the connected modules as
equivalent mass, or can choose to solve a transient conduction equation to model as a separate thermal
inertia.

2.5 RHRTANK module

This module represents a tank in which a string of pipe sections (modeled by PIPEHX modules) are
to be immersed. The fluid in the tank is heated and evaporated by the pipes. In the SMART model, it is
used for modeling the Emergency Cooldown Tank of the Passive Residual Heat Removal System
(PRHRS). This module calculates the level and the temperature of the bulk liquid. The PIPEHX
modules calculate the heat flux for each pipe section according to the level and temperature of the bulk
liquid. This module is designed to work with multiple QMETAL and PIPEHX modules.

2.6 GTANK module

This module represents a closed tank partially filled with water with negligible evaporation and
covered with a non-condensable gas. It solves the water mass conservation equation and tracks the
water level. The tank gas pressure is determined by using the ideal gas law. The gravity head of the
tank water is taken into account for the tank exit pressure.

2.7 PREHEATER module

This module represents a feedwater preheater, consisting of a shell and tubes. The steam enters,
condenses, and drains out as liquid in the shell-side and the feedwater is heated by the condensing
steam.

3. MMS SMART model development

The MMS SMART model consists of several subsystem models, such as the core, once-through
steam generator, reactor coolant system, main steam and feedwater system, residual heat removal
system, makeup system, component cooling system, secondary system, and the plant control logics.
Each subsystem model consists of many MMS modules which represent specific physical models,
such as the nuclear fuel, pressurizer, pipe, valve, pump, turbine, condenser, heat exchanger, valve
actuator, tank, heat structures, control logics, etc. MMS users can combine the necessary component
modules in a Graphical User Interface (GUI) - the MMS model builder[3]. The basic idea of the
Modular Modeling System (MMS) is that, as a hardware machine is produced by assembling
components like pumps, valves, bolts and nuts, a system is modeled by combining the MMS
component modules. After a system model is built within the MMS model builder, the component
design data can be input by double clicking the corresponding component modules. The MMS system
model can be translated into the ACSL (Advanced Continuous Simulation Language) language[8]
using the MMS model builder. The ACSL code is translated into a FORTRAN source code by the
ACSL builder[8], and then the executable file can be generated by a FORTRAN compiler and linker.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, a user can interact with the MMS model in several ways. This feature makes
the MMS package difficult to understand, but provides a lot of flexibilities for developing, debugging
and utilizing the MMS models.

The plant control and protection logics are coded in a code block, but the component control logics
are written in the code block attached to them. The code block is a special module with universal port
types that can be connected to any module. If the system being modeled has features that are not
modeled by the MMS modules, the user can use the code block and provide ACSL coding that models
the missing features. The MMS SMART model is shown in Fig. 2.
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The developed SMART model can simulate a whole range of plant operation modes including
normal heatup, scheduled shutdown, power maneuvering and emergency shutdown operations, etc.
The SMART plant analyzer runs much faster than real time in a PC environment. The SMART system
analysis results using the MMS SMART model were compared with those from design computer
codes and are presented in the next section.

4. Test calculations

Benchmark calculations are carried out for nine test cases in order to verify the developed MMS
modules and the SMART model. The analysis results with the MMS SMART model are compared
with those from some design computer codes. The results of the two test cases are presented in this
paper.

4.1 Simulation of the scheduled shutdown of the SAMRT system

A scheduled shutdown is simulated with the complete MMS SMART model that includes primary
and secondary systems. The simulation begins from the 100% rated power level. At first the reactor
power is reduced to 20% of the rated power level by decreasing the feedwater flow rate at a specified
decreasing rate. When the power reaches 20% of the rated power level, a series of control actions are
taken with some time intervals. For example, the main turbine and main feedwater pumps are turned
off, and the startup pump is turned on and the seawater pump is changed to low speed. The reactor
power is reduced further to 10% of the rated power level and the auxiliary turbine is turned off. Until
the reactor power decreases to 5% of the rated power level, the control rod movements are controlled
by the deviation of the core outlet temperature and the reactor power level from the control set values.
The reactor cooldown process continues with a specified cooldown rate until the coolant temperature
reaches about 200°C where the reactor tripped. The MMS SMART simulation results are shown in
Fig. 3 for the initial 30000 sees. Figure 3 shows the variations of the core inlet and outlet temperatures,
feedwater flow rate and the normalized reactor power. For this simulation, there was no appropriate
design calculation result for comparison for the whole range of the cooldown process.

4. 2 NSSS steam output change from 20 to 100% at the rate of 5%/min.

Figures 4 and 5 show the trends of the important parameters for the case of steam output increase
from 20 to the 100% rated power. Figure 4 shows the MMS SMART simulation results and Figure 5
shows the design calculation results. As can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5, the steam temperature of the
design calculation is lower than that of the MMS simulation result. It can be explained as follows. In
the design calculation, the secondary system pressure was assumed to be constant within the once-
through steam generator for simplification. It is known that this model underpredicts the steam
temperature about 3°C. Another difference we can observe is the control rod movements. This came
from the different control rod worth between the core designs of the conceptual design and the current
design. As the design stages proceed, the specific design features of the SMART are changing, and
thus we have these discrepancies. When the new design calculations are available, the MMS SAMRT
model will be reevaluated. However, even now the two calculation results show overall agreement.

5. Conclusion

A transient SMART model has been developed using the Modular Modeling System (MMS) code
package. For the benchmark purpose of the developed MMS modules and the MMS SMART model,
the MMS SMART model simulation results are compared with the design calculation results for the
nine test cases. The overall trends of the major parameters showed good agreement.

The developed MMS SMART model can be used for various purposes because of its fast, modular
and flexible features. The MMS SMART model simulates the whole plant including the primary,
secondary and auxiliary systems, simultaneously. This feature is especially useful for the analyses of
an integral reactor utilizing a once-through steam generator where the thermal-hydraulic interactions
between the primary and secondary systems are fast and closely related. Another merit of using the
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MMS SMART model is that it simulates a whole range of plant operation modes including the nuclear
heating and scheduled shutdown operations. It also runs about five times faster than real time in a PC
environment. Currently, it is being used to perform quick turnaround performance analyses, and to
design, evaluate and optimize the plant control logics and operational procedures.
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Fig. 2 MMS SMART model
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Abstract

Quantitative fire risk assessment can serve as an additional tool to assess the safety level of a
nuclear power plant (NPP) and to set priorities for fire protection improvement measures. The
recommended approach to be applied within periodic safety reviews of-NPPs in Germany
starts with a screening process providing critical fire zones in which a fully developed fire has
the potential to both cause an initiating event and impair the function of at least one
component or system critical to safety. The second step is to perform a quantitative analysis
using a standard event tree has been developed with elements for fire initiation, ventilation of
the room, fire detection, fire suppression, and fire propagation. In a final step, the fire induced
frequency of initiating events, the main contributors and the calculated hazard state frequency
for the fire event are determined. Results of the first quantitative fire risk studies performed in
Germany are reported.

1. Introduction

Experience has shown that fire can be a safety significant hazard. Thus, the regulators expect
the licensees to justify their arrangements for identifying how fires can occur and spread,
assessing the vulnerability of plant and structures, determining how the safe operation of a
plant is affected, and introducing measures to prevent a fire hazard developing and mitigate
against its effects if it should nevertheless develop.

Methods to analyse existing plants systematically regarding the adequacy of their existing fire
protection equipment can be deterministic as well as probabilistic. Fire risk assessment has
become an integral part of PSA and, at international level, fires have been recognised as one
of the major contributors to risk of nuclear power plants, e.g. in the USA [1].

In the past, most of the engineering work in designing fire protection measures in German
nuclear power plants has been performed on a deterministic basis. Moreover, the use of
deterministic fire risk analysis is current practice in Germany to review the fire protection
state of operating NPP. It should be underlined that these reviews have led to comprehensive
backfitting and upgrading measures including structural fire protection measures (e.g. fire
barriers) as well as the active fire detection, alarm and extinguishing features and
administrative fire protection measures (for manual fire fighting) resulting in significant
improvements in fire safety, in particular in case of a NPP built to earlier standards.
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However, as it can be seen from other areas the probabilistic approach provides different
insights into design and availability of systems and components and supplements the results
from deterministic analyses. Thus, probabilistic considerations have been taken into account
for decision making on a case-by-case basis. A more comprehensive fire risk assessment is
recommended in the frame of periodic safety reviews in Germany.

For fire risk assessment in Germany, a qualitative or quantitative screening process is
proposed to identify critical fire zones followed by a quantitative event tree analysis in which
the fire caused hazard state frequency will be determined. The models proposed have been
successfully applied in complete and partial fire risk studies for German nuclear power plants.

2. Regulatory guidance for fire risk assessment

The PSA Guide contains reference listings of initiating events for NPP with PWR and BWR
respectively which have to be checked plant specifically with respect to applicability and
completeness. Plant internal fires are included in these listings.

Detailed instructions are provided in the technical documents on PSA methods [2] and PSA
data [3] which are shortly reported. These technical documents have been developed by a
working group of technical experts chaired by the BfS (Bundesamt fur Strahlenschutz -
Federal Office for Radiation Protection). The German regulatory guidance as it is available
now has been restricted in scope to comprise only applications where sufficient practical
experience is available and a reasonable consensus between the parties involved is achieved.
However, the PSA working group is still in force to further develop and amend the technical
documents, also with regard to fire specific aspects.

2.1 Screening analysis

The screening process to identify critical fire zones is an important first step within a fire risk
assessment. Such a screening analysis should not be so conservative that an unmanageable
number of fire scenarios remains for the detailed quantitative analysis. However, it must be
ensured that all relevant areas are investigated within the quantitative analysis.

The systematic check of all rooms/room pairs of the plant can be done in two different ways:
The critical fire zones can be identified in a qualitative (qualitative screening) or in a
quantitative process (screening by frequency). The qualitative screening allows - due to the
introduction of appropriate selection criteria - the determination of critical fire zones with a
limited effort. Applying the quantitative screening method, the critical fire zones are identified
in a simplified event tree analysis.

The systematic examination of all rooms/room pairs or fire zones in the plant requires detailed
knowledge of the plant specific situation.

The determination of critical fire zones starts with the identification of all rooms for which at
least one of the following criteria is fulfilled:
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(L) fire load higher than 25 kWh/m2,
(S) room contains safety related equipment or cables of such equipment,
(O) room contains operational equipment, or sensing/control equipment of the reactor

protection, or power limit control system, or cables of such equipment with the potential
that a fire caused damage may lead to a plant transient/initiating event or to a manually
operated scram (Operational equipment is not consedered,

(V) In case that a fire causes an unintentional opening of a safety valve or of the main steam
~ bypass leading to a loss of coolant accident or a main steam line leak, this fire zone will

be classified as a "critical fire zone".

In a first step, those rooms are identified for which the first three criteria (L), (S) and (O) are
simultaneously fulfilled. These rooms will be identified as "essential fire zones /rooms". In a
next step, for those rooms for which two out of these three criteria are fulfilled, adjacent
rooms are checked to identify pairs of rooms that fulfil all three criteria. The "critical fire
zones/rooms" and "pairs of rooms" are selected based on the further criterion that the fire
leads to a safety related initiating event.

In the case that the quantitative screening process is applied, the hazard state frequency will be
calculated in a simple but conservative analysis for each room with PSA related components
and components leading to initiating events after the occurrence of a fire. The event tree
analysis will be carried out for fire zones/rooms or room pairs with fire loads > 25 kWh/m2.
Only two elements are taken into account in this event tree analysis: The fire occurrence
frequency and the conditional unavailability of the safety related equipment to mitigate the
initiating event. All other branches of the event tree, like fire detection, fire suppression and
fire spread to adjacent rooms are not considered. All PSA related equipment within the room
is assumed to be damaged (probability of damage equal 1.0). Rooms are screened out, if the
product of the fire frequency and the conditional unavailability of the safety related equipment
is less than 1 % of the total sum of these products. The sum of those neglected contributions
shall not exceed 5 %.

2.2 Quantitative analysis

For the quantitative part of the fire risk assessment a standard event tree has been developed
with nodes for fire initiation, ventilation of the room, fire detection and suppression, both in
the pilot fire phase and the fully developed fire phase,, as well as fire propagation. This
standard event tree must be adapted to each critical fire zone or room.

For the assessment of fire spread through walls, fire doors, dampers, cable penetration
sealings, etc. into adjacent rooms different methods are recommended in [2]. One
methodology applied is a simplified approach for the design of structural fire protection
measures in NPP which has been developed based on the estimated overall fire load density
and distribution of the fire load inside the fire compartment. The design method needs only a
few empirical functions and design features which were derived from systematic fire
simulations with an advanced multi-room zone model.and which are easily understandable
and applicable [4].

For each critical fire zone/room the following results are obtained:
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- frequency and nature of fire initiating events,
- list of damaged equipment, categorised corresponding to different damage states, and
- damage frequencies.

If a complete plant specific PSA is available, for each initiator the fire induced frequency will
be summed up and specified as input to the corresponding system event tree of the level 1 +
PSA. Additionally, the damage state of the equipment has to be introduced into the fault
trees. The plant hazard state frequency is calculated for each transient as the sum of the single
event core melt frequencies. The total plant hazard state frequency is obtained by
summarising the contributions of all transients. The requirement to use only qualified PSA
codes has also to be fulfilled for the fire PSA. Moreover, validated fire simulation models and
codes have to be used in case of deterministic fire hazard analysis and probabilistic fire risk
assessments.

2.3 Data base

In order to perform a quantitative fire risk assessment, a basic data base must be established
which should, e.g., include initiating frequencies, reliability data for all fire protection
measures, fire barriers, etc. Detailed information is needed on ignition sources, detection and
extinguishing systems, manual fire fighting, stationary fire suppression systems; further
information on secondary effects, safety consequences, analysis of the cause of the event and
corrective measures, etc. would be helpful. It should be underlined that plant specific data are
to be used as far as possible.

As one contributor to fire specific PSA input data, reliability data for the active fire protection
measures are required for the application in the fire specific event tree analysis. These data
needed to be estimated are unavailabilities per demand or failure rates per hour of plant
operation for those components or systems belonging to the active fire protection means.

Active fire protection measures to be studied include all the fire detection equipment, that
means all types of fire detectors including their power supplies, the alarm panels and boards,
fire doors and dampers and the stationary fire extinguishing systems including the
extinguishing media supplies.

In Germany, for two different types of reactors (PWR and BWR) unavailabilities and failure
rates were estimated. These reliability data given in tables 1 and 2 and are updated values of
those provided in [5, 6] by processing additional information. The scattering factor k given in
these tables is correlated to the failure rates.

The data on potential failures or unavailabilities per demand of the respective fire protection
measures were gained from the plant specific documentation of inspection and maintenance.
The assessment whether the detected findings are estimated as failures or only as deficiencies
or deteriorations requires a deep insight in the plant specific operating conditions for the fire
protection means and needs careful engineering judgement.

Table 3 gives an overview of the generic failure rates for active fire protection features
revealed from the plant specific data estimated.
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Table 1: Plant specific reliability data estimated for active fire
protection features in a German BWR reference plant

Active fire protection feature

Fire alarm boards:
detection drawers
detection lines

Fire detectors:
automatic
press button

Fire dampers
Fire doors
Dry sprinkler extinguishing
system (total failure)
Dry sprinkler extinguishing
system: automatic actuation
failure only
Wet sprinkler extinguishing
system
Gas extinguishing systems
(CO2)
Stationary fire pumps
Wall hydrants

Inspection
period

3m, la
3m, la

la
la

3m, la, 3a
la

6 m, la, 5a

6m, la, 5a

6m, la, 5a

6m
1m, la
6m, la

Scattering
factor k

3.31
3.29

1.25
2.55
1.13
1.36

3.14

1.35

7.62

7.64
7.64
7,64

Failure rate
X (t) [1/h]

6.7-10-8
2.3-10-8

1.4-10-7
l.l-lO-7

2.3-10-6
4.9-10-/

2.2-10-7

4.1-10'6 "

6.4-10-8

1.9-10-6

1.9-10"6

3.9-10-S

Unavailability
per demand

1.2-10-4
4.0-10-5

1.3-10-3
9.4-10-4

6.6-10-3
4.3-10-3

9.9-10-4

1.8-10-2

3.2-10-4

9.2-10-3
1.4-10-3
1.9-10-4

Table 2: Plant specific reliability data estimated for active fire protection
features in a German PWR reference plant

Active fire protection feature

Fire alarm boards:
detection drawers
detection lines

Fire detectors:
automatic
press button

Fire dampers
Fire doors
Dry sprinkler extinguishing
system (total failure)
Dry sprinkler extinguishing
system: automatic actuation
failure only
Stationary fire pumps
Wall hydrants

Inspection
period

3m
3m

la
la

6m
la

3m, la

3m, la
lm, la

la

Scattering
factor k

7.63
7.63

1.75
7.63
1.39
1.44

7.63

1.26
7.64
1.75

Failure rate
Mt) ll'h]

3.0-10-8
1.7-10"8

4.8-10-8
3.410-8
6.6-10-/
7.1-KW

1.3-10-7

1.3-10-5
1.3-10"6

8.5-10-7

Unavailability
per demand

7.4.10-5
4.3-10-5

4.2-10-4
3.3-10-4
2.9-10-3
6.3-10-3

3.2-10-4

2.9-10-2
8.5-10-4

7.4-10-3

Further detailed information on plant specific and generic estimation of unavailabilities and
failure rates for active fire protection measures can be found in [6].
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Most of the estimated values for the technical reliability of active fire protection measures
represent realistic data for the failure rates of these systems and components in German NPP.
They can be applied in the frame of PSA studies instead of conservative data from past
nuclear specific reliability studies as well as instead of generic values available from data of
the insurance companies for the reliability of comparable fire protection means in non-nuclear
industry, both being available up to the time being. The data have been adapted in the PSA
data document [3]. ~~

Table 3: Generic reliability data estimated for active fire protection
features in German NPP

Active fire protection feature
Fire alarm boards:

detection drawers
detection lines

Fire detectors:
automatic
press button

Fire dampers
Fire doors
Dry sprinkler extinguishing systems
(total failure)
Dry sprinkler extinguishing system:
(automatic actuation failure only)
Wet sprinkler extinguishing systems
(total failure)
Gas extinguishing systems (CO2)
Stationary fire pumps

Failure rate X (t) [1/h]

9.1-10-8
4.0-10-8

1.2-10-7
1.2-10-7

1.9-10-6
7.5-10-/

3.4-10-7

l . l l O - 5

1,4-10-7

4.5-10-6
3.9-10-6

Scattering factor fc f

4.24
4.34

2.88
3.60
2.93
2.92

4.32

2.90

5.67
6.60
4.19

3.2 Applications

In 1995, a complete fire PSA as part of the level 1+ analysis for the German Unterweser NPP
(PWR) has been performed. The procedure outlined in [2] has been applied consistently. From
a total of approximately 1100 rooms, 120 essential fire rooms/compartments have been
identified and, based on the most important criterion that the fire has to cause an initiating
event, 70 critical fire zones were identified using the qualitative screening process. These have
been condensed to 13 representative critical rooms for which a quantitative analysis has been
performed [7]. The quantification of the fire induced initiating events has resulted in two
classes:

- rooms in which a fire directly leads to an initiating event; in this class, 8 rooms are
classified. Only 3 of these 8 rooms gave countable contributions to the hazard state
frequency,

- rooms where a fire results in a plant transient and where an initiating event is caused due
to the stochastic failure of the operational equipment necessary to prevent an incident; in
these rooms, no countable hazard state frequencies are calculated (< 10'Va).
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The fire induced hazard state frequency amounted to a value of about 5 • 10~7/a for the whole
plant [7]; thus, the fire event contributes to about 6 % of the total plant hazard state frequency
(taking into account internal and external events). Main contributors are fires in the electronic
rooms of the switchgear buildings.

For the German Isar I nuclear power plant (BWR) a complete fire PSA has been performed,
too [8]. The quantitative screening process has been applied to approximately 500 rooms in
the reactor building, turbine building, switchgear building, emergency diesel generator room
and service water intake structure. 172 critical rooms have been identified and analysed. The
relation of local fire frequencies was calculated according to Berry's method. The fire induced
hazard state frequency of about 6.3 • 10"Va for the whole plant resulted mainly from 14 single
rooms and 7 room pairs (calculation including fire spreading analysis). In order to get more
information on the consequences on the safety in case of system unavailability the analysis of
common cause initiators has been performed for 15 rooms with a contribution of more than
1% to the system unavailability. Main contributors are fires in switchgear buildings.

After completion of a full-power PSA for the Grafenrheinfeld 1300 MWe P-WR nuclear power
plant a probabilistic fire risk assessment has also been performed on the basis of [2, 3]. In a
first step, 1250 rooms were condensed into 350 fire zones. As a result of the determination of
possible fire induced initiating events, 204 PSA relevant zones have been identified and pairs
of fire zones have been formed. Further considerations have shown that a screening analysis
should be carried out for 117 room pairs. Within the screening analysis the event sequences
for the room where a fire is assumed are quantified under the boundary condition that the
components of the adjacent fire zone also fail with a probability of 1 caused by the fire. Based
on the results, those zone combinations are selected for further considerations where a
relevant contribution (i.e. hazard state frequency of > 10 % of the sum of the frequency of the
singie fire zone) is to be expected. As a result, 19 pairs of fire zones have to be quantified. For
the selected reference plant, a value of 3.5 • 10"7/a for the plant hazard state frequency has been
calculated [9] 62 % of which result from fires without fire propagation. Also this fire PSA
shows that the fire risk does not provide a dominant factor (about 12 %) to the total
occurrence frequency of a plant hazard state with an amount of 2.5 • 10"6 for the full power
operational state. The successful fire fighting in the initial phase of a fire is one of the most
significant factors for the low plant hazard state frequency. A detailed consideration shows
that the area of a main feed water pump oil supply where additional cable trays are located is
the main contributor to the hazard state frequency.

4. Concluding remarks

Fire risk assessment, as an important part of PSA, has not yet achieved the same level of
methodological maturity as being typical for some other disciplines of PSA. Major issues in
the fire risk analysis are to a large extent correlated with the physical part of fire analysis and
the interface between the deterministic and probabilistic analyses. Thus, more investigations
are needed in the areas of determination of fire frequencies, the appropriate modelling of
human actions in response to a fire event, and analysis of the dynamic fire development for a
better understanding of the fire growth phenomena and the plant response to fire occurrences
and recovery actions.
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Apart from that, fire risk assessment meanwhile represents an important tool to get a more
comprehensive picture of the safety level of a NPP regarding its fire protection arrangements.

The first fire PSA that have been performed for NPP in Germany show that the contribution
of plant internal fires to the total plant hazard state frequency is low and that these events do
not represent - for the investigated plants - significant contributors to the plant hazard state
frequency compared to the results from, e.g., US plants. However, the results of the fire PSA
can be used to analyse in detail and assess findings of the deterministic part of the periodic
safety review, to determine the necessity and urgency of safety improvements and to set
priorities for fire protection improvement measures.
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the application of PSA in German nuclear power plant -regulation. From a
fundamental point of view, it has to be mentioned that as stipulated in the corresponding
requirements, regulatory decision making in Germany is primarily based on deterministic
analyses and evaluations. Therefore, PSA is not used as a stand alone but as a supplementary
basis. In this context PSA has developed a valuable tool with continuously growing
importance. Level 1+ PSAs are now elaborated for all German nuclear power plants in
operation, most of them are already reviewed by the competent supervisory authority and its
experts. Current research activities on the federal level primarily concentrate on the further
development of the methodology in the areas human factor, common cause failures, accident
management measures and reduction of uncertainties in methods and data.

1. Introduction

As stipulated in the regulatory framework nuclear licensing and supervision in Germany is
essentially based on deterministic analyses and evaluations. However, already at an early
point of time probabilistic methods have represented a non negligible part in German nuclear
power plant regulations. Criterion 1.1 ,,Principles of safety precautions" as part of the safety
criteria for nuclear power plants, published in 1977 [1], requires that the engineered safety
systems have to be designed to be sufficiently reliable, meaning that ,,the reliability of certain
systems and components shall be determined with the aid of probabilistic methods as far as
the required accuracy can be achieved according to the state of the art of science and
technology".

The German Risk Study for pressurized water reactors, DRS/A [2] - using Biblis B as a
reference plant, has been the first full-scope (Level 3) PSA in Germany and was performed in
a more generic manner in the frame of a research project following the objective to gather a
quantification of nuclear power plant risk to public and environment. This study has been
prepared to a great extent according to the Rasmussen Report and was published in 1979. The
following phase B, DRS/B [3] (Level 2) - completed in 1989, is characterized by refined
investigations on a more realistic basis mainly aiming at an evaluation and optimization of the
safety design taking into account core melt sequences. In addition to DRS/A possible accident
management concepts as countermeasures against such sequences are discussed and evaluated
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concerning their efficiency. Plant specific and conceptional safety insights gained from
DRS/A and following DRS/B influenced significantly the safety design of the reference plant
and, furthermore/have more or less affected the engineered safety systems of all German
pressurized water reactors.

In the licensing procedure of the most recent generation of pressurized water reactors
(KONVOI plants), conducted in the early eighties, a probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) of
limited scope was performed. This PSA has covered the entire spectrum of relevant initiating
events elaborated in the DRS/A. Moreover, insights gained from DRS/A and especially from
DRS/B influenced the safety design of the KONVOI plants.

In 1993 the first phase of a probabilistic ,,Safety Analysis for Boiling Water Reactors", the
BWR-study [4], was completed, again performed in a more generic manner following strictly
the objective to optimize plants' safety design on the system level. A second phase of this
study dealing with a detailed evaluation of accident management measures as well as
performing an analysis of low power and shut down states has been practically completed and
is expected to be published in the near future.

The Level 1 PSA performed in the frame of the licensing procedure for the research reactor
facility, FRM-II at Munich [5], still under construction, shows that PSA is now looked upon
as an indispensible tool to optimize plants safety design from the start of the planning phase
parallel to the licensing procedure. This analysis covers only internal hazards excluding large
LOCAs of the primary circuit and ,,internal fire". Also safety instrumentation and control has
not been analyzed. The FRM-II will be equipped with a computer based instrumentation and
control system.

At present, from the regulatory point of view the most important application of PSA is
certainly the elaboration of Level 1+ PSAs in the frame of the Periodic Safety Review (PSR).
The performance of PSR is supported by regulatory guides [6] in order to promote a unique
application.

2. PSA as part of Periodic Safety Review

In 1988, the German Reactor Safety Commission recommended as a supplement to the
continuous regulatory supervision process to make every operating nuclear power plant
subject to Periodic Safety Reviews at time intervals of about 10 years.

Essential parts of the PSR are a deterministic analysis and evaluation of the overall safety
status including the operational experience of the plant, and a probabilistic safety assesssment.
The different analyses to be performed in the framework of PSA are supported by regulatory
guides which have been filed by a task force of the Federal States Committee for Atomic
Nuclear Energy: the basic principles of PSR, the guide on safety status analysis, and the guide
on PSA [6]. The technical details regarding the performance of PSAs are set out in two further
documents, PSA Methods [7] and PSA Data [8], that have been developed by a working
group of PSA experts. The key requirements of these guidance documents in respect of
evaluation nuclear power plants' safety are briefly summarized in the following.
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2.1 Use of PSA to improve nuclear power plants design

It is the overall objective to perform PSAs as supplement to the deterministic safety analysis.
The main objectives are to check qualitatively and quantitatively the overall safety level of the
plant and the well balancedness of the engineered design safety features in order to cope with
safety relevant events. The last item does preponderately contain an evaluation of single

_ contributions (event sequences) from initiating events which should not dominate the overall
quantitative safety results and is looked upon as the prior objective. Furthermore, in addition
to the deterministic safety analysis the PSA results shall serve for an evaluation of the
necessity and urgency of remedial (backfitting) measures. Decisions on backfitting measures
by the supervising authority take into account considerations between effort and benefit.

2.2 Scope of the PSA analysis

Probabilistic safety analyses in the frame of PSR are restricted to Level 1+ (i.e. Level 1 plus
active containment systems but without consideration of core degradation). Thereby the active
engineered design safety features are covered exhibiting the well balancedness of the design
or possible vulnerabilities by comparison the frequencies of the various plant hazard states. It
is seen as essential that basic information to be included into the analysis are plant specific
(e.g. reliability parameters, minimum requirements for system function). Corresponding plant
documentation shall be used. Concerning reliability data available from the present
operational experience this requirement can often only be achieved to a limited extend.

The PSA guide [6] for a first orientation contains reference listings of initiating events such
as different types of leak accidents arid transients for PWR and BWR respectively which have
to be checked plant specifically with respect to applicability and completeness. Regarding the
scope of the. initiating events it is generally required that all events which could contribute
significantly to the results have to be included. Cut off criteria for the inclusion of initiating
events are single contributions to plant hazard states to be less than 10"7/a and total
contributions of these events to be less than 10~6/a.

Dependent failures as well as human actions have to be covered adequately in the analyses.
Consequential failures and functional dependencies are modelled directly in the fault trees.
Residual dependent failures (Common Cause Failures) are taken into account in the fault trees
after parametric modelling. They are of utmost importance for the analysis of highly
redundant systems, as e.g. has been shown by the BWR-study. A special chapter in the
document on PSA methods states type and extent of PSA with regard to human reliability
analysis. For the screening step the Accident Sequence Evaluation Programme (ASEP)
method is recommended whereas the Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP) is
proposed for more detailed quantitative investigations relying to a larger extent on data from
the Swain handbook. .,

From the present state of guidance, the analyses are still restricted to full power states. Low
power and shut down states should be included into the analysis only if corresponding
investigations show adequate evidence that these states give significant risk contributions.

In principle earthquake, external flooding and air craft crashes may provide non negligible
contributions to the frequency of plant hazard states. Therefore, the necessity of including
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such events into Level 1+ PSAs has to be decided on a case by case basis. However,
assessment of external hazards in the PSA is not required at the current stage.

Backfitting measures can be included into the analysis before implementation if an approval
by the authorities has been given or these measures are under expert evaluation by the
corresponding independent expert organizations working on behalf of the supervisory
authorities.

2.3 Evaluation of results

The well balancedness of the safety concept should be evaluated under different viewpoints
(e.g. frequency of initiating events, frequency of event sequences), i.e. the different categories
of plant hazard states exhibiting various development in time as well as various possible
consequences have to be considered. Interpretation of the results shall include adequate
uncertainty, sensitivity and importance analysis.

Concerning the overall probabilistic safety evaluation of the plant it has to-be mentioned that
no prescribed probabilistic safety criteria exist in Germany. However, orientation values have
been included into the technical guidance documents which may serve as indicators for the
assesssment of estimated frequencies of plant damage states or plant hazard states
respectively. A guiding principle is obtained by the results of already existing international
PSA guidance and performed PSAs, on national and international level [7]:

- total frequencies of beyond design basis accident sequences (plant damage states) are
typically in the range of 10"4 - 10~5 / plant and year. Evaluated higher frequencies are seen
as indicators for safety improvements,

- total frequencies of accident sequences with a potential of early and high activity releases
caused by bypassing of the containment shall be of one order of magnitude lower than the
above mentioned frequency values.

Furthermore, the results of the DRS/B (estimated total frequency of plant hazard states:
2.9 • lO'Va), and the BWR Safety Analysis (estimated total frequency of plant hazard states:
5 • 10"Va) are cited for an orientation.

2.4 Inclusion of accident management measures

It is not required to include accident management measures into the analysis. It might,
however, be advantageous to consider these measures if the estimated frequency of plant
hazard states is comparably high. The estimated frequency of final plant states then has to be
assigned as plant damage states or core damage states respectively.

Concerning the guiding principle for evaluation of the results it has to be mentioned that it is
the idea to assess the frequency of plant hazard states first and see whether or not the range 10"
5/a to 10"4/a can be met (see guiding principle above). In this case it can certainly be concluded
that the smaller frequency of damage states is adequate. If this criterion can not be met in this
way the licensee has the opportunity to estimate the effect of the available accident
management measures on the results, if adequate inclusion is possible. The two numerical
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values of frequencies of hazard states mentioned above (DRS/B, BWR-study) serve for
further comparison or reference indicating a range of frequency of plant hazard states of plants
whose safety has already been evaluated.

3- Precursor studies

Systematic precursor evaluation would require level 1+ PSAs for all NPP as they are now
being completed as part of PSR.

The term precursor describes special events in nuclear power plants that can lead to severe
accidents with core damage if certain additional failures occur in safety systems on demand to
mitigate such transient or accident events. The systematic study of precursors provides a
further tool for identifying weak points in plants and indicates ways for possible
improvements.

In Germany, GRS analyzed events observed during the first 16 reactor years of the nuclear
power plant Biblis with its two pressurized water reactors (PWRs) in the scope of a plant
specific precursor analysis, the "German Precursor Study" [9]. Contrary to the US approach,
which concentrates on industry-wide global evaluations, the German Precursor Study was
specifically limited to the plants Biblis A and B. Because of this choice, many data from the
German Risk Study Phase A could be used and the methods (fault trees) and the results could
be compared.

In the beginning of the 90ies a programme for continuous precursor analyses, dealing with
events at all operating German NPPs, has been initiated within the frame of the nucler
regulatory research programme. With these analyses, primarily the safety significance of
events in German nuclear power plants shall be assessed in a quantitative way and the safety
level of the plants be monitored continuously. The precursor analyses thus supplement the
evaluation of the operating experience by "traditional" engineering methods. Results have
been obtained for the years 1993, 1994, 1997 and preliminary results for 1998 [10, 11].

The basis for the identification of precursors for core damage accidents in German nuclear
power plants is formed by about 120 to 180 events per year, which are reported obligatorily to
the nuclear safety authorities. Concerning the procedure for the precursor analyses, first in a
screening process all events at which the safety margins were definitely not reduced
significantly (e.g. a single failure in a highly redundant system) are sorted out based on a set
of deterministic criteria and probabilistic engineering judgement [20]. In a further step all
events are identified which cannot be assessed probabilistically with reasonable effort
utilizing probabilistic methods and reliability data currently available. For the remaining
events, an upper boundary for the plant hazard state probability is estimated, i.e. the
probability of damage to safety systems such that core cooling is not ensured. Currently, a
plant hazard state probability of 10"6 is applied as threshold for further analyses. For the
finally selected events an in depth analysis is performed on the basis of the PSAs which have
been or will be performed for the German nuclear power plants in the frame of PSRs. The
German methodology is in its structure similar to the procedure used at the US accident
sequence precursor programme, with the difference that in Germany plant specific PSA
results are used as basis for the evaluation.
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The results of the precursor analysis are in the range of beyond design event frequencies
calculated by the plant specific PSAs for the German nuclear power plants [11].

4. Research activities in the PSA field

As has been demonstrated PSA is a field of "safety analysis showing still strong developments
both in the available methods and tools and in the areas of application. The PSA expert group
has expressed its view that further progress should be achievable in the course of the next
years mainly in the areas common cause failures, human reliability, analysis of low power and
shut down states and of external events as well as reduction of uncertainties and data. It is
intended to update the PSA documents on methods and data at the end of 2000.
Corresponding research activities on the federal level have been launched.

4.1 Common Cause Failures

A benchmark test on common cause failures was performed giving institutions in Germany
the opportunity of demonstrating and justifying their intepretations of events, their methods
and models for analyzing CCF. As a common data base about 200 event reports were chosen.
In a first step the participants had to evaluate qualitatively the various events with respect to
CCF significance and transferability to the components selected in the benchmark test.
Caused by interpretation margins this individual evaluation led to substantial differences. In a
second step quantitative results should be estimated by application of different models for the
calculation of CCF unavailabilities. Due to extrapolation uncertainties the various results of
the specific calculation methods exhibit growing difficiencies with assumed higher degrees of
failure combinations.

The ongoing development of CCF evaluation techniques should address the problem of
reducing the margins of judgement with regard to transferability of CCF occurrences. Further
development will also concentrate on estimation of modelling parameters from operational
experience, adequate inclusion of cause defence methods as well as validation of the results
and quantification of uncertainties.

4.2 Human actions

The current guidance (PSA Method) covers largely the treatment of human action in an
adequate way, but for some selected aspects a further development of the corresponding
methodology is considered as desirable. These aspects are the evaluation of cognitive human
behaviour, investigations of usefulness of applying the fuzzy set theory to assess human
failures, inclusion of organizational.and management factors as well as estimation of the
contribution of quantified human actions in existing PSAs. A simulation model shall be
developed in order to achieve a probabilistic evaluation of repair measures and inclusion into
PSAs. Repair measures carried out are evaluated in respect of its succeeding probability.
Corresponding investigations are on the way or in a planning phase respectively.
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4.3 Low power and shut down states

Presently, a systematic analysis of low power and shut down states is not required [6]. The
risk contributions from low power and shut down states have up to now not been estimated
rather than analyzed systematically due to a lack of consensus of the PSA expert group on the
methods and data to be recommended. A first systematic approach is developed in the second
phase of the BWR Safety Analysis. Combining these results with insights-from available
international approaches, appropriate methods arid data for German PSA applications for the
planned update of PSA guidance is intended.

4.4 Treatment of uncertainties

It is intended to achieve a higher degree of confidence in safety related decision making by an
improved treatment of uncertainties in PSAs. It is therefore necessary to reach improved
incorporation of statistical and technical uncertainties resulting from the evaluation of CCF,
human actions and component behavior in PSAs. First discussions on a corresponding
extension of the technical PSA documents [7, 8] have underlined the necessity to conduct an
uncertainty analysis in the frame of PSA. The statistical uncertainties being caused by limited
numbers of observed failures are already well covered. Contributions to uncertainty due to
modelling, completeness of the set of initiating events and expert judgement are more difficult
to assess. Importance and sensitivity analyses can help to identify major contributions to the
overall uncertainty.

5. Summary and conclusion

PSA research studies initiated on the federal level in Germany aiming at the quantification of
the risk of nuclear power plant use revealed strengths and shortcomings of the probabilistic
methodology. The strength of the methodology is certainly dedicated to the use of the PSA
tool to optimize nuclear power plants safety design on the system level, e.g. as has been done
in the BWR-study. Precursor studies offer the potential to evaluate continuously the
operational experience from German nuclear power plants by probabilistic methods.

The benefit of PSA applications can be clearly demonstrated by many backfitting measures
comprising maintenance and test strategies, prescribed operational procedures as well as more
expense safety design improvements like changes of instrumentation and control as well as
implementation of an additional safety system.

From the regulatory point of view, presently the most important application of the PSA tool
is the elaboration of plant specific Level 1+ PSAs in the framework of periodic safety review.
The elaboration of the PSAs is supported by regulatory guides and follows primarily the
objective to optimize the active engineered design safety features by evaluation of its well
balancedness responding to risk significant initiating events supporting deterministic
evaluations.

The regulatory guide on PSA recommends updating of elaborated PSAs in order to allow for
Living PSA application. For a more rigorous application of PSA for that purpose, the
development of a common approach for the extension of elaborated PSAs towards a most
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comprehensive, integrated probabilistic view of the plants safety as well as a further
development of PSA methodology is necessary. The last is preponderately combined with a
further reduction of uncertainties mainly assigned to areas such as further incorporation of
plant specific data, evaluation of human failures and accident management measures, common
cause failures. Corresponding research activities are on the way.
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ABSTRACT

Level-1 PSA of'Kakrapar Atomic Power Station, an Indian PHWR, covering the internal
initiating events is in progress. As part of this study, event tree analysis is taken up for the
initiating event involving offsite power supply failure resulting due to grid disturbance, to
analyze the various event sequences. Station Blackout is one of the scenarios analysed in
this event tree. A recovery possibility of Class-Ill Power Supply is also postulated, failure of
which is assumed to lead to an extended Station Blackout situation. The performance
required of each function event/frontline system depends on both the initiators and the
additional system failures or successes in a particular accident sequence. Hence, different
definitions of success criteria and boundary conditions are identified accordingly for the
various frontline system fault tree modelling. The concept of small event tree and large fault
tree is adopted. To identify the dominant Common Cause Failure (CCF) vulnerabilities, a
detailed CCF analysis is carried out Appropriate human error probabilities are used after
giving due credit to performance shaping factors, emergency operating procedures and
O&Mchecklists. Plant specific failure parameters are computed and Bayesian technique is
used to calculate the posterior values. Subsequent to accident sequence quantification,
importance analysis is carried out to determine the important accident sequences, system
failures, component failures and human errors. It was observed that inspite of high
frequency cf grid disturbances, the onsite power supply (we have three Diesel Generators
and one Diesel Generator is sufficient to cater to safety loads) is highly reliable and the
frequency of core damage /Station Blackout is very low.

INTRODUCTION

Kakrapar Atomic Power Station is a twin unit NPP based on PHWRs with 2 x 200
MWe capacity. These units are connected to 220 KV electrical transmission system operated
by the Gujrat State Electricity Board The Station is located around Kakrapar kftbank canal 29
KM downstream of Ukai Dam on Tapi river in Gujrat, India. The reactor is of pressurized
heavy water type using heavy water moderator and coolant and natural uranium dioxide as
fueL As a part of the Level-1 PSA of KAPS event tree analysis is taken up for the initiating
event involving offsite power supply failure resulting due to grid disturbance, to analyze the
various event sequences, Station Blackout is one of the scenarios analysed in this event tree.
The existing scheme of Class-IV power supply and Class-Hi power supplies shown in
Figure-1.
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EVENT TREE DEVELOPMENT

The concept of small event tree and large fault tree is followed in the present event tree
analysis. The front line system fault tree models include relevant support systems with suitable
boundaries and human actions. A recovery possibility is also calculated for the ability to
restore offsite and onsite power supply to the Station loads as recommended in IAEA TEC
DOC-593. During SBO, it is assumed that unavailability of PHT pressure control system
does not result in any voiding beyond limits that could affect mermosyphon cooling of PHT
system. Also, loss of coolant (process water) to Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Systems is not
expected to lead to any core damage (Refer Figure-2). These assumptions are based on detailed
thermal-hydraulic heat transfer calculation. Associated with some of the end-states in the
event tree is a certain level of fuel damage resulting from the postulated failure modes based
on general fuel cooling characteristics of each individual sequence of events, safe or unsafe
consequences are identified.

FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

The methodology for performing and documenting Reliability Analysis has been
standardized and guidelines are prepared for conducting, manipulating and quantifying fault
trees in line with NUREG-0492. Once the fault trees are developed system important analysis
is carried out using generic data to identify the basic events that have significant impact on the
top event Subsequently, failure data on these selected components is then collected from the
Site records. Baysian technique is used to calculate the Posterior failure data. Common Cause
Failure analysis is based on the most recent efforts of NUREG/CR-5801. The screening
(Phase-I) and Qualitative (Phase-II) of CCF analysis have been included as part of system fault
trees. The more detailed study on Phase-II and Phase-in (Quantitative) analysis for a-factor
model were carried out for Class-ID P/S system based on specific failure data. However, in the
absence of broad data it is difficult to use the a-factor models recommended in
NUREG/CR/5801.

Human error probabilities are considered after giving due credit to Emergency
Operating Procedures (EOP) and Testing/Maintenance Procedures. Human Cognitive
Reliability Model from IAEA-TECDOC-592 is used for quantifying Human Error
Probabilities.

IE FREQUENCY

Plant Specific Class-IV power supply failure data for twelve reactor years of KAPS
operation is used for calculating Initiating Event Frequency.

STATION BLACKOUT SCENARIO

After a Class-IV failure if Class-HI is not available, a Station Blackout Scenario will
have to be handled. During the Blackout, PHT System forced circulation will be lost and is
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initially provided by coastdown of pump flywheels, followed by mermo-syphoning. Also, PHT
pressuring pumps and auxiliary boiler feed pumps will not be available. FM supply pumps
which are on Class-JI supply may continue to operate if already operating, but will not start.
On the secondary side, the water inventory of steam generators provide heat sink capability for
a limited period by blowing steam through SDVs. The Secondary Steam Relief System is
required to be initiated in its crash cooldown mode manually within first few minutes for the
decay heat removal using the SG inventory. Boilers get depressurized permitting the injection
of fire water. If Class-DI power supply is not recovered (extended blackout scenario) fire
water addition to steam generators should be continued. The event tree is drawn in the Risk
Spectrum package and all the relevant top gates of mitigating system fault trees are connected
accordingly.

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Station blackout scenario has the frequency of 5.00 E-04 event per year. This sequence
represents the simultaneous failure of Class-TV and Class-in power supplies. However,
functions like loss of decay heat removal and maintaining reactor in subcritical state are
available. The dominant cutsets include CCF of Class-El isolation circuit breakers. Importance
analysis is carried out and all the minimal cutsets are numerically ranked. First few dominant
cutsets are :-

No.

1

2

3

4

5

Frequency

Z447E-04

9.229E-06

9.229E-06

9.229E-06

9.22.9E-06

%

48.98

1.85

1.85

1.85

1.85

Q

2.670E+00
2.680E-01
3.420E-04
2.670E+00
2.680E-01
3.591E-03
3.591E-03
2.670E+00
2.680E-01
3.591E-03
3.591E-03
Z670E+00
2.680E401
3.591E-03
3.591E-03
2.670E+00
2.680E-01
3.591E-03
3.591E-03

Event

CLIV
CL3RC
CL3S-CBISO-CCF-ALL
CLIV
CL3RC
CL3S-CB365-FTO
CL3S-HS7546ON-FL
CLIV
CL3RC
CL3S-HS7546ON-FL
CL3S-HS7547ON-FL
CLIV
CL3RC
CL3S-CB358-FTO
CL3S-HS7547ON-FL
CLIV
CL3RC
CL3S-CB366-FTO
CL3S-HS7548ON-FL

Description

Basic event
CL-III recovery probability
Isolation CKT.BKR.s Ml to pen due to CCF.
Basic Event.
CL-III recovery probability.
Failure of CB-365 to (rip or its lock out relay actuates.
EMTR HS-7546 for Bus-D fails to be in on position.
Basic Event
Cl-in recovery probability.
EMTR HS-7546 forBus-D finis to be in on position.
EMTR HS-7547 for Bns-E foils to be in on position.
Basic Event
Cl-III recovery probability.
Failure of CB-358 to trip or its lock out relay actuates.
EMTR HS-7547 for Bu»-E faus to be in on position.
Bask Event.
Cl-III recovery probability.
Failure of CB-358 to trip or its lock out relay actuates.
EMTR HS-7546 for Bus-D fails to be in on position.

The two most important unsafe consequences during SBO which can affect core
cooling process are Class-m.SSR2 (crash cooldown) and Class~in.FFW2 (Fire Fighting
Water). They are also quantified during analysis and there frequencies are found to be
7.69E-07 events per year and 1.86E-07 events per year. Considerable low frequency
values of these two unsafe events reflects a low core damage probability during Station
blackout scenario.
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C-.V EVENT TREE FOR CLASS-IV POWER SUPPLY FAILURE INITIATING EVENT

d
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Freq. Conseq. Code

SAFE

SAFE

UNSAFE

SAFE

SAFE

UNSAFE

SArE

SAFE

UNSAFE

UNSAFE

SAFE

SAFE

UNSAFE

UNSAFE

SAFE

SAFE

UNSAFE

SAFE

SAFE

UNSAFE

SAFE

UNSAFE

UNSAFE

UNSAFE

UNSAFE

UNSAFE

ALPAS

ALPAS-GRABS

ABFWS
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CL-IM-FFW2

CL-III-SSR2

SSR1

RPS

Standard graphical report tor Event tree \ v.
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Abstract

The events in the nuclear industry are investigated from the license point of view and from the regulatory side
too. It is well known the importance of the event investigation. One of the main goals of such investigation is to
prevent the circumstances leading to the event and the consequences of the event. The protection of the nuclear
workersagainst nuclear hazard, and the protection of general public against dangerous effects of an event could
be achieved by systematic approach to the event investigation. Both, the nuclear safety regulatory body and the
licensee shall ensure that operational significant events are investigated in a systematic and technically sound
manner to gather information pertaining to the probable causes of the event. One of the results should be
appropriate feedback regarding the lessons of the experience to the regulatory body, nuclear industry and
general public.
In the present paper a general description of systematic approach to the event investigation is presented.
The systematic approach to the event investigation works best where cooperation is present among the different
divisions of the nuclear facility or regulatory body. By involving management and supervisors the safety office
can usually improve their efforts in the whole process. The end result shall be a program which serves to
prevent events and reduce the time and efforts solving the root cause which initiated each event.
Selection of the proper method for the investigation and an adequate review of the findings and conclusions
lead to the higher level of the overall nuclear safety.

I. Introduction

General nuclear safety should be defined in such manner that individuals, society and
environment have to be protected by establishing and maintaining in nuclear power plants an
effective defence against radiological hazard.
Nuclear safety important event should be defined as any event, that leads or could lead to the
potential radiological hazard for individuals, society or environment; or could lead to the
situation, that could cause it.
Legislative basis [1] have established general rules, in prescriptive manner, how to achieve
this goal. Defence in depth is usually described as the combination of:
• conservative design
• appropriate surveillance of systems, structures and components
• mitigation measures
• safety culture that strengthen the successive protection measures against nuclear

significant events.
The nuclear safety events in the nuclear industry are investigated from the license point of
view and from the regulatory side too.
All nuclear safety important events shall be:
• identified trough appropriate systematic investigation
• assessed with appropriate methods
• systematic root cause analyze shall be made
• appropriate corrective actions and measures shall be taken
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All above mentioned actions shall be reported to the nuclear safety regulatory administration
in the time frame and with the content, as it is prescribed in legislation. Recently issued
guidelines [2] describe into detail criteria for the reporting of the evens, also in the form of so
called "Licensee Event Report". There is a lot of clarification, what sort of events shall be
reported to the regulatory body and in what time frame. Generally, the relaxation about event
nature, which has to be reported is made and the time period for reporting was prolonged.
The inspectors for radiological and nuclear safety have the possibility to investigate into more
details facts and circumstances leading to the event, as well as reviewing the findings and
conclusions.
In all states with commercial nuclear energy program specific safety regimes, conventions
and treaties are established. Detailed safety recommendations for different areas of managing
nuclear energy are developed, issued in various safety publications, safety services and
information systems, like PRIS ("Power Reactor Information System"), IRS ("Incident
Investigation System") and INES ("Incident reporting System") [4]. All these bases should be
treated as a basis of information and rules, entering the systematic investigation action.

2. The event investigation process

It ensures, that safety significant events are investigated in a systematic and technically sound
manner to gather information related to the probable causes of the events. The investigation
should provide appropriate feedback regarding the experience obtained.
The overall goals of the event investigation process are:
• to promote the public safety by reducing the potential for severe accidents
• to assure complete understanding of the technical and regulatory issues, related to the

event

The simplified flow chart of the investigation process is shown on Figure

COLLECT FACTS

WITNESSING

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE

DRAWINGS AND
DIAGRAMS

RECORDS AND
DOCUMENTATION

PHOTOGRAPHY

SAMPLES

INTERVIEWS

OTHER FORMS OF FACTS

ANALYZE FACTS

FINDINGS , CAUSES

DRAW CONCLUSIONS

CASUAL FACTORS
FAULT TREE
RISK ASSESSMENT
TIME SEQUENCE
ANALYZIS
HUMAN FACTOR
HAZARD BARRIER
NEW ANALYZE METHOD

INTEGRATE EVIDENCE

ASSESS CONCLUSIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS

ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN

1'igure 1

Usually, the investigation team has such above described investigation process structured
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more in details. However, the nuclear world has developed several specific guidelines and
procedures, how to investigate safety significant events. For the root cause determination
special techniques and methods are developed and could be treated as an integral part of the
overall event investigation.

3. Systematic approach

Systematic approach means a full set of organizational and other measures that ensures
efficiency of the investigation. Typical steps in such process are well developed [3]:
• initiation of the investigation: reaction on event information, team staff members

selection
• conduct investigation: plan of the investigation, managing different planned phases of

investigation
• investigative questions and different phases relationship: selected, to the investigation

goal oriented questions, to recognize the relation between different phases of the event
• investigation activities flow chart: systematic hierarchy of planned activities
• proper managing of the investigation: managing of the investigation in a effective way
• collection of the information: selection the amount of information, determination of

importance
• experts involvement: in special cases and early enough
• evidence sources and forms of fragility: list the evidence of material and weaknesses

determination
• physical evidence tagging: in special cases, when necessary and appropriate
• sketch of significant locations: useful when more locations were involved
• photographic log sheet: necessary when reconstruction of the event is more complex

4. Facts analysis

The basic questions asked before fact analysis, related to the event are: who was involved into
event, what happened (the level of significance), when happened and where happened. With
the help of partial or full answers on these questions obtained on the systematic way
described in chapter 3., the analysis can start.
With all information related to the event collected, careful and complete analysis can start, to
determine the potential causes of the event. During the analysis phase of the investigation the
combined knowledge shall be fully utilized and also the experience from all members of the
investigation team and if necessary, experts opinion.
Analysis is an ongoing process, with multiple iterative cycles, specially, when clear results
are not obtained in early phase yet.
Analyzing facts, following methods should be used [3]:
• casual factors analysis
• fault tree analysis
• d i fferent type of analysis
• human error analysis
• energy barrier analysis
• MORT ("Management Oversight and Risk Tree") analysis in case of complex event
• other specially case specific methods
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Between analyzed fact the investigation team shall find the correlation, which can be
multiple, complimentary or cross validated. The use of logic symbols during the analysis
phase is strongly recommended due to the fact of transparency.

5. Review of the findings
After collection of all findings the systematic review is necessary. As a result the
investigation report in concise form of reporting shall be issued. The usual parts of such
report are: summary, facts of the investigation, conclusions and recommendations with short
description of actions to be taken.
Special care shall be taken during the process of findings review to avoid misleading
conclusions and even actions. Evidence sources shall be separately reviewed in the manner,
what was the evidence source ( human, physical, procedural) and what was its form of
fragility. Time frame of the event with emphasis on action time of personnel and equipment
should be treated separately to obtain information about unusual discrepancy. It is essential
that the investigators deep as possible investigate the event and assess the circumstances and
conditions creating the event. Effectiveness of the findings review is shown, for example,
with determination of existence of contributing causative factors, like energy conditions,
failed barriers, systematic errors or misleading conclusions.
Final goal is to arrive at the causes of an event and to establish appropriate remedial
measures.

6. Conclusions
Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA) inspection division is often involved into
event investigation. During regular inspections, SNSA inspectors have to act as inspection
team on the way, described in present article. All phases of the investigation are not executed
in described broad scope, but inspection division effort regarding safety significant events
investigation in the described manner will be more efficient. Experience gained during past
years are good bases for future improvement of inspection division work. Detailed
investigation of the events, like steam generator leakage, main steam isolation valve failure,
different instrumentation related events etc. showed, that more intensive and systematic
approach to the event evaluation is needed. Experts opinion often clarifies findings.
Additional training, specially related to the described systematic approach is planned in
SNSA. Cooperation with nuclear power plant internal evaluation and assessment groups is
necessary, but independent investigation is required from regulatory point of view. The result
are presented to the power plant management and are the basis for future enforcement actions.
Experience showed, that mainly nuclear power plant personnel arrest the investigation of the
events on a certain level, due to the lack of personnel or available time lack. It is often worth-
wile to spent more time on the event investigation due to the reason that more detailed
investigation generally leads to the conclusions, which could prevent future similar events or
to prevent other ones.
The use of accessible event data bases could lead to more intensive investigation and this
speed up the whole process of investigation but is not enough. By the investigation team
developed analytical approach, specific for each case and investigation prepared with the
general tools and methods described above, will result in usable results.
Selection of the proper method for the investigation and an adequate review of the findings
and conclusions lead to the higher level of the overall nuclear safety.
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ABSTRACT - The use of best estimate codes for safely analysis requires quantification of the uncertainties.

These uncertainties are inherently linked to the chosen safety analysis methodology. Worldwide, various

methods were proposed for this quantification. The purpose of this paper was to identify the needs of the Code

Scaling, Applicability, and Uncertainty (CSAU) methodology and then to answer the needs. The specific

procedural steps were combined from other methods for uncertainty evaluation and new tools and procedures

were proposed.

The uncertainty analysis approach and tools were then utilized for confirmatory study. The uncertainty

was quantified for the RELAP5/MOD3.2 thermalhydraulic computer code. The results of the adapted CSAU

approach to the small-break loss-of-coolant accident (SB LOCA) show that the adapted CSAU can be used for

any thermal-hydraulic safety analysis with uncertainty evaluation. However, it was indicated that there are still

some limitations in the CSAU approach that need to be resolved.

1. Introduction

After revision to acceptance criteria on Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) by
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (US NRC) the use of best estimate codes for
safety analysis requires quantification of the uncertainties. The Code Scaling, Applicability and
Uncertainty (CSAU) method was developed. In this pioneering study of quantifying the safety
margins of best estimate code [1] the response surface was used for the uncertainty evaluation
of the peak cladding temperature during large-break loss of coolant accident (LB LOCA).
Because recognizing the far reaching impact of this US regulatory decision on future
developments in this field an international open discussion was held. The letters with comments
were published in journal Nuclear Engineering and Design (NED) [2].

Since that time several applications of the CSAU method were done trying to resolve
the identified shortcomings of the method. First application to a small-break (SB) LOCA [3]
was done in 1992. To show the practicality best estimate analysis for LB LOCA was
performed [4] closely as possible following the CSAU methodology [1]. The analysis
demonstrated that the CSAU methodology could be applied to an individual plant.

In 1996, the US NRC approved a methodology, based on the CSAU, developed by
Westinghouse [5]. They applied the methodology to the large break LOCA. This application
demonstrates that the CSAU methodology is a practical methodology, suitable for safety
analysis of loss of coolant accidents.
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In 1998, a tool for continuous uncertainty evaluation of transient predictions was
developed [6]. Then the uncertainty of SB LOCA analysis was quantified following CSAU
methodology and using the tool for uncertainty evaluation [7]. A new, innovative approach
designed to eliminate considerable resources to evaluate important parameter uncertainties, to
replace response surface functions with Latin hypercube sampling [8] and to be automated was
proposed when using an advanced thermal-hydraulic code such as RELAP5-3D. This impacts
several steps of the original CSAU. However, the method and code were not yet applied.

This paper presents an example how to eliminate some shortcomings of the original
CSAU and to make it more practical for application to any thermal-hydraulic code and
transient. At the end the confirmatory application of adapted CSAU to a SB LOCA is
presented.

2. Identified needs of the CSAU method

The initial critique perceived for development of the CSAU method was that published
in the. journal NED [2]. The comments addressed mainly the needs of the CSAU method,
which is shown in Figure 1. It was indicated that more-severe plant status (i,-e. critical accident)
would be required (step 1). The application of the CSAU method requires also some
improvement to the way in which uncertainties are combined, in particular addressing the issue
of engineering judgement. Ever better would be, if the method could be developed further that
its application would not need the involvement of a group of experienced people (step 3). The
next step to be further improved is development of nodalization (step 8). There is also a need
how to take into account the user effects and effect of nodalization. The practicality of the
method was also questioned. The CSAU method should be applicable to small-break LOCA
and other transients. The better solution should be found to overcome the limitations due to
computational time economy. Namely, the number of sensitivity runs is not systematically
justified (step 12). The critique was perceived also for the use of biases and that the physics of
problem is non-linear therefore regression analysis will probably not be a good fit (step 13).
Application to other type of transients would require a method to evaluate uncertainties of
calculated continuous-valued parameters (continuous functions of time) like water inventories
and mass flows. In spite of the critique perceived the general conclusion was that the
development of the CSAU methodology is a very important step in an effort to find a practical
way to quantify the uncertainties associated with best estimate light water reactor safety
assessment.

Later new methodologies emerged and were compared [9, 10, 11] for code uncertainty
assessment. For the CSAU method the need for continuos-valued parameters was again
reported [10]: "no continuous-valued parameter was chosen in this or any other case,
indicating the inability to determine uncertainties for such parameters. Restriction to single-
valued parameters, or only one or two of them, may oversimplify the problems and lead to
wrong conclusions." It was shown [11] that among the most important methods only the
CSAU method has no feature "continuous-valued output parameters".

3. Answer to the needs

The CSAU methodology, shown in Figure 1, consists of three elements subdivided into
14 specific procedural steps. In the paper some specific procedural steps were combined from
other methods for uncertainty evaluation and new tools and procedures were proposed.
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Figure 1: Code scaling, applicability and uncertainty (CSAU) evaluation methodology

Namely, the specific procedural steps prescribe what and why has to be done while the
user selects the tools and decides how to perform these steps. The original steps of the CSAU,
adapted in the frame of this study, are shaded. These steps are 1, 3, 8, 12 and 13. The changes
and/or modifications are described in the paragraphs below.
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Specify scenario (step 1): For a small-break loss-of-coolant accident the procedure to select
the critical scenario was proposed. During the discussions within the Committee on the Safety
of Nuclear Installations (CSNI), Principal Working Group 2 (PWG2), critical comments were
made with regard to a SB LOCA study performed in 1992 [3]. It was suggested that a more
challenging SB LOCA case should be analyzed in future studies. In ref. [11] dealing with an
overview of the methods, one of the issues for future discussion and investigation was also
identification of critical transients. Therefore, a procedure for selecting a critical enough
scenario was developed.

The proposed procedure to select the critical scenario is the following: First the
scenarios assumed to be critical are identified. For SB LOCA the critical transient was defined
as a transient where core heatup occurs before core melt and many phenomena are involved.
Then the flow regimes and heat transfer regimes calculated with best estimate code are
observed in the main components of the nuclear power plant. In the case of RELAP5/MOD3.2
the flow regimes are: bubbly, slug, annular mist, mist pre-CHF, mist, mist post-CHF,
horizontal stratified and vertical stratified flow. The heat transfer regimes are condensation,
liquid convection, nucleate boiling and post-critical heat flux.

Then phenomena, which occur in the candidate scenarios, are observed. Finally, the
parameters characterizing the plant status of the PWR are compared to select the critical
scenario. The following six parameters are considered sufficient to characterize plant status
[12]: reactor power, primary and secondary pressure, inventory in the primary system, cladding
temperature in the middle part of the core and steam generator level.

Identify and rank phenomena - PIRT (step 3): Another proposal was done for step 3 of
CSAU method to use a conventional classification [13], in which phenomena are considered on
a larger scale, for phenomena identification. In OECD/CSNI report a total of 67
thermalhydraulic phenomena of interest in light water reactor LOCA and transient analysis
were identified and characterized with respect to nuclear reactor safety. These 67 identified
phenomena formed the first basis for a more detailed list of relevant phenomena. It was
proposed to identify the dominant basic phenomena during selected scenario based on
OECD/CSNI phenomena list, engineering judgments, a review of relevant literature and earlier
simulation results.

After phenomena identification, the plant is divided into components and appropriate
forms which list phenomena during each phase are created. These forms are submitted to the
experts which had to rate phenomena by assigning grades from 1 (lowest importance) to 10
(highest importance), for each component in which phenomenon occurs. The criterion is the
importance with respect to nuclear safety. The plant components are then ranked according to
the three different criteria:

• by sum of the grades over all phenomena,
• by number of phenomena, which occur in the component,
• by average grade per phenomenon.

The ranks are then added up, and components are ranked according to the sum of
ranks. Final ranking of phenomena is done by weighting the average grade by a factor which
takes into account the final rank of plant component. The weighting factors (wy) are defined as:

wf = \-(0.05'(r-l)) (1)

where r represents the rank of the plant component. In this way, the influence of other
phenomena, which occur at the same time and in the same plant component as phenomenon
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under consideration, is taken into account. An overall PIRT is obtained by calculating the mean
value of average grades in selected phases of scenario. For more details refer to [14].

Define nodalization for nuclear power plant (NPP) calculations (step 8): Further proposal
is in step 8 of CSAU to use tools and criteria for nodalization qualification, suggested by the
UMAE method [15]. The CSAU process dictates that the plant model should be nodalized in
enough detail to capture the important phenomena and design characteristics. To choose the
nodalization, code calculations using plant nodalization are compared with separate effects
tests (SETs) and integral effects tests (IETs). If nodalization change is needed, after
nodalization changes new calculations are performed and compared with SETs and IETs. This
process is iterative until the desired nodalization is set. It was recommended by Technical
Program Group (TPG) [1] that the preferred path is to establish a standard NPP nodalization
for the subsequent analysis since quantification of nodalization uncertainty can be very costly
and is very user-dependent [16].

The proposal is to use standard input deck (or develop a new one) and to avoid
subjectivity [16], the input deck to qualify according to the procedure determined by the
UMAE method [15]. This procedure consists of two stages, steady state and transient
qualification.

A nodalization can be considered qualified when it has geometrical fidelity, is
reproducing the nominal measured steady-state condition of the plant and shows satisfactory
behavior in time-dependent conditions. Both qualitative and quantitative criteria must be
fulfilled to qualify the steady state. The following qualitative criteria must be met:

• Geometrical fidelity
• Materials fidelity
• The nodalization is, in principle, suitable for any transient.
• Logics of normal and "off-normal" operating systems are included.
• All available boundary conditions are included.
• Code user is qualified.
• Code documentation is carefully followed.
Quantitative steady-state criteria consist of criteria for nodalization development,

acceptability of the nodalization as an input deck (nodalization level) and a calculated steady
state. For 14 groups, the parameters must be stable within an inherent drift smaller than 1% per
100 seconds.

The transient qualification is... done by qualifying the subsystem models with data
measured at the plant during surveillance tests or during operational (startup) transients and
with transients from integral test facilities. The code predictions are compared to the scaled up
experimental data using a method based on the fast Fourier transform, described in ref. [17].

Perform NPP sensitivity calculations (step 12): The sensitivity calculations are divided into
groups. When calculations for the first group are known the second group is calculated. For
each group the mean value and 95th percentile value of the most important safety parameter is
preliminarily calculated to see how the number of selected calculations influenced the safety
parameter (for example peak cladding temperature). When the values converge with increasing
number of calculations, we can stop calculations. Larger number of best estimate code
calculations can increase the confidence level. Typically in an actual NPP uncertainty study it is
likely more than 50 simulations would be performed. Doubling the number of calculations
would probably not contribute much to the final result compared to the costs. However, the
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more calculations are performed, the more information can be statistically obtained from the
calculations, thereby increasing the confidence level of the results.

Combine biases and uncertainties (step 13): A new tool called optimal statistical estimator
was developed and demonstrated for response surface generation of complex and non-linear
phenomena for single value and continues-valued parameters. The optimal statistical estimator
(OSE) is expressed as a linear combination of code calculated output values and coefficients
representing the similarity between the code and a given input dafa. This linear combination is
used to replace the code-calculated value when Monte Carlo method is used to generate an
approximate distribution that characterizes uncertainty in a certain parameter.

When comparing the OSE to the regression analysis, we found that for the regression
analysis with the polynomial the amount of data is prescribed while in the OSE more data mean
more information that can be extracted. When comparing the nature of the phenomena the
advantage of OSE with respect to the regression analysis, is in its ability to predict very
complex and highly non-linear fijnctions. Finally, the algorithm for OSE is suitable for
computer automation, while for regression analysis statistical packages are used. These
findings suggest that optimal statistical estimator can be used for response surface generation
of any safety or system parameter in the thermal-hydraulic safety analyses with uncertainty
evaluation. The optimal statistical estimator is expressed as a linear combination of code
calculated output vector Ha and non-linear coefficients Cn:

fmHm, (2)
n=l

where N is the number of calculations with the best estimate code and G is vector of input
uncertainty parameters. The OSE is described in detail in ref. [6].

4. Confirmatory application of the adapted CSAU to SB LOCA

In the confirmatory study the steps proposed to be modified and/or new tools
developed were implemented for uncertainty evaluation. For a critical scenario a small-break
loss-of-coolant accident with 5.08 cm break in cold leg was selected from a spectrum of break
sizes by observing flow regimes and heat transfer regimes, phenomena and parameters
characterizing the plant status.

The best estimate RELAP5/MOD3.2 thermalhydraulic code was selected for analysis.
To avoid subjectivity, the standard input deck was qualified according to the procedure
determined by the UMAE method for steady state and transient qualification [15].

The response surface was generated by optimal statistical estimator and Monte Carlo
method. In total 59 calculations were performed using qualified nodalization. Based on
phenomena identification important phenomena were selected through the PIRT process. The
uncertainty ranges and distributions were based on the results from the literature. In total five
input uncertainty parameters were selected, while for output uncertainty parameters nine
system and safety continues-valued output parameters were chosen with additional three single
safety parameters: peak cladding temperature (PCT), severity of the accident (S) and time of
PCT occurrence (/per) For comparison the results obtained by regression analysis and OSE,
the probability statement for single value safety parameters is presented in Table 1. The quality
of the fit is determined by a coefficient of determination (R2) and root mean square error.
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Table 1: Probability statement for selected safety parameters.

Safety parameter

PCT (regression)

PCT(OSE)

5' (regression)

S (OSE)

P̂CT (regression)

fpcx (OSE)

5th

percentile
value

1041.2 K

1029.1 K

21.88 m-s

21.63 m-s

1127 s

1098 s

mean
value

1079.3 K

1085.3 K

24.01 m-s

24.49 m-s

1222 s

1216 s

95(h percentile
value

1122.9 K

1157.3 K
26.37 m-s

27.62 m-s

1342 s

1326 s

maximum
value

1173.6 K

1233.0 K

29.37 m-s

31.03 m-s

1580 s

1412s

R2

0.42

0.97

0.52

0.97

0.88

0.99

root mean square
error

37.5 K

1.6 K

1.67 m-s

0.08 m-s

33 s

I s

5. Results discussion

The application of the adapted CSAU showed that it can be applied to small-break
LOCA scenario. However, there are still some limitations in the CSAU approach that need to
be resolved. The main drawback in the practicality of the methodology is step 3, because the
process of phenomena identification and ranking is very time consuming and is relying on the
expert opinion and engineering judgement. The phenomena are connected among each other,
so when you rank one phenomenon you may rank more than one. Also a highly ranked
phenomenon might be very well calculated by the code giving low- contribution to the
uncertainty; as a contrary a low ranked phenomenon might be very badly calculated, having a
large impact on the resulting uncertainty. In the proposed statistical approach there is no
limitation to the number of input or output parameters. However, the number of input
parameters increases the number of code calculations needed. The problem of scaling effects
and additional margins were also not addressed but improvements are needed.

6. Conclusions

Based on the needs the adapted CSAU was proposed and new tools and procedures
were developed. The uncertainty analysis approach and tools were then utilized for
confirmatory study. The uncertainty was quantified for the RELAP5/MOD3.2 thermalhydraulic
computer code. The results of the adapted CSAU approach to the small-break loss-of-coolant
accident show that the adapted CSAU can be used for any thermal-hydraulic safety analysis
with uncertainty evaluation. The most important is improvement of the uncertainty analysis
part of the CSAU with developing the optimal statistical estimator for response surface
generation and introducing the nodalization qualification procedure developed by UMAE
method. However, it was indicated that there are still some limitations in the CSAU approach
that need to be resolved.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the part of the creation of the new Risk Spectrum Nuclear Power

Plant "Krsko" (NEK) Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) Project which sorts all NEK
Core Damage Sequences (CDSs) into clusters (bins, groups) that have the common
phenomenological and systemic response from the aspect of the required Containment
Systems. A single CDSs cluster is covered then with a single Bridge Tree (BT) which has
been developed for each of the defined CDSs clusters. In this way the complete set of the
NEK Individual Plant Examination Project Level 1 CDSs were propagated to the NEK Plant
Damage States (PDSs) and Level 2 assessment, what was not the current case. The existing
NEK PSA model Risk Spectrum was used in the course of the quantification process. The
comparison of the new quantified frequencies with the existing PDSs frequencies was
performed and the difference explained.

The project registered 50 CDSs clusters and therefore 50 BTs were modelled. They
ended up with 1462 Bridge Tree Sequences. The number of PDSs clusters after the
assignment of PDS to each BT sequence is 100. Total core damage frequency is 5.580 E-05.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Nuclear Power Plant "Krsko" (NEK) Individual Plant Examination Project (IPE)

Level 1 model quantification was based on the in part quantification of the total of the 184
Core Damage Sequences (CDSs) that were defined by the NEK IPE (Probabilistic Safety
Assessment) Event Tree (ET) logic model. Namely, the Level 2 quantification was based on
only 40 Dominant Core Damage Sequences (DCDSs) as an input to the NEK
specific/sequence specific Bridge Trees (BTs). These DCDSs were determined on the basis of
the NUREG-1335 defined criteria. The obtained Plant Damage States (PDSs) were then
grouped in two steps, using the prescribed, defined methodology, and naming convention and
rules that were applied in the process. The PDSs, with frequencies higher than cut-off value of
l.E-10/yr (314 sequences), were grouped and the process ended up with 41 PDSs clusters that
were used in the final quantification of the NEK Level 2 assessment. (Such an "optimisation"
of the Level 2 quantification in the NEK IPE (PSA) was necessary due to the applied process
of quantification and the available tools used at that time (Westinghouse PSA software
package). The mentioned tools were very time consuming and complex in the way of the
input/output file management and processing. As of that, the limited number of the sequences
(the 40 dominant CD input sequences) were used in the process of the quantification of Level
2 assessment. Even such limited number of dominant sequences ended up with the 1124 Plant
Damage State Sequences (PDSSs) and the quantification time longer than 24 hours, what was
considered as non-acceptable.) Therefore the goal of the new project, NEK 90 A, described in
this paper, was to sort all NEK IPE CDSs (184 of them) into clusters that have the common
phenomenological and systemic response from the aspect of the required Containment
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Systems (CSTs) response, modelled in the associated representative Bridge Tree (BT).
Such a CDSs cluster was covered with a single BT, which has been developed for each of the
defined CDSs clusters. The development of the representative cluster BT was based on the
response required and containment system function models for the NEK. The new developed
BTs were modelled in accordance with the given NEK IPE BT methodology, documented in
Ch. 15 of the IPE KRSKO Level 1 report [1], The Plant Damage State (PDS) was assigned to
each BT sequence per defined methodology, naming convention and given rules. (Each PDS
was defined and designated by six designators, Table 3-1.) In this way the complete set of the
NEK IPE Level 1 CDSs were propagated to the NEK PDSs and Level 2 assessment, what was
not the current case. The NEK PSA model Risk Spectrum (NEK 14A) was used in the course
of the quantification process. The comparison of the new quantified frequencies (NEK 90A)
with the existing PDS frequencies was performed and the differences explained.

The project registered 50 CDSs clusters and therefore 50 BTs were modelled. They
ended up with 1462 Bridge Tree Sequences. The number of PDSs clusters after the
assignment of PDS to each BT sequence is 100 (Table 3.2.). Total core damage frequency is
5.580 E-05.

2. GROUPING OF THE NEK IPE CDSs
The structure of the Nuclear Power Plant "Krsko" Individual Plant Examination Project

Level 1 is such that the Containment Heat Removal Systems are not included in the Core
Damage Sequences (CDSs) quantification. It was therefore necessary to employ Containment
Systems or Bridge Tree (BT) to complete the system probabilistic analysis and to define the
Plant Damage States (PDSs).

The Level 1 identifies a very large number of accident sequences, which lead to core
damage. It is neither practical nor necessary to treat each one of these individually (before the
quantification process) when accessing containment response and fission product release.
Whenever possible, the CDSs are therefore clustered together so that all accidents within a
given cluster can be treated as a separate unity for the purposes of BT analysis.

Appropriate core melt descriptors (time to core melt and Reactor Coolant System
pressure at Vessel Failure) and one identifier identify each CDS, Table 3.1.

All NPP "Krsko" CDSs, resulting from Event Tree Analysis [1], were sorted into
groups/clusters that have the same phenomenological and systemic response from the aspect
of the required CSTs response modelled in the associated BT.

The generic BT [1] checks operator action to depressurise the primary system before
vessel failure using the EOP FR.C-1 (In-Vessel Recovery or Primary Depressurisation,
/FRC1/), Reactor Containment Fan Coolers (RCFC), status of Low Pressure (Head) Safety
Injection and Recirculation (LPI, LPR), Containment Spray Injection and Recirculation (SPI,
SPR) and Containment Isolation (ISO) at vessel failure. The generic BT is then specialised for
specific cluster of CDSs. In performing this task the system dependencies for FR.C-1,
Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) and CHR status must be considered in the process of CDSs
clustering. The dependencies are the following (success or failure of engineered safeguards
such as high pressure or low pressure injection pumps is specified in the Level 1 Event
Trees):
Large LOCA: FRC1 is important for all Level 1 CDSs leading to high pressure core damage due to,
for example, the failure of high pressure injection or recirculation; the implementation of FRC 1 would
lead to in-vessel recovery or low pressure vessel failure, when the low pressure recirculation is
unavailable; FRC1 is not relevant for those Level 1 CDSs leading to low pressure vessel failure and
should be ignored in the specialization of the generic BT to the specific CDS BT; a CDS in which the
failure of low pressure recirculation is the cause of core melt implies that low pressure injection and
low pressure recirculation are unavailable in the BT; the failure of high pressure injection implies the
failure of high pressure recirculation; the failure of low pressure injection implies the failure of low
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pressure recirculation; the failure of high pressure recirculation also implies the failure of low pressure
recirculation because of the high level of dependency between the two modes of operation; however,
the failure of high pressure injection does not imply the failure of low pressure injection; the failure of
containment spray injection implies the failure of containment spray recirculation
Medium LOCA: a low pressure vessel failure only if the operator actions to depressurise the
primary system or cooldown using the secondary side succeeds; if auxiliary feedwater (AF1) is
unavailable the operator action (OP1) to depressurise the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) cannot
succeed; if OP1 is unavailable FRC1 is unavailable too
Small LOCA: a low pressure vessel failure only if the operator actions to depressurise the primary
system or cooldown using the secondary side succeeds; the failure of operator action to cooldown and
depressurize the RCS does not imply the failure of FRCI
Steam Generator Tube Rupture: the failure of operator action to cooldown and depressurise the
RCS (OD1) implies the unavailability of FRCI; the loss of the integrity of the ruptured SG (SSV)
means secondary valve stuck open and thus low pressure of RCS by definition; the failure of operator
action to cooldown and depressurise the RCS (EC3) does not imply the unavailability of FRCI
Reactor Vessel Failure: since Reactor Vessel Failure (VEF) is a massive breach of the RCS, core
damage (melt) will occur at low RCS pressure
Interfacing Systems LOCA: when interfacing systems LOCA event occurs, containment bypass is
assumed. Hence, with the exception RCFC, all other BT systems are not relevant."
Transient with Main Feedwater: the failure of operator action- Bleed and Feed (OFF) causes the
unavailability of FRCI
Transient without Main Feedwater: the failure of operator action- Bleed and Feed (OFF) causes
the unavailability of FRC1
Steam Line/Feedline Break: FRCI is unavailable in all BTs.
Loss of Offsite Power: the failure of charging pump operation (CH2) and component cooling to
RCP thermal barrier (CW2) implies loss of CCW which in turn implies safeguards pumps not
available (RCFC, LPI, SPI, LPR, SPRare not available in BT)
Station Blackout: FRCI is not available: time between core damage and vessel failure too short for
in-vessel recovery, or power recovery too late to prevent vessel failure, or the failure of operator action
to cooldown the RCS (OCD) cause the unavailability of FRCI
Anticipated Transient without Scram: grouping of ATWS CDSs for the further BT development
is based on four characteristic groups:

Group A CD sequences:
- 2, 4, 16, 8, 20 (after AFA failure)
- 7 , 19 (after PPR failure)
-6 , 18 (after LTS failure)

Group B CD sequences:
- 13, 25, 30 (after AFA failure)
- 12, 24, 29 (after PR1 failure)

Group C CD sequences:
- 11,23,28

Group D CD sequences:
- 9 , 2 1 , (after MRI success)
- 14,26,31

When RT (MRT or ORT) success or MRI
successfully initiated, and TT success (or not
relevant), and {AFA or PPR or LTS} failure, it is
assumed that there will be TEH CD without credit
for FRCI in BT.

After RT failure When TT success, and AFA or
PR1 failure, it is assumed that there will be
pressure peak over ASME limit C.

When TT success, after RT failure, and AFA and
PR1 success, but LTS failed it is assumed that
there will be pressure peak over ASME limit C.

When TT failed, after RT failed or after just
initial MRI success, it is assumed that there will
be pressure peak over ASME limit C.
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Loss of Essential Service Water System: the failure of operator action to cooldown the RCS
(RCD) causes the unavailability of FRC1
Loss of Component Cooling Water System: the failure of operator action to cooldown the RCS
(RCD) causes the unavailability of FRC1
Loss of a Vital DC Bus: the failure of operator action- Bleed and Feed (OFF) causes the
unavailability of FRC1
Loss of Instrument Air: the failure of charging pump operation (CH4) and component cooling to
RCP thermal barrier (CW1IA) implies loss of CCW which in turn implies safeguards pumps not
available (RCFC, LPI, SPI, LPR, SPR are not available in BT)

3. BRIDGE TREES AND PLANT DAMAGE STATES ANALYSIS
The assignment of the CDSs to PDS requires the sequence to be completed, i.e. to check

for the status of the containment systems at vessel failure as well as for the possible recovery
after core damage but before vessel failure. In order for the PSA to provide proper input to
accident strategies it is also necessary to check for operator action to depressurise the primary
system before vessel failure (using FRC1). The Bridge Tree was used to accomplish these
objectives [1].

The BTs were modeled in accordance with the given NEK IPE BT methodology,
documented in Ch. 15 of the IPE KRSKO Level 1 Report [1]. The PDS was assigned to each
BT sequence per defined methodology, naming convention and given rules documented in
Containment Event Tree Notebook- Part 3: MAAP Analysis [5], Table 3.1. In this way the
complete set of the NEK Level 1 CDSs were propagated to the NEK PDSs and Level 2
assessment.
Table 3.1. Final PDS designators

Designator position and name

1. Initiator

2. Time to core melt

3. RCS pressure at VF

4. ECCS status

5. CHR status

6. Containment status

Letter and description

A = large LOCA
S = small LOCA
T = transient
V = interfacing LOCA
W = SGTR (As agreed upon, the letter "W" stands for
descriptor "V2" used in [2].)
E = less than 4 hours
L = greater than 4 hours
H = high
L = low
R = recovery in vessel
N = no injection
B = injection before VF
A = injection after VF
N = no CHR available
Y = CHR available
N = initially intact
I = isolation failure
B = bypass

50 CDSs clusters were registered and therefore 50 BTs were modelled. They ended up
with 1462 Bridge Tree Sequences. (The results of one among them are illustrated in Figure
3.1.)
The number of PDSs clusters after the assignment of PDS to each BT sequence is 100 (Table
3.2.).
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BT AEH 01 Bridge Tree Description

This BT was not developed in IPE [1]. FRC1 is not available in BT since the auxiliary feedwater
(AF1) and the operator action (OP1) to depressurize the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) are
unavailable during accident progression (Medium LOCA Event). All other BT systems are available.
(MLO#6,7)

BT AEH 01

AEH0W19

AEH 01#20

AEH01#21

AEH 01«22

AEH 0 (#23

AEH01#24

AEH 01#25

AEH0W26

AEH 01#27

AEH01#28

AEH0W29

AEH01#30

AEH01831

AEH01#32

AEHO1S33

AEH01S34

AEH01#35

AEH0W36

Same BT for CD sequences:
90A MLO #6, 7

Figure 3.1. Bridge Tree BT AEH 01

POS Grouping Rule

IPE Existing POS

New POS

Unique PDSsfor Bridge Tree BTAEH 01
AEHAYN AEHBYN AEHNYN AEHANN AEHBNN AEHNNN
AEHAYI AEHBYI AEHNYI AEHANI AEHBNI AEHNNI
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Table 3.2. List of CD

States

AE high

AE l o w

AL high~

AL low

SE high

SE low

SL high

SL low

TE high

VL high

WE h i g h

WL h i g h

WL low

sequences states

# of CDs

2

3

24

2

4 8

14

22

6

44

1

9

5

2

tfofBTs

1

3

7

1

4

4

7

2

1 5

1

2

2

1

# of PDSs

24

8

2 2

26

1 8

4

10

Final # of PDSs

24

8

2 2

2 6

1 8

1

1

# of BT seq.

9 6

1 6 8

282

2 1 8

6 6 4

4

3 0

1 3 1 8 2 50 112 1 0 0

# of PDS if W and V PDS are collapsed in to two PDS (WUUUUB, and VXXXXB): 100
# of PDS if W and V PDS are collapsed in to five PDS (WEHUUB, WLHUUB, WLLUUB, VLHXXB, and VLLXXB):

14 62

103

4. QUANTIFICATION RESULTS SUMMARY
The NEK PSA model NEK14A was used as a base for the resulting Risk Spectrum

model NEK90A in the course of the PDSs quantification process. Here is an example of the
results and the explanation for differences.

Table 4.2. List of Plant Damage States resulting from all Bridge Trees

PDS Group'

AEHANI

AEHAYI

AELBNI

AELNNI

AELNYN

ALHBYN

ALLBNN

ALLBYI

SEHANN

NEK
90A#*

78

43

30

75

64

24

48

12

32

NEK90A
Freq.*

0.000E+00

1.131E-08

6.839E-08

3.480E-12

9.925E-11

1.246E-07

4.810E-09

1.034E-06

6.569E-08

IPE#*

. 3.0

28

41

36

11

35

NEK14A
Freq. *

4.024E-08

6.834E-08

9.010E-11

7.860E-09

1.004E-06

4.337E-09

ANEK
90A-14A*

-2.893E-08

5.000E-11

9.150E-12

1.167E-07

3.050E-08

6.135E-08

%NEK
90A-14A*

-72%

0%

10%

1485%

3%

1415%

#BTs*

3

9

6

3

3

2 1

2 1

2 1

15

Remark*

Rem. 1

Rem. 0

Rem. 2

Rem. 3
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* Tables Legend: PDS Group* Plant Damage State Group created according to final designation rules.

NEK 90A #* Sequential number for PDS in the NEK 90A model based on frequency.

NEK90A Freq. ' PDS frequency in the NEK 90A model.

IPE #* Sequential number for PDS in the IPE model based on frequency.

NEK14A Freq.' PDS frequency in the NEK 14A model.

ANEK 90A-14A* Difference between frequency in the NEK 90A and NEK14A model.

%NEK 90A-14A' Percentage difference between frequency in the NEK 90A and NEK14A model.

#BTs' Number of Bridge Trees sequences contributing to the respected PDS.

Remark for PDS frequency difference between NEK90A and NEK14A Risk Spectrum models:
It is clear that ail increased PDS frequencies are resulting from increased number of CD

sequences propagated through BT in the NEK90A model comparing to the NEK14A model.
There are also couple of cases where new result is smaller then before. This is actually result
of some changes/correction in the NEK90A model comparing to the NEK14A model.

Rem. 0 Result difference around or smaller then 10% is not specially commented.
Rem. 1 The negative difference results from the following:

In the IPE these PDSs result from Reactor Vessel Failure Event BT because IPE mistakenly
designated the core damage sequence VEF#1 as liigh. However, Reactor Vessel Failure Event is a
massive breach of the RCS and core damage (melt) will occur at low RCS pressure. In the NEK
90A this event is therefore treated as large LOCA event in the category of low-pressure events,
and the observed PDSs result from BT AEH 01 (MLO#6, 7) and that fact is the origin of the
difference in calculations.

Rem. 2 In the NEK14 A this PDS results from 1 CDS. In die NEK90A from 22 CDSs.
Rem. 3 In the NEK14A these PDSs result from 5 CDSs. In the NEK90A from 47 CDSs.
Rem. 4 The negative difference results from the following:

IPE mistakenly treated the core damage sequence SBO#2 as high. It is low and therefore it must
be treated in the category of low-pressure events.

Rem. 5 In the NEK 14A these PDSs result from 7 CDSs. In the NEK90A from 17 CDSs.
Rem. 6 In die NEK14A these PDSs result from 2 CDSs. In die NEK90A from 4 CDSs.
Rem. 7 In die NEK 14A these PDSs result from 1 CDS. In die NEK90A from 12 CDSs.
Rem. 8 In die NEK14A this PDS results from 2 CDSs. In die NEK90A from 8 CDSs.
Rem. 9 In die NEK14A this PDS results from 2 CDSs. In die NEK90A from 8 CDSs.
Rem. 10 In die NEK14A this PDS results from 2 CDSs. In the NEK90A from 3 CDSs. Issue related to

change of CD sequence CCW#11 designation (see Rem.#l 1) is also relevant for this PDS.
Rem. 11 The negative difference results from the following:

IPE mistakenly treated die core damage sequence CCW#11 as TEL (Transient Early Low) event
state. This CD sequence should be treated as SLL (Small LOCA Low).

Rem. 12 In die NEK14A these PDSs result from 2 CDSs. In die NEK90A from 6 CDSs.
Rem. 13 In die NEK14A these PDSs result from 1 CDSs. In die NEK90 A from 7 CDSs. Compared PDS

frequencies are with included CD SGR#11 correction [ 1],
Brief comparison of the total results between NEK14A and NEK90A reveals that total CD
frequency from NEK90A model is 8% increased comparing to model NEK14A. This increase
is mainly coming from the fact that in the model NEK90A we are calculating result with
complete number of CD sequences comparing to the model NEK14A where only 40 CD
sequences are included. Final number of PDSs in theNEK90A model is 100, and that is more
than double comparing to the NEK14A model. In this case increase is mainly induced from
the fact that new model is accounting for all BT sequences. In another words if the NEK 14 A
model did not applied cut-off criteria (1.0E-10) final number in the IPE analysis would be 84
instead 41. That also means if this cut-off is applied to the model NEK90A number of PDS
would be reduced to 70.
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5. CONCLUSION
The structure of the Nuclear Power Plant "Krsko" Individual Plant Examination Project

(IPE) Level 1 is such that the Containment Heat Removal Systems are not included in the
Core Damage Sequences (CDSs) quantification. It was therefore necessary to employ
Containment Systems or Bridge Tree (BT) to complete the system probabilistic analysis and to
define the Plant Damage States (PDSs).

IPE model quantification was based on the in part quantification of the total of the 184
Core Damage Sequences (CDSs) that were defined by the IPE Event Tree logic model.
Namely, the Level 2 quantification was based on the 40 Dominant Core Damage Sequences
(DCDSs) as an input to the NEK specific/sequence specific Bridge Trees (BTs). These
DCDSs were determined on the basis of the NUREG-1335 defined criteria. The obtained
PDSs were then grouped in two steps using the prescribed, defined methodology, and naming
convention and rules that were applied in the process. The PDSs, with frequencies higher than
cut-off value of l.E-10/yr (314 sequences), were grouped and the process ended up with 41
PDSs clusters, that were used in the final quantification of the NEK Level 2 assessment.

The project, NEK90A, sorts all NEK IPE CDSs (184 of them) into the clusters that have
the common phenomenological and systemic response from the aspect of the required
Containment Systems response, modelled in the associated representative BT. Namely, the
Level 1 identifies a very large number of accident sequences, which lead to core damage. It is
neither practical nor necessary to treat each one of these individually (before the
quantification process) when accessing containment response and fission product release.
Whenever possible, the CDSs were therefore grouped together so that all accidents within a
given group could be treated as a separate unity for the purposes of BT analysis. Such a CDSs
cluster was then covered with single BT, which has been developed for each of the defined
CDSs clusters. The development of the representative cluster BT was based on the response
required and containment system function models for the NEK. The new developed BTs were
modelled in accordance with the given NEK CPE BT methodology, documented in Ch. 15 of
the IPE KRSKO Level 1 report [1]. The Plant Damage State was assigned to each BT
sequence per defined methodology, naming convention and given rules. In this way the
complete set of the NEK IPE Level 1 CDSs was propagated to the NEK PDSs and Level 2
assessment, what was not the current case. The NEK PSA model Risk Spectrum (NEK14A)
was used in the course of the quantification process. The comparison of the new quantified
frequencies (NEK90A) with the existing PDS frequencies (NEK14A) was performed and the
differences explained.

The project registered 50 CDSs clusters and therefore 50 BTs were modelled. They
ended up with 1462 Bridge Tree Sequences. Each PDS is defined and designated by six
designators, Table 3.1. The number of PDSs clusters after the assignment of PDS to each BT
sequence is 100 (Table 3.2.). Total core damage frequency is 5.580 E-05.
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Abstract

NPP Krsko developed PSA model of internal and external initiators within the frame of the
Individual Plant Examination (IPE) project. Within this project PSA model was used to
examine the existing plant design features. In order to continue with use of this PSA model
upon the completion of IPE in various risk-informed applications in support of plant operation
and evaluations of design changes, an appropriate living PSA concept needed to be defined.
The Living PSA concept is in NPP Krsko considered as being a set of activities pursued in
order to update existing PSA model in a manner that it appropriately represents the plant
design, operation practice and history. Only a PSA model which is being updated in this
manner can serve as a platform for plant-specific risk informed applications. The NPP Krsko
living PSA concept is based on the following major points. First, the baseline PSA model is
defined, which is to be maintained and updated and which is to be reference point for any
risk-informed application. Second, issues having a potential for impact on baseline PSA
model are identified and procedure and responsibilities for their permanent monitoring and
evaluation are established. Third, manner is defined in which consequential changes to
baseline PSA model are implemented and controlled, together with associated responsibilities.
Finally, the process is defined by which the existing version of baseline PSA model is
superseded by a new one. Each time a new version of baseline PSA model is released, it
would be re-quantified and the results evaluated and interpreted. By documenting these re-
quantifications and evaluations of results in a sequence, the track is being kept of changes in
long-term averaged risk perspective, represented by long-term averaged frequencies of core
damage and pre-defined release categories. These major topics of NPP Krsko living PSA
concept are presented and discussed in the paper.

1. Introduction
The purpose of NPP Krsko (NEK) Living PSA Concept is to define the process by

which NEK Baseline PSA Model is updated in a manner that it appropriately represents NEK
plant and reflects the general current state of PSA methodology.

Hence, the concept generally covers the topics:
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• Monitoring of the issues that may have potential for impact on NEK Baseline PSA
Model,

• Evaluating of particular issue with respect to its impact on NEK Baseline PSA Model,

• Management of changes to NEK Baseline PSA Model and its supporting
documentation, and

• Archiving of superseded NEK Baseline PSA Models and their results.

The process of periodical re-quantification of Baseline PSA Model and evaluation of
results is also established within the frame of Living PSA concept. By documenting and
evaluating the re-quantifications in sequence, the track of changes in long-term average risk
(represented by core damage frequency and release categories frequencies) could then be
kept.

The platform for the concept is provided by NEK engineering services procedure [1].

2. NEK Baseline PSA Model
The NEK Baseline PSA Model, which is a central point of Living PSA Concept, is a

model that was developed within the frame of NEK IPE/IPEE projects. It consists, [2], of:

• Internal Initiating Events (IEE) PSA Model

• External Initiating Events PSA Model

• Seismic PSA Model

• Internal Fire PSA Model

• Internal Flood PSA Model

• Other External Initiators PSA Model

The model consists of event tree / fault tree structure integrated on Risk Spectrum
code platform. It includes Level 1 and Level 2 models.

NEK Baseline PSA Model represents average plant systems configurations, status of
equipment, operation practices and, in general, average relevant conditions to which plant is
exposed. Hence, it per definition calculates long term average core damage frequency (Level
1) and long term average release frequencies (Level 2).

Additionally, shutdown modes PSA model, which is "ORAM-type", [4], is part of
NEK Baseline PSA Model. It contains representations of various shutdown plant
configurations and states and calculates frequencies of their specific risk indicators (core
damage, Reactor Coolant System boiling or Spent Fuel Pit boiling). As a result it provides a
time-dependent risk profile of specified plant outage.

The key point of NEK Living PSA Concept is that the NEK Baseline PSA Model per
definition is a reference point and basis for any PSA application within NEK, such as
evaluation of proposed plant design change. It is also a starting point for development of any
application-specific NEK PSA model, such as, for example, PSA model to be used for risk
monitoring. Any application-specific PSA model used within NEK must reflect the NEK
Baseline PSA Model. This specifically means that if the latter has been modified, the former
must be modified accordingly.
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3. Need for Change of NEK Baseline PSA Model
The crucial part of NEK Living PSA Concept is identification of sources of a need for

change of NEK Baseline PSA Model. In order to enable their systematical monitoring, they
were grouped into the following three general categories, [1]:

1) Matters related to changes of plant design (i.e. plant modifications) and/or relevant
procedures; ~

2) Matters related to plant operational experience, i.e. those arising from the monitoring
of equipment performance and on-site events;

3) All other matters, the major representatives of this category being methodological
improvements, corrections of errors observed in the model, industry experience,
regulatory requirements, etc.

Matters of all three categories need to be monitored for their potential impact on NEK
Baseline PSA Model in order to meet the objective of Living PSA program, i.e. to ensure that
it appropriately represents NEK plant and PSA methodology. Thus, the monitoring that would
cover the matters of all three categories had to be formalized as a part of NEK procedure,
which defines Living PSA Concept. This was done in a following manner, [1],

In NEK the category 1) matters are normally subjected to the process defined by the
procedure for authorization of changes, tests and experiments, [3]. This procedure requires
that safety screening and, if required, safety evaluation is performed for each proposed change
on the plant in order to determine if it involves an unreviewed safety question (as defined by
10 CFR 50.59, [3]). Per the procedure, all the safety screenings and safety evaluations are
archived permanently and the electronic data base is kept in order to enable easy access to the
data base. Thus, monitoring of the matters of category 1) for the purposes of Living PSA
program is ensured by permanent monitoring of safety screening items archive.

Category 2) matters are monitored by another NEK engineering service procedure,
"PSA Data Collection and Analysis Guideline", [5]. This procedure defines the process for
collection and processing of data relevant for the quantification of Baseline PSA Model. The
process results in calculation of relevant parameters, such as failure probabilities, failure rates,
equipment unavailability, etc. The parameter values need to be re-calculated periodically in
order to reflect actual plant experience. Thus, implementation of matters of category 2) is
ensured by periodical updates of Baseline PSA Model data base with re-calculated values of
parameters.

Category 3) matters would generally be observed and implemented by NEK PSA
engineers.

The matters from three categories are formally defined as "issues" in the NEK Living
PSA procedure, [1]. According to the definition in the procedure of concern, [1], an "issue" is
a matter that has a potential for impact on NEK Baseline PSA Model. The definition further
postulates that an "issue" is either 1) a safety screening data base item, 2) a master data base
update or 3) "other issue" (specifically meaning, an "issue" that is not either 1) or 2) ).

4. Process of Updating of NEK Baseline PSA Model
In NEK the Living PSA concept is considered as being a set of activities pursued in

order to update currently existing Baseline PSA Model in a manner that it appropriately
represents the plant design, operation practice and history. The process of updating of
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Baseline PSA Model, as it is defined by NEK Living PSA procedure [1] is illustrated by
Figure 1.

Monitor for the appearrance of
new "issues"

Any new "issues"?

Perform the screening for the
impact on Baseline PSA Model.
Discard an issue or initiate it in
ISDB (status 1).

Perform evaluations of impact
for non-screened "issues".
Monitor the ISDB and update
statuses of "issues".

Is there a need to
update "issue"
statuses in the
ISDB?

Yes Accord status of an "issue" in
ISDB in the cases such as:
- evaluation of impact completed
- "issue" with impact got in effect
- "issue" cancelled

Monitor inventory of evaluated
effective "issues" in the ISOB
with impact on Baseline PSA
Model

Is there a need to
initiate transfer to new
revision of Baseline
PSA Model?

Perform required modifications
on the current version of model.
Update the supporting
documentation (notebooks).
Release new version of model
and documents. Close the
implemented "issues" in ISDB.

0 Goto
••start-

Figure 1

The process goes on continuously and permanently and results in periodical updates of
NEK Baseline PSA Model and consequential releases of its new revisions. It relies on the
processing of "issues", defined and formalized by procedure [1] as described in Section 3
above. According to the procedure, electronic data base is kept with all "issues" that were
identified along the implementation of Living PSA program. It is referred to as "Issue Status
Data Base" (ISDB). Each "issue" in ISDB is assigned an appropriate status. Statuses are
defined, such as:

• "issue" initiated (status 1);

• potential for impact - evaluation opened (status 2);
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• evaluation completed proving the impact - "issue" pending for implementation
(status 3).

The ultimate status is - "issue" closed (status 4). The overall process, as could be seen
on illustration in Figure 1, can be broken down into the following permanent tasks:

observing as new "issues" arise and initiating them in the ISDB;

evaluating the initiated "issues" for the impact on NEK Baseline PSA and keeping
the ISDB up-to-date with statuses of "issues";

monitoring the requests for change of Baseline PSA Model by means of the ISDB
and initiating periodical model revisions.

In order to facilitate the process of evaluating an impact that particular "issue" may
have on Baseline PSA Model, relevant aspects of Baseline PSA Model were defined in Living
PSA procedure [1]. The relevant aspects of Internal Initiating Events PSA model are divided
into groups:

• Initiating events,

• Event tree structure,

• Bridge tree structure,

• Success criteria,

• Fault tree structure,

• Quantification of basic events,

• Level 2

• Others.

Relevant aspects for other models (i.e. seismic, internal fire, internal flood, other
external events and shutdown modes events) are defined analogously, as applicable.

In the overall NEK Baseline PSA Model inherent dependencies exist that may cause a
propagation of potential "issue" impact. As an example, one may consider the seismic event
trees, which were derived from the event trees for internal initiators by imposing the
seismically-induced boundary conditions upon them. This generally means that a potential
impact on the PSA model for internal events, such as change in event tree brought by certain
"issue", may imply a potential impact on model of seismic events also.

Thus, to determine the scope of impact of particular "issue" on Baseline PSA Model,
one should first identify those relevant aspects on which an "issue" of concern may have
direct impact, and then propagate the direct impact on other relevant aspects by considering
inherent dependencies.

The NEK Living PSA Concept, as postulated by the procedure [1] is illustrated in
Figure 2. Generally, the revision "x-1" of NEK Baseline PSA Model was obtained by
implementation of requests for changes of preceding revision (i.e. "x-2"), that existed in ISDB
at the specified "freeze date". The transfer from revision "x-2" to revision "x-1" was
documented in NEK Engineering Service Division Technical Report (ESD TR), which is
designated as ESD TR "X-1" in Figure 2.
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§
to

Implement changes on
NEK Baseline PSA Model
revision X-2

Release ESD TR on
transfer from NEK
Baseline PSA Model
revision X-2 to revision
X-1

ESDTR"X-1" Rev. 0

Freeze date for
revision X-1

PSA Impact Evaluations

ESO TR "A"

ESD TR "B"
ESD TR "C"

Rev. 0

Rev. 0

Rev. 0

NEK BASELINE PSA MODEL
Revision X-f

AA
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The "issues" that keep arising after the "freeze date" for revision "x-1" are evaluated
for their impact on Baseline PSA Model, as they appear. The evaluations are based on the
currently effective model version (i.e. "x-1"). Each of them results in a detailed description of
changes to be done to the model. The evaluations are documented in the ESD TRs (designated
as "A", "B", "C"; ... on Figure 2), which are archived in accordance to the respective NEK
procedures. When the new "freeze date" is specified, the version "x-1" of Baseline PSA
Model would be subjected to implementation of changes defined in these ESD TRs. The
implementation itself would be documented in the separate technical report, designated as
ESD TR "X" in Figure 2.

Thus, each release of a new revision of Baseline PSA Model is accompanied by
release of ESD TR, which documents the transition from superseded to new revision.
Included in this report should also be a presentation of results obtained by the quantification
of updated model, their interpretation and evaluation of new risk profile. In this manner, series
of reports that document the transitions to new revisions of Baseline PSA Model would
provide means for tracking the changes in long-term risk due to plant changes. This would
make the Baseline PSA Model suitable tool for risk-informed decisions in accordance to the
widely accepted guides, such as US NRC Regulatory Guide 1.174 [6]. Tracking changes in
risk that are due to plant changes would provide a mechanism to account for the cumulative
and synergistic effects of the plant changes and would demonstrate the risk management
philosophy at NEK.

5. Conclusions
The living PSA concept at NPP Krsko defines the process by which baseline PSA

model is maintained to be up-to-date with plant design and operational practice and to reflect
the current state of PSA methodology. It makes the PSA model a suitable basis for variety of
risk-informed applications according to widely accepted practices and provides means for
tracking the changes in long-term risk profile.
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Abstract

One of the NPP Krsko modernization projects is steam generator replacement, during which old steam
generators have to be removed and stored on a safe location. Since old steam generators are radioactive a new,
special building have to be designed and constructed at NPP Krsko site to house the old steam generators, as
well as for the storage of non-compactable waste which will be produced during the replacement activities. It is
the aim of this paper to estimate the dimensions of the outer walls and of the roof slab for the special building
which will satisfy the radiological constraints for the unrestricted areas. Computer code ORIGEN2-PC has been
used for activity estimation, while analytical expressions, QAD-CGGP and MCNP code have been used for the
radiological shielding analysis. Our results indicate that 70 cm of the concrete for the wall and 60 cm for the
roof provide satisfactory shield which limits the dose rates below American standards for level of radiation in
unrestricted areas.

1. Introduction

NPP Krsko has awarded the contract for the steam generator replacement project,
which is one of the modernization projects in NPP Krsko, to the Consortium of
Siemens/Framatome in February 1998. One of the major tasks during a steam generator
replacement scheduled for the year 2000, is removal of the old steam generators and their
storage to a safe location. Since the old steam generators are radioactive, a special reinforced
concrete building have to be designed and constructed at NPP Krsko site to house the old
steam generators and non-compactable waste which will be produced during the replacement
activities.

As traffic of the personal around the special building has to be enabled without
restrictions, the dimensions of the outer walls and of the roof slab have to be determined
according to radiological shielding requirements for the permissible levels of radiation in
unrestricted areas. The aim of this paper is to estimate the dimensions of the outer walls and
of the roof slab for the special building which will satisfy the radiological constraints for
unrestricted areas.

The first step of the analysis is to estimate the activity of the old steam generators. Our
estimation of the activity was based on experimental data and ORIGEN2-PC calculations. In
the second step of the analysis, using analytical expressions and point-kernel code QAD-
CGGP, an approximate shield thickness that limits the dose rates under the regulatory values
has been determined. Finally, two geometrically identical models of the special storage
building and steam generators for QAD-CGGP and multipurpose Monte-Carlo code MCNP
have been created. Detailed spatial dose rate distribution on the walls of the special storage
building has been calculated using both codes.
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Calculational methodology used to determine the activity of the used steam generators
and resulting gamma spectrum and intensity are described in Section 2. Calculational tools for
the shielding analysis are described in Section 3 and the model description is given in Section
4. The results of the shielding analysis are presented in Section 5 and conclusions are given in
Section 6.

2. Used steam generators radioactivity estimation

The radioactivity of old steam generators has been estimated taking into account only
a layer of deposited radioactive material on the inner side of the U-tubes, while the activation
of the steam generator construction material has been neglected. The basis for such an
assumption is relatively small neutron flux that could cause the activation of the steam
generator's construction material. The layer of deposited radioactive material is made of
corrosion and activation products that originate from the entire primary coolant loop,
especially reactor vessel. Primary water causes the corrosion on the inner side of U-tubes as
well as on every other surface that it comes in contact with. Primary water-can also be treated
as the carrier of activation and corrosion particles that are detached from their origin.
Obviously, the process can be described by a complex model of a radioactive material layer
growth, that incorporates physical and chemical affinities of particular isotopes, fluid dynamic
properties, and surface structure of U-tubes. Since the accurate modeling of such a "growth
model" requires a lot of effort and involves a lot of uncertain parameters, we approximated it
with a simplified model based on measured and experimental data^1>?'3>4l Although the model
is quite simple the final estimated radioactivity is similar to measured values for different
steam generator designs.

We assumed that all radioactive particles that form the layer on the inner side of U-
tubes originate from the primary coolant. Concentration of corrosion and activation product
particles in the primary coolant is calculated using the activity of the primary coolant, which
is known[5] and given in Table 1.

Table 1. Reactor coolant corrosion and activation products specific activity - realistic case

Isotope

Cr-51
Mn-54
Fe-55
Fe-59
Co-58
Co-60

Specific activity
(Bq/g)
40.7
6.3
33.3
20.7
333
40.7

Half-life

27.7 days
312.2 days
2.685 years
44.56 days
70.78 days
5.272 years

An assumption has been made that a certain number of these particles are deposited in
the steam generator while the primary coolant is passing through. The concentration of the
particles in the primary coolant is assumed constant, since the loss of particles is compensated
in reactor vessel. It is assumed that this process is ongoing from the moment NPP Krsko
started with operation, 17 years ago. Therefore, to obtain the final number of deposited
particles it is necessary to solve a set of differential equations in the form:

dN,(t) = v. • dt - 2,. • Nt(t) -dt + X • N\t) • dt,
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where Nt(t) is the isotope concentration at time t, Vfdt is the isotope's gain due to particle
deposition, AfNi(t) is loss due to radioactive decay and X'N'(t) is gain due to the decay of the
isotope N'.

We have introduced a coefficient v,-, and called it steam generator isotope deposition
speed. It gives the number of particles per second that are deposited on the inner side of U-

tubes from coolant. It can be expressed as v,. -—L-qm • f-t, where Ai is specific isotopic

activity per fluid mass, qm is the mass flow through a steam generator and^y is the isotope i
remaining factor. Based on our engineering judgement the remaining factor ^ is set to 0.001
for all activation isotopes and used throughout an iteration procedure for the determination at
necessary shield thickness.

Set of differential equations has been solved using computer code ORIGEN2-PC.
ORIGEN2-PC solves the equations of radioactive isotope growth and depletion for a large
number of isotopes (approximately 1000) with arbitrary coupling. The code uses matrix
exponential method to solve a large number of coupled, linear, first-order ordinary differential
equations with constant coefficients. The general nature of the matrix exponential method
permits the treatment of complex decay and transmutation schemes.

The results of the calculation are presented in Table 2 and Table 3. Intervals of reactor
shutdown were neglected leading to a 17 years calculational time.

Table 2 Final steam generator radioactive
material layer isotope mass

Table 3 Gamma energy spectrum of
isotopes given in Table 2.

Isotope

V-51
Cr-51
Cr-54
Mn-54
Mn-55
Fe-55
Fe-58
Fe-59
Co-58
Co-59
Co-60

TOTAL

Isotope
deposition

speed
(particles/s)

-
5.25-1011

-
9.16-10"

-
1.52-10"

-
4.29-1011

1.10-10"
-

3.65-10"
-

Deposited
isotope mass

after 17
years

(g)
2.505-KT*
1.533-10"4

4.085-10"2

3.198-10"'
5.829-10"'
1.628-10"1

6.248-10"1

2.361-10"4

9.352-10"3

2.400-lO"2

7.778-10"1

2.251-10"

Energy
interval
(MeV)

0.01-0.05
0.05-0.1
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8
0.8-1.0
1.0-1.33
1.33-1.66
1.66-2.0
2.0-2.5
2.5-3.0

3.0-10.0
TOTAL

Mean
energy
(MeV)

0.03
0.075
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.5
0.7
0.9

1.165
1.495
1.83
2.25
2.75
6.5

Intensity
(y/s)

4.790-1012

3.796-10"

9.164-1010

4.207-10lu

3.6OO-1O10

1.556-10"
4.372-10lz

6.693-1012

4.274-10"
2.203-10"
3.231-1O1U

3.432-1008

1.062-10UO

0
8.27710"
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3. Methodology and calculational tools for shielding analysis

Two simpler approaches in estimating the necessary thickness of the walls of special
storage building have been used: two analytical expressions and point-kernel computer code
QAD-CGGP. The first approximation was analytical expression for cylindrical source
shielded by slab shield. To estimate the dose rates on the sidewall and the centerline
projection of the steam generator on the roof surface we have used finite line source and slab
shield analytical model. The second analytical expression models source-cylinder-base in
front of the slab shield. In both models self-absorption in the source cylinder is taken into
account and Taylor expression is used for the approximate determination of the build up of
the dose-rate due to the scattered radiation in the shield.

The second approximation was obtained using QAD-CGGP code. QAD-CGGPM is a
member of a well-known family of point-kernel codes, developed by Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory, and it is routinely used for engineering calculations of gamma ray penetration
through various shield configurations. CGGP version comprises two important additions:
combinatorial geometry (CG) description option and a geometric progression (GP) fitting
function for the determination of gamma ray buildup factor. The thickness of the concrete
walls necessary to attenuate the photon flux to the limit of 2.5 uSv/h was estimated primarily
on the results of QAD-CGGP. The QAD-CGGP model was later used for estimating detailed
distribution of the dose rate on the walls of the special storage building.

Finally, we have used MCNP4A[7] code for the accurate estimation of the dose rate
distribution on the walls of the special storage building with determined wall thickness.
MCNP4A is widely used multipurpose Monte Carlo code for the simulation of transport of
neutrons, photons and electrons. Developed MCNP4A photon transport model comprised
simple photon physics treatment, and simple geometry splitting/Russian roulette variance
reduction model. Generally, variance of the calculated dose-rates on the hottest spots is kept
below 10%, using surface flux tallying. For the calculations we have used
DLC105C/MCNPDAT cross section library.

4. Model description

NPP Krsko steam generator is depicted in Figure 1. while the simplified model used
for all calculations is depicted in Figure 2. Special attention has been given to modeling U-
tubes because they are the principal radiation source. Since U-tubes are relatively compactly
positioned we modeled them as a cylinder with a spherical cap. The material of U-tubes
(Inconel 600) and void were homogenized leading to a substitute material with a composition
identical to the Inconel composition but with a smaller density. The same procedure was used
for the upper space of steam generator occupied by separators and steam dryers, as well as for
the tube sheet space. The nozzles were not modeled because it was assumed that they would
be welded.

The model of the special building for steam generator deposition is depicted in Figure
3. The steam generators are placed in opposite directions in order to occupy as little place as
possible. The distance between steam generators as well as the distance from steam generators
to the building walls and roof is set to 100 cm. The material used for the building is reinforced
concrete with the following weight composition: oxygen (53.2%), silicon (33.7%), calcium
(4.4%), aluminum (3.4%), sodium (2.9%), iron (1.4%), and hydrogen (1.0%).
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Separators and
''steam dryers
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Figure 1. NPP Krsko steam generator Figure 2. Steam generator model

Figure 3. Steam generator special building model
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5. Results of the calculations

Calculations of the radiation dose rates of the special building for the used steam
generators were performed using analytical expressions and stand alone computer codes
QAD-CGGP and MCNP4A. The first step of the analysis was to define the necessary
thickness of the wall and the roof of the building, which would lower the outer surface dose-
rate below the limit of 2.5 (aSv/h[8]. The results of those calculations are given in Table 4. The
detector has been modeled on the sidewall of the building in the point of U-tube space center
projection. The results of the analytical approximation and QAD-CGGP calculations show
somewhat different tendency, but are generally very close. The difference is mainly caused by
the simplified source and buildup factors used in analytical expressions and by the limitations
on the source volume description imposed by QAD-CGGP. The best estimate thickness for
the sidewalls based on these results, would be about 80 cm. However, bearing in mind the
conservative assumptions in the estimation of the radioactivity of used steam generators and
the fact that the buildup factors used were for isotropic point source in an infinite medium,
which gave over-estimated dose rates, we decided to perform the second step of the analysis
with the more accurate MCNP4A code, using the 70-cm wall thickness,-and a 60-cm roof
thickness. The estimates for the dose rates on the shorter side-wall, i.e. in front of the bottom
of the steam generator, were much lower (in the range of 0.02 jj.Sv/h), and therefore were not
calculated with the same statistical precision, as this would demand more elaborate Monte-
Carlo modeling.

Table 4. The results of the iteration procedure for the determination of the necessary
wall thickness

Wall thickness (cm)

50
60
70
80
90
100

Surface dose rate (jxSv/h)
Analytical model

51.15
12.2
3.15
0.84
0.21
0.05

QAD-CGGP
35.8
11.0
3.65
1.06
0.33
0.10

The positions for which the dose rates were calculated are depicted in Figure 4, and
the results obtained by QAD-CGGP and MCNP4A, are given in Figure 5 and Figure 6. As
seen in Figure 5, dose rates obtained with QAD-CGGP are about 80% higher than MCNP4A
dose rates, for the hottest spots. This rather high difference can be explained by a combination
of different factors. First is the already mentioned QAD-CGGP build-up factor model, which
is based on single material - infinite medium assumptions. On the other hand, applied
variance reduction model in MCNP4A may cause some under-prediction of dose rates due to
over biasing in the source distribution and geometry splitting. One of the factors is also the
difference in modeling fluence-to-dose rate factors in the codes. Figure 5b shows much closer
agreement, but in that region MCNP4A error is more significant (a > 10%), since the variance
reduction model was built to optimize transport to hottest spots. All these facts should explain
the difference and suggest that real dose-rates are somewhere in between, but closer to the
results of MCNP4A.
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Figure 4. Detector locations
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Figure 5. Gamma dose rates for the locations on the roof of the special storage building:
a) directly above steam generator, b) on the roof centerline
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Figure 6. Gamma dose rates for the side walls of the special storage building:
a) longer side, b) shorter side
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6. Conclusion

The paper presents a radiological evaluation of the special building for the used steam
generators of NPP Krsko. The radioactivity of used steam generators has been determined
using constant radioactive isotope deposition approximation and a stand-alone computer code
ORIGEN2-PC. Analytical approximations and computer codes QAD-CGGP and MCNP4A
have been used for shielding analyses. ~

The necessary thickness of the walls of special storage building was first estimated
using analytical approximations and QAD-CGGP code. Detailed calculations of dose rate
distribution on the walls of special building performed both with QAD-CGGP and MCNP4A
justified the estimate for the necessary wall thickness of 70 cm and 60 cm for the roof.
Bearing in mind conservative assumptions used in the process of determination of the steam
generator radioactivity, the estimated wall thickness should satisfy the radiological criteria[2]

and limit the dose rate below 2.5 |j,Sv/h. The radiological analyses has been done exclusively
for the building containing only used NPP Krsko steam generators and it has to be mentioned
that no static or seismic analyses of the building were performed.
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ABSTRACT

In 1984 the Empresa Nacional de Residuos Radiactivos (ENRESA) was set
up in order to be responsible for all radioactive waste management activities
in the country. ENRESA is a state-owned company, the shareholders of
which are CIEMAT (Centra de Investigaciones Energeticas,
Medioambientales y Tecnologicas, formerly (JEN) and SEPI (Sociedad
Estatal de Participaciones Industriales), both institutions dependent on the
Ministry of Industry and Energy.

ENRESA has a broad scope of responsibilities, including not only the
management of L/ILW, HLW and spent fuel but also the decommissioning of
nuclear installations, as well as the rehabilitation of uranium mining and
milling facilities when required. The policy on radioactive waste management
is defined by the Government, and the strategies are developed by ENRESA
in accordance with the General Radioactive Waste Management Plan. This
Plan is a strategic document which must be submitted yearly by ENRESA to
the Government, for its approval when the Ministry of Industry and Energy
decided so. The plan, in general terms, contains the main aspects related to
waste generation and forecasts, as well as the strategies and technical
solutions to be prepared, along with the associated economic and financial
aspects.

ENRESA's activities are financed by the waste producers. On the one hand
the nucleoelectric sector pays a percentage fee on all the electricity sales,
while small producers pay tariffs according to the services provided, both are
approved by the Government.

The fifth General Radioactive Waste Plan, approved by the Government in
July 1999, is currently in force and contains the strategies for the
management of radioactive wastes and decommissioning of nuclear
installations in Spain.
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ORGANISATIONAL FRAMEWORK AND FINANCING SCHEME

From the institutional viewpoint, in Spain the Ministry of Industry and Energy
(MIE) plays the leading role in controlling nuclear activities, since it is the
body responsible for awarding licenses and permits for installations and
activities within the framework of the existing nuclear legislation. The Nuclear
Safety Council (CSN) was created in 1980 as the sole body with responsibility
for nuclear safety and radiological protection. This body is independent of the
State Administration and reports directly to Parliament. For any license to be
granted by the MIE it requires the mandatory and binding report issued by the
CSN. The Ministry of Environment (MIMA) is the authority for environmental
issues, and participates in the licensing of nuclear installations and activities
in collaboration with the CSN, in relation specifically to the Environmental
Impact Assessment.

As regards installations potentially generating radioactive wastes, the
Spanish legislation contemplates two major categories: the nuclear
installations (nuclear power plants and reactors, stores of nuclear
substances, etc.) and the radioactive installations.

In 1984, a major reorganization of the back-end nuclear fuel cycle activities
took place with the creation of the Empresa Nacional de Residuos
Radiactivos, S.A. (ENRESA), thus concentrating all radioactive waste
management activities under the responsibility of only one Agency. ENRESA
was set up as a state-owned limited liability company, independent of waste
producers, in order to be responsible for all waste management activities in
the country, including the decommissioning of nuclear installations. The
company is supervised by the Government through the MIE, to whom is
obliged to submit an Annual Report of Activities and a proposal for a General
Radioactive Waste Plan on a yearly basis.

In accordance with the Royal Decree authorizing the constitution of
ENRESA, the costs of activities deriving from the management of radioactive
wastes are to be borne by the producers of such wastes. The system
established for the nuclear power plants consists of applying a percentage
fee based on the billing of electricity sales by the entire electricity industry,
while for other producers payment for the services rendered is based on
tariffs, billed at the moment of waste collection.

For the nuclear electric sector a system of payments on account is
established, such that the income collected through the application of the
percentage fee is accumulated for financing of costs that will normally occur
years later. In order to ensure automatic financing in accordance with the
system established, ENRESA will transfer to a provision those funds which
are to be collected through billing on electricity sales throughout the operating
lifetime of nuclear power plants. It should also be pointed out that the final
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economical balance of the management performed by ENRESA should be
zero. Both the income from the quota and that arising as a result of the
financial yield of net surpluses should be set aside for the creation of a
special fund. This fund may be used only for compliance with the objectives
for which ENRESA was created and therefore for financing of the costs of
waste management. The supervision, control and qualification of the financial
investments of the fund is the responsibility of the MIE Tracking and Control
Committee.

For the rest of the radioactive waste producers, other than the nuclear power
plants (CIEMAT, ENUSA, hospitals, industry, etc.), the financing system is
based on economic consideration for the services rendered, through payment
of the established tariffs. The prices are drawn up in accordance with the
criteria established in the Standard Contract approved by the MIE.

GENERAL RADIOACTIVE WASTE PLAN

In accordance with the Royal Decree regulating its foundation, ENRESA is
due to draw up a General Radioactive Waste Plan (PGRR) every year to be
submitted to the MIE for Government approval. This Plan is a basic
document which outlines the strategies and main lines of action projected to
accomplish the defined objectives in the different areas of responsibility.

The fifth General Radioactive Waste Plan, approved by the Government in
July 1999, is currently in force. It basically contains the current generation
and forecast of radioactive wastes and spent fuel in Spain, as well as the
management strategies for low and intermediate level waste, spent fuel and
high level waste and for decommissioning of nuclear installations, including
the related economic and financial aspects.

For the purposes of economic calculations and waste generation and
planning, the present PGRR is based on a reference scenario including the
following hypotheses:

- Nuclear power plants (NPPs)
The full nuclear complement is made up of the 7 plants currently in operation
(9 reactors) which together have an installed capacity of 7.6 GWe. The future
incorporation of new reactors is not considered.

- NPP service lifetime
The value of forty years is established.

- Fuel cycle
The so-called open cycle is maintained as the basic option: in other words the
option of reprocessing is not contemplated.
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- Decommissioning of operating NPPS.
It is assumed that all the NPPs currently in operation will be completely
dismantled (Level 3) at the end of their service lifetime, the operations
commencing 3 years after definitive shutdown and following removal of the
fuel from their pools and of operating L/ILW.

GENERATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND SPENT FUEL

The total estimated volumes of radioactive wastes and spent fuel to be
managed in Spain are shown in Table 1.

The total equivalent volume of the spent fuel generated, on the basis of the
type of capsule assumed for definitive disposal, would be some 10.000 m3.
To this amount should be added, by way of a conservative approach, the
technological wastes arising from dismantling of the nuclear power plants and
others which, in view of their characteristics, it would not be possible to store
along with the L/ILW, such as the intermediate level wastes arising from the
reprocessing of Vandellos I NPP, certain sources, etc. Consideration should
also be given to the minor quantities of fissionable materials recovered during
reprocessing of the fuel from Santa Maria de Garona plant, sent to the United
Kingdom prior to 1983. For the purposes of calculation, the total estimated
volume of these other wastes amounts to some 5000 m3.

As of the end of 1998 some 25.500 m3 of low and Intermediate conditioned
waste and some 2250 tU have been generated in the country. It is worth
noting the significant reduction of L/ILW arising from nuclear power plants
operation achieved over the years, fundamentally as a result of the measures
adopted by the plant owner utilities, with support and collaboration from
ENRESA. The annual average generation of such wastes per unit of power
went from 440 m3/GWe in the first Plan (1987) to 140 m3/GWe in this fifth
Plan (1999).

MANAGEMENT OF LOW AND INTERMEDIATE LEVEL WASTE (L/ILW)

The final aim in the management of L ILW is their safe disposal. This step
guides and orients all prior steps involved in the management process.

In Spain, the fundamental basis for the management of low and intermediate
level wastes is the El Cabril Centre. This facility provides an integrated
management system that includes waste collection, transport, treatment and
conditioning, as well as accurate information on the waste inventory,
radiological characterization and quality assurance, all of which is compatible
with the type of disposal applied.

Except in the case of radioactive installations, the preliminary treatment and
conditioning of low and intermediate level wastes is the responsibility of the
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producer, who is required to generate waste packages meeting the
acceptance criteria defined by ENRESA, for subsequent conditioning and
definitive disposal at El Cabril. In the case of radioactive installations, waste
treatment and conditioning is carried out at the El Cabril facilities, since given
the small volume generated, the large number of producers and their different
characteristics there would be no justification for each such producer having
the necessary installations.

Waste transport is performed by ENRESA, as the responsible operator. This
is accomplished either using the Company's own resources in the case of
wastes generated by the radioactive installations or by way of specialist
companies in the case of conditioned wastes.

The contracts signed between ENRESA and the waste producers include the
technical specifications and criteria to be considered in relation to the
characterization and acceptance of wastes, for their subsequent disposal at
El Cabril. Waste characterization is an important stage in management,
since it allows quality to be verified, through tests. In this respect, the Quality
Verification Laboratory existing at El Cabril is a very important piece in the
whole process.

El Cabril Centre

Since the end of 1992, the L/ILW generated in Spain have been disposed of
at the El Cabril near-surface disposal facility in accordance, with the limits
and conditions established in the facility's operating permit.

El Cabril is located in the northwest of the Province of Cordoba, some 130
Km from the capital city, in an area of very low population density, in a region
of moderate seismicity. The facilities are located on a geological formation of
gneisses and mica schists. The centre houses two main areas, one for waste
disposal and the other for conditioning and for the auxiliary buildings,
including the waste quality verification laboratories.

The disposal system has to comply two fundamental objectives: on the one
hand to ensure inmediate and deferred protection for both human beings and
the environment and, on the other hand to allow the site to be used freely and
without radiological limitations after a maximum period of 300 years.

The disposal system is made up of a set of multiple barriers, within which the
waste packages are inmobilized by means of mortar and stored inside
concrete containers, the whole constituting a concrete solid block. These
containers are piled up in vaults distributed in two different platforms. The
base slab of each of these platforms, on which the disposal vaults rest,
constitutes the main element of the overall assembly. Its functions are to
provide mechanical support and to collect whatever water that could
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hypotheticaliy enter the system by filtration, channelling it to a network of
piples installed in accessible galleries located beneath the disposal platforms,
this constituting a control network.

The capacity of the disposal structures constructed will be sufficient to meet
Spain's needs until 2016. As of December 1998 some 12.000 m3 of
conditioned waste have already been disposed of in this facility.

MANAGEMENT OF SPENT FUEL AND HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

In Spain, basically the following has to be managed: the spent fuel generated
by the nuclear power plants and, for historical reasons, the high level vitrified
wastes from reprocessing in France of the fuel from the Vandellos I plant,
along with minor quantities of fissionable materials recovered during
reprocessing in the United Kingdom of the fuel from the Santa Maria Garoha
plant, prior to 1983. Furthermore, consideration is required to be given to
other wastes that, in view of their activity and half-life, cannot be disposed at
the El Cabril centre.

In the current strategy as addressed in the fifth Radioactive Waste Plan, a
distinction is made between the temporary and definitive technological
solutions to be applied, which to some extent defines a different approach to
previous plans , in particular as concerns the time schedule in the decision -
making process. In principle, no decision for the final solution will be taken
before 2010.

Temporary Solutions

Historically, the National Energy Plans and consequently the Radioactive
Waste Plans have considered the direct disposal of fuel irradiated in Light
Water Reactors. Accordingly the basic strategy has been to provide sufficient
storage capacity for the spent fuel until a definitive solution is available. Due
to the fact that no decision for the definitive solution will be taken before 2010,
the fifth Plan, currently in force, emphasizes the importance of providing
sufficient storage capacity for a longer time, not only for the spent fuel but
also for the high level vitrified waste to be returned from France and
fissionable material to be returned from the United Kingdom, as well as for
other wastes and spent sealed sources not amenable to be disposed of at El
Cabril.

With these considerations in mind the present strategy can be summirized in
the following steps:

- Increasing the storage capacity at the reactor pools by means of reracking.

- Providing flexible complementary solutions, to be applied when needed.
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- Providing a centralized interim storage facility by the year 2010.

Currently the operation of reracking has already been performed at all the
nuclear power plants, given result to the following situation as of the end of
1998 in Table 2.

It is worth noting that 4 NPPs have sufficient capacity for their whole lifetime,
while Trillo NPP will become saturated in 2003, and the rest will experience
the same problem progressively as from the year 2013.

In order to provide complementary capacity for the out of pool storage at the
reactor sites ENRESA had decided to design a dual-purpose metal cask
(storage/transport) in the early nineties. These casks would serve for the
storage of spent fuel at-reactor to transport it to the Centralized Interim
Storage Facility whenever available. To solve the problem of the Trillo NPP a
temporary storage facility is to be built on the plant site, which will house the
spent fuel in dual - purpose metal casks, which should be available by the
year 2002. This facility has already been designed and the cask has been
licensed by the Spanish authorities, the manufacturing of the first units having
begun in 1998.

Finally, the basic strategy contemplates to make available a centralized
interim storage facility by 2010, in order to provide a solution to the problem
of storage of the vitrified wastes and fissionable materials from reprocessing.
This installation will also be required to store wastes other than spent fuel and
HLW which cannot be stored at El Cabril, as well as the spent fuel itself, as
the storage capacity of the nuclear power plants decreases or their
dismantling is addressed. Although this strategy is considered to be basic for
the purposes of economic calculation and planning, it might be
complemented with the construction of individual temporary storage facilities
at certain of the nuclear power plants.

Definitive Solutions

The strategy adopted to date by ENRESA for the definitive management of
spent fuel and HLW has been based exclusively on ensuring the availability
of the scientific and technological know-how and capacity required for
definitive disposal in deep geological formations, since this option was
considered the only one feasible. The work performed up to now has led to
the following:

- The identification of a large number of zones in the national geography
which from the geological point of view, might be valid, pending in-situ
confirmation.
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- Significant progress in the generic and specific designs of the disposal
system in each geological medium studied (granite, clay and salts), as well as
in the development and preliminary applications of the tools and
methodologies required for the assessment of the long-term behaviour and
safety.

- Partial development, through the R + D Plans, of basic technologies for site
characterization and modelling of the most relevant processes taking place in
the different confining barriers, for application in safety assessment.

In view of the generalized delay affecting the programmes of other countries,
the uncertainties regarding definitive solutions and the availability of
temporary solutions, it has been considered appropriate to postpone
decisions regarding definitive solutions until the year 2010. This will allow
studies to be made of the feasibility and possible influence of the new
technologies such as Separation and Transmutation. In this new timeframe,
the following lines of action are foreseen:

- The geological studies for the siting process will be limited to maintaining
the existing information and to ensuring its value, such that it be of use in an
eventual selection process and for the safety assessment when a decision is
finally taken.

- Additional work for the existing preliminary designs will be limited to
incorporate the criteria of retrievability, the importance of which is increasingly
underlined in the international context.

- The Safety Assessment capabilities developed should be maintained in the
future through exercises incorporating the experimental data and models of
the research groups susceptible to standarisation at international level.

- The R + D Plan will be oriented within the next five years to complete the
efforts initiated in previous years, in relation to both resources and
infrastructures for the development of characterisation techniques and
methodologies. With this aim in mind, ENRESA will participate in the
overseas underground laboratories projects within the EU R + D programme
(1999-2003), taking advantage of their infrastructure and consequently
reducing costs. In view of the importance of the new technologies, such as
S/T, ENRESA will initiate a research and development programme in
accordance with its possibilities and infrastructure available, in close
connection with other European countries. The effect of these new
technologies on definitive management should be periodically analyzed.
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DECOMMISSIONING OF INSTALLATIONS

From the waste production and technological viewpoints, the
decommissioning of nuclear power plants is the most relevant, particularly
outstanding at present is the closure of Vandellos I plant, with the remainder
of the operating plants constituting an activity for the longer term.

There are, however, other installations relating to the front-end of the nuclear
fuel cycle, such as disused uranium mines, the Andujar Uranium Mill and the
La Haba uranium concentrates production facility, which are currently in
different stages of activity. In addition, consideration should also be given to
the dismantling of experimental reactors and research facilities.

Dismantling of Vandellos I NPP

Vandellos I, a graphite gas-cooled reactor, was definitively shutdown in 1990,
after a fire incident in the turbine building, the plant being at present in the
dismantling process.

The alternative chosen was inmediate dismantling to Level 2, followed by a
period of waiting for completion of total dismantling of the remaining parts of
the plant (Level 3).

In January 1998, the MIE, following the favourable report of the CSN and of
the Environment Impact Assessment by the Ministry of the Environment,
issued its authorization for the performance of dismantling activities at the
plant and transferred ownership from the utility, HIFRENSA, to ENRESA.
The first work began in February 1998, and the period required to complete
the dismantling contemplated in the project is estimated at 5 years. Following
dismantling to Level 2 there will be a waiting period-although not defined yet,
this period is estimated at some 30 years - followed by total dismantling of
the remaining parts of the plant (Level 3). This will leave the site completely
free for subsequent unrestricted use.

Decommissioning of the other NPPs

The alternative considered, for the purposes of calculation and planning, for
the other plants currently in operation is total dismantling (Level 3), to be
initiated three years after definitive shutdown of the reactors and following
removal of the spent fuel from their pools. According to the hypotheses
contemplated in the Radioactive Waste Plan as regards the foreseen lifetime
of these plants (40 years), it will not be necessary to address their dismantling
in the near future.
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TABLE 1
TOTAL ESTIMATED VOLUMES OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES AND SPENT FUEL TO BE
MANAGED IN SPAIN

CONDITIONED LOW AND INTERMEDIATE LEVEL WASTES

Manufacturing of fuel elements
Nuclear Power Plant Operation
Research Activities and Radioisotope Application
Nuclear Power Plan Dismantling
Dismantling of Other Installations
Others
Total (m3)

SPENT FUEL AND HIGH LEVEL WASTES

Spent Fuel (tU)
Spent Fuel (Num. of elements)
Vitrified wastes from Vandellos (m3)

(m3)

1,400
43,800

8,300
135,100

1,100
3,900

193,600

6,750
19,680

80

TABLE 2
SPENT FUEL ON STORAGE AS OF 31 DECEMBER 1998

NPP

Jose Cabrera
Sta. Ma de Garona
Almaraz I
Almaraz 2
Asc6 1
Asco 2
Cofrentes
Vandellos 2
Trillo

tu

55
229
318
314
297
258
364
210
204

Degree of Occupation

43
58
42
41
51
44
50
32
69

Forecast Date of Saturation

2020
2022
2013
2016
2014
2021
2003
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EVALUATION OF THE OVERALL COSTS FOR THE CROATIAN
REPOSITORY: VARRYING SITE, DESIGN AND FINANCIAL

PARAMETARS

S. Kucar-Dragicevic*, D. Subasic*, J. Lebegner,**
*APO, Ltd. Zagreb

** Hrvatska elektroprivreda, Zagreb

Abstract
Preliminary preparations for the construction of a LILW repository in Croatia included a
number of activities and projects related to the siting process, safety assessment, disposal
technology & repository design, and public acceptance issues.

Costs evaluations have always been a part of the developing project documentation. However,
only the estimates of the facility construction and equipment acquisition costs had been
included, while other costs associated with the project development and management have not
been considered up to now.
For the first time the infrastructure status at the potential sites has been evaluated, and the
costs of the repository operations as well as the post-closure management has been estimated.
Cost parameters have been considered from both technical and fiscal points of view,
comparing their relative influence on the overall repository costs.
Assessment of the total project costs in eight cases - for the four preferential sites and two
repository designs - gave a clearer picture of the development and management costs
differences for the considered options.

Without considerations of the operational and post-operational repository management
expenses, the total project costs appear to have been heavily underestimated. Also, while the
construction costs for the tunnel and the surface type repositories are significantly different,
this influence of the repository type on the total project costs becomes far less important when
the later phases management expenses are added. Finally, the role of fiscal parameters may
further diminish the site and technology impacts on the overall costs.

I Background

APO, Ltd. was established to carry out and/or supervise all activities related to a LILW
repository establishment on behalf of Hrvatska elektroprivreda. Regardless of the recent
ownership problems, APO - as the main project implementation organization - has been
authorized to continue with the planned activities regarding:
• repository siting,
• disposal technology & repository design,
• safety assessment, and
• public acceptance.
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Although among the most important factors in decision making process, overall costs
assessments for various repository options have not yet been carried out. Only the estimates
of the facility construction and equipment acquisition costs had been included in the
previously prepared repository project documentation. The other costs associated with the
project development - such as the costs of planning, licensing, designing, land acquisition and
infrastructure preparing - have not been considered up to now.

First iterations of the repository safety assessment will soon identify a range of acceptable
safety options among the feasible repository variants. For further consideration of these
options, involving optimization of protection, full and comprehensive costs evaluations will
be needed, which will include the whole lifetime of the repository.

II Generation of input data for the overall costs evaluation

(i) Site infrastructure

As the result of a complex siting procedure [1], four preferred sites were recognized as
suitable for further investigations - Papuk, Psunj, Moslovacka gora and Trgovska gora.
Although the first three sites have been dismissed during the parliamentary procedure, and
only Trgovska gora has been included in the National physical plan, we shall proceed with the
infrastructure review of all four sites, in order to identify and compare site specific aspects of
the overall repository costs.

The infrastructure status at each site has been evaluated based on:
• transport options (local railway network, roads category),
• power supply (local electricity grid),
• water supply,
• water discharge, and
• telecommunications.

The evaluation has included technical, safety and all other requirements for construction and
normal operation of the repository. Based on these requirements, costs of establishing
appropriate infrastructures have been estimated for each site.

(ii) Disposal technology and repository design

Two main options of disposal technologies/designs have been considered: horizontal tunnel -
comb type design (T), and vault type engineered surface facility (P). Design documentation
[2,3] has been updated according to the changes in waste processing and packaging in the
Krsko NPP. Based on the construction costs evaluations already included in the
documentation, operational and post-operational costs for each facility will be estimated.

(Hi) Time framework

All the activities and their costs have been divided in several project phases, and their
duration has been assumed as follows:

Repository development
(pre-operational phases)

Project preparations 9 years

Construction preparation 4 years

Construction 3 years

Tablet. The project phases

Repository management
(operational and post-operational phases)

Operational period 50 years
( + equipment reconstruction after first 25 years)

Closure

Active institutional control

Passive institutional control

5 years

100 years

200 years
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Ill The methodology used

(i) Our general approach has been based on:

• estimates of time-spread costs for all activities in consecutive project implementation
steps, relying on the previously prepared project documentation;

• projection of all costs to a specific moment in time, applying an assumed discount rate
which describes changes in money value during the analyzed period. The beginning of
repository operational phase has been chosen as the reference moment;

• calculating separately total repository development costs Ud (the costs incurred before the
repository operation begins), and total repository management costs Um (the costs
generated by the use of the repository - including operations, closure, monitoring,
surveillance and equipment reconstruction costs). This separation was done in order to
analyze the difference between the initial investment, and the repository operations and
management costs;

• varying the main economic parameters. The discount rate (p) was set to 1%, 5% and 9%,
and the annuity periods (n) in which the costs could be financed were set to 10, 20 and 40
years, in order to compare the influence of various technical and fiscal parameters on the
repository costs.

(ii) The fiscal quantities used in the monetary values transformations are:

p - discount rate, which describes the evolution1 of money value in time;

/ - current interest, which will increase the value of the costs invested earlier to their
reference moment value. It depends on the discount rate, and the duration and
dynamics of the investment; and

a,, - annuity factor, by which the reference moment value should be multiplied if we
want to divide it in equal annuities payable at the end of each year for a predefined
annuity period of n years after the reference moment. It depends on the annuity
period and on the discount rate.

(in) Mathematical description

Total repository costs U will be calculated as the sum of values of total repository
development costs Ud and total repository management costs Um at the reference moment:

Total repository development costs Ud include project preparations costs Tpp, construction
preparation costs Tcp and direct construction costs Tc as incurred at the time of investment.
However, they should be evaluated at the reference moment (the beginning of the operating
period), which is accomplished by adding the respective current interests /:

Ud=Tpp + Tcp + Tc+Ipp + Icp + Ic (2)

Here, the current interest I for the cost T incurred during k consecutive years before the
reference moment, is calculated for the discount rate p by the customary approximate2

relation:

' Given amount of money lias a unique value only at a specific moment. Tliis value will increase in
lime because of the discount rate /?, so that after n years it becomes (I +p)" limes greater.
2 It is assumed that 7" was incurred in equal annual amounts during the period of respective activity, and
they are projected to the reference moment approximately, so that only discount rate linear terms are
retained.
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(3)

The total repository development costs Ud may then be broken into equal annuities td to be
paid at the end of each year during a period of first n operating years of the repository. The
amount of a single annuity can be calculated as

h=anUd (4)
where an is the annuity factor which ensures that the total of these annual payments amounts
to the equivalent of the Ud value. This annuity factor is determined3 from the discount rate/?:

Total repository management costs Um are obtained as the sum of discounted values (values
projected at the reference moment) of the following costs: To - annual operating costs; Tc -
annual closure costs; Tai and Tpi - active and passive institutional control annual costs,
respectively; and the one-time equipment reconstruction costs, Ter (25 years after the
repository operations start). The sum reads:

IJ =
7^25 50

1 V
5 t?

°
55

ti
f 155

I

355
I

T
pi

where / is the index denoting the years spanned by a particular activity (and counted from the
reference moment).

As in the case of development costs, the total repository management costs can be broken
down into equivalent annuities tm using the same annuity factor from the equation (4):

tm=<*»Um (7)

IV Results and discussion

(i) Total repository development costs Ud

Project preparations costs Tpp include project management costs, project documentation costs,
licensing costs, site investigation cost, public information and participation costs, etc. They
have been assessed at the same value for all repository options:

Tpp= 17.240 mil DEM

Construction preparation costs 7*̂  include also site infrastructure preparation costs. They are
strongly site-dependent, and have been estimated as follows:

Table 2. Construction preparation costs

Location name and symbol

Trgovskagora LI
Moslavacka gora L2
Papuk L3
Psunj L4

T
Icp

19.050 mil DEM
16.425 mil DEM
33.050 mil DEM
29.550 mil DEM

The construction preparation costs for the considered sites differ quite significantly, ranging
from 16.425 to 33.050 millions DEM. Construction preparation costs for Papuk location are

3 The expression is easily deduced as the sum of the first n terms in a geometrical series - which
describe the reference moment values of the annuities - and can be found in any accounting textbook.
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factor 2,02 (or more than 100%) higher than the costs for Moslovacka gora. However, the
construction preparation costs for the actual site on Trgovska gora are only 16% higher than
they would be on Moslavacka gora.

Direct construction costs Tc include engineering works as well as materials and equipment
acquisition, and have been estimated in the previously prepared documentation:

Table 3. Direct construction costs

Repository type and symbol

horizontal tunnel T
surface vault S

Tc

63.915 mil DEM
39.090 mil DEM

These costs are not site-specific. But the two technical solutions under consideration differ in
price for more than 60% (or by the factor of 1,63). The amount of this difference (about 24
mil DEM) is much greater than in the range of site-specific construction preparations costs
(where the maximum difference remains below 17 mil DEM, while the actual and the least
expensive site differ only for about 2.5 mil DEM).

Total repository development costs Ud are obtained by summing the above values for all the
various options - which leads to 8 different cases - and by projecting these sums to the
reference moment. These projections are calculated for the discount rates of 1%, 5% and 9%,
and presented in the table 4 (with the 5% rate indicated as the most reasonable choice).

Table 4. Total repository development costs

Option

Ll-T
Ll-S
L2-T
L2-S
L3-T
L3-S
L4-T
L4-S

TPP+Tcp+Tc

(mil DEM)
100.21
75.44
97.58
72.82

114.21
89.44

110.71
85.84

p=l%
Ud (mil DEM)'

102.83
77.51

101.14
74.82

117.18
91.86

113.59
88.27

Ud(ntiWEM)
IU3Q

tlOJS
%3M

IGL74
125 J l
91M

Index

137
l<04
L34
1,00
1.56
1.23
1.52
U S

p=9%
Ud (mil DEM)

123.77
94.47

120.55
91.26

140.92
111.62
136.63
107.34

While the surface type repository on Moslovacka gora would be the preferable option from
the development costs point of view, the same type of repository on Trgovska gora is the next
best choice, with only 4% higher price. At the other end of the development costs range, the
tunnel type repository on Papuk site would require about 56% higher investment.

Application of different discount rates leads to different values of the investment costs as they
will be seen at the moment when the repository operation begins. The nominal sum of the
repository development costs will be increased for about 3% at the discount rate of 1%, or
between 13% and 14% for the rate of 5%, and 25% - 26% for the discount rate of 9%.
Although these variations of the discount rate values clearly have a strong influence on the
projected investment costs, the main factor in the cost analysis so far remains to be the type of
repository option.

But the influence of the fiscal parameters on the costs will become more pronounced if their
financing is accomplished in equal annuities through varied periods of time.

Annual annuity td of the repository development costs, has been calculated for the annuity
periods of n = 10, 20 and 40 years after the beginning of the repository operation, applying
the same discount rates as before (1%, 5% and 9%).
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The annuities are varying significantly with the length of annuity period, as well as with the
discount rate values. The results are presented in table 5. The repository options from the
table 4 (LI-T to L4-S) are not listed in entirety: only the range of the respective annuity values
is presented in this table.

Table 5. Annual annuities for the total repository development costs

di
sc

ou
nt

 r
. (

%
)

1

5

9

Annual annuity td (mil DEM)
of total repository development costs, for selected annuity pehods(n years)

n = 10 (index=l)

range

7.90 - 12.37

11.14-16,71

14.22-21.96

aver,
value

10.14

13.93

18.09

n =20

range

4.15- 6.50

6,90 * 10,36

9.98 - 15.44

aver,
value

5.33

8-63

12.71

index

1.90

1,61

1.42

n =40

range

2.28- 3.57

5-01* 7,52

8.48- 13.10

aver,
value

2.94

6.26

10.79

index

3.45

2,23

1.67

At low discount rates, single annuity amounts are nearly inversely proportional to the annuity
period, so that they are almost 3,5 times higher for the 10 years period than for the 40 years
period at the 1% discount rate. However, these differences become smaller at higher discount
rates.
A comparison of the ranges of influence between technical and economic parameters on the
annuities of the total development costs is probably most meaningful for the 5% discount rate.
While the effects of the chosen technical option remain around 50% (of the lowest costs), the
selected annuity period will influence the annuity much stronger, raising it by the factor of
2.23 when the period is reduced form 40 to 10 years.

(ii) Total repository management costs Um

Annual repository management costs during its operating, closure and post-closure phases
have been estimated based on the percentage of construction costs. It is assumed that these
costs will be incurred each year during the respective activities. In addition, a single one-time
equipment reconstruction cost is planned during the operational period:

Table 6. Annual repository management costs

Activity, and the cost symbol

operating costs To

closure costs Tc

active institutional control Tai

passive institutional control Tpi

equipment reconstruction costs Ter

mil DEM

9.00
10.00
2.50
0.25
5.85

incurred

annually
annually
annually
annually

once

Total repository management costs Um are calculated from the values estimated in table 6
according to the equation (6).
Due to the long management periods, and to the assumption of equal annual management
costs throughout a particular activity period, these total costs will appear to be highly
dependent on the discount rate. In particular, it will appear that higher discount rates lead to
reduction of the total costs.

A However, one should keep in mind tliat an annuity value is not a very relevant expression of the true
expenditure.
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Although this clearly cannot be claimed to be the most realistic modeling of costs spanning
long time periods, it may be a reasonable starting point for later estimates, because of its
simplicity and transparency. The results are presented in table 7.

Table 7. Total repository management costs

p(%)

1

wmmm
•mmfMwKfxi9

Un, (mill DEM)

482,61
Wmmmmmmmmmm

100,10

Index

4,82

1,00

Annual annuities tm for the total repository management costs from the table 7, are given in
table 8:

Table 8. Annuities for the repository management costs

p(%)

1
5
9

Annual annuity tm (milDEM)

n = 10

50.96
22.43
15.60

Index
1
I
1

n=20
26.74
U.9Q
10.97

Index

1.91
3.61
1.42

n = 40

14.70

9.31

Index

3A7
2.22
1.68

Although the discount rate range of influence remains similar (see factors), the figures are
much higher than for the repository development costs.

(iii) Total project costs U

In the approach described above, the total repository management costs are in general found
to be significantly higher than the total repository development costs. This results in reduction
of the effects of the technology option on the total project costs.

In table 9 we illustrate this conclusion for the two repository design options at the Trgovska
gora site. The tunnel type facility is seen to be only 10% more expensive than the surface
repository:

Table 9. Total project costs for the Trgovska gora site atp=5°/o

Total repository development costs Ud

Total repository management costs Um

Total project costs U

UIUd ratio

Ll-T US

mil DEM

113.30 85.99

173,20

286.50

2.53

259.19

3.01

T/S
ratio

1.10

V Conclusions

Assessment of the total project costs for the four preferential sites and the two repository
designs gave a clearer picture of the overall repository development and management costs
differences for the considered options. A few conclusions can be drawn immediately:
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• by taking into considerations only the construction investments, the total project costs had
been heavily underestimated;

• although the construction costs for the tunnel and the surface type repositories are
significantly different, the influence of the repository type on the total project costs
appears to be far less important; and

• the role of fiscal parameters, particularly in the case of annuity amounts, may well exceed
the site and technology options impacts on costs.

While the relatively simple models of discounting can be retained for better transparency, the
estimates of the nominal cost elements of the repository management will need to be refined
in later cost assessments. Presently they only roughly indicate the relative importance of the
management costs, suggesting that in deciding about the repository type the construction costs
differences should not seriously affect optimization of protection.
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ABSTRACT

In France, low- and intermediate-level radioactive wastes are disposed in a near-surface
facility, at Centre de l'Aube disposal facility. This facility, which was commissioned in 1992,
has a disposal capacity of one million cubic meters, and will be operated up to about 2050. It
took over the job from Centre de la Manche, which was commissioned in 1969 and shut down
in 1994, after having received about 520,000 cubic meters of wastes. The Centre de l'Aube
disposal facility is designed to receive a many types of waste produced by nuclear power
plants, reprocessing, decommissioning, as well as by the industry, hospitals and armed forces.
The limitation of radioactive transfer to man and the limitation of personnel exposure in all
situations considered plausible require limiting the total activity of the waste disposed in the
facility as well as the activity of each package. The paper presents how ANDRA has derived
the activity-related acceptance criteria, based on the safety analysis. In the French
methodology, activity is considered as end-point for deriving the concentration limits per
package, whereas it is the starting point for deriving the total activity limits. For the
concentration limits (called here LMA) the approach consists of five steps:

• the determination of radionuclides important for safety with regards to operational and
long-term safety,

• the use of relevant safety scenarios as a tool to derive quantitative limits,
• the setting of dose constraint per situation associated with scenarios,
• the setting of contribution factor per radionuclide, and
• the calculation of concentration activity limits.
An exhaustive survey has been performed and has shown that the totality of waste packages
which should be delivered by waste generators are acceptable in terms of activity limits in the
Centre de 1' Aube. Examples of concentration activity limits derived from this methodology
are presented. Furthermore those limits have been accepted by the French regulatory body and
constitute a key point of ANDRA waste acceptance criteria.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most of low- and intermediate-level wastes are generated by the different branches of nuclear
industry in France. Fuel cycle waste include wastes from conversion, enrichment of uranium
and fabrication of fuel assemblies. Power plants represent the major part of the deliveries
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though it considerably decreased by a factor 3.5 in 15 years. Waste from reprocessing plants
are chiefly technological wastes. The French Atomic Energy Commission delivers research
wastes. There is also a small waste stream from small producers: hospital, health industry and
non nuclear-industry. They come from about 1,000 sites and are collected by a special
division at ANDRA, which characterises and conditions them for disposal.

The deliveries to Centre de l'Aube in 1998 were 12 763 m3: Power plants 5632 m3,
Reprocessing 3347 m3, Research 1476 m3, Fuel cycle 850 m3, Small producers 293 m3,
ANDRA 165 m3.

2. THE NEED TO LIMIT QUANTITIES OF ACTIVITY TO BE DISPOSED OF

2.1 Consequences of the safety objectives of a near-surface repository

The disposing of this wide variety of waste must comply with two basic safety objectives
defined by the French regulatory body: the immediate and future protection of the public and
the environment, and the limitation to 300 years of the surveillance period required.

ANDRA adopted the following design criteria to meet these objectives:

• isolation of the radioactivity during the first two phases of the life of the facility,
• limitation and/or delay of radionuclide transfer to the biosphere,
• limitation of personal exposure.

ANDRA accordingly took the following technical safety decisions:

• insertion of a multi-barrier system which enhances waste isolation as well as
radionuclide containment,

• limitation of the quantities of activity initially disposed of throughout the facility and in
each waste package,

• uniform distribution of the activity disposed at the facility.

To guarantee the safety level required by the facility, it was therefore necessary to determine
the radiological capacity of the facility (total activity limits which can be stored), and the
concentration activity limits for each waste package. Furthermore, to guarantee the uniform
distribution of the activity over the facility, it was necessary to define the concentration
activity limits for the waste package of each disposal structure.

2.2. Important radionuclides for safety

Since it is neither possible nor relevant to take into account very large number of
radionuclides for a safety assessment, it becomes necessary to perform a selection. The
concept of importance for safety of a radionuclide is appreciated as a function of:

• the quantity of activity to be stored for this radionuclide,
• its radioactive half-life,
• its radiotoxicity expressed by dose factors (ingestion, inhalation, external exposure), and
• various parameters characterizing its transport (in concretes, soil, the biosphere, and air) in

the scenarios employed.
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Hence this concept is closely linked to the knowledge of the wastes to be disposed of and the
disposal concept adopted.

In its technical acceptance criteria, ANDRA normally distinguishes between two types of
radionuclide according to their radioactive half-life. For radionuclides with short half-lives
compared with the duration of the institutional control phase, it is only necessary at Centre de
l'Aube to limit the activity in each package in order to protect the workers in case of an
operating accident. For the other radionuclides, it is also necessary to limit the total activity
to be disposed of at Centre de I'Aube, in order to protect the public in case of accidental
deterioration of the facility or intrusion in the long term.

Through the safety analyses conducted by ANDRA in its different safety reports, the list of
important radionuclides for safety has lengthened with the growing knowledge, by the waste
generators, of long-lived beta-gamma emitter radionuclides which are difficult to measure.
Hence the radionuclides of which the total quantity and the quantity per package accepted for
disposal is limited, was:

• in 1986 and then 1987, in the preliminary safety report, intended to obtain the permit for.
creation of the Centre: 3H, 60Co, 90Sr, 137Cs, 239Pu, and 241Am; then 14C, 63Ni, 94Nb, 241Pu,
237Np, and 238U,

• in 1991, in a provisional safety report, designed to obtain the permit for active operation of
the facility, eight long-lived beta-gamma emitter radionuclides were added: 59Ni, 129I, 99Tc,
93Zr, 93Mo, 107Pd, 15ISm, I35Cs, and 238U,

• in 1996, in the final safety report, designed to obtain the final operating permit, four long-
lived beta-gamma emitters and three alpha emitters were added: 36C1, 41Ca, 79Se, 108mAg,
238Pu, 240Pu, and 224U.

Furthermore, the radionuclides of which it is only necessary to limit the activity per package
at Centre de l'Aube are: 22Na, 54Mn, 55Fe, 65Zn, 106Ru, I1OmAg;

 119mSn, I25Sb, 134Cs, 144Ce,
147Pm, 152Eu, 204Tl, 210Pb, and 227Ac. These activities are expressed as specific activities.

3. THE SAFETY SCENARIOS AS A TOOL FOR CALCULATING ACTIVITY
LIMITS

3.1. The safety scenarios

In the safety analysis of a disposal facility, the design, modelling and quantification of the
scenarios help evaluate the repercussions of all events which could disturb the facility. Thus
the quantification of the scenarios serves to establish a direct link between the quantity of
activity stored and its radiological impact.

Besides the normal change scenario, which accounts for the migration of the radionuclides
outside the waste packages, through the disposal structures, into the aquifer and up to the
biosphere, for seepage conditions through the cap and normal degradation conditions of the
containment barriers, ANDRA has analysed a number of deterioration scenarios. These
scenarios are distinguished according to whether they correspond to radioactivity transfers by
water or by air. In all cases, the activity is presumed to be uniformly distributed in the
400 structures planned.
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Deterioration scenarios with the water pathway are the collapse of the cap of a structure, loss
of containment performance of the second barrier (the structures) during the institutional
control phase, and the use of a well respectively at the exterior and directly above the facility
during the institutional control and post-institutional control phases.

Operating accidents have also been analysed, including package dropping during handling at
the Centre and during positioning operations, plus a package fire. Intrusion scenarios were
also analysed for the post-institutional control phase, such as a road building site and the
construction of a permanent residence on the facility location with playground for children.
These scenarios involve the air pathway.

3.2. Links between the safety scenarios and the representative volumes of the facility

In order to establish a link between the safety analysis of the disposal facility and acceptance
criteria for the waste packages, it is important to highlight the correspondence between the
different safety scenarios, and the elementary volumes of the facility to which they apply. The
figure 1 illustrates this correspondence.

Error! No topic specified.
Water pathway scenarios apply in most cases to all the disposal structures as a whole. This
means that a quantity of activity hypothetically present at an outlet in a alterated operating
scenario of a well, or in the normal change scenario in the river, will be due to the
contribution of the release of all the structures of the Centre. In these conditions, these
scenarios were used to derive the total acceptable activity limits in the facility, particularly for
the long-lived beta-gamma emitter radionuclides.

The site intrusion and utilisation scenarios after the institutional control phase (road building
site, residence, or playground) also concern all the disposal structures. These scenarios,
which describe radioactivity transfers by air, were used to derive the total acceptable activity
limits for radiating radionuclides and for alpha emitters (inhalation).

Accident scenarios in the operating phase concerning a package or a group of packages were
also used to derive the concentration activity limits per package for short-lived emitters.

Note that, as mentioned in 3.1., since the activity is assumed to be uniformly distributed in all
the scenarios, ANDRA has chosen an additional constraint to guarantee this hypothesis. This
activity management constraint is reflected by the fact that the air pathway scenarios
concerning all the facility (site) have also led to a limit on the activity concentration of each
structure and each waste package, as shown in figure 1 by the word "uniformity".

4. CALCULATION OF TOTAL ACTIVITY LIMITS AND CONCENTRATION
ACTIVITY LIMITS PER PACKAGE

The methodology for calculating the total activity limits for the facility and the specific
activity limits per package stemmed from substantially different approaches, as shown in
Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2 Methodology for calculating total
activity limits and specific activity limits
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4.1. Methodology for calculating the total activity limits for the repository

For the total activity limits, the forecast activities are the input points of the calculation, and
their acceptability is checked. The different steps are as follows (Figure 2):

• compilation of a forecast inventory with the waste producers, often using safety margins
for radionuclides difficult to measure,

• application of the scenarios selected in 3.1.,
• assessment of the radiological impact associated with each scenario,
• comparison of this radiological impact with the dose constraints selected for each scenario,
• if the total radiological impact is lower than the dose constraints for all the scenarios, the

forecast inventory can become the total activity limits,
• if not, the margins used in compiling the forecast inventory must be reduced, or it is

impossible to receive all of the activities specified.

4.2. Methodology for deriving the specific activity limits for each package

For the concentration activity limits per package, the activities are the output points of the
calculation, and the input points are the dose limitations. The problem to be solved here is
one for, which there is no single solution, so that several sets of solutions are acceptable to
give an acceptable radiological impact. After the selection of radionuclides important for
safety and the selection of relevant scenarios, the different steps are as follows (Figure 2):

• application of the scenarios selected in 3.1.,
• setting of a dose constraints per scenario (taking into account the critical group, the

probability of the scenario, and the exposure duration),
• assumptions on the radionuclide distribution in the packages and choice of the contribution

allocated to each radionuclide in the consumption of the dose constraints,
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• direct derivation of the concentration activity limits per package for the scenarios
concerning a package (paragraphe 4.3.),

• derivation of a limit for all the packages of the site, and then for each structure and each
package for scenarios concerning the entire disposal (paragraph 4.4., 4.5., and 4.6.). A
limitation on the package is applied in this case to respect the assumption of uniform
activity distribution mentioned in 3.1., as explained in 3.2.

Some details concerning the two last steps of this methodology are presented below.

4.3. Direct calculation of the waste package concentration activity limits (LMA) for
short-lived emitters

For short-lived emitters, two accident scenarios in the operating phase were considered with
the same dose constraint (workers in accidental situation) for each radionuclide, yielding two
values of acceptability activity limits, and then, by assuming the mass of the packages, two
values of limit concentration activities Ad and Af respectively for dropping and for fire. Then
the LMA for the radionuclide concerned is the lower of the two values: LMA = min (Ad, Af).

4.4. Calculation of site (facility) concentration activity limits for medium- and long-lived
radionuclides and a emitters

For medium- and long-lived emitters, three intrusion scenarios in the post-surveillance phase
were considered, with relevant dose constraints (public, taken into account the probability of
occurrence of the scenario and the exposure duration). For each radionuclide and for each
scenario, the mass activity was calculated giving the dose factors multiplied by the
contribution factor of the radionuclide.

Three concentration activities, Aro (road construction), Ar (residential area) and Ap
(playground) were obtained for each radionuclide, and the facility LMA is the minimum of
these three values:

facility LMA = min (Aro,Ar,Ap)

The LMA for a emitters were calculated directly on the date of the scenario, i.e. t = 350 years
(300 years of decay). The LMA for the other radionuclides are calculated for t = 0.

4.5. Calculation of structure LMA for medium- and long-lived (3/y radionuclides and a
emitters

To satisfy some degree of uniformity in the activity distribution in the facility, a constraint
was imposed on the structures. It was assumed that the site LMA can be satisfied if the
structure LMA do not exceed three times the site LMA. This assumption is a management
requirement imposed on the operator to guarantee the range of validity of the scenarios
applied. It is illustrated in figure 3.

4.6. Calculation of package LMA for medium- and long-lived p/y radionuclides and a
emitters

It was also assumed that the site LMA can be satisfied if the package LMA do not exceed ten
times the facility LMA.
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However, as recalled in figure 3, the package LMA thus calculated for the medium- and long-
lived emitters must be lower than the concentration activities permitted for these
radionuclides by the application of the accident scenarios in the operating phase. This was
always the case in practice. The formula applied for the packages is accordingly:

package LMA = min (min (Ad,Af), 10 x (min (Aro,Ar,Ap)))

Error! No topic specified.

5. CONCLUSION

The methodology presented have been used by ANDRA in 1991, and updated in 1998 for the
derivation of waste acceptance criteria in the Centre de l'Aube. The concentration activity
limits per package derived from this approach, and currently applied since September 1999
for the packages disposed of at Centre de l'Aube are, for example for some radionuclides:

• short- and medium-lived emitters:
60Co = 1,3.105 GBq/t, 137Cs = 3.3.102 GBq/t, 90Sr = 6.103 GBq/t

• long-lived emitters, fission products:
129I= 1,4 GBq/t, "Tc = 4,4.101 GBq/t, 15ISm = 4,5.102 GBq/t

• long-lived emitters, activation products:
63Ni = 3,2.103 GBq/t, 94Nb = 1.2.10"1 GBq/t, 14C = 9,2.101 GBq/t

• total alpha emitters: 3,7 GBq/t

Some evolutions can be noted in the limits between 1991 and 1999, they are due to the larger
number of radionuclides to be taken into account and the updating of the safety assessment
performed for the Centre de l'Aube.

An exhaustive survey has been performed (taken into account all the waste identified by
waste generators), and has shown that the totality of waste packages which should be
delivered are acceptable in terms of activity limits in the Centre de 1'Aube. But it must be
mentioned that for two new radionuclides: 108mAg and 126Sn, the margin between expected
activity levels and derived limits are the smallest.

The limits derived have been accepted by the French regulatory body in September 1999 in a
Technical Prescription and constitute a key point of ANDRA waste acceptance criteria.

Furthermore ANDRA is participating since 1998 to IAEA consultant meeting in order to
provide technical material on the work undertaken in 1997 for the development and
illustration of such an approach for generic near surface repository.

The work undertaken by ANDRA now is to derive acceptance criteria for sealed sources
which could constitute an hot-spot inside a waste package and for which concentration
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activity limits per package are not relevant. A first authorisation has been obtained from the
French regulatory body for short-lived sealed sources.
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Abstract

Preparations for a LILW repository development in Croatia, conducted by APO -
Hazardous Waste Management Agency, have reached a point where the first safety
assessment of the prospective facility is being attempted. For evaluation of the calculated
radiological impact in the assessed option of repository development, a set of radiological
protection criteria should be included in the definition of the assessment context.

The Croatian regulations do not explicitly require that the repository development be
supported by such safety assessment process, and do not provide a specific set of radiological
criteria intended for the repository assessment which would be suitable for the constrained
optimization of protection.

For the initial safety assessment iterations of the prospective repository, which will
address long term performance of the facility for various design and other safety options, we
propose to use relatively simple radiological protection criteria, consisting only of individual
dose and risk constraints for the general population. The numerical values for these
constraints are established in accordance with the recognized international recommendations
and in compliance with all possibly relevant Croatian safety requirements.

Introduction

Preparations for a LILW repository development in Croatia, conducted by APO -
Hazardous Waste Management Agency, have reached a point where the first safety
assessment of the prospective facility is being attempted. This assessment is addressing only
the repository post-closure performance, and it will have to rely on a number of assumptions
and on largely generic data, but it will be introducing methodologies, identifying resources
and testing the regulatory environment for the more thorough assessments to follow.

A region on Trgovska gora has recently been designated by the Parliament as the
potential site for radioactive waste disposal. On-site research and measurements have become
possible, which are needed before the application for the repository location permit, and
which will facilitate the choice between the two conceptual design variants that are being
considered.

However, public acceptance of radioactive waste repositories has generally become
harder to achieve than the regulatory approval. This is particularly likely prospect for the
Croatian unique case, in which the waste is being generated by the joint venture nuclear
power plant in Slovenia, so that it presently is not actually in Croatia.

Carefully planned, well documented and fully transparent safety assessment of the
prospective repository may be the best basis for the general confidence building, providing
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guidance for the repository establishment through a series of steps which will be most likely
to solicit regulatory as well as public acceptance:

(a) Iterative safety assessment process, carried out in a dynamic interaction with the
repository development, provides the best available means for establishing a reasonable
assurance that the doses or risk associated with the waste disposed can be kept below the
appropriate regulatory limits. _

(b) First iterations of the assessment should be carried out as early as possible, so that the
safety case can be presented in a consistent and uniform manner from the moment the
political decision to build the repository is made. These assessments that will be made
before any safety analyses are formally required for regulatory approval of the repository
development, will be called preliminary assessments. Preliminary safety assessments will
especially focus on data collection needs, such as site and waste characterization and
design specifications, and should be able to provide early warnings of technical gaps to be
filled.

(c) Preliminary safety assessments will be used as a decision-making tool in the early phases
of repository development. The assessment calculations should focus on the long term
repository performance, demonstrating that desirable safety can be achieved by an
appropriate selection of: (1) facility site on the approved wider location, (2) one of the two
proposed facility designs, (3) adequate institutional control arrangements and (4)
reasonable waste acceptance criteria.

Interpretation of a safety assessment results generally involves a'comparison with the
appropriate regulatory criteria. As the Croatian regulations do not specifically address this
issue, we proceed with an outline of the conceptual and regulatory basis for the repository
safety assessment that can be deduced from the relevant national requirements and the
international recommendations, in order to propose a minimum set of radiological protection
criteria which would be sufficient for preliminary assessments.

Regulatory framework for LELW management

Presently, Croatian legislation maintains three basic radiation protection laws, which
do not address the radioactive waste management in a very consistent manner:

(a) The Law on Protection against Ionizing Radiation [1], which is the new Croatian law
adopted in 1999;

(b) The Law on Protection against Ionizing Radiation and on Special Safety Provisions for
Use of Nuclear Energy [2], the former federal law from 1984; and

(c) The Law on Measures for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and for Safety of Nuclear
Objects and Facilities [3], the former republic law from 1981.

The 1981 law specified mainly the regulatory authority to be exercised by the former
Republic within Yugoslav Federation, and was not affected by the 1984 revision of the basic
federal law. The new Croatian law updated concepts and requirements of radiation protection,
but did not address nuclear safety at all, explicitly retaining in power the segments of the two
older laws which regulate safety of nuclear facilities.

Regarding radioactive waste management, the new law empowers the Minister of
Health to prescribe all the relevant regulations based on most recent internationally
recognized standards and recommendations. However, the waste management facilities are
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designated as nuclear facilities, and therefore also subject to the old laws and their subordinate
regulations.

The old federal law deals with radioactive waste management and disposal in a
prescriptive but not really systematic manner, through regulations designed for nuclear
facilities in general and primarily focused on the nuclear power plant safe operation. The
subordinate codes of practice did later address LELW disposal more specifically, but have
rather inappropriately retained parallelism with the concepts of NPP operations safety.

Requirements on the repository performance safety analyses

Croatian regulations do not use the term safety assessment. For evaluation of the
safety of nuclear facilities, the old federal law first requires a non-specific procedure simply
designated as an analysis. Then, for a few specific steps in a facility approval procedure
(starting with authorization for the construction of a nuclear facility), a safety report is
introduced. The safety report requires safety analyses of the facility expected performance.
Instructions on the report preparation and some other specific safety requirements for
repository development can be found in several codes of practice subordinated to the basic
law. In particular, The Code of Practice on Preparation and Contents of Safety Reports [4]
specifies the standard form and contents of safety reports for the radioactive waste
repositories. Safety analyses should be presented towards the end of the meticulously
prescribed document, and for their presentation only one out of 13 safety report chapters is
proposed.

Generally, the regulations do not put very much emphasis on the safety analyses, but
prefer to specify a great number of safety features prescriptively, in advance and for all
repository types. These analyses are not intended to play any significant role in the repository
planning and development, and even less in assessing the real needs for the detailed facility
characterization. So, their role appears to be limited to regulatory approval, but even there (in
the safety report) it would better be described as a supplementary than as the decisive role.

Clearly, Croatian regulations do not explicitly require that the repository development
be supported by such a safety assessment process as we have planned. The assessment
planning was based upon the recommendations of the International Basic Safety Standards
for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and for the Safety of Radiation Sources [5] (the
BSS), and upon the IAEA's RADWASS program publications, to which the BSS refer for
consistent application of the standards in the field of radioactive waste management. Further
and more specific guidance on the safety assessment procedure we sought in the IAEA
BIOMASS [6] and ISAM [7] projects.

The safety assessment approach to repository establishment, described in the
Introduction, was the only choice consistent with the ever-present commitment of the
Croatian regulations that internationally recognized developments in the field should be
followed and observed even when they are not yet reflected in domestic requirements.1

Additional arguments for such an approach come from the Joint Convention on the Safety of
Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management, which Croatia
has recently ratified. Its Preamble commitment to "keep in mind the principles contained in
the interagency BSS", as well as the RADWASS waste management principles, suggests that

' Such commitment, as already mentioned, pertains to pending regulations subordinated to the new radiation
protection law, but it was also present, for instance, in the old Code of Practice on safety reports, when it
declares that the investor and the user of the nuclear facility are required to keep up with the domestic and
foreign experiences related to similar nuclear facilities.
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the safety assessment it requires has the same meaning [8] which consistently appears in
RADWASS publications.2

The concept of the assessment related radiological criteria

The RADWASS publication Safety Assessment for Near Surface Disposal [9]
contributes to the clarification of the safety assessment concept, inter alia, the following
remark:

Performance assessment becomes a safety assessment when the system under
consideration is the overall waste disposal system and the performance measure
is radiological impact or some other global measure of impact on safety.

The measure of impact to be calculated in a given assessment will be specified when
the assessment context is defined; in the case of our planned assessment, radiological impact
has been selected. For evaluation of the calculated radiological impact in the assessed option
of repository development, a set of radiological protection criteria should also be included in
the definition of the assessment context. The impact can be compared with, the criteria only if
both are expresses as the same physical quantities.

If the impact calculated in the assessment does not exceed the protection criteria, then
the assessed option of the repository development is an acceptable protection option. Such an
option may eventually be presented for regulatory approval, but in the early phases of
repository planning various protection options should be compared in the process of
optimization.3

While it is possible to define any specific protection criteria for a particular assessment
purpose, we are looking for a set of criteria that would be recognized by the regulatory body
for purposes of the repository development approval. As can be suspected from our
introductory discussion, Croatian regulations do not provide radiological protection criteria
specifically intended for radioactive waste management.

Croatian regulations superficially reflect the generally recognized principles that
societal or regulatory approval of any practice involving ionizing radiation should be based on
justification of the practice, optimization of protection and individual dose limitation.
Regarding the concept of justification, for which differing interpretations have been noted by
the ICRP in the Publication 77 [10], in the case of Croatian repository it is most reasonable to
adhere to the Commission's strict view that waste management is not a stand-alone practice
which can or needs to be justified in its own right. As for limitations of actual exposures, the
new Croatian law on radiation protection adopts the generally accepted individual dose limit
of 1 mSv per year, but without the ICRP recommended [11] risk-related interpretation.4 And
the concept of optimization appears to be less adequately defined in the new law than in older
regulations. Source-related aspects, such as in constrained optimization, can only be
introduced through the reference to international recommendations.

2 Regardless of the fact that, in Croatian translation of the Convention, the term safety assessment was somehow
transformed into safety analysis. A more detailed discussion of the relevance of the terminology in RADWASS
publications can be found in our paper presented at the previous Conference and cited here as the ref. [8].
3 In the NEA expert group review of recognized terminology (see ref. [15]), acceptable is opposed to
unacceptable option which is not fit for optimization, while fully adequate option needs no further optimization.
4 Actually, the Croatian law calls it die limit of exposure, not the dose limit, nor is die term effective dose ever
used. Although tliis can lead to no real misunderstanding, strictly speaking the limit can formally be interpreted
only in the context of the relevant international recommendations.
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While the primary dose limits are set for protection from actual exposures delivered by
all regulated practices, safety assessment of a repository considers a source within a practice
in hypothetical situations and in order to identify and optimize acceptable protection options.
Therefore, the assessment related radiological protection criteria should in general support the
procedure of constrained optimization, for which the ICRP recommends [11] that

this procedure should be constrained by restriction on the doses on individuals
- (dose constraints), or the risk to individuals in case of potential exposures (risk

constraints), so as to limit the inequity likely to result from the inherent economic
and social judgements.

In order to achieve this, the constraints clearly must be more restrictive than the
primary limits. We propose to identify appropriate values for such dose and risk constraint
which will be compatible with all radiological requirements of our present national
regulations, and to base radiological protection criteria for the planned assessments on these
values.

Approach to the criteria establishment

For establishment of an adequate set of radiological protection criteria for the
assessment results evaluation, a similar approach can be used as in preceding demonstration
that the Croatian regulatory framework supports a safety assessment based repository
development at least implicitly if not in specific requirements. However, as these criteria put
upper bounds on the acceptable radiological impact, the more restrictive values must be
adopted whenever a choice has to be made between various domestic regulations and
international recommendations. We shall, therefore, proceed as follows:

1. Any explicit dose or risk limits and constraints from the actual national regulations must
be met by the assessment evaluation criteria.

2. If the aim or scope of any radiation protection requirements in domestic regulations is not
transparent within the context of radioactive waste management and repository safety
assessment, or in case of any other ambiguities, guidance will be sought in international
recommendations, primarily in the ICRP and the IAEA recent publications.

3. If the present internationally recognized standards and good practices are more restrictive
or address additional protection and safety issues, they should outweigh or supplement the
national limitations and concerns regarding the projected repository performance.

The most specific suggestions for an appropriate range of values, from which dose and
risk constraints should be selected, is offered in the RADWASS publication Near Surface
Disposal of Radioactive Waste [12]:

For events at the repository in the post-closure phase which are determined to be
likely, the repository shall be designed so that projections of doses or risks to
members of the public do not exceed an appropriate fraction of the dose limit, 1
mSvy"1, or its risk equivalent. The appropriate fraction, termed the dose or risk
constraint, shall be determined by the regulatory body. Dose constraints are
typically a fraction between 10 and 30 percent of the dose limit.3

Although not necessarily subject to these constraints, situations involving the
possibility of exposure arising from unlikely events affecting the repository shall also be

5 Tliis RADWASS recommendation is consistent with the ICRP Publication 77 (ref. [ 10]), which suggests that the
dose constraint should not exceed 0.3 mSv per year.
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considered. Also, the publication requires that measures should be taken to reduce the
potential for events which could cause deterministic events.

Examination of the Croatian regulations from various periods, including radiation
protection, nuclear safety and environmental protection, reveals repeated reference to the
standard two sets of radiological upper bounds, one reflecting the primary dose limits and the
other intended for the exemption from regulatory control. While we are looking for a fraction
of- the primary limit, the exemption or clearance levels are too low6 and conceptually
inadequate for application to a regulated source.

The only appropriate fraction of the dose limit is found in The Code of Practice on
Limits of Exposure [13], in which the article 28 states:

When use of technical sources of ionizing radiation is planned (...), for planning
purposes the individual limit of the effective dose equivalent for members of the
public cannot be greater than 0.2 mSv per year from all technical sources.

References to other paragraphs, in this citation indicated as (...), clarify that the
exposure limit is set in accordance with the general requirements for justification of practices,
optimization of protection and limitation of individual doses. Also, the limits established in
this Code must not be exceeded in the normal operational conditions.

This value of 0.2 mSv per year is the only candidate for the dose constraint in the
Croatian regulations. Although optimization of protection is not really defined as constrained
optimization, and accordingly this value is not source-related, it could be adequate for a
LILW repository in an undeveloped and low populated area, particularly because it fits nicely
within the RADWASS suggested span of values for dose constraints.

Therefore, until some qualified regulatory authority decides otherwise7, we propose to
use the above value as the dose constraint in the repository safety assessments. However, its
straightforward translation into the risk constraint, as suggested in the RADWASS approach,
would be questionable because of The Code of Practice on Conditions for Location,
Construction, Testing Operations, Start-up and Operation of Nuclear Facilities [14]. Its
article 3 states:

In order to ensure safety of a nuclear facility, the following conditions must be
met:

1. in all operating conditions - the requirements from the regulations on
protection against ionizing radiation;

2. in case of nuclear accident - that the radiation risk be lower than ten
microsieverts per year for any individual outside the facility site.

The latter condition does not apply to design events for which probability of
occurrence is lower than 10~7.

The radiation risk in this code of practice denotes the effective dose (equivalent)
multiplied by the probability of exposure. While there is no doubt that the article was
primarily intended for nuclear reactors, all general safety requirements on nuclear facilities
must also be satisfied by the waste repositories, so the limitations on nuclear accidents should
also hold for potential exposures from a repository.8

6 Automatic exemption, according to e. g. BSS, is possible at the dose level of 10 )j.Sv per year.
7 At present, the existence of a regulatory body, competent for the radioactive waste disposal, is not transparent.
8 As a matter of fact, even in the sections dedicated strictly to the waste management, various regulatory acts
generally retain striking parallelism with the reactor safety terminology.
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In the view of the ICRP recommended interpretation of the primary dose limit as the
lower bound to unacceptable risk, which implies that the risk of stochastic effects expressed
in terms of dose may be compared with the compound potential exposure risk, the cited risk
limitation of 0.01 mSv can appear as a too restrictive value to be used for the risk constraint,
if the dose constraint is 0.2 mSv. 9 However, the approach to potential exposures has not yet
become so transparent and internationally harmonized as in the case of normal exposures. As
a NEA expert group states in the report The Meaning and Application of the Concept of
Potential Exposure [15], during the development of the BSS

considerable controversy developed over whether techniques were sufficiently
developed to allow a standard for individual risk limitation or constraint to be
used The BSS, while describing approaches for ensuring safety of sources, stops
short of specifying numerical criteria for risk.

Therefore, we cannot provide convincing arguments that the value for risk constraint
should not be lower than the equivalent of dose constraint. On the contrary, the uncertainties
inherent in the assessment of probabilities for potential exposures may be taken as an
argument that a more restrictive approach should be apropriate than in constraining normal
exposures. Accordingly, we propose to adopt the value of 0.01 mSv per year as a risk
constraint for potential exposures in the repository safety assessment.

Finally, although complying with the risk constraint, some very low probability
scenarios may result in potential exposures far above the dose constraint. These scenarios
should either be extremely improbable so that they do not need to be considered at all, or the
associated potential exposures should remain below the threshold for deterministic effects.

Conclusion: proposal of radiological protection criteria

For these initial safety assessment iterations of the prospective repository, which will
address long term performance of the facility for various design and other safety options,
relatively simple radiological protection criteria will be used, consisting only of individual
dose and risk constraints for the general population.

For normal evolution scenarios, an acceptable protection option would be realized if
the repository could not inflict an effective dose to a member of a critical group exceeding the
dose constraint of 0.2 mSv per year. The same constraint may also be applied to any altered
evolution scenarios deemed to be particularly likely.

However, most altered evolution scenarios worth considering in a safety assessment
are generally expected to cause radiological consequences exceeding the dose constraint.
They are usually associated with unlikely disruptive events, accidents or extreme conditions.
In such a case, the analyzed protection option may still be acceptable if the ensuing potential
exposure weighted with the probability of occurrence would not cause the repository to
impose an individual risk to members of a critical group exceeding the risk constraint of 0.01
mSv per year. The risk constraint, appearing here in the form of an exposure, denotes the
product in which the effective dose is multiplied with the probability of exposure.

This criterion of risk constraint is not appropriate for the very low probability
scenarios. It should be supplemented by the requirement that potential short term exposures
do not exceed the effective dose of 500 mSv in order to avoid deterministic effects of
irradiation. However, no requirements or constraints have to be applied to the extremely

9 When the RADWASS recommendation speaks of dose or risk constraint, using the risk equivalent of a dose, the
implication is that both constraints might have the same value.
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improbable scenarios which depend on unlikely events with the probability of occurrence
lower than I0~7 per year, i. e. such scenarios need not be considered in safety assessment.
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Abstract

An iterative process of safety assessment, presently focusing on the site-specific
evaluation of the post-closure phase for the prospective LILW repository on Trgovska gora in
Croatia, has recently been initiated. The primary aim of the first assessment iterations is to
provide the experts involved, the regulators and the general public with a reasonable
assurance that the applicable long term performance and safety objectives can be met.
Another goal is to develop a sufficient understanding of the system behavior to support
decisions about the site investigation, the facility design, the waste acceptance criteria and the
closure conditions.

In this initial phase, the safety assessment is structured in a manner following closely
methodology of the ISAM - The International Programme for Improving Long Term Safety
Assessment Methodologies for Near Surface Radioactive Waste Disposal Facilities - the
IAEA coordinated research program started in 1997.

Results of the safety assessment first iteration will be organized and presented in the
form of a preliminary safety analysis report (PSAR), expected to be completed in the second
part of the year 2000. As the first report on the initiated safety assessment activities, the
PSAR will describe the concept and aims of the assessment process. Particular emphasis will
be placed on description of the key elements of a safety assessment approach by: a) defining
the assessment context; b) providing description of the disposal system; c) developing and
justifying assessment scenarios; d) formulating and implementing models; and e) interpreting
the scoping calculations.

Introduction

In addition to radioactive waste generated in medicine, industry and research, Croatia
may have to manage its share of the waste generated by the nuclear power plant Krsko in the
neighboring Republic of Slovenia. Built as a fifty-fifty venture of two former Yugoslav
republics, NPP Krsko is still with undefined ownership, pending agreement among partners,
sovereign states today. A number of activities related to establishment of a LILW repository
in Croatia have been initiated in anticipation of this agreement, but no explicit commitment
has yet been made. Although preparations for repository construction in such circumstances
may appear premature, anything less than that could have been interpreted as refusal of
partnership responsibilities.

Repository related activities in Croatia have so far included a thorough site-screening
of the Croatian territory, site selection procedure and preparation of two conceptual facility
design variants.
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Recently, the safety assessment for the prospective repository has been initiated, with
the primary aim to provide the experts involved, the regulators and the general public with a
reasonable assurance that the applicable long term performance and safety objectives can be
met by the planned facility. Another goal is to develop a sufficient understanding of the
system behavior to support decisions about the site investigation, the facility design, the waste
acceptance criteria and the closure conditions.

Context in which the safety assessment process is initiated

Croatian legislation still deals with radioactive waste management and disposal
prescriptively through regulations designed for nuclear facilities in general, and primarily
tailored for purposes of NPP safe operation. The philosophy of "International Basic Safety
Standards for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and for the Safety of Radiation Sources"
(henceforth referred to as BSS) [1], as well as the more specific technical and other
requirements on disposal of radioactive waste issued under the IAEA's Radioactive Waste
Safety Standards (RADWASS) Programme, have not yet been fully integrated into the
Croatian regulatory framework of radiological protection and safety. Therefore, no
comprehensive, self-sufficient set of guidelines for establishment of a national LILW
management system and disposal facilities, consistent with these internationally recognized
recommendations, could have been developed so far.

APO — Hazardous Waste Management Agency, was established almost 10 years ago,
primarily in order to carry out or supervise activities related to development of a LILW
repository (e.g. site selection, site characterization, design, safety assessment and public
relations). Project of establishing repository is well on its way now: site selection procedure is
in the advanced state since the location on Trgovska Gora was chosen as preferential and
reserved for full characterization in the Physical plan accepted by the Croatian parliament;
two conceptual/preliminary facility designs had been drawn up (combining available and
generic design parameters), one for a horizontal tunnel repository and the other for a concrete
vault near surface facility.

At this point it was decided that a preliminary safety assessment report (PSAR) -
preliminary in the sense that it is not yet required by any regulation - will be prepared as an
overview of the past activities and as the first evaluation of the safety case. In order to prepare
the PSAR and to demonstrate that the proposed disposal project is an acceptable safety
option, a safety assessment process was initiated.

The safety assessment process will develop through a number of iterations which will
reflect and influence the repository establishment [2,3], Safety assessment can play a role in
future site characterization, establishing waste acceptance criteria, designing and optimizing
engineered barriers for planned facilities and, in particular, it should contribute to the final
decision on the repository type to be built on Trgovska Gora. Safety assessment is also
fundamental to the future licensing process. In each of these areas, safety assessment plays a
key role in focusing attention on the issues related to the long-term safety of the disposal
system. Safety assessment can therefore be seen to be an important factor of development,
based on which practical decisions about repository establishment in Croatia will be made.

In this initial phase, the safety assessment is structured in a manner following closely
methodology of the ISAM - The International Programme for Improving Long Term Safety
Assessment Methodologies for Near Surface Radioactive Waste Disposal Facilities - the
IAEA coordinated research program started in 1997.
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The ISAM program places a special emphasis on the review and enhancement of post-
closure safety assessment approaches and tools for proposed and existing near-surface
radioactive waste disposal facilities, focusing in particular on the review and enhancement of
approaches and tools used for: scenario development and justification; model formulation and
implementation, including input data; and confidence building.

Our safety assessment process is and will remain, even in the later stages, limited by
the size of the Croatian nuclear program. Extensive research will clearly not be possible.
Therefore, our safety cases for the disposal facilities on Trgovska gora, while becoming
increasingly site specific with accumulation of the site characterization data, will largely have
to rely on the approaches and tools suggested and advanced through the ISAM project.

PSAR: form and contents

As the first report on the initiated safety assessment activities, the PSAR will describe
the concept and aims of the assessment process. Therefore, it should as closely as possible
follow the lines of reasoning of the safety assessment, both in form and contents. Since the PSAR
is not yet intended for the formal regulatory approval of repository development, and it is not a
safety case in the formal sense, it will contain elements of both a progress report and a plan of
further activities. In particular, the PSAR should be able to provide early warnings of technical
and regulatory gaps to be filled.

Its primary purpose is confidence building for the experts involved in the repository
establishment. Although not formally required, it will be submitted to the regulators for
comments and suggestions, and in order to help them prepare for analyzing and peer
reviewing of such documents. Ideally, their response should include instructions on necessary
changes and improvements expected from the team preparing the safety case.

Closely following the ISAM methodology, the contents of the PSAR will be divided
into six sections:

• the assessment context,

• disposal system description,

• features, events and processes list (FEPs list) and scenario generation,

• modeling,

• the calculations, and

• analysis and evaluation of results.

The context is a brief description of the key elements of the specific safety assessment
to be carried out. The first step in defining the Croatian assessment context consists of asking
a number of relevant questions, such as: what is the purpose of this assessment (e.g. overview
of the project, Trgovska Gora site characterization, decisions on the type of the repository,
etc.), what are the appropriate assessment criteria (e.g. individual doses, individual risks,
environmental concentrations, etc.), what are the times-cales to be considered?

The disposal system description will contain the available information on:

• the planned disposal facility (e.g. disposal options, facility design variants, engineered
barriers, facility dimensions);

• the expected waste inventory (e.g. radionuclide activities and concentrations, waste types,
waste forms); and
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• the site characteristics (e.g. the geosphere with its lithologies, water flow and transport
characteristics, etc., then the biosphere including human activities and the exposure
pathways, etc.).

It is important to ensure that the data collected be pertinent to the assessment context.
For the first iteration of the safety assessment, the emphasis will be placed on the collation of
the existing data rather than on the collection of new data. For subsequent iterations, the
emphasis will shift towards collection of the most relevant missing data. —

FEPs list and scenario generation are closely related processes, and will strongly depend
on expert judgement. The FEPs list is presently being generated and documented in a
systematic way, representing all features, events and processes which could directly or
indirectly influence the planned Croatian disposal system and migration and fate of
radionuclides it contains. The resulting list will be used together with the system description
to formulate scenarios.

In a safety assessment, it is often important to evaluate the performance of the disposal
system under both present and future conditions, including anticipated and less probable
events. This means that many different factors (e.g. conceptual model and parameter
uncertainty, long time periods, human behavior and climate change) must be taken into
account and evaluated in a consistent way, often in the absence of quantitative data.
Judgements on which of the scenarios should be analyzed in the safety assessment are then
made. The chosen set of scenarios depends on the purpose of the assessment (i.e. on the
assessment context). Together, the scenarios should provide a picture of future evolution,
critical issues and system robustness. A transparent scenario generation and selection
methodology is an important part of confidence building, especially since scenario generation
is often the focus of attention during independent reviews.

Reporting on the initial iteration of the safety assessment process, the PSAR will not
investigate beyond the level of scoping or screening calculations. The level of detail to which
the models will be developed not only is a function of the assessment context, but it also
reflects the early stage of the safety assessment process. For the very first iteration it might be
sufficient to generate only simplistic models for screening purposes [4], which can be
implemented using simple and non-dedicated computer tools such as spreadsheets. Very
simplified or scoping calculations of some system component or of the entire system will be
more transparent, and therefore more easily accepted, particularly by the public. Models for
later iterations, especially the formal safety case, may need to be considerably more
comprehensive. In addition to the primary set of radiological protection criteria, selected in
accordance with the national regulations and the international recommendations, a variety of
indicators will be used to interpret the assessment results (e.g. natural background radiation;
natural background concentrations of contaminants etc.).

PSAR: specific features

Being the first safety report in the Croatian waste management community, the PSAR
can contribute to the general confidence building only if it incorporates extensive educational
features. This will be realized through dedicated sections and appendices explaining gradually
the most relevant aspects of repository establishment and related safety analyses (with an
adequate overview of good practices in the field), as an introduction to more specific and
complex issues, such as are presented by the scenario generation and justification, conceptual
modeling, model simulation and result presentation and interpretation. Assuming that the
target audience ("the stakeholders") for the first assessment iterations will be so broad as to
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include practically all the people involved in the project, as well as many officials that may
have some regulatory jurisdiction over the project, and possibly some informed and interested
individuals from the general public, the PSAR is conceived as a stand-alone product, for
understanding of which an average reader will not have to rely on an extensive outside
reference. On the contrary, this first report should provide the most relevant general
knowledge that can be used for better understanding of the subsequent reports, which can
therefore be organized in a more concise manner.

The PSAR is supervised and partly realized by the APO staff department for safety
assessment, while other parts of this complex task are carried out in collaboration with the
few expert firms or specialized organizations associated with the University of Zagreb, as
well as with independent experts from several fields.

It is expected that first iteration of the safety assessment will be finished by July this
year, and that the first version of PSAR will be ready for delivery and critical evaluation
sometime in September this year.

Two aspects related to the PSAR generation merit some additional consideration at
this point: the data collection and the computer tools application.

The development of a safety case usually requires considerable quantities of data
related to the disposal system (that is the site and its environs, the disposal facility and the
wastes). These data are used throughout much of the safety assessment process, particularly
in: scenario development and justification; model formulation and implementation; and
results interpretation. Our safety assessment up to now identified the need for more data, in
particular waste related data. While the data on Trgovska gora characteristics, completed in
this phase without the on-site investigations, will suffice for this first iteration of the safety
assessment, waste related data are scarce and insufficient for any model simulations, so we
shall rely mostly on generic data inferred from the nuclear power plants of similar concept
and size as the NPP Krsko.

Many mathematical models of varying degrees of sophistication have been developed
and documented for the processes which need to be considered in safety assessments (e.g.
transport in the near-field, through the geosphere and in the biosphere). Also, numerous
computer tools have been developed elsewhere to allow the solution of these mathematical
models. For most of the available tools, the issues associated with their quality assurance and
verification are considered through the ISAM program in such a way that their use is
defensible in a credible safety assessment process. For the immediate future we find this
arrangement to be satisfactory, and shall not attempt to develop new dedicated tools.

Conclusions

If the expected arrangements concerning the ownership of the NPP Krsko are made
during this year, with the responsibility for the waste management clearly outlined, then a
location permit procedure for the LILW repository on Trgovska gora may be initiated very
soon. The results summarized in the first PSAR will then be the basis for further iterations of
the safety assessment to be included into the actual safety case. The assessment and the PSAR
preparations are used to identify the resources, and to provide the needed level of confidence
to all interested parties, particularly to the repository project team, that it is sensible to
proceed with their plans for the waste disposal on the selected location and that they will be
able to demonstrate with a reasonable assurance that the human health and the environment
will be adequately protected.
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A comprehensive and up-to-date awareness of the range of safety assessment
approaches and tools that can be used to assemble a safety report is building up, as well as the
first practical experience in evaluation and implementation of those approaches and tools
which are most appropriate for the Croatian circumstances. Also, first experience is gained in
PSAR formulation, particularly regarding the issues such as transparency, traceability,
handling of expert judgement, and identification of uncertainties.

Even at this early stage of the assessment initialization, we can point out several
relevant observations and conclusions that can already be drawn from the work accomplished
up to now:

• The safety assessment initial steps have already indicated some important gaps in the
overall knowledge about the repository project (e.g. about the engineering of the final
cover, about the properties of the materials to be used in the vault structures etc.).

• It has already become clear that this first assessment iteration, with the presently available
data on the site characteristics, cannot provide adequately discriminating descriptions of
the future performance for the two facility design variants - at least not with such a
resolution which could facilitate the pending choice between the variants.

• The results of the first assessment iteration will be evaluated against the radiological
protection criteria formulated for this purpose by the safety assessment team. Only when
the whole process is reported to all the regulators likely to exercise any authority in the
repository approval procedures, may we expect to learn how the actual Croatian
regulatory framework - incomplete, heterogeneous and partly obsolete - responds to our
safety assessment supported repository establishment plan.

• The safety assessment methodology, introduced and practiced in this project, has a
definite potential for application in projects assessing operational or long term
performance of other facilities, in particular those involved in management and disposal of
other types of hazardous waste - which is an important point to note in a small country
with limited resources.
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Abstract

The concept of radioactive waste management in Croatia comprises three major areas:
management of low and intermediate level radioactive waste (LELRW), spent fuel management
and decommissioning. All the work regarding radioactive waste management program is
coordinated by Hazardous Waste Management Agency (APO) and Croatian Power Utility
(HEP) in cooperation with other relevant institutions. Since the majority of work has been
done in developing low and intermediate level radioactive waste management program, the
paper will focus on this part of radioactive waste management, mainly on issues of site
selection and characterization, repository design, safety assessment and public acceptance. A
short description of national radioactive waste management infrastructure will also be
presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Without any nuclear power plant in its territory nor any other nuclear fuel cycle facility,
Croatia definitely can not be described as a typical nuclear country. But, as once part of the
same country, Croatia financed the construction of the Krsko nuclear power plant (NPP) in
neighboring Slovenia, thus becoming a joint owner of the plant which has been operating under
a special agreement between the two states ever since. Co-ownership of a nuclear power plant
and its own radioactive waste give Croatia an obligation of establishing radioactive waste
management program. Whether or not this program becomes effective and in what extent will
probably depend on future agreements with Slovenia, but still the radioactive waste stored at
interim storage facilities in Croatia should somehow be dealt with.

Croatia has been working on the low and intermediate level radioactive waste repository
project for more than a decade now, preparing preliminary proceedings and background
materials required for repository construction. First steps have been taken in all the main fields
of activity, from siting procedure and repository design to the very important issue of public
acceptance.

2. LOW AND INTERMEDIATE LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL PROJECT

2.1. Radioactive waste — sources, quantities and types

It is assumed that the majority of low and intermediate level radioactive waste to be
disposed in future repository will consist of waste from the Krsko NPP. The quantities of
waste generated during the plant's lifetime together with the waste from decommissioning and
dismantling process are estimated to be about 18.000 m3. At the present moment, waste from
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normal operation of the plant is being processed and stored in temporary storage on site. By
the end of 1999 there were approx. 2090 m3 of stored waste with total activity of 2,655><1013

Bq, containing drums with evaporator bottoms, spent resins, supercompacted waste,
compatible waste, spent filters and other wastes. Figure 1 shows low level solid radioactive
waste production in Krsko NPP. The trend of reducing the volume of low level waste
production started with the completion of supercompacting campaign in 1995 and continued as
new waste processing procedures were implemented. -
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FIG. 1. Volume of low level solid radioactive waste (m3) produced in Krsko NPP

All activities concerning low and intermediate level waste from the Krsko NPP are
carried out at the NPP site. All the processes and procedures are within the scope of
responsibility of the NPP and of Slovenian governmental bodies.

Radioactive waste in Croatia is generated in various nuclear applications, mainly in
medicine, industry and research activities. The total amount of that waste is about 80 m3 with
annual growth rate not exceeding 6 m3. Gross activity measures 2.3xlO12 Bq. The waste
consists of radionuclides 152'1S4Eu from lightning rods, 241Am from smoke detectors, 192Ir, 90Sr
and 85Kr from measurement and processing in industry, and 137Cs, 60Co and 226Ra from medical
applications. There are 31 users of open radiation sources in medical institutions producing
liquid waste, in which only 3H and 14C cause disposal problems.

There are some 500 institutions authorized to handle radiation sources in Croatia. The
main requirements for handling, storage and waste management responsibilities have been
defined by regulations regarding protection from radiation exposure and handling of
radioactive materials and supervised by the Ministry of Health, Sanitary Inspectorate Section.
Presently, there are three ways of covering the waste storage process. Short lived waste is
stored at the place of origin until its activity falls to background level after which it is
considered nonradioactive waste. Spent radiation sources are returned to the producer or, as
other long lived waste, transferred and stored at one of two temporary storage facilities located
at two national research institutes in Zagreb.
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2.2. Site selection and characterization

Actual radioactive waste repository siting process began in 1988 with the task to (a)
establish methodological concept of the siting procedure, (b) define site selection criteria, (c)
perform a survey of the entire territory and (d) identify a few candidate sites. Methodology and
site selection criteria have been prepared by a group of experts and confirmed by IAEA Waste
Management Advisory Programme experts, then -verified by the Croatian Government, passed
through the necessary parliamentary procedure and presented to the public in 1992. Site
selection criteria involved 10 exclusionary and 28 comparative criteria. Exclusionary criteria
referred to hydrology (risk of flooding), seismotectonics (earthquake capability), neotectonics
(distance to active faults), litology and geomorphology (type of rocks, slope dynamics),
hydrogeology (circulation of groundwater), demography (population density), mining and ore
exploitation, nature preservation, cultural heritage protection and special use. Comparative
(weighted) criteria were classified into six subject groups - radioactive waste transport,
meteorology and hydrology, geology and seismology, demography, land use and environmental
protection issues.

As a result of an exclusionary survey of the territory, seven potential regions meeting the
selection criteria were selected. Each of these regions was screened applying the comparative
criteria and 34 potential sites were identified. Further comparison of the sites promoted 4
potential sites into preferred locations shown on Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. Preferred sites selectedfor final LILRW repository in 1997

Two preferred sites were abandoned due to political and public pressure in 1997, while
the remaining sites were left awaiting for governmental approval prior to actual
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characterization. During 1999, Trgovska gora, one of the proposed sites for future low and
intermediate level radioactive waste repository, has been approved by Croatian Parliament and
included into the new Physical Plan of the Republic of Croatia. Table I shows siting process
and planned activities in a chronological order.

TABLE I. MAIN EVENTS DURING SITE SELECTION PROCESS

year event

1988-91 SITE SELECTION METHODOLOGY AND SCREENING CRITERIA
DEFINED/APPROVED
(CROATIA 56.538 km2)

1993 7 POTENTIAL REGIONS (100-600 km2) SELECTED

1993 -94 POTENTIAL REGION SCREENING PROCESS FINISHED

1994 34 POTENTIAL SITES (2-20 km2) CHOSEN

1995-96 SELECTED SITES COMPARISON

1997 4 PREFERRED SITES (2-10 km2) SELECTED FOR SITE
CHARACTERIZATION

2 SITES ABANDONED DUE TO POLITICAL AND PUBLIC PRESSURE

1998 REMAINING 2 SITES WAITING FOR GOVERNMENT APPROVAL PRIOR

TO ACTUAL CHARACTERIZATION

1999 TRGOVSKA GORA APPROVED

2000 DETAILED SITE CHARACTERIZATION

2002 FINAL DISPOSAL SITE (15-20 ha) SELECTED

2023 CLOSURE OF KRSKO NPP - ca. 18000 m3 OF LILRW AND

DECOMMISSION WASTE

Governmental approval of proposed candidate site marks the end of site selection
process and the beginning of actual site characterization. Specific data collected from the
preferred microlocations will be needed to (a) perform an environmental impact statement
required to proceed with construction, (b) assist in the facility design and (c) support long-term
safety assessment. In order to achieve these objectives site characterization plan has been
divided in two successive phases: preliminary characterization of the selected zones and
detailed characterization at the local scale of the finally selected site.

Preliminary characterization activities are estimated to cover an area of 20-30 km2 with
an approximate duration of 2 years and result in (a) final selection of one or more sites, (b)
support for the preliminary safety assessment based primarily on a regional model of
groundwater flow and (c) support of the repository design and the feasibility of its
construction. Detailed characterization, covering an area of 5-7 km2 with an approximate
duration of 3 years is expected to result in (a) support for the repository post-operational
safety assessment studies, based on a local transport model for radionuclides dissolved in the
groundwater, (b) support for final design of the repository and (c) verification of the
seismotectonics, geomorphological and geotechnical characteristics supporting the feasibility
of constructing the repository, at site scale.
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2.3. Facility design

Regarding the characteristics of selected sites and radioactive waste (activities,
quantities, forms), two options are being considered for final repository design. One of them is
near surface engineered burial (similar to El Cabril, Spain) and the other subsurface disposal in
horizontal tunnel structures. Conceptual and/or preliminary designs for both repository types
have been prepared, waiting to be evaluated for the Trgovska gora sites.

All the requirements, criteria and recommendations of the IAEA for the facility designs
were respected along with the local regulations. The essential requests were the maximum
public and repository staff safety, the minimum personnel exposure in all the radioactive waste
handling procedures and design flexibility, namely modular approach.

The repository is conceived to be a complex process plant for receival, treatment and
final disposal of radioactive waste, including all the main and auxiliary systems, facilities and
areas providing for safe and independent operation of the repository. Therefore, it is planned
that, in addition to the final disposal unit and main building for receival, treatment and
intermediate storage, the repository site includes a number of auxiliary and safety facilities
such as the reinforced concrete (RC) containers fabrication and storage plant, workshops,
electrical building, infrastructural facilities - roads, water supply, sewerage system, fire
protection building, offices etc. The auxiliary facilities are separated from the main building in
which the waste is handled and the final disposal units are separated from other facilities.

The disposal principle consists of setting up a system of successive - natural and
engineered - barriers preventing the migration of radionuclides from radioactive waste into the
environment. The low level radioactive waste isolation degree depends upon a disposal system
which consists of reinforced concrete containers, above-ground units for final disposal of
containers (or horizontal tunnels, in subsurface repository) and geology of the surrounding
area. The system of successive barriers includes three different cement-based materials used in
radioactive waste preparation for the final disposal - material for the waste drum sealing and
waste immobilization, concrete for filling the space between the drums and the RC container
walls, and concrete for containers. These three sorts of material with entirely different
composition and function constitute, together with the radioactive waste, a technological
entity.

Although the designed projects prevent any release of radioactivity into the environment
(system of successive barriers), special attention will be paid to the repository monitoring as
well, along with the long-term monitoring after closure.

2.4. Safety assessment

The objective of conducting the safety assessment is to establish reasonable assurance
that radioactive waste can be safely disposed of in Croatia, meaning that the regulatory
requirements can be met. It is quite possible to assign such a general purpose to the preliminary
safety assessment, due to the circumstances that not a single key feature of the disposal facility
(including location and waste content) has yet been definitely determined. Bearing that facts on
mind, safety assessment is being conceived as an iterative process improving as more specific
data become available.

A preliminary safety assessment study has been made on the basis of preliminary project
designs and generic disposal site parameters. Analysis of the different case scenarios using
conservative assumptions where specific data not available showed that the risk levels from
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some radionuclides that might have a significant impact on human health (3H, lilCs, 90Sr, 60Co,
129I, 59Ni being analyzed) were estimated between 10"4 and 10*6 per year. The relevant
regulatory limits in actual Croatian legislation differ in terms and concepts, but the level of
required safety and protection is essentially in agreement with the present IAEA
recommendations. According to the IAEA for likely events at the repository in the post-
closure period "projections of doses or risks to members of the public" should not exceed "an
appropriate fraction of the dose limit, 1 mSv/y or its risk equivalent (5X1O"5 per year - fatal
cancer risk).

At the present stage, because of site-specific data being unavailable and framework for
safety assessment not clearly defined (including defining the exposure scenario, treatment of
uncertainties and inadvertent intruders), the analysis can only be preliminary in nature,
therefore unable to give any defensible support to future performance of the proposed
repositories.

Experience of other countries having an operating repository points out hydrogeology to
be the most important site acceptability related issue that will have an extraordinary importance
in subsequent performance of safety analysis. Since the groundwater flow is the only
foreseeable mechanism for the transfer of radioactivity to the environment in the case of
engineered barrier failure, collecting the hydrogeological data and constructing the
hydrogeological model of the zone(s) have been included as the first priority in planned
activities.

2.5. Public acceptance

Public acceptance of radioactive waste disposal, especially site selection process has been
proven a sensitive issue. Even though a considerable effort has been put into the creation of a
positive public climate in terms of acceptance and understanding of the problem, the result was
removal of three potential disposal sites from further investigations and, at best, neutral
opinion towards the remaining one. It seems that the general public can theoretically accept
radioactive waste disposal activities as environmental protection related, but practically "not in
my back yard" effect obviously prevails. This has mainly been derived from both lack of
information and doubts about available given information. Therefore, continuous dialogue with
the media, providing full, complete and honest information remains one of the main ways of
reaching the general public.

Contacting the media helps in providing general information to the public, but in that
way it is not always possible to go into much details. In order to give some detailed
information a number of activities has been taken. Among them are:

- issuing publications, brochures and bulletins

- updating web pages on Internet

- recording video tapes for public information and education

organizing conferences, round tables and lectures

organizing tours for particular groups (experts, journalists) to facilities of interest in
Croatia and abroad
building trust with environmental groups
establishing an Information (Visitor) Center
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Communicating with the public in a form of an information center is not as such a new
approach as it is not a common practice in Croatia. The project of establishing such a center is
among the first of that kind currently under way. One of the main purposes of the project is to
inform and/or educate the public about related radioactive waste issues in a way of creating,
supporting or changing opinions of different target groups. Target groups can generally be
divided into two basic groups of school children/students and adults resulting in different
strategies of presenting the relevant information. Depending on a target group, the purpose is
to identify the Center either as a professional, responsible, objective, scientific-based institution
or, in a case of younger groups, a place with a modern, attractive and interesting approach.
The project is in the phase of selecting an adequate location for the Center.

3. RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT LEGISLATION AND REGULATORY
BODIES

Radioactive waste management strategy was drafted in 1992 and updated in 1994, but
has not yet passed through the necessary Parliamentary procedure. Radioactive waste
management is regulated by the 1984 Law on Protection from Ionizing Radiation and Special
Safety Actions in Nuclear Energy Implementation. Seventeen regulations and codes of practice
had been based on this law. Waste categories, activity limits, the definition of a repository as a
nuclear facility, and other basic definitions and management requirements are set out in these
regulations. Several other laws and regulations, e.g. the Law on Health Protection and the Law
on the Transport of Dangerous Goods, are also relevant for radioactive waste management.

The national radioactive waste regulatory framework in Croatia is rather complicated.
The Ministry of Health, Sanitary Inspectorate Section, is the competent national authority for
radiation protection issues, including many aspects of radioactive waste management. The
ministry is the responsible body for issuing all types of licenses and permits for use, handling,
transport, export-import of radioactive materials and radioactive waste and of all similar
activities. Nuclear Safety Department in the Ministry of Economy, is the competent national
authority in the field of nuclear facility siting, construction, startup, operation and closure; this
competence extends to matters related to planned LELRW repository. The former State
Directorate for the Protection of Nature and Environment (the Ministry of Environmental
Protection and Zoning as of 2000) is competent body for issues related to radioactive waste
repository siting regarding potential environmental damage, environmental restoration actions,
cleanup of contaminated sites, environmental impact studies, etc. The Ministry of Planning,
Construction and Housing (transformed during 2000) as well as Ministry of Internal Affairs
have responsibilities for specific radioactive waste management activities such as transport of
radioactive waste, import-export, release of effluents and transport, and facility safety
planning. Problems common to all the ministries are the lack of expert staff and very limited
budgets for regulatory tasks.

4. FINAL REMARKS

Taking into account the political uncertainties and specific circumstances accompanying
the radioactive waste management program, the actual work is progressing at a reasonable
pace. Since the proposed repository sites must be approved by the Government (included into
the Physical Plan) prior to any fieldwork activities, gathered results although preliminary in
nature form a solid base for future works. It should be noted that a great help has been
received through International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) as technical assistance for
different phases of the repository project, including evaluation of siting criteria, public relations
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strategy and preliminary project design evaluation. There are number of problems and tasks yet
to be solved, naming only some:

- defining the legal system as transparently as possible, i.e. establishing a clear
framework of duties and responsibilities for involved ministries and responsible
bodies

- establishing the mechanism for financing the national radioactive waste program,
since the program has been financially supported by the power utility alone

- encouraging and strengthening all kinds of public relations and education

- developing even better contacts with the international radioactive waste management
community
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Abstract

A legal requirement which coupled demonstration of the feasibility of nuclear waste disposal to
the extension of reactor operational licenses beyond 1985 acted to force rapid development of
the Swiss radioactive waste management programme. Over a period of almost 30 years - and
at a cost of -800 M CHF - Nagra has become established as a centre of excellence in this
field. Resources include highly experienced manpower, literature and databases supporting
development of national repositories for L/ELW and HLW/TRU and state-of-the-art R&D
infrastructure (including 2 underground laboratories, hot-laboratory facilities at PSI (Paul
Scherrer Institute), modelling groups at universities etc.).

This paper reviews Nagra's experience and considers various ways in which expertise can be
transferred to other small countries to minimise duplication of effort and optimise development
of their own national programmes.

Background to the Swiss Programme

Switzerland is a relatively small country with a high population density and a wide industrial
base. With a well developed economy, a secure energy supply is of considerable importance
but, as it is poor in natural resources, Switzerland has to import about 80 % of its primary
energy requirements, predominantly in the form of fossil fuels. Electricity covers about 20 % of
the energy demand; of this about 40 % is supplied from nuclear power plants, with most of the
rest being hydroelectricity.

In Switzerland, producers of radioactive waste are responsible for its safe management and
disposal. The electricity utility companies, which operate the nuclear power plants, and the
Swiss Federal Government, which is responsible for wastes arising in the fields of medicine,
industry and research, therefore set up Nagra - the National Cooperative for the Disposal of
Radioactive Waste - in 1972. Nagra is responsible for research and development work
associated with realising the safe disposal of all categories of radioactive waste.

The main source of radioactive wastes in Switzerland is nuclear power production. The first
commercial nuclear power plant went into operation in 1969 and Switzerland currently has 5
nuclear power plants (pressurised water reactors and boiling water reactors) with a total
capacity of around 3 GW(e). Most of the waste radionuclides produced during reactor
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operation are contained within the fuel itself; this may be prepared for direct disposal or
reprocessed to recover usable uranium and plutonium, with the resulting wastes being
solidified for subsequent disposal. Swiss disposal planning previously focused on wastes
returned from foreign reprocessing plants; however, the preferred strategy of the electricity
supply utilities is to keep both options (reprocessing and direct disposal) open and a new
Nuclear Law may, in any case, prohibit further reprocessing. Additionally, it is currently
assumed for dimensioning of repository projects that there will be no expansion of the Swiss
nuclear power programme and that the existing reactors will not be replaced at the end of their
planned operational lifetime (40 years). This scenario leads to very low total volumes of high-
level waste resulting from -3000 tonnes of spent fuel.

A further important source of nuclear wastes is the diverse use of radionuclides in medicine,
industry and research (MIR wastes). Although the total radioactivity of such wastes is much
less than that from nuclear power production, they are by no means trivial in terms of quantity
and may pose a particular challenge due to their heterogeneity.

In Switzerland, wastes are classified according to their envisaged disposal route. Of the two
planned repositories, one is intended for short-lived low- and intermediate-level wastes without
significant amounts of long-lived radionuclides; the other is intended for high-level waste and
intermediate-level waste containing higher concentrations of long-lived radionuclides, which is
broadly similar to the category of wastes often referred to as transuranic-containing waste
(TRU) - even though the transuranics may not be the only long-lived nuclides in such waste. In
this paper, the abbreviation TRU is understood to signify long-lived intermediate-level waste.
High-level waste from reprocessing is differentiated from spent fuel (SF) for direct disposal but
they are grouped together in the abbreviation HLW.

The precise cut-off in activity allowed in the L/ILW repository will be determined only when
the definite safety criteria are developed in the framework of licensing the repository at the
proposed site at Wellenberg, in central Switzerland.

An overview of the sources of wastes in Switzerland and the disposal concepts considered is
presented in Figure 1. Although the option of national disposal of HLW/TRU must be proven
to be feasible, alternative disposal of such waste as part of a multi-national programme will be
considered before a final decision is made to proceed with a national repository.

Although small in relative terms, Nagra has invested -800 M CHF in its nuclear waste
management programme over the last 28 years. A major part of this expenditure was field
work associated with repository site selection and characterisation, but a significant fraction
supported an associated R&D programme which included experimental studies in the
laboratory and in-situ, modelling and natural analogue projects. To maximise output from such
studies, many have been organised as international collaborations with sister organisations.

Despite its small size, the Nagra programme has been one of the most diverse in the world in
terms of both waste considered (vitrified HLW, UO2 and MOX spent fuel, reactor operational
and decommissioning waste and L/ILW arising from medicine, industry and research) and
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Figure 1: Waste sources and disposal options

host rocks crystalline and sediments for HLW and TRU; crystalline, sediments and evaporites
for L/ILW - the latter being incidentally distributed between three linguistic (Italian, German
and French) regions of Switzerland). Nagra is a small organisation which depends on a closely
coordinated group of highly experienced, multi-disciplinary (and multi-national) project
managers.

Possibilities for Transfer of Experience to Smaller Programmes

Major nuclear nations (USA, France, etc.) can afford to run a fully independent nuclear waste
management programme and even a certain redundancy within such a programme. Smaller
nations cannot afford such luxury and need to try to reach and maintain a state-of-the-art
understanding of the key areas needed to manage their own wastes without duplication of
work done elsewhere. Despite the relatively advanced status of the Swiss programme, it must
be emphasised that Nagra has always, of necessity, relied strongly on cooperation with sister
organisations. In the future, indeed, financial constraints on the Swiss programme will increase
due to the liberalisation of the electricity market, which creates pressure to reduce all costs
associated with nuclear power generation.

There are many possible options for small countries with less advanced waste management
programmes to gain from the work already carried out in Switzerland. The simplest is the
direct utilisation of concepts, designs and databases which have been openly published (mainly
in the Nagra Technical Report (NTB) series: full listing available via
www.naRra.ch/english/pubiic.htm). Such reports contain not only details of work carried out in
Switzerland (e.g. radionuclide sorption studies - NTB 99-04) but also topical literature
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reviews (e.g. geochemistry of natural redox fronts - NTB 99-05; co-precipitation of
radionuclides - NTB 97-08), national database reviews / intercomparisons (e.g. for sorption on
rocks and bentonite - NTB 93-06) and comparison of results of performance assessments (e.g.
NTB 93-23). The quality of the NTBs is assured by a technical peer review system and,
indeed, two of these reports have also been published directly in book form in the Elsevier
Studies in Environmental Science series (NTB 88-01 on Applied isotope hydrology and
NTB 93-03 on a Nagra / SKB / HMIP-UKDoE co-funded review of natural analogue
studies).

A second option involves collaboration in joint projects. Many of the main areas of active
R&D in the nuclear waste field involve rather generic topics (e.g. colloids, gas, organics,
microbes, natural analogues) which are suitable focuses for international collaboration. A wide
range of such projects are coordinated by the EU, but many others are organised on an ad hoc
basis between interested partners. Large, multi-disciplinary natural analogue studies have been
a particular focus for such collaboration - for example Oklo, Alligator Rivers, Cigar Lake,
Pocos de Caldas, Oman and Maqarin (e.g. NTB 93-03).

Nagra's experience with collaborative projects has been generally positive but it should be
noted that:

> To get most out of a joint project, active participation is required; simply co-funding a
project can mean that much valuable practical experience is missed

> Long-running projects can be dominated by established groups which can make it difficult
for new partners to join in fully

> Very large projects involving many countries need strong leadership to avoid loss of focus
and efficiency.

Collaborative projects often focus on utilisation of expensive infrastructure such as specialist
laboratories and underground test sites. Nagra has hosted such projects utilising facilities at
PSI and Swiss universities and, especially, at the Grimsel and Mont Terri underground test
sites (see below). Despite having extensive infrastructure in Switzerland, Nagra is also active in
collaborative projects using special facilities in other countries (e.g. gas tests at laboratories at
Harwell and Keyworth in the UK; experiments at the Aspo underground laboratory in
Sweden).

A third option involves direct assistance in the form of transfer of hardware, software and
databases or making Swiss infrastructure available to a partner. Many codes and databases
developed by Nagra are already freely available - for example via the NEA (Nuclear Energy
Agency of the OECD). Other codes, databases and specialist equipment can be provided along
with required staff training on the basis of re-imbursement of extra costs (a fraction of the cost
of development of the material transferred) - which may be covered in some cases by special
international assistance funds.

A fourth option involves direct support by Nagra expert teams in particular areas. Such
support can involve a wide range of activities, for example:

> Training courses on general or specialist topics
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> Development / review of national waste management programmes

> Development / review of national inventories

> Site selection / characterisation programmes

_> Repository clesign / optimisation

> Performance assessment

> Public relations

> Establishment of specialist R&D facilities.

Although run like commercial consultancy, the emphasis in the above is on transfer of
experience with no attempt made to recoup the vast expenditure in establishing the Swiss
national programme. Carrying out such work allows Nagra to reduce the costs to its flinders -
the nuclear utilities and the Government - of maintaining a very experienced team of waste
management experts.

Grimsel and Mont Terri

The Grimsel and Mont Terri underground test sites are particular focuses for collaboration and
know-how transfer and can be used to illustrate some of the options listed above.

The Grimsel Test Site (GTS) is located approximately 450 m beneath the east flank of the
Juchlistock mountain in the granitic rocks of the Aare Massif (Figure 2). The tunnel system of
the GTS has a total length of around one kilometre and was excavated in 1983. Most of the
excavation was done using a full-face tunnel boring machine (TBM) with a diameter of 3.5 m.
At this time, for the HLW repository, a tunnel system of this diameter was under
consideration. For specific experiments, caverns were excavated by a conventional drill and
blast technique. In 1995, a new TBM tunnel with a diameter of 2.3 m was drilled for the
FEBEX-Experiment and in 1998, a new cavern was excavated for the GMT simulation of an
ILW / TRU silo.

The conditions for performing experiments at the GTS are particularly favourable because it
contains areas of relatively undisturbed low-permeability rock, as well as water-bearing zones
(shear zones, fractures and lamprophyre dykes). In particular, the existence of a
"radioprotected zone" (Type B), in which it is possible to carry-out experiments using
radionuclides in-situ, extends the range of potential experiments at the GTS.

During 17 years of operation, Grimsel has become established as a major centre for study of
the deep geological environment. The present Phase V of operation involves collaboration of
15 organisations from 9 countries.

The 7 major projects currently running can be divided into 3 areas:

> Confirmation of fundamental understanding and testing of models of processes identified to
be significant in integrated performance assessment

> Demonstration and optimisation of site characterisation technology
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Figure 2: Location and Layout of the Grimsel Test Site

> Demonstration of the technology for constructing and operating a deep repository in an
efficient and quality-assured manner.

This sub-division of projects is a bit simplistic as, wherever possible, large, long-running
experiments are designed to achieve a number of goals. For example, the full-scale engineered
barrier experiment (FEBEX, Figure 3) has already delivered valuable input on the practical
problems to be addressed when implementing in-tunnel emplacement of high-level waste in a
hard, wet host rock. The present heating / cooling phase in this experiment allows testing of
coupled models of thermal / hydro / mechanical (and, possibly, geochemical) processes in the
near field. Future excavation will additionally provide input on sensor / monitoring system
longevity and practical aspects of waste retrieval.

Other programmes ongoing concentrate on gas transport processes in fractured media and the
near field or on the determination of the iti-situ retardation behaviour of radionuclides. AH
experiments are complemented by laboratory programmes.

The Radionuclide Retardation Project is an example of a Nagra-initiated project which was
joined by PNC (now JNC - Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute) of Japan. Apart from
the main aim of using data produced to validate radionuclide transport models, Japanese
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workers gained considerable experience in the micro-scale characterisation of solute flow paths
and used equipment developed in Switzerland for similar experiments run subsequently in
Japan.

The FEBEX experiment is a case where the lead organisation is actually ENRESA of Spain
who, together with the EU, provide most of the funding of the project. Nagra provides the
Grimsel infrastructure and geoscientific database and assistance with planning and
implementing work underground at the site.

Another relevant case is the Gas Migration Test (GMT), running in Grimsel on behalf of the
Japanese Radioactive Waste Management Centre (RWMC). Here the use of the Grimsel
infrastructure and the transfer of data, experience and tools necessary to design, construct, run,
analyse and interpret a large-scale in-situ experiment are provided as a service to the project.
In addition, other organisations (e.g. GRS and BGR, Germany; ENRESA, Spain) collaborate
in particular areas of the experiment which are of direct interest to them.

The Mont Terri underground rock laboratory is located in north-western Switzerland, in the
Jura mountains. In this area, several motorway tunnels are being excavated, one through Mont
Terri, with a length of about 4 km. The rock laboratory is located in the reconnaissance gallery
of this tunnel. Eight niches with a maximum depth of 10 meters were excavated into the wall of
the gallery at the beginning of 1996 and most of the experiments are located in these niches.
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Figure 4: Schematic layout of the Mt. Terri Rock Laboratory

A new gallery, approximately 250 m long was excavated in summer 1998 to house further
experiments (Figure 4). Mont Terri is a rock laboratory in a well-consolidated, fractured shale
(claystone), the Opalinus Clay, which has a water content of 4 to 12 % and an extremely low
hydraulic conductivity (< 10" m/s).

As in the GTS Project, international cooperation is a key feature of Mont Terri. The project is
under the patronage of the Swiss National Hydrological and Geological Survey and currently 8
further partner organisations (ANDRA and IPSN, France; BGR, Germany; ENRESA, Spain;
Nagra, Switzerland; JNC and Obayashi, Japan and SCK«CEN, Belgium) are involved. A
number of further experiments within the EU Framework Programme are being planned at
present. As with Grimsel, it is possible for further partners to join the existing experimental
programme or, in principle (although this is not already done at this site), utilise the
infrastructure for their own experiments.

Conclusions

For countries with limited resources, it is important to avoid duplication of effort and to devise
a nuclear waste management programme which is as efficient as possible. Nagra has utilised
international collaboration extensively in establishing its own programme and this paper has
outlined a range of possibilities for developing programmes to utilise the resources of
experience and infrastructure available in Switzerland.
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ABSTRACT:

Line sources with slab shields represent typical source-shield configuration in gamma-
ray attenuation problems. Such shielding problems often lead to the generalized Secant
integrals of the form:

j 'bsec9>(sec <p)ad<p, for b>0, 0<v | /<7i /2 .

Besides numerical integration approach, various expansions and rational
approximations with limited applicability are in use for computing the value of such integral
functions. Lately, the author developed rapidly convergent infinite series representation of
generalized Secant Integrals involving incomplete Gamma functions. Validity of such
representation was established for zero and positive values of integral parameter a (a > 0).

In this paper recurrence relations for generalized Secant Integrals are derived allowing
us simple approximate analytic calculation of the integral for arbitrary a values. It is
demonstrated how truncated series representation can be used, as the basis for such
calculations, when possibly negative a values are encountered.

I INTRODUCTION

For isotropic line source of uniform strength SL with slab shield (Fig.l.), using buildup
factors in the expanded polynomial form [1], detector response in point P is given as [2] :

where fit is respective shield thickness (in mfp.), ^i(Eo) is appropriate flux to detector

response conversion factor [3], SL is the source strength and la(y/,b) is the generalized
Secant integral [2] defined as :

v
<p (sec <p)ad<p, for b>0, 0
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Figure 1.

Such integral functions, amongst of, the well-known Sievert integral [4] (a = 0) is a
special case, arise in radiation shielding problems comprising line sources with slab shields
and taking into account various forms of buildup factors (Taylor's, Berger's, polynomial or
expanded polynomial form recently introduced by author [1]).

The similar generalization was given by Hungerford [5] using ordinary polynomial
form of buildup factors that leads to Secant integrals of the «th kind (integer values of
parameter a).

Lately [2], the author developed rapidly convergent infinite series representation of
generalized Secant Integrals involving incomplete Gramma functions [6] in the following
form:

CO ,

(1)

applicable for a > 0, b > 0 and 0 < y/< x/4 , where coefficients of expansion are given

, satisfying recurrence relations
j=0

Pa.i=Pa-V-l+Pa-\.i

For 7i/4< y/< nil, and a e R we can use

Ia (y,, b)=la (TV/4 , b) + f; k{ b
2M [r(a-2M, bsec n/A) - T(a-2i-{, b sec^)]

where * i = (2 i - l)!!/(2i)U

(2)

(3)

The advantage of the above representation of generalized Secant Integral is in rapid
convergence with expansion coefficients that doesn't depend on the value of parameter b. It
converges fast enough for most practical applications.

Introduced series expansion allows considerable truncation for most practical
applications without significant loss of accuracy. To illustrate, for 0 < a < 4, three term
approximation provides the result that is within 1% of the theoretical value of the integral, or
better.
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The values of incomplete Gamma functions T(m,y)and y(tn,y) can be easily
obtained from known rapidly convergent series expansions or continued fraction
representation (Luke, 1969, Press et. al., 1988) [7], [8]. Calculations could be further
simplified by using known functional relations (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980) [9],
y(m + l,y)= my {m,y)-yme~yand T{r + \,y)=rT(r,y)+yre~y.

II SERIES REPRESENTATION AND ITS PROPERTIES

Some important properties of Secant integral series representation is worth
emphasizing:

- For higher b values ib > a), the major part of the Ia(y/,b) value originates from

interval near i// = 0 because of the higher exponential attenuation for greater y/
values. Consequently we can obtain a desired accuracy (prescribed relative error)
with less number of terms in the series expansion (1), regardless of the y/ value. As
an example of such behavior, for b > 10 and with a < 2 we can supply the value of
the integral Ia(y/>7tl4,b) within 1 % , using only two terms (i = 0, 1) of the

expansion (1) with y/ = n/4y thus neglecting the contribution above i/r=

For smaller y values, convergence of the series (1) is more rapid and for y/ < 10°
(keeping a < 4) , single-term expansion assures approximation with relative error
below 1% regardless of b value.

For higher a values (with constant b) more terms, proportional to a value, are
needed to supply the same percentage of the integral value as in the case of single-
term approximation for a - 0. As soon as more terms are added, that
approximation becomes superior to one with a = 0. Such behavior is a direct
consequence of the expansion coefficient's features that were analyzed in [2]. It is
worth mentioning that, in the realm of buildup factors polynomial-based
approximations, higher a values (>5) are rarely expected.

An interesting behavior occurs for high y/ with small b and larger a values. In that
case the major part of the integral, originates from the interval near y/ = TC/2,
because of the strong peak of the integrand value in that region. As the result,
when b < 0.1 and with a > 3 we can supply a value of Ia(7rj2Jb) within 1% with a
single term (i = 0) of the expansion in equation (3).

It can be shown1 that for negative a values, series expansion in (1) still converges
for 0 < y/< %I3 but the convergence rate is strongly dependent on a and y/ values.
That limits the practical application of series in (1) to small negative a values. In
radiation attenuation practice such cases could occur if rational functions are used
for buildup factors approximation.

The proof is beynd the scope of this text
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Ill DERIVATION OF THE RECCURENCE RELATIONS

Since for large negative a values, expansion in (1) becomes impractical it would be
desirable to calculate the integral, for that parameter values, by some other means. The most
practical way is to use recurrence relations if they exist. The recurrence relations can be found
as follows:

Using substitution x=secy, we can rewrite equation (1) as:

Performing the derivative of the integrand we can write:

secje

f^dx+ b" f hx dx

Using partial integration with some rearrangements and with the definition of secant
integrals we get:

\

b"e
a + \

x

= -bIa(¥,b)+b(a-l) Ia_X<?,

Finally we can write recurrence relations as:

b(a-l)Ia_^,b)- UbIa+2(y,,b)+albIa+Xy,b) =ba

After generalization we may write:

or

(4)

a-n+1 b""

a-n b (a-n) b (a-n) -n+3

a-n
-(sec^)a " (5)

There are some interesting special cases :
1. blXy,b) - VbI3(y/,b)+ Vb

2. blo(ys,b) -l/bl2(ty,b)+bl

3. I0{jvj2,b) = I2(7r/2,b)-b21_x(x/2,b)- known as Bickley function [10].

To demonstrate practical merit of above derived relations we present several integral
calculations for large negative a values (a — - 4.7, a - - 8.7 and a = - 12.7), in Table 1. In the
first column we give true value of the integrals. In second column we give calculating value
using three term expansion of equation (1). The values in last column are obtained using
recurrence relations (4) in the following way :

- First we calculate integrals I03(n/4,b), l^{n:jA,b) and /2 3(^/4,6) using three
term expansion (1) and after that we use recurrence relations for calculating final integral
values (and intermediate integrals) in the iteration process.
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TABLE 1.
Secant integral

'-4.7 (^4,1)

^-.2.7(^/4, i r

True value
(numeric integration)

0.1770

0.1427

0.1219

Three term exp.
of equation (1)

0.1206*

-0.1344**

-0.6849 ***

Recurrence calc.
equation (5)

0.1773

0.1429

_ 0.1221

* To obtain 3 exact significant digits 6 terms of expansion (1) must be used
** To obtain 3 exact significant digits 14 terms of expansion (1) must be used

*** To obtain 3 exact significant digits 30 terms of expansion (1) must be used

The results in Table 1. clearly demonstrate the practical importance of recurrence
relations (5) when negative a values occur in Secant integral calculations. When using
recurrence relation (4) for higher positive a values, exact integral values should be used for
start, to avoid inaccuracies due to accumulation of error in iteration process. For negative a
values relation (5) is far less sensitive and could be used with confidence.

IV. CONCLUSION

Using buildup data in the form of an expanded polynomial set, Point Kernel
calculation of dose fields from such geometries ends up with the solution that is expressible in
terms of generalized Secant integrals.

Series representations in terms of incomplete Gamma functions in equations (1) and
(3) are adequate (beside numerical integration) for computing generalized Secant integral
values to desired accuracy. The main features of such representation are listed below:

(i) Expansion coefficients of both series are not dependent on the value of parameter b .
(ii) Choosing y/e = %IA assures convergence that is fast enough for both series. In average

less than 2 new terms of the series are needed for each new exact decimal digit of the
integral value,

(iii) For all practical applications (0 < a < 5) three-term approximation provides a value of
the integral within 1 % or better,

(iv) For large negative a values developed recurrence relations make possible fast and
precise calculation of the integral.

(v) For smaller ^values (y/< 20°) single or two-term approximation is usually sufficient,
(vi) Successive values of Incomplete Gamma functions can be easily computed using

known functional relations.
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Abstract

Our recent analysis showed that from the criticality standpoint it is possible to increase capacity of the
NPP Krsko spent fuel pool by spent fuel consolidation to accommodate spent fuel assemblies for plant lifetime.
The spent fuel consolidation will also impact the radiation dose rates in the vicinity of the NPP KrSko spent fuel
pool. In this paper we have investigated the radiological impact of spent fuel consolidation using simple
engineering evaluation, QAD-CGGP code and SAS4 sequence of the SCALE code system. Gamma dose rates
and neutron dose rates are calculated at different positions close to spent fuel pool surface for current and
consolidated spent fuel pool configuration. The obtained dose rates are compared to dose limit JO CFR 20 for
the restricted work area.

1. Introduction

Extension of the NPP Krsko lifetime up to 40 years, which is becoming a reality,
opened a problem of the spent fuel assemblies' management. The existing NPP Krsko spent
fuel pool with 828 positions for spent fuel assemblies is not capable of handling all the spent
fuel assemblies for the extended NPP Krsko lifetime. Therefore, many analyses had been
carried out to investigate possibilities for management of the complete set of spent fuel
assemblies for the extended NPP lifetime in the existing spent fuel pool. One of the
possibilities is the consolidation of the spent fuel assemblies'1^ and placing the consolidation
canisters in the existing spent fuel pool racks.

Spent fuel assembly consolidation^ is the process by which the fuel rods of spent
LWR fuel assemblies are removed from the non-fuel bearing components (skeleton), such as
end fittings, guide tubes, and spacer grids. The fuel rods are then placed into canisters for
storage purposes. Fuel compaction ratios of 2 to 1 can be achieved thus the rods from two fuel
assemblies can be stored in the space required for one assembly. Skeleton compaction ratios
of 8 or 10 to 1 can be achieved thus the skeletons from 8 or 10 fuel assemblies can be stored
in the space required for a single fuel assembly. The result of the rod consolidation is a
decrease in the space requirements for the interim storage and final disposal of the spent fuel.

The total number of spent fuel assemblies for the plant lifetime has been estimated
taking into account:
• the current number of the spent fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool,
• that 36 spent fuel assemblies will be discharged at the end of each subsequent cycle for

the uprated conditions of NPP Krsko,
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• that 121 spent fuel assemblies will be discharged at the end of the last NPP Krsko cycle.
For 40 years lifetime of the NPP Krsko we have obtained the total number of 1527 spent fuel
assemblies accumulated in the spent fuel pool.

The consolidation of the spent fuel assemblies will also effect the radiation dose rates
in the vicinity of the NPP Krsko spent fuel pool. In this paper we have investigated the
radiological impact of spent fuel consolidation using simple engineering evaluation, QAD-
CGGP code, and SAS4 sequence of the SCALE code system. _

Calculational tools to determine the radiation dose rates of the NPP Krsko spent fuel
pool are described in Section 2. The model description of the spent fuel pool for radiation
dose rate calculation is given in Section 3. Results of analysis are presented in Section 4.
Summary and conclusions are given Section 5.

2. Calculational tools

QAD-CGGP [3] is a member of a well-known family of point-kernel codes, developed
by Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, and it is routinely used for engineering calculations of
gamma ray penetration through various shield configurations. CGGP version comprises two
important additions: combinatorial geometry (CG) description option and a geometric
progression (GP) fitting function for the determination of gamma ray buildup factor.

The SCALE code system14' is a multifunctional computer system developed at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, and it is used for the complete analyses of the nuclear facilities.
Shielding analysis sequences (SAS) are part of the SCALE system, and SAS4 performs a
three dimensional Monte Carlo shielding analysis using an automated biasing procedure.
Biasing parameters required by the Monte Carlo calculation are generated from results of a
one-dimensional adjoint discrete-ordinates calculation. SAS4 performs resonance self-
shielding treatment with either BONAMI-S or NITAWL-S functional modules and cell
weighting with the XSDRNPM-S functional module. Then it carries out adjoint discrete-
ordinates and Monte Carlo calculations, respectively, with the XSDRNPM-S and MORSE-
SGC/S functional modules.

The calculation of the radioactive inventory of the spent fuel was performed with the
computer code ORIGEN2-PC[5l ORIGEN is a point depletion code that solves the equations
of radioactive isotope growth and decay for a large number of isotopes (approximately 1000)
with arbitrary coupling. The code uses matrix exponential method to solve a large system of
coupled, linear, first-order ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients. The
general nature of the matrix exponential method permits the treatment of complex decay and
transmutation schemes.

The SCALE 27-group burnup library containing ENDF/B-IV (actinides) and
ENDF/B-V (fission products) data has been used for all calculations.

3. Model description

Gamma dose rates and neutron dose rates are calculated at different positions close to
consolidated spent fuel pool surface and compared with dose rates for the existing spent fuel
pool'6' as well as dose limit 10 CFR 20 for the restricted work area'7'. In our calculation we
have taken into account the actual burnup of the spent fuel which is already in the spent fuel
pool and for the rest of the spent fuel we have assumed the burnup structure similar to
discharge burnup of the current cycle.
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It is important to emphasize that we created the model by neglecting the technical and
thermal limitations. Therefore we assumed that all fuel assemblies are consolidated regardless
of their thermal production and that consolidation canisters are placed in the existing spent
fuel pool racks. The model of consolidation canister and a storage cell is depicted in Figure 1.
The consolidation canister is capable of handling 441 fuel rods which leads to a 1.8:1 compact
ratio.

Figure 1. Storage cell and consolidation canister model

We used two simple models for our calculations. A point isotropic source model was
assumed for the engineering evaluation. The point source was placed in the middle of the x-y
(radial) plane, while in the axial direction it was moved 1 m below the top of the fuel. That
additional meter of shielding material was assumed to be water. We believe that such a model
successfully accounts for self absorption effects as well as for cosine axial source distribution
of the actual spent fuel pool.

The second simple model of consolidated spent fuel pool used for QAD-CGGP and
SAS4 calculations assumed homogenization in radial direction and two major separate zones
in axial direction. The bottom zone is the fuel zone containing homogenized fuel, clad, water
and rack material, and the upper zone is a thick layer of water (7 m) The spent fuel pool
model in axial direction is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Consolidated spent fuel pool axial model
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Since neutron and gamma source, as well as actinides isotope concentrations have
been averaged over all consolidated canisters, five detector positions covering one quarter of
the pool have been chosen. All detectors have been placed on the surface of the water. Their
geometrical locations for the consolidated spent fuel pool are depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Horizontal cross section of the consolidated spent fuel pool with the detector
locations

The neutron and gamma source spectrum have been calculated using OR1GEN2-PC
code, taking into account the actual burnup of the existing assemblies, and assuming the
burnup of 42000 MWd/tU for the remaining 1057 elements (4.3 w/o enrichment)1*'9'. The
cooling time has been ranged from 40 years for the first assemblies that entered the pool in
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the year 1983 down to 6.25 days for 121 assemblies that will be discharged from the core in
the year 2023. Total gamma and neutron source spectra for the consolidated spent fuel pool
are given in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 2 Gamma source spectrum

Table 1 Neutron source spectrum

Gr.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Group limits
(MeVL

6.434-20.000
3.000-6.434
1.850-3.000
1.400-1.850
0.900-1.400
0.400-1.400
0.100-1.400
10'n-0.100

TOTAL

Source
(neutrons/s)

3.93-109

4.69-1010

5.24-1010

2.83-1010

3.78-1010

4.12-1010

8.06-109

0.00

2.19-10"

Gr.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14

15
16
17

18

Group limits
(MeV)

8.000-10.000
6.500-8.000
5.000-8.000
4.000-5.000
3.000-4.000
2.500-3.000
2.000-2.500
1.660-2.000 -
1.330-1.660
1.000-1.330
0.800-1.000
0.600-0.800
0.400-0.800
0.300-0.400
0.200-0.300
0.100-0.200
0.050-0.100
0.010-0.050

TOTAL

Source
(photons/s)

1.23-108

5.80-108

2.96-109

7.37-109

7.51-1014

8.68-1016

1.261017

6.40-1016

2.84-1018

6.29-1017

1.77-1018

1.13-1019

5.891018

2.12-1018

3.29-1018

6.77-1018

4.73-1018

1.25-1019

5.2110'9

Spent fuel isotope concentration has also been calculated via ORIGEN2-PC code, but
only the most important uranium and plutonium isotopes have been used (Table 3).

Table 3 Average concentrations of uranium and plutonium isotopes in fuel pellet

Isotopes
Concentration

U-235
0.95
w/o

U-236
0.44
w/o

U-238
98.61
w/o

Pu-239
0.0438
g/cm3

Pu-240
0.0199
g/cm3

Pu-241
0.0101
g/cm3

4. Results of the calculations

Calculation of radiation dose rates at the surface of the consolidated spent fuel pool in
a simple model were performed using an engineering evaluation, QAD-CGGP code, and
SAS4 sequence of the SCALE-4.4 code package. The neutron dose rates calculations showed
that neutron dose rates on the water surface are negligible compared to gamma dose rates. The
approximate value of the neutron dose rate, obtained by engineering estimation is less than
0.01 pSv/h.
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The engineering calculation of the gamma dose rates lead to the 66.2 pSv/h dose rate
at the mid point of the water surface. The gamma dose rate results for the consolidated pool as
well as the dose rates for the existing spent fuel pool , obtained by the computer codes, are
presented in Table 4. The spatial distribution of gamma dose rate on the surface of the spent
fuel pool obtained by SAS4 sequence is depicted in Figure 4.

Table 4 Gamma dose rates at (he surface of consolidated and existing spent fuel pool

D
et

ec
to

r

A
B
C
D
E

Consolidated spent fuel
pool QAD-CGGP
Dose rate (pSv/h)

5.0941
2.5503
1.2887
2.5708
4.5963

Consolidated spent fuel
pool SAS4

Dose rate
(pSv/li)
16.861
4.125
1.086

12.308
13.226

Standard
deviation

3.7%
2.1%
3.2%
1.7%
2.4%

Existing spent fuel pool
SAS4

Dose rate
(pSv/h)
0,320
0,167
0,025
0,147
0,230

Standard
deviation

35,1
24,8
25,6
15,8
15,4

Spatial distribution of gamma dose rates for consolidated spent fuel pool

300 i
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-300
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Figure 4. Spatial distribution of gamma dose rates at the surface of the consolidated
spent fuel pool

Gamma dose rates results obtained by the computer codes show similarity between
QAD-CGGP and SAS4 results. Although dose rales are in both cases larger by factor of 15
and 50, respectively, compared to the dose rates of the existing pool, they are still well below
the limit of 2.5 u.Sv/h.
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5. Summary and conclusions

Calculations of radiation dose rates at the surface of the spent fuel pool were
performed using an engineering estimation, QAD-CGGP code and SAS4 sequence of the
SCALE-4.4 code package. The neutron dose rates at the spent fuel pool surface are negligible
compared to gamma dose rates. The obtained dose rates are compared to surface dose rates of
the existing spent fuel pool and dose limit in 10 CFR 20 for the restricted work area. The
comparison of our results with prescribed limits for restricted work area revealed that dose
rates for the consolidated spent fuel pool are significantly below the current limits for the
restricted work area'7l Our analysis showed that radiation dose rates at the surface of the spent
fuel pool would not change significantly by spent fuel consolidation. The dominant
contribution to the radiation dose rates at the surface of the pool is due to the radioactivity in
the water.
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ABSTRACT

The paper describes a simplified model for transport analysis of radioactive solution by
the groundwater flow. The fundamental concept upon which the model is based consists of
introducing the so-called concentration reduction factors (CRFs) of radioactive solution in the
groundwater. These factors should be understood as a dimensionless measure of isolation
properties of the saturated zone and are associated to those physical processes that can be
analyzed by the model. The first part of the paper contains a brief mathematical description,
while the second part demonstrates applicability of the simplified approach.

INTRODUCTION

Adequacy of the selected site as well as performance of the radioactive waste disposal
facility is being checked by the safety assessments. Depending on the status of the overall
project, these assessments are divided as preliminary or final ones. The basic difference
between these two types of assessments is not so much in a content as in the number and
quality of input parameters and in applied models. In preliminary assessments it is more
appropriate to use screening (analytical, engineering) methods, while the final assessments
require usage of sophisticated numerical models, i.e. computer codes. Screening methods are
mostly aimed at analysis only of a few dominant physical processes. Simplicity of application
and relatively small number of input parameters is its main characteristic. Completely opposite
is true of the numerical models. They describe and analyze the processes in details, so that the
results of their application are less conservative and less uncertain as well.

The paper describes a simplified model for analysis of radioactive solution transport by
the groundwater flow that is appropriate to use in a preliminary safety assessments of a
radioactive waste disposal facility. This model (Figure 1) complies with the visualization of the
problem given in Ref [8], and it is based upon a concept of concentration reduction of released
nuclides during the solution transport. So, the model assumes that the groundwater flow, i.e.
saturated zone contributes only to reduction of a nuclide concentration, i.e. there are no
additional sources or sinks of radioactivity within the disposal system.

Reduction of a nuclide concentration in the groundwater are represented by using
concentration reduction factors (CRFs) associated to those physical processes that can be
analyzed by the simplified model. These processes include:

1) dilution (described by CRFd),
2) effects of dispersion in transversal direction (described by CRF«y)
3) radioactive decay and effects of sorption (described by CRFx.R).
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HB

Figure 1 - Outline of a simplified model

Symbols in the above figure denote the following: L - length of the radioactive waste
disposal facility parallel to groundwater flow (m), X - receptor well distance from the
boundary of disposal facility (m), HM - mixing thickness (m), Hz - mixing depth (m), HB - well
thickness (m), CN - concentration of a released nuclide (Bq/m3), IQ - distribution coefficient in
the saturated zone (crnVg), CB - nuclide concentration in the well water (Bq/m3), VDz - Darcy
velocity in vertical direction (m/s), VDX - Darcy velocity of the groundwater flow (m/s), eef -
effective porosity in the saturated zone, p - bulk density in the saturated zone (g/cmJ), K -
hydraulic conductivity in the saturated zone (m/s) and dh/dX - hydraulic gradient.

CONCENTRATION REDUCTION FACTORS

The concentration reduction factors (CRFs) are dimensionless numbers. They are
subject to the basic rule of reduction according to which the value of each of them should be
equal or exceed one. Also, a higher value of individual reduction factor implies better
properties of the saturated zone. This approach offers a possibility to introduce the entire
reduction factor CRFa, defined as a product of individual factors. Thus, a concentration of a
nuclide in the well water CB, can be expressed in the following simple way:

cNc
 CN

B CRFa CRFdCRFay-CRF^R

Out of this relation it follows that if concentration of a radioactive solution released
into the groundwater CM is known, then it is possible to easily determine its concentration in
the well water by calculating individual CRFs. Naturally, the backwards calculation is equally
valid: if a certain concentration of a nuclide has been detected in the well water, then it is
possible on the basis of calculating CRFs, to estimate the concentration of a nuclide at the
source. It may be very useful in defining the disposal facility acceptance criteria.

REDUCTION DUE TO DILUTION

Analysis of dilution is based on the assumption that beneath the disposal facility the
effects of dispersion are being neglected (non-dispersion model). Also, the model assumes an
equality of fluxes through the surface of horizontal dimension L and surface of vertical
dimension HM (mass balance model). Based on these assumptions, the following formula can
be applied for a boundary well:

H
V Dx

f
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Three different cases should be noted in analyzing the effects of dilution. First,
according to which the receptor well mixing depth is greater than the depth of the well (Hz >
HB), SO that the radioactive solution is not mixed with the well water. Second, in which the
groundwater transporting the radioactive solution has a partial contact with the receptor well
water and third, presented in the Figure 1, according to which radioactive solution reaches the
well completely (HB > Hz + HM). The third case is the most often subject to analyses and it
refers to the isotropic saturated~zone and relatively shallow groundwater'. In this case the
reduction factor due to dilution, is simply defined as a ratio of dimensions denoted as HB and
HM and is expressed by the following formula:

CRFd=
 H B ^

L vfDz dX

On the basis of this brief elaboration it should be noted that the process of dilution,
among the hydrology of the site, depends on the geometry of the disposal facility as well.
Namely, for a groundwater flow with given characteristics, a higher value of CRFd is achieved
if the length of the disposal facility parallel to groundwater flow is shorter. This effect is
particularly obvious at example of relatively shallow (fast) groundwater" Therefore, when
designing a radioactive waste disposal facility a special attention should be paid to optimizing
its geometry.

REDUCTION DUE TO DISPERSION

Concerning the transversal dispersion of radioactive solution in a groundwater flow the
following assumptions are taken into account within the model:

• the mean transport time of a nuclide for a distance L is given by x = R-eef L/VDX,

• transversal dispersion coefficient has the following form Dy = <xy-VDX/sef, and
• effective diameter of the receptor well is negligible in comparison to the width of

the disposal facility perpendicular to the groundwater flow (DB/W « 1),

where R is retardation in the saturated zone, while for the transversal dispersivity2, in
accordance with Ref [5], the following simple formula is taken: ay = 0,1-X/3. On the basis of
these assumptions and their inclusion into the known transversal dispersion equation given in
Ref [1], the following approximative formula for CRF<xy is obtained:

1
C R F ay" n w

erf U X
Thus obtained formula for CRP due to effects of transversal dispersion depends just on

geometry of the system and has its expected logical explanation that follows from the nature of
the error function. Namely, if W/X > 2, which means that the well is located in an immediate
vicinity of the disposal facility, then the effects of transversal dispersion can be easily neglected
(CRFay ~ 1). The greater distance of the well from the border of the radioactive waste disposal
facility, the more significant the effects of transversal dispersion are.

'A term "relatively shallow groundwater" does not refer to the actual depth of saturated zone but it is determined on the
basis of Darcy velocities in vertical and horizontal direction. Namely, if VDx » Vnz then the groundwater can be
considered relatively shallow (fast).
2Dispersion (sometimes called dynamic dispersion) represents a characteristic length of a porous medium at which the
dispersion process is conducted and it is expressed in meters.
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REDUCTION DUE TO DECAY

Concentration reduction factor due to radioactive decay CRF\R depends on the nuclide
transport time through the saturated zone to the well water. This time is a function of
retardation, receptor well distance from the border of the radioactive waste disposal facility
and groundwater pore velocity. That means that formula for CRFXR assumes the following
well-known form:

The sorption processes dominantly determine the retardation of nuclides in the
saturated zone. These very complex mechanisms, which are still insufficiently examined, are
modeled by using a distribution or sorption coefficient. This parameter is in the literature
commonly referred to as Kj. Distribution coefficient is defined as a balance ratio of the
quantity of solute in the solid phase per solid mass divided by the quantity of solute in the
water phase. Because of its dependence on many properties such as texture of soils, organic
matter content, pH values, presence of competing cations and complex agents, the distribution
coefficient for a specific nuclide in a specific soil can range over several orders of magnitude.
However, Kd is defined to include all solute-soil interactions that cause the nuclides to migrate
at a slower rate than the groundwater itself. Because of its complexity this parameter
represents the main source of uncertainty within groundwater transport analysis.

ENTIRE REDUCTION FACTOR

Entire concentration reduction factor in the groundwater (denoted as CRFa) expressed
as a function of hydraulic conductivity in the saturated zone3 has the following form:

CRFa = C r K - e K
H B 5ii A , - R - X - e e r

i ,, . 4 w i ax ah/ax
L-VDz-erf|-- —

This way of expressing the entire reduction factor is very appropriate since it enables
simple assessment of minimum isolation properties of the saturated zone4. Namely, the
expression for a minimum value of the entire reduction factor CRFa m;n is reached on the basis
of the following derivation:

^ ^ = 0 => CRF a m i l l =C r C 2 -e

In other words, for a known geometry of the system, for a certain nuclide and for the
saturated zone of a known soil texture, it is possible to simply determine the value of hydraulic
conductivity at which the reduction processes in the groundwater will be at the minimum.
Also, on the basis of this relation it follows that the minimum value of the entire reduction
factor CRFa is reached in conditions when the value of CRFA.R is equal to e, i.e., when the
product of constant of radioactive decay and nuclide travel time T equals one (k-T = 1). That

'Constants Ci and Cj are applied just for simplicity.
4In performance analyses of radioactive waste disposal facilities a conservative approach is commonly used, according to
which saturated zone should be taken with a minimum credit.
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means that minimum value of the entire reduction factor is reached when the following
condition is fulfilled:

T =
In 2

<l,44-T1/2

where T1/2 is the nuclide physical half-life (y). In the other words, reduction processes in the
groundwater will be at minimum when the hydraulic conductivity has such a value at which the
transport time of a nuclide, from the point of its entrance into the groundwater to the point of
the well location, amounts to l,44-Ti/2.

This brief analysis of the entire reduction factor points to an important conclusion
according to which a relatively high value of hydraulic conductivity in saturated zone (or
relatively high pore velocity), does not necessarily mean that saturated zone has poor isolation
properties. Naturally, in faster groundwater the radioactive solution will sooner reach the well
water than in the slower ones. However, due to dilution process that grows in significance with
increasing of hydraulic conductivity, the final effect can be a positive one.

EXAMPLES

Application of the simplified model described previously is demonstrated here by two
examples. The first example seeks to underline the disposal facility geometry impact on the
isolation properties of the saturated zone. The second example is aimed at showing that for a
given geometry of the disposal facility and the known soil texture as well it is possible to
determine in a very simple way, the conditions in which the reduction processes in the
saturated zone are at their lowest point.

Effects of System Geometry

This example focuses on two cases, i.e. two geometries of the radioactive waste
disposal facility (Figure 1). Source geometry (Li = 35 m and Wi = 152 m), in the first case is
determined on the basis of Ref [3] which contains a basic technical design of a shallow land
disposal facility for which is assumed that it could be constructed in Croatia'. In the second
case the dimensions of the disposal facility simply switch places (L2 = Wt and W2 = Li).

Groundwater
flow

W,=L,

4 W,

Well

Well

Figure 2 - Geometry of disposal system

5The designed disposal facility is of modular type, dimensioned for receiving approximately 20.000 m3 of conditioned
radioactive waste. The height of the facility (10,5 m) is not relevant for this analysis.
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The receptor well, in both cases is located along the central line of the disposal facility
at a distance X = 100 m from its border. Such a short distance of the well was taken in order to
satisfy the assumption on the isotropy of the saturated zone. The depth of the well in both
cases is supposed to be 10 m and that it is equal to the depth of the saturated zone, which
implies that the subject of analysis is a relatively shallow groundwater.

Grounwater transport of nuclide Sr-90 is analyzed in both cases. The value of
distribution coefficient for Sr-90 was selected according to the Ref [2] and it represents a mean
logarithmic value of measuring conducted at samples of sandstone soil (Table 1).

Table 1 - Review of input parameters for the first example

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Characteristics of the
radioactive solution

Characteristics of the
saturated zone

Nuclide
T,/2
Kj

P

v D z
dhldX

K

PARAMETER
VALUES

Sr-90
29,1 y

2,6 cinVg
0,15

l,9g/cm3

10"s ni/s
0,1

10"5 in/s

Parameters that describe the saturated zone are determined partly on the basis of data
given in Ref [9] that refer to the Gornji Zirovac site at Trgovska gora mountain which was on
the basis of preliminary research included into the Spatial Plan of Croatia as a site for potential
construction of a radioactive waste disposal facility [Ref 6]. Soil structure of the site is
composed mostly by sandstone. Effective porosity of the saturated zone is selected as the mean
geometric value of the measured values given in Ref [9]. Value for density of sandstone was
taken from the Ref [4], while the value of the Darcy velocity in vertical direction was derived
by using a simple model for infiltration analyses according to Ref [7] and from data on 10-
years-long monitoring of precipitation which for Trgovska gora amounts to 0,98 m/y.
Hydraulic gradient in groundwater flow direction was estimated on the basis of site
descriptions given in Ref [9]. For hydraulic conductivity of sandstone a lower value was
selected from the range between 5-10"9 and 2,3-10"5 m/s [Ref 4].

Results obtained by using the simplified model are shown in Table 2. It is clearly visible
from the table that the isolation properties of the saturated zone measured by the entire
reduction factors are more than twice as bad in the second case (L2 = 152 m), in comparison
with the first case (Li = 35 m). Namely, Sr-90 concentration in the well water after 16 years (in
the example the travel time for the nuclide to reach the well, with retardation of R = 34) will
amount to 2,4% of the initial concentration in the first case, that is 5,1% of the initial
concentration in the second case.

Table 2 - Results of the simplified model application

CASE
I.
II.

CRFd

28,6
6,6

CRKtty

1,0
2,0

CRFxR

1,5
1,5

CRFa

42,1
19,7
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It can be seen from the table that the main contribution to the entire reduction factor in
both cases comes from dilution. By changing the geometry of the disposal facility the effect of
the transversal dispersion doubled, but the effects of dilution were more than 4 times smaller so
that the total effect is more unfavorable. An important conclusion is drawn from this example:
the radioactive waste disposal facility should be located in a plane perpendicular to the
groundwater flow. However, it should be pointed out that in cases of slower groundwater
flow, and in cases of slowly transported nuclides (high retardation) the described effects are
less obvious. The same remark worth in case of such system geometry in which the well is
located at a relatively long distance from the border of the disposal facility.

Effects of Hydraulic Conductivity

The example demonstrating the effect of hydraulic conductivity on reduction processes
is aimed at determining such hydraulic conductivity at which the lowest value of the entire
reduction factor is achieved. The parameters on disposal system geometry and the parameters
characterizing the saturated zone as well have been taken from the previous example (case I).
In addition, in this example, besides the Sr-90, transport of H-3 (Ti/2 = 12,3 y, Kd = 0,04
cm7g), Fe-55 (T1/2 = 2,7 y, Kd = 5,4 cnrVg), Co-60 (T,/2 = 5,3 y, Kd = 4,r"cm3/g) and Cs-137
(T1/2 = 30,0 y, Kd = 5,6 cm3/g) have been analyzed. Values of distribution coefficients represent
the mean logarithmic value of measuring conducted on samples of sandstone soil [Ref 2].

Results achieved by consistent use of the simplified model are shown in Table 3. The
results will be interpreted here by example of Sr-90 in the following way: reduction processes
in the saturated zone of the given soil structure will be least obvious if the hydraulic
conductivity amounts to 3,8-10"6 m/s. In that case transport time of Sr-90 will take about 42
years, so that the initial concentration of Sr-90 in the solution will be reduced by factor of 30.

Table 3

NUCUDE
H-3

Fe-55
Co-60
Sr-90

Cs-137

- Results of using the simplified model

K (m/s)
4,0-10-7

8,5-10-'
3,3-10"5

3,8-10"6

7,9-10"6

T (god)
~ 18
- 4
— 8
- 4 2
- 4 3

C R F a mill

3,1-10°
6,6-102

2,6-102

3,0-10'
6,1-10'

It can be observed from the above table that in case of nuclide H-3 the minimal
reduction is achieved in a relatively slow groundwater (VDx/Vvz ~ 4). Of course, the basics
reason for this lies in its low retardation. The results referring to nuclides Fe-55 and Co-60
indicate that the minimal reduction will be achieved in relatively fast groundwater (VDX/VVZ ~
850 for Fe-55, and VDX/VVZ « 330 for Co-60). Since both of these nuclides migrate slowly and
have short half-lives such a result was to be expected. As for reduction processes related to
nuclides Sr-90 and Cs-137 in this example it should be stated that they would be unfavorable in
the groundwater flows of medium velocities.

Entire concentration reduction factors shown in the above table are simultaneously the
minimum values that can be achieved in the groundwater flow. That means if the real hydraulic
conductivity in the saturated zone is higher or lower than the values shown in Table 3, the
reduction processes can be only more obvious. This conclusion is confirmed by results
achieved by using the simplified model with assumed constant hydraulic conductivity which
was, as in the first example, determined to be 10"5 m/s (Table 4). By comparing these results
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with the previous ones it can be clearly observed that the values of entire CRFs for each
analyzed nuclide have increased.

Table 4 - Results of calculation for K = 10"5 m/s

NUCLIDE
H-3

Fe-55
Co-60
Sr-90

Cs-137

T(y)
~ 1
- 3 3
- 2 5
- 16
- 3 4

CRFa

3,0-10'
1,4-105

7,7-103

4,2-10'
6,3-10'

Impact of hydraulic conductivity on reduction processes in the saturated zone at the
example of Sr-90 is presented in the Figure 3. For that purpose hydraulic conductivity was
varied within the range from 5-10"9 to 2,3-10"5 m/s wherein the step of calculation was linearly
changed with factor of 1,2. On that occasion three series of calculations with distribution
coefficient as the parameter of calculation were performed. In the first case.the value of K<i i =
1,0 cm7g was used as the parameter of calculation, in the second that was K<i 2 = 2,6 cm7g,
and in the third Kj 3 = 5,0 cm3/g. These values for distribution coefficients have been selected
with the purpose to highlight the following pattern: by increasing the values of distribution
coefficient the minimum value of CRFa in the saturated zone also increased. These minimum
values of CRFa that are determined by the travel time condition of 1,44-T^, is achieved only
with simultaneous increasing of hydraulic conductivity in the saturated zone.

200

180

0

3.E-07 7.E-O7 3.E-05 6.E-O5

Figure 3 - Graphic presentation of function CRFa = /(K)

CONCLUSION

The simplified model for transport analysis of radioactive solution by groundwater
described in the paper is appropriate to be used for the purpose of preliminary safety
assessments of the radioactive waste disposal facility. Application of the model can be useful in
the elaboration process of basic technical design of disposal facility and in defining the
geometry of the whole system. Actually, the simplified model is a point model oriented
towards analysis of those reduction processes in the groundwater that can be considered in the
first approximation as dominant. Its basic characteristics are simplicity of application, high level
of conservatism and relatively small number of input parameters. For that reason the scope of
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the model is appropriate only for preliminary analysis. On the other hand, in circumstances
when the site specific parameters and parameters describing disposal facility are known in
details, it is necessary to apply semi-analytical and sophisticated numerical models.
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ABSTRACT

The first part of the paper gives a brief description of decommissioning scenarios and
models of financing the decommissioning of NPPs. The second part contains a review of
decommissioning costs for certain PWR plants with a brief description of methods used for
that purpose. The third part of the paper the authors dedicated to the assessment of
decommissioning costs for Krsko NPP. It does not deal with ownership relations and
obligations ensuing from them. It starts from the simple point that decommissioning is an
obligation of the owner and that he is going to fulfill it. Assumption of the analysis is that the
structure of the decommissioning fund is composed of three basic cost items of which the first
refers to radioactive waste management, the second to storage and disposal of the spent
nuclear fuel and the third to decommissioning itself. The assessment belongs to the category of
preliminary activities and as such has a limited scope and meaning. Nevertheless, the authors
believe that it offers a useful insight into the basic costs that will burden the decommissioning
fund of Krsko NPP.

INTRODUCTION

Decommissioning of a NPP in general sense is defined as a set of measures, procedures
and activities which are to be implemented after the permanent shutdown of the reactor with
the objective of minimizing the residual radioactivity and performing the site usable again for
the same or other purposes. The scope of decommissioning activities depends on assessment
of the post-decommissioning status of the site so that one can differ between decommissioning
with a full or reduced scope of activities. Decommissioning in a reduced scope is completed
when all radioactive materials are removed from the site, while full scope additionally includes
decommissioning and transport of all construction structures and uncontaminated materials
from the plant site. This is commonly known as the green field approach.

Up to 1999 the operation of 124 different nuclear reactors has been closed worldwide,
out of which some 20 of them belong to the category of small capacity prototype reactors.
Experiences gained in decommissioning these reactors have confirmed a high level of
radiological safety, technical feasibility and ecological acceptability of the decommissioning
technologies. Thus developed decommissioning procedures are being applied today on a great
number of commercial nuclear power plants.

According to the time scale and related scope of activities three basic decommissioning
scenarios have been developed. These are the decontamination and fast decommissioning or
Decon, the process of storing activated components and delayed decommissioning or Safstor
and the process of immobilization at the plant site or Entomb. Differences between particular
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decommissioning scenarios1 are visible in their time of duration (Decon - 15, Safstor - 30 to
100, Entomb - 100 years and more), decontamination and decommissioning technologies,
radiation exposure of professional personnel, quantities of radioactive waste that are extracted
in the process of decommissioning, decommissioning costs etc.

FINANCING MODELS

Financing models for decommissioning of~NPPs are specific and differ between
countries. In spite of that it is possible to define several features that almost all models have in
common. At the first place it is the responsibility of the plant owner to finance the
decommissioning. Almost all models include establishment of funds for collecting necessary
financial means. The most common are centralized (Finland, France, Japan, Germany, Spain,
Sweden, UK) or internal funds (Belgium, Canada, USA), mainly depending on the ownership
structure. In some countries these funds are not established just for the purpose of
decommissioning but for a complete back-end fuel cycle (Finland, Spain, Sweden).

The present practice in countries with developed nuclear programs differs between two
basic models for collecting financial means for decommissioning. These are External sinking
fund (or rate payments) and Prepayment model (or payment in advance). External sinking fund
implies collection of financial means during the NPP commercial operation and is the most
common financing model. Financial means are collected through bills for electricity supplied to
the consumers from the NPPs or in such a way to burden production of all parts of the
electricity production system (Spain). The most common scheme for collection of financial
means include the duration of collecting for the period from 20 to 30 years during the plant
commercial operation, applying an annual discount rate between 0 and 4% and exemption
from taxes on collected financial means. The collected financial means are deposited into a
fund that is not directly under competence of the plant owner.

The prepayment model implies establishment of a decommissioning fund as early as
beginning of commercial operation of the plant and payment of a sum sufficient to perform the
complete decommissioning activities. Prepayment may be in the form of a trust, escrow
account, government fund, certificate of deposit or deposit of government securities. Still, this
way of securing financial means has a more theoretical than practical meaning.

Besides the two mentioned models there is a third, known as a Surety fund (Italy).
According to this model the owner of a nuclear power plant issues a letter of guarantee in
which he obliges himself to cover the decommissioning costs in a certain period of time, even
if he is not able to secure the necessary financial means from the income resulting from the
commercial operation of the plant.

'Scenarios listed here have been developed by US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). It should be pointed out that
besides the NRC approach, an approach based on German practice was also recognized worldwide. That approach implies
decommissioning with a full scope of activities. Another difference is that the German practice differs between two
scenarios: Immediate dismantling (in line with Decon) and Later dismantling (similar to Safstor). Besides that, another
approach to deconunissioning is supported by IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) and NEA (Nuclear Energy
Agency), which was developed with the main purpose to enable a comparison between various decommissioning scenarios
on international level. IAEA and NEA concepts differ between three stages of decommissioning. Each of them is described
by status of equipment and facility as well as a type of surveillance being used.
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DECOMMISSIONING COSTS

Total amount of financial means necessary for decommissioning depends on the type
and capacity of the plant, the selected decommissioning scenario and the way in which the
disposal of radioactive waste (low and intermediate level) as well as management of spent fuel
have been dealt with. Total decommissioning costs are also effected by specific long-term
economic circumstances in the country in which a NPP~is located (inflation, discount rate,
price of electricity, price of labor, legislation etc.). Besides, the time period between the
assessment of decommissioning costs and the actual beginning of decommissioning activities
introduces additional difficulties in comparative evaluation of the estimated costs. In relation
to that it is necessary to clearly distinguish between nominal (not discounted) from real
(discounted) costs. Because of the long timeframe these two amounts can be a few times more
or less. A good example of that is assessment referring to decommissioning costs of Seabrook
NPP (1.150 MWe, PWR, New Hampshire, USA). Nominal decommissioning costs, expected
to begin in 2026, have been estimated to a sum of 1,6-109 $US2, while the real costs have been
estimated to a sum of 324-106 $US3 (USC, 199S). However, it -can be said that
decommissioning costs in absolute amount grow with increasing of the plant capacity while
specific costs (expressed by a unit of installed capacity) at the same time, are decreasing.

One of the simplest approaches (Adamov, 1998.) warns that nominal costs of a
commercial NPP decommissioning range between 10 and 20% of total investment for plant
construction. Simultaneously, real costs (with an annual discount rate of 5%) according to the
same reference, are estimated between 2 and 4% of the total investment. On the other hand,
sophisticated approaches that take into account uncertainties commonly associated to such
kind of assessments, indicate that the real decommissioning costs (with an annual discount rate
of 4%) can participate in the unit price of the supplied electricity from the NPP with some 5%
(11IC, 1998.).

Under the Code of Federal Regulation (10 CFR Part 50.75), the NRC established
minimum real decommissioning cots (RDC) for a PWR plants required to demonstrate
reasonable assurance of funds for decommissioning as follows:

1) 1.200 MWt < P < 3.400 MWt => RDC = 75-106 + 0,0088-P $US (1986 dollars)
2) P > 3.400 MWt => RDC = 105-106 $US (1986 dollars)

where P represents the power level expressed in MWt4. Additionally, an adjustment factor at
least equal to 0,65-L + 0,13-E + 0,22-B is to be used, where L is labor cost, E is energy cost,
and B is low-level radioactive waste burial cost. On the basis of this approach it follows that
the minimum real financial means necessary to finance decommissioning of a PWR plant with
capacity of 1.000 MWe should amount to approximately 105-106 $US (1986 dollars), i.e.
approximately 156-106 $US (1998 dollars)5. Therein it should be pointed out that the stated
sum includes the costs of removing and disposing of radioactive wastes from the site, but not
the costs of removing other construction structures and materials. Also, the stated sum does
not include the costs of storage and subsequent disposal of the spent nuclear fuel.

2Mentioned amount refers to value of $US expected in 2026, and it includes inflation and the profit of the fund as well.
Calculation is based on the real annual rate of 2%.

Value of $US in 1991.

'For a PWR'of less than 1.200 MWt use in the formula P = 1.200 MWt.

Re-calculated on the basis of analysis given in NEI, 1999.
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According to an estimation given in Strauss and Kelsey, 1991, based on the
decommissioning costs analysis for 47 PWR plants in USA, it follows that mean real
decommissioning costs for a PWR plant with capacity of 1.000 MWe amount to some 191-106

$US (1989 dollars) with standard deviation of 65-106 $US. The structure of thus estimated
costs is shown in Figure 1 which clearly shows that the biggest part of costs in the overall
structure of the decommissioning fund is allocated for removal and disposal of radioactive
waste (low and intermediate level). _

Contractor
labor
2 1 %

Utility
staff labor

25%

LLW
disposal

38%

Energy
8%

Figure 1 Structure of decommissioning costs for a PWR plant

Since according to the present estimations the operation of the disposal facility for
spent fuel at Yucca Mountain6 (Nevada, USA) is not expected before 2010, the structure of
the decommissioning fund for NPPs in USA has been additionally burdened by costs of storing
the spent nuclear fuel. In order to bridge over a period until beginning of operation of the
Yucca Mountain disposal facility, the owners of NPPs in USA have taken to constructing
premises for temporary storage of spent fuel. Those premises are designed as wet or dry
storage and are called ISFSI facilities (Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation). ISFSI are
mostly being located at the site of the NPP itself. Table 1 represents a compilation of data
from several references and gives a review of real decommissioning costs of some PWR plants
in USA which include the costs of construction and operation of ISFSI. On the basis of data
shown in the Table, having in mind an important note that the specific costs of disposing
radioactive waste have increased in the meantime, the conclusion ensues that total
decommissioning costs in recent times have more than doubled in comparison with
requirements of NRC, i.e. assessment given by Strauss and Kelsey, 1991.

"The disposal facility is planned for receiving spent fuel from all NPPs in USA. Up to 1998, when the disposal facility was
due to start operation, plant owners gave 0,1 cUS per kWh of electricity supplied to the consumers for realization of this
project, which amounted to a total of 15-109 $US. Total costs of disposing of spent fuel (and high radioactive waste) at the
Yucca Mountain facility up to 2042 (year of its planned closure) have been estimated to approximately 43,5-109 SUS
{DOE, 1998).
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NPP

Rancho Seco

Yankee Rowe

Trojan

Haddam Neck

Maine Yankee

Table 1 Commercial Reactors in

Shutdown

1989

1991

1992

1996

1996

Capacity
(MWc)

913

167

1.095

590

860

Nuclear Fuel
Status

ISFSI Costs
Included

ISFSI Costs
Included

ISFSI Costs
Included

On Site
Wet Fuel Storage

ISFSI Costs
Included

Decommissioning

Scenario

Safstor to Decon

Decon

Decon

Decon

Decon

Decommissioning
Costs (106 SUS)

340 (1994)

369 (1994)

509 (1995)

427 (1996)

508 (1997)

DECOMMISSIONING COSTS OF KRSKO NPP

This preliminary assessment of Krsko NPP decommissioning costs is not intended to
deal with ownership relations and obligations ensuing from it. It starts from the point of view
that decommissioning is an obligation of the owner and that he will fulfill it. Assumption of the
analysis is that the structure of the decommissioning fund is composed of three basic cost
items. The first refers to radioactive waste management (low and intermediate level), the
second to storage and disposal of the spent fuel and the third to decommissioning itself. Ln line
with that, the following three options are supposed:

• Radioactive waste repository is designed for receiving approximately 18.000 m3

of low and intermediate radioactive waste (6.000 m3 coming from NPP operation
and 12.000 m3 coming from decommissioning). It is supposed that operation of
the repository will start in 2013.

• ISFSI facility with capacity sufficient to receive approximately 1.600 spent fuel
elements (660 tTM, 330 m3) located at NPP Krsko site will be available at latest
until 2023. The time of duration of dry storage is around 60 years. After this
period the construction of spent fuel repository should begin.

• Decommissioning of the plant starts in 2023. Duration of fast decommissioning
amounts to 14 years while the period of storing the activated components at the
Krsko NPP site amounts to 82 years. Thus, total time of duration of the
decommissioning scenario amounts to 96 years (NIS, 1996).

Above stated options are described from the aspect of nominal costs (Table 2) and
timeframe of decommissioning activities as well (Figure 2).
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Table 2 Nominal costs (1999 dollars)

Options

Radioactive waste

Spent nuclear fuel

Decommissioning

TOTAL

Costs
(106 SUS)

112,5

291,5

200,5

604,5

Remarks

Structure of costs includes site investigation, construction,
operation and closure of the repository. Costs are estimated on
the basis of available data that refer to disposal facilities in
France, Spain and UK.

Structure of costs includes acquisition of containers for dry
storage, construction and operation of ISFSI - 62,7- [Q6 SUS
(Siemens, 1997 and Holtec, 1997) and planning, construction
and operation of the spent fuel repository - 228,8-106 $US
(OECD, 1998). Estimation of costs for disposal of spent fuel is
based on a unit price of 0,13 cUS/kWh. Operational lifetime of
the plant is supposed to be 40 years. Average annual electricity
production is assumed to be 4,4 TWh.

Structure of costs includes management of decommissioning
waste at the site, handling the spent fuel and decommissioning
activities as well. Amount of costs was taken from NIS, 1996.

Radioactive Waste Management

2000 2013 2023 2039 2085 2095 2105 2122

Time (y)

Figure 2 Timeframe of decommissioning activities for Krsko NPP

In the assessment, a financing model was applied that implies annual payments into
decommissioning fund in the period between 2000 and 2023, when the plant is supposed to
cease operation. For assessment of discounted financial means the Net present value method
was used and an annual discount rate of 3,5 % was applied in calculation.
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Results of application of the simplified model have been divided with regards to two
time periods, collecting and engaging period. The first refers to collecting financial means into
the decommissioning fund, starting in 2000 and lasting until the permanent shutdown of the
reactor (2023), while the second period refers to engaging the collected financial means.

Collection of financial means necessary for management of radioactive waste, spent
nuclear fuel and decommissioning of Krsko NPP (Figure 3) is performed in 23 annual
payments. The amount of the annual payment is estimated at 10,88-106 $US. In this way by
the end of 2023 a total discounted sum of 228,1-106 $US will be collected (target value)
which should according to the applied model be sufficient for performing all activities foreseen
in the timeframe. From 2023 on, financial means can no longer be collected through annual
payments since the NPP no longer operates. After intensive engagement of financial means in
the period of 14 years due to implementing decommissioning activities, the status of the
remaining financial means begins to increase. That is exclusively because of placing those
financial means at the assumed discount rate.

250,00

200,00 -

U

150,00

100,00

50,00

0,00 l l < M « t I I M U t f l t l .

2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070 2080 2090 2100 2110 2120

Time (y)

Figure 3 Stats of financial means in the fund

The period of collecting financial means starts to overlap with their engagement as
soon as 2004 when site investigation activities for the radioactive waste repository start and
2013 when start activities related to construction of ISFSI for dry storage of spent fuel.
Therein, until 2004, or 2013, taking into account the already started engagement of financial
means, the total collected amount is 42,3-106 and 114,3-106 $US respectively (Figure 3).

Presentation of uniform engagement of financial means from the decommissioning fund
for implementation of mentioned options is given in Figure 4. The figure clearly shows three
periods that are characterized by engagement of big amounts of money. The first period lasts
between 2004 and 2039 and
includes:

a sum of 370,1-10 $US is being cumulatively engaged. It

1) engagement of financial means for the purposes of constructing, operating and
closure the radioactive waste repository,

2) engagement of financial means for the purposes of construction and operation of
ISFSI and

3) engagement of financial means for the purpose of fast decommissioning.
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Figure 4 Engagement of financial means from the fund

The second engagement period lasts between 2085 and 2105, when financial means are
engaged for the purposes of construction and operation of the spent fuel repository. The total
sum was estimated at 228,8-106 $US. The third period is around 2120. This is the period of
implementing the activities of decommissioning and removing activated components that have
been stored for 82 years at the Krsko NPP site. The total amount of these costs was estimated
at5,8-106$US.

The total sum of the financial means engaged in this way amounts to 604,7-106 $US as
was estimated at the beginning of the analysis (Table 2). However, it should be noted that the
listed costs do not cover a complete structure of the decommissioning fund. Namely, the costs
referring to institutional control of the radioactive waste repository, ISFSI and spent fuel
repository, costs of storing the activated components at the Krsko NPP site, as well as costs
of compensation to the local community have not been considered in this short analysis.

CONCLUSION

Results of this brief analysis point to the following conclusion: in order to secure
sufficient financial means for financing of all activities included in the assessment that refer to
management of radioactive waste and spent fuel as well as decommissioning of Krsko NPP as
it is described previously, it is necessary to make annual payments (between 2000 and 2023)
into the decommissioning fund in amount of 10,88-106 $US. Accordingly, the unit price of
electricity supplied from Krsko NPP in that period would increase for 0,247 cUS/kWh that is
approximately 5% of the actual unit price (5 cUS/kWh). This result complies with data given
in UIC, 1998.

If however, one retracts from the nominal costs (604,7-106 $US) the costs of
construction of the spent fuel repository (228,8-106 $US), then the total sum needed for
decommissioning activities would amount to 375,9-106 $US. It can be stated that this sum is
comparable with data shown in the Table 1. Also, if one retracts from that sum the costs of
dry storage of spent fuel, then it issues that the costs of radioactive waste management (112,5-
106 $US) participate with some 36% in the total decommissioning costs (3 13,0-106 $US),
which is in accordance with the structure of costs shown in the Figure 1.
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The brief analysis presented in the paper is one of the first assessments of this kind in
the country, so it should be considered as a preliminary one. It has several drawbacks that are
associated to all preliminary assessments. One of them refers to the fact that the authors deal
with the analysis of only one set of possible options related to management of radioactive
waste and spent fuel. Besides that, a realistic possibility of extending the operational lifetime
of Krsko NPP for additional 20 years has not been included in the assessment. Although the
decommissioning scenario is not a part ofjhe analysis, the word play in its name should
nevertheless be pointed out. Namely, the scenario is being called a fast one (decontamination
and decommissioning last for 14 years). However, the long period of storing the activated
components at the site of 82 years introduces uncertainties related to post-decommissioning
status of the site. Even if the selected option of management of radioactive waste and spent
fuel can be considered relevant, it should be kept in mind that certain groups of costs (costs of
institutional controls and compensation to local community) have not been included in this
assessment. Since these costs are distributed over a quite significant period of time, their
contribution to the total decommissioning costs can be a considerable one. Finally, the analysis
of uncertainties has not been included in this preliminary assessment. In spite of these
drawbacks, the authors believe that this preliminary assessment gives a useful insight into the
basic costs that will burden the decommissioning fund for Krsko NPP.
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Final remediation of the provisional storage near Zavratec

_ Nadja Zeleznik, Irena Mele
Agency RAO, Parmova 53, Ljubljana, Slovenia

ABSTRACT - In the Western part of Slovenia near the village of Zavratec radioactive waste
from the decontamination of the Oncological Institute has been stored in an old abandoned
military barracks for many decades. The ARAO Agency had been assigned to remediate this
provisional storage. In 1996 the first phase of the remediation was concluded, in which the
measurements, inventorying and repacking of radioactive waste were carried out. At the end
of this phase the waste was restored. After three years of suspension, the remedial work
continued in autumn 1999 with the separation of radioactive from non-radioactive waste and
transportation of all radioactive waste to the Slovenian central storage for small producers
near Ljubljana. At the beginning of the year 2000 the old storage near Zavratec was
completely decontaminated to be released for unrestricted use. The preparation for and the
implementation of remedial actions are presented in the paper.

Introduction

The final remediation of a provisional storage for low level waste near the village of Zavratec,
situated in the western part of Slovenia, has been pending for several years. The waste in the
storage originated from the Oncological Institute in Ljubljana where, in 1961, an accident
happened in which a radium applicator was accidentally broken and the content with an
estimated total activity of 370 MBq was dispersed over several rooms before protection
measures were taken. After decontamination, about 30 m3 of radioactive material was
transported to an old, empty, military barracks near Zavratec and stored in one of the rooms
inside the barracks. The entrance was walled-up. No information or explanation about the
stored waste was given to the local inhabitants.

The first information about the waste leaked out to the local community only many years
later, and since then they have been urging for the remediation and removal of this illegal
storage. Although regular, annual inspections and measurements of the dose rate outside the
building never showed any increased irradiation levels, in 1992 the Slovenian Government
supported the request of the local community for remediation of this provisional storage. The
responsibility for the project was assigned to the Agency for Radwaste Management.

Due to the many open questions concerning the quantity and the activity of the stored waste,
the Agency for Radwaste Management decided to perform the remediation of the provisional
storage in two steps. In the first phase, performed in 1996, the main purpose was to establish
an inventory in the storage with the use of in-situ gamma spectrometry and surface dose rate,
and to separate and prepare the radioactive waste for the transportation planned in second
phase. The results of the measurements showed that within the measuring uncertainties, the
total measured activity of radium corresponded to the activity of the damaged radium
applicator. In addition to this, the waste was also unexpectedly contaminated with radioactive
cobalt-60, cesium-137 and carbon-14.
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Because of the discovered contamination with radioactive carbon, which is a pure beta
emitter, the planned separation of radioactive from non-radioactive waste was no longer
possible with the measuring techniques then applied. The waste was repacked in 97 drums
and, together with 2 plastic vessels with liquid radioactive waste and 1 contaminated safe,
restored back to the storage. The roof of the storage, which was leaking, was provisionally
repaired and the entrance to the storage was closed again, pending the second phase of the
remediation activities. _

On the basis of the experimental results and general condition of the storage, it was
recommended that the waste should be relocated to the Slovenian central storage for
radioactive waste from small producers, situated in Brinje near Ljubljana.

This recommendation was also accepted by the Slovenian Government, which took several
measures necessary for preparation and implementation of the second, final phase of the
remediation.

Preparing for final remediation of provisional storage

In May 1999, the Slovenian Government issued a Decree on the Mode, Subject and
Conditions for performing the public service of Radioactive Waste Management (Off. Gaz.
No 32, 1999). By this Decree, the management of the Slovenian central storage for radioactive
waste from small producers was transferred to the RAO Agency with the clear task of acting
as a public service for collecting and storing of all waste produced by medical, research and
industrial applications in Slovenia. This made it possible for the RAO Agency to prepare
conditions in the central storage also for the waste to be relocated from the provisional storage
in Zavratec.

At the same time the relocation of waste from Zavratec to the central storage was requested
also by the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNS A) at the Ministry of Environment
and Physical Planning. In a special provision of the SNS A, the clearance levels for separation
of the radioactive from non-radioactive waste and other requirements for the remediation were
specified.

On the basis of this provision and results from the first phase of the remediation project, the
final remediation programme of the provisional storage near Zavratec was carried out. In
September 1999, a detailed plan of remediation activities including the time schedule was
prepared and adopted by the regulatory authorities. The plan envisaged separation of the
radioactive waste from the non-radioactive, treatment and conditioning of liquid waste,
decontamination of the storage facility and transportation of the radioactive waste to the
interim storage for small producers in Brinje near Ljubljana.

For some of the planned activities more precise descriptions and procedures were needed.
Therefore working instructions were prepared which covered separation of radioactive from
non-radioactive waste, radioactivity measurements and radiation protection, packing and
preparing of the waste for the transport, anticorrosion drum protection, solidification of liquid
radioactive waste and storage decontamination. All these documents were reviewed and
approved by the regulatory authorities i.e. SNSA and Health Inspectorate of the Republic of
Slovenia (HIRS) at the Ministry for Health.
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Although all preparatory activities for the technical part of final remediation of the provisional
storage near Zavratec were completed by mid October 1999, the RAO Agency was all the
time aware that communication with the local communities involved and target publics was
essential for successful realisation of the project. This was especially true due to the planned
relocation of the waste to the Slovenian central storage in Brinje near Ljubljana where the
local community had already expressed disagreement with these plans.

PR programme and its implementation

Therefore, simultaneously with the preparatory remedial activities, a programme for covering
public relations during the remediation project was under way. The plan was prepared with
great care, taking into account the situation and the main objective of the final remediation;
that is, the relocation of all radioactive waste from Zavratec to the central storage in Brinje.
Due to the double nature of the problem, the PR programme had to be prepared very carefully.

It was expected that the project would be warmly welcomed on one side by the local
community of Zavratec. The villagers were included in the communication process from the
very beginning of the remediation and were very well informed about the remedial activities.
On the other side, the local community at the Brinje site, where Slovenian central storage for
small producers is located, strongly disagreed with the intention to relocate the waste.

Due to these two different groups with conflicting interests, the RAO Agency decided to give
advantage to direct communication with the representatives of the local communities instead
of emphasizing the communications through the media. Modest publicity with no press
conferences and limited press releases was chosen as a key element of the PR programme.
Due to the expected resistance of one local community, crisis communication was also part of
the PR programme.

Following the PR programme many personal contacts with the residents and the
representatives of the local community of Zavratec and municipality of Idrija, where Zavratec
is situated, continued parallel to other activities for the remediation. Constant contacts with
local residents of the Zavratec village from previous years were carried on. Regular meetings
were organised. They were even invited to participate in the remediation. The representatives
of the local community were asked to help with different activities for the remediation project.
They provided very important non-stop fire protection, medical service and assured electricity
supply. Due to the expected winter weather conditions, the villagers also organised snow
ploughing. Because of their involvement in the project the inhabitants were well informed
about the project.

The RAO Agency also organised the so called "open door day" for the residents of Zavratec
and other villages of the Idrija municipality where the remedial activities were shown in
practice. Even the controlled area was opened for the public, and guidance for the visitors was
organised. The "open door day" was well accepted by the villagers, other visitors and the
media.

During the remediation project, visits were organised for local representatives of the
municipality of Idrija and municipality of Dol, where Brinje is located. Both mayors were
informed. in detail about the work performed. Although the representatives from Dol
continued to disagree with the planned relocation of the radioactive waste, the visit convinced
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them that all remedial activities were being performed professionally and they also agreed on
the good provision of information on the project.

But in spite of our regularly informing the representatives of the Dol municipality on remedial
activities, the first transport of radioactive waste was accompanied with some difficulties.
When the preparation activities for the transport were already under way the RAO Agency
received a request from the municipality of Dol not to relocate the waste. Intensified
communication activities prevented further escalation of the disagreement or more serious
protests. However, some not very friendly articles appeared in the journals.

Regular meetings with representatives of different competent regulatory bodies were also part
of the preparatory phase of the project. At least three of them (SNSA, HIRS and Inspectorate
for work) were promptly informed about the current situation. Thanks to on-line informing,
the authorities were able to react promptly. During the remedial activities they frequently
inspected the site and at several critical points they even helped to resolve open questions by
adopting resolutions on the spot.

After the start of the remedial activities in the provisional storage, visits for media, journalists
and TV reporters were also organised to follow the progress of the remediation activities.
After the initial publicity, the interest in the project was gradually reduced. Nevertheless, due
to the openness and transparency, the media reports were mainly objective and not
sensational.

All the main preparational and remedial activities in Zavratec and transportation to the interim
storage were also recorded on camera. About 300 minutes of documentary material was
produced in which preparatory work, technical details on radiological safety and control,
measurements, separation of radioactive material, transportation and decontamination as well
as public relation activities were registered. From this documentary material a short video film
will be produced to serve for information and educational purposes.

Remediation activities

Simultaneously with these extensive PR programme the remediation activities in the storage
started in the beginning of November 1999. They were performed by two groups of experts
according to the detailed programme and work instruction for remediation of provisional
storage near Zavratec. D3E, enterprise with good knowledge and experiences in organization
of similar works in nuclear industry, was responsible for organization of technical part and
other auxiliary activities such as preparation of the work area, excavation, construction works,
waste management and transportation and decontamination of the storage room. Team of
experts from "J. Stefan" Institute was selected because of their experience, good qualifications
and mobile unit with all the necessary equipment to provide measurements and radiation
control during the separation of radioactive from non-radioactive waste and decontamination
of storage.

The work was basically divided into two parts. In the first part the planned separation and
transportation of the waste was foreseen, in the second part the decontamination of the room
where the radioactive waste was stored for more than 38 years was planned.
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Separation of radioactive from non-radioactive waste

In accordance with the program, preparatory work for full implementation of the project
started on November. Access to the facility was arranged, the electricity was provided, the
storage was equipped with ventilation, and the radon concentration in the storage was
measured. Several rooms in the facility were prepared for performing measurements and
separations of the waste, and provisional storage for new drums with radioactive waste and
rooms for the staff were arranged.

Simultaneously the basic radiological measurements around the facility were performed to
establish the initial status of the facility and the surroundings. The outside walls of the
barracks were equipped with TLD dosimeters, and Vaseline plates were installed in the
surroundings to measure the impact of the remedial activities. Before starting the work in the
storage all workers were qualified for basic radiological protection.

On 11 November, 1999, the entrance to the storage was opened. After three years from the
last appearance in the storage, the storage-area was entered. Due to the expected increased
concentration of oc-emitters and the already measured Rn concentration, all members of the
working team were protected by special clothes and masks with respirators.

Figure 1: Conditions inside the storage room in provisional storage near Zavratec

The situation in the storage was better than expected. The conditions inside the storage were
almost the same as they were at the time of the conclusion of the first phase of the
remediation. The well arranged drums were covered with plastic; on the top of the plastic
there was small amount of rain or condense water, and no significant leakage was registered.
Due to high humidity inside the storage, all drums were highly corroded, therefore the
planned anticorrosion protection of old drums was no longer feasible (Fig. 1). New repacking
was necessary.

Separation of radioactive from non-radioactive waste was performed according to plan: each
drum was lifted by a specially designed pulley and transported into the neighbouring room,
where the content of the drum was spread over the separation table (Fig. 2). Using (Vy
proportional counters for contamination measurements it was possible to distinguish between
radioactive and non-radioactive waste. Radioactive waste which was collected mainly in 210-1
drums was additionally separated into combustible and compressible waste. Non-radioactive
waste was precisely measured and separately classified as waste with lower activity than the
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clearance levels. On the basis of the measurements, the Health inspectorate issued a special
declaration that the waste may be disposed of as municipal waste. After the separation was
completed, the drums with radioactive content were temporarily stored in one of the rooms.
Each drum was carefully labelled and the documentation with all important data was
prepared.

Figure 2: Separation table for waste sorting

After the separation of all waste and solidification of liquid waste, 64 drums (four 320 1, the
rest 210 1 drums) with a total volume of 14 m3 and 1 contaminated safe were transported to the
central storage for small producers in Brinje. Up to the end of 1999, in total three transports
were organised in very bad weather conditions, therefore additional safety precautions were
implemented. All the time during transportation the radiological protection was present. The
transport was also accompanied by the police. At the Brinje storage unloading was perfoniied
without any difficulties, using a forklift, and all the waste was safely stored into emptied
storing areas (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Radioactive waste from provisional storage near Zavratec at the Brinje storage
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Decontamination of the storage

From the first phase of the remediation it was already known that at several spots the storage
room was contaminated, mainly with carbon, radium and cesium. After detailed measurement
of the walls, floor and ceiling it became evident that the contamination of the room was more
expanded and higher than expected.

Therefore a special plan was prepared~for decontamination of the storage, which includes
mechanical, chemical and physical procedures to clean the room. Experts with
decontamination experience from NPP Krsko physically removed all the concrete floor plate,
part of the reinforced foundation and several m3 of ground to achieve clearance levels for
unrestricted use. The walls and ceiling were first chemically treated and then mechanically
cleaned. The waste from decontamination was sorted in a manner similar to other waste.
During the decontamination activities, 13 drums of radioactive waste with very low activity
were generated. The last transport of waste from Zavratec was at the end of March 2000.

Radiological protection

Measurements taken in the environment, both before opening the storage, and also during and
after the activities in the storage, proved that the remedial actions did not have a negative
impact on the environment or on people living in the nearby village. Dose assessment also
showed that, due to careful planning and implementation, the doses experienced by the
members of the team were minimal. The maximum individual dose did not exceed 20 JJSV,

which is comparable to a 3-hour plane flight at a height of 10 km.

Conclusions

During the remediation of the provisional storage near Zavratec, around 14 m3 of radioactive
waste was separated out of 30 m3 of stored waste. Another 3 m3 of radioactive waste was
produced during the decontamination of the storage. About 30 m3 of non-radioactive waste
was disposed of as municipal waste. All radioactive waste was transported to the Slovenian
central storage in Brinje.

After the relocation of the waste the storage was decontaminated. The measurements inside
the storage proved that the room is clean and can be released for unrestricted use.

Due to the extensive PR programme supporting the activities in Zavratec the final remediation
was accomplished successfully. The local residents, general public and media have positively
assessed the approach and the implementation of the remediation activities. Even the local
municipality of Dol, where the waste was relocated, agreed that this action was legitimate,
however in future they will require more information on the central storage operation and
further negotiations on financial compensation with the competent authorities.
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Abstract

The topic of the paper is the role of public information and education program with an
aim to gain public acceptance in radioactive waste management specially site-selection
process in Croatia.

Introduction.

The NIMBY syndrome, a reaction of general public to proposed radioactive waste
disposal facilities, became actual in early eighties. Those reactions were mainly directed to
rejection of all facilities related to radioactive waste in one's own place or quarter. Such a public
reaction presenting a combination of various factors - social, psychological and economic got a
popular name, the NIMBY Syndrome (Not-In-My-Back-Yard).

It proved that this reaction is present also in other situations, but not only when
radioactive waste is in question. The situation in Croatia had differed partly from that in other
European countries. Before Croatia became an independent state, as well as in other parts of
former Yugoslavia, all important decisions related to building of controversial facilities were
made by simple proclamation, without informing and including the public into decision making
process. This created distrust within the public that can hardly be overcome even today. We are
faced with this problem in the radioactive waste repository site selection.

Croatia ought to find solution to dispose not only radioactive waste generated on its own
territory, i.e. waste derived from diverse medical, industrial and scientific nuclear application
which does not exceed some 50 cubic metres in total. It is also obliged to find acceptable
solutions for disposal of a half of total radioactive waste accumulating in the Krsko NPP which
is situated in Slovenia, but represents a joint venture facility of both countries, Slovenia and
Croatia. Therefore, one of essential duties of the APO Ltd. is the performance of these activities
in Croatia.

But our question is: " How to win NIMBY syndrome?"

There is only one answer: We can win NIMBY syndrome by applying more
information, more communication, more education and more trust. How to achieve this we can
learn from the site selection process in Croatia.
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Site selection

During the last, almost ten years, the complex multi-stage procedure has been applied to
radioactive waste repository site selection. During the first phase, exclusionary screening of the
national territory has been done, ending with the selection of potential areas. During the next
phase preliminary comparison of potential areas has been made and 34. potential sites have been
identified. Before further site selection, i.e. identification of potential sites, series of comparative
site-acceptance criteria considering all necessary geotechnical and regional planning
requirements have been applied. According to their individual site-acceptance roles, the specific
weighting factors (defined by the expert team) have been given to each criterion. As a result of
the former procedure, four preferred locations have been recognised as suitable for
investigations-Papuk, Psunj, Moslovacka gora and Trgovska gora.

These four sites have been included into Draft of the Physical Planning Strategy of the
Republic of Croatia (hereinafter referred to as "Strategy"), being the main (roof) document for
development strategy and land using of the country. Four identified sites have been equally
valorised from the expert point of view. However, during November 1998 Parliament hearing,
two of these four sites were rejected by amendment brought into by local representatives,
without any substantial scientific or expert arguments. The reasons were purely emotional, and
based on the public opposition to construction of such a controversial facility. So, when the
Strategy Draft was put into a few months public hearing (according to the legislation procedure)
two preferred sites for radwaste repository were left - Trgovska and Moslovacka gora. During
the public hearing period, local NGOs made a strong pressure by local radio & TV
broadcasting, organising meetings and collecting of signatures against repository construction.
These activities were well organised, especially for one of the proposed sites. During the final
Parliament hearing held in April 1999, Moslovacka gora was rejected as the potential site for
the construction of the repository, leaving location on Trgovska gora as the only potential site
for further research.

Although that obviously was not the optimal result of our eight-year efforts, the main
fact is that one location has been formally accepted as the potential site for further research.
Planned activities for the next period include further collection of different data types regarding
the potential site, without physical research activities on the site itself. At the same time detailed
monitoring and research plans should be prepared.

The selected location is as well the result of the public information and public
acceptance programme performed by APO Ltd.

Public information programme

The aim of every public information programme is to build up confidence between the
general public and those involved in waste management. Public information programme is
the topic of this paper. The example of public informing is described in the programme of
APO Ltd.

APO' spublic information and education activities are:

« Issuing publications, which would help the public to improve its education and
information levels in this field. We started publishing booklets written by eminent experts
in relevant fields. Final form of the booklets was defined in accordance with
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recommendations given by sociologists;

Issuing bulletins. The APO started the issuing of the bulletin "APO-News" which informs
on the current operations of the APO but also gives the most important information on
respective events in the world;

These bulletins and publications are distributed free.

Recording video tapes for public information and education (distributed free of charge
especially in schools);

Opening of web sites with more information about APO's activities and with all printed
materials;

Organising conferences, round tables and lectures by domestic and foreign experts, which
are referring to activities of the APO;

Tours for particular groups (experts, journalist) to facilities of interest in Croatia and
abroad, aimed at getting acquainted with relevant experiences and practices in the world;

Sponsoring environmentally related project. Particular attention is given to school projects,
and environmental protection projects of NGO. The APO has very good relationship with
environmental NGO in Croatia;

Informing mass media about all relevant activities of APO;

Establishment of Information (Visitor) Centre. Each country which leads systematic policy
of public informing and public involvement into the site selection for controversial
facilities, has developed well-organised information centre aiming to inform the public
about the relevant facility, world experiences in the field etc. The APO has planned to open
our centre before the end of the year.

Conclusion

To overcome NIMBY syndrome is not easy. This is a long lasting process, which must
be carefully planned and carried out. The basis of such a programme is to build trust within the
public. To achieve that, it is necessary to be honest and, open while communicating with the
public, because only a well-informed and educated public can accept such a controversial
facility.
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Abstract
The paper presents the problem of the education in radiation protection. All aspects of

education are included started with primary school and lasted with very specialized courses for the
experts. In the last few years the lack of interest for education in radiation protection was
recognized by many agencies included also IAEA and EU commission. In this paper the reasons for
this situation will be presented and the way how to promote this subject again. It is not possible to
prevent effects of radiation on environment and population if qualified and well educated experts
don t exists. The situation in the field of education in radiation protection in Croatia will be also
presented.

Introduction
After discovery of x-rays in 1895 very soon it became evident that radiation is dangerous. I

was noted that damage caused by x-rays extended to most human organs interfering with their
development or impaired the function. The effects of radiation are now better known what leads to
development of protective measures. Our societies still haven't a true culture of radiation
protection. Often there are two extreme attitudes one is negation and dissimulation of radiation
effects and opposite fear and irrational panic.

Radiation protection (RP) must be part of the general education of the population, for that it
is necessary to provide education in schools and high schools.

The basic information about radiation and radiation protection should be the part of overall
population education but in addition training for students on various faculty should be adopted to
their future work.

General information about education in radiation protection

IAEA and EU are the organizations which activity is also education in the field of RP
IAEA is the agency which encourage peaceful uses of atomic energy. One of high priority of the
Agency is education. Radiation protection education is organized through Basic Professional
Training Course on Radiation Protection and also specialized training course and workshop on
selected topics for experienced persons.
European Union also promote activities in education on radiation protection through European
Radiation Protection Education and Training (ERPET).
They established 4 different training courses:
A) Training for the region where knowledge need to be increased and where access to training or

training programs is insufficient.
B) up date standard training course which present the state of art of specific subject areas
C) individual training course
D) special training courses on recent concepts methodology and research for advanced training of

interested scientists

In the last few years it was recognized that the interest of the professionals for education in
radiation protection decreased. Although the training in this field is obligation for the persons
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working with sources of ionizing radiation and for some experts and installations it is part of
license for safe work.
IAEA and EU commission recognized the lack of interest and tried to find out the reasons and also
to estimate the level and quality of education on various level of schooling.
Generally it was recognized that pupils are for the first time informed about radiation in primary
school. In grammar school they are informed about atom structure and basic radiation physics what
is incorporated in subject of physics. Pupils on that level do not get any information about
biological effects of ionizing radiation on humans. Medical faculties have some lessons dedicated
to the radiation protection usually 1-2 hours during the study. Afterwards it is great difference in
radiation protection education for the persons working with ionizing radiation.
The reasons why interest for RP decreased are:
1. specialists in irradiation protection are aging and few young persons are specializing in this

discipline.
2. shrinking market
3. education program is not adapted to the needs of participants
4. duration of the course is to long and to expensive
Some people think that education they receive during their study is enough to be safe from ionizing
radiation. There is also lack of competent experts. It is not enough only to attend the course but also
to implement the knowledge on the working place. Expertise should be recognized and confirmed
by certificate of competent organization and national authority.
Quality of lecturers should be:
1. Knowledge

should be recognized
should be presented
should realized self education

2. Knowledge in communications
experts very often have not knowledge in communication

3. Know-how
presentation should be adapted to participants

For implementation of education in radiation protection the most important part is national
infrastructure for each country. For realization of the program in RP it is important sufficient
number of adequate trained experts inside government institutions which are responsible for this
problem and institution which use ionizing radiation.
There is also recognition of the need for standardization of training and qualification of the
various categories of persons with responsibility for radiation safety and protection. The key
documents in the education program are BSS and Safety guide which is guidance for implantation
of BSS and built up of responsibility.
The basic radiation protection course should be created for persons involved in various field of
using ionizing radiation. These persons need a certain minimum level of knowledge and skills
necessary to ensure adequate safety and protection even with the smallest nuclear program .
The basic course should contain in its program the following subjects :
- radiation interaction with matter, quantitative relationships and detection
- biological effects of ionizing radiation
- occupational radiation protection
- radiation dose assessment
- public exposure
- principles of environmental protection
- medical exposure
- radiation protection and nuclear safety
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- general approach to radiation protection and regulatory control
- international and national perspectives on radiation safety

The basic training is followed by specialized courses for the persons working in medicine, research,
nuclear industry and general industry.

Training can be conventional which is difficult for organization, expensive and to long. The
advantage of autotraining is autonomy, integration in working place, introduction of new
technology and new attitude.

Training for the persons who are exposed to radiation and persons who starts for the first time
working with radiation recommended training is 4-5 hours.. Refreshment courses for the workers
should be 2 hours per year. Training for young doctors who are not specialists in radiology 1-3
hours per year. Before use new technology persons should pass specialized training.

It is evident that increasing of expert interest for training is very difficult.

The level of particular program depends on knowledge of the participants and design for the special
needs.The program should be in concordance with ICRP 60 and BSS directive (96/29/Euratom).
The field where the contribution of radiation to the population is the greatest is medical application.
That means that medical people should be trained initially during their study followed by training
during specific specialization (radiology, radiotherapy, nuclear medicine). Special training should
be for occupational physicians and those involved in management of irradiation accidents .

Three levels of expertise and responsibility seen to exist: lower level for specialized
operators or workers , intermediate level involving local training managers for highly specialized
training and upper level of the persons generally termed "qualified experts". In the last category
there is a variety of the persons with different field of expertise operational in specific sector and of
course differences in terms of competency .

Education in radiation protection in Croatia

According to the new law Croatian institute for radiation protection (CIRP) is responsible for
training in RP. In the past the education was decentralized and realized by several institution
licensed by ministry of health.

The implementation of the national infrastructure is still in development and need some time to be
established.
In Croatia information about radiation in primary and grammar school are similar to the
experience in EU. Also some faculties in their programs have also radiatioprotecton. In medical
field there are specialization of radiology, nuclear medicine, radiotherapy and dental faculty where
radioprotecton is included in program of specialization. The task of CIRP is organization of
training for persons working with ionizing radiation.

CIRP planed and established program for basic course, and also program for specialized courses in
medicine for people working in x-ray department, nuclear medicine department and
radiotherapy. In veterinary for people working in x-ray department, than for people working in
research institute and for industry for the people who use sources of ionizing radiation.
There is also specialized training for the persons responsible for implementation and
realization of the measures of radiation protection and training for the special groups with the
refreshment program.
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Training for emergency personnel in case of nuclear accidents is on very high professional level
recognized by IAEA and EU commission.

Conclusion
According to experience of EU countries,we think that the first step should be final implementation
of national infrastructure. CIRP should summon and organize all qualified experts in the field of RP
in the Country, keeping in mind that all fields and institution using ionizing radiation should be
covered. For operative realization the board or committee of not more than 5 experts should be
established. Their task and responsibility would be review of the program for the various courses
and afterwards decision about lecturers for particular training course from the expert data base
which is established before.
Some activities are in the progress and I hope that all discussed in this article will be soon fulfilh.
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Abstract

Untill the international moratorium of 1983, Belgium relied on sea disposal for its low-level
waste. Since then, ONDRAF/NIRAS, the Belgian waste management agency, has launched
studies to look for land-based solutions. These studies, which are still on-going, have gone
through various phases. The sometimes harsh reactions in public opinion and the
recommendations of independent experts, however, progressively led ONDRAF/NIRAS to
question its work methodology.

January 16, 1998 was a milestone in Belgian's nuclear waste management. On that day, the
Belgian federal government opted for a final, or potentially final, solution for the long-term
management of short-lived, low-level radioactive waste, a solution that also had to be
progressive, flexible, and reversible. At the same time, the government entrusted new
missions to ONDRAF/NIRAS - in particular that of developing methods to enable the integration
of final repository project proposals at the local level - and restricted the number of potential
sites for final disposal to the four already existing nuclear sites in Belgium and to possibly
interested local districts.

The government's decision of January 16, 1998, forced ONDRAF/NIRAS to change its strategy.
It set up a new work programme and worked out an innovative methodology. This new
methodology aims to generate, at the level of the interested towns and villages, draft projects
for a final repository supported by a wide public consensus.

Nuclear Belgium in a nutshell

Radioactive waste management in Belgium is taken care of by ONDRAF/NIRAS, the Belgian
Agency of Radioactive Waste and Enriched Fissile Materials. ONDRAF/NIRAS is a public
institution, responsible since 1980 for the safe management of all radioactive waste produced
in Belgium, including the management of excess enriched fissile materials and the
decommissioning of closed down nuclear facilities. Under the supervision of the competent
authorities, it coordinates and manages various industrial and research activities that are
carried out by third parties and aim to protect the present and future generations from the
potential dangers of radioactive waste.
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Most of the radioactive waste comes from routine industrial, scientific or medical activities.
However, an increasing share of it will be generated in the future by the decommissioning of
closed down nuclear facilities.

Routine radioactive waste comes for about 80% from the electronuclear sector, and primarily
from the operation of the seven nuclear reacjors of Doel and Tihange. With a nominal power
of 5,7 GWe, these reactors delivered 55% of the national electricity production in 1999.
Three other areas of the nuclear sector also produce waste: fuel fabrication (by Belgonucleaire
and FBFC International), Belgian spent fuel reprocessing (by the French company COGEMA,
for Synatom) and nuclear research (by SCK-CEN, the universities and the Institute for
Reference Materials and Measurements). Finally, the non-nuclear industry, agriculture,
scientific research and the medical world also produce radioactive waste. At the end of June
1999, Belgium's stock of conditioned waste was as follows: 10 845 m3 of A waste (low-level
and short-lived), 3 786 m3 of B waste (intermediate-level or long-lived low-level), 215 m3 of
C waste (high-level and long-lived). These wastes are in safe interim storage at Belgoprocess,
the industrial subsidiary of ONDRAF/NIRAS, located in Mol-Dessel. ONDRAF/NIRAS evaluates
the total volume of A waste that will be produced from now till 2060, i.e. the end of the
dismantling activities, at 60 000 m3. This evaluation is based on the complete dismantling of
each of the seven Belgian nuclear reactors after their exploitation period of forty years. It also
implies that the non nuclear industry and the medical world will continue to use radioelements
at the present rate. The total volume of dismantling waste is evaluated at 26.000 m3. Even if
Belgium would decide today to close the nuclear power plants immediately, 2/3 of the overall
category A waste volume already exists.

Fifteen years of lowel-level radioactive waste management

Since the constitution of ONDRAF/NIRAS, low-level radioactive waste management has been at
the centre of its major concerns. Not only was it the most important volume of radioactive
wastes concerned - even if this importance is relative with respect to the volumes of other
wastes produced by our industrialized society - but moreover, sea disposal of conditioned
low-level waste, practised on a regular basis in Belgium until the early eighties, became
indeed very uncertain, when Belgium decided to adhere to the international moratorium of
1983 agreed upon between the signatory countries of the London Convention on sea
pollution. Since then, sea disposal has been banned within the frame of an international
convention.

In 1983, ONDRAF/NIRAS had to ensure the continuity of the management of radioactive waste
produced by the nuclear fuel cycle - nuclear power stations, nuclear fuel manufacturing
plants, research - and by the applications of radioisotopes in the medical, industrial and
agricultural sectors.

It soon turned out that no international solutions existed. At the time, the various European
countries using nuclear energy had not decided yet which solution to adopt for the long term
management of their waste, except maybe France, that already operated the surface repository
of the "Centre de La Manche", adjacent to the COGEMA plant, Great Britain, that operated
the trench repository in Drigg, and in a certain sense also Germany, that operated an
experimental repository in a salt formation at Asse. Not only was none of these disposal sites
accessible for foreign wastes, but by all means, it was clear that the new long-term repository
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concepts would be very different: Soulaines (France), El Cabril (Spain) and Rokkasho-Mura
(Japan) were indeed already either embryonic, or in the concept or project phase.

The first strategic choice NIRAS/ONDRAF had to make, as soon as sea disposal was
interrupted, was a double one. Should the produced waste be stored in its crude form,
awaiting the definition of a new final destination on land_ and the acceptance thereof by the
authorities ? If not, how should the waste conditioning processes, initially aimed at sea
disposal, be adapted in view of ensuring a safe long-term waste management, that was
however not known yet ?

It soon turned out that the time needed for developing a final solution on land for wastes that
were earlier intended for sea disposal, was such that their interim storage in their crude,
unstabilized form could not be considered.

Consequently, ONDRAF/NIRAS has developed and implemented a methodology of waste
treatment and conditioning and of stabilization of the treatment residues into concrete and
bitumen matrices, and of packaging these matrices into quality standard drums. Once the
stabilization of the low-level and short-lived wastes, as well as their interim storage was
ensured for several decades, ONDRAF/NIRAS could concentrate on the development of
solutions for the long-term management of these wastes.

These solutions are not manifold. All along the research and study efforts that have been
made ever since, four solutions emerged:

1. Surface disposal in a geologically and hydrologically favourable area for low-level waste
of which the content of radioisotopes with a long half-life is sufficiently low, so that it
may be considered that its harmful effects will die out after a maximum of 300 years.
This solution might persuade ONDRAF/NIRAS to leave the existing nuclear sites, since these
sites do not necessarily have a favourable geology or hydrology.

2. Surface disposal in a geologically and hydrologically less favourable area, for the same
type of waste, on the condition that the integration of all technical actions taken during the
treatment, conditioning and packaging of the waste, and in the facilities in which the
waste is sheltered from aggression by air and water, will result in a safe and acceptable
situation in the long term. This approach could be basically conceivable at some of the
existing nuclear sites.

3. Disposal of the overall volume of low-level waste in existing underground cavities, e.g.
the coal mines in Limburg that were closed at the end of the eighties.

4. Disposal in new galleries, excavated in deep geological formations, which are considered
as a potential host rock for high-level radioactive waste. For Belgium, essentially deep
clay layers are concerned, and more particularly the Boom clay layer, in which a
laboratory was excavated at a depth of 220 m below the SCK-CEN site in Mol. It is the
only laboratory in the world at this depth in clay. Research in this laboratory has been
developed since the beginning of the 1980s.

ONDRAF/NIRAS's first study on the final disposal of short-lived low-level radioactive waste
considered three options: disposal in old coal mines or quarries, shallow-land burial, and deep
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geological disposal. The corresponding final report, the NIROND 90-01 report [1], published
in 1990, concluded that shallow-land burial was the most promising of the three proposed
options in terms of technical feasibility, safety, and cost. It rejected the mines or quarries
option, which was in fact no more than a type of deep disposal, due to perturbations of the
geological formations as a result of the mining activities. It furthermore mentioned that the
studies on the Boom clay carried out in Mol demonstrated the need for additional research on
the chemical compatibility of the waste with the deep underground. ONDRAF/NIRAS therefore
decided, after approval by its regulatory authority, to focus its efforts on surface disposal.

The studies carried out between 1990 and 1993 aimed to assess the technical feasibility of the
construction of a surface repository on various types of favourable geological formations.
The results were recorded in the NIROND 94-04 report [2], published in 1994. This report
concluded the feasibility of disposing at surface level at least 60% of the short-lived low-level
radioactive waste produced in Belgium, while strictly following the recommendations of the
various relevant international organizations. It also identified 98 zones on the Belgian
territory as potentially suitable, according to the bibliographical survey carried out, to host a
surface repository for short-lived low-level radioactive waste.

The 1994 report was rejected unanimously by all the local councils concerned by the 98
zones. To its surprise, ONDRAF/NIRAS had caused a general outcry. And yet, had it not been
given the responsibility to develop and propose, through an objective and rational approach, a
safe solution to the radioactive waste problem ?

Neither the political authorities nor ONDRAF/NIRAS had realized in due time what the
implications were in the field of public consensus when it turned out to be necessary to look
for a favourable geology outside the existing nuclear sites. As a result, the publication of the
NIROND 94-04 report in April 1994 lead to a public deadlock.

When technique is confronted with local sensitivities

The working method that ONDRAF/NIRAS applied in the past, aimed to select the future
disposal site for low-level and short-lived waste on the basis of a scientific approach that had
been carefully worked out by its experts. At that time, ONDRAF/NIRAS thought - maybe rather
naively - that the actual implantation of a repository would cause no problems once it had
conclusively been proven that the chosen site was, from a technical point of view, one of the
best possible choices. ONDRAF/NIRAS looked for a solution for the radioactive waste problem
in an objective and rational manner. Gradually, ONDRAF/NIRAS realized that important
parameters were missing in its mathematical model. The implantation of a disposal
infrastructure would inevitably have economic, social and ecological consequences. These
parameters were, however, impossible to calculate within the modelling.

In 1995, anxious to unlock the situation, the federal government commissioned a study by
ONDRAF/NIRAS on the possible alternatives to surface disposal. The final report, the NIROND
97-04 report [3], published in 1997, compared surface disposal with deep disposal and
prolonged interim storage. It recommended that the federal government should base its
decision on ethical considerations. Indeed, ONDRAF/NIRAS supports the view that the current
generations are responsible to make sure that the future generations will not have to take care
actively of the management of the radioactive waste they will have inherited.
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All the disposal methods that are being considered nowadays all over the world, are based on
two principles: the natural decay of radioactivity in time and the confinement of radioactive
waste using successive artificial and natural barriers. The gradual decay of radioactivity is a
well-known natural phenomenon that allows a precise prognosis of the time that is needed
before the conditioned waste of a specific category no longer constitutes a radiological
hazard. It is therefore important to isolate the waste from the environment and to prevent the
radioelements it contains from entering the environment during this period. The succession of
multiple barriers, as if it were a Russian doll, allows to isolate the waste from the
environment. Independently from each other, these different types of successive barriers all
help to limit the spreading of radioactive substances in the biosphere, so that the radiological
effect of the buried waste is negligible and will remain so compared to the effect of natural
radioactivity. The first two barriers are artificial: they are made up of the waste drum and its
possible overpack and the disposal facility in itself. The third is, of course, the geological
environment in which the first two barriers are incorporated.

The choice of the type of surface or underground disposal depends on the life of the waste it
must contain. Short-lived waste can be disposed of at the surface since it is possible to build
an infrastructure that remains sound enough during the period of about 300 years, when
radioactivity will have decreased enough by natural decay to a level that is acceptable for
public health. This infrastructure should, nevertheless, be closely controlled during that
period. Disposal in deep geological layers was until recently studied for medium- and high-
level or long-lived waste. Nowadays, it is also being considered for low-level and short-lived
waste in conformity with the new missions the federal government entrusted to ONDRAF/NIRAS
in January 1998. In principle, it does not need any long-term surveillance.

According to the concept developed by ONDRAF/NIRAS for surface disposal, the drums of
conditioned waste will be encapsulated in concrete blocks in groups of two or more drums.
These blocks will be buried in units also made out of concrete. Several layers of artificial and
natural watertight materials will protect these units, since water is the only significant vehicle
that can disperse radioactive substances into the environment. The repository units being
filled up and buried under several protective layers, the site will be covered by a layer of
vegetation that will return to the landscape its natural aspect. The repository will be equipped
with drainage tubes allowing to trace potential radioactive leaks in the unlikely case that the
artificial barriers would start to show a premature defect. After about 300 years, it will be
possible to release the site for other uses.

A new work programme, a new methodology

January 16, 1998 is a milestone in Belgium's radioactive waste management policy. On that
day, the Belgian federal government opted for a final or potentially final solution for the long-
term management of low-level, short-lived radioactive waste. The government also wanted
this solution to be implemented in a progressive, flexible, and reversible manner. With this
decision, the prolonged interim storage option was abandoned in favour of either surface
disposal or deep geological disposal.

At the same time, the government entrusted new missions to ONDRAF/NIRAS, the aim of which
is to allow the government to make, around 2001-2002, the necessary technical and economic
choice between surface disposal and deep geological disposal. According to these new
missions, ONDRAF/NIRAS has to develop methods, including management and dialogue
structures, necessary to integrate a repository project at the local level. Furthermore,
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ONDRAF/NIRAS has to limit its investigations to the four already existing nuclear zones in
Belgium, namely Doel, Fleurus, Mol-Dessel, and Tihange, and to the local towns or villages
that are interested in preliminary field studies.

Begin 1998, ONDRAF/NIRAS set up a new work programme and developed an entirely new
work methodology. As it was understood that the best way to take the interests of all parties
into account is to involve them in the decision making process of the project, .ONDRAF/NIRAS
developed the idea of local partnerships. Any party that could be directly affected by a
collective decision, should have a say in it. Another innovative aspect of this new
methodology is that of integration: an integration at the local level enabling the development
of draft repository projects creating new perspectives for the regions concerned.

Extending over four to five years, ONDRAF/NIRAS'S new work programme assumes the active
participation of all the interested local representatives. The following procedure was adopted:

Step 1. Localities with nuclear activities or that show an interest in the project, are screened
to ascertain that the construction of a safe repository is technically feasible on their
territory.

Step 2. In the localities that pass this entrance exam, a local partnership is established with
the mandate to work out, over a period of two years, plans for the local disposal
project. The integrated project should fit into the development perspectives of the
region, should reflect local needs and aspirations, and should secure safety. To
ensure that such is the case, the partnership involves local authorities, representatives
of local economic and socid-cultural agents and a representative of ONDRAF/NIRAS.

Step 3. The projects elaborated by the different partnerships are submitted to panels of
experts who comment on the technical, economical, socio-cultural and ecological
merits of the proposals.

Step 4. The national authorities (the federal government) make the final choice.

At present, partnerships have been formed with the municipalities of Dessel and Mol and
another one is on the verge of being formed. In each of the municipalities involved, a
university research team of the "Universitaire Instelling Antwerpen" (UIA) and of the
"Fondation Universitaire Luxembourgeoise" (FUL) conducts interviews to map the local
social and economic structure. This will lead to a proposal on how the partnership should be
constituted and on who could be asked to participate in the different working groups that will
do the bulk of the work.

The local partnerships are representative

The local partnerships proposed by ONDRAF/NIRAS bring together representatives from all the
interested local actors and of ONDRAF/NIRAS. Except for the latter, who is an obligatory
partner because of its legal mission and because it will take the final responsibility for the
repository studies, potential partners have to be domiciled in the town(s) or village(s)
concerned.

Local representatives are first of all the local councils, either of an isolated town or village, or
of an association of two or more towns or villages. Other potential partners are local
associations with an ecological, professional or socio-cultural character prepared to commit
themselves to studying and developing a robust draft project, as well as the nuclear operators
in the existing nuclear zones. Groups or individuals who do not belong to the circle of local
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representatives have the possibility to contribute as associated members, and the local
representatives, who are not partners, are able to contribute through the working groups.

Local partnerships should ideally have comparable structures, although they might assume
distinct legal forms because of differing local sensitivities. They total four levels, the precise
designation of which will be determined by the partnership's legal form, and their functioning
is entirely financed by~ONDRAF/NlRAS, though within certain budgetary limits._ These four
levels are :

• The general assembly, that gathers all the partners, represents and legitimizes the
partnership.

• The management committee, the members of which are appointed by the general
assembly, that gathers representatives of the various partners.

• The project co-ordination, which gathers two people appointed by the management
committee, manages and co-ordinates the partnership's activities on a day-to-day basis.

• Finally, the working groups are the real activists of the partnership. They work out the
project proposal in concrete terms, propose and discuss the possible options among
themselves, weigh up the pros and cons, and collect expert opinion. It is at their level that
non-partners are able to contribute if they want to.

The local partnerships are responsible for their projects

The local actors, who are given much freedom, serve as reflection and negotiation forums and
encourage dialogue at the local level. They propose ideas and develop the corresponding
draft projects. They are also responsible for ensuring that the developed repository studies are
integrated in global draft projects, which will have to be supported by a wide social consensus
and will have to benefit the town or village concerned.

Before each partnership will start to conceive its draft project(s) for integrated disposal, it will
gather all the information necessary for a detailed evaluation of the town or village it
represents and of its potential disposal site(s). It will do so with the help of the accompanying
teams of the UIA, the FUL, and ONDRAF/NIRAS. Next, it will carry out an in-depth study of the
technical, socio-economic, environmental, and cultural data thus gathered, before working out
one or possibly more integrated repository draft projects.

Afterwards, the partners will negotiate among themselves the various draft projects proposed.
They will only proceed with a project and develop it up to the model stage if it complies with
two conditions: to be considered safe by ONDRAF/MRAS and to be seen as a strong enough
socio-economic asset in the opinion of the other partners. If one of these two conditions is not
met, the case will be closed. The partnership will also work out financial assessments and
will draw up recommendations for the realization and the operation of its draft project(s). (If,
because of their geology, certain towns or villages appear suitable for hosting both a surface
and a deep repository, the partnership will indeed be entitled to develop two integrated
repository draft projects instead of one.) ONDRAF/NIRAS will of course be responsible for the
technical aspects of the draft projects and will ensure their safety, thus fulfilling its double
role of partner and expert.

The partnership as a whole, and not just ONDRAF/NIRAS, will decide on the priorities and take
the decisions all along the project. It will organize the dialogue and communication between
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partners and will be responsible for keeping the local population informed at all stages of its
work, thereby reinforcing the consensus around it.

At the end of the process, each partnership will have developed one, or possibly two, draft
projects for integrated disposal, together with their respective methods of implementation.
After being evaluated by independent experts in terms of safety, socio-economic added value
and cost, they will have to be approved by the local councils concerned. Afterwards, they will
be submitted to the federal government, together with the corresponding advice, to enable the
authorities to decide, around 2001-2002, which one(s) of the projects it wants to be developed
further.
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Conclusions

Because it has understood that any party that could be affected directly by a collective
decision must be involved in this decision process, ONDRAF/NIRAS has accepted the need to
question its past methodology. By proposing a work methodology based on local partnerships
to come to a safe and acceptable solution for the long-term management of low-level, short-
lived radioactive waste, more room is created to get local participants beyond the stage of
boundless suspicion of anything that is "nuclear". By doing so, the disposal project becomes
an integrated development project with local interests at stake, rather than an externally
imposed project.

ONDRAF/NIRAS now relies on the voluntary participation of the interested local communities.
It wants them to be activists and not merely spectators, and will encourage them to be
dynamic and innovative. In accordance with its legal mission, it will be responsible for the
viability and the safety of the draft projects proposed and will provide its partners with the
necessary financial means and technical support to develop their respective proposals. This
approach should, as it is hoped, enable the Belgian federal government to select, around
2001-2002, the integrated repository draft project(s) that it wants to proceeed with.
ONDRAF/NIRAS will of course take the final responsibility for the safety of the concept, but the
concept's added value and integration at the local level will be the result of the contributions
and efforts of everyone involved.

By proposing this new work methodology, ONDRAF/NIRAS acknowledges the possibility of a
failure. It does indeed take the risk of ending up, in 2001-2002, without any viable draft
project. Should the case arise, the Belgian federal government will have to decide on how to
proceed on.
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Abstract
The 1992 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change is one of a series of
recent agreements through which countries around the world are banding together to meet the
challenge of altering the global climate. In 1997, in respond to the growing public pressure
and questions on climate change governments adopted the Kyoto Protocol.

The 5th Conference of the Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
(COP5 UNFCCC) was a rather technical and complex conference which focused in particular
on the development of a detailed framework for the application of ,,flexible mechanisms" as
laid down in the Kyoto Protocol.

Young Generation Network as a part of the International Nuclear Forum at COP5 took part in
the debate saying that nuclear is the part of the solution.

Introduction
Today we are more and more aware of the fact that the relationship between humanity

and nature changed forever and climate change became world common concern. After the
series of international conferences (beginning in 1980s), United Nations General Assembly
addressed the problem and in 1990 formed Intergovernmental Negotiations Committee (INC)
for the Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).

INC prepared the Convention and adopted it in 1992. In the same year the Convention
was opened for signature. As of beginning of 1999 about 175 states have ratified the
Convention, thus binding themselves to the Convention's terms and obligations.

The Conference of the Parties (COP) as the supreme body of the Convention held its
first session at the beginning of 1995 in Berlin. COP is assisted by two subsidiary bodies (or
committees), one for scientific and technological advice and the other for implementation. It
can establish other bodies as well, whether temporary or permanent, to help it with its work.
At its third session (COP3) in 1997, COP adopted Kyoto Protocol, which obligates developed
countries to reduce their collective emissions of greenhouse gasses by at least 5% by the
period 2008-2012. COP4 (in 1998) agreed on the Buenos Aires Plan of Action for finalizing
the Protocol's details by the end of the year 2000.
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Kyoto Protocol
The Kyoto Protocol contains targets for greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions for each so

called Annex I country. Annex I countries are all OECD countries (except Mexico), and some
transition countries (Croatia is also Annex I country). According to their emissions in 1990,
Annex I countries committed themselves to reduce their total GHG emissions by around 5%
on average for the period 2008=2012. There is some difference between the target reductions
in emissions among Annex I countries. Values range from 6% in Japan, Canada, Hungary and
Poland to 8% in European Union member countries and some Eastern European countries.
The commitment for the Russian federation, Ukraine and New Zealand is to emissions not
higher than their 1990 levels. Some countries are even allowed to increase their emissions
relative to 1990 levels.

The Kyoto Protocol is considered to be the most far-reaching agreement on
environment and sustainable development ever adopted since it will eventually affect all
major sectors of the economy.

This Protocol represents a retreat from one of the UNFCCC key initial aims - for the
industrialized countries to limit GHG emissions in the year 2000 to no more than their level of
1990. Comparing the emission objective with this target it can be seen that objective is
tightened, but put back by about a decade (quantitative commitments refer to the average for
the years 2008-2012. The magnitude of the task appears to be greater for most countries
because of the increase in emissions since 1990. Probably only few countries (Germany,
Switzerland, UK, Luxembourg, ...) will meet the original target for year 2000, most
projections show that reaching the Kyoto targets for individual countries will require further
policy action or use of the so called flexibility mechanisms.

Flexibility Mechanisms
Marginal costs of emission reduction may vary across countries as some have to take

high cost measures while others do not fully exploit low cost ones, for that reason pursuing
quantitative targets by domestic action only can be a relatively costly way to reduce GHG
emissions. The flexibility mechanisms provide ways in which emission reductions that take
place in one country can be counted against another country's target. There are three
mechanisms available: clean development mechanism, emissions trading and joint
implementation. The text of the Kyoto protocol is not precise on how the flexibility
mechanisms should be implemented. The procedures for these mechanisms should be
developed before (COP and "subsidiary bodies" meetings) and finalized at COP6.

Joint Implementation Mechanism (JI): allows one Annex I country to sponsor an
emission reduction project in another Annex I country and by that acquire credit for the
emission reduction as if it occurred in the sponsoring country, the same amount being
deducted from the host country's allowed emission level (Article 6 of the Kyoto Protocol).

Clean Development Mechanism (CDM): similar to the Joint Implementation, but with
one important difference - host country is non-Annex I country. The purpose of the CDM is to
assist countries not included in Annex I in achieving sustainable development and to assist
countries included in Annex I in achieving compliance with their quantified emission
limitation and reduction commitments (Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol). Both JI and CDM
are project-based mechanisms.

Emissions trading: the intention of this mechanism is to allow Annex I countries,
which find it relatively easy to meet their Kyoto targets, to reduce their emissions by more
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than is actually required, selling the surplus "permits" to countries whose emission reduction
costs are higher (Article 17 of the Kyoto Protocol). The relevant article of the Kyoto Protocol
states that emission trading shall be supplemental to domestic action to reduce emissions,
reflecting the desire to ensure that all countries took some measures to reduce domestic
emissions and did not rely on buying the right to pollute.

COP5 Conference
COP5 - the fifth meeting of the Conference of the Parties (25 October - 5 November

1999, Bonn, Germany) represents continuation of the UNFCCC initiative with the emphasis
on the development of the detail guidelines necessary for the implementation of the Kyoto
protocol flexibility mechanisms.

The Bonn conference (COP5) was attended by over 4000 participants, with over 60
ministers, and including registrations from 1569 non-governmental organization (NGO)
members and 312 media representatives. The nuclear industry NGOs had around 100
registered participants, including 36 from the Young Generation Network (YGN). The
International Nuclear Forum (INF) represented the nuclear world at COP5same way as it did
at COP3 (Kyoto) and COP4 (Buenos Aires). INF consisted of 8 nuclear organizations from all
over the world: ENS, FORATOM, The Uranium Institute (UI), the Japanese Atomic
Industrial Forum (JAIF), the Korea Atomic Industrial Forum (KAIF), the Nuclear Energy
Institute (NEI, US), the American Nuclear Society (ANS) and the Canadian Nuclear
Association.

The agenda of the COP5 conference was based on the Buenos Aires plan of action,
adopted at COP4 in 1998. This plan addresses a number of issues for continuing and
advancing the work under the Convention (adopted in 1992) and for finalizing the rulebook of
the Kyoto Protocol. The results are to be adopted at COP6.

On the opening day of the COP5 delegates met in Plenary to hear opening addresses
and consider organizational, administrative, financial and other matters. During the whole
conference the Subsidiary Bodies hold different meetings discussing various issues
considering Annex I and non Annex I communications, financial mechanism, compliance,
capacity building, activities implemented jointly and Protocol mechanisms.

A number of decisions came out from COP5: some decisions established the process
negotiators that will make it possible to finalize regimes for non-compliance, capacity
building, emissions trading, joint implementation and clean development mechanism;
agreement was reached on how to strengthen the guidelines for measuring GHG emissions
from industrialized countries; the way forward for determining how to address adverse affects
on developing countries and how to account for net emissions from forests was also pointed
out; etc.

In addition to the more than 100 formal statements delivered during the high level
segment, ministers and heads of the delegations participated also in informal public
discussions. Meanwhile, as a side bar events, governments and non governmental
organizations held different seminars and workshops on various aspects of climate change.

And what about nuclear at COP5? Fifth Conference of the Parties was a first COP
where nuclear has been mentioned in the formal proceedings. The question of whether nuclear
should be excluded from the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) was a subject of many
debates from the first day of COP5, and therefore it was perhaps not surprising that some
Ministerial statements included reference to it. Prior to the start of the conference Chairmen of
the Subsidiary Bodies published a synthesis of proposals relating to the Kyoto mechanisms. In
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this synthesis paper the view of the Association of Small Island States was also included
pointing out that project activities under the CDM shall not support the use of nuclear power.
Overall it has to be noticed that COP5 did not produce any list of CDM technologies, or any
exclusion. The final decisions on mechanisms will depend on consensus amongst all Parties.

YGN and COP
At the COP5 YGN was comprised of two groups: the European Nuclear Society

Young Generation Network (ENS YGN) and the North American Young Generation in
Nuclear (NA-YGN). Although YGN is a part of the INF it was decided, that at COP5, Young
Generation should act independently and be more visible as a separate group.

The YGN members came from 13 countries: Spain, Belgium, Sweden, Germany,
Finland, Netherlands, Slovenia, USA, France, Canada, Japan, Croatia and United Kingdom.

At COP5, just as at COP4, three "Young Nuclear Climate Teams" were formed. The
three groups were named Blue, Green, and Red. They had different obligations and jobs
throughout the conference:

Blue: followed the UN meetings and briefed to the INF

Green: monitored NGO side bar activities and briefed to the INF and organized the
YGN events

Red: responsible for communication activities together with the INF, prepared
summaries about news to send back to the companies, and prepared
publications & statements

The Blue group was responsible for attending the official sessions of the COP, and
they tried to be in touch with their government delegations and the EU delegations to provide
information to the INF on the current status of the negotiations. The Green group attended
side bar events organized by the environmental and other NGOs and IGOs and tried to be a
part of the relevant discussions, asking questions and sharing remarks. The Green group was
also responsible for the on-the-spot organization of YG activities. The Red group was
responsible for communication activities. They were taking care of the INF exhibit stand,
making sure that there was always someone at the stand who can respond to the requests for
information or interviews from the delegates, NGOs and the media. The Red group members
were also responsible for the collection of the relevant press clippings about COP5 on a daily
basis and for the preparation of the summaries on the COP5 events that were then sent to
different relevant companies and organizations. One or two YGN press spokespersons were
nominated for the conference press events. Besides that someone from each of three groups
was responsible for reporting to the INF each day of the conference.

Climate change is certainly to be a worse problem for future generations than for our
own, but the decisions taken now on energy use and long term energy strategies will have an
important impact. Electricity production is one of the major CO2 sources (fossil fuels are the
dominant source of energy in most countries). Nuclear can play an important role when it
comes to the development and implementation of policies and measures to cut global
wanning. On the occasion of the COP5, and taking into account lessons learned in past,
Young Generation took part in the debate saying that nuclear is a part of the solution.

In order to be able to fulfill the given goal for COP5 YGN prepared, adopted and
implemented detailed work program: saying that nuclear is a part of the solution and that it
can fit into the flexibility mechanisms, saying that nuclear technology meets the necessary
criteria for sustainability, saying that nuclear can play a role when it comes to agree on
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policies and measures to cut global warming, developing a new kind of communication
towards the public, politicians and the press, taking the part in national debates, etc.

As said before YGN members were also taking care of the INF stand that was situated
in the main corridor close to plenary meting rooms and coffee bar, which meant that it was
noticed and visited by many delegates and NGO members passing by. In the first week of
COP5 the Young Generation held a side bar event, which was well attended. Guests enjoyed
in the informal discussions during the event and liked the YGN open approach. In the same
week YGN organized a field trip to the Miilheim Karlich Nuclear Power Plant. About 20
delegates and journalists from various countries visited the plant. This YGN initiative was
well received by all the guests encouraging YGN to carry on with the approach. After the trip
CBC Radio Canada broadcast a report that presented nuclear in an objective way and showed
it's presence at COP5.

During the second week YGN organized a spectacular event outside the Conference
venue, the Maritim Hotel. 800 helium filled blue balloons were raised into a high arch,
representing 1 million tones of CO2 emissions that were avoided every year as a result of
nuclear power generation in the European Union. The Young Generation emphasized that
nuclear energy was already avoiding global carbon emissions and the facts could not be
ignored.

In the second week, during the time allocated to the NGOs, the INF was given the
opportunity to address the plenary session. The speech was prepared by the INF (including
the YGN group) and delivered by YGN representative Dr. Astrid Gisbertz. This was a great
achievement as it was the first time that nuclear industry had a chance to make a public
statement in front of the delegates in the climate change negotiations. And finally, as a COP
tradition, the Young Generation prepared a statement with a special focus on why nuclear
should be included in flexible mechanisms:

"As young people in nuclear, we want to draw your attention to an issue that has just started to
be discussed in the FCCC negotiations. At COP5, nuclear was mentioned in several plenaries and side
bars as a 'non-option' technology as far as CDM is concerned. It is disappointing to see how sound
economic and ecological arguments sometimes have to make way for ideologies originating from a
lack of willingness to have open discussions on the real facts and figures. As electricity production is
one of the major CO2 sources, nuclear can play a role when it comes to creating policies and measures
to cut global warming. This message invites discussion. So, let us raise some hot issues and our view
on how to handle them...

• mix is the way

Population growth, together with economic development, leads to a growing need for energy.
We know that this cannot go on forever, but in order to guarantee that our children will be able to
enjoy a good quality of life in times to come, every possible opportunity should be taken to ensure that
they will be free to choose what is right and reasonable. Over the past 200 years, we have burned the
large part of the fossil energy capital that nature took billions of years to accumulate. Today, we are
still relying on fossil fuels for more than 80% of our primary energy needs. It is clear that we have to
go for a balanced energy mix of all the existing sources (gas, coal, oil, nuclear and renewables),
together with an overall optimization of energy production & consumption and a continuous search or
new clean and safe energy sources. The new challenge for everybody is to define the importance of
each of the energy contributions in the mix, at local and at international level.

• nuclear is part of the solution ...

It would not be very 'clean' to sell the developing countries a nuclear power plant, take the
money and run... This is not our style. We believe nuclear can fit into the flexibility mechanisms. The
technology meets the necessary criteria for sustainability: - Nuclear is a carbon-free, advanced and
innovative environmentally sound technology - just what the Protocol asks for. When, under the
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framework of the Protocol, the 'climate' is ready to build nuclear under a JI or a CDM project, it is
clear that the environmental additionally would be maximum. With regard to the CDM, we understand
that there is a big difference between installing solar panels and building nuclear in a developing
country. Introducing nuclear should be appropriate for that country in the first place, and the decision
to do so should be taken only by that country itself. However, it is clear that building nuclear under a
CDM can only be possible in a culture of peace and safety consciousness. - Nuclear has exceedingly
high safety standards. Nuclear power plants are subject to rigorous controls and their operators
undergo extensive and ongoing internal training on safety procedures. Regrettably, even with all these
measures in place, people are human and everyone learns from their mistakes. As young workers in
nuclear facilities around the world, we can attest to the safety of nuclear power through our personal
experiences. Safety of people and the environment is of utmost importance to the nuclear energy
community. - There are reasonable technical solutions for treatment, transport and disposal of nuclear
waste. Human beings are starting to have that kind of impact on the eco-system that is resulting in the
need for a transfer of responsibilities to future generations, not only with regard to radioactive waste,
but also with regard to GHG emissions and global warming, loss of biodiversity, genetic manipulation,
... While CO2, as fossil waste, is diluted and dispersed in the environment, radioactive waste is
compacted, well-sealed, decaying naturally and thus its radioactivity is disappearing slowly. It is also
controllable and retrievable at any time."

Conclusion
Climate change would have lasting consequences. Many effects of the climate change

will not be seen now or even for two or three generations, but in the future everyone may be
living with it. The Convention takes this into account by establishing institutions to support
efforts to carry out and to monitor long-term commitments and work on minimizing and
adjusting to climate change.

The Conference of the Parties as the Convention's supreme body met for the first time
in 1995 and continues to meet on a regular basis to promote and review the implementation of
the Convention. COP can also strengthen the Convention as it did with the Kyoto Protocol in
1997. Five per cent cut, as defined in the Protocol, may seem as a small reduction in GHG
emissions, but comparing it with the rise in emissions that would otherwise be expected it can
be clearly seen that many countries are going to have to make a significant effort to meet their
commitment.

YGN work started in Kyoto and was continued during COP4 in Buenos Aires and
COP5 in Bonn. With the experience that it already has, Young Generation is trying to give
nuclear a position of equality with other energy sources - position that it should get and have
especially in the view of the on going debates on protecting our climate and conserving
natural resources.
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ABSTRACT

Should the scientist be a morally unbiased person? This in the eternal question asked by
mam' great thinkers interested in science. The answer is hard to find. Scientists are expected
to take into consideration the consequences of their actions before they actually start to act.
Sometimes they have to make certain sacrifices in order to help mankind. Unfortunately, we
are the witnesses of some intelligent, but inhuman and selfish people canying out their even
most destructive ideas. In this paper the relation between scientists and experts in the field of
nuclear energy and the public will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

People are more concerned about the environment than they used to be. That is why the
issue of nuclear power plants is discussed very often nowadays. When making speeches with
the intention of pointing out the advantages of building nuclear power plants scientists often
draw a veil over the many dangerous disadvantages. The most dangerous disadvantage is that
radiation is neither visible nor sensible. The consequences of nuclear disasters are long-term
and may cause hereditary diseases. Nevertheless, it is very profitable to have a nuclear power
plant: new jobs, financial profit and economic independence. Another advantage is that so far
nuclear power plants are on the highest technological level. However, lite scientists and the
public cvtimof find a compromise.

ETERNAL DILEMMA IN SCIENCE

Scientists often find themselves in a moral dilemma as to whether to present the
negative consequences of their researches to the public. Although there are no exact
rules set on how the scientist should act in such situations, the general attitude is that
he should follow his moral standards. However, it is very hard to define morality in
this case since there are certain situations when the scientist should ignore the negative
consequences if he considers them insignificant in comparison with the benefits.

Another problem is time. In the modern world people live exlusively from their
progress. Only brave , innovative people and companies that are always ahead others
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survive. They want to make profit from their inventions, but don't want to spend time
and money on any further safety measures. That is the main reason why the scientists
don't test their products before they put them on the market If they did so, they would
probably lose a great amount of money and leadership in the market.

THE USE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

Since its discovery, the use of nuclear energy has become more widespread in
various fields of our life: in medicine, for military purposes, in research institutes etc.

Nuclear energy is used in medicine both in diagnosing and treating diseases. It
helps in preventing many diseases at an early stage. Because of the priceless value of
human life, the use of nuclear energy in medical treatments is justified.

On the other hand, the use of nuclear energy for military purposes caused many
disasters (the words ""Nagasaki" and "Hiroshima" speak for themselves) arid led to a
great extent of negative publicity.

All over the world there are many protests against the building of nuclear power
plants and against inappropriate radioactive waste disposal. The key word here is
"inappropriate". It indicates the high level of negligence and the need for improvement
in the technology.

Considering the general negative attitude towards nuclear energy, our priority is
informing and educating the public so as to avoid misconception and unnecessary
rejection among people.

Nevertheless, we should never forget that we need nuclear energy in everyday life
when we want to wash the laundry, to mow, to blend etc. Nuclear energy is an
inevitable part of our lives, but the scientists should take into consideration alternative
sources of energy when possible. The public has the right to know all relevant
advantages, disadvantages and alternative solutions to the problem

THE PURPOSE OF INFORMING THE PUBLIC

The objective presumption is that no man can judge unless he knows all the facts
and circumstances. Unfortunately, the reality is different Many people have prejudices
against nuclear energy, although they do not exactly know its use and consequences.
The truth is that very few laymen try to find out something more about this subject
Those that do are usually educated and intelligent people who live near a nuclear
power plant.

The problem is with those people who categorically reject everything connected
with nuclear energy. That is why we need qualified speakers. They should present the
problem to the public by using simple and understandable words. The purpose is to
approach people and make them understand that nuclear energy is not an abstract
inaccessible frightening force, but an opportunity to make progress and improve the
quality of life.
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THE SCIENTISTS'INDECISION

Although they ail agree there's a necessity for a well-informed public, most
scientists cannot decide whether to reveal the whole truth or not In order to prevent
future dissent and protests the public should be properly informed.

The question is how well the public should be informed. Should they know every
little detail of the problem? Of course not. It is not important for them to find out
everything, but only those parts of the problem ffiat directly concern them. In other
words, they should be familiarized with benefits, possible consequences and safety
measures.

Scientists are very often aware of all the consequences of their actions, but they do
not want to reveal them in order to avoid disapproval from the public. They are afraid
that their project may fail and be forbidden if they disclose all (lie facts. That is why
their profession requires a very high level of morality.

Scientists should recognize right from wrong in their work. However, nobody
expects from them to give up their ideas completely. They should compromise and
adjust their original conception to the present situation and circumstances. This
procedure is expensive, but beyond comparison with the possible damages.

In order to insure his independence the scientist should accept neither financial
support nor supervision from people or organizations which are in any way connected
with his work or may benefit from it. The scientist should rely only upon his
conscience and his ability to make just decisions. In addition, he should never hesitate
to sacrifice time and money for the sake of human life and the environment.

THE PROPER WAYS OF INFORMING THE PUBLIC

There is no unique way of informing the public. It depends on many
circumstances. Firstly, there are various groups of the public. N. Novosel mentioned
four different groups1. All the people in the same group have a similar attitude towards
nuclear energy. Confidentialists believe in the technological progress and financial
profit and do not care much for the environment Worried realists' want to retain the
status quo. They are aware of the risks and disapprove of building new nuclear power
plants, although they justify the reasons for building them in the past Undecided are
not particularly interested in the issue nuclear energy, but they are vety critical. They
think that the public is not informed properly. Opposers are against the use of nuclear
energy in any form. Unlike the first group, they are very concerned about the ecology.

Then, it depends on the problem which has to be presented to the public and the
number of people directly or indirectly involved. I have already mentioned ( supra )
the obligation of the scientist to inform the public about possible consequences.This
part of the procedure of informing the public depends on the scientist's consciousness
and responsibility for the mankind.

Furthermore, it depends on the competence of the speaker ( infra).
However, there are a few basic steps each speaker should follow in order to

achieve his aim. Firstly, before making a speech in front of people, the speaker should
find out which group of the public they represent The second step is to concentrate on
the priorities of the public. For example, if the people in the respective region dor/'
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wmil to have a nucleai" power plant because they think it could be harmful for the
environment, the speaker should talk about ius visions of solviug the problem of
pollution rather then talking about the financial profit of the project. The next step is
expressing the message in simple words since otherwise veiy few laymen could
understand it This step is very important because the purpose of the whole procedure
is to send a clear and understandable message. This step also involves sending the
message to the media since most problems arise from faulty communication with the
media.
The last step is, the obligation of the speaker to give his public some time to ask
questions. This is very useful and helpful because it undoubtedly shows whether
people understood the gist of the speech. A lack of questions may be indicative of
people's disinterest

THE COMPETENCE OF THE SPEAKER

Besides the public, public speakers have a great role in information politics.
Although the public is here to listen and to make judgements, the speaker has a more
responsible task to carry out. He is expected to transfer the right message and at the
same time to keep a clear conscience. There are several desired characteristies of risk
communication2:

The importance of credible sources of advice
Openness
Sharing uncertainty
The need to accept the public as partners
Careful planning
Listening \o concerns
Coordinating with credible sources
The importance of meeting the needs of the media

It is very difficult for the radiological protection (RP) messenger to adopt all these
characteristics, but he should at least try to accomplish the greater part of them.

The reputation of the speaker is tremendously important for his credibility.
Otherwise people will not take him seriously. The speaker should be a calm,
communicative, friendly, competent person. He shouldn't glorify things, but speak
sincerely and openly.

When speaking about advantages, he should immediately compare them with
disadvantages or else people may not be able to evaluate the difference. The speaker
should also be a good listener. The comments, the critics and the propositions may b<?
very helpful.

The speaker's competence also depends on Ihe public. If the public is not
interested in the problem, a qualified speaker is not necessary. But if the public is
conscious and concerned aboul the future in their community, th? speaker should >>u.s
more efl.bil info his speech.
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FURTHER EDUCATION OF THE PUBLIC

Since we live in a democratic society, the tilings that concern the majority of the
people need to be discussed in public.

The aim of information politics is to inform the public. The media is the most
effective device for control, because everybody is aware that no mistake can be hidden
from the media

It is in the interest both of the scientists and of the public to carry on with
information politics. We should all improve this communication and constantly remind
the scientists to present not only the benefits, but also the possible risks and
consequences so as to avoid disasters that concern all of us.

CONCLUSION

To sum up, when presenting the problem of putting nuclear energy to the specific
use, the scientists should evaluate how well is informed the public they are reffering
to.

The public speakers' task is to speak clearly and without concealing the possible
negative consequences.

Finally, the scientists should be aware that their work does not only have an effect
on the science but also on the future of the people and the environment

REFERENCES:

N.Novosel: Nuclear Energy and the Public, Croatian Nuclear ?ooi<^y,>Tovprnbft- 3?"^
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ABSTRACT
As a part of Croatian Nuclear Society Young Generation Network efforts in improving

relations with the general public, a survey on nuclear energy issues among a student
population (18-22 years old) has been planned. The survey, although somewhat modified, is
based on a similar one that has been conducted at high schools as a part of organized
educational program by the Museum of Technical Sciences and Hrvatska Elektroprivreda.

INTRODUCTION
One of the ways that we can measure public opinion concerning different energy

sources is by polls.

Five faculties of University of Zagreb are included in this project: Faculty of Electrical
Engineering and Computing, Faculty of Medicine, Faculty of Food Technology and
Biotechnology, Faculty of Chemical Engineering and Technology and Faculty of Civil
Engineering.

The total number of students undertaking this public opinion poll is 642 (males: 351,
females: 291).
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The questions in the survey comprise several different fields, all in some sort of
connection with nuclear issue. Among them are:

• present and future energy resources
• acceptability of different fuel type power plants
• environmental protection and global warming
• radioactivity
• waste issues -
• reliable information sources

Such a wide range of subjects has been chosen in order to point out which one(s)
cause(s) the most concern in public opinion and require(s) further efforts in presenting the
problem to the general public. Since the survey is conceived as a general guidance to future
actions of Young Generation Network, the results create a clear picture of current public
opinion and mark a good starting point.

It is also interesting to see the differences and the similarities between the way of
thinking among the two students' population: males and females.

The survey could also be comparable with the similar one conducted by Museum of
Technical Sciences and Hrvatska Elektroprivreda that comprises high schools target group.

After the gathering of all completed forms, statistical analysis is performed.

RESULTS

Question 1: Do you think that Croatia have enough resources of a) oil, b) gas, c) coal
and/or d) uranium?

Comments The answers are generally the same in male and female population. Only for
on given gas both populations have opinion that Croatia has enough resources, while
Answers: is, by their opinion, significantly missing uranium resources. On the other

hand, according to the experts, Croatia itself doesn't have enough of any
energy resources to fulfill its projected demands (no uranium at all!). The
main goal of this question was to show student's knowledge or lack of
knowledge of issue in question. From their answers it can be seen that they
are pretty unfamiliar with the real situation.

oil

gas

coal

uranium

yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no

20.90%
79.10%
56.23%
43.77%
25.98%
74.02%
2.34%

97.66%
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Question 2:

Comments
on given
Answers:

Question 3:

Comments
on given
Answers:

In the case of replacement of Nuclear Power Plant Krsko with another type
of power plant, would you agree with a thermal power plant being built
instead?

As in previous answer there are no differences between male and female
population opinion. Generally, most answers indicate that NPP Krsko should
not be replaced by thermal power plant showing that existing NPPs are more
acceptable than new thermal power plants. Indirectly, students gave their
votes for more "clean" energy sources.

yes
no

don't
know

25.48%
52.24%
22.28%

What type of power plant would be acceptable for you to be built in your
neighborhood?

There are considerable differences between the answers in two populations.
Generally female population does not support any type of plant to be built in
their neighborhood. The male population is not so strict about gas plant. Both
populations are strictly against coal and nuclear power plants sited in their
neighborhood. Nevertheless there is a small but indicative difference
between the acceptability of coal and nuclear power plants.

gas power
plant

coal power
plant

nuclear power
plant

yes
no
yes
no
yes
no

male
50.84%
49.16%
6.78%
93.22%
19.55%
80.45%

female
29.08%
70.92%
12.14%
87.86%
8.16%

91.84%

total
41.22%
58.78%
9.15%

90.85%
14.53%
85.47%

Question 4:

Comments
on given
Answers:

Do you have confidence in experts who are working in Nuclear Power Plant
Krsko?

Again, there is some difference in answers in both populations. Generally,
the confidence in NPP Krsko experts is in between.

high
average

low

male
37.60%
53.20%
9.19%

female
22.54%
69.37%
8.10%

total
30.95%
60.34%
8.71%
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Question 5: Are you concerned about natural radioactivity?

Comments There are small differences in answers in both population, but generally the
on given concern exists. Just around one quarter of total population is not concerned
Answers: about the natural radioactivity (probably because they are aware of the fact

_ that life is developed in naturally radioactive environment).

Yes, very
Yes
No

Don't know

male
15.00%
46.67%
33.06%
5.28%

female
29.08%
48.58%
20.57%
1.77%

total
21.18%
47.51%
27.57%
3.74%

Question 6: In your opinion what is the technology for energy production in the.future?

Comments
on given
Answers:

The future is in solar and wind energy, but considerable amount of "votes" is
given to nuclear fission and fusion energy.

nuclear fission and fusion
sea wave energy

wind and sun energy
hydro energy

some new technology

male
25.44%
11.39%
25.74%
18.05%
19.38%

female
18.05%
14.55%
27.26%
19.34%
20.81%

total
22.15%
12.80%
26.42%
18.62%
20.02%

Question 7: Would you find yourself prepared to renounce some of the high tech goods
in order to protect the environment (i.e. car)?

Comments The majority is prepared for some kind of renouncing, but there is great
on given difference between male and female population. In our opinion, the male
Answers: population has a bit more realistic view and is less prepared to "give away"

hi-tech goods.

Yes
No

Don't know

male
50.56%
31.94%
17.50%

female
67.84%
16.25%
15.90%

total
58.16%
25.04%
16.80%
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Question 8: In your opinion, how much do thermal plants contribute to CO2 emission?

Comments As table shows, both populations share the same opinion - very much.
on given
Answers:

Question 9:

Comments
on given
Answers:

very much
not much

male
77.22%
22.78%

female
80.07%
19.93%

total
78.48%
21.52%

Is it acceptable for you to build more nuclear plants in order to prevent
additional CO2 emission from electricity producing sector?

While the male population thinks that building NPPs is acceptable for the
above-mentioned reason, the female population has a ..slightly different
opinion.

Yes
No

Don't know

male
40.11%
35.10%
24.79%

female
24.19%
41.16%
34.66%

total
33.18%
37.74%
29.09%

Question 10: What is the reason for a small fraction of solar and wind energy in total
energy production?

Comments
on given
Answers:

The main reason is the high cost of energy production. In the opinion of the
tested population, one of the reasons lies in the monopol interest.

Manufacturer and vendor problem
High specific energy cost

Monopol interest
Restrictive regulations

Don't know

male
11.26%
49.45%
32.01%
0.00%
7.28%

female
9.78%
50.56%
30.45%
0.56%
8.66%

total
10.60%
49.94%
31.32%
0.25%
7.89%
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Question 11: What is your position on nuclear power plants?

Comments
on given
Answers:

Again, the male population is more accepting of nuclear technology than
female population. A great part of population has no strict opinion.
Generally, the position on nuclear power plants is more negative than
positive.

Positive
Negative
Neither

male
25.77%
26.89%
47.34%

female
13.48%
43.97%
42.55%

total
20.34%
34.43%
45.23%

Question 12: If your position on nuclear power plants is positive it is based on:

Comments Population, which has a positive position on NPPs, based its position on the
on given fact that NPPs do not pollute the environment.
Answers:

School lectures
Public media influence

Parents and friends influence
Fact that NPPs do not pollute the

environment
Other

male
14.22%
9.78%
4.89%
48.89%

22.22%

female
12.28%
6.14%
4.39%
57.89%

19.30%

total
13.57%
8.55%
4.72%

51.92
%

21.24%

Question 13: If your position on nuclear power plants is negative it is based on:

Comments
on given
Answers:

The main reason for negative position is opinion that NPP can explode as
nuclear (atomic) bomb which shows the classic reason for any new
technology rejecting - low education and ignorance of basics. Close
connection is the public media influence.

School lectures
Public media influence

Parents and friends influence
Fact that the technology and

operation of NPP are not
known

Fact that NPP can explode as a
nuclear bomb

Bad feeling and association
when nuclear technology is

mentioned
Other

male
8.85%

28.08%
1.15%
5.38%

25.77%

10.38%

20.38%

female
7.86%
18.93%
2.86%
8.93%

31.43%

17.50%

12.50%

total
8.33%

23.33%
2.04%
7.22%

28.70%

14.07%

16.30%
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Question 14: Which type of waste is more difficult to take care of?

Comments The position for both categories is the same - the nuclear waste is more
on given difficult to take care of.
Answers:

—
Waste from thermal plant
Waste from nuclear plant

male
25.91%
74.09%

female
21.99%
78.01%

total
24.18%
75.82%

Question 15: Is it necessary to built a nuclear waste repository in Croatia?

Comments Generally, the position is negative.
on given
Answers:

Yes
No

Don't know

male
25.35%
56.55%
18.11%

female
28.62%
45.58%
25.80%

total
26.79%
51.71%
21.50%

It is quite interesting to observe the dispersion of opinions about nuclear power plants
among different faculties:

positive
negative

don't
know

FEEC
28.44%
25.31%
46.25%

FM
10.00%
52.00%
38.00%

FFTB
12.10%
37.90%
50.00%

FCET
12.24%
51.02%
36.73%

FCE
17.39%
32.61%
50.00%

FEEC= Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing
FM = Faculty of Medicine
FFTB = Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology
FCET = Faculty of Chemical Engineering and Technology
FCE = Faculty of Civil Engineering
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Dispersity of positive opinion

12% 15%

22%

15%
a
m
•
•
•

FFTB

FCET

FCE

FEEC

FM

The results are rather expected. The population from "engineering" faculties,
especially Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing shows the highest acceptability of
nuclear energy (and nuclear power plants). This can be clarified by the fact that some specific
lectures are given to those students in order to explain them the usage of nuclear energy. They
simply have more information about it than the others.

CONCLUSIONS
Brief result analyses pointed out that most of the questioned individuals are not so

against the nuclear power plants, asjhey are against the radioactive waste repositories.

Final result shows that they are all aware of the fact that Croatia doesn't have enough
of its own energy sources, but most of them are against the coal, oil or nuclear plants. Only
gas power plants are somewhat acceptable.

Quite positive attitude among the student population when it comes to nuclear power
plants can be seen from the results. And as it can be seen from the obtained data, this opinion
is mostly built on the student awareness of nuclear power plants as a clean energy source.

Since it seems that students are not interested in the subject that much, a need for the
attraction of the public attention imposes as a general conclusion at the first place. After there
is already some interest shown, information have more chance to get through to the target
groups. This can as a consequence rise the possibility of changing the opinion from being
negative towards nuclear to being more positive.

Chosen questions and given answers pointed out which are the issues that represent
the highest concern in public opinion and require further efforts in presenting the problem to
the general public. In the certain way they also represent a good starting point and a general
guidance to the future actions of Young Generation Network in Croatia.

REFERENCES
[1] Cvekan, P., "Srednjoskolci su za nuklearke, ali ne u svom dvoristu", Vecernji List, 12

(1999).
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The anonymous questionnaire of the inhabitants living in various regions of
Belarus and having different age and level of education has been done. The poll has been
carried out aiming at definition of a general radiation erudition, as well as revealing the
knowledge of the population about the effect of power stations (nuclear and thermal) on
the environment and the health of a human being. The analysis of answers shows that
people have a rather vague idea in the sphere considered. The analysis of the
questionnaires shows that women are informed worse than men about the problems on
radiation subjects. The investigation carried out has shown what problems on nuclear
power (and radiation safety) should be given the more serious consideration when
working with population, especially with women's audience, in order to raise the level of
accepting nuclear power as the necessary source of energy.

The questionnaires on public opinion having been conducting before have revealed a
great anxiety of the inhabitants of the Republic, especially women, by radiation consequences
of the Chernobyl NPP accident. The deficiency of special knowledge does not give the
possibility to the majority of people to pattern their behaviour in a correct way on radiation
problems and to estimate faithfully the rate of a possible damage to the health of a human being
from the effect of different sources of radiation, including energy objects as well. The situation
becomes complicated because of a great amount of contradictory information supplied by mass
media. Problems on energy police and reliable energy supply of the Republic are closely
interwoven with insufficient information for population about an actual effect of different types
of energy generating sources, for example, thermal sources (thermal power plants - TPP) and
nuclear ones (nuclear power plants - NPP) on the environment. Unreasoned decisions in this
field which have not been given with serious information and educational confirmation can give
rise to their non-acceptance and create a psychological tension in the society. For increasing
the efficiency of elucidative activity among public on radiation and energetic problems it is
necessary to reveal the available gaps and the more narrow places in a general radiation
erudition of the population. The information obtained will help to arrange accents correctly
when enlightening a number of problems and when preparing information materials which
truly and objectively show the situation in the regions contaminated with radiation and in
power as well.

The anonymous questionnaire of the inhabitants of Belarus living in various regions of
the Republic including the regions the more contaminated with radiation, such as Gomel,
Vitebsk and Brest has been carried out aiming at revealing the erudition of the population
about radiation and the effect of TPP and NPP on the environment and the health of a human
being. People of different age from 18 to 70 having different level of education and
professional qualification including medical personnel have answered the questions of the
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questionnaire. Though the poll conducted cannot be considered representative because only
112 persons were asked including 78 women (70%) and 34 men (30%), but it clearly revealed
the available drawbacks and gaps in educational and elucidative work with population.

The questionnaire contained 10 questions which could be divided into two groups as
to their content. The first group is the questions determining the inquiry of respondents on
ways of radioactive substances intake into the organism of a human being and the main sources
of formation of the radiation background. The second group is the questions connected with
the contamination of the environment with thermal and nuclear power plants, as well as with
disposal of radioactive waste.

The analysis of answers shows that the overwhelming majority of the inhabitants has a
rather vague idea in the sphere considered, and they often possess untrue and contradictory
knowledge. Women are informed worse than men about the problems on radiation subjects.
So, answering the question «What are the main sources of natural radiation background?)) 70%
of respondents (women more than 80%) think that it is radioactive irradiation from the
Chernobyl NPP. Such answer evidences not only about the absence of knowledge, but also
about a psychological aim to exaggerating the danger which can give the nuclear power plant
and what is one of serious and long-duration consequences of the Chernobyl NPP accident [1].

Answers of all respondents (women's answers)

The Sun

59%
(62%)

Space
rays

41%
(37%)

Radiation
after the
Chernobyl

70%
(82%)

Gas radon
ground
construction
materials

41%
(27%)

from
and

Wliat are the main sources
of the radiation
background?

Insufficient level of special knowledge is revealed in the fact that 59% respondents
(women 62%) relate the sun to the main sources of penetrating (ionizing) radiation. Less than
the half of the persons answering the questions (women only 27%) knows about a sufficient
contribution of gas radon in the formation of natural radiation background to a considerable
extent and is released from the ground, rocks and all construction materials.

Responses on questions associated with the power showed a low information level of
the population about the ecological advantages and drawbacks of thermal and nuclear power
plants. As it was supposed, the majority of the persons interrogated (about 80%) does not
know about the most important ecological merits of nuclear power, such as the absence of
releases of CO2 (carbon dioxide) and preservation of oxygen in the atmosphere, what is
probably one of the reasons of negative attitude to NPP.

A striking evidence of the lack of basic knowledge on principles of energy generation at
nuclear facilities in the major part of the population is the answers of respondents on the
following question: "Do nuclear power plants produce CO2 releases and other oxides into the
atmosphere being under operation?"
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Answers (women's answers)

Do nuclear power plants produce
CO2 releases and other oxides into
the environment?

Yes

30%
(54%)

3 1 %
(57%)

No

33%
(12%)

35%
(12%)

Do not ki

37%
(36%)

34%
(30%)

Is oxygen burnt up when nuclear
power plants are under operation?

The majority of women (54%) gave the answer «yes», 36% «do not know» and only
12% of women gave a correct answer «no». Though the women having a high education are
informed about nuclear and radiation problems better to some extent, but nevertheless the half
of them is also sure in air pollution with carbon dioxide from the operating NPP. The more
correct information of «the strong sex» is seen in answers of the male part of the population.
Already 28% of the men correctly answered «no» though 33% of respondents-men think that
NPP as well as thermal power plants discharge carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, and 38%
acknowledge the fact that they are not acquainted with this problem. It is noteworthy that not
all the men having a high engineering education know about the absence of CO2 releases out
from NPP.

What concerns preservation of oxygen in the atmosphere when generating energy at
nuclear power plants, the results are the same. On the question of the questionnaire «Does a
nuclear power plant burn up oxygen being under operation?)) 31% of respondents (women
57%) answered «yes», 34% «do not know» and only 35% (women 12%) gave a correct
answer «no».

Insufficient erudition of the population about a harmful chemical and radiation effect of
thermal power plants (especially coal stations) on the environment explains the fact that about
the half of the respondents is sure that thermal power does not exert the radiation effect on the
environment, i.e. discharges and blades of TPP do not contain radioactive substances and do
not block soil an air with radionuclides.

Considering the results of the questionnaire one could come to the conclusion that one
of the reasons of distrust of the public to nuclear power is the absence of knowledge about the
conditions for radioactive waste storage in special constructions and, therefore, the population
is inclined to exaggerate the radiation danger of waste for the environment.

Answers of all respondents (women's answers)

What is the danger of
radioactive waste in ?

They can
explode
themselves

13%
(24%)

Being in special
storage facilities they
increase the radiation
background of the
locality

74%
(69%)

They can
be stolen

20%
(16%)

An atomic
bomb can
be made
from them

6%
(12%)
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So, 13% of the respondents (women 24%) think that nuclear waste are explosive themselves,
and 6% are sure that an atomic bomb can be made from them. People suppose that waste are
guarded non-reliably and 20% answered that «they can be stolen». These apprehensions and
anxiety are also connected with the fact that non-specialists know almost nothing about the
existing State and International Monitoring System for radiation sources and its efficiency.

Radiation has become a convenient reason for explanation of many negative
phenomena in the current life of Belarus. It is extremely significant that the overwhelming
majority of the respondents (90%), both men and women, consider that the increasing of
morbidity of population is connected with the Chernobyl NPP accident. It is noteworthy, that
the interrogated mid medicine personnel, as well as some part of doctors are of the same
opinion. It is surprisingly, that people do not attach paramount importance to such important
factors resulting in worsening the health, as decreasing of material well off in many families,
physical arid psychological overloads, unfavourable state of the environment.

The investigation carried out showed what aspects of radiation safety and nuclear
power should be put much more serious attention to when preparing various information
materials, as well as in practical work with population, especially with women's audience.
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Procedures for field measurements in the case of nuclear accident

Barisic D. & Lulic S.

Ruder Boskovic Institute, Department for Marine and Environmental Research, Laboratory
for Radioecology, Bijenicka 54, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

Abstract
Very simplified, reduced and shorted procedures for main objectives of emergency

field monitoring in case of nuclear accident are given only. They could be implemented in
Croatia using resources nowadays available. Procedures for gamma/beta dose rates in plume
and ground deposition survey and unknown situation evaluation, procedures for alpha and
gamma/beta surface contamination measurement, field personnel/equipment contamination
and decontamination measurement as well as for in-situ gamma spectrometry measurements
are presented. Purpose, short discussion, general precautions and limitations as well as basic
equipment and supplies needed are given for all of procedures discussed also. Only measuring
steps are given with more details in form of short and clear instructions.

Introduction
In the distinction to the radiological accidents, which are usually strictly localised in

environmental impact, nuclear accidents have the potential to lead to widespread dispersion of
radioactive material on the global scale. Despite the apparent differences between them, both
emergency situations have common elements: activation of response, mobilisation of
emergency facilities, teams and equipment, emergency assessments, mitigation of the
accident, command and control of protection actions, public information, medical care etc.
Nuclear accidents with release of radioactive elements into the environment are very rare,
usually. Inspite to this fact, preparedness for emergency situations is very important, because
promptly reaction is necessary in any case. Although specialists are involved in responding to
nuclear accident, many other structures and personnel (civil defence staff, police, government
and ministries, local authorities, fire brigade, medical staff etc.) are also involved. Per
definition, response is everything that is done during an actual emergency to "respond" to the
situation. It always takes place under pressure of time and, in the case of nuclear accident
especially, with associated stress for the emergency responders: Because of that, one of the
most important aspects of managing an nuclear emergency is the ability to promptly and
adequately assess the need for protective actions. Decision-making and accident assessment
must be an iterative and dynamic process aimed at refining the initial evaluation, as more
detailed, confirmed and complete information becomes available. Emergency monitoring is
one of the main sources for obtaining the needed information.

However, the primary purpose of emergency monitoring in case of nuclear accident is
to provide timely information on which first decisions on protective actions (previously based
on the nuclear accident classification) can be confirmed or revised. Only field measurements,
together with sampling and measurements in laboratory, could provide information needed. In
emergency circumstances, well trained teams of mobile units and mobile laboratories, strictly
following previously defined procedures for field measurements and sampling, could be able
to solve problem. In this paper presented procedures for field measurements in case of nuclear
accident are given according to both, IAEA-TECDOC-1092 and local Croatian condition and
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capabilities. Presented procedures are reduced, very simplified and shorted. Procedures for
main objectives of emergency monitoring in case of nuclear accident that could be
implemented in Croatia using nowadays-available resources are given only. Procedures for
various necessary environmental sampling in case of nuclear accident (field air samples
collection, soil sampling, water sampling, milk and human food sampling, pasture sampling,
sediment sampling) are not discused in this paper.

Procedures for field measurements in case of nuclear accident
Members of mobile units and mobile laboratories may be faced with problems of

surface contamination, inhalation hazard and high external radiation levels. Therefore, the
stuff of mobile field teams should be well trained, properly equipped with personal protective
facilities and, as a most important, they must be acquainted with turn back guidance according
1AEA-TECDOC-955. Monitoring and sampling priorities should take into account the
composition of affected area (rural, agricultural, residential, commercial etc). The need for
additional protective actions for inhabitants, livestock, crops etc., and embargoes on the food
and water use should be based on operational intervention levels (OILs) and other factors.

According to the 1AEA-TECDOC-953, the following emergency monitoring
components must be covered: field measurements of gamma/beta dose rates and unknown
situation evaluation; field air samples collection and gamma/beta dose rate measurements; in-
situ gamma spectrometry measurements of radionuclide ground composition and
concentrations; field personnel/equipment monitoring and people decontamination; samples
collection of potentially contaminated water, food and soil. In the first phase of nuclear
accident, the most important are measurements of ambient dose rate. Ambient dose rate
measurements, together with sampling and determination of isotope composition and
concentrations in air, are very important during a release. Field measurement of dose rate
from deposition and concentrations of ground deposited radionuclide, various environmental
sampling and determination of isotope composition and activities/concentrations are in the
focus of interest after a release.

Before the mobile unit starts, some common steps in all of measuring and sampling
procedures must be performed. Team members must be always aware of the hazard and turn
back levels. All field activities shall be conduced so that exposures are maintained as low as
reasonably achievable. Team members must know that field activities are not allowed without
the appropriate safety equipment (and knowledge how to use personal protective equipment).
They must set the alarms of self-reading dosimeters also. Initial briefing is necessary too.
Appropriate instruments and equipment for measuring/sampling, mobile telephone or radio
links, global positioning system device (GPS) must be checked. Pre-operational instrument
checking includes inspection of physical damage apparent, calibration inspection, batteries or
high voltage checking and instruments setting to the lowest range on-scale readings. The
instruments must be protected by plastic foil or bag to prevent contamination, except for the
detector window, if there is any.

It is very important to know that a measurement (or sampling) is useful if it is
representative of the environmental parameter (or material) that is under study. The field
notes could be very useful, because they provide a basis for judging the representativeness of
measurement or sample. Every possibly relevant variable should be recorded into appropriate
worksheet (even as a mark on a margin).

Gamma/beta dose rate field measurement in plume survey
Purpose: - The main goal of plume survey is to conduct plume transverse/tracking and to
identify plume boundaries by measuring ambient dose rate.
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Discussion: - Plumes are narrow and meander usually even when the wind direction is, more
or less, steady. The average dose rate will be lower than that measured in the central plume
zone. When monitoring to locate a plume, it is best to pass across the plume in order to locate
the plume centreline and the highest dose rate. Measuring equipment in vehicle can be used
for plume tracking.
Precaution/Limitations: - Never attempt any activities without the appropriate safety
equipment^ Team members must be always aware"of potential hazards and according to the
hazard, they must take the necessary precautions. All field activities shall be conducted so the
radiation exposures are maintained as low as reasonably achievable. Team members shall be
aware of turn back levels. Team members must be cautious entering into areas where the dose
rate is greater than 10 mSv/h, but they shall not proceed to areas where the dose rates exceed
100 mSv/h.
Equipment/Supplies: - Geiger-Mueller counter, scintillation counter, gas proportional counters
and ionisation chambers are most common types of gamma/beta contamination monitor
utilities. For portable equipment, an audio response is desirable. Gamma/beta dose rate meters
generally have a window to enable entering of beta radiation in the detector. When the
window is opened, instrument detects beta and gamma radiation, but only gamma radiation
with closed window. Care must be taken to avoid the instrument window puncturing.
Instruments must be able to cover environmental (low) level, medium level and high level
dose rate. Some instruments may have more than one detector (for different dose rate levels),
or several instruments are required. Before mission starts, the following steps should be done:
- initial briefing and obtaining appropriate instruments
- instruments checking

conducting the radio check when leaving for the assignment
conducting a global positioning system check when leaving for the assignment

- wrapping the instruments in plastic bag or foil (except detector window)
setting the alarms of self-reading dosimeters
wear appropriate personal protective equipment

Measuring steps:
hold the gamma/beta counter inside vehicle and above the lap
keep vehicle window closed

- during approach to the affected area, observe the ambient dose rate using the most
sensitive instrument and scale to provide the first radiation measurements
Upon observing ambient dose rate at five times background or higher, notify the
Technical Supporting Centre (time, GPS position and reading), leave vehicle and in
vicinity find an open area for performing measurements
Using the appropriate instrument with window, perform next 4 measurement.
1) approximately 3 cm above ground with opened window
2) approximately 3 cm above ground with closed window
3) approximately 1 m above ground with opened window
4) approximately 1 m above ground with closed window
record readings on appropriate worksheet and notify the Technical Supporting Centre
(location/GPS position, time and readings of performed measurements)
determine (by comparing readings) if the plume is elevated, at ground level or plume has
passed. If presence of plume at ground level is verified (readings with opened window are
higher than readings with closed window at both distances from ground surface), air
sampling is warranted at/near plume centreline
conduct further plume traverse/tracking as directed by Environmental Analyst or
Radiological Assessor from Technical Supporting Centre
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check dosimeter periodically and immediately notify the Technical Supporting Centre if
readings exceed prescribed levels
periodically survey vehicle and team members and record reading, time and location on
appropriate worksheet
At the end of the mission, perform personnel and equipment monitoring
The field notes taken during measurement provide a basis for judging the

representativensess of job done. During measurement, every possible effort shall be done to
record all aspects of the procedure that might affect the outcome of the measurement. When
mission ended, used worksheets including notes and all of other data recorded must be
returned into Technical Supporting Centre.

Gamma/beta dose rate field measurement in ground deposition survey
Purpose: - To measure ambient dose rate from deposition, to identify areas where protective
actions are indicated (relocation, sheltering, restriction or prohibition of food/pasture use) and
to locate hot spots.
Discussion: - The best representative places for ground deposition measurements are
undisturbed opened areas, away from trees, buildings, vehicles or heavy traffic. Priority
should be given to areas in the plume centreline (where highest dose rates were observed
during release and plume tracking) as well as to places where precipitation occurred during
the plume passage (possible hot spots as areas where dose rate is locally increased above the
average value in the brother area).
Precaution/Limitations: - The same as for the gamma/beta dose rate measurements in plume
survey
Eqi4ipmen(/Supplies: - Dose rate meters (Geiger-Mueller counter, gas proportional or
scintillation counter, ionisation chamber) and equipment common to all response teams.
Before mission starts, the same steps (briefing, checking, protective personal measures)
should be done as for the gamma/beta dose rate measurements in plume survey.
Measuring steps:

start measurements with the dose meter on the lowest scale during travelling toward the
contaminated area within the vehicle with closed detector window
Upon observing ambient dose rate at two times background, record readings and notify
the Technical Supporting Centre (time, GPS position and reading), leave vehicle and in
vicinity find an appropriate area for performing measurements
Using the appropriate instrument with window, perform next 4 measurement:
1) approximately 3 cm above ground with opened window
2) approximately 3 cm above ground with closed window
3) approximately 1 m above ground with opened window
4) approximately 1 m above ground with closed window
record readings on appropriate worksheet and notify the Technical Supporting Centre
(location/GPS position, time and readings performed)
try to avoid resuspension of ground contamination entering into vehicle
repeat procedure at each location where ambient dose rate is ten times background (1
(j.Sv/h approximately) and locations for each 10 u,Sv/h increase up to lmSv/h
check dosimeter periodically and immediately notify the Technical Supporting Centre if
readings exceed prescribed levels
periodically survey vehicle and team members and record reading, time and location on
appropriate worksheet
At the end of the mission, perform personnel and equipment monitoring and
decontamination if necessary
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When mission ended, used worksheets including notes and all of other data recorded must
be returned into Technical Supporting Centre.

Alpha and gamma/beta field surface contamination survey
Purpose: - To provide relevant information on contaminated areas, equipment, tools, objects
and vehicles on which decision can be made to initiate appropriate actions (decontamination,
various protective interventions, clean-up operation). _
Discussion: - In mixed radiation fields appropriate instruments settings have to be used to
distinguish between alpha and beta + gamma measurements. In high gamma radiation zones,
a piece of plastic foil between the surface and detector is enough to differentiate the beta
reading from that due to gamma radiation. For alpha radiation measurement, the distance
between monitored surface and detector window should not exceed 0.5 cm. Prior than mission
starts, action level (as a prescribed limit relating to levels of contamination above which
decontamination should be attempted or the item area should be isolated) has to be defined.
Precaution/Limitations: - The same as for the gamma/beta dose rate measurements in plume
survey mainly. Team members must refrain from eating, drinking or smoking in any
contaminated areas, especially where monitoring activities are being conducted.
Equipment/Supplies: - For gamma/beta surface contamination survey, Geiger-Mueller
counter, gas proportional counter, scintillation counter or ionisation chamber could be used.
Alpha radiation is usually detected with instruments utilising a zinc sulphide phosphor (as a
scintillator) and a photomultiplier tube (for signal amplifying) that is then registered on an
appropriate rate meter (in counts per second or per minute). Thin window Geiger-Mueller
detectors or silicon semiconductor detectors may be used for alpha radiation detection also.
Before mission starts, the same steps (briefing, instrument checking, protective measures)
should be done as for the gamma/beta dose rate measurements in plume survey.
Measuring steps:

select appropriate instrument for the radionuclide contamination in question
switch instrument on and select the appropriate time constant before entering the
suspected area or approaching suspected contamination surface, vehicle or object
measure and record background radiation level in appropriate worksheet (don't forget to
recheck it periodically to ensure that the detector has not been contaminated)
using the audio response of monitor, sequentially sweep the area with the probe moving at
a steady rate across suspected surface (start from periphery and move to the centre)
when the audio response indicates a significance reading, look at the display and take the
reading (record the average reading at each point of interest)
re-monitor wet surfaces for alpha contamination when they are dry
record readings using appropriate worksheet (indicating alpha, beta + gamma, beta or
gamma) including any circumstances regarding reading, where and when readings were
taken
performing gross gamma/beta survey of the vehicle, initially survey the grill, wheel wells,
bumpers and tyres
if exterior contamination is found at or above the action level, record reading on the
appropriate worksheet and than direct the vehicle to an area designated for secure isolation
or for decontamination
if exterior contamination is found above background, but bellow action level, firs survey
the surface of the air filter housing for total gamma
continue survey with the vehicle interior surfaces (seats, floorboards, armrests, steering
wheel) to determine if there is contamination above the action level within the vehicle
interior
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if readings in these areas exceed the action level, inform the vehicle driver/users of
contamination problem and direct the vehicle to an area designated for secure isolation or
for decontamination
record all information regarding the vehicle on the appropriate worksheet
after decontamination, re-survey the areas where contamination was detected and record
all information regarding the vehicle on the appropriate worksheet
if the decontamination efforts fail to reduce the readings below the action level, the
contamination may be fixed and a wipe test should be done (unless the exact fraction of
non-fixed contamination removed by smear is known, a default value of 0.1 should be
used)
select and mark area of 100 cm2 approximately, carefully rub smear over pre-marked area
(try not to apply so high pressure as to wear a hole or to roll the smear)
assess contamination level on the smear (hold the face of the smear at the predetermined
distance from the detector) taking care not to point detector in the direction of any other
source in vicinity that may affect the reading
if necessary (background too high for the measurement), use special shielded smear
sample holder or move to a lower background area
put the smear into plastic bag, label it with appropriate information about sample (sample
location, date, time, collectors initials) and deliver the smear sample to the Sample
Analyst
record all data in appropriate worksheet
at the end of the mission, do contamination check of all used tools and equipment, and
document the readings and checking time in appropriate worksheet
After the end of mission, used worksheets including notes and all of other data recorded

must be returned into Technical Supporting Centre.

Field personal contamination measurement
Purpose: - To monitor persons from the accident affected area for personal skin and clothing
contamination prior, during and after decontamination, to monitor thyroid for radioiodine
uptake and to control personal contamination of response personnel.
Discussion: - In accident mitigation, personal doses to emergency response personnel must be
monitored and their exposure controlled. Protective action must be implemented in order to
minimise personal contamination either on skin/clothing, or via inhalation, ingestion or
absorption through the skin. In an nuclear accident affected area, the public members may
also need to be checked or screened for personal contamination.
Precaution/Limitations: - The same as for the gamma/beta dose rate measurements in plume
survey mainly. For persons who require urgent medical care and who may be contamined,
priority is their medical condition and urgent medical treatment even if first aid stuff or other
medical stuff may become contaminated as a consequence. All decontamination monitoring
should be performed in an area of low background. Additionally, care should be made to
prevent contamination spreading because all material used in the decontamination process
may become contaminated.
Equipment/Supplies: - Common equipment for all response teams including Nal(Tl) probe
contamination monitor for radioiodine uptake thyroid monitoring.
Measuring steps:

for thyroid monitoring, place the Nal(Tl) probe next to the neck and monitor between the
Adams apple and the cricoid process (hard cartilage at the front of the neck, in the vicinity
of the voice box)
use plastic sheet and trash paper tissue to avoid detector contamination touching the neck
with probe
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record observed counting rate on the appropriate worksheet
- if observed counting rate is positive after subtraction of background (within statistical

significance) the person should be transported to an appropriate medical facility for
further evaluation
if the thyroid survey is negative, the person may be released
for personal contamination monitoring, as a first turn contamination monitor audio on and
place probe in a light-weight plastic bag (don't cover probe window, it must be opened)
determine and record the background radiation level at the location where you work
(check it periodically)
if background reading is greater than ten times a "normal background" reading, change
location and find a better shielded location for measurement
place the probe about 1-2 cm from the person's body (don't touch body to prevent probe
contamination)
carefully listen the probe audio response
the probe should be moved at a speed of 5 cm/sec approximately
starting at the top of head, move the probe downward on one side of the neck, collar,
shoulder, arm, wrist, hand, underarm, armpit, side, leg, cuff and shoe
monitor the inside of the legs and other side of body
the front and back of the body monitor the last
particular attention pay to the feet, seat, elbows, hands and face
if audio-response indicates contamination, record instrument readings on appropriate
worksheet (don't forget to record measured area - the active surface of the detector)

- monitor all personal belongings (watches, money, handbags, TLDs etc.)
- for personal decontamination monitoring, re-monitor individual in a similar manner as

during personal contamination monitoring
Contaminated personal clothing/belonging may be removed, labelled, bagged and stored

in a secure area. When mission ended, used worksheets including notes and all of other data
recorded must be returned into base.

In-situ gamma spectrometry measurements
Purpose: - To identify the radionuclide composition of ground surface contamination and to
determine the ground surface concentration of the deposited radionuclides.
Discussion: - Collected spectra are analysed for the spectrum peak parameters. Energy lines
are used for the identification of the present gamma radionuclides and line intensity is
converted to surface contamination data. An field collected spectrum (with an unshielded
downward looking detector placed at 1 m above ground surface) covers an area of several
thousand square meters and the local inhomogenities in the radionuclide distribution are
averaged out. The conversion of the spectrum line intensities to radionuclide concentrations in
the environment is based on the assumption that these quantities are proportional, so the
conversion factors can be calculated using the detector efficiency values and photon transport
factors characteristic of the source-detector geometry. In case of fresh fallout, the distribution
of radionuclides is assumed to be even in the horizontal, unended plane and is contained on
the ground surface totally (without penetration into the deeper soil layer).
Precaution/Limitations: - The same as for the gamma/beta dose rate measurements in plume
survey mainly. The spectrometer has to be calibrated for in-situ measurements in advance,
prior to any use, and the detector response has to be known. In highly contaminated areas
dead-time problems together with spectrum peak shape distortion may have serious influence
on quality of the analysis. If dead-time overcomes 20%, apply appropriate detector shielding
to reduce input count rate and extend measurement range. If detector shield is used, shielding
effect must be taken into account in evaluation of results.
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Equipment/Supplies: - Common equipment for all response teams including equipment for in-
situ gamma spectrometry. Equipment typically consists of portable gamma Nal(Tl), HPGe(Li)
or HPGe detector (placed in dewar filled with liquid nitrogen), portable analyser unit, detector
field stand (tripod), high voltage unit with power supplies (batteries usually) and battery
powered notebook computer.
Measuring steps:

find the measuring location requested by Environmental Analyst or Radiological Assessor
select an open, smooth and plane area without major disturbances since the radionuclide
deposition (grass covered open area is appropriate place)
use survey meter to check that selected location is not hot spot
record checked average dose rate in appropriate worksheet as well as all other relevant
parameters of selected measurement point which could be important for later evaluation
in the middle of selected site set up the gamma spectrometer by mounting the detector in a
stable manner on an tripod or other measuring stand
place the detector head looking downward 1 meter above ground surface
place analyser a few meters away and connect appropriate cables to the electronic part of
spectrometric system
switch on the system, check dead time and basic functions
set appropriate measuring time (100 to 1000 seconds is recommended)
start data acquisition and save the collected spectrum under appropriate file name after the
measurement has stopped
set region of interest around prominent peaks in the spectrum and determine the peak
energies
if the peak positions are 2 keV outside of tabulated energies, recalibrate energy scale
visually check spectrum for any additional peaks, set region of interest around those
peaks, determine energies and identify peaks using appropriate radionuclide library
calculate net peak areas (don't forget to subtract the peak background)
calculate ground radionuclide concentrations by entering requested parameters on
appropriate places (use previously prepared equation)
record results in appropriate worksheet and notify Technical Supporting Centre
During and at the end of the mission, periodically survey personnel and vehicle and

document reading, time and location in appropriate worksheet. When mission ended, used
worksheets including notes and all of other data recorded must be returned into base.
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FOR THE NON-REACTOR COUNTRIES
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Minsk, Belarus

ABSTRACT

Preparedness and response for nuclear and radiological accidents in the countries without
nuclear power plants (NPP) have some peculiarities. Accident at the Chernobyl NPP clearly
showed the necessity of effective response for non-reactor countries in the case of
transboundary release. Experience obtained in Belarus is providing evidence for the necessity
of changing some aspects of emergency preparedness. The results of analysis made of some
protective actions taken during the early stage of the accident form the basis for
recommendations provided this paper. Real experience is supported by model predictions of
the consequences for the hypothetical accident at a NPP close to the Belarus.

Preparedness for proper and efficient response in the case of nuclear or radiological emergency

is an important aspect of nuclear power utilization. The necessity of such preparedness is

justified for all the countries near a nuclear power plant. Originally non-reactor countries paid

more attention preparing for radiological accidents such as transportation accident, lost or

stolen sources, etc. However, the experience obtained from the Chernobyl accident in the

different countries clearly showed, for the non-reactor countries, the necessity -of increased

preparedness in countries without nuclear power plans. Evaluation of some protective actions

performed in Belarus in responds to the Chernobyl accident provides the most significant

evidence for necessity to update some aspects of emergency preparedness.

The comparative analysis of the extent of the contaminated territories in different countries

showed that Belarus appeared to be the most affected. 23% from the Belarusian territory was

contaminated by long-lived radionuclides. About 2.1 million people (20% of the population)

were living in contaminated territories, greater than 37 kBq/m2 [1]. The most important

problem was to make the timely decision to protect the population. During the large-scale
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accident with off-site radionuclide release, the decisions on the protection of the population are

being made under very stressful conditions with little reliable information and extreme time

deficiency. This is being aggravated in the situation of the transboundary transfer of

radioactivity when prognosing and decision making is complicated due to lack of information

concerning the state of the plant in the neighboring country. Such situation was observed in

Belarus at the initial phase of the Chernobyl accident.

During the early phase of the accident, evacuation of about 24,700 people was performed

within the 30-km zone of Belarusian territory. The evacuation was started at 2 of May, 1 week

after the beginning of the accident, which means with an unjustified delayed. Nevertheless, this

measure prevented deterministic health effects among the evacuated Belarusian population.

This late evacuation prevented deterministic only because the accident release was highly

elevated. If the release had been at the ground level the delay in the performance of the

evacuation would not have meet the first objective of emergency response, to prevent

deterministic health effects among population. On the other hand, a prompt evacuation would

have been more effective in meeting the second objective of emergency response, decreasing

the development of stochastic effects. The analysis showed that the doses for evacuees

obtained till the beginning of evacuation can induce an increase in the spontaneous level of

cancer incidence of 2.6 - 7.7% among exposed children and in 6.3 - 13.1% among exposed

adults (using different models for prediction of the health consequences of exposure). This

increase could be definitely prevented by performing the evacuation at the early stage or by

effective sheltering which was not done at all in Belarus.

The prognosis was made for the possible dose levels for the Belarusian population in case of a

hypothetical accident at the Ignalina NPP (Lithuania). Belarusian territory is within 7 km of the

plant. The analysis was done using the computer models RASCAL NRC USA [2] and

InterRAS. The following release fractions were used for calculation (Table 1).

The estimation of doses was done using assuming a constant wind direction and the regular

approaches and dose coefficients [3,4,5,6,7,8]. In both cases it was assumed that there was

severe core melting/damage but the releases are only a fraction of these release from

Chernobyl. These lower release fractions were used to better estimate the maximum dose

received by a release over the course of an accident. Scenario A and B differed from each
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other based on the duration and the height of the release. The release assumed under the

scenario A was characterized by longer duration then under scenario B and was at the ground

level.

Table 1

Release fractions used for the assessment of hypothetical accident at the

Ignalina NPP in comparison with the Chernobyl accident

Radionuclide

I
Cs
Sr

Release fraction, %
Hypothetical accident at the Ignalina NPP

Scenario A
14
10
1

Scenario B
3.5
2.5
0.3

Accident at the Chernobyl
NPP 26.04.86

50-60
20-40

4-6

Table 2 shows the distances to which various protective measures would be called for by

IAEA criteria for these scenarios. Note this is for a ground level hypothetical release with the

release fraction lower than during the Chernobyl accident.

Table 2

Distance from the Ignalina NPP on which the IAEA criteria for decision-making

will be exceeded in a case of the hypothetical accidents

Type of intervention

Threshold for the development of
acute radiation sickness
Evacuation
Thyroid blocking
Relocation
Restriction of milk consumption
Restriction of vegetables
consumption

IAEA criteria

1000 mSv

50mSv
100 mSv
30mSv

0.1 kBq/1
l.OkBq/kg

Distance (km) from Ignalina NPP
Scenario A

25

450
>550
100

>550
>55O

Scenario B
-

-
25-300

-

>550
>55O

The results of prognosis are definitely characterized by uncertainty, connected with the

characteristics of the release, assumptions for weather conditions and dose calculation. It is

known that any model cannot predict the consequences of the severe accident with the high

level of confidence [9,10]. Nevertheless, the results of model projection can be used at the

stage of the emergency planning along with the precise consideration of the real experience. In

our case, the results of prediction clearly shows that delay in evacuation in the case of ground

level release could lead to the early death even relatively far from the plant.
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The first lesson learned from this analysis is the necessity of early notification about the nuclear

accident. This problem is not difficult to solve within the country where the reactor is located.

However when the notification of neighboring countries to be done, political, legal and other

aspects are influencing the time of the notification. That is why the arrangements of bilateral

and multilateral agreements should be completed in advance. The notification of neighboring

countries through the IAEA under the Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident

is too slow to lead to the effective early protective actions within the close territories to the

reactor. It is necessary to admit that the arrangements for bi- and multilateral agreements have

been completed for a number of countries after the Chernobyl accident. However, these

arrangements are done at the governmental level between the countries. The experience says

that in order to arrange the early protective measures in time the decisions should be often

made at the local level of the non-reactor country. It means that the presence of a national level

bilateral agreement itself sometimes will not solve the problems of early protection of the

population. After development of such an agreement the legal arrangements within the non-

reactor country should include the right for decision making at the local level in the event of a

very severe accident. This combined with provisions for direct notification by the plant allows

for prompt implementation of protective action in all areas near the plant. That could be

accomplished through updated emergency plans with the clear assignment of responsibilities to

implement protective action promptly in the event of a very severe accident (core melt) for all

areas near the plants.

Another aspect of the Chernobyl accident supports the early protection of population in non-

reactor country by the establishment of provisions to promptly conduct monitoring in the

country and arrangements for the exchange of information with the reactor country. In

Belarus, for instance, the effective net of monitoring is provided for in the territory close to the

Ignalina NPP. However it would not totally solve the problems associated with making

decisions about preventive evacuation or sheltering. In order to reach that goal, the exchange

of data from monitoring should be agreed and arranged between the countries. Such exchange

of monitoring data should include notification to conduct agricultural countermeasures and

intervention related to food. Belarusian experience showed that contaminated food was one of

the main sources of doses to the population far from the reactor. Ingestion was the primary

source of thyroid doses, in particular [11].
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Belarus also has obtained very valuable data from the analysis of the effectiveness for different

types of intervention carried out to protection of the thyroid gland. After the Chernobyl

accident, the majority of Belarusian territory was contaminated with 1-131. In five out of 6

regions of Belarus the density of contamination with 1-131 ranged from 0.4 to 37 MBq/m2 [1].

The highest levels of contamination density were registered on the territories closest to the

NPP in the southern part of Belarus. In general the contamination decreased with the distance

from the NPP, but there were hot spots, areas with higher contamination, found at significant

distances from the NPP.

Because of the late warning of the population and incompleteness of measurements for thyroid

protection, significant doses were formed in the thyroid glands of Belarusian people. Children

up to 6 years old who lived in the southern part of Belarus received highest thyroid doses.

Exposure from 1-131 resulted in the development of thyroid stochastic consequences among

the exposed population. Low efficiency of thyroid gland protection performed in Belarus

resulted in development of radiation-induced thyroid cancer case not only among the

population of the nearby territories but also among the population at considerable long-

distance territories [12]. While the average density of contamination decreased with distance

from the NPP, the collective dose increased with distance. Thus it would be expected that most

of the thyroid cancers would be seen further from the NPP. This was has been confirmed to be

the case in Belarus.

Among persons less than 18 years old who were evacuated from the 30-km zone of Belarusian

territory 4 thyroid cancer cases were observed. All these cases were registered after the end of

latent period for the radiation induced thyroid cancer. Taking into account spontaneous rate of

the disease in this age group and number of evacuated persons, all these cases can be

considered as accident-induced. However, the vast majority, more than 90%, of the thyroid

cancers (of all registered after the accident) were diagnosed among those living more than 50

km from the site. This fact is explained by the concept of collective dose, which is the main

parameter correlated with the number of radiation-induced stochastic effects. From radiation

protection point of view the distribution of the registered thyroid cancer cases among

inhabitants of the territories located at the different distances from the Chernobyl NPP is an
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argument for the necessity of iodine prophylaxis for the inhabitants of the territories located far

from the site of accident if the objective is to reduce stochastic effects.

The Chernobyl health consequence in Belarus showed that children are the critical group for

the development of the thyroid cancer. However, there is no complete data yet to clearly show

absolute absence of increase of thyroid cancer among adults. In addition, the Polish experience

during the Chernobyl accident showed a very low number of serious side effects from

administration of stable iodine (2 serious side effects for adults with known iodide sensitivity

among total of 17.5 million doses of KI given to children and adults) [13, 14]. The Polish

experience also showed that under accident conditions the population of different ages would

start to use the stable iodine even without instructions to do so. Therefore, from practical point

of view, it is unnecessary to have the separate criteria for thyroid gland protection of children

and adults.

A system is in place in Belarus to protect the thyroid of the inhabitants of the Belarusian

territories located close to the Ignalina NPP. More than 20,000 people are living in the

Belarusian part of the 30-km zone. Among this population the stable iodine is distribution in

advance. Tablets of stable iodine along with instruction of use are located in the family first-aid

sets. Additional stocks of the tablets are in local medical services. In every local medical

service there is special trained person and transport to go along a predetermined route to

distribute additional tablets of stable iodine when necessary. The combination of such

availability of stable iodine in families and local medical services is a strong guarantee the first

dose of iodine will be taken during first hours after making the decision to perform iodine

prophylaxis. The decision is made by the head of medical service at the district level based on

the criterion of gamma dose rate. Efficacy of this system was tested during exercises at the

territory of the Belarusian side of the 30-km zone. The results of the exercises showed that

during 3-6 hours after the warning signal iodine prophylaxis was performed for 95% of the

population. The emergency plan not only makes provisions for iodine prophylaxis but also for

sheltering and evacuation if criteria of gamma dose rate is exceeded.

One of the important actions to reduce ingestion of radioiodine is the restriction of

consumption for the potentially contaminated local foods (in particular, milk and leaf

vegetables). In the territory of Belarus close to the Ignalina NPP radiation survey teams with
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all necessary equipment to collect samples were organized. While in-situ gamma spectroscopy

could provide very fast assessments it is not yet available. Therefore the analyses would be

performed in laboratories and thus would result in some delays. For the territories that are far

from the NPP provisions for collection and analyzing of samples also exist. As for the thyroid

blocking among the population far fromThe^NPP there are centralized stocks of stable iodine in

medical services and pharmacies without predistribution of the tablets. After the decision about

thyroid blocking the distribution of the tablets will be performed through the medical system.

CONCLUSION

The possibility of transboundary impact was clearly demonstrated during the Chernobyl

accident. The experience of Belarus in dealing with the Chernobyl accident highlights several

critical aspects of radiation emergency preparedness as necessary in providing adequate

protection of the population, especially in the acute phase of the event. Corrected by the

Chernobyl experience, emergency response plans should provide timely protection of the

population. For the counties without an NPP one of the most important issues is the

establishment of information exchange with the NPP country at the earliest stage of the

accident. This should be done in advance and include prompt notification of all the officials

responsible for implementation of protective action near the plant (e.g., within 30 km). The

exchange of monitoring data should also be organized within the agreements between the

countries. The thyroid gland protection using stable iodine should be preplanned not only near

the NPP but also up to 300-500 kilometers from the site. The single criterion for decision

making regarding the thyroid gland protection of children (excluding infants) and adults is

reasonable from practical point of view.
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ABSTRACT
Under its Technical Co-operation programme the International Atomic Energy Agency has
implementing a Regional Project RER/9/050:- Harmonisation of Regional Nuclear Emergency
Preparedness - for its Member States in the Europe region since 1997. The background of the
project together with its achievements and future plans are presented in this paper.

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

Recent experience in nuclear and radiological emergencies has clearly shown that such

accidents could have had consequences that might have called for protective actions in

neighbouring countries. The experience has also demonstrated that effective emergency

preparedness for the response to radiological accidents should be arranged in all countries to

achieve the goal of timely and adequate protection of the public. In general, compatible plans

and procedures in neighbouring countries which are based on a common understanding of

national decision-making provide the basis for effective radiation protection of the population.

At the request of Member States and convinced of the need for shared and harmonised efforts

between countries to achieve this goal the International Atomic Energy Agency has been

implementing the Europe regional Technical Co-operation Project RER/9/050:-

"Harmonisation of Regional Nuclear Emergency Preparedness" since 1997. Currently 22

Member States participate in the project while Denmark, Germany, Finland, France, Norway,

Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and European Union are participating as observers.
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The technical background for the initial problems to be solved within the project is contained in

two IAEA documents published in 1997: Method for the development of emergency response

preparedness for nuclear or radiological accidents (IAEA-TECDOC-953) [1] and Generic

assessment procedures for determining protective actions during a reactor accidents (IAEA-

TECDOC-955) [2]. They provide practical information on the development and

implementation of emergency preparedness arrangements as well as procedures for

determining protective actions for accidents at nuclear reactors. Later documents such as

Generic procedures for monitoring in a nuclear or radiological emergency (IAEA-TECDOC-

1092) [3] and Generic procedures for assessment and response during a radiological

emergency (IAEA-TECDOC-draft) [4] extend the set of practical guidance documents for the

project.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

The project's implementation strategy has been that of a step-by step approach to establish

adequate capabilities for response in a case of a nuclear or radiological emergency. The first

activities were based on the common understanding of the necessity to develop appropriate

emergency plans in each country, and importantly, to ensure that all relevant intervening

organizations in the country were involved in the development of those plans. Following this

phase the important issue of common approaches to emergency classification for NPPs was

presented. In addition to the classification scheme for PWR reactors [2] specific schemes for

RBMK and CANDU-600 reactors were developed. Approved schemes of emergency

classification were implemented in 2 countries, and major progress in the development of plant

specific schemes, with foreseen approval in year 2000, was achieved in 5 countries.

NOTIFICATION ARRANGEMENTS

The necessity of adequate notification arrangements has also been intensively discussed within

the project. The notification of neighbouring countries through the IAEA under the

Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident [5] cannot be used as the mechanism

to meet objectives of Convention, hence Member States needed to develop their own, national

procedures, but harmonised with their neighbouring countries. To meet this need a

harmonised fax form for prompt notification of a nuclear or radiological accident as well as

model procedures for information flow between a nuclear power plant, local and national

authorities and also international organizations using normal communication means were
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developed. The fax form for international notification and the European Commission ECURIE

arrangements have been jointly harmonised.

Additionally, discussions regarding the emergency planning zones and operational intervention

levels resulted in the development and implementation of the levels based on the international

approach.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND ACTIVITIES

The project has been managed, and continues to be, through meetings of the Member State

representatives (Project Steering Group Meetings and Area Co-ordination Group Meetings),

topical working groups, regional train-the-trainers workshops and emergency exercises.

The Area Co-ordination Group Meetings play the central role for the practical implementation

of the project. During these meetings the steps of implementation are reported, jointly

discussed and the future activities are planned in detail within the broad project workplan. At

the annual Project Steering Group Meetings, which play an important role in the strategic

development of the project, each National Co-ordinator reports on the achievements and

presents current national issues. The considerable progress made during the first phase of the

project presented the opportunity to proceed to further issues related to emergency monitoring

and public information. The workshops on emergency monitoring procedures were held in the

Ukraine not far from Kiev at a location that gave the participants the opportunity to conduct

some of the field exercises in a real, contaminated (albeit not hazardous) environment - the

Chernobyl Exclusion Zone. At this very unique workshop new IAEA training material and

guidance on the subject was presented to future national trainers.

Regional train-the trainers workshops are both effective and efficient at the transfer of

experience because the national trainers then go on to teach at the national workshops in their

own countries (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Output of the regional train-the trainers workshops in 1998-1999.

PROJECT PROGRESS AND PLANS

Joint efforts within the project and a general willingness to strengthen emergency preparedness

resulted in performance improvements throughout the region, but at differing rates. Progress

has varied according to the pre-existing levels of national organisation, resources and

infrastructures. However, according to information from the project participants, the level of

emergency preparedness within the region has demonstrably improved since the project

inception. The experience gained is also being fed back into new editions of the practical

manuals and training materials, and is serving as a model for similar projects in East Asia and

Pacific, and Latin America. Moreover the feedback is contributing to the revision of new

standards on emergency preparedness and response for future co-sponsoring by WHO, NEA

(OECD), FAO and IAEA.

Future objectives for the project are to assist in the production of a self-sustaining system for

co-operation on emergency planning, exercised nationally and regionally, and the

harmonisation of arrangements with countries of the European Union. At present the only

identified practical conflict lies with the intervention levels for food moving into international

trade, which differ between the EV [6] and the FAO, IAEA, WHO, PAHO, OECD (NEA),

ILO International Basic Safety Standards [7].
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As the project moves into a new IAEA Technical Co-operation programming cycle for the

period 2001 -2002, it will be proposed to Member States that the project moves to its new

phase under the umbrella title of "Harmonisation and Strengthening of Regional Preparedness

and Response for Nuclear and Radiological Emergencies and their Medical Aspects". Building

on experience gained integration of projects on other aspects of emergency response is

foreseen.
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Summary

In the paper the problem of efficient, adequate and full information and education
of the population as one of the most important aspects of nuclear emergency situations
is discussed. It is shown that information and education in these situation must follow
major principles of democratic information, that all decisions must be made in advance
and in full co-ordination as well as with a full responsibility of the development of the
situation. Furthermore, effective information is seen as a missing link in different
nuclear emergency situation so far. A model of effective information is discussed and
proposed.

/. Introduction

Major analysis of several nuclear emergency situations had shown that the key

element with the decisive influence on the development of situation during the accidents

as well as after the accident had been incomplete and unsystematic information of the

public on the accident. Many deficiencies had been noted even before the accident itself

happened which comprised of the lack of a specific system of information as well as the

elaborated actions, strategies and policy building in the case of nuclear emergency

event.

It came out that the lack of proper information and education of the public during

the accident is a consequence of two situations: from one side, a general belief that the

nuclear installation itself is unmistakable in full control and a conviction that every

potential accident could be avoided and/or efficiently managed. From the other side, the

general public was usually perceived as an illegitimate partner, which is useless to talk

to and discuss the matters. It seemed that doing that, many have forgotten that the

accidents happen in real social settings in which a concrete and real public lives who is

definitely interested for its environment, its appearance as well as for the nature of

technical devices which are located in the community.
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But, it is quite certain that consequences of several emergency nuclear situations

had shown that the lack of taking into account the believes and convictions of all actors

included in the decision making procedures had brought about to the unexpected

consequence: uninformed public reacted in panic, and the decision makers (individual

"and collective actors) as well as the state lost their credibility for a long period, even

forever.

It is clear, from our discussion so far, that "wrong treatment" of the public had

been an outcome of two major processes: education and information of the public.

These two processes are not separated due to their different importance, but due to the

accent which should be given to each of them in accordance with the current status of

nuclear plants. So, education of public should be more typical when the nuclear plants

are functioning normally, and information of the public would be more typical when

there is an emergency situation. It is also obvious that efficient information is a result of

good education.

The public in Croatia has been taken more and more as a legitimate partner in the

bargaining procedures or more generally in the decision making procedures. Also, the

respect of public in general should be an unavoidable part of normal democratic

procedure in any country. In this sense, a proper, full and honest information of the

public about nuclear power plants is only a part of the full programme of the

preparedness in the case of nuclear emergency situations.

It should also be clear that education and information as two necessary processes

should be evaluated carefully with a clear goal what to pursue: full, deep, instant and

clear information on all aspects on nuclear installations in their normal stages of

activities as well as in different accidental stages is a prerequisite for developing a

democratic society.

//. Major principles of information on risk installations and issues

Major principles of information on risk installations and issues should follow some

rules which usually include the following:

1) The relationship with the community (area) to which information are forwarded:

a) A community must be respected as an equal partner;

b) Every action in information process must be carefully planned and evaluated

(simulated). Two major aspects are the most important here:(l) Segmentation of the
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public according to the localized subgroups; (2) Segmentation of the public according

to the programmed and planned actions.

c) Specific interests of the public must be carefully registered

d) When informing, principles of honesty, openness and clarity must be obeyed

e) When informing the public, it should be useful to connect information activities with

other sources of information to which the public already has trust

f) A simple jargon should be used when informing the public on complex issues

2) Different types of public must be registered:

a) A general public, which usually shows only a generalized and broad interest for the

issues. But, it can quickly be turned into specialized, localized, interested and activated

public if a certain issue will start to affect the public (area). This type of public can

quickly evolve into a segmented publics due to:(l) potential accident, (2) closeness of

the accident, (3) rumours on the accident, and (4) earlier happenings of similar

nature which show later that even the general public was partly hit by the consequences

of a certain accident.

b) Local public which is contextualized and senzitized by the very development of an

accident. It is a part of general public and as such it can stimulate similar reactions

within the general public too.

We should note here also the fact that a local public is a reality for itself, but that it

has be conceived as a symbolic reality too. It is a real category according to the criteria

of the accidental situation (a local context), but at the same time it s of a symbolic

nature due to the behavior of the people in accordance to the different perceptions of

the potential danger (broader context).

3) Different types and ways of media activities and actions

a) News on the accident must be clear and instant. Delayed information affected by

technical components is a consequence most often because of: (1) not enough clear

technical characteristics of the accident, (2) unsatisfactorily evaluated scenarios of

possible developments, (3) unexpected and unforeseen networking of different

mistakes, which in many cases had brought about to the synergetic feed-back complex

men-machine situations which could not be solved quickly and efficiently following the

prepared scenarios, (4) due to the idea ("need") to shadow technical and/or human

mistakes which had brought to the accident, and (5) due to the development of an

accident which was not fully foreseen in its totality.
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Delayed information in accordance with non-technical components could result

from the following:(l) unclear competencies on the matter who should launch and

spread out the information to the public, (2) non-existence or low elaborated system of

information for accidental situations, (3) state of confusion, and (4) ideas that

information sliould be shadowed due to the fear of public reactions, panic, shame, and

reactions of an international community and the like.

b) Only clear and informative facts should be delivered as information to the public. If

delayed, wrong and stylized facts and data are launched to the public can provoke a

long-term damage due to the following: (1) with the development of an accident, it is

clear that unavoidably all real facts and data will be finally found out (one day), (2) this

situation will make a much greater damage to the nuclear industry in particular, the

state and to many respectable individuals involved.

c) News conferences should be organized as a way of communication with the public.

According to the experiences, news conferences are the best way how clear, precise

and reliable information are launched to the public. They must be organized in regular

timeframes, frequently and, if needed, specially organized.

d) Information concerning the accident must be personalized, or placed within a circle

of respected persons. This means that these respected individuals must be called upon

to speak to the public directly through different media - TV, radio or at the news

conferences.

(4). A precise use of different information techniques should include the following: a) a

professional jargon should be avoided at any price when addressing the public, b) use of

positive and/or neutral notions or terms is highly recommended, c) use of self-

understandable examples and analogies which will facilitate the understanding of the

whole situation is also highly advisable. When using analogies, some things should be

avoided, as for example: (1) the use of statistical data, (2) the analogies in which a great

part of the public is rarely taking part should also be avoided, (3) the examples which

will include the enumeration of deaths as a result of a certain accident in the

probabilistic, statistical or analogical sense should also be avoided, d) the leading

figures must take (at least) some responsibility and this is also expected by the public.

This is necessary because something surely had happened which caused the accident or

a nuclear emergency situation.
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e) It is also important to understand that everything which is transmitted to the public is

registered by that public for an extended period of time.

f) When there is a crisis period, an emergency information planning situation must be

carefully put in action at once. General preparedness for accidents in the nuclear power

plant must include also an element of preparedness of the system of information.

g) Information must be launched with no delay. Different experiences had shown that

the first 24 hours after the beginning of an accident are the most critical for the

potential later loose of credibility.

IT) Information must be regular, full and clear.

For better understanding of information management in the case of nuclear

accident some other elements must also be distinguished.

1) The distance from the place where the accident occurs, or, as a consequence of the

emergency situation the existence of different zones of potential danger: a) a zone of

urgent measures to be taken, and b) a zone with long term measures to be applied.

2) A type of information in relation to the accidental situation or during the normal

functioning-in the latter case, the information should be primarily focused on the

following: (a) educational activities, and in the case of an accidental situation, (b)

principles of quick, regular and non-delayed information techniques as a part of

emergency planning preparedness activities must be applied at once.

Population education on nuclear risk issues should not be different for different

publics living close or further from the plant, but the information complex in the case of

accidental situation is activated with an emphasis on the immediate danger zone. It is

obvious that a prerequisite for an efficient information system in accident situation is a

high level of education of general population, but education of population as itself is

not a guarantee that the information will be better accepted by the public.

3) Information ways in relation to the normal or accident situation

(a) When there is a case of normal functioning of a nuclear plant installation, there

is no special need that information should have a prescribed form, frequency and

directness. In another words, the information could be more likely to a general

education of the population.

(b) But, in the case of a nuclear emergency situation, information should be very

clear, frequent, efficient and straight.

///. Principles of formulation of the information for population
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How to formulate information for different strata of population on the activities of

nuclear plants depends on the following major elements.

1. Spatial dimension

If this dimension is taken into account, three types of public can be differentiated;-

a) General public. In there is a situation of an nuclear accident a spatial dimension

is only one of the variables which influences the type of measures to be taken into

account. The information on the accident could be the same for all types of public.

b) Public in the endangered (closest) zone must be more precisely informed.

c) Public in the wider area should also be precisely informed (see earlier).

2. Characterization of the situation

a) Normal nuclear plant activities include primary an education of population.

b) An accident situation presupposes primary an information activity.

3. Dispensability of media means

a) Information should be organized with all dispensable media means at hand

(radio, TV, newspapers, special bulletins, fliers, etc.).

4. The decision on the character and types of information should be in the hand of all

responsible, and final decision must be made by the highest level of state organs.

IV. Character and forms of information for different situations and types of public

Information should be dependant on the characteristics of the overall situation -

normal functioning of the nuclear plant or accidental status, larger or inner zones in

potential danger, etc.

1) The case of normal functioning and the types of information which should be

developed:a) different types of educational and/or information seminars, courses and

workshops (mostly for the inhabitants of the wider zone), b) targeted bulletins to be

delivered free of charge to the population in all areas, c) targeted shorter and simplified

TV information on the subject matter (the broadest public), d) targeted radio short

emissions (the broadest public), e) information on the matter on the Internet.

2) Nuclear emergency situation:

a) Information should be standardized and a part of the regular plan of actions

within the complex programme of an emergency planning (carefully planned in advance

and standardized, with clear flows of actions as well as with clear division of

responsibilities and roles of each actor in the information process), b) The information
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must be dynamically contextualized (changeable and adapted to the social milieu and

dependable on the specific characteristicsof the situation).c) The information must be

specifically stilized in regard to the type of public it is oriented to.

V. Types of information presentation

Some important criteria which should be" followed in regard to the types of

information presentation are the following:

(1) A type of public the information are addressed.

a) General type of information for the general public (education of the public,

targeted information from time to time, flexible patterns), b) More specific type of

information for the public in the immediate zone (specific education of the public,

standardized types of communication with the variations adapted to the situation)

(2) In regard to the format of the information, the following should be observed:

(a) Written materials (articles in the newspapers, simple bulletins, fliers, etc.), (b)

Not printed materials (TV and radio broadcasts of the temporary nature, presented on

public and private media, internet page with information, etc.).

(3) In regard to the normal activity of the nuclear installation or in the case of an

emergency situation the information should have a following form: (a) Normal activity -

more flexible forms of presentation for the public in all zones, (b) Nuclear emergency

situation - frequent and clear information launched from the centre for emergency

situations with clear messages and with the use of all possible information means. Clear

and short reports on the development of the situation must be transmitted to the

population in regular time intervals on all means of communication.

VI. A model and content of the information

A model of information is of the same kind, but with an important variation in

regard to two major scenarios: a) a scenario of the normal situation, b) a scenario of the

case of a nuclear emergency situation.

In both cases, the information model should follow the general scheme of the

relationships between all actors involved in the case of emergency planning situation, or

in another words, in the case of an nuclear emergency. It also should be emphasised

that every link in the communication process must process information and deliver them

further to other actors in the original and genuine form. Furthermore, a spatial variable

and its connection to the type of information in the case of nuclear emergency is

probably less relevant then in the case of normal functioning of the nuclear plant -
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simply, it could be predicted that all citizens would be highly interested for every

information concerning the accident with no importance how far away they live from

the actual location of the plant. They will be also very interested in all types of actions

which will be recommended to the nearby inhabitants which means that everyone will

be trying to follow all the precautionary measures and actions which will be asked from

the inhabitants closest to the centre of the accident.

5) The content of information which are delivered to the public should contain also

the following elements: (a) the data on the accident - dimensions, major reasons and

anticipated consequences as well as predicted phases and demanded actions of the

public; (b) the data on the evident, expected and potential consequences of the accident

with detailed description of the consequences in regard to the space, time, expected

damages, actions to be taken by the government, agencies and inhabitants, etc.; (c) the

data on all necessary actions which the population should do within the given time

horizon and in regard to the distance from the centre of the accident; (d) the data on the

short and long term elements and protection measures which the population is expected

to comply to; (e) the data on the movement and individual actions which population

must or must not engage with individually; (f) the data on the regular and additional

information which are available to the population on the accident and the general

development of the situation (source-place-means of the information); (g) the data on

the persons and centres where protection equipment and other necessary items will be

distributed (source-place-means of the information), (h) the data on the changes of the

situation with expected changes in people's behaviour (source-place-means of the

information); (i) an overview of the actions which are already taken and on the planned

actions for the future in regard to the current developments (source-place-means of the

information).

VII. Conclusions

In this paper, we showed the importance of the adequate information strategies and

techniques which should be used in the case of nuclear emergency. This is only a short

presentation of the major steps and actions which should follow. Due to the experiences

with nuclear emergency situation within the last few decades, the "missing link" in any

type of nuclear emergency situation was an adequate information approach. It is our

hope that this paper will contribute a little to bridge this gap which exists between the
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public perception of nuclear energy and expert convictions that information of the

general public about nuclear safety is of a minor importance.
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Abstract

The paper describes how to develop a balanced emergency plan, which realistically reflect the interfaces with various
emergency organizations. The use of resources should be optimized with focusing on the most likely accidents. The
pitfalls of writing an emergency plan without "big picture" in mind should be avoided. It is absolutely essential to have
a clear definition of responsibilities and to have proper understanding of the tasks in between all counterparts in the
emergency preparedness. Special attention should be paid to off-site part of the nuclear emergency preparedness,
because the people involved in it usually receive less training than the on-site personnel and they are not specialized
for nuclear emergencies but deal with all sorts of emergencies.

1. Introduction

When dealing with the nuclear emergency planning there is always a set of questions, which can usually
be put as follows:

what (which accidents) shall be addressed by the emergency plan?
how much emergency planning is satisfactory?
which are the important issues to be addressed by the emergency plan?

The experience gained during the exercises shows that countries with small or even without nuclear
program can have difficulties to bring the nuclear emergency preparedness on a satisfactory level because
of the lack of staff, who are competent and knowledgeable in the field of emergency preparedness.

The aim of the paper is to address the above mentioned questions in order to avoid too detailed planning
for the potential accidents with very low likelihood of occurrence and to provide effective use of resources,
briefly, to develop a balanced emergency plan.

The important steps are the following:
impact and probability assessment of the potential accidents (from the nuclear accidents to the re-
entry of the satellite with radioactive material),
organizational structure (to define the responsibilities of nuclear regulatory body and civil protection
organization, the role of weather service, other institutions, hierarchical structure - levels of
command, identification of the response elements, which are similar to other accidents)
assessment of the situation (expert teams, radiological survey teams, monitoring network, means
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for accident assessment),
mitigation of the accident {emergency workers, on-duty staff to provide quick response)
protective actions (long term, short term) and medical aid,
communication network (reliability, redundance, type of transmitted data),
information to the population (about the emergency preparedness in the state and about the
accident, if it takes place),
maintenance of the emergency preparedness through training, drills and exercises for all members
of the emergency organization (feedback of the experiences into the system), tests and calibration
of the equipment.

2. Writing an Emergency Plan

How to start writing an emergency plan is described in TECDOC-953 [1] assuming the role of a national
coordinator to whom the power is given to resolve competency cases and to distribute the responsibilities
and to request the feedback from the involved authorities. The TECDOC-953 says that coordinator should
have sufficient decisional authority to assure an effective coordination process, but on the other hand,
he/she should have in-depth technical and operational knowledge. These two requirements seems to be
a little bit contradictory, that one person have all this capacities. Nevertheless, if these capacities are in one
or many persons, it is important that the people responsible to set up an emergency plan have the authority
to request for all the data they may need, and to impose certain solutions to other organizations in order
to meet, in a way, standardized response for an emergency.

In designing (conceptual thinking) emergency plan one has to think about all aspects: from the scope
(postulated set of events or initiating events) up to the training and exercises. Effective plan means
balanced plan. The attention should be paid to all key elements with approximately the same level of
attention to detail. E.g. good equipment without proper training means a little contribution to the emergency
preparedness. For the emergency planning one should bear in mind the old saying that the chain is as
strong as the weakest element.

The paper can carry more or less than it is the actual status, therefore one might assume that balanced
plan should reflect actual situation. Writing an emergency plan does not give complete freedom to the
imagination and should not be written in the style "what is nice to have". In some cases the positive
approach could be justified in terms, that the emergency plan comprises more than it really exists. This can
be acceptable only in cases that the writers are aware of the fact that the temporary overshooting will be
rectified in the nearest future. Therefore the discrepancy between real situation and the plan will vanish,
and the plan need not to be corrected after the change had been implemented, because the change had
been foreseen in advance.

Planning is repetitive (forth and back) and alive process. Once one goes through all the steps of the
emergency plan, the reevaluation of the plan is needed to identify the weaknesses and to introduce the
new solutions into the plan, written plans and procedures are essential for the success of the emergency
actions. Plans and procedures reflects the state-of-the-art of the emergency preparedness. One can, for
instance, follow the development of the organization, the scope and the depth of planning, the frequency
and the program of the emergency personnel training. The authors of the procedures learn a lot during
writing the procedures, once the revision takes place - the actions and interfaces in the procedures shall
be thought over again, any changes in the organization shall be meticulously recorded in the procedures.
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2. a Assessment of the potential accidents

To find out which accidents should be addressed by the emergency plan a probability of the accidents and
their potential impact should be evaluated. This can be done by simple methods: getting the data from the
previous (the same or similar) accidents and to assess the likelihood of occurrence and the damage caused
by the accident to get the right perspective. The likelihood of the event "multiplied" by the damage (in terms
of dose, costs, affected population, discarded goods) can be used as measure of the importance of the
events to be comprised in the emergency plan.

2.b Organizational Structure

One way to determine the responsibilities during a nuclear or radiation emergency is designating the role
of the "lead agency" [2].

The development of an emergency plan can not be effective unless some preparatory work is performed.
A lead organization shall be determined to coordinate, organize and lead emergency response in the
country. It is necessary to include all the organizations with the relevant experience and responsibilities in
a radiological or nuclear emergencies.

Lead technical agency, which is responsible for co-ordination and technical support functions which begin
with the initial notification of the radiological emergency, should be specified,, for instance, for the following
types of accidents:

nuclear or radiological accident at non-medical or medical activities,
transportation of radioactive materials,
impact of a source, which is located abroad,
re-entry of satellite with nuclear material.

The useful practice to share and to define the responsibilities between different authorities is the
"Memorandum of Understanding" (MoU) - or similar document, especially if some overlap in the
responsibilities already exists in the legislation. This method could facilitate the coordination between the
authorities, avoid potential conflict situations between authorities and other organizations, and to assure
effective use of existing means.

It is vital that the role of managers in emergency situation is clearly described and that there is a real
commitment for manager's review and supervision of emergency plans. If the managers and senior civil
servants do not feel, that emergency planning is important, all the efforts can be minimized or even
disappear in a relatively short period of time. The lack of managers dedication can easily be observed from
the involvement of the staff in emergency planning (e.g. time spent for exercises, status and quality of the
equipment, organizational chart and levels of reporting).

2.c Assessment and forecast of the situation

One has to be aware that assessment and forecast of the situation needs experts in different areas from
the meteorology, nuclear engineering, health physics to other technical sciences. It is important to develop
adequate procedures and to identify the sources of information, which is needed to perform this type of job.
Beside the on-line meteorological data and weather forecasts, the source term and its consequences
should be adequately considered. For source term determination the following equipment should be
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available and fully operational: normal and post-accident radiation monitors, core exit thermocouples, post-
accident sampling system (PASS). Procedure for the core damage assessment should be in place using
the post-accident sampling system data (measured specific activities from the RCS, containment sump and
containment atmosphere).

Therefore, all release paths of radioactive gases and particulates to the atmosphere should be controlled
with appropriate higti range radiation monitors. These monitors should be included into Technical
Specifications.

2. of Structure of the State and the Regional Emergency Plans

The State Radiological Emergency Plan (State Plan) should be maintained by proper authority, which has
the mandate to maintain it effectively and should be approved by the highest rank civil servant in the State.
The State Plan should comprise: task assignments for state agencies, state and local government
organization, notification and warning, emergency response with operational concepts and procedures,
accident assessment to determine protective actions, radiological exposure control with intervention levels,
agricultural services for food and feed stuff control, public information with the message templates
comprising actual evacuation routes and zones to be sheltered, communications, decontamination and re-
entry to provide guidance for decontamination of people and vehicles at evacuation assembly centers and
for decontamination of other goods or livestock, emergency highway operations cover traffic control at
traffic control and access control points to the power station jurisdictions, training and exercises.

The Regional Emergency Plans should have the similar structure as the State Plan. They define
responsibilities and concept of response at regional level, and should demonstrate well balanced document
with the State Plan. The Regional Plans should comprise set of procedures. These procedures are
complementary with the State Plan procedures: county, in general, does not change protective action
information but gives additional information on the actual status in the region; in addition there should be
a procedure for evacuation of schools, law enforcement procedure should describe the traffic control inside
the plume exposure planning zone. The radiological officer is mainly responsible for the exposure control
of local emergency workers. Procedures for operation of evacuation assembly areas for each region should
be in place..

2.e Protective actions

Off-site protective action recommendations should be timely given to appropriate authorities. The NPP
should be obliged to recommend protective actions in 15 min. after the "General Emergency" has been
declared. Therefore a short, easy to use and effective procedure should be developed for protective action
recommendations, which was supposed to be based on classification procedure, hi-range radiation
monitors in the containment, pressure in the containment and large potential for release as judged by the
emergency manager. Recommended protective actions should tend to be conservative (in terms of
maximum protection) and are aimed to evacuate population before the radioactive release.

Solid agreements should be concluded with external organizations and clearly described in the emergency
plans. It is important to emphasize that these agreements refer to the assistance of external organizations
in case of on-site (nuclear power plant - external organization) and in case of off-site (state authorities -
external organization). These agreements should refer to the tasks of the external organizations to be
implemented, but at the same time these agreements represent the firm commitment for the external
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organization.

2.f Media relations

Beside the fact the media (e.g. TV, radio) are important to convey the information about the protective
measures, the updated and reliable information shall be given to all the population in the country and
abroad. Rumor Control Room could be available. Rumor Control Room hosts people at telephones who
should provide answers for different inquiries during an emergency. Nuclear Emergency Media Guide could
be distributed to media annually. Nuclear Emergency Media Guide could comprise material for journalists
which is issued once a year and keeps them updated with the information, which is needed to prepare high
quality messages. Nuclear Emergency Media Guide could comprise information on:

exact address and location (map and hoe to get there) of Joint Public Information Center, most
important telephone numbers to reach utility, civil protection authority, nuclear safety authority, web site
URLs,

status report on nuclear power plant and how nuclear power is generated,
data about nuclear power station (fact sheet, photo, directions to the plant, evacuation zone map,

population information),
emergency information (emergency classification, data about actual previous alert, about off-site

emergency organizations),
facts about biological effects of radiation, radiation protection information,
glossary on nuclear and electrical terms,
about liability for nuclear damage.

General information to the public about the emergency planning can be provided in form of a calendar,
pamphlets for transitional population, evacuation map in telephone book yellow pages, toll-free number for
the information about emergency planning.

2.g Maintenance of Emergency Preparedness

Audits of emergency preparedness, not only exercises, should be planned and implemented in regular time
intervals. It is important that the emergency preparedness is a subject of a quality assurance plan, an this
is equally true for on-site as for the off-site preparedness.

Emergency preparedness activities should be covered by the utility's QA program.

The United States'! 0 CFR 50.54 "Conditions of licenses" [3] requires in (t)(1) that licensee shall ensure
that all program elements are reviewed by persons which have no direct responsibility for the
implementation of the emergency preparedness program. The internal audit program should provide
instructions for planning, scheduling, preparing, performing, reporting, following up, tracking and closing
internal audit. Internal audit report should consider:

organisation, procedures, training, drills and exercises, capabilities, interfaces with state and local
governments, corrective actions.

Input for the corrective actions review could be from the previous audits, industry experience and from the
"plant issues" (or "station deviation reports"). The follow-up program to verify the status of previous audit
findings should be in place. Other valuable inputs to the program could be provided through management,
meetings, critiques.
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Beside that the nuclear emergency can be considered as a scientific, technological, meteorological and
health physics problem, it is a logistic problem as well, which involves a lot of people, who can not get
training so frequently as, for instance, front line decision support personnel. It is vital to assure regular,
maybe not so extensive, but clear and concise training of emergency workers as police officers, firefighters,
first aid technicians. Very important is to have regular contacts with these people to feel them aware that
they are a part of the personnel, which might be involved in the implementation of protective actions in case
of a potential nuclear or radiological emergency.

2.h Training, Drills and Exercises

Training program should be designed for particular profiles (jobs) of the emergency response organization.
It is recommendable, that job task analysis is performed before the initial training program was set. Well
developed teaching materials and handouts can contribute to the effectiveness of the training program.
After the training and test has been given there should be also a psihomotoric job test, which should prove
that the candidate can accomplish given tasks in predetermined timeframe.

Before each revision of a procedure becomes effective: assessment if the additional training on procedure
is necessary. A list of training attendance should be kept to keep track when emergency response
organization members are due to take a refresher exists. One interesting practice could be sending
retraining materials with exercises via e-mail to the refresher course participants. Feedback (exercises
solutions) is expected to be given to the instructor.

The small feedback to the training program should be foreseen (e.g. from the exercises). Any change in
the emergency preparedness system should be reflected in the emergency implementation procedures as
well and as a consequence of their change the training program could be modified.

The type and basic scope of drills and exercises should be described in the on-site plan. The Drill/Exercise
Schedule and Scope document should exist for at least two years in advance, but preferable is longer (e.g.
up to five years for major exercises).

It is practical to develop a comprehensive step by step schedule for the preparation of each exercise to
insure all necessary activities are performed (e.g. scope and objectives, approval, draft timeline, perform
simulator runs, develop technical sections, define facilitators, radiological sections, support sections, review,
scenario submittal, critique criteria, resolution and comments, exercise manual finished, briefings, set up
of simulators and equipment, logistics and support preparation, exercise conduct, debriefing, critique,
finalization of exercise files).

After each exercise an exercise evaluation (analysis) should be made and a table of deficiencies found
could be devised, which comprises their resolution, status (resolved or not), assignee and expected due
date for each item. Critical items should be assigned for immediate correction.

3. Conclusions

At the end we should ask ourselves:" Do we have a good emergency plan?". The answer expected is
neither yes nor no, but it should be born in mind, that the emergency planning is a continuous process and
self complacency is not desirable, although the plan might really be good. Emergency plan implies the
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emergency preparedness as well, what means that it is strongly in relation with training and without regular
practice and feedback process the whole plan including preparedness could easily become obsolete.
Simply the emergency planning never ends, but what is the most important for an effective emergency plan.
The most important are the people and their "big picture", what means their understanding of the
emergency plan. It is impossible to foresee all details of a potential emergency, but a reasonable assurance
must be given, that the emergency response can cope even with the situations which can substantially
deviate from the situations assumed by the emergency plan.

[1] IAEA TECDOC-953 Method for the development of emergency response preparedness for nuclear

or radiological accidents, July 1997

[2] IAEA TECDOC-718 A model national emergency response plan for radiological accidents,

September 1993

[3] 10 Code of Federal Regulations 50: "Domestic licensing of production and utilization facilities"
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ABSTRACT

As a part of the postgraduate education at the Medical School of "the University of
Zagreb, different short courses are offered. It has been realised that the knowledge
about radiation and its uses among the Croatian doctors is more than insufficient,
especially if any action for treatment of radiation victims will ever be needed. The
specialised courses of the I. category, offered and described bellow, are meant to provide
the sufficient theoretical knowledge about ionising radiations as well as practical
workshops and exercises in treatment of persons accidentally injured in a nuclear power
plant or similar accident.

INTRODUCTION

When the NPP Krsko was about to get its licence, one of the prerequisites and the
requirements 'sine qua non' was to have a well organised medical emergency centre or,
at least, a specialised hospital ward capable of doing all the necessary medical treatment
in cases of over exposures or excessive contamination of the personnel. As a natural
choice the Department of Nuclear Medicine of the nearest and the biggest Clinical
Hospital Centre in Zagreb was selected for this job. The staff of the Department has had
up till then the largest experience in handling opened and closed radioactive sources as
well as in working with contaminated people and surfaces. The Department owned
equipment, used in everyday work with patients, was recalibrated for use in accidental
situations.

Throughout more than fifteen years of contracted service to the NPP the Emergency
Medical Centre for Radiation Medicine and Protection developed to a modern centre,
unique in this part of Europe. It is well equipped with special and dedicated
instrumentation, from simple radiation monitors to whole body counter with "in vivo"
gamma spectroscopy, laboratory for alpha and betha counting of human body secreta
samples and dedicated cytology able to analyse effects of radiation on the cell level. A
special decontamination unit, which can handle even heavily wounded people, has been
constructed. Medical doctors and health physicists have attended special courses in Oak
Ridge, Boston, Argonne and Paris to improve their knowledge and qualifications. The
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Centre is door-to-door to the main surgery and one floor below the haematology with six
bone marrow transplantation sterile units. It has also a small, especially built hospital
separation ward with six beds for possible worst case patients. In the emergency plans
and written procedures for treatment of patients all major international documents
published by the IAEA, ICRP, MIRD, etc. are respected as well as the experiences of
some world known experts published elsewhere.

On the other hand, there is a broad population of medical doctors in Croatia who might
have to deal with radiation victims in case of a nuclear accident of any kind, but who
have inadequate or no knowledge of radiation, its consequences on human health and
would have lots of problems when asked to treat overexposed and/or contaminated
people. So, a Specialised Postgraduate Course dealing with this matter as a joined effort
of the Department of Nuclear Medicine and the Medical School of the University of
Zagreb was initiated.

ABOUT THE COURSES

The first Postgraduate Course was based on the previous nonuniversity course, a very
successful one, held in November 1990 for the participants from all parts of former
Yugoslavia by the staff of the Department of Nuclear Medicine only. That course was
discontinued because of the war situation and the decomposition of Yugoslavia. The
new Postgraduate Course was organised in November 1991 for Croatian doctors. It was
found very good and useful. Adding more interesting subjects and exercises, updating it
with recent scientific data on new accidents, the course was enlarged and repeated in
May 1996.

The new course, scheduled for the spring of 1998, was split to two courses. The reason
was the idea to include as many exercises as possible, the final drill exercise with
simulated accident, all new data and results of the post Chernobyl studies, different
epidemiological studies, the suggestions of the participants, new dosimetry software,
which should be explained with hands on the computers, the interest of Croatian army
for some special subjects, the law on radiation protection, etc... The first one, in which
more theoretical subjects were covered, had the title "Medical Procedures in Case of a
Nuclear Accidents" and lasted for three days. The attendance of that course was a
prerequisite for the other one which followed immediately after it under the name
"Acceptance and Medical Care of Persons Irradiated and Contaminated in a Nuclear
Accident". The idea of this course was to make it more practical with lots of exercises,
measurements, monitoring, doing actual decontamination, spectral analysis and so on.
At the end of the courses there were an overall drill exercise as well as written and oral
examinations with certificates for those who passed them successfully.

OVERVIEW OF THE COURSES

Both courses had about 40% of lecturers coming from the University staff, the rest
making part of the Clinical Department of Nuclear Medicine and Radiation Protection,
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with some foreign guest experts. It guaranteed the high level of scientific approach to
the subject. Here is the short program of both courses:

MEDICAL PROCEDURES IN CASE OF A NUCLEAR ACCIDENT

1. Spotting the problem - Ecology and nuclear power production. Real risk evaluation. -
2. Historical review of major nuclear power plant accidents. Twelve years after Chernobyl.
3. Basics of nuclear and radiation physics. Interaction of radiation with matter. Basics of dosimetry and

radiation protection.
4. Basis of radiobiology. Effects of ionising radiations on human organism.
5. EXERCISE 1: Working with radiation monitors.
6. Late effects of ionising radiations. Interpretation of epidemiological studies.
7. External contamination and methods of decontamination. Maximal permissible body burden and

intervention levels for medical and/or hospital treatment
8. Internal contamination and methods of decontamination.
9. EXERCISE 2: External decontamination, decontamination of wounds and of heavily injured persons.
10. Nuclear weapons and medical consequences of nuclear warfare- Radiological properties of fallout

Effects of ionising radiations on the brain and the behaviour.
11. Principles and methods of internal dosimetry.
12. EXERCISE 3: The PC-based 'REMEDY+' program for dose estimation a) on the basis of biological

excreta measurements and b) using the WBC data.
13. Methods of biological dosimetry. Cytogenetic and haematological techniques for dose estimation after a

nuclear accident
14. Types of radiation injuries. Acute local radiation injuries, wounds and burns. Treatment
15. Acute radiation syndrome.
16. On-site procedures before taking the injured person to the hospital. Procedures in the hospital. Minimal

requirements for a hospital ward to treat the patients injured in a nuclear accident
17. Laws and legislation in general regarding the radiation protection in Croatia.
18. European Community criteria for radiation protection organisation and nuclear power plants' safety.

Economical aspects of nuclear accidents.
19. EXERCISE 4: Bone marrow transplantation. Visit to the ward with sterile units and explanation of the

procedure.
20. Informing the general public. Contacts with media.
21. Course evaluation by the participants.

ACCEPTANCE AND MEDICAL CARE OF PERSONS IRRADIATED AND CONTAMINATED IN A
NUCLEAR ACCIDENT

1. Practical radiation physics.
2. Dosimetric quantities and units. Radiation absorbed doses in cases of external irradiation and/or

internal contamination.
3. Radiation monitors - detection principles, types and applications. Nuclear spectroscopy.
4. EXERCISE 1: Surface contamination control and decontamination. Working with portal monitor.

Radiation protection of the staff. - Personal dosimeters.
5. Film on medical care of injured people after a nuclear accident Pointing out the most important

practical things.
6. EXERCISE 2: Gamma spectroscopic analysis of contaminated patient clothes. Working with betha

counter.
7. EXERCISE 3: External decontamination, decontamination of wounds and of heavily injured persons.
8. Radioprotectants and prophylactics: Strategies for wide population protection in case of a nuclear

accident Military uses of radioprotectants.
9. EXERCISE 4: Detection of the type and level of internal contamination. Whole body counter. Absorbed

dose estimation.
10. Patient Computer Image Analysis and Radiation Dosimetry Calculations
11. EXERCISE 5: Absorbed dose calculations from internally deposited radionuclides performed on a

desktop computer. Program REMEDY+.
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12. Physical methods for estimating the dose from external radiation sources in a nuclear accident
Absorbed dose from neutrons. ESR dosimetry

13. Hospital emergency plan for acceptance of injured people in case of a nuclear accident of small or
greater extent

14. Treatment of combined radiation injuries. Wounds and burns.
15. Haematological and other methods of treatment the acute radiation syndrome (ARS).
16. OVERALL FINAL EXERCISE: Simulated case of an accident at the NPP Krsko. Acceptance and triage

of workers needing medical attention and care.
17. Analysis of the results of the Final Test and the Final Exercise. Course evaluation by the participants.

CONCLUSION

In case of a nuclear accident at the power plant (without the always present threat of
nuclear war) many more casualties may happen than a single emergency centre specialised
for radiation and combined injuries could handle. There would be a lack of qualified
personnel to do the first triage and later treatment of the overexposed and/or contaminated
persons. This is why a broad population of medical doctors, medical physicists, chemists,
biologists as well as some army experts and other specialists working with open and closed
radioactive sources must get more theoretical knowledge on this subject and, what is even
more important, do practical exercises in radiation monitoring, decontamination, internal
and external dose assessment and treatment of victims. It is of great interest for local health
authorities to send their participants to the above described courses for several reasons:

• In case of an accident the primary responsibility for treatment of victims will,
normally, be on the hospital staff, but the overall responsibility (e.g. for not having the
qualified hospital staff) will again be on the local authorities, as everywhere in the
world.

• Without qualified personnel, even if they had the financial possibilities, they could not
choose and acquire adequate equipment

• After getting knowledge of the basic requirements for the measuring equipment, in
many cases the participants can later do some modifications and recalibrations of their
existing instruments for this very special purpose.

• The once established, connection with the main Centre for Radiation Medicine and
Protection in Zagreb can be kept as a permanent liaison and be of great help in a case
of any radiation accident happened locally.

• The participants who pass their exams with success will get the certificates of the
Zagreb University Medical School stating that they are qualified to do the acceptance,
monitoring, decontamination and first triage of combined radiation injuries.

• The new Law on Nuclear Safety and Protection Against Ionising has been accepted by
the Croatian Parliament and some qualified people to implement it in different
regions of Croatia will be needed. And the participants of these courses can make a
good basis for it. Law says that the Minister of Health will define the minimal
education requirements for the people working with ionising radiation, as well as the
way of getting that education.

So, we can finally conclude that the above described courses are needed and welcome and
should be locally better advertised. The frequency of repeating them is, for the time being,
judged to be optimally every 2-3 years with obligatory updating and upgrading them.
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Abstract

An important task of emergency planning is to determine countermeasures during different
time phases of an airborne plume. For this puipose a Catalogue of Countermeasures was
created. The purpose of the catalogue is to be a primary guide for experts of competent
governmental and state authorities as well as for persons belonging to the respective advisory
and supporting panel, who have to assess and evaluate the situation and to select protection
measures in the case of a nuclear event with radiological consequences off-site.

Since radiation is generally not directly measurable, it is, for practical purposes, not the
radiation dose itself but the derived measurable quantities that are used for decision-making.
On this basis the catalogue is a tool for deciding on the initiation of countermeasures based on
Operational Intervention Levels.

1 Introduction

Also in the Federal Republic of Germany the Chernobyl experiences led to new regulations, in
order to be able to act rapidly and appropriately in the case of an event with considerable
radiological effects. According to the Radiation Protection Ordinance (Strahlenschutz-
verordnung, StrlSchV) [1], all necessary countermeasures have to be initiated in the case of
incidents/accidents so that hazards for life, health and material goods are reduced to the
minimum. According to the Precautionary Radiation Protection Act (Strahlenschutzvorsorge-
gesetz, StrVG) [2], in order to protect the population, radioactivity in the environment has to
be monitored and, in the case of events with possible considerable radiological effects, these
effects have to be kept as low as possible. All actions have to take into account the state-of-
the-art of science and technology.

Considering these objectives, a strategy for measures has been developed for the
implementation of §§ 6, 7, 8, 9 StrVG which authorises the federal ministries - on the basis of
the data compiled according to §§ 2, 3 StrVG and summarised by the Integrated Measuring
and Information System (IMIS) for the monitoring of environmental radioactivity - to demand
or, respectively, recommend together with the competent federal state authorities certain
modes of behaviour. As a guide for this strategy, the Catalogue of Countermeasures
(,,Compilation of measures designed to reduce the radiation exposure after events with
considerable radiological consequences") was elaborated.
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The Catalogue is a guide for experts of competent governmental and state authorities as well
as for persons belonging to the respective advisory and supporting panels, who have to assess
and evaluate the situation in the case of a nuclear event with radiological consequences off-
site. The first version of the Catalogue was submitted in summer 1992 [3]. It is currently being
revised. A new and more synoptic version will be published in 2000.

2 Strategy for Countermeasures

When constructing a strategy for measures it has proved to be sensible to structure the
measures first according to the different accident phases during which information on
prognoses or measured values of environmental contamination will most probably be
available:

• Phase I: measures prior to the passage of the radioactive cloud,
• Phase II: measures during the passage of the radioactive cloud,
• Phase III: measures after the passage of the radioactive cloud.

During phase I and phase II there are prophylactic measures which might be taken to avoid or
avert contamination and external exposure. During phases I and II, the decision on the
application of measures is mainly based on prognoses (e. g. on prognostic values of the
source term , the activity concentration in the air, soil contamination, etc.) which are very
uncertain. During these phases, measured values are not yet fully available. Possible measures
are to a wide extent cost-effective measures which can be performed with little expenditure
and can, therefore, be taken as a precaution, like e. g. sheltering, closing of doors, covering
cold frames, closing greenhouses, stopping grazing on meadows, putting animals in barns.

Measures to be taken after the passage of the cloud, i. e. during phase III after contamination,
are often more expensive, e. g. the measure ,,disposal of contaminated products". Therefore,
these measures should be based on measurements. During the phase after the passage of the
cloud, the question has to be answered whether legally binding values are exceeded. In that
case, it has to be checked whether agricultural products can still be sold on the market. If the
answer to this is negative, it must be checked whether by appropriate measures, like e. g.

storage (decay of short-lived nuclides) or
industrial processing,

products can be gained whose activity can be reduced such that the legally binding values
determined by EU can be fulfilled. If this is not possible, the products must be disposed of.

According to the different phases of an accident, the Catalogue differentiates between short-,
medium and long-term measures in the agricultural area. Measures to be taken during phases I
and II are referred to as short-term measures. Examples for short-term measures are, as
already mentioned, putting animals in barns as well as avoiding the use of contaminated near-
surface water. The term medium- and long-term measures refers to measures during phase III.
Medium-term measures are e. g. delaying the time of harvesting or feeding additionally Cs or
Sr binders. The tasks of agricultural use of or cultivating fibre plants on contaminated fields
are examples for long-term measures.
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In addition to the single accident phases, prior to taking measures, the economic consequences
have to be considered and, in particular in the case of measures in the agricultural field, the
ecological consequences have to be analysed and considered. I. e., in a real situation there has
to be a balance between the benefit of any measure and its possible consequences, so that the
measures are appropriate to the current situation.

Furthermore, the influence of each measure on the living conditions of the population must be
considered. E. g., the measure sheltering" can only be maintained for some days. When
implementing the measure ,,evacuation", it must be considered that common family structures
are momentarily torn apart and that they must be reunited later on.

Additionally, the prerequisites for the performance of the measures, e. g. availability of
sufficient amounts of uncontaminated foodstuff when animals are put in barns or of sufficient
transport capacities in the case of an evacuation, must be considered for the individual
measures.

3 Content of the Catalogue of Countermeasures

The compilation of measures in the Catalogue is based on a literature analysis. The measures
are arranged according to the time phases of the passage of the cloud (pre-release, release and
late phase). For each measure, the effectiveness, the operational intervention level (OIL) and
problems that may arise during the application of the measure are described.

An attempt is made to provide a comprehensive overview of all kinds of measures as a basis
for possible argumentation if, for example, a specific measure should not be initiated on
account of its low effectiveness. It is presumed in principle that not all measures will apply to
all situations.

The main criterion for initiating and executing a protective measure is the effective dose
expected to be received from each of the considered pathways (external radiation, internal
radiation after inhalation or ingestion). Since the effective dose can not be measured directly,
for decision making quantities that have been derived and are directly measurable - the OELs -
are used.

To calculate OELs, models must be used which include, e. g., the characteristics of the release
due to the condition of the nuclear installation, the dispersion of radioactive substances in the
atmosphere, the radioecology as well as the incorporation-related metabolism of the
radioactive substance.

The following OELs are used:

• released activity in Bq,
• time-integrated air concentration in Bqh/nr,
• surface contamination in Bq/m ,
• specific activity in Bq/kg or Bq/L,
• gamma dose rate in mSv/h.
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4 Structure of the Catalogue of Countermeasures

The Catalogue consists of two parts. The first part, in the form of diagrams and tables, allows
for short-term decisions on initiating precautionary measures on the basis of available data. It
includes:

Chapter 1: Foundations and structure of the Catalogue
This chapter contains explanations for the used designations, the general conditions, the
structure and use of the Catalogue.

Chapter 2: Orientation diagrams and tables
The orientation diagrams in this chapter serve as guide for the use of orientation tables,
including criteria for the selection of required measures. For each countermeasure, the table
refers to relevant additional information and data contained in other chapters of the Catalogue
(see also example 1 and 2).

Chapter 3: Nomograms
This chapter contains additional information about the radiological situation in the form of
nomograms for dose estimation. With the help of nomograms a quick dose estimation based
on the time-integrated concentration in air or the surface contamination is possible.

Chapters 4 to 6: Compilation of commentaries on all countermeasures
Based on each area where countermeasures apply, the compilation is divided into respective
focal points:

• disaster control measures (chapter 4),
• precautionary radiological protection measures (chapter 5),
• measures in the agricultural and feeding area (chapter 6).

The text and tables summarise important information on countermeasures, particularly
emphasising on preconditions, feasibility, effectiveness, advantages and disadvantages (see
example 3).

The second part of the Catalogue contains the following chapters:

Chapter 7: Combination of data, information and documents
This chapter contains additional information which may be helpful for the work with the
Catalogue. Among others, it includes data on nuclear power plants in Europe, tables referring
to the nuclear inventory and the International Nuclear Event Scale.

Chapter 8: Theoretical basis
This chapter contains a summary of the theoretical principles and the most important
equations used for the calculation of OILs in the Catalogue. It provides the background for a
more detailed familiarisation with the Catalogue.

Chapter 9: Example for the application of the Catalogue
The example serves to explain the work with the Catalogue in several time phases of an
accident.
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Example 1: Extract from an Orientation Diagram

Available
Information

Input Data Considered
Measures

OILs Table

Air Concentration Time Integrated
Air Concentration

Agricultural
Measures

Cs 137 3,5E+02Bq-h/m3

1131 l,7E+02Bq.h/m3 i
LU-NU-2

(see example 2)

to



ON

00

Example 2: Time Integrated Air Concentration

Csl37

1131

LU-NU-2

OIL

(Bq'h/m3), dry deposition

3,5E+02

Countermeasures in the Agricultural and Feeding Area

Immediate harvesting of marketable products

Shutting-up of greenhouses and cold frames

Covering-up plants with plastic sheeting

Fastening of stables

Putting animals in barns

Stopping inflow to cisterns

Table

6.1-1

(see example 3)

OIL

(Bq-h/m3), dry deposition

1.7E+02

Measures in the Agricultural and Feeding Area

Immediate harvesting of marketable products

Shutting-up of greenhouses and cold frames

Covering-up plants with plastic sheeting

Fastening of stables

Putting animals in barns

Stopping inflow to cisterns

Table

6.1-1

(see example 3)



Example 3: Extract from table 6.1-1 „Countermeasures prior to the passage and during the passage of the radioactive cloud to

reduce the contamination of agricultural products"

Countermeasure

Immediate harvest of marketable
products

Shutting-up of greenhouses and
cold frames

Covering-up plants with plastic
sheeting

Fastening of stables

Putting animals in barns (which
would normally be grazing
outdoors)

Stopping inflow to cisterns

Practicability, Restrictions

limited capacity of harvest machines,
manpower, storage room and available
time

danger of overheating by high solar
radiation

plastic sheeting is only available in
specialised firms;
practicability depends on the stage of
development of the plants;
disposal of sheeting;
high manpower costs

dependent on style;
sufficient ventilation is necessary

limitations by existing foodstuff stocks;
replacement of foodstuff is necessary;
problems by foodstuff changes;
capacity of stables

can be labour-intensive

Efficiency

recommendable, priority for
leaf vegetable

recommendable

recommendable

recommendable

recommendable

recommendable

Basis of Decision

time integral of concentration
in air at dry deposition:

I: l,7E+02Bq-h/m3

Cs: 3,5E+02 Bq-h/m3

air concentration at wet
deposition:

I: 1.2E+01 Bq/m3

Cs: 7,0E+00 Bq/m3

I

ground contamination:

I: 7,0E+02 Bq/m2

Cs: 6,5E+02Bq/m2



5 Limits of the Catalogue

In consequence of the handbook-like character of the Catalogue, its universality is considerably
limited if compared to computer programs:

• For pre-calculation, it is necessary to establish specific model parameters. Under certain
circumstances, such model parameters must be changed, if this should result in a better
estimation of the actual accident situation.

• With the help of a computer program essential quantities like contamination and radiation
exposure can be determined in one process for all involved sites and points of time. With a
manual, however, these quantities can be determined for only one site at a time and one point
of time. Therefore, it is essential to gain first an overview of the sites and points of time for
which estimations are to be prepared from measurement results.

• A particularly important restriction applies to the intervention levels (ILs). In the Catalogue,
the dose corresponding with the IL is assumed to be fully covered by one exposure pathway.
In practice, however, it must be assumed that next to one pathway there may also be others
that play a more or less important role. Accordingly, the OIL which corresponds to the
respective IL is generally too high. Nevertheless, this approach seems to be justified by the
fact that the OIL is calculated based on a start value concept. In addition, the contributions of
the various exposure pathways to the total exposure by one single nuclide may be determined
by prepared nomograms.
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Abstract
Disasters do occur and so do nuclear or radiological accidents. Experience has shown that

advance emergency response preparedness is essential in order to mitigate the consequences of an
accident.

In Slovenia, the Civil Protection Organization is the responsible authority for emergency
preparedness and response to any kind of disasters.

The Krsko Nuclear Power Plant is the only nuclear power plant in Slovenia. To date the plant
has operated safely and no serious incidents have been recorded. Slovenia nevertheless, maintains a
high level of emergency preparedness, which is reflected in the area of prevention and safety and in
the area of emergency response preparedness. The emergency management system for nuclear
emergencies is incorporated into an overall preparedness and response system.

The paper presents an overview of nuclear or radiological emergency response preparedness
in Slovenia and its harmonization with the international guidelines.

INTRODUCTION

Changes that occurred in Slovenia as a result of independence required a new
assessment of the situation in the field of disaster protection, as well as the coordination of
policies and goals. Slovenia is at present in the process of implementing its reconstructed
system of protection against natural and other disasters.

The system for protection and rescue is organized as an overall system established for
the protection and rescue of people, materials and other goods in the case of natural or any
other disasters. The National Assembly Parliament determines the most important points for
legal and system-related regulations in the field of disaster protection.

At the first level, bodies, services and organizations, whose regular activities already
include such operations, undertake protection against disasters. If this is not sufficient,
additional forces and means for protection, rescue and relief are brought in. These are mostly
forces and means of Civil Protection, which are organised as a special, designated section of
the overall safety and protection system in the country. It is obvious that state and local
authorities alone cannot provide sufficient collective assistance during disasters. Therefore the
initiative of the local population and their capabilities for individual protection are of vital
importance.

Operational implementation of protection, rescue and relief in the event of natural or
other disasters is planned through protection and rescue plans. Protection and rescue plans are
based on risk assessments, studies of the vulnerability of the living environment and other
studies and investigations relevant to protection and rescue. All of the above information is
used to determine which local communities or economic associations or other organisations
require protection and rescue plans.
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In this general context nuclear or radiological accidents fall under industrial accidents
which in turn are treated as "other disasters".

Background Information

Beside more than 400 radiation sources Slovenia also has one nuclear power plant (a
two-loop Westinghouse PWR, 632 MW electric power), one research reactor and an uranium
mine in the decommissioning stage.

The Krsko Nuclear Power Plant is located in southeastern Slovenia, in the immediate
vicinity of the border with Croatia. Construction at the Krsko site began in early 1975. The
first commissioning licence for core loading was issued only in May 1981 and the plant was
synchronized to the national grid in October 1981.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PREPAREDNESS SYSTEM

Legal Framework

The umbrella regulation, which governs the protection of people, animals, property,
cultural heritage and the environment in case of any disaster, including natural and man-made
disasters, is the Protection Against Natural and Other Disasters Act [1], This regulation also
governs preparedness and response to nuclear emergencies. The Act charges national bodies,
local communities and organisations whose activities pose a risk to the environment with
appropriate responsibilities and duties. The Act envisages that protection and rescue plans
shall be developed for all types of emergencies that might pose a major threat to people and/or
the environment.

Given their potential consequences, there is no doubt that nuclear emergencies fall
under this category and, as a result, protection and rescue plans in case of a nuclear accident
were developed by the Krsko NPP, local communities situated in the at-risk regions and the
state (at regional and national levels).

The updated National Protection and Rescue Plan in the Event of a Nuclear Accident
[2] adopted by the Slovene Government in April 1999 serves as the basis for planning rescue
and relief measures and activities, and for ensuring those basic conditions for life, which fall
under national jurisdiction. The plan also includes response to a nuclear accident abroad,
which would have transboundary effects. It was revised and updated following the guidelines
of the International Atomic Energy Agency, mainly these in [3,4].

Lead Agencies

A key role in nuclear emergency preparedness at the national level is played by the
Administration of the Republic of Slovenia for Civil Protection and Disaster Relief (ACPDR)
at the Ministry of Defence, and the Republic of Slovenia Nuclear Safety Administration (NSA)
at the Ministry of the Environment and Physical Planning.

The ACPDR is responsible for carrying out administrative and professional tasks in
the area of protection against natural and other disasters, including the following: the
organisation and operation of emergency radiological monitoring, information and alarm
systems; the elaboration of risk assessment in cooperation with the appropriate ministries; the
management and coordination of measures for mitigating the consequences of a disaster, the
notification of potential hazards and the provision of instructions for actions to be taken
during an emergency; the elaboration of national protection and rescue plans in cooperation
with other ministries; the organising, equipping and training of national Civil Protection units
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and services, and other protection, rescue and relief forces; the provision of working
conditions for the RS Civil Protection Commander and Headquarters; the organisation,
supervision and coordination of Civil Protection units, and other protection, rescue and relief
forces (at the local and industrial plant levels); the preparation of programmes; the
organisation of protection, rescue and relief education and training, and the formation and
maintenance of national reserves of materials needed in case of an emergency.

The tasks of the NSA are defined by the Organisation and Areas of Work of Ministries
Act [5]. These tasks apply to: nuclear and radiation safety of nuclear facilities; trade in, and
the transport and handling of, nuclear and radioactive materials; the supervision and material
balance of nuclear materials; the physical protection of nuclear materials and facilities; the
responsibility for damage caused in a nuclear accident, the qualification and training of users
of nuclear facilities; the provision of radiological monitoring; the early provision of
information in case of a nuclear or radiological accident and the supervision of the
implementation of the regulations which govern the area of nuclear safety.

In a nuclear emergency, both institutions organise themselves in an appropriate
manner to provide support to the Republic of Slovenia Civil Protection Commander. The NSA
formed three professional groups covering accident analysis, dose assessment and information
and technical support. The NSA director coordinates the work of these groups and is
responsible for maintaining contact with the RS Civil Protection Commander who, on the
basis of the decisions adopted by the Slovene Government and together with the Republic of
Slovenia Civil Protection Headquarters, is in charge of the operational management of
protection and rescue activities. The RS Civil Protection Headquarters consists of
representatives of key ministries and government services, all of which are charged with
responsibilities in accordance with the National Plan, so that all aspects of a coordinated
response are ensured. In an emergency, it is not only Civil Protection units but also all
protection, rescue and relief forces, which are subordinated to the RS Civil Protection
Commander.

The same principle is used for the organisation of protection, rescue and relief forces
at the regional, local and plant levels.

Main Features of the National Plan

The National Plan follows the guidelines of the International Atomic Energy Agency
[3,4]. First and foremost we have in mind here prompt classification of an emergency, the
emergency planning zones, intervention levels, and operational intervention levels.

Accident Classification

Accident classification is the responsibility of the Krsko NPP. With respect to current
conditions, the plant shall classify any emergency as an:
1. abnormal event, where there is still no real hazard to the NPP or to the environment;
2. alert, where there is the possibility of a minor discharge of radioactive substances, or

where a minor discharge of radioactive substances has already occurred;
3. site emergency, where there is a threat of breakdown of a larger number of safety

functions and the potential hazard of a discharge of radioactive substances into the
environment, and a

4. genera/ emergency, where there is the threat of damage to, or the melting of, the reactor
core, and the threat of a breakdown in the integrity of the containment.
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It is clear from the above that the initial assessment is in the hands of the nuclear
power plant, which should immediately notify the NSA and the RS Notification Centre at the
ACPDR, which then assess the overall situation in accordance with the National Plan.

Emergency Planning Zones and Protective Actions

The National Plan postulates four emergency planning zones (EPZ):
precautionary action zone (PAZ) within a 3 km radius;
urgent protective action planning zone (UPZ) with a radius of 10 km;
longer term protective action planning zone (LPZ) with a 25 km radius, and
general preparedness EPZ covering the whole of Slovenia.

ii.
iii.
iv.

10 km

25 km

Figure 1 Emergency Planning Zones

Emergency
planning zones are
shown in Figure 1.
Upon the
announcement of a
general emergency for
example, protective
actions in the
precautionary action
zone are implemented
without any undue
delay. The same
principle applies to the
implementation of
protective measures in
the urgent and longer
term protective action planning
zones, these measures are based
on a suitable combination of the emergency class and the results of measurements. In this
sense, at least in the initial stage of an accident, operational intervention levels are of great
assistance as they help to determine suitable protective measures on the basis of measured
dose rates or contamination levels.

The following protective actions are planned for PAZ: (increased) radioactivity
monitoring; use of personal protective actions; iodine prophylaxis; ban on the consumption of
contaminated or potentially contaminated foodstuffs and water; protection of animals and
animal fodder; sheltering; evacuation and reception and provision of supplies to the
(evacuated) population under threat.

The same protective actions are envisaged for the UPZ, the only difference being that
these measures are not implemented automatically on the basis of emergency classification,
but on the basis of the results of radioactivity measurements. The RS Civil Protection
Commander, at the proposal of the NSA, decides upon the nature of countermeasures.

Specific measures relating to radiological protection and sheltering are envisaged for
the LPZ, while specific measures in the area of international trade are carried out for the
whole of Slovenia. The above listed countermeasures are also planned in case of a nuclear
accident abroad with transboundary impact.

The concept of response in case of a nuclear emergency is shown in Figure 2.
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NPP
Unusual event

Emergency classification

Abnormal event —W Notification I—• Documenting

Alert Notification Standby Event
supervision

Site Emergency

General
Emergency

Notification

Notification Activation Event
Prognosis

Control I
monitoring i

Activation Event
Prognosis

Monitoring of
the environment Assessment

Protective action recommendations and proposals
Evaluation of recommendations by Krsko NPP, NSAand ministries
Decision taking on protective actions

• Forwarding the decisions to the municipalities affected
Information to the public

• Implementation of protection, rescue and relief operations
• Supervision of the situation and activities
• Adjustment of the activities to the circumstances

Figure 2 Concept of response to a nuclear emergency at Krsko NPP.

Flow of Information

The RS Notification Centre notifies all responsible bodies in accordance with the
National Plan, neighbouring countries, international organisations, and regional notification
centres, which then inform bodies at the local level. The notification contains three major
pieces of information: the nature of the unusual event, the possible course of events, and
proposals for the implementation of protective actions.

It is worth stressing here that the information process extends to all entities upon the
announcement of an alert itself, although not all entities implement measures at this stage.
The decision to use this method of informing competent bodies is based on the fact that there
is a small probability that an unusual event might take place and that there is the possibility of
a rapid deterioration in the situation, and on following the principle that protection and rescue
operations are of public concern.

The activation of all bodies, and of protection, rescue and relief forces is carried out no
later than upon the announcement of a site emergency. The provision of information is carried
out via the public communications system, individual functional communications systems,
and the special communications system intended and adjusted for use in case of a disaster
(ZARE).

The process of informing the public in case of an emergency starts with the
announcement of a site emergency. General information about the emergency is
communicated via the national media, while information important for protection and rescue
operations in the most threatened zone (within a radius of 25 km from the nuclear power
plant) is also provided by the local media, particularly radio stations. Upon the announcement
of a. general emergency, which calls for the immediate implementation of protective actions,
sirens transmitting the immediate danger sign are sounded in the UPZ. At the same time, the
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public is provided with instructions on the implementation of protective actions via radio and
television broadcasts.

The drawing-up of notifications at the local level is the responsibility of the local
communities; in addition, outside the contaminated region, local communities are also
responsible for organising information centres and publishing the telephone numbers of the
advisory service which the affected population can contact for the purpose of obtaining
additional information on the implementation of protective actions, the whereabouts of their
relatives, and so on. All the information that local communities cannot collect themselves
(weather forecasts, results of radioactivity measurements, etc.) is submitted to them by
national bodies. Until the activation of the RS Civil Protection Headquarters, the NSA and
Krsko NPP prepare information, while subsequent activities are run via the RS Civil
Protection Headquarters. The Government Public Relations and Media Office, which has its
own representative at RS Civil Protection Headquarters, also participates in this process.

Maintaining Preparedness

The Republic of Slovenia Protection and Rescue Training Centre, under the
jurisdiction of the ACPDR, conducts the training of protection, rescue and relief forces.
Training is carried out in accordance with programmes prescribed by the competent minister,
and covers introductory, basic and supplementary training courses. The Plan also envisages
the training of the population in personal and mutual protection.

The following exercises are carried out as part of the preparedness for a nuclear
emergency: small-scale exercises (headquarters, communications, mobilisation, etc.) once a
year, and overall exercises for testing general preparedness every six to eight years.

The National Plan is updated every five years, or more frequently in the event of the
following: amendments to regulations, modifications to risk assessments, changes in available
forces and means, new international recommendations and experience gained in exercises.
Data, which change frequently, are checked at least annually.

For the coordination of planning and the maintenance of the National Plan, the
Slovene government has appointed a special working group in accordance with [3] consisting
of representatives of the entities responsible for formulating plans and of ministries, as well as
of independent experts.

MONITORING
PROGRAMME

The form of a monitoring
programme is determined by a
number of factors, the type and
amount of radionuclides likely to
be found in the environment, the
principal pathways of exposure, the
way by which the environment is
used by man and the characteristics
of the population, its distribution,
social activities, means of earning
its livelihood, dietary habits and
the origin of the food it consumes.
Slovenian activities in this field are just

National Monitoring
Programme

Regular
Monitoring Programme

Supplementary
Monitoring Programme

I TRIGA Reactor
Monitoring Programme

NPP Krsko
Monitoring Programme

f Zirovski vrh Mine
Monitoring Programme

r .
L- , , . , _ I Emergency1— Early Warning System . Z,

' 3 ' : Monitoring Programme I

Figure 3 Monitoring programmes in Slovenia
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one example of how these general issues are being resolved. The overall monitoring
programme in Slovenia consists of three major parts:

i. a general monitoring programme of radioactivity in the country,
ii. three specific monitoring programmes in the surroundings of the Krsko NPP, the

research reactor and the Mine at Zirovski vrh,
iii. emergency monitoring programmes.

Emergency
Monitoring
Krsko NPP

Early Phase

Iodine sampling

Early Warning System

Air sampling net

Fallout sampling net

Meteorological net

Net of predetermined
measuring locations

TLDnet

Food chain monitoring

Contamination
monitoring

Figure 4 Off-site emergency monitoring programme structure
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The basic programme
structure is shown in
Figure 3.

The aim of the
National (general)
Monitoring Programme is to
monitor the external radiation
and the specific
concentrations of
radionuclides in the
environment and foodstuffs.
It defines sampling locations,
sampling and measurement
frequency and list of relevant
radionuclides. Yearly
assessment consists of dose
assessment to the population,
environmental contamination
assessment and some
projections. Unusual results
obtained in regular monitoring trigger a supplementary monitoring programme, which is in
fact just an extended regular monitoring programme with an objective to clarify the unusual
results.

Specific monitoring
programmes are performed in the
surroundings of nuclear facilities.
The most comprehensive one is
the monitoring programme
around the Krsko NPP. It
consists of three sub-
programmes:
Programme A
A-1 the regular monitoring

programme; it defines
locations, methods and
frequencies of monitoring
of radioactive
contamination of air, soil,
rivers, precipitation and fallout,
drinking water, human and
animal feed;
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Figure 5 Food chain emergency monitoring
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A-2 the extended monitoring programme; it defines increased sampling rates and
additional sampling locations; it is triggered by unusual results of programme A-l in
order to clarify the problem;

Programme B the programme of effluent and intercomparison measurements;
Programme C the emergency preparedness programme of the Ecological Laboratory with a

Mobile Unit (ELMU).

While Programme A represents the regular monitoring programme, Programme B
defines sampling locations, representative samples and frequencies of sampling for control
measurements of liquid and gaseous effluents and obvious intercomparison measurements.
The aims of Programme C are intercomparison measurements between the Ecological
Laboratory with a Mobile Unit (ELMU) and Krsko NPP, overall tests of emergency
capabilities of ELMU, identification of any actual or potential weaknesses in equipment,
procedures or team skills, team acquaintance with the surroundings of the NPP, routes,
measuring locations and normal radiological parameters of the environment, and finally
improvements of the response plans, procedures and co-ordination. Programme C provides
for an adequate and efficient response in radiological emergencies of exceptional importance.

Emergency monitoring (Fig. 4 and 5) consists of an early warning system and
monitoring in EPZ. Programme A offers a sound basis for emergency monitoring. It supports
a network of fixed measuring points, a three-circle network of TL dosimeters and a network
of automatic meteorological stations with built-in gamma dose rate meters. The three basic
networks are further supported by a network of accidental TL dosimeters, a network of fallout
sample collectors (Vaseline plates) and a network of potential, predetermined measuring
locations.

CONCLUSIONS

Slovenia has a Civil Protection Organisation for coping with the emergencies. The CP
Headquarters at the national level established highly professional emergency units in different
fields of emergency response. Additional efforts to increase the preparedness of the CP staff
and units to cope with radiological emergencies have paid off handsomely and have led to
general improvements in the performance of CP, also for other types of emergencies.

Finally, a reasonable degree of preparedness has been achieved. However, there
always remain some questions and problems yet to be answered and solved. Among these one
might choose the following ones. In the near future Slovenia has to complete its own
regulations, improve adequate and effective means for public information and update
equipment and training in CP for dealing with radiological emergencies.
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ABSTRACT

To give an overview of the legislative framework, which defined emergency planning
in Croatia in the case of a nuclear accident, it's necessary to look at all international
recommendations and obligations and the national legislation, acts and regulations.

It has to be emphasized that Croatia signed three international conventions in this
field, and by that took over some responsibilities and obligations. Beside that, it is also in
Croatian interest to follow the recommendations of international institutions such as
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA standards and technical documents). On the
other hand, national legislation in this field consists of several laws, which cover nuclear
safety measures, governmental organization, natural disasters and acts (decree, decisions) of
responsible authority for emergency planning in the case of a nuclear accident (Ministry of
Economy).

This paper presents an overview of the international and Croatian legislation which
influenced the emergency planning in the case of a nuclear accident.

INTRODUCTION

As it can be seen from the title of the Convention on Assistance in the Case of a
Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency, we could make a distinction between a nuclear
accident and a radiological emergency. A radiological emergency is an unintended or
unexpected event occuring with a radiation source or during a practice involving ionizing
radiation, which may result in significant human exposure and/or material damage. Although
the impact of radiological emergencies in industry, medicine, research, teaching or agriculture
is localy limited , they occur much more frequently than nuclear (reactor) accidents and can
have serious individual health consequences. On the other hand, nuclear accident can result in
radioactive release with serious broader, overboundary, even global impact. During the
development of the reactor accident, it is important to collect data about the nuclear accident,
analyze and estimate possible concequences of the nuclear accident and perform technical
basis for making decisions on protective actions and measures which should be taken.

Legislative framework, which defined emergency planning in Croatia in the case of a
nuclear accident, can be devided in three categories: international obligations and
recommendations, national legislation, which includes acts and regulations and acts (decree,
decisions) of responsible authority for emergency planning in the case of a nuclear accident
(Ministry of Economy).
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INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Republic of Croatia is a party to three international conventions in the field of
nuclear safety for the case of a nuclear accident. Those conventions are:

• Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident, notification of succession
in 1992,

• Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological
Emergency, notification of succession in 1992,

• Convention on Nuclear Safety, signed and ratified in 1995.

Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident

Article 1 refers to the scope of application of this Convention:

1. This Convention shall apply in the event of any accident involving facilities or
activities of a State Party or of persons or legal entities under its jurisdiction or
control, referred to in paragraph 2 below, from which a release of radioactive
material occurs or is likely to occur and which has resulted or may result in an
international transboundary release that could be of radiological safety
significance for another State.

2. The facilities and activities referred to in paragraph 1 are the following:

a) any nuclear reactor wherever located;

b) any nuclear fuel cycle facility;

c) any radioactive waste management facility;

d) the transport and storage of nuclear fuels or radioactive wastes;

e) the manufacture, use, storage, disposal and transport of radioisotopes for
agricultural, industrial, medical and related scientific and research purposes and

f) the use of radioisotopes for power generation in space objects.

In the event of a nuclear accident, according to Article 2, the State Party shall:

a) forthwith notify, directly or through the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), those States which are or may be physically affected as specified in article
I, and IAEA of the nuclear accident, its nature, the time of its occurence and its
exact location where appropriate and

b) promptly provide the Slates referred to in sub-paragraph (a), directly or through
IAEA, and IAEA with such available information relevant to minimizing the
radiological concequences in those States, as specified in article 5.

Article 9 refers to bilateral and multilateral arrangements:

In furtherance of their mutual interests, Stales Parties may consider, where deemed
appropriate, the conclusion of bilateral or multilateral arrangements relating to the
subject mailer of this Convention.

According to Article 9 of this Convention, the Republic of Croatia signed bilateral
agreements with the Republic of Slovenia and the Government of the Republic of Hungary
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for the early exchange of information in the event of a radiological emergency in 1998 and
1999 respectively. Similar agreement with the Republic of Italy is in process of negotiations.
The main reason why we choose to sign such agreements with those countries is that they
have nuclear power plants close to Croatian territory which represents potential danger to
Croatian population.

Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency

Article 1 refers to general provisions of this Convention:

/. The States Parties shall cooperate between themselves and with IAEA in
accordance with the provisions of this Convention to facilitate prompt assistance
in the event of a nuclear accident or radiological emergency to minimize its
concequences and to protect life, property and the environment from the effects of
radioactive releases.

2. To facilitate such cooperation States Parties may agree on bilateral or
multilateral arrangements or, where approprilae, a combination of these, for
preventing or minimizing injury and damage which may result in the event of a
nuclear accident or radiological emergency.

3. The Stales parties request IAEA, acting within the framework of its Statute, to use
its best endevours in accordance with the provisions of this Convention to
promote, facilitate and support the cooperation between States Parties provided
for in this Convention.

Convention on Nuclear Safety

Article 1 refers to objectives of this Convention:

/. to achieve and maintain a high level of nuclear safety worldwide through the
enhancement of national measures and international co-operation including,
where appropriate, safety-related technical co-operation;

II. to establish and maintain effective defences in nuclear installations against
potential radiological hazards in order to protect individuals, society and the
environment from harmful effects of ionizing radiation from such installations;

III. to prevent accidents with radiological consequences and to mitigate such
consequences should they occur.

Article 16 refers to emergency preparedness of each Contracting Party:

/. Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps to ensure that there are
on-site and off-site emergency plans that are routinely tested for nuclear
installations and cover the activities to be carried out in the event of an
emergency. For any new nuclear installation, such plans shall be prepared and
tested before it commences operation above a low power level agreed by the
regulatory body.

2. Each Contracting Party shall lake the appropriate steps to ensure that, insofar as
they are likely to be affected by a radiological emergency, its own population and
the competent authorities of the States in the vicinity of the nuclear installation
are provided with appropriate information for emergency planning and response.
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3. Contracting Parties which do not have a nuclear installation on their territory,
insofar as they are likely to be affected in the event of a radiological emergency
at a nuclear installation in the vicinity, shall take the appropriate steps for the
preparation and testing of emergency plans for their territory that cover the
activities to be carried out in the event of such an emergency.

Paragraph 3 of Article 16 of this Convention is especially important for the Republic
of Croatia, because it imposes the obligation to Croatia to prepare and test emergency plans
for its territory, that cover the activities to be carried out in the event of the nuclear accident
at the nuclear installation in the neighboring countries.

It is important to mention that by the act of signing or succession, Croatia agreed to
implement the requirements of aforementioned conventiones. It means that those
conventiones became parts of the state legislation and they have the status of legal acts.
Ministry of Economy, as a responsible authority for nuclear safety in the structure of
governmental organization in the Republic of Croatia, is also responsible for the carriyng out
of requirements from those conventions.

International recommendations are not obligatory to follow, but they are highly
recommended. These recommendations are usually published in a form of standards or
technical documents. The most useful documents for emergency planning and preparedness
published by IAEA are:

• Method for the Development of Emergency Response preparedness for Nuclear or
Radiological Accidents, IAEA-TECDOC-953, 1997 and

• Generic Assessment Procedures for determining Protective Actions During a
Reactor Accident, IAEA-TECDOC-955, 1999.

NATIONAL LEGISLATION

According to the Law on structure and scope of work of ministries and state
authorities (Narodne novine 48/99 and 15/2000) and ordinances based on that Law, Ministry
of Economy is responsible authority for nuclear safety, Ministry of Health is responsible
authority for radiation protection and Ministry of Internal Affairs is responsible authority for
civil protection.

For emergency planning in the case of nuclear accident or radiological emergency,
several acts and regulations from Croatian legislation system are important.

In the field of nuclear safety and accordingly nuclear accident, Croatian legislation
which includes acts and regulations, were taken over from the legislation system of former
Yugoslavia. The most important acts, which are still partly in force (articles concerning
nuclear safety), are:

• Act on ionizing radiation protection and safety of nuclear plants and facilities,
1981 (Articles 2, 3, paragraph 1, subparagraphs 4, 6, 7, Articles 4, 6, 7, paragraph
2, Articles 21-30, Article 31, paragraph 2, Article 32 partly) and

• Act on radiation protection and safe use of nuclear energy, 1984 (Articles 5, 6,
paragraph 2, Articles 28-59, Article 66 partly).

Article 26 of the Act on ionizing radiation protection and safety of nuclear plants and
facilities refers to the responsibilities of a civil protection crisis headquarters:
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Republic Headquarters of Civil Defence:

1. directs and coordinates activities of all bodies, organizations and services
engaged in protection and rescue of public and property in case of major
contamination of man's environment;

2. participates in organization of decontamination service, elaboration and
implementation of protection plans in case of major contamination of man's
environment.

In the field of radiation protection and accordingly radiological emergency, the new
Law on ionizing radiation protection was issued in 1999 and published in Official Gazette
(Narodne novine) No. 27/99.

Article 34 of this Law refers to the emergency:

Minister of health proposes, pursuant to international regulations and
recommendations, after achieving opinions of minister of economy, minister of defence,
minister of interiors, minister of science and technology, minister of agriculture and forestry,
director of the State Office for Protection of Nature and Environment and director of the State
Office for Waters, and the Government of the Republic of Croatia brings the National Plan
and Program for Protection Against the Ionizing Radiation in the Case of an Emergency.

According to this plan and program and based on the intervention levels mentioned in
the article 12 of this law, measures for protection of life and health of people, environment,
domestic animals and agriculture and the way of carrying them out are established,
authorities to carry out those measures, the way of informing the public and the way and
frequency of periodical evaluation of the efficiency of parts or whole plan are determined.

One of regulations which were issued in 1999 based on that Law, is Regulation on
limits of exposure to ionizing radiation, on conditions of exposure in special circumstances
and intervention levels in the event of an emergency (Narodne novine 108/99). This
regulation is based on recommendations from International Basic Safety Standards for
Protection Against Ionizing Radiation and for the Safety of Radiation Sources (IAEA, 1996)
and action levels and intervention levels prescribed in this regulation are very important for
planning protection measures in the case of a nuclear accident or radiological emergency.

In the field of civil protection and accordingly emergency planning and preparedness
for any kind of accident, there are several laws and regulations which are important for
general emergency planning and preparedness. These acts are:

• Law on changes and ammendments of the Act on internal affairs, 1994,

• Regulation on the establishment, calling and usage of units, services and bodies of
the Civil protection organization, 1995 and

• Act on natural disasters, 1997.

Article 24c of the Law on changes and ammendments of the Act on internal affairs
refers to the basic responsibilities of the civil protection:

1. elimination of reasons and immediate dangers and prevention of rising and
speading of incidents, accidents or mitigation of consequences of war
devastations,

2. early and organized participation in protection and rescue during the natural
disaster or other accident, and in the case of war,
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3. elimination of consequences of natural, technical or technological and ecological
accidents and war devastations, and assurance of necessary conditions for life and
work.

According to Article 24f of the same Law:

The Government of the Republic of Croatia establishes, according to the proposal of
the minister of internal affairs, the plan of protection and rescue for the territory of Croatia.
Plans of protection and rescue are elaborated on the basis of methodology established by the
minister of internal affairs according to the evaluation of danger for certain region.

In a case of a nuclear accident, which will probably affect the whole territory of
Croatia, Article 7 of the Regulation on the establishment, calling and usage of units, services
and bodies of the Civil protection organization is very interesting because it refers to the
responsibilities of Republic Headquarters of Civil Protection, which:

a) establishes the proposal of the plan of development of the civil protection in the
country;

b) directs and coordinates activities of the ministries and other administrative bodies
and organizations in preparation, organization and implementation of protection
measures and rescue of people and properties;

c) harmonizes activities of the civil protection with authorities and command of the
Croatian Army and the civil protection bodies of neighbouring and other
countries, in assistance in protection and rescue;

d) directs and watches the work of bodies for coordination of the civil protection
units in the local communities;

e) performs other duties established by the law and duties assigned by the
Government of the Republic of Croatia.

Article 2 of the Act on natural disasters defines the natural disaster:

Natural disaster, according to this Act, is sudden big accident which interrupts normal
way of life, causes casualties, biger damage or loss of properties and damage on
infrastructure and/or environment, in a way that exceeds normal ability of the community to
eliminate consequences without help. Natural disaster is caused by natural, technical,
technological or biological events.

Article 23 of the same Law refers to the responsibility of the Governmental Crisis
Center:

If the natural disaster is spread over two or more counties, the Government Crisis
Center leads the organized activities of protection and rescue forces.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT CENTER

Technical Support Center (TSC) was established on the basis of decree of the Minister
of Economy. This was the Decree on establishment of Technical Support Center as a leading
technical agency in the case of a nuclear accident, issued in Official Gazette (Narodne novine)
No. 157 in 1998. This Decree is based on Paragraph 3 of Article 16 of the Convention on
Nuclear Safety and the Ministry of Economy as responsible authority for nuclear safety is
obliged to carry it out.
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According to the article I of this Decree, Technical Supprot Center is established to
carry out activities of preparation and evaluation of actions in the case of a nuclear accident,
particularly in nuclear power plants Krsko in Slovenia and Paks in Hungary.

According to the article II, Technical Supprot Center is a leading technical agency in
the case of a nuclear accident, which shall assist to the organizational structure for emergency
preparedness in the territory of the Republic of Croatia and especially to Civil protection as a
leading structure for emergency situations.

According to the article III, responsibilities of TSC are: collecting data and
information about the nuclear accident, analyzing and estimating possible concequences of
the nuclear accident and performing technical basis for making decisions on protective actions
and measures which should be taken.

According to the article IV, TSC is structured in the following three groups:

• group for environmental monitoring (radiological and meteorological),

• group for risk analysis and assessment of potential consequences,

• group for preparation of technical basis and proposals for protective measures.

According to the article V, TSC is comprised of 7 experts including a head of TSC.
All staff members have alternates and they are appointed by a special decision of the Minister
of Economy. Besides their regular duties and jobs in their respective institutions, they should
be educated and trained to work in TSC.

According to the article VIII, the head of TSC is responsible to develop TSC
operational manual comprised of two volumes: administrative procedures and working
procedures. The manual and working procedures for the members of TSC are developed in
accordance with IAEA document TECDOC-955 and administrative procedures are related to
IAEA document 50-C/SG-Q.

According to the article IX, TSC is located at the Ruder Boskovic Institute. This
permanent location of TSC is not completely equiped yet, so temporary location of TSC is the
Department of Nuclear Safety in the Ministry of Economy.

CONCLUSION

In many laws and other regulatory acts, provisions on plans and programs of activities
in the case of nuclear accident and/or radiological emergency are stipulated and connected
with state authorities responsible for nuclear safety (Ministry of Economy), radiation
protection (Ministry of Health) and civil protection (Ministry of Internal Affairs).

Ministry of Health, as a responsible authority for radition protection, is involved in
preparation of the plan and program for protection against the ionizing radiation in the case of
an emergency, namely radiological emergency. Ministry of Economy, as a responsible
authority for nuclear safety, established the Technical Support Center which acts as a leading
technical agency in the case of a nuclear accident. Making decisions on protective actions and
performing measures which should be taken in the case of any emergency are the
responsibilities of the Civil Protection, which acts in the framework of the Ministry of
Internal Affairs. They are involved in the preparation of the plan of protection and rescue for
the whole territory of Croatia.
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Although there are many activities in all mentioned state authorities on emergency
planning and preparedness in special cases of nuclear, radiological or general emergencies,
they are not sufficiently co-ordinated and harmonized in those parts which are common and
linked to radiological and nuclear emergency (for example iodine prophylaxis) or to any kind
of emergency (for example protection measures). All authorities and subjects involved in
emergency planning and preparedness should work together more intensively on new national
plan and program for protection against ionizing radiation in the case of an emergency.
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ABSTRACT

The paper demonstrates, by example of the Republic of Croatia, the possibilities of
implementing risk assessment as basis for nuclear accident emergency preparedness
development. Individual risks of severe accidents for citizens of the biggest Croatian
population centers, as well as collective risk for entire population have been assessed using the
PRONEL method. The assessment covered 90 power reactors located at a distance up to
1.000 km.

The conducted assessment shows the risks for various regions of the Republic of Croatia, and
comparison between them. If risk would be taken as basic criterion in nuclear emergency
planning, the results of assessment would directly indicate the necessary preparation level for
each region. Furthermore, the assessment of risks from individual power plants and power
plant types indicates to which facilities the greatest attention should be paid in nuclear
accidents preparedness development. Risks from groups of power plants formed in accordance
with their respective distance from exposure location shows what kind of tools for determining
consequences and protective actions during a nuclear accident should be made available.

INTRODUCTION

In spite of continuous risk reduction, a completely safe technological facility has still not been
constructed, nor will be, according to current findings. Thus, accident can occur at any facility,
including the nuclear power plants. Due to a large quantity of radioactive substances, accidents
in nuclear plants can cause significant consequences, not only within the plant itself, but also in
its immediate and remote surroundings. For that reason, development of emergency response
plans to be undertaken in case of an accident started simultaneously with beginning of
operation of the first nuclear power plants, with objective of minimizing consequences.

Recently in the Republic of Croatia efforts were made to improve emergency response plans to
be undertaken in case of nuclear accident (ENCONET (1997)). Special emphasis was placed
on Krsko NPP in Slovenia and Paks NPP in Hungary, these two being the plants nearest to the
territory of the Republic of Croatia (OG 157 (1998)). However, one could ask whether
planning and preparation would be conducted in the same way if, instead of distance, a more
comprehensive criterion would be adopted - risk. The paper demonstrates, by example of the
Republic of Croatia, the possibilities for using risk assessment as basis in development of
nuclear accident emergency response preparedness.
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SCOPE OF THE ASSESSMENT

In order to demonstrate possibilities of using risk assessment in development of nuclear
emergency preparedness, individual risk assessment was conducted for citizens of the four
biggest population centers (Zagreb, Osijek, Rijeka and Split), as well as a collective risk
assessment for the entire population of the Republic of Croatia (Figure 1). The assessment
referred to power reactors located at a distance up to 1.000 km that were in operation during
the data collection (IAEA, (1999)). These are 64 power reactors manufactured in West
European countries, USA or Canada, and 26 power reactors of "Eastern" design (Figure 2).
The first group includes 57 pressurized water reactors (PWR) and 7 boiling water reactors
(BWR). The second group is composed of 13 power reactors of VVER-440 V213 type, 6
power reactors of VVER-440 V230 type, 5 power reactors of VVER-1000 V320 type, one
power reactor of VVER-1000 V302 type and one power reactor of VVER-1000 V338 type.
Within the 1.000 km range there are also one heavy water reactor (Cernavoda NPP) and one
fast breeder reactor (Phenix NPP). However, due to restriction of the applied method to light
water reactors (see next chapter), risks from these two power reactors have not been assessed.
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Figure 1 - Republic of Croatia and the biggest population centers

Distances between power reactors included in the assessment and population centers in the
Republic of Croatia are 40 km or more. For that reason only nuclear accidents that can cause
significant consequences at greater distance, i.e. accidents that include release of larger
quantities of radioactive substances have been taken into account. This includes core melt
accidents, along with early major containment failure or containment bypass.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD APPLIED

Human health risk assessment for population of the Republic of Croatia related to nuclear
accidents was conducted using a quantitative risk assessment method called PRONEL (Sinka
(2000)). PRONEL method features separated assessment of nuclear accident consequences
and assessment of its relative frequency. Assessment of consequences, i.e. the received
radioactive dose, is composed of three individual analyses: source term analysis, atmospheric
dispersion analysis and exposure analysis. Source term analysis is based on the release
assessment method developed by the NRC (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission) (NRC
(1996)). The method applies to light water reactors, and thus the PRONEL method is
applicable exclusively to risk assessments of accidents in reactors of that type. Atmospheric
dispersion is analyzed using the so-called Lagrange "puff' model. The PRONEL method
exposure analysis takes into account only the effects caused in the early phase of the accident.
This ensues from the assumption that, as there is sufficient time, by performing appropriate
protective measures the consequences caused in late phase of accident could be significantly
reduced. Exposure pathways in the early phase of accident include exposure to direct radiation
of the radioactive cloud, inhalation of aerosols, particles and gases coming from the radioactive
cloud, and exposure to radiation of radionuclides deposited on the ground.

Frequency assessment procedure in the PRONEL method is based on results of the conducted
probability safety analyses (conduct of these analyses is not a part of the method) and on
assessment of "probability of unfavorable direction" (probability for the radioactive cloud,
formed out of the substances released from the nuclear power plant during the accident, to
pass over the selected point of exposure). With assessed consequences and frequency, the risk
of nuclear accident is calculated as a mathematical product of two parameters.

RESULTS

The most significant results of the conducted assessment can be summarized into the following
seven points:

1) The collected input data for 90 power reactors showed that the sum core melt frequency
amounts to approximately 1,3-10"2 /year, while the sum frequency of core melt accidents
followed by early major containment failure or containment bypass amounts to
approximately 8,3-10~3 /year. Thus, if conditions such as they were in time of preparation of
the paper would be taken as permanent, a core melt accident could be expected every 77
years, while core melt accident followed by early major containment failure or containment
bypass could be expected to happen every 122 years.

2) Citizens of Zagreb, Rijeka and Split would receive the greatest radiation dose in case of an
accident in Krsko NPP. Citizens of Osijek, however, would receive the greatest dose if one
of the NPP Paks reactors failed. Further, the greatest dose for citizens of Zagreb would be
4 to 15 times higher than the greatest doses received by citizens of the other three cities.
The assessed doses are mostly of such amount that they would cause exclusively stochastic
effects.

3) Population center with the highest risk is Osijek (Figure 3). Probability for a citizen of
Osijek to die because of consequences of accident in the nuclear power plant amounts to
1,3-10"7 /year. This probability is almost by half lower for the citizens of Zagreb. Risks for
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citizens of Split and Rijeka are almost identical and are about four times lower than risks
for the citizens of Osijek. Relatively small differences in assessed risks indicate that all
regions of the Republic of Croatia should be given attention in preparedness for nuclear
accidents.
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Krsko

Bohunice

Mochovce

Dukovany

Rovno

Kozloduy

Others

Total

Zagreb Rijeka Osijek Split

Figure 3 - Contributions of individual power plants to total individual risks

4) The three power plants whose contributions to individual and collective risks are notably
higher than the rest are Paks NPP, Bohunice NPP and Kozloduy NPP (Figure 3). It ensues
that, if risk would be taken as the basic criterion, the greatest attention in emergency
preparedness development for the case of a nuclear accident should be paid to these very
nuclear power plants. Differences in the way of emergency preparedness development,
depending on whether distance or risk are taken as the basic criterion, are clearly observed
using the example of the city of Zagreb and Krsko NPP. Namely, the contributions of the
Krsko NPP to the total individual risk for the citizens of Zagreb amounts to only approx.
2,5%, although it is the nearest nuclear power plant.

5) If one divides the nuclear power plants into five groups according to distance (<50 km, 50-
250 km, 250-500 km, 500-750 km and >750 km), the greatest risk for the citizens of
Zagreb and Rijeka would come from the third group, i.e. power plants at a distance of 250-
500 km (Figure 4). For the citizens of Osijek, the greatest risk would come from the power
plants located at a distance of 50-250 km, while the citizens of Split would be most
exposed to risk from the power plants 500-750 km away. Obviously, nuclear emergency
preparedness in the Republic of Croatia should include not only short range but also long
range assessment tools.
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Figure 4 - Contributions of groups of power plants to total individual risks

6) The greatest contribution to individual and collective risk is made by power reactors of
"Eastern" production, namely those of VVER-440 V230 and VVER-440 V213 types
(Figure 5). A sum of contributions of these two reactor types exceeds 97%, which points
to necessity to collect as many data as possible on these reactors within emergency
preparedness development.
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Figure 5 - Contributions of particular power plant types to total individual risks

7) The assessed collective risk of nuclear accidents for total population of the Republic of
Croatia amounts to 0,35 deaths (or incurable carcinoma) annually. Since annual carcinoma
death rate in Croatia amounts to approximately 10.000 people (CNIPH (1995)), the
probability that incurable carcinoma that occurs is a consequence of a nuclear accident
amounts to 3,5-10"s. It is also interesting to compare the collective nuclear accident risk
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with total risk of accidents of all types. Some 2.500 people lose their lives in accidents in
Croatia annually, so it turns out that contribution of nuclear accidents amounts to 1,4-10"4.

CONCLUSION

By example of the Republic of Croatia possibilities of implementing risk assessment as basis in
nuclear accidents emergency preparedness development have been examined. The results of the
assessment conducted point to two important conclusions:

1) When dealing with emergency preparedness development, risk assessment proves to be
very useful and widely applicable procedure. In the paper applicability of the procedure has
been demonstrated by defining necessary preparedness levels for various regions,
identifying facilities that need to be paid special attention to and selecting tools for
consequence assessment. However, possibilities of implementing risk assessment are
certainly not exhausted.

2) If risk is taken as the basic criterion instead of distance of the nuclear facility, significant
changes can arise in the way of emergency preparedness development.

It is necessary to add that the conducted assessment did not include the uncertainty analysis.
Uncertainty analysis is generally considered an indispensable part of risk assessment, so its lack
makes the assessment somewhat incomplete. This time, however, the lack of uncertainty
analysis could be justified by a demonstrational character of the conducted assessment.
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IMPROVEMENTS OF EXISTING EARLY WARNING SYSTEM IN CROATIA

_ Tomislav Tomisa
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing,-Zagreb

Abstract: The gamma radiation early warning system in Croatia was established in 1993. The
first configuration contained 3 measuring stations connected to the monitoring center and up
today the system is expanded with 5 additional locations. Each location is equipped with the
MFM202 gamma-monitor and additional equipment that is not unique for all locations. This
difference in remote equipment configuration caused by different communication medium
used, is the reason to improve existing system trough equipment unification introducing PLC
unit in the standard configuration. Such configuration enables additional functions such as
automatic alerting and collecting meteorological data.

1. EXISTING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The gamma radiation early warning system in Croatia is organized as the network of the
remote stations connected to the monitoring center located at the IRB (Institute Ruder
Boskovic) in Zagreb. There are 8 old and 6 recently installed remote stations equipped with
the MFM202 type gamma radiation monitors as shown on Fig. 1.

NE Krsko

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

m.

•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1.

NE Krsko
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MONITORING STATIONS
OLD

IRB Zagreb
Sljeme
Velebit
Zumberak
Sv. Kriz
Dubrovnik
Bilogora
Osijek

NEW

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

CENTER

IRB Zagreb

Batina
Strigova
Klanjec
Krndija
Ucka
Marijan

Fig 1. Locations of monitoring stations
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1.1 Existing station configuration

The communication network has radial structure and uses three different media for data
transfer between remote stations and monitoring center:

• wired telephone network
• radio-telephone network (mobile phone)
• computer network (TCP/IP)

Since MFM202 gamma monitors can communicate only trough a standard serial port (RS232)
on 2400 baud, there are different local equipment configurations used according the available
communication media as shown on Fig. 2 to Fig. 5.

SENSORS

local PC

2400 baud line

local PRINTER f - MONITOR

SENSORS

Fig. 2 Configuration Al

local PC

I WAN (TCP/IP)

local PRINTER y - MONITOR

Fig. 3 Configuration A2
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SENSORS

B

RS232

tel.
2400 baud Sine

local PRINTER y - MONITOR

Fig. 4 Configuration Bl

SENSORS

B

RS232

2400 baud
0

local PRINTER y - MONITOR MOBITEL

Fig. 5 Configuration B2

As shown there are two basic configuration used, with a local PC (Al and A2) and without
local PC (Bl and B2). The variations depend on the type of the communication used.

Since only the host PC in the monitoring center at IRJB can initiate the communication
according the predefined schedule, there is no unique way to establish the communication
with each remote station from an auxiliary center location.

This has been shown as a disadvantage when trying to establish a secondary monitoring
center (Technical Support Center) as provided in the case of an accident.
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1.2 Monitoring center configuration

Since the system was expanded in the last few years the new equipment was added to the host
PC at monitoring center, so the existing configuration looks as shown on Fig. 6.

SENSORS

HOST PC

tel.
- 2400 baud Sine

local PRINTER y - MONITOR

Fig. 6 Monitoring center configuration

One of the measuring stations is located at the same place as the monitoring center (IRB) and
its gamma monitor is directly connected to the communication port of the host PC via serial
RS232 line.

A 2400 baud modem is used for connection to the telephone network. The data from the
remote stations are collected via dial-up telephone line, one by one according the predefined
schedule.

To reach the data from the remote station located at Sljeme the host PC is connected to the
computer Wide Area Network (WAN) using TCP/IP protocol.

In such configuration only the remote stations connected to the telephone network are
reachable for the auxiliary center using the dial-up lines, while the connection to the stations
using a direct cable line or the computer WAN is not possible.

It was realized during the last demonstration test that the reliability of the connection with
remote station that uses radiotelephone line (mobile-phone) is very low. Since some of the
remote stations share the telephone line with another users the data accessibility from such
stations is also very low. It also came out that the problem with modem electric power supply
on some locations decrease availability of data accessibility.

These are the reasons to improve the described system in the way of introducing a new PLC
hardware on remote stations and making the data access uniform for all stations.
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2. IMPROVED HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

There are two main reasons to improve hardware configuration of the remote stations:

• to make the unique hardware configuration at all remote stations
• to enable the system alerting by remote station request

The reason to introduce local PC in remote station configuration was a need to temporary save
the local data during the period of the communication unavailability with the monitoring
center, because of limited communication time during the day (shared telephone lines) or low
connection reliability.

Installing the PLC unit on all locations instead of the local PC on some of them the system
become robust and uniform. The PLC unit takes the communication and data storage
functions. Since the gamma-monitor becomes the slave function in such configuration, the
PLC unit as the master collects the data from the gamma-monitor, process the data checking
for an alarm condition and save the data for transfer to the monitoring center. If alarm
condition is locally recognized according the programmed settings, the PLC unit will
automatically call the center and alert the system.

The remote programming feature of the PLC unit enables the access to the local settings and
changing the behavior of each remote station from monitoring center - for example - the call-
back telephone number can be remotely changed if monitoring center changes the telephone
number.

Since the PLC unit is provided with the analog inputs for measuring signals, the set of
metheorological sensors can added to the configuration to acquire local weather data. The full
configuration is shown on Fig. 7.

SENSORS METHEOROLOGICAL SENSORS

Wind Speed Wind Direction

Air A-r
Temp. Pressure Rainfall Rel. Hum.

tel.
line

- MONITOR PLC unit

Fig. 7 Improved station configuration
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3. MOST SOFTWARE IMPROVEMENT

The existing software package installed on the host PC at the monitoring center consists of
more DOS based executable programs that are handled under Windows 3.1 system platform.
Since the automatic alerting as the new system feature can not be handled with existing
software and the maintenance of this software becomes difficult because the system platform

-is out of date, these are good reasons to improve the host software.

In this manner the new communication module is developed under Windows 95/98/NT
system platform. This module is provided to establish the communication between the
auxiliary monitoring center and any of the remote stations using a telephone network.

With a user friendly graphical operator interface as shown on Fig. 8, this module is very
convenient for mobile measuring stations that have to be organized in an accidental situation.
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Fig. 8 Cominunication module screen layout

The whole program package as shown on Fig. 9. will contain two additional modules:

• data analyzing module
• data presentation module

The data acquired on-line by communication module will be analyzed and processed
according the international standards and stored in archive. The presentation module is
provided to print the hard copy reports and to prepare processed data for off-line usage for
another registered users or for public domain on Internet.
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Fig. 9. Host PC program package structure

4. CONCLUSION

During the year 2000 the early warning system is expanded with six new remote stations
(marked on Fig. 1 with white labels) so the monitoring network includes total 14 locations.

The new locations are equipped with minimum hardware - configuration B1 - that enables
easy installation of mentioned PLC units in future.

The existing radiotelephone lines are replaced with fixed (wired) lines increasing the
connection reliability.

The prototype of the improved hardware configuration is finished and will be installed and
tested at location Zumberak during this year.

The analyzing and presentation software modules are developed and presently are under
testing procedures.
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NUCLEAR LIABILITY LEGISLATION IN UKRAINE

by Volodymyr Hamankov

Executive Director, Nuclear Insurance Pool of Ukraine

Mikilsko-Botanicha 7/9, 01033 Kyiv, Ukraine -_

Abstract
The present report contains certain information concerning the current situation dealing with
provision of nuclear and radiation safety during the performance of all types of activity
associated with nuclear installations, facilities of radioactive waste management and utilization
of ionizing radiation sources in 1999. We try to make a concise analysis o legal bases of
ensuring safety and to present general information concerning the Nuclear Insurance Pool of
Ukraine.

1. Introduction

Nuclear energy in Ukraine started its development in 1977 when the first RBMK-1000 (1000
MWt) power unit of Chernobyl NPP was commissioned.
At present Ukraine with good reason can be considered the country of significant nuclear
capacity. There are five enterprises involved in processing and reprocessing of uranium ore in
this country. Activity of approximately 5 thousand enterprises and organizations deals with the
use of ionizing radiation sources including the major in Europe facility of processing and
reprocessing of uranium ore and research reactors in Kyiv and Sevastopol involved in research
activities in the sphere of materials science in testing mechanic properties under radiation
effect.
In Ukraine there are five running NPPs including Zaporozhye NPP, the most powerful in
Europe.
In 1999 there were 14 power units at five NPP sites operating two types of nuclear reactors.
Besides that, certain actions are made to complete the construction of Khmelnitsky-2 and
Rovno-4.
The classification of power units at Ukrainian NPPs at to the reactor types are given in
Appendix 1.
Pursuant to the Government's resolution power units 1 and 2 of Chernobyl NPP are in the
process of their decommissioning. The President of Ukraine made a decision on the closure of
unit 3 (RBMK-type), Chernobyl NPP in 2000.
Installed capacities of Ukrainian power units as of 01.06.99 are shown in Appendix 2.
Nuclear energy plays the important role in the Ukrainian economy. For the last years the NPPs
have been producing approximately 45% out of the total electricity production in this country.
The dynamics of electricity production and its consumption for almost two decades is
demonstrated in Appendix 3.
The share of electricity produced by Ukrainian NPPs out of its total amount increases as
follows:
1993 -32.7%
1994-33%
1995 -36.4%
1996 - 43.8%
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1997-44.9%
1998-44.9%
1999-44.8%
In 1998-1999 the electricity production by Ukrainian NPPs reduced. The major reason of it lies
in the decommissioning of Chernobyl units.
Actual electricity production by each NPP in 1999 is given in Appendix 4.
The structure of electricity production by each NPP is shown in Appendix 5.
Specific emphasis should be put to the problem of radioactive waste management and spent
nuclear fuel. The major amount of radioactive wastes which have been accumulated in Ukraine
so far were resulted from the Chernobyl accident. Radioactive wastes which were produced as
a result of NPP operation are kept at their intermediate storages. Ukraine has no its national
and regional storages for spent nuclear fuel with the exception of the only on-site storage at
Chernobyl NPP. Spent nuclear fuel produced by WER-reactors at Ukrainian NPPs is
transported to Russia for its further reprocessing and disposal.
The construction of spent fuel storage was completed at Zaporozhye NPP. At present the
examination of a set of papers which were developed to obtain a license for commissioning is
finished up. A program for management of nuclear spent fuel which was produced by all
Ukrainian NPPs is in the process of its development. The mentioned program is an integral part
of the comprehensive program for solution of nuclear fuel cycle.
Both the electricity production by NPPs and their operational safety increase simultaneously.
Starting from 1986 a number of engineering measures aimed at safety upgrading and reliability
of power units have been introduced.
In 1993 the full scope simulator at Zaporozhye NPP was started up; it allows to run accident
scenarios which are typical of that power unit operation and is used to conduct operating
personnel training.

2. Legal basis for safety regulation of the use of nuclear energy

The operator's functions and liability for safety all NPPs were delegated to state enterprise
«National Nuclear Energy Generating Company «Energoatom» (NNEG «Energoatom») which
was established pursuant to the Government's resolution of October 17th, 1996. The Company
coordinates its activity on safe NPP operation with the Nuclear Regulatory Administration and
the State Nuclear Safety Inspectorate under the auspices of the Ministry for Environmental
Protection and Nuclear Safety of Ukraine.
The concept of state regulation of safety and control of the Ukrainian nuclear sector which was
adopted by the Verkhovna Rada's resolution in January, 1994 lies in the regulatory basis of the
safe use of nuclear energy. In order to extend the scope of the given concept a number of laws
were adopted to set up socio-legal relations between subjects of regulation during the
performance of permitted types of activity. The list of the laws acting in 1999 and their concise
description are given in Appendix A.
Law «On the Use of Nuclear Energy and Radiation Safety» of January 1995 is the basis of the
Ukrainian nuclear legislation. The following aspects were taken into account in the course of
its development:
• the regulatory practice accepted in different countries which run their large-scale nuclear

programs;
• the IAEA recommendations;
• recommendations given by key experts in the sphere of international nuclear law.
The basic Law established the priority of man and the environment, separated the scope of
liability of the regulatory body and the operator, channeled the entire liability for ensuring
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safety to the operator (licensee), set up the institution of licensing in the course of the use of
nuclear safety.
Pursuant to the given Law the operator is obliged to obtain an operating license for either
nuclear facility. Several nuclear facilities located on the same site are considered the one
nuclear facility. The operator is obliged to present financial guarantees in order to obtain either
license.

3. Liability And Compensation For Nuclear Damage ~

The development of the Ukrainian nuclear legislation and the analysis of the current concepts
of international nuclear law necessitated to set up the national system of legal norms and safety
engineering rules of nuclear facilities. As a result, the concept has been developed.
Ukraine joining the Vienna Convention in 1996 required to bring in additional provisions and
amendments to Law «On the Use of Nuclear Energy and Radiation Safety».
On December 3rd, 1997 certain additional provisions which fixed the operator's third party
liability in the amount of 50 mln.SDR per each nuclear accident were brought in the Law; the
given sum covers neither interests nor court expenses for the compensation for nuclear
damage. Operator's liability for nuclear damage begins as a result of both the occurrence of a
nuclear accident at the nuclear site and during the transportation of nuclear materials. The
operator is obliged to ensure financial coverage of liability for nuclear damage either through
insurance or other type of financial guarantee. The State also accepts liability for the
indemnification when the operator is released from it pursuant to the law. The revised Law
contains all definitions and terms which meet the ones stated in Article I of the Vienna
Convention of 1963.
According to the provisions of the Law insurance of the operator's liability was included in the
list of mandatory types of insurance. Insurers-residents who obtained an appropriate
permission/license for the given type of insurance and are members of the Nuclear Insurance
Pool of Ukraine have the right to run the given type of business.
Court decisions on liability for nuclear damage caused by a nuclear accident in the Ukrainian
territory are made exclusively by the Ukrainian courts.
As to material damage and damage to the environment the limitation period is ten years. As to
radioactive substances loss it comes to twenty years. However, a claim can be brought before a
court only within three years from the moment when the person either learnt or could learn of
such a damage. In case of damage to either life or health the right to bring an action has no
limitation period. At present the Ukrainian legislation foresees no separation between funds for
indemnification of personal damage and property damage. The issue of prioritized
indemnification is subject to its consideration in the future. Once a court decision made the
indemnification must be done immediately. The term of appealing against the court decision is
two months.
Pursuant to the present Law the operator's liability is absolute in other words the operators
bears liability no matter whether the operator's fault has been proved or not.
The operator is released from liability for nuclear damage caused by a nuclear accident as a
result of actions of God, combat actions, hostilities, rebellions, civil war, deliberate assaults
and that meets the content of Article IV of the Vienna Convention.
Ionizing radiation sources, which effect is extremely low and so do not require restrictions in
accordance with radiation safety regulations, are not subjected to the state regulation.

4. Certain Regulations On Safety And Control Of The Ukrainian Nuclear Industry
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Once Law of Ukraine «On Ukraine Joining the Joint Protocol relating to the Application of the
Vienna and Paris Conventions* was adopted on September 21st, 1998 a number of draft
legislative acts which were developed in order to rise the limit of the operator's liability and to
establish liability for both material damage and injury in accordance with the requirements of
the Joint Protocol relating to the Application of the Vienna and Paris Conventions.
There are several basic norms and standards which regulate and control the Ukrainian nuclear
branch. ~
One of the basic problem which is considered by the analysis of NPP operating safety is the
analysis of breakdown of systems and equipment. Reports of breakdown during NPP operation
which is subject to report to the regulatory body are based on requirements of «Provisions for
investigation and accounting breakdowns during NPP operation)). The total amount of
breakdowns subjected to investigation under the mentioned above document are practically
unchanged from 1997-1999 though starting from 1992 to 1998 there was a tendency of their
reducing (Appendix 6).
The number of breakdowns caused by design deficiencies during the last year reduced and in
average equaled 11-18% out of the total number of annual breakdowns (Appendix 7).
Reassessment of design and engineering decisions specifically addressed their influence on a
power unit safety in general is based on requirements of current norms and standards of
nuclear and radiation safety. The necessity of the reassessment is caused by the fact that all
Ukrainian power units and appropriate equipment met the ex-USSR regulations which
naturally do not comply with the upgraded current requirements of safety assessment.
For the last two years the number of breakdowns caused by equipment aging was unchanged
and came to 10-15% out of the their total annual number. In order to exclude such
breakdowns each NPP management developed measures aimed at upgrading its equipment and
which were included in the safety upgrading program approved by the regulatory body.
Control over the realization of the mentioned activity is performed by the State Nuclear Safety
Inspectorate.
The tendency shows that the number of mechanical deficiencies was reduced by 17-25% in
1994-1999 (Appendix 8). So that demonstrates the efficiency of measures which were
undertaken in the framework of the program of safety upgrading.
Personnel errors equaled 34% out of the total annual number of deficiencies (Appendix 9).
In order to reduce the number of deficiencies caused by the human factor a program for the
establishment and improvement of personnel training in the Ukrainian nuclear energy under
the concept of national training of the Ukrainian NPP personnel was adopted. It is planned in
2000 to put into force new regulations establishing new procedure and requirements to NPP
personnel training.

5. Nuclear Insurance Pool of Ukraine

The Association was set up in January, 1997. It is an independent voluntary organization
which unites Ukrainian insurers with the purpose of insuring nuclear risks.
Pool's promoters are major insurance companies of Ukraine which accumulated definite
experience in cooperation with enterprises of nuclear energy:
• Joint Stock «Insurance Company «Alcona», Kiev
• Joint Stock Insurance Association «Arma», Kiev
• Joint Stock «Insurance Company «Oranta Dnepr», Kiev
• Joint Stock «Insurance Company «Energopolis», Kiev
General meeting of Pool's members is its higher body which determine the strategy of the
Pool, elect the Pool Board and its general director. The executive directorate chaired by the
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general director runs the Pool activity. In order to ensure solvency insurers, Pool's members,
are entitled to set up a fund for insurance guarantee.
Statute of the Pool, rights and obligations of both an insurer and an insured will be defined in
the special law. However, with no doubt, a great number of companies out of those 240
companies which run business in the Ukrainian insurance market will become members of the
Pool. Taking into account international experience and prospects of its development it is
planned to extend the list of types of insurance associated with nuclear accident. In particular,
insurance orNPP property and insurance of personnel against negative effects of radioactive
substance in case of a nuclear accident.
In 1999 the Pool jointly with the Ministry for Environmental Protection and Nuclear Safety of
Ukraine performed the following work as a part of the feasibility study:
• procedure of development of safety analysis reports of both running and under

construction;
• performance of specific researches;
• safety analysis reports.
Pursuant to provisions of the Nuclear Safety Convention Ukraine is obliged to complete the
development of safety analysis reports by the end of 2000. In doing so, during the last year
certain work was done in this direction at Rovno-1, South-Ukraine-1 and Zaporozhye-5.
Safety analysis report is based on deterministic and probabilistic approaches. It is foreseen to
apply the obtained results to other power units of WER-type.
As to RBMK-type reactors in 1999 definite works were performed to complete the safety
analysis report of Chernobyl-3.
As to units which are under construction requirements to the content of safety analysis reports
for VVER-type reactors at the stage of issuing an operating license are developed. At present
the administrative preparation of safety analysis reports for Khmelnitsky-2 and Rovno-4 is
completed.

6. Conclusion

We consider the present Conference to be a next step of accumulating essential experience
dealing with nuclear risk insurance as well as a possibility to inform the respected members of
other nuclear pools about the current status of insurance and safe operation of nuclear facilities
in Ukraine. I do hope that the changes both in the Ukrainian government and the energy sector
will dynamically precipitate the process of operators' liability insurance.
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Appendix A

Ukrainian legislative and normative basis in the sphere of the use of nuclear energy and
radiation safety

List and concise description of Ukrainian laws

1
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Name of law

2
Law of Ukraine «On the
use of nuclear energy
and radiation safety»

Law of Ukraine «On
radioactive waste
management))

Law of Ukriane «On
joining Ukraine the
Vienna Convention on
civil liability for nuclear
damage»
Law of Ukraine «On
mining and reprocessing
uranium ore»

Law of Ukraine «On
ratification of the
Convention on Nuclear
Safety))
Law of Ukraine «On
ratification of the
Agreement between
Ukraine and the IAEA
on application of NPT
safeguards

Date of
entering
into
force

3
08.02.95

30.06.95

12.07.96

19.11.97

17.12.97

17.12.97

Concise description

4
Declares the priority of human safety and the
environment, sets forth major goals of the
Ukrainian nuclear legislation, states rights and
obligations of members of the public in the given
sphere; regulates activities dealing with the
operation of nuclear facilities and ionizing
radiation sources; sets forth a legal basis for
international obligations associated with the use
of nuclear energy undertaken by Ukraine
Ensures a legal basis for the safety and protection
of the public and the environment in the process
of radioactive waste management, applicable
principles of state policy
Legally states the fact of Ukraine joining the
Vienna Convention (July, 1999)

Regulates legal relations in the course of mining
and reprocessing uranium ore and production of
products of reprocessed as raw materials for
production of nuclear materials; defines in detail
the activity dealt with uranium facilities,
protection of personnel and public and the
environment against the effects of ionizing
radiation
Legally states adherence to safety culture
principles and ensures their realization

Legally states relevant NPT obligations
undertaken by Ukraine under the Agreement
between Ukraine and the IAEA of 21.09.95
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1
7.

8.

2
Law of Ukraine «On
human protection
against ionizing
radiation))

Law of Ukraine «0n
general provisions for
further operation and
decommissioning of
Chornobyl NPP and
transferring the
damaged power unit
into environment
friendly system))

3
14.01.98

11.12.98

4
Aims at ensuring protection of life, property and
public health against the negative effect of
ionizing radiation during normal operations and
radiation emergency by intervention and
indemnification of radiation damage
Sets forth a legal basis for the performance of
relevant activities, mechanisms of social
protection of NPP personnel and public; lays
down peculiarities of the legal regime of the use
of international technical assistance and taxation
of entities of business activity and administrative
territory of the city of Slavutych
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Appendix 1

Number of Nuclear Power Units in Ukraine as to reactor
type, %

14%

IHVVER-440
^RBMK-1000
• VVER-1000

79%
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Appendix 2

Preset capacity of nuclear power units ofNPPs of Ukraine for 01.06.99

NPP

Zaporozhye

South -

Ukraine

Rovno

ChNPP

Khmelnitsky

#of
power

unit

1

2

3

4

5

6*

1

2

3

1

2

3

1"

2*"

3

1

Reactor type

W E R - 1000

VVER - 1000

VVER - 1000

VVER- 1000

VVER- 1000

VVER- 1000

VVER-1000

VVER- 1000

VVER- 1000

VVER - 440

VVER - 440

VVER- 1000

RBMK- 1000

RBMK - 1000

RBMK- 1000

VVER - 1000

Set capacity
(mln. KWt)

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

402

416

1000

800

1000

1000

1000

Beginning of
construction

04. 1980

04. 1981

04. 1982

01. 1984 ..

07. 1985

06. 1986

03. 1977

10. 1979

02. 1985

08. 1976

10. 1977

02. 1981

06. 1972

02. 1973

05. 1977

11. 1981

Commissione
d

10.12.1984

22.07.1985

10.12.1986

18.12.1987

14.08.1989

19.10.1995

31.12.1982

06.01.1985

20.09.1989

22.12.1980

22.12.1981

21.12.1986

26.09.1997

21.12.1978

03.12.1981

22.12.1987

- unit # 6 al ZNPP - in operation since 02.04.97;

- unit # 1 at ChNPP - shut down on 30.11.96, being decomissioned;

- unit # 2 ChNPP - shut down on 11.10.91 after the fire in the machine hall.
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Appendix 4

Electricity production by NEGK "Energoatom" in 1999

NPP

ZNPP
SUNPP
RNPP
KhNPP
ChNPP

Total

Actual 1998

35392,947
17464,089
11852,088
5781,422
4748,724

75239,270

1999

plan
32211,000
16225,000
10499,000
6161,000
3357,000

68453,000

actual
33760,236
17562,195
11578,412
5844,716
3319,545

72065,104

Performance, %

104,8
108,2
110,3
94,9
98,9

105,3

99 versus
98, %

95,4
100,6
97,7
101,1
69,9

95,8
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NUCLEAR LIABILITY CLAIMS HANDLING AND COSTS -

GERMANY AND SOME COMPARATIVE SOLUTIONS

by Dirk Harbriicker, Managing Director, German Nuclear Insurance Pool (DKVG),
Kbln

Abstract:

Comparison of legal status in Central Europe:
coverage by insurance and State intervention,
coverage of legal expenses and interests on awards

Technical problems of claims handling after a nuclear incident: guidelines to be
prepared by insurer before and not after an incident occurred, demands on provider
of financial security

Claims handling for part guaranteed by State to be transferred to insurer,
necessary regulations of such arrangements

1. Introduction

The Vienna Convention as a basis for the implementation of liability principles into national
law stipulates the liability of the operator of a nuclear power plant in Art. V 1 to not less than
US$ 5 million (in gold1) which represents a current value of about US$ 40 million.

The operator shall be required to maintain insurance or other financial security to cover his
liability for nuclear damage2. The Installation State shall ensure the payment of claims for
compensation for nuclear damage by providing the necessary funds to the extent that the field
of insurance or other financial security is inadequate to satisfy such claims2. So far the Vienna
Convention in it's original wording from 1963.

The Vienna Convention leaves it to the Signatory State to determine the amount to cover by
(private) financial security and/or by his own intervention. Therefore the legal implementation
is different from country to country and I would like to look at Czech Republic, Hungary,
Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia.

Art V 3 Vienna Convention, one tray ounce of fine gold equal to US$ 285 as per March 22, 2000
2 Art. VII 1 Vienna Convention
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2. Comparative solutions of operators1 nuclear liability amounts and insurance in
some CEE countries

The Czech Nuclear Act3 stipulates a liability of a nuclear licensee to CZK 6000 million4 for
which the sum insured shall not be less than CZK 1500 million5.

The Hungarian Act on Atomic Energy6 prescribes an absolute liability of the licensee of a
nuclear power plant not to exceed SDR 100 million7 on each occasion of a nuclear accident
arising in the facility. However, the nuclear damage in excess of this amount shall be
compensated by the State of Hungary, with a limitation of the total amount devoted to
compensation to SDR 300 million8.

As the 1991 Constitution of Romania provides that international treaties to which Romania is a
party are integral part of Romanian national law and Romania acceded to the 1963 Vienna
Convention on December 29, 1992 (entered into force on March 29, 1993), the purchase of a
nuclear liability coverage became mandatory9.

Despite the fact that the Romanian legislation does not stipulate an exact amount, liability
insurance is in force for the amount of US$ 55 mio. According to information available to
NEA (Nuclear Energy Agency) the Romanian law on civil liability for nuclear damage as
drafted on 21st June 1999 should pass the Parliament in fall this year.

The Slovenian Government adopted a Decree in November 1998 to increase the operator's
liability limit and mandatory insurance from previously US$ 5 million to 42 million10. I do not
mention the Republic of Croatia as a 50 per cent co-owner of Krsko NPP, as the plant is
located in Slovenia and the Slovenian legislation is applicable to the operator's nuclear third
party liability11.

The Slovakian Act n sets up a liability of the operator for nuclear damage up to a total of 2
billion Slovak Crowns13 which has to be covered by insurance or some other form of financial
cover14. No additional state guarantee or intervention is foreseen.

3 Act No 18/1997 on the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy and Ionising Radiation and on
Amendments and Additions to Related Acts adopted on 24th January 1997

4 Art 35 a) - amount corresponding to € 166,2 mio (as per January 1, 2000)
5 Art 36 (3) - amount corresponding to € 41,6 mio (as per January 1, 2000)
6 Act CXVI of 1996 on Atomic Energy (adopted by the Parliament of Hungary on 10Ul December 1996)
7 Section 52 (1) - amount corresponding to € 73,3 mio (as per January 1, 2000)
8 Section 52 (2) - amount corresponding to € 220 mio (as per January 1, 2000)
9 Dr. Nathalie Horbach in Nuclear Energy Law and Regulation in Central and Eastern Europe -

Romania (page 80).
10 Decree of the Slovenian Government adopted on 26* November, 1998 deemed to be an interim

solution while revision of the existing legislation takes place (see Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 63,
page 78, publication of Nuclear Energy Agency)

11 Dr. Bruno Sladonja, Nuclear Liability Legislation in the Republic of Croatia; in Contemporary
Developments in Nuclear Energy Law: Harmonising Legislation in CEEC/NIS (N.Horbach,ed)

12 Act on the Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy ....adopted on 1st April 1998
13 Section 28 (1) - amount corresponding to € 47,1 inio (as per January 1, 2000)
14 Section 30(1)
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This is the legal status in Central Europe (in countries with small and medium electricity grids)
stipulating the liability of the operator in case of a nuclear incident.

In all these countries the liability of the operator is covered by insurance which has been in
force since 1980 for NPP Krsko in former Yugoslavia, since 1995 in Romania, since 1997 in.
Hungary and since 1998 in Czech Republic. Slovakia has been the last country to follow in
199915.

All Western European Nuclear Acts provide - for the time being - for an insurance or other
financial protection to start with followed by a State guarantee.

3. The Problems of Claim Handling and Legal Costs and Interests

In all countries mentioned but one the limits are exclusively dedicated to victims and the
compensation of damages. Legal expenses (costs) and interests on awards are not included.
There is no mention of such costs in the Acts of Czech Republic and Hungary, while the
Slovenian Act explicitly excludes such costs16. The insurance conditions, however, foresee an
additional limit up to a maximum of US$ 5 million (Romania) resp. 5 % (Slovakia) or 10 %
(Slovenia) of the legal limit. The Hungarian insurers have equally fixed an additional limit of
HUF 50 million each17 for interests and legal expenses in their policy. The Czech Republic
seems to be an exception in Europe, as legal costs are included within the policy limit.

In none of the countries mentioned nor in any member country of the European Union any
other costs arising from the claims settlement procedure are noted. These so called internal
costs of the provider of financial protection will have to be run by the insurer for his part of
coverage respectively by the State for the coverage provided.

While we all trust that such an incident will never happen the insurer should be technically
prepared to proceed with the settlement of a claim. As you realize I suppose that the claims
handling will be done by the insurer which apart from his financial involvement is a contractual
obligation arising from the insurance contract.

I emphasize this obligation as the handling of a nuclear claim will be completely different of
what the insurer is used to: he has not to deal with a single claimant or even a limited number
of claimants, he will be confronted with a mass problem which you might compare with the
demolition of houses after an earthquake or very heavy storms, however, with the difference
that after such a natural disaster there is a chance that not every object in the specific area will
be hit.

15 Liability insurance in force for
NPP Krsko since May 1980
NPP Cernavoda since 02.02.1995
NPP Paks since 01.08.1997
NPP Dukovany since 29.01.1998
NPP Bohonice since 01.01.1999
NPP Mochovcc since 01.01.1999

16 Section 28 (2) of the Decree of Slovenian Government (sec note 10)
17 amount corresponding to € 200.000,-
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An even more important difference will be that most probably all people staying in the vicinity
of the stricken power plant during and after the accident will have been exposed to radiation
and might surfer personal injuries later on.

Claims handling after a nuclear incident will require tremendous efforts of management,
manpower and data recording. As this duty will be too onerous for one single insurer, even the
market leader, it will be necessary to combine the forces of the claims departments of the major
companies. Provisional claims offices might become necessary should the accident not have
occurred in the immediate proximity of a larger city with a disposition of insurance offices.
Protection and information on radiation exposure and damages will be an important issue to
prepare mentally the loss adjusters who will be set to work around the contaminated area.

As the nuclear liability insurance is always provided by an association of the domestic
insurance market - a National Pool - the statutes of this Pool will have to foresee an obligation
of all members to participate in the claims handling itself and not only financiallywise.
However, the financial and actual burden of claims handling for the insurer should not be
neglected.

Apart from checking the financial ability (solvency) of the insurer to pay out the claim when
occurred the national authorities should also approve the actual technical ability of the insurer
to settle such a claim appropriately. It must be a major interest of the State to have in force not
only a financial guarantee in form of insurance but to also safeguard that the provider of such
financial protection will be capable to start immediately after an incident - which will appear as
a national catastrophe - the compensation of victims. Without any emergency planning the
provider of financial security or the insurer will be absolutely helpless in combining his forces
and to take suitable emergency measures. He will loose valuable time in arranging how to
record, file, inspect and analyse claims . He will even not be able to give clear instructions to
the public where to submit claims.

Therefore the insurer - this means the National Pool and not a single company - should give
absolute priority to the elaboration of a manual for the adjustment of claims as an instruction as
well as a guarantee for an uniform handling. Such guidelines should include all organizational,
judicial and personal regulations necessary to handle and settle losses of a nuclear incident.

I have to admit that it took us quite a long time in Germany to elaborate such claims settlement
guidelines, actually we only started this work after having realized the dimensions of the
incident occurring at Chernobyl in 1986. Numerous meetings of major insurers' representatives
became necessary over a longer period to work out and agree upon a guidance how to oblige,
organize and combine the forces of our insurance market including detailed instructions for the
individual loss adjusters and specimen for submitting claims.

This might be easier in smaller markets with a smaller number of insurance companies, but they
will loose valuable time before being mentally and technically prepared to start any suitable
claims recording. It seems to be inevitable that the compensation of material damages will only
start delayed. This will be different for the evaluation of personal injuries, as the manifestation
of injuries will only develop over a certain time, as long as people have not been in an
immediate proximity of the stricken power plant.
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Any guidelines, instructions or what ever should take into account a coordination with the
national authorities and the operator of the stricken power plant. Mainly the involvement of the
authorities seems to be indispensable to demonstrate that the insurer is not deciding on his own
on approving or rejecting certain types of claims subject to judicial review of course. This does
not mean that the insurer should only execute instructions given by the authorities, the claims
settlement is his domain, but for instance the state might adopt a priorization of personal
injuries to material damage claims by issuing a decree.

So far I have outlined the insurer's responsibilities arising from his contractual obligation. An
alternative to the procedure described would be that the State declares a national catastrophe
and assumes the ascertainment of damages and the compensation of victims. The State could
claim financial recovery from the insurer later on. But I do not see that the State disposes of
the means to do so nor that he is prepared to execute the compensation. However, I have to
admit that the German State (by the Bundesverwaltungsamt) carried out the compensation of
victims in the Southeast of Germany after the Chernobyl accident in 1986. Nevertheless the
German state is interested to leave such a duty to the insurance industry in the future. As I
have mentioned in my introduction the insurance protection is followed by a state guarantee in
most of the countries. This reveals the question how to harmonize the insurer's part and the
state intervention.

Should the insurer settle all claims until his policy limit will be exhausted ? What should he do
with the remaining files? He would have to hand it over to the authorities together with a list of
all paid out amounts and the receivers to make sure that no double payments will be arranged.
The State, however, might apply other criteria for paying out compensations or simply be more
generous or restrictive in fixing compensation amounts. How could you explain to a claimant
that he will receive a smaller compensation than his neighbour only because his claim is settled
by another institution?

Therefore it seems to be logical that the insurer should extend his claims settlement in excess
of his cover on behalf of the state. This will request a binding arrangement between the state
authorities and the insurer resp. the National Pool which will give legal security to both parties
concerned and will be in public interest. The necessity of such an arrangement is seen in a
number of countries but only exists in Switzerland so far. We have worked out a draft
agreement in Germany but it still needs final approval. The French authorities discussed this
subject with their insurer Assuratome as well, but a formal agreement has not been signed yet.

It is not by pure altruistic motivation that the insurer might take over such an additional obliga-
tion - the State concerned will have to compensate for the service he will receive in respect of
legal (court) costs involved but as well in respect of all internal costs of the insurer (i.e. salaries
of employees, travel expenses a.s.o.) - but once the insurer is involved in the claims settlement
the additional effort to carry on his service seems the best suitable solution.

The contract transferring the loss settlement from the Government to the insurer should
include some essential regulations in advance:

• In order to harmonize the interests between operator, Government and insurer a board
should be established which assembles after the occurrence of a nuclear incident and which
should be composed by representatives of each party affected.
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• From the insurer's point of view it is important that the loss settlement authority is
transferred to the loss adjusters of the Nuclear Insurance Pool. Their decisions should be
binding for the Government and the liable operator.

• The Government will have to reimburse the insurer for the employment of loss adjusters
(labour cost per hour) and for their expenses. —

4. Conclusive Remarks

My intention was to outline some of the considerations we have done in Germany how to meet
with the aftereffects of a nuclear incident and to invite you, Governmental Representatives and
my insurance colleagues, to understand this as an encouragement for similar drawing-ups in
your own countries if you have not done so yet. There is no immediate need for action but
please be aware it will be absolutely too late to start your work of defining and dividing
responsibilities and necessary actions after an incident has occurred. Nevertheless I trust that
these considerations will remain hypothetical.
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UPDATE ON THE VIENNA PROTOCOL AND CSC:
ISSUES OF IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATION IN

NATIONAL LEGISLATION

Dr. Nathalie l.J. T. Horbach

Director
Center for Transboundary Damage and Compensation

Hobbemastraat 6, 1071 ZA Amsterdam

ABSTRACT

This paper aims to reflect the recent developments in respect of the 1997 Vienna Protocol
(VP) and the 1997 Convention on Supplementary Compensation (CSC), i.e. the changes in
signatories and ratificiations of both instruments, and the impacts these will have upon the
geographical scope of nuclear liability laws of those countries covered or linked to each other
within the international nuclear liability regime.

To the extent that certain countries have ratified either the VP or the CSC, it is important to
analyse their existing nuclear liability legislation and the manner in which it already
implements or aims to implement certain crucial new elements introduced by both
instruments, such as, the liability limitation in time and amount, the extension of the
geographical scope to damage wherever suffered as well as in the EEZ, the extension of the
definition of nuclear damage and preventive measures, and finally, the deletion of some of the
exoneration of the operator's liability. In this context, especially the concept of nuclear
environmental damage and the extent to which it is currently covered by existing nuclear
liability legislation or, possibly, environmental law, will be given some special attention.

Finally, the paper will focus on various aspects of the implementation and application of these
new elements of both 1997 instruments within some CEEC's nuclear liability regimes as an
example to identify those issues that will produce special problems (e.g., administrative, legal,
insurance, or political) or necessitate additional legislative efforts in respect of their
implementation in national laws.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After more than a decade of comprehensive research and preparations, two new legal
instruments were adopted on 12 September 1997, i.e. the Vienna Protocol to Amend the
Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage (VP) and the Convention on
Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (CSC). These legal instruments are
revolutionary compared to the 'older' existing international nuclear third-party liability regime
in two main aspects: first, they attempt to. cover environmental damage in line with the
international trend to recognize responsibility for the protection of the environment (including
the marine environment) as intrinsic part of overall health and safety of mankind, and,
secondly, both instruments aim to facilitate potential success of compensation claims for
nuclear damage by extending the time prescription periods and increasing the obligatory
liability amounts. Despite this meritorious aim to extend the scope of coverage in this manner,
it seems to create additional legislative demands and uncertainties for those countries that just
recently have endured intensive and painstaking efforts for the adoption of nuclear liability
legislation conform to the 'older' nuclear liability regime of the Vienna Convention (VC),
which they finally ratified. The new conventions, that are predominately created to attract
wider participation from particularly the CEE/NIS countries, will burden these countries to
request even more demanding and farreaching nuclear liability rules, sometimes alien to the
domestic legal system, than those that after such a long time and under international pressure
could barely be adopted. Nevertheless, there seems to exist an inexhaustible and admirable
legislative energy to even incorporate these newly developed legal concepts within national
legislation of a few CEE/NIS countries. First of all, it is necessary to identify the main
elements of both 1997 Conventions before comparing them with existing or pending nuclear
liability legislation of a few selected countries, i.e. Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary,
Romania, the Slovak Republic and Slovenia. All of these countries have ratified the Vienna
Convention of 1963 (VC), as well as the Joint Protocol (JP) linking the 1960 Paris
Convention (PC) to the Vienna nuclear liability regime. Slovenia is the only country that has
started the procedure to give up the VC in favour of the PC and the Brussels Supplementary
Convention (BSC). Should it succeed in this ambition, Slovenia will be part of the European
nuclear liability regime, without giving up its participation in the VC nuclear liability regime
to which it will indirectly remain to be bound by way of its JP ratification.

II. THE 1997 CONVENTIONS

Participation of Conventions

The VP has currently been signed by only fourteen signatories and ratified by two Contracting
Parties, i.e. Morocco and Romania. Apart from Argentina, Indonesia, Lebanon, Peru,
Philippines, the VP found recognition predominately in the CEE/NIS region, where Belarus,
Czech Republic, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland and Ukraine have signed the VP. From the
'western' region, despite strong representation during the preparatory discussions,
participation is confined to Italy.'
A comparable pattern is found in respect of the CSC, with two significant exceptions, i.e. the
participation of the United States and Australia, both breaking their long history of non-
participation in any international nuclear liability regime. The CSC has currently thirteen
signatories. Besides the two former States, and in addition to Argentina, Indonesia, Lebanon,

Its signatories are Argentina (signed, 19 December 1997), Belarus (signed, 14 September 1998), Czech Republic (signed, 18 June 1998),
Hungary (signed, 29 September 1997), Indonesia (signed, 6 October 1997), Italy (signed, 26 January 1998), Lebanon (signed, 30
September 1997), Lithuania (signed, 30 September 1997), Morocco (signed, 29 September 1997), Peru (signed, 4 June 1998),
Philippines (signed, 10 March 1998), Poland (signed, 3 October 1997), Romania (signed, 30 September 1997 and ratified on 29
December 1998) and Ukraine (signed, 29 September 1997).
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Peru, Philippines, the CEE/NIS region is represented by Czech Republic, Lithuania, and
Ukraine. Similar to the VP, only Romania and Morocco have sofar ratified the CSC, whereas
Italy is the only 'PC-State' to have signed the CSC.2

Main Elements

Although both the CSC and the VP have certain common features, they differ as to their
intended geographical scope as well as their nature, i.e. the VP focused on assigning primary
liability, whereas the CSC aims to ensure availability of supplementary compensation as an
ultimate tier of liability to be ensured by and among the Contracting Parties (individually and
jointly). Any comparison should take this into account. Nonetheless, the main objective of
both instruments is to extend the scope of coverage of the operator's liability regime by
incorporating:

• an extended definition of 'nuclear damage' to be optionally incorporated in implementing
legislation of Contracting Parties;

• by increasing the time limit and the liability cap;
• by deleting the option of exoneration for force majeure; and
• by extending its territorial scope to damage wherever suffered, while permitting an

unilateral exclusion of such extension only in respect of non-Contracting States (or its
maritime zones) that have nuclear installations and do not afford equivalent reciprocal
benefits.

The CSC, although largely replicating the VP, comprises certain special features that are
different due partly to its supplementary nature and partly to its more liberal approach to
liability channelling:

• it aims to ensure additional compensatory funding up to 600 million SDRs, part of which is
designated for transboundary damage only;

• it contains a grandfather clause, allowing the US to maintain its existing nuclear liability
regime;

• its geographical scope is not extended to damage wherever suffered.

In addition to the above mentioned factors that should be taken into account in implementing
either the provisions of the CSC or the VP, relevant are also the factors that are common to
both instruments:

• the phasing-in mechanism allowing a period under which less funds are available;
• the extension to incidents and damage occurring in maritime zones (Art. V CSC);
• the exclusion of non-peaceful nuclear installations (Art. 3 VP; Art. II.2 CSC).

These factors should be taken into account in legislative efforts aiming at incorporating or
implementing the provisions of the CSC or the VP. In addition, these factors could also
increase the number of victims to be compensated and minimise (make infeasible in case of
the third bullet) the possibility of obtaining compensation under the nuclear liability regime.

Its signatories are Argentina (signed, 19 December 1997), Australia (signed, 1 October 1997), Czech Republic (signed, 18 June 1998),
Indonesia (signed, 6 October 1997), Italy (signed, 26 January 1998), Lebanon (signed, 30 September 1997), Lithuania (signed, 30
September 1997), Morocco (signed, 29 September 1997), Peru (signed, 4 June 1998), Philippines (signed, 10 March 1998), Romania
(signed, 30 September 1997 and ratified on 2 March 1999), Ukraine (signed, 29 September 1997), and United States of America (signed,
29 September 1997).
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III. DOMESTIC NUCLEAR LIABILITY REGIMES

1 . Scope of Comparision

First, it should be identified to what extent the current national nuclear liability regimes of the
countries currently under consideration have implemented or follow the principles of the
international nuclear liability regimes, whether or not actually obliged too. As such, it will be
assessed how the optional provisions were already or can be incorporated within existing
national nuclear legislation. Secondly, a concise assessment will be made as to the extent to
which the current nuclear liability laws already adequately implement the provisions of the
1997 treaties, or to what extent this would still require additional modifications and/or
adjustments. Finally, some general remarks on the desirability or consequences of ratification
of either one of both, or both 1997 treaties will conclude this paper.
All of the selected countries are Contracting Party to the 1963 VC and have implemented its
provisions accordingly, but in varying degrees. >From all these States, the Czech Republic
and Hungary are signatory to the VP, and have, as such, the obligation not to do anything that
would run counter the purposes or objective of the Protocol. International public law (e.g.
1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Art. 18) does create certain soft obligations
for signatory States, i.e. at least to refrain from acts which would defeat the object and
purpose of a that treaty. A similar conclusion can be drawn with respect to the CSC, that, until
now, was signed by the Czech Republic only. More binding effect have the VP and CSC on
Romania, that ratified both legal instruments. On the other hand, Slovenia and the Slovak
Republic did not sign or ratify any of these instruments, and therefore cannot infer any rights
or obligations there from, except those established under customary international law.

2. Laws Implementing the International Nuclear Liability Regime
All States under consideration have ratified both the 1963 VC as well as the 1988 Joint
Protocol; Hungary being the first to join such international treaty in 1989 and the Slovak
Republic being the last to join in March 1995. In addition, the Hungary signed the VP in
1997, the Czech Republic signed both the VP and the CSC in 1998, whereas Romania
actually ratified both legal instruments in 1999.
In the Slovak Republic, the Czech Republics and Hungary, the VC's nuclear liability regime is
not implemented by one single instrument, but is regulated in a general manner in their
respective framework laws, i.e. the 1998 Slovak Republic's Act on the Peaceful Use of
Nuclear Energy [Part Five], the 1997 Czech Republic's Atomic Energy Act [Section 5 of Part
One], and the 1996 Hungarian Atomic Energy Act CXVI [Chapter V]. Romania, on the other
hand, is close to adopting a special law specifying the very general provisions on nuclear
liability found in its 1996 Law on the Safe Conduct of Nuclear Activities, as amended in
1998. Also the principles of the VP and the CSC will be implemented by this Law 'Regarding
Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage1, a draft issued by CNCAN and currently submitted to the
parliament for adoption. Only two States have currently adopted special implementing
domestic legislation confined to nuclear liability and insurance issues, i.e. the Croatian 1998
Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage, and the Slovenian 1978 Act on Third Party Liability for
Nuclear Damage together with its 1980 Act on Insurance of Liability for Nuclear Damage.
Slovenia did prepare a new draft Law on Third Party Liability for Nuclear Damage aiming to
update its nuclear liability and insurance provisions. Since Slovenia started procedures in
1999 to change its participation from the VC into the PC/BSC, any revisions will have to take
this possible shift into account.
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3. Geographical Scope Extension
Unlike the CSC, the VP provides the option to extend the territorial scope to cover damage
'wherever suffered'. Should States wish to follow this option, it will have to be explicitly
incorporated in domestic legislation. However, it should be understood that such could
significantly increase the number of possible claimants competing for the same amount of
compensation available. Although national legislation may confine _this extension to damage
occurring only in non-Contracting non-nuclear States and their maritime zones (e.g. Estonia,
Greece, Turkey or Austria) as well as non-Contracting nuclear States that afford equivalent
reciprocal benefits (perhaps Ukraine), this could nevertheless put an extra burden upon the
compensatory amount available creating a risk of leaving claimants, especially those
concerning costs for reinstatement or prevention measures, uncompensated. Furthermore,
those victims of non-Contracting nuclear States that do not afford equivalent reciprocal
benefits may consider obtaining compensation for types of nuclear (environmental) damage
(either individually or through the State) under 'other (international) laws'. Finally, domestic
law should extend coverage to damage occurring in maritime zones. Such could in all
likelihood involve compensatory claims for ecological/marine environmental damage, which
might be covered also by other marine pollution conventions. In this respect, a conflict of
laws should be prevented and might warrant special language to this effect in the domestic
implementing legislation.
Contrary to the VP, the geographical scope under the CSC is not extended to damage
wherever suffered, since the supplementary funds will not apply to nuclear damage in the
territory of non-Contracting Parties (although not clearly stated).3 This is logical considering
the fact that insofar as the CSC explicitly states that it will apply to nuclear damage for which
an operator is liable under the 1963 VC and 1960 PC, both of which do not explicitly impose
operator's liability for damage suffered in non-Contracting States {i.e. non-nuclear power
generating countries would have little incentive to become a CSC Party if damage to their
nationals would be covered regardless).4 However, insofar as the CSC refers to both
conventions 'and any amendment thereto which is in force for a Contracting Party to this
Convention', this could involve the VP allowing compensation of damages wherever suffered
(Art. 1 (a) and (b) CSC).
From the States under consideration, only two States have included explicit provisions on the
geographical scope in their domestic nuclear liability law, i.e. Croatia and Romania, whereas
the other laws remain rather vague on this. In Croatia, the geographical scope of application
has been extended under the 1998 Law, namely, to cover transboundary damage resulting
from a nuclear incident for which a Croatian operator is liable on the basis of reciprocity. The
Act further states that the content of such reciprocity can be further specified or settled by
multilateral or bilateral international treaties with foreign States. This means that the Law still
departs from both 1997 treaties by not including the EEZ within the territorial scope of
application, but does, however, incorporate already to a certain extent the extension to
'damage wherever suffered' of the VP, be it that reciprocal demands in case of transboundary
damage cannot be imposed on non-nuclear non-Contracting States.
Also Romania has extended its geographical scope under its draft Romanian Law in
accordance with the principles of the VP and the CSC, as well as providing for the relevant
definitions of terms identical to these international agreements. This means that Romania is

Art. 11(2) CSC states that: 'The system of this Convention shall apply to nuclear damage for which an operator of a nuclear installation
used for peaceful purposes situated in the territory of a Contracting Party is liable under either one of Die Conventions referred to in Art.
1 or national law mentioned in paragraph l(b) of this Art.', i.e. the 1963 VC and the 1960 PC, as amended, as well as national law of the
Annex States. Nevertheless, Art. V aims to confine the use of collective funds for damage suffered in the territory including the maritime
zones of CSC Contracting Parties, but does so explicitly only in respect of damage suffered in or above (he territorial sea and not the
territory of non-Contracting States. Compare Art. V(lXa) with Art. V(l)(b) CSC.
But the PC does contain a specific provision permitting unilateral extension of its territorial scope to non-Contracting Stales. See supra.
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obliged to cover transboundary damage suffered on its territory (including the EEZ),
regardless of where such incidents occur. Furthermore, should a Romanian operator be liable
for nuclear damage caused at its installation or during transport activities, it will be liable for
transboundary damage occurring in the territories of the VC and PC Contracting Parties, but
also to transboundary damage suffered elsewhere, i.e. in non-Contracting States with the
possibility to exclude damage suffered in the territory of non-nuclear non-Contracting States,
or nuclear non-Contracting States not affording equivalen reciprocal benefits. However, the
latter option of exclusion was not explicitly incorporated in the text of the draft law. When
the CSC comes into force, then the Romanian State will furthermore be obliged to cover
transboundary damage occurring within the CSC Contracting Parties' territories up to an
amount of 150 million SDRs by funds jointly financed by the CSC Contracting Parties.
Contrary to Croatia and Romania, the 1996 Atomic Energy Act (Chapter V) of Hungary, the
1998 Act of the Slovak Republic, as well as the 1978 Atomic Act of Slovenia do not extent
the geographical scope and consequently limit application to nuclear damage suffered and
nuclear incidents occurring within the territories of the VC Parties. However, the 1996
Hungarian Act further stipulates that, notwithstanding the general rule, the provisions of the
Act may also be applied on the basis of reciprocity. This means that compensation for
transboundary damage in territories not covered by the PC or VC, could be covered under the
Hungarian 1996 Act subject to whether the national laws of such territories would provide
reciprocal benefits to Hungarian victims under similar reversed circumstances. Similarly, the
1997 Atomic Energy Act of the Czech Republic lacks an explicit territorial extension, but it
does allow the provisions of general legal regulations (i.e., the Civil Law No. 40/1964 as
amended) concerning liability for nuclear (transboundary) damage to be applicable to the
extent it is not provided otherwise by the Act itself or by international agreement. Ergo, it
seems that apart from Croatia and Romania, the other States will have to adjust or include
some new provisions on the geographical scope in their respective domestic laws should they
wish to appropriately implement the provisions of either the VP (extended to 'wherever
damage occurs' and EEZ) or the CSC (extended to EEZ). Slovenia, however, if it wishes to
switch to the PC, can use its option under the PC to extend the geographical scope in its
domestic law to 1) either to incidents occurring in the territory of a Contracting State,
regardless of where the damage occurred; 2) or to damage suffered in the territory of a
Contracting State, regardless of where the incident occurred; 3) or to incidents occurring and
damage suffered in the territory of a non-Contracting State, whether or not conditional upon
reciprocity. Such extension would, however, not make any significant difference to the other
States under discussion, since they all are bound by their geographical scopes through the JP.

4. Grave Natural Disaster Exoneration

The VP deletes the possible exoneration of the operator's liability in case of a grave natural
disaster of an exceptional character, which should be reflected within domestic legislation.
However, in view of the fact that natural disasters are, in all likelihood, uninsurable, this new
clause might leave potential victims of such disaster inadequately or not compensated. Since
victims are not likely to be successful to claim compensation under other types of domestic
law, it would seem advisable to provide some additional or separate funding for such damage,
otherwise compensation might prove to be unrealistic. The CSC leaves existing exoneration
rules, based either on PC or VC (or the Annex provisions) intact, which means that no further
adjustments would be required.
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Some legal systems have excluded by national legislation the exoneration in case of a grave
natural disaster, while retaining the exonerations in case of armed conflict, hostilities, civil
war etc., which is one of the new features of both the CSC and the VP. This was done only in
Romania. The Romanian draft Law that intends to fully reflect the principles of the VC, i.e.,
grave natural disaster no longer exonerates the operator's liability. Other States exempt the
operator from liability in case of a natural disaster, such as Croatia, Czech Republic (whose
law is however not explicit on this), Hungary, Slovenia and the Slovak Republic. Some
commentary should be made on a few domestic laws. First of all, the Hungarian law explicitly
adds that, except as otherwise stipulated in the 1996 Law, the limitation of or exemption from
the liability for nuclear damage is null and void, which would therefore require amendment
should Hungary wish to join the VP. Furthermore, the 1998 Atomic Act of the Slovak
Republic explicitly states that compensation for nuclear damage is not regulated by the Act,
but by general regulations on liability for damage, i.e., the Civil Code, 'except as otherwise
stipulated in the Act or an international agreement to which the Slovak Republic is bound'.5 It
is therefore likely that the Civil Code will to some extent determine the potential exoneration
of liability, including in cases of force majeure. Since such issues are not settled in the 1998
Act, it is perhaps advisable considering the fact that the provisions of international treaties
(VC, VP, or CSC) are not an integral part of national law nor prevail there over. The
Slovenian 1978 Act is more specific and exonerates the operator from liability, if nuclear
damage resulted from an act of aggression, war or armed conflict, or resulted directly from an
earthquake, floods, fire or any other grave natural disaster, upon proof that such damage could
not have been anticipated or avoided. Despite the fact that exoneration is already further
conditioned, it still does not coincide with the proposed deletion under the VP, or, in all
likelihood, a future revised PC.

5. Nuclear Damage Covered

One of the most important features of both the VP and the CSC is the extension of the
definition of damage to include a) economic loss resulting from personal injury or property
damage, b) costs of measures of reinstatement of impaired environment if actually taken or to
be taken (unless such impairment is insignificant), c) certain loss of income resulting from an
economic interest in any use or enjoyment of the environment resulting from a significant
impairment of the environment, d) costs of preventive measures and further loss or damage
caused by such measures, and e) any other economic loss. This extension was somewhat
mitigated by the fact that the extent of recovery for such damage will depend upon the law of
the competent court.6 National nuclear liability regimes as well as related procedural rules
can, therefore, either facilitate or complicate the award of compensation for types of damages
falling within these categories. Nevertheless, in principle, national nuclear liability law does
not necessarily have to incorporate all these types of damage, i.e. duplicate the text of the VP
and CSC in this respect, but it can neither legally limit the definition of nuclear damage to
merely personal and property damage. Ratification of either convention will reflect a State's
will to be bound by its provisions, and, as a consequence, provide evidence of the acceptance
that its court will have to admit claims for compensation for the enumerated types of
damages, except for claims of pure economic loss, i.e. economic loss other than that caused
by the impairment of the environment. Since this is generally not considered to be optional,
some sort of legislative guidance is advisable in this respect. Especially when taking into

5 Section 26(2) of the 1998 Atomic Act and Sections 415 to 450 of the Civil Code.
Art. 2(2) VP. This provision with the plvrase 'and each of the following to the extent determined by the law of the competent couit' was
subject to much controversy and was finally adopted with a divergence of views between those considering thai regardless of where this
phrase was placed, all types of nuclear damage would be determined according to the law of (lie competent court and a Slate would not
be compelled (o include other types of nuclear damage as extended by the VP, whereas others maintained thai this phrase related only to
the extension of heads of damage. See 17th Session, Part 2 of (he SCNL, IAEA Doc. SCNIV17.II/INr.7.
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account the wide divergence in interpretation by law, jurisprudence and legal doctrine existing
in comparative national legal systems of such notions as economic loss, environmental
damage etc. To avoid resulting legal uncertainty, the definition of nuclear damage adopted
under the VP and the CSC would therefore demand some reflection in the existing domestic
nuclear liability laws. To what extent this has currently been done will be determined below.7

Another result of implementation of the new definition of nuclear damage is the fact that it
would increase the number of situations under which compensation could be claimed and
awarded under the domestic law, and accordingly reduce the amount available for the total
number of victims (or each victim individually) facing a limited liability amount. This is
despite the fact that the costs of reinstatement and preventive measures are further confined
and conditioned (approval of competent State authorities, reinstatement aim, non-defensive,
reasonableness).8 As such, a balance should be found in the domestic law between the amount
actually available to compensate nuclear damage (including the additional State funds) and
those types of damages that realistically can and proportionally should be awarded. Especially
since the incorporated prioritisation clause for claims regarding personal injury, in case of
excess of liability limit, should also be implemented and would further increase the potential
number of inadequate or non-recoverable environmental claims.9 Finally, another new feature
that should be implemented is an incident creating 'a grave and imminent threat' of nuclear
damage to which the definition of a nuclear incident has been extended under both the CSC
and the VP in order to allow recovery of preventive measures costs.10 Before implementing
within the domestic law absolute recoverability of the costs of preventive and reinstatement
measures, it should be identified to what extent they are and can actually be insured by the
existing insurance mechanisms.

a. Croatia

The 1998 Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage defines 'nuclear damage' as incorporating loss
of life, any personal injury or any other damage to a person's health, any loss of or damage to
property, which arises out of or results from the radioactive properties or a combination of
radioactive properties with toxic, explosive or other hazardous properties of nuclear fuel or
radioactive products or waste in, or of nuclear material sent to, processed in or coming from, a
nuclear installation or from other ionising radiation emitted by any other source of radiation
inside a nuclear installation. In the absence of an explicit extension of the definition of nuclear
damage to incorporate types of environmental damage or costs of preventive measures, it is
unlikely that this is currently covered. Other types of damages, including environmental
damage, might nevertheless be claimed by transboundary victims of accidents for which an
operator of an installation situated in the Croatian territory is liable. Depending upon the
reciprocity rules, the Act's provisions will be applicable in the same manner as the relevant
Act of the victim's State would be applicable to nuclear damage occurring on the Croatian
territory for which the operator situated on the territory of that State is liable. It is doubtful
whether, if such State's national law compensates other types of damage, including
environmental damage and costs of preventive measures, the Croatian court would follow
this. Furthermore, Article 28 of the Act explicitly states that matters not regulated by the Act,
are to be governed by the provisions of the VC. However, should the Croatian Government

Compare the text of Art. I, para. l(kX") 1963 VC, by using the expression 'if and to the extent', clarifying the scope of the definition of
nuclear damage is entirely dependent on the law of the competent court, with the amendment into to the extent' (deleting 'if) in the text of
Art. 2, Paragraph 2 of the Protocol, apparently not creating such option for the law of the competent court.
Costs of preventive measures are recoverable only if they are taken after a nuclear accident occurred and upon approval of the competent
authorities required by the law of the State where the measures where taken, while aiming at minimising the types of damage covered by
the definition. Furthermore, all measures have to be 'reasonable', i.e. measures considered under the law of the competent court to be
appropriate and proportionate taking into account all the circumstances, such as the nature and extent of the damage incurred or risk of
damage involved, their effectiveness and tlie relevant scientific and technical expertise. Art. 2(4) VP, Art. I(h) and (1) CSC.

9 Art. 8(2) VP, Art. 9(4) of the CSC Annex.
10 Art. 2(3) VP, Art. I(i) CSC.
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decide to ratify the VP or the CSC and align the provisions of its Act accordingly, an
adjustment will have to be made to ensure that types of environmental damage and costs of
preventive and reinstatement measures can be recovered under the Act. At this point, it would
be advisable to identify to what extent these types of claims are admissable or recoverable
under other Croation laws, to avoid possible future or existing conflict of laws.

b. Czech Republic

According to the 1997 Law, nuclear damage will presumably involve damage resulting from a
nuclear incident. This is, however, not clearly stated in that provision. Nuclear damage is only
defined by reference to Art. I(l)(k) of the VC. In line with that provision (paragraph ii), the
Law further extends coverage of nuclear damage to include also 'damage arising in the form
of costs of interventions necessary to prevent or reduce exposure or restore the original or
equivalent state of the environment, if these interventions were made necessary by a nuclear
event and the nature of the damage thus permits1.11 This means that the Czech Republic does
already cover costs of preventive and reinstatement measures in line with the definitions of
the VP and the CSC. However, economic loss, loss of profit, and costs of preventive measures
in case of a mere threat of a nuclear incident {i.e. pre-accidental), seem to fall outside the
scope of coverage. Nevertheless, the court has some room of interpretation within the context
of the domestic civil law. The 1997 Law explicitly stipulates that the extent and manner of
compensation will be determined by the Civil Law No. 40/1964, whereas reference is made to
'legal regulations effective at the time of occurrence of the nuclear event' to determine the
'amount of damage', the meaning of which is rather vague. Nevertheless, it seems that within
the limits of interpretation of the VC, under the 1997 Law as well as the Civil Law certain
types of environmental damage, economic or ecological loss might be recoverable. Therefore,
before taking any legislative efforts to align the provisions in respect of nuclear damage
definition to those of the CSC or VP, to which the Czech Republic is a signatory, it should
first be identified to what extent such types of damages are already, directly or indirectly,
recoverable within the domestic legal system.

c. Hungary

Nuclear damage is defined by the 1996 Act as 'loss of human life, all damage afflicted to the
physical fitness and health of humans, all material damage, the costs of repairing to a reasonable
extent the damage to the environment arising concurrently, and the costs related to all
reasonable and required actions carried out for the mitigation or restoration of damages
provided they were caused by nuclear fuel, a radioactive product, waste in a nuclear facility or
by an abnormal event in the facility or during transport of radioactive material originating from,
transported from or shipped to a nuclear facility'. An abnormal event includes 'an incident
occurring in a facility or equipment serving the application of atomic energy or arising in the
course of an activity with a radioactive (nuclear) material - for any reason whatsoever - which
may unfavorably affect safety and will or may result in an unplanned human exposure to
radiation of, as well as an unplanned release of radioactive materials into the environment'.
This means that the nuclear damage covers costs of reinstatement and post- and pre-accidental
preventive measures, provided they were necessary and reasonable, as well as certain types of
economic loss related to property damage. Nevertheless, it is not clear whether pure economic
loss related to the impairment of the environment, i.e. pure ecological or other pure economic
loss are admissible, but presumably not. The italized words indicate that a threat of a nuclear
event is also covered. This seems to correspond sufficiently close to the VP and CSC definition

1' Art. 34(2) of llie 1997 Atomic Energy Act.
Art.2, paragraphs (u) and (r) respectively, of the 1996 Act CXVI on Atomic Energy.
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of damage, and would not necessarily require any adjustment should Hungary desire to ratify
one or both of the 1997 treaties.

d. Romania

The draft Law extends the definition of nuclear damage explicitly to six types of damages:
besides personal and property damage (1-2) and any economic loss resulting therefrom (3), it
further covers costs of measures of reinstatement of impaired environment (4), loss of profits
as a result of an 'economic interest in any environment utilization', as well as the «osts of
preventive measures and any loss or damages caused by such measures (6). However, the
optional type of damage included in the VP and CSC, i.e., 'any other economic loss, other
than any caused by the impairment of the environment, if permitted by the general law on
civil liability of the competent court', has not been incorporated in the current text. The draft
Law defines reasonable measures and reinstatement and preventive measures in line with the
VP and the CSC. Similarly, a nuclear accident is defined to include in relation with preventive
measures also an occurrence creating a serious and imminent threat of the occurrence of
nuclear damage.13 This therefore, almost entirely follows the revised VP/CSC definition of
nuclear damage. Finally, cases of personal injury will have priority in compensation if the
total damage exceeds the liability limit, which could possibly vary from 5 to 300 million
SDRs.14

e. Slovak Republic

The Slovak Act defines nuclear damage as detriment to property, loss of life or harm to health
caused by an accident or by an accident during transportation. Environmental damage is thus
not explicitly included. However, from the definition of'accident' it can be concluded that
damage resulting from a threat to the health of persons or of the nuclear accident is covered as
well. Such extension to cover a threat to health is also included in the definition of a transport
accident.15 This has practical relevance in respect of the fact that the Act has used the option
of the VC to include as nuclear damage also other types of loss, such as i.e. 'damage that has
arisen through the expenditure of costs on measures necessary to avert or reduce irradiation
or to restore the natural environment to its previous or equivalent status, should such
measures have been instigated as a result of a nuclear incident and should the nature of the
circumstances permit them'.16 The extension provided it therefore confined to costs of
preventive measures to avert irradiation and of reinstatement measures, but seems to exclude
other types of environmental damage, profit or other economic loss. Although the Slovak Act
does incorporate already a limited extension of nuclear damage, it does not coincide with the
VP and CSC.

/ Slovenia
The nuclear liability provisions in Slovenia define nuclear damage in such a manner that it is
clear that it does cover certain types of environmental damage. Nuclear damage is defined as
follows:
• damage caused by death, personal injury or any other damage to a person's health, any loss

of, or damage to, property or a contamination of the environment, which arises out of or
results from the radioactive properties or a combination of radioactive properties with
toxic, explosive or other hazardous properties of nuclear fuel or radioactive products or
waste in, or of nuclear material coming from, processed in or sent to a nuclear installation;

Sec cuiTcnt Art. 3(a) defining 'nuclear accident'; Art. 3(m) defining 'nuclear damage' of the Draft Law on Civil Liability (1999 draft).
See infra text. The draft Law is not clear here on whether the absolute legal liability limit of 300 million SDRs for each nuclear accident
is meant, or the varying limits set for the operator's liability. Presumably the first is meant. Compare Art. 10(2) VP.

15 Art. 26(\) juncto Arts. 2<f(2Xc) and 24(3) of the 1998 Act on the Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy.
16 Art. 26(3) of the 1998 Act on the Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy.
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• damage caused by death, personal injury or any other damage to a person's health, any loss
of, or damage to, property or a contamination of the environment which arises out of or
results from other ionizing radiation emitted by any other source of radiation inside a
nuclear installation.

Although contamination of the environment is included, other types of damages, such as costs
of preventive and reinstatement measures, loss of profit, or types of economic loss, are
currently not recoverable under the Slovenian Nuclear Liability Act. This, as well as a
extending its definition of nuclear incident to an occurrence that creates a grave and imminent
threat of causing nuclear damage, might warrant legislative adjustment, especially if the
revised PC will also follow these extensions.

6. Time prescription and limits

Both the CSC and the VP also increased the existing prescription periods demanding
adjustments also on a national level. Since the CSC basically follows whatever regime on
time prescription and limits already applied,17 adjustment of the prescription periods seems
unnecessary for States planning to join the CSC. This is different for the VP, that extended the
objective prescripton period to thirty years for personal injury claims, while retaining a 10-
year period for all other types of nuclear damage. In addition, the special prescription period
of twenty years in respect of lost, stolen, jettisoned or abandoned nuclear materials was
repealed, which would make it irrelevant whether or not nuclear material causing a nuclear
incident was under the operator's control at the time of the incident. This should therefore be
followed by national law that can fix longer periods provided the operator's liability during
such periods is covered by financial security (which proves difficult if not impossible in the
States under consideration) and provided such claims, and those for personal injury submitted
after ten years from the date of the nuclear incident, shall in no case affect the rights of
compensation of any person who has brought an action prior to the expiry of that period. This
latter provision aims to limit a prioritization of personal injury claims submitted after a 10-
year period, which could result in an undetermined prolongation of inadequate compensation
for initial claims. It is therefore important to implement this rule in domestic law, especially if
the national regime intends to extend prescription periods even beyond 30 years or with no
limitation at all (such as Ukraine). In addition, the discovery rule, i.e., the date on which the
person suffering damage had knowledge of the damage and the operator liable, was also
amended. Whereas this period was optional under the 1963 VC if confined to not less than
three years, it is mandatory under the VP and restricted to a period within three years,
provided the 10 or 30-year, or even longer periods established by the Installation State, are not
exceeded. However, most States still follow the VC prescription rules, i.e. a three-year
discovery period, a ten-year objective prescription period, and within twenty years for theft,
etc.. This is the case in Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, the Slovak Republic and
Slovenia. Romania is an exception and does provide in its draft Law for a 30-year prescription
limit set for types of personal injury by the draft Law, whereas claims for compensation in
respect of all other types of damages will have to be submitted within ten years from the date
of the occurrence of the nuclear incident. The Czech Republic only partly departs; its 1997
Act defines an objective time limit for bringing compensation claims of ten years from the
occurrence of the nuclear incident or, and this is different, from the expiry of the insurance
time limit if this is longer than ten years as provided under the VC. This means that any
necessary adjustment would also have to take into account the flexibility of insurance policies
ensuring compensation for personal injury claims submitted before 30 years, although not
likely.

Arts. 7, 8, 10 VP, respectively and compare Art. 9 CSC Annex and Art. Xll CSC.
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7. Liability Limits and Insurance
The VP increases the liability limit of the operator, or the operator and the Installation State
together, to not less than 300 million SDRs (about USD 420 million) from the previous limit
of USD 5 million. An exception allows fixing a lower amount of liability, but not less than 5
million SDRs in case the risks involved justify this and provided that, if the actual damage
exceeds this reduced limit, the Installation State ensures the availability of public funds up to
the general liability limit, i.e.,-at least 300 million SDRs. The CSC, on the other hand, aims to
provide for additional compensation schemes and follows in principle the provisions of the
VP. Important to emphasise is that from the aimed availability of about 600 million SDRs
under the CSC to compensate nuclear damage of one nuclear incident, about 150 million SDRs
would be reserved exclusively for transboundary damage.18 This means that despite the overall
increase of available funds, it would leave victims in Contracting States in the same position as
under the VP {i.e. 300 million SDRs),19 whereas half of the additional funds will be used only for
those victims of transboundary damage not compensated under the first tier distributed on a non-
discriminatory basis. Therefore, only in respect of victims of transboundary damage, the CSC
will increase their success in obtaining adequate compensation and will accordingly be an
attractive instrument for those States that did not join any type of international nuclear liability
regime so far. Especially considering the fact that under the first tier a Contracting State may
exclude nuclear damage suffered in a non-Contracting State subject to obligations of that State
under the VC or PC.20

In addition, it should be emphasized that the use of funds of the first tier differs per State
depending upon the territorial and other extensions it allows by national legislation based on the
related nuclear liability agreement it ratified. In case of a very unrestricted approach, a relatively
rapid exhaustion of the first (national) tier in case of a nuclear incident might demand the use of
additional public funds, financed jointly by all CSC Contracting Parties, including those with a
very restrictive approach, i.e. not allowing similar extensions. This might encourage Contracting
States to adopt a likewise (politically attractive) lenient approach in respect of the extent of
coverage under the first tier. It is here where an appropriate balance should be found as to
whether States with currently low liability limits and perhaps less insurance capacity can afford
themselves to join the VP in addition to the CSC, or should just for starters begin with joining
only the CSC. In both situations, the State will have to ensure a higher amount of additional
liability cover, whether it is by a guarantee for the increased operator's liability up to 300 million
SDRs (i.e. a potential maximum of 200 million SDRs), or a guarantee of a potential maximum of
150 million SDRs, while assuring their victims of joint public funding intervention up to at least
600 million SDRs. Therefore it would be wise for a particular State to identify what the effects
and costs would be to incorporate all amendments of the VP significantly increasing the number
of potential claimants with a guarantee of only 300 million SDRs, or retain a rather restrictive
approach, i.e. retain the options provided under the VC (Article XII CSC, e.g. grave natural
disaster, time prescription, nuclear damage etc.) with similar guarantee but also an additional
joint public funding up to 600 million SDRs, with a relatively low entrance barrier (if the US
joins, this figure will certainly be low).
To ensure the widest adherence to the CSC possible, a lower transitional amount was agreed
upon. However, most States under consideration have liability limits that fall significantly
short of even the absolute transitional minimum of 100 million SDRs for a 15-year period
under the VP or 150 million SDRs for a 10-year period under the CSC. In practice this means
that various States that have established considerably lower amounts of liability limits are

Art. Xl(lXa) and (b) CSC. Transboundary damage is damage suffered outside the territory of the Installation State, including therefore damage
suffered in the territory where (he nuclear incident occurred during transportation outside the Installation State's territory.

19 Art. 111(1) CSC.
20 Art. 111(2) CSC.
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enabled join the CSC and the VP as long as such States ensure public funds up to initially set
liability cap. However, the calculation of the demanded phasing-in amounts seems to be rather
problematic in case the CSC and the VP are adhered to at the same time.21 Furthermore,
States joining both these instruments (such as in Romania) can no longer avail themselves of
the lower transitional amount under the VP, but should assure 150 million SDRs for a 10-year
period. These aspects should be taken into account when considering ratification of the 1997
treaties, especially in view of the existing domestic liability caps and insurance capacity, and
the legal obligation of~ States to ensure the liability limit, either subsidiarily or
supplementarily.

a. Croatia

The legal limit of the operator's liability was increased in Croatia from 5 million USD to 320
million Croatian Kuna {i.e., about 44 million USD or 32 million SDRs) applicable to all types
of nuclear facilities and to the operator's or carrier's liability in connection with the transit of
nuclear material. It does not include any interest or costs awarded by a court. The operator
should provide and maintain the insurance or other financial security covering this liability
amount, and for liability occurring during the carriage of nuclear material not covered by that
insurance, such liability will have to be covered by separate insurance "policy or financial
security. The Croatian State guarantees this maximum operator's liability amount, but does not
provide for supplementary public funds in case damages exceed this limit. However, in such
case, the Croatian Act provides for rules on the distribution of compensation and a procedure
for establishing the nuclear damage to be governed in accordance with the provisions of the
Maritime Act relating to the procedure of limitation of the ship operator's liability.
Nevertheless, the absolute minimum of 100/150 million SDRs to become eligible for the VP or
CSC respectively, let alone the additional State guarantee up to 300 million SDRs as required
under both treaties.

b. Czech Republic

The operator's liability for nuclear damage in the Czech Republic is legally limited to the
amount of 6 billion CZK (approximately 150 million SDRs) per nuclear installation and per
nuclear incident, whereas for facilities with reduced risk and transport the liability limit is 1.5
billion CZK (about 37,5 million SDRs). Nuclear installations for which the higher limit is
applicable are those used for power generation as defined by Act No. 222/1994, and 'storage
facilities and repositories of spent nuclear fuel assigned to such installations, or nuclear
materials generated by processing of this fuel'. Therefore, the identification of nuclear
installations for which 6 million CZK is made available could differ from the definition of
nuclear installation under the VC, depending upon the Act No. 222/1994. To cover this
liability limit the operator is obliged to have insurance or other financial security up to a
minimum amount of 1.5 billion CZK for nuclear power plants and stipulated associated
activities, or 200 million CZK for other nuclear installations and shipments. The operator's
liability limit seems to be in line with even the absolute minimum under the CSC, however, the
law does not require a State guarantee up to this limit, should the insurance coverage of the
operator be set lower or insufficient.

c. Hungary

In Hungary, the ceiling of the licensee's liability is legally limited to 100 million SDRs, in
case of an incident in a nuclear installation, but it will be much lower, 5 million SDRs, for
incidents occurring during the carriage of or storage of nuclear fuel. The relevant provision in
the Atomic Energy Act does not mention other radioactive material. If the amount of 100

Under the VP die transitional period starts from the entry into force of the Protocol (which is unsure), whereas the CSC establishes this period
G om the date of opening of signature of the CSC (which basically means tiuit in 2007 no State can benefit from the transitional amount).
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million SDRs proves insufficient for compensation of all victims, an additional amount of 200
million SDRs will be paid by the State from public funds. The licensee should be insured up to
the amount of compensation specified by the 1996 Act, i.e., 100 million SDRs, which matches
the absolute minimum set under the VP, but not the CSC.

d. Romania

Under the draft Law, the proposed liability limit for one nuclear incident is set at 300 million
SDRs, with a minimum operator's" liability limit of 150 million SDRs, which can be reduced
for a 10-year period to 75 million SDRs. The public funds of the State will have to ensure the
difference between the operator's liability limit and 300 million SDRs. In respect of transport,
an amount up to a minimum of 5 million SDRs can be set, which is to be decided by the
regulatory body. The operator's liability limit is set to an amount no less than 30 million SDRs
for research reactors and waste and nuclear fuel disposal facilities. This can be reduced to a
minimum of 10 million SDRs provided the State guarantees the difference with public funds.
The 1996 Law does require an operator of a nuclear installation to take insurance or any other
financial guarantee to cover its liability for nuclear damage. The amount, nature, and terms of
such insurance or guarantee have to be in accordance with those provided under the law and
the international conventions to which Romania is a party. This means for starters, that the
transitional liability amount of 75 million SDRs should be increased to a minimum of 150
million SDRs required under the ratified CSC even though it would be 50 million SDRs
higher than required under the ratified VP. When the CSC comes into force, then the
Romanian State will furthermore be obliged to cover transboundary damage occurring within
the CSC Contracting Parties' territories up to an amount of 150 million SDRs by funds jointly
financed by the CSC Contracting Parties, in addition to a State guarantee of the operator's
liability limit up to 300 million SDRs.

e. Slovak Republic

In the Slovak Republic, liability is legally limited to 2 billion Slovak Crowns (about 34.8
million SDRs), which does not include interests or costs. An exemption to mandatory
financial coverage for nuclear liability is made for nuclear incidents caused by small amounts
of nuclear materials which are assumed not to be capable of giving rise to nuclear damage.
The Act provides for a mandatory insurance coverage or other financial security. This
insurance must be maintained only during the operation period of a nuclear installation and at
least ten years after a nuclear incident. Again, an increase of the liability limit seems required
in order to join either the VP or the CSC.

/ Slovenia
Under the 1978 Liability Act of Slovenia, the operator's liability for one nuclear facility is still
set at 5 million USD, regardless of the type of facility or activity involved. However, the
amounts of mandatory insurance are fixed by the 1980 Insurance Act and vary in respect of
nuclear installations, type of research reactors and carriage of nuclear materials. The legal
liability limit was recently increased from a maximum of 5 to 42 million USD (about 30
million SDRs) for nuclear installations and research reactors, as well as for the carriage of
nuclear materials, by Government Decree of 26 November 1998 on the increase of the
operator's liability limit and mandatory insurance which came into force as of February 1999.
This fixed liability amount does not include any interest or costs awarded by a court.
Although the operator's liability is legally limited to one specified amount {i.e., 42 million
USD), its obligation to insure such liability will vary in amount according to the 1980 Act,
which makes the insurable amount for small reactors dependent upon thermal power of such
nuclear research reactors. Currently, only in respect of nuclear installation, the mandatory
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insurance of the operator is equal to its legal liability limit.22 The mandatory insurance for
carriage of nuclear material is set at 14 million USD. If the financial means of the insurer are
insufficient to cover the liability claims, the Act provides that the Government will guarantee
the difference up to 42 million USD. Still, this amount falls considerably short of that
obligatory under either the VP or the CSC.

8. State Intervention
None of the domestic nuclear liability laws under discussion, except for that of Hungary and
the draft law of Romania, currently ensures the availability of the absolute minimum
transitional amount of 100/150 million SDRs. Whereas it is true that States are not obliged to
set the legal operator's limit to this amount, the State itself should be obliged to ensure at least
the availability of that minimum amount. Furthermore, except for Romania, none of the
domestic laws under consideration, ensure an additional State guarantee up to 300 million
SDRs as required under both the CSC and the VP.
Pursuant to 1998 Law, the Republic of Croatia will provide the means to compensate the
nuclear damage up to the amount established by the Law, when the operator fails to provide
or obtain the insurance or a financial security or the insurer or a financial guarantor are not
liable to compensate a nuclear damage, based on the insurance contract or guarantee, or
finally, when the insurer or a provider of a financial security is not able to fulfil its contractual
obligations due to its insolvency. Thus, although the Croatian State guarantees the maximum
liability amount of the operator, i.e. 320 million Croatian Kuna (about 32 million SDRs) it
does not provide for supplementary public funds in case damages exceed this limit.
Similarly, the 1997 Atomic Act of the Czech Republic provides for State guarantees to ensure
compensation up to the established liability limits if liability claims are not reimbursed or
exceed the mandatory insurance of the operator. Such State guarantee will cover amounts up
to 6 billion CZK with respect to facilities with a mandatory insurance of 1.5 billion CZK, and
1.5 billion CZK if mandatory insurance amounts to 200 million CZK (low risk facilities and
transport). Perhaps this could incorporate a small supplementary State guarantee insofar as
this is indeed 'over and above' sums of CZK 1.5 billion or 200 million respectively paid by the
insurers already.23 Also in Slovenia, State intervention is confined to cases where financial
means provided for by the insurer are insufficient to compensate for nuclear damage and
limited to the operator's liablity cap of 42 million USD (30 million SDRs). On the other hand,
the 1998 Act of the Slovak Republic does not oblige the State to intervene with
supplementary funds or even in case the operator's funds for compensation would fail or be
insufficient. Already under its present obligations conferred from Slovakia's ratification of the
VC, this requires adjustment, let alone future obligations should it ratify either the VP or the
CSC.

There are currently only two domestic laws, the provisions of which are in line with those of
the CSC and the VP in respect of State intervention. Firstly, the Hungarian State is obliged
under its 1996 Act to provide for supplementary compensation; damage in excess of the
operator's liability limit, will be compensated by the Hungary State up to a limit of 300
million SDRs. Secondly, the Romanian Government will be obliged to intervene both on a
supplementary as well as a subsidiary manner, i.e., by guaranteeing the operator's liability up
to the established limit and ensure compensation in excess of this limit up to 300 million
SDRs. Furthermore, supplementary public funds will have to be made available by Romania
under the special mechanism provided by the CSC, should it enter into force.

Research reactors with a thermal power below 10 kW are required to obtain insurance covering 1.87 million USS, between 10 kW and 1
MWe insurance should cover 2.08 million USS and, finally, research reactors with a thermal power between 1 MWe and 25 MWc are
obliged to take out insurance for 4.67 million USS.

23 See Art. 37 of the 1997 Atomic Energy Act.
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IV. TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS

It appears from the above, that further analysis is required to determine with more certainty
the impact of the new features adopted under the VP and the CSC in order to identify their
impact on the existing international State obligations and national nuclear liability and
insurance law, and even perhaps 'other' relevant laws (environmental or civil law). It would
not be advisable to simply incorporate such new features, without examining the extent to
which this might result in conflict of laws. Although nuclear liability laws have generally
prevailed as lex speciales, it would be imperative to analyze more carefully whether both
systems of law, that of nuclear liability law and 'other (civil or environmental) law', are
indeed mutually exclusive or are considered to be complementary or restrictive within the
various national legal systems. This should in any case precede any decision as to the
desirability to extent the currently existing definition of nuclear damage to incorporate all the
types of damage included under the definition of the CSC or VP. In this respect, it might even
be relevant to obtain some knowledge over the situation as it exists in near or neighbouring
countries, should the domestic nuclear liability law cover claims for transboundary damage on
the basis of reciprocity (e.g. Croatia) in view of the currently existing international
discrepancies.
Based on this analysis, although certainly not exhaustive and comprehensive, a few
conclusions can be drawn. First of all, there does not exist a homogeneous definition of
nuclear damage within the various national nuclear laws discussed, despite the recent
evolutions within international nuclear energy law. On the contrary, the concepts of nuclear
damage, as well as the legal consequences thereof, vary considerably per national legal
system (e.g., compare Croatia with Hungary). Secondly, whether the various types of nuclear
damage, as extended under the VP and the CSC, are currently covered within the various
domestic nuclear energy laws depends entirely upon the liberty of the courts to interpret the
respective damage concepts currently employed. Especially where references are made to the
applicability of the civil law or 'other national regulations' if not at variance with the
principles of the respective international nuclear liability treaties ratified, as well as conditions
of reciprocity for coverage of transboundary nucleaer damage, this seems to provide enough
room to either enlarge or decrease the definition of nuclear damage (see, e.g., Czech Republic,
Slovak Republic and Hungary). Thirdly, the resulting disharmonious interpretations of
(actual, indirect or denial of) coverage of certain types of nuclear damage resulting from a
nuclear accident, might currently result in discrepancies between the treatment of
international victims of such damage within the respective nuclear liability regimes. This is an
undesirable result which might justify efforts for legislative adjustment to ensure
homogeneity of treatment in the region.
As stated above, the desirability to join the CSC and not the VP, would be interesting for
those States that have a rather lenient approach to nuclear damage already, but do not wish to
extend the coverage of multiple claims as far as would be required under the VP. This would
have the advantage that the considerable increase of possible claimants would attenuated
somewhat and enlarging the already higher operator's liability amounts set, while benefitting
at the same time from the additional 300 million SDRs provided for by the joint public
funding mechanism. As such, Croatia and Slovenia, with the relatively lowest liability caps
and strictest definition of nuclear damage, will have to make more radical adjustments in their
domestic nuclear liability laws, should they wish to join either the CSC or the VP. Both the
Czech and Slovak Republic would require only a few adjustments in the definition of damage,
whereas the Slovak Republic will have to make a significant increase in the currently
stipulated legal liability cap. The nuclear liability law of Romania would require only very
minor changes in line with the CSC supplementary State funding mechanism. The same is
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almost true for Hungary, except for the extension to the EEZ and State guarantee. However,
should Hungary wish to join the VP, it will have to make more adjustments. Before making
any decision on possible revisions and possible ratification of the CSC or VP, the widely cited
criticism should be carefully studied in order to minimise such adverse consequences.
Foremost, the inclusion of environmental damage does have, of course, a significant impact
on the amount of financial resources available for compensation relating to persona] injury,
death and damage or loss of property. Equally important is the uncertainty of the exact
impact, since not only environmental damage, but also economic loss and costs of preventive
measures cannot be assessed in monetary terms and are not sufficiently precise terms in
absence of either international or national specific rules. This is further intensified by the
uncertainty of whether national insurance market is capable to insure such types of damages,
especially in situations where no actual accident has occurred. In addition, also the increase in
the time limit, especially with respect to personal injury, further limits the possibility of
claimants to obtain compensation. Similarly, the deletion of the exoneration of the operator's
liability in the case of a natural disaster would put an additional burden upon the operator's
liability amounts, whereas this might not even be insurable. Although all this was aimed to be
balanced by simultaneously increasing the liability amount, it certainly does not constitute a
sufficient limit proportional to the considerable increase in potential claimants considering the
extended definition of nuclear damage as well as that of the time limit. In any case, it would
similarly reduce the probability for environmental claimants to obtain compensation,
disregarding the fact for now that it might very well be the case that environmental damage
can become apparent more rapidly than, for instance, radioactivity-induced cancers.
Moreover, if a certain amount for personal and physical damages would be reserved in a
manner determined by national legislation individually, it would necessarily prolong legal
procedures and potentially result in international discrepancies. Ergo, it seems obvious that
the established system of state intervention embodied in the CSC is not an unnecessary or
unrealistic supplement to the Vienna regime. Finally, before aiming to change domestic
nuclear liability regimes in accordance with either the CSC or VP, it would be wise to agree
upon a compensation qualification and quantification mechanism. This could be used as a
guideline not only in respect of damage assessment after an accident, but especially the
possibility to make such assessment a priori in order to determine more precisely whether a
correct balance between available and insurance financial resources and possible potential
claimants can be established before any decision on enlarging the scope of the domestic law.
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Abstract

The Price-Anderson Act establishes nuclear liability law in the United States. First passed in
1957, it has influenced other nuclear liability legislation around the world. The insurer response
the nuclear accident at Three Mile Island in 1979 demonstrates the application of the Act in a
real life situation. The Price-Anderson Act is scheduled to be renewed in..2002, and the future
use of commercial nuclear power in the United States will be influenced by this renewal.

BACKGROUND

By the mid-1950's, the United States recognized that it was in the national interest to promote
commercial development of nuclear energy in medicine and industry, particularly in the
generation of electric power. But the uncertainties of the technology and the potential for severe
accidents were clear obstacles to commercial development. Exposure to potentially serious
uninsured liability inhibited the private sector's developmental efforts.

These impediments led the United States Congress to enact the Price-Anderson Act1 in 1957.
The Act had several purposes.

• The first was to encourage private development of nuclear power.

• The second was to establish a legal framework for handling potential liability claims.

• And the third was to provide a ready source of funds to compensate injured victims of
a nuclear accident.

The Act requires the operators of nuclear power plants to provide evidence of financial
protection2 against public liability3 claims for bodily injury or property damage caused by a
nuclear incident.4 At the same time, that is to say in the mid-1950's, Congress encouraged the
insurance industry to develop a way to secure large amounts of insurance capital (or capacity) to
insure what was then a fledgling technology. Insurers chose the "pooling" technique. Pooling
provides a way to secure large amounts of capacity by spreading the risk of a small number of
exposure units - that is, reactors and other nuclear related risks - over a large number of
insurance companies. The pooling concept has and continues to be successfully used to provide
insurance for a number of commercial enterprises with a need for large amounts of insurance
capacity, including the nuclear industry, commercial airlines, offshore drilling rigs and others.
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All of this led to the creation in the U.S. of American Nuclear Insurers (ANT) and its
predecessor organization in 1956. AM acts as managing agent for its member insurance
companies. We maintain reinsurance relationships with other nuclear insurance pools
around the world, including those represented here today. Together, we can respond to
the needs of the nuclear around the world with insurance capacity that is stable and secure.
Put another way, we are involved both before and after the accident, as was the case
following the Three Mile Island (TMT) accident in 1979.

THE PRICE-ANDERSON ACT...MAJOR PROVISIONS

I will now turn to some of the major provisions of the Price-Anderson Act and discuss
how those provisions impact the protection available to the public.

Financial Protection

To assure a source of funding to compensate accident victims, the law requires reactor
operators to maintain primary financial protection equal to the maximum amount of
nuclear liability insurance sources provided that capacity is offered on reasonable terms.6

This provision has enabled insurers to develop and sustain secure, high quality insurance
capacity from worldwide sources. Evidence of this is demonstrated in the stability of
limits, price, and coverage that insurers have provided in what is a highly specialized line
of business. Indeed, primary insurance limits actually increased after the TMI accident in
1979 from $140 million to $160 million, and prices rose only modestly. The limit was
increased to $200 million in 1988 coincident with the last renewal of the Act. This limit is
written by American Nuclear Insurers at each operating power site in the U.S., which
satisfies the requirement for primary financial protection.

The Act also requires reactor operators to participate in an industry-wide retrospective
rating program for loss that exceeds the primary insurance limit.7 AN1 writes a Secondary
Financial Protection (SFP) Master Policy through which we administer the SFP program.
Under this policy, each insured is retrospectively assessable for loss that exceeds the
primary insurance limit up to a maximum retrospective assessment of $88,095 million per
reactor, per incident. In other words, the second layer of protection is drawn from reactor
operator's own funds. Insurers have a contingent liability to cover potential defaults of up
to $30 million for one incident or up to $60 million for more than one incident. With 106
reactors in the program, the total level of primary and secondary financial protection is
just over $9.5 billion ($200 million in the primary layer + $88,095 million in the
secondary layer x 106 reactor units participating).

Limitation on Aggregate Public Liability*

The Act limits the liability of reactor operators or others who might be liable for a nuclear
accident to the combined total of primary and secondary financial protection, though
Congress is committed to providing additional funds if financial protection is insufficient.
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Quantifying the extent of liability provides economic stability and incentives that would
not exist without the limit.

Legal Costs Within the Limit10

The expense of investigating and defending claims or suits are part of and not in addition
to the limit of liability. The inclusion of these costs within the limit enables insurers to
offer their maximum capacity commitments without fear of exceeding those
commitments.

Economic Channeling of Liability11

The Act channels the financial responsibility and insurance obligation for public liability
claims to the nuclear plant operator. This helps assure that injured parties will be able to
establish liability for a nuclear accident that will be backed by solid financial resources to
respond to those liabilities.

Waiver of Defenses12

In the event of what is called an Extraordinary Nuclear Occurrence (ENO),13 insurers and
insureds waive most standard legal defenses available to them under state law. The
effect of this provision is to create strict liability for a severe nuclear accident. Claimants
in these circumstances need only show that the injury or damage sustained was caused by
the release of nuclear material from the insured facility. Fault on the part of a particular
defendant does not have to be established.

Federal Court Jurisdiction in Public Liability Actions15

Historically, state tort law principles have governed nuclear liability determinations. The
Price-Anderson Act now provides for a federal overlay to the application of state law. The
act confers jurisdiction over public liability actions to the Federal District Court in which
the accident occurs. This removes the confusion and uncertainties of applicable law that
would otherwise result when multiple claims and lawsuits are filed in multiple courts.
The provision also reduces legal costs and speeds the compensation process.

Precautionary Evacuations1

The system anticipates that insurers will provide immediate financial assistance to people
who are forced to evacuate their homes because of a nuclear accident or because of
imminent danger of such an event.

The Act, and these provisions in particular, have stood the test of time and served the
public well. Let us now examine the law's first big challenge.
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THE ACCIDENT AT THREE MILE ISLAND

The accident at Three Mile Island started in the early morning hours on March 28, 1979.
The Three Mile Island nuclear site is located in the State of Pennsylvania about 180
kilometers southwest of New York City. On March 30, 1979 the Governor of the State
advised pregnant women and pre-school age children to evacuate if they lived within a
five mile area around the site. Within twenty-four hours of the advisory, we had people in
the area making emergency assistance payments. Two days later, a fully functioning
claims office staffed with some 30 people was open to the public. This office was located
in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania approximately 15 miles from the reactor site. The claims
staff grew to over 50 people within the next two weeks. All of the claims staff came from
member insurance companies around the country.

As the office was being established, we placed advertisements on the radio, television and
in the newspapers informing the public of our operations and the location of our claims
office. Those people affected by the evacuation advisory were advanced funds for their
immediate out-of-pocket living expenses, that is to say, expenses for food, clothing,
shelter, transportation and emergency medical care. The amounts advanced were per
deim amounts based on what we knew about the cost of living in the area. Approximately
$1.3 million in emergency assistance payments were made to some 3,100 families without
requiring a claims release of any kind.

We were able to respond as quickly as we did because we were prepared in advance for
emergency situations. Emergency drills had been conducted periodically, and an
emergency response manual that had been drafted in advance of the accident helped guide
our response. Checks and other claim formed that had been pre-printed and stored for
emergencies were immediately available to us. The insurance industry received high
praise for its quick and efficient response to TMI. In responding as we did, we help to
alleviate some of the fear and dislocation of those affected by the accident.

In retrospect, that was the easy part. Shortly after the accident, several class action
lawsuits were filed alleging everything from business interruption and lost wages to
cancer, and fear of cancer or other illness. In 1981, we settled claims for economic loss to
businesses and individuals located within 25 miles of the site for $20 million. As part of
the same settlement, we paid $5 million to establish a public health fund that would study
the health impact, if any, on people living within the area for a period of 20 years. Then,
in 1985, we paid $1.25 million to settle consolidated claims for bodily injury and
emotional distress involving 280 people.

Based on everything we knew about the accident, it was clear that businesses and
individuals did indeed suffer economic loss as a result of the accident. While there was no
real contamination of offsite property, business revenues were interrupted and individuals
did suffer wage losses as a result of an accident in which imminent danger of
contamination was perceived.
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It was also clear that no one was actually physically harmed as a direct result of the
accident given the extremely low levels of radioactive releases from the site. Our
agreement to settle the bodily injury cases was simply a business decision that reflected
the uncertainty of liability for physical harm induced by emotional distress resulting from
the accident. In retrospect, that decision was a_mistake. Shortly after the settlement was
announced, an additional 2,200 claims were filed against the site operator and others
alleging radiation-induced bodily injury, emotional distress and other damages. Those
claims were considered to be without merit and have been vigorously defended ever since.
In June, 1996, or more than 17 years after the accident, the Federal District Court for the
Middle District of Pennsylvania granted summary judgment in favor of the defendants.

Plaintiffs have appealed the decision to the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, but we expect
the decision to be upheld. If so, that should effectively end the TMI litigation.

POLICY COVERAGE

I mentioned earlier that our policies are used by U.S. reactor operators as evidence of
financial protection required by the Price-Anderson Act. Let me take a minute to outline
the coverage afforded. The Facility Form policy is site oriented and is designed to
respond to nuclear-related liabilities arising out of operations at a defined location. A key
policy feature is its broad definition of "insured" which, in addition to the named insured,
includes any other person or organization. The definition is consistent with the way in
which the Act channels financial responsibility for public liability claims to the site
operator.

Under the terms of the policy, insurers are obligated to pay on behalf of the insured all
sums (up to the policy limit) that the insured becomes legally obligated to pay as "covered
damages" because of "bodily injury" or "property damage," or as "covered environmental
cleanup costs" because of "environmental damage." Coverage applies only to claims for
bodily injury, property damage or environmental damage caused during the policy period
by the "nuclear energy hazard," if such claims are brought within ten years of policy
cancellation or termination. The terms I've enclosed in quotation marks are specifically
defined, and interested observers should refer to the policy for the precise definitions of
policy terms.

In addition to the coverage provided for operations at the insured facility, the policy also
affords coverage for liability that arises out of an "insured shipment" as defined. In effect,
the insured is protected against public liability claims that are brought as a result of an
incident involving specified types of nuclear material while in transit to or from the
insured location.

A very limited coverage for "covered environmental cleanup costs" was added to the
policy in 1990. It covers only those offsite environmental cleanup costs that are incurred
directly as a result of an Extraordinary Nuclear Occurrence or a "transportation incident"
as that latter term is defined in the policy. Insurers are able to extend coverage for offsite
environmental cleanup costs in these circumstances because the costs can be tied to
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clearly identifiable events. No coverage is provided for environmental cleanup costs that
are unrelated to these events, unless such costs are found by a court to be tort damages
because of offsite property damage.

In 1994, we added coverage for the additional costs incurred by a state or municipality in
responding to a severe nuclear incident. The coverage provides for a direct
reimbursement for the added costs incurred in providing emergency food, shelter,
transportation or police services stemming from an evacuation of the public. The
coverage applies only to those additional costs incurred by the state or municipality during
the time the official evacuation order is in effect, plus an additional 30 day period
immediately thereafter.

Now a word about radiation claims of workers. Although claims under state or federal
workers compensation statutes are exempted by the Price-Anderson Act, radiation tort
claims of workers are not. These are claims from workers alleging radiation-related
bodily injury against someone other than the worker's employer. Examples would include
a claim by a power plant employee against a contractor or a claim by a contractor against
the power plant operator. These claims are covered by ANT under a separate policy
referred to as the Master Worker Policy. The policy is subject to a single industry-wide
aggregate limit of $200 million which can be reinstated by insurers. In that sense, it can
be thought of as a kind of group insurance contract.

The SFP Master Policy referenced earlier provides "following form" coverage with that
provided under the underlying Facility Form and Master Worker Policy - in effect
providing a seamless stream of coverage up to the limitation on aggregate public liability.

NRC'S CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

And that provides me an opportunity to segue into the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's (NRC) latest review of the Act. The Act has been extended three times - in
1965, 1975 and 1988. It is up for renewal again in 2002, and we fully expect another
extension, primarily because it is in the public interest to do so.

By law, the NRC was obligated to furnish the U.S. Congress with a report on the status of
the Price-Anderson law by August 1, 1998, and that was done. The report is balanced and
provides a good foundation for Congressional review of the Act. It makes a strong case
for renewal - a case embodied in these statements:

"The Price-Anderson provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, have
proven to be a remarkably successful piece of legislation. Price-Anderson embodies two
core values of the United States that remain essential as the nation crosses into the next
century. These (win values are the development of technology to improve living standards
for all and the compensation of those who may suffer from the consequences of deploying
or testing advanced technologies... Because the Act has benefited from extensive public
discussion and legislative modification over the years, only modest changes, if any, need
be contemplated in connection with its renewal. "
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The report offers three recommendations of particular importance:

1. The Commission recommends that Congress consider an increase in the
maximum annual retrospective premium from $10 million to $20 million.

The impetus for this recommendation is not clear. While it does not appear to be a
significant issue, a doubling of the maximum annual retrospective premium could
pose problems for individual utilities, particularly in a deregulated environment.

2. The Commission recommends that Congress discuss with nuclear liability
insurers the potential for increasing the primary liability insurance limit.

The present primary limit of $200 million has been in place since 1988. A higher
limit would offset the effects of inflation. It would also help offset any decreases in
the SFP layer resulting from reactor closures, and would provide more of a buffer
between loss at the primary level and retrospective assessments in the second layer.
This last benefit could be particularly helpful to utilities as the pressure of
competition intensifies.

A higher primary insurance limit would require us to assemble increased capacity
commitments from our member companies and reinsurers. As has always been our
practice, we would look only to sources of high quality, financially secure capacity.
Since limits have not been increased since 1988, it may be possible to increase the
current limit by a significant percentage coincident with the renewal of the Act.

3. The Commission recommends that any changes made in the Act reflect any
potential U.S. obligations under the Convention on Supplementary
Compensation for Nuclear Damage.

The Supplementary Funding Convention was signed by the U.S. in 1997, but has not
yet been ratified. The Convention would supplement the existing international legal
framework for nuclear accidents. It would provide a single legal forum for lawsuits
(i.e., the courts of the country in which the accident occurs), channel legal liability to
the operator, except in the U.S. where the Price-Anderson system applies and
provide a new funding source to compensate accident victims if damage claims
exceed certain minimum limits. A major stumbling block to ratification has been the
insistence that U.S. industry find a way to pay the U.S. Government's share of any
new funding obligation.

The technical changes required in the Act to accommodate the Convention should
not be difficult to achieve, but we need to be careful not to allow the funding issue to
become a Price-Anderson renewal issue.

The Act has encouraged maximum levels of insurance for the nuclear risk in the face of
normally overwhelming obstacles for insurers - that is, catastrophic loss potential, lack of
credible predictability, very small spread of risk and limited premium volume. This has
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been accomplished over more than forty years without interruption and without the "ups
and downs" (or market cycles) that have affected nearly all other lines of business.

The essential fact is that the public is far better off with this system of financial protection
than without. It represents-a carefully worked out balancing of the interests of the public
as private citizens, as members of the body politic, and as participants in and beneficiaries
of private business enterprise. The soundness of the program lies in its simplicity and
sense of balance in meeting a few clearly defined objectives.

Finally, let me add that nuclear power represents a very tiny fraction of the private
insurance industry's overall operations. Insurers do not expect to reap great financial
rewards from nuclear insurance. They do not advocate one energy source over another.
Instead, they have taken their cue from Congress. For more than four decades now, the
American national policy has been to develop and exploit the use of nuclear power as a
clean, viable part of our nation's energy mix. If nuclear power is to continue to be a
significant source of energy in the U.S., we would urge Congress to renew the Price-
Anderson Act with little or no change. It has stood the test of time and deserves a place in
America's future.

1 The Price-Anderson Act is Section 170 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. Section 170 was
added in 1957.
2 Defined in Section 11 .k. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.
3 Defined in Section 1 1 ,w. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.
4 Defined in Section 11 .q. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.
5 See Note 2.
6 The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, Section 17O.b.
7 The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, Section 170.b.
8 The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, Section 170.e. (1) (A) and Section 170.O. (1) (E).
9 The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, Section 17O.e. (2).
10 The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, Section 17O.e. (1) (A).
" The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, Sections 1 l.t. and 170.C.
12 The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, Section 17O.n. (1).
13 Defined in Section 11 j . of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. Without citing all specifics, the
term refers to a significant nuclear incident that resultsjn severe offsite consequences.
u The legal defenses waived in the policy include (i) any issue or defense as to the conduct of the claimant
or the fault of the insured, (ii) any issue or defense as to the charitable or governmental immunity and (iii)
any issue or defense based on any statue of limitations if suit is instituted within three years from the date on
which the claimant first knew, or reasonably could have known, of his bodily injury or property damage and
cause thereof.
15 The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, Section 170.n. (2).
16 Defined in Section 1 1 .gg. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Present report is provided by the experts of the Russian insurance business, a company-
member of the Russian Nuclear Pool, and not the experts of the Ministry of Atomic Energy of
Russian Federation (RF Minatom). Considering the above, the following document wili
outline the current status of nuclear liability legislation and insurance in Russia from a
viewpoint of the insurance companies and not RF Minatom.

Performing nuclear, activities for more than 50 years in a country possessing of extremely rich
natural resources, the Nuclear Industrial Complex of the Russian Federation provides various
kinds of services within a nuclear fuel cycle. In brief, the Russian nuclear civil complex is
comprised of 4 major components:

Power generating facilities;
Nuclear fuel cycle facilities;

- Nuclear fuel production facilities;
- R&D facilities.

Russia is one of the largest global manufacturers of nuclear materials and providers of
services on enrichment and spent fuel processing. Nuclear industry is constantly under the
strict supervision of the Government and is one of the most technologically advanced
branches of the Russian industry.

In the beginning of April 2000, the Acting President of Russia, Mr. Vladimir Putin, chaired an
extended meeting of the Russian Government officials with top managers of the nuclear
complex. Press release stated that Russia will significantly increase power production at
nuclear power plants and develop relevant technologies.

Nuclear power plants of Rosenergoatom Concern (29 reactor power units) were the first
facilities in Russian Federation which have got the first NTPL policies of the East European
Insurance Company PLC.

1 The views expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Government
of the Russian Federation, RF Minatom and RF Gosatomnadzor.
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NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS IN OPERA TION

With an installed capacity of more than 20 GWe, the Russian Federation is the largest
producer of nuclear power generated electricity of the three Former Soviet Republics having
NPPs in operation. At present, there are 29 reactor units in operation and 18 new units under
construction. In fact, there are 6 operational VVER-440-type reactors, 7 of VVER-1000 type,
11 of RBMK-1000 type and 4 of EGP-6 type.

The technical data for each Russian NPPs under operation are listed below (Tab. 1).

Table 1.

NPP

Beloyarsk NPP
Bilibino NPDHP

Kola NPP

Kalinin NPP

Balakovo NPP

Kursk NPP

Smolensk NPP

Novovoronezh
NPP

Leningrad NPP

Unit Number
(in operation)
3
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
3
4
5
1
2
4

Reactor type

BN-600
EGP-6
EGP-6
EGP-6
EGP-6
VVER-440
VVER-440
VVER-440
VVER-440
VVER-1000
VVER-1000
VVER-1000
VVER-1000
VVER-1000
VVER-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
VVER-440
VVER-440
VVER-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000

Start of
operation
08Apr80
12Jan74
30Dec74
22Dec75
27Dec76
29Jun73
09Dec74
24Mar81
110ct84
09May84
03Dec86
28Dec85
08Oct87
24Dec88
12May93
19Dec76
28Jan79
17Oct83
02Dec85
09Dec82
31May85
17Jan90
12Dec7l
28Dec72
31May80
21Dec73
11M75
09Feb81

Power (Mwe)

600
12
12
12
12
440
440
440
440
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
440
440
1000
1000
1000
1000

In the near future, the part of the above mentioned nuclear reactor units will be transferred to
the new type of fuel - the so-called MOX-fuel. These plans are well known to the Western
community. On the other hand, from a viewpoint of the nuclear operator, this kind of work
will require a detailed analysis of the safety and the appropriate licensing to transfer the
nuclear reactor units into the new operational mode. From a viewpoint of the insuring
company, it will be also an interesting practice.
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It should be noticed, that the nuclear fuel cycle facilities can also cause a nuclear damage
similar to that of NPPs, and the NTPL for these enterprises is also in the Russian Nuclear
Insurance Pool sphere of activity.

Present experience shows that the largest risks are typical for radiochemical plants
reprocessing irradiated nuclear fuel, enterprises possessing technologies on plutonium
production and transportation, as well as UF6 production and reprocessing.

Summarizing the above, we consider the Russian nuclear complex to be a very interesting
field of activity for the insurance business.

2. STATUS OF THE RUSSIAN NUCLEAR LIABILITY ACT ELABORATION

PRESENT STA TUS OF INSURANCE A CTIVITIES

The Constitution of Russian Federation, the Civil Code and the Federal Law on the Use of
Atomic Energy are the legal basis for elaboration of the Federal Law on Civil Liability for
Nuclear Damage in the Russian Federation.

Elaboration of the Federal Law has started in accordance with the RF Government Statute #
34 dated 13.01.95., and were carried out by the Working Group enclosing the representatives
of RF Minatom, RF Gosatomnadzor (State Nuclear Regulatory Authority), RF Ministry of
Defense, RF Ministry of Finance, RF State Committee on Defense Industry. Consultation
with the western experts including NEA OECD were carried out throughout the period of
elaboration of the Law.

In August 1997, the First Governmental Draft Federal Law was submitted to the State Duma
for adoption.

First Governmental Draft developed the provisions of Russian current legislation in respect of
the obligatory indemnification of damage caused by a legal entity utilizing nuclear materials,
nuclear energy and radioactive materials being a source of high danger. These provisions
were based on the Civil Code and the Federal Law on the Use of Atomic Energy.

Moreover, the international regulations and norms including, in particular, the provisions of
the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage (1963), signed by the Russian
Federation in May 1996 were enclosed in the First Governmental Draft.

The basic provision of the First Draft enclosed the following:

> Channeling of nuclear damage liability to nuclear operators, with legal limitation of the
nuclear operator's financial liability;

> Nuclear operator's free choice of forms of financial liability provisions;
> Complete indemnification of nuclear damage by the state in cases stipulated by the

legislation;
> Ceasing of operations related to application of nuclear materials, nuclear energy, and

radioactive substances when the relevant state authority does not receive the guarantees of
financial indemnification of nuclear damage;
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> Indemnification of nuclear damage to physical and legal entities on voluntary basis or by
decision of the court;

^ Definition of the amounts and forms of nuclear damage indemnification as well as the
court's decision on the consistency of such indemnification.

Simultaneously, following the initiative of several State Duma deputes, the analogous Duma
Draft was under elaboration and consideration. -

In September 1998, both of the Drafts were considered by the State Duma in the first Hearing.
Duma Draft was accepted to become the basis for the Federal Law, with incorporation of the
Governmental Draft provisions.

Major differences of the accepted Draft Federal Law were the following:

• Provision (without detailed mechanism) on indemnification of the damage to the
environment;

• Two-level financial provision of operator's civil and legal responsibility (first level -
5M USD - liability insurance; second level - the difference between the max liability
limit and 5M USD - mutual insurance);

• Nuclear operator's exemption from the first level of liability when the RF Government
provides the Guarantee of the State;

• Creation of the State Insurance Foundation for indemnification of nuclear damage with an
aim to protect the life and health of the citizens as well as the property interests of
physical ' and legal entities, and prevention and liquidation of radiation incidents
consequences.

In October 1998, the State Duma formed the Working Group to review the comments and
proposals on the Draft Law and preparation of the Draft Law for the second Hearing.

The President of the Russian Federation, RF Government, RF General Public Prosecutor
Office, Legal Department of the RF Federal Council Office, Higher Arbitration Court, a
number of the RF State Duma committees, legal and executive authorities of the RF Federal
Entities have submitted 209 amendments to the RF State Duma on the Draft Federal Law on
the Civil and Legal Liability for Nuclear Damage and its Financial Coverage.

The RF Government made RF Gosatomnadzor responsible for preparation of amendments to
the Draft Law.

In April 1999, the State Duma Working Group has finished the review of all amendments,
and started to prepare the text of the Federal Law for the second Hearing considering the
accepted amendments.

At the next stage, the State Duma Working Group reviewing the comments and proposals for
the Draft Law and preparing the Federal Law for the second Hearing will discuss the
following issues:

a Two-level financial coverage of the civil and legal liability of the nuclear operator, or
realization of the principle of free choice of the forms of financial liability coverage by the
nuclear operators;

a Conditions and mechanism of the Guarantee of the State provision;
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a Advisability of creation of the State Insurance Fund for nuclear damage indemnification.
Upon completion of the Working Group activities, the Draft Federal Law will be submitted to
the State Duma for the second Hearing.

The second Hearing was planned for the end-November 1999, but was not carried out. The
newly elected State Duma put this Federal Law in the list for consideration. Currently, we do
not posses the evident information on when the second Hearing is going to happen.

3. INSURANCE OF NUCLEAR RISK

Despite of the above outlined provisions, the work on insurance of civil and legal liability in
respect of the nuclear facilities is carried out in accordance with the provisions of the Federal
Law on the Use of Atomic Energy (1995), and the RF Government Statute # 865 dated
14/07/1997 (concerning Regulations on licensing of activity in the field of the use of atomic
energy).

Nowadays, RF Gosatomnadzor ensures the control over observance of provisions of the
above Federal Law and the RF Government Statute in respect of the continuos financial
guarantees for indemnification of nuclear damage as one of the sufficient conditions in the
process of obtaining the RF Gosatomnadzor license for nuclear facility operation.

At present, to define the limits of liability the internal 1997 RF Ministry of Atomic Energy
recommendations defining the minimum limit of indemnity for each individual nuclear
facility in the amount of 5 Million IMF SDR are utilized as basic approach.

In 1997, 20 Russian largest insurance companies have formed the Russian Nuclear Insurance
Pool (RNIP). The companies have elaborated the uniform insurance regulations, various
financial documents stipulating the financial mechanism of indemnification, etc.

Following are the basic principles of the RNIP:

1. Insurance agreement shall be signed by the Leader-Company on behalf of the RNIP;
2. Co-insurance and united responsibility for performance of the obligations;
3. Uniform regulations and insurance tariffs;
4. Share of responsibility is proportional to declared (and approved) participant's own limit of

indemnity;
5. Participant's Insurance premium share is proportional to the share of responsibility;
6. Payments of insurance indemnity are limited by participant's share of responsibility;
7. Insurance reservations structure is uniform for all RNIP participants.

By the end 1998, the RF Ministry of Finance has licensed the Insurance Regulations for
Nuclear Operators Civil Liability, and up to now RNIP adopted complete set of
documentation providing the mechanism of development, signing, payment of premium and
indemnification in respect of the insurance agreement.

Presently, the RNIP summarized capacity amounts to 10M USD for each individual incident.
In 1999, the insurance policies were issued in the name of 29 Russian NPPs (see above) and
the nuclear fuel cycle and R&D facilities. In 1999, the overall cumulative limit of indemnity
summarizing all separate Limits of Indemnity for each policy issued on behalf of RNIP was
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about 27M USD. The nuclear facilities insured through RNIP include the well known RF
Rosenergoatom nuclear power plants (all of them), Leningrad NPP, nuclear fuel cycle
enterprises including PO MAYAK, Krasnoyarsk-26 Mining & Chemical Combine, Tomsk-7
Siberian Chemical Combine, as well as the federal nuclear centers.

4. CONCLUSION

The representatives of the world nuclear industry are closely connected to each other. For
example, the uranium can be mined in Canada, the fuel - produced at BNFL facilities in UK,
and the Australian NPP will work on that fuel. As to the nuclear legislation and considering
this worldwide labor division, Russia can not be separated for a long time from this ongoing
process. Therefore, being the representatives of the insurance company, we welcome the
movement towards the international NTPL legislation. Besides, the potential possibility of
acceptance of the above legislation will definitely lead to a necessity of strengthening the
international co-operation in the field of nuclear liability and insurance.
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Abstract

The following paper explains why Nuclear Insurance Pools were established, how they
operate and what insurance protection they offer to the operators of nuclear installations. It
will be shown that the clear interrelationship of the Pool-insurance operations, both on a
national and an international level, has resulted in a transparency of each individual Pool-
Member's exposure, which enables him to make the highest possible commitment to nuclear
risks. Finally, some views will be given as regards the future prospective for the long proven
method of pooling this particularly sensitive class of business.

1 Introduction

At the time the electricity industry started building its first nuclear power stations some 45
years ago, society was presented with the potential perils related to the operation of those
power stations. It was realised that the development of nuclear fission could result in failure to
control the nuclear chain reaction. Not only could this cause damage to the nuclear installation
concerned, it could also trigger radioactive contamination of both third parties and the
installation itself. It was feared that the damage following a serious release of radioactivity,
although its frequency and extent could not be forecast, would result in an enormous exposure
to claims over a wide geographical area. Fears that were amply justified in 1986 with the
explosion of the reactor #4 at Chernobyl.

2 Insurance and Nuclear Liability Conventions

It was generally felt that the anticipated extent of loss from a nuclear accident would justify a
special liability regime, which would both safeguard a proper compensation to the public and
the further development of the nuclear industry, which would otherwise be burdened by an
unsupportable liability. Authorities on the international level therefore agreed upon the Paris
and Brussels Nuclear Liability Conventions on the one hand and the Vienna Nuclear Liability
Convention on the other. The original liability Convention structure and the way it was
developed in the years following its introduction in the early sixties will be dealt with
separately in the course of this Seminar. However, it should be mentioned in the context of
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this paper that the three main principles of the Conventions have remained unaltered. These
principles also underpin the insurance covers for nuclear liability risks since their introduction
following the conclusion of the Conventions.

The first principle aims at optimising the protection for the public by making the operator of a
nuclear installation subject to strict liability: he is liable for damage resulting from a nuclear
incident at his installation, in principle irrespective of its cause.

The second principle also enhances the protection for the public by channelling all liability
for a nuclear incident to the installation operator. The victim of a nuclear incident can simply
present his claim to the operator of the installation causing damage or his insurer. He does not
need to bother about the question of whether someone else, for instance designers and
contractors engaged in the production or installation of equipment at the installation, should
be made liable for the incident instead.
Channelling of liability to the operator has advantages from the insurance point of view, too.
Without such channelling insurers would have to make available separate sums for nuclear
liability incurred by parties other than the operator. It will be explained later why this would
negatively influence the maximum availability of insurance capacity for covering nuclear
liability risks.
Apart from this the absence of liability channelling would diffuse that capacity among many
policy holders, so decreasing the amount available per incident.
Channelling of liability is also incorporated in the national nuclear liability acts of a number
of nuclear States, which do not adhere to the Paris or Vienna Convention. Cases in point are
Switzerland, Japan and the United States. For the sake of completeness it should be
mentioned that in the United States the Price Anderson Act includes the liability of other
parties besides the installation operator. As they are automatically covered under the financial
protection afforded the operator, the economic instead of the legal consequences of liability
for a nuclear incident are channelled back to the operator. However, the practical
consequences of both systems are the same.

The third principle, underlying both Conventions and nuclear insurance policies, aims at
protecting the operator, at the same time adding an element of practical value. The operator's
liability is limited, both in time and in amount.
In time, rights to compensation are extinguished after ten to thirty years, depending on the
applicable Convention and the relevant national legislation. For various reasons, notably
related to proof of causation, insurers prefer to limit the prescription period in their policies to
ten years.
Further protection is given by fixing the operator's obligation under the Conventions to effect
private insurance cover or some other form of acceptable financial security to amounts
obtainable in practice. So as to take into account the maximum insurance capacity available in
the world-wide insurance market, the views of insurers were and still are sought as a basis for
fixing the limits of liability in the Conventions.

3 Insurance problems and -solutions

Insurers have been providing nuclear risk covers for around four decades now and their
availability therefore seems self-evident. However, it should be realised that a special
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mechanism was and still is utilised to amortise the security, to which operators have become
accustomed over the time.

At the time of the emergence of a civil nuclear energy programme insurers were confronted
with the problem of how to provide cover for the nuclear industry. Criteria, which are usually
used for assessing exposure, could not be utilised: no statistical data was available and the
number_of insured installations was very small, which meant that even world-wide a balanced
portfolio would be out of the question. At the same time it was obvious that, although
accidents would not happen frequently, their potential could be catastrophic and involve very
high limits. Furthermore, insurers realised that in the case of a nuclear catastrophe, claims
would almost certainly be submitted under many individual policies, which would result in an
unbearable accumulation and a catastrophic exposure to solvency margins. It was, and still is,
clear that individual markets, let alone individual insurers, could not cover the risk alone.
Therefore, insurance companies all over the world decided to exclude the risk of radioactive
contamination from those classes where it was considered uninsurable. However, an
alternative for providing cover for the nuclear risk was found: in many countries insurers
decided to merge their operations by forming Pools.

4 Pools and principles

An insurance Pool is essentially a group of insurance companies jointly participating up to
fixed shares in the insurance of a particular risk or class of business. The reasons why Pools
are commonly formed are the following:

The number of risks to be insured is small
The risk to be insured is largely unknown
The risks to be insured require a capacity, which could not be provided by the means of its
individual Members

- The risk in question presents some particularly hazardous aspect, which would render
coverage by conventional methods difficult if not impossible

All these characteristics have been mentioned before as problems underlying the insurance of
nuclear risks. It will therefore be clear that the pooling mechanism is very suitable to serve the
insurance of this particularly sensitive class of business.

Whether nuclear insurance Pools have been formed both to insure nuclear risks on their
national markets and to provide reinsurance cover to their counterparts in other countries or
merely to provide reinsurance capacity to Pools abroad, they all have in common that they
deploy the maximum insurance capacity for nuclear risks on a market wide basis.

It has been explained before that the channelling of liability for nuclear incidents to the
installation operator has a positive influence on the available insurance capacity. Other
factors, which contribute to optimising the available insurance capacity, relate to the aim of
concentrating nuclear risks in the Pools.
This aim was achieved by keeping all acceptances for the net retention of each Pool-member
without recourse to individual reinsurance protection.
Furthermore common account reinsurance was arranged with the other Nuclear Pools
throughout the world.
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All these factors constitute a transparency, which enables insurers participating in national
Pools to be certain that their commitment is limited to the amount of their participation in
their Pool and that they need not, following the same accident, consider accumulation via
other channels. Consequently individual Pool-members have made a greater commitment to
nuclear risks than would be the case where they felt uncertain as regards their total exposure
following a significant loss. Apart from this, the mechanism has induced many an individual
Pool-member to commit himself to a greater extent to nuclear insurance than he normally
does in respect of other first-class industrial risks. ~

The international pooling mechanism has also resulted in an economy of costs.
Reinsurance dealings between a national Pool and its reinsurance Pools are on a direct basis
without the intervention of intermediaries. Within the international pooling mechanism both
the relevant reinsurance market and the insurance product are well known and easily
accessible. This obviates the intervention of brokers and facilitates the rapid deployment of
the maximum available secure capacity world-wide. As a result expenses are kept to a
minimum.
On a national level knowledge and experience in the field of nuclear insurance are
concentrated in one body, which obviously has resulted in a most cost efficient insurance
operation as well.
Ultimately the above savings are reflected in the premiums, paid by the policy holders.

5 Operation of Nuclear Insurance Pools

The fact that all Pools operate on the basis of a number of fundamental principles, common to
nuclear insurance in all their countries, does not preclude the existence of operational
differences between them. These differences relate to differing constitutions and procedures
reflecting various legal, economic and market conditions and practices in their domestic
territory. Some pool offices for instance have direct contact with their clients and policies are
issued by the Pool in the collective names of their Member Companies. Other Pools have
empowered individual Member Companies to accept nuclear business, within clearly defined
parameters, on behalf of all Pool-members. In such cases the Member-Company concerned
cedes 100% of the accepted business into the Pool, which redistributes it to its participating
Members-companies and reinsurance Pools.

Also, Pools are active in differing areas of operation. Although all direct insurance Pools
provide cover for the risks of nuclear power stations, only some of them cover the risks of
other nuclear installations, such as fuel factories, reprocessing plants, research reactors and
intermediary or final storage facilities. In the limited number of countries where such risks are
insured in the conventional insurance market, Pools refrain from offering coverage. A few
Pools also provide insurance for radioisotopes or nuclides, which are used for industrial,
agricultural and medical purposes. They do so on the grounds that all nuclear risks should be
treated in the same way. However, as the risks concerned are not deemed to present a
catastrophe exposure, they are usually insured outside the pooling system in most countries.

Differences between Pools do not only exist in respect of insurance concepts and areas of
activities, but also as far as the classes of business underwritten are concerned. So far, this
paper has only referred to nuclear insurance in relation to nuclear third party liability
legislation, to which nuclear third party liability insurance directly responds. Third Party
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Liability insurance for operators of nuclear installations is provided by practically all Pools.
In addition several Pools also insure Third Party Liability for transportation risks and some
cover Workers Compensation as well.

Apart from third party liability insurance, other classes of nuclear business are also offered to
installation operators.

Material Damage to the operator's installation is covered by the vast majority of Pools.
Complementary to the conditions normally used for Industrial Fire Business in the market in
question, damage due to uncontrolled reactivity (accidental chain reactions, overheating of a
reactor) as well as accidental contamination by radioactive materials is covered.
Cover for Cleanup Expenses in excess or instead of property value is often available as is
Machinery Breakdown and Business Interruption cover, either under a separate policy or
included with the Material Damage cover itself.

Furthermore, a limited number of Pools provide cover for risks related to the building or
rebuilding of nuclear property by offering Construction/Erection All Risk cover.

Moreover, also new covers, for instance those protecting the balance sheet of nuclear
operators in a general sense, or providing profit sharing elements, have recently been
introduced. These new insurance products have rapidly been shared with and taken up by
other pools via the international pooling mechanism, providing a most suitable forum for the
interchange of information.

6 Engineering Activities

The interchange of information within the international pooling system is not limited to
insurance cover and policy wording, it also relates to risk improvement intelligence.
Through numerous inspection visits by Pool-engineers of various specialised disciplines,
Pools have built up a concentration of scarce specialist engineering skills, both for the
assessment of risks for nuclear underwriters and the provision of allied risk management
information.
The recommendations, resulting from inspection visits aim not only at increasing the already
high degree of safety that is usually found, but the information on progress in their
implementation has become a means of assessing improvements in an insured risk, which can
be reflected in adjustments to the policy conditions. As the exposure to fire and to machinery
breakdown are, in terms of frequency, the greatest threats to which an operator and his insurer
are exposed, recommendations pay a lot of attention to these fields.
The considerable experience, gained by Pool-engineers, has been laid out in so-called
guidelines, which are widely used for risk assessment and risk improvement both within and
outside the insurance market.

7 Prosperous Prospects?

The number of nuclear installations has grown considerably over past decades. Following this
development, nuclear insurance Pools have been asked to include new risks in their books of
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business. They still do so, including lately, following political changes, in countries, where
until recently no insurance coverage was sought. Nevertheless, even today the number of
nuclear power stations world-wide - no more than 440 - is still small, whereas presently no
more than another 40 are under construction.

Apart from this (fortunately) not many nuclear losses have occurred. Therefore, insufficient
accurate statistical data is available and traditional balanced underwriting still is out of the
question. This is the reason why the number of participants in the nuclear insurance market
remains largely limited to insurance pools and two operator Captives*), the latter offering
material damage coverage to the nuclear electricity industry in Europe and the USA. No
doubt, together these participants will continue to offer the advantage of spreading the
sensitive nuclear risk over a large number of Members.

Moreover, insurance limits in policies covering nuclear installations have a tendency to
increase in many areas. This especially applies to third party liability underwriting where,
following political concern about the extent of liability -and insurance limits in international
and national legislation, limits are being increased in many countries. Consequently, the
amounts to be insured are drifting even further away from the dimensions capable of
attracting traditional insurance support. Owing to the increasing capacity in the insurance
market in general and the confidence of their member Companies in the nuclear industry,
Pools are able and prepared to respond to the increasing demand of capacity.

Recent developments leading to an opening up of many national electricity markets, as well as
the ageing of the installations of the first generation, have resulted in a change in insurance
needs. The nuclear insurance Pools are responding to this change by seeking an intensified
exchange of thoughts with their clients so as to be able to design and offer individual and
tailor-made covers. In exchange, clients have a tendency to bind themselves for a longer
period to the Pools, so safeguarding certainty and security for the years to come.

The above justifies the expectation that nuclear insurance Pools will continue to accumulate
as much capacity as possible so as to be able to answer the continuing, though changing,
demands of their clients.

A captive is an insurance company, formed by an enterprise or industry - in this case the nuclear one - in
principle wholly or partly to insure its own risks.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS ON

NUCLEAR THIRD PARTY LIABILITY

by: Patrick Reyners, Head of Legal Affairs
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, Paris

Abstract

A few years after the adoption of a Protocol to amend the world-wide Vienna
Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage and of a new "global" Convention on the
Supplementary Compensation of Nuclear Damage (September 1997), the countries which are
party to the Western Europe based Paris and Brussels Conventions are working on the
revision of these instruments within the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency. The objective of this
exercise is not only to preserve the compatibility of the Paris and Vienna provisions, which is
now an imperative deriving from the application of the 1988 Joint Protocol linking these two
Conventions, but also to substantially improve certain features of this regime such as its
technical and geographical scope of application, the facilitation of the rights of victims to
defend their claims and, of course, the level of funds effectively available to compensate the
damage. This paper reviews briefly the recent evolution of the international nuclear liability
regime and discusses some of the challenges which the nuclear countries are facing in this
context.

1. Background

It was in the United States that a special nuclear third party liability regime was
formulated for the first time, in 1957, in the so-called Price-Anderson Act. At that time, a
group of European experts was already working at the OEEC (today the OECD) on the
drafting of what was to become the first international convention on this topic. This
Convention, which was adopted in 1960 (the Paris Convention) lays down the basic principles
governing the liability of operators of nuclear installations in the event of damage caused by
their activities, principles which still constitute a benchmark for national legislation
throughout the world. In 1962, another convention dealing with the liability of the operators
of nuclear ships was concluded, a testimony to the confidence which reigned at the time as to
the rapid development of the applications of nuclear energy. This Convention, however, never
entered into force. The final element in this background picture was the adoption, the
following year, of the so-called Vienna Convention — opened for signature within the
framework of the International Atomic Energy Agency — the provisions of which are, to a
large extent, identical to those of the Paris Convention and of the Brussels Convention
supplementary to the Paris Convention. The latter Convention introduces a system of
supplementary funding to compensate nuclear damage by means of public funds provided
partly by the Installation State and partly by contributions from all the participating countries.

A detailed description of these conventions and of the international nuclear third
party liability regime as it stood at the opening of negotiations on the revision of the Vienna
Convention can be found in "Liability and Compensation for Nuclear Damage", OECD/NEA,
Paris, 1994. The following is therefore simply a brief outline.
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2. Structure of the special nuclear liability regime

As is set out expressly in the Expose des motifs of the Paris Convention, the
formulation of a special third party liability regime for nuclear damage reflects the desire to
reconcile two distinct objectives: in the first place, to protect the public and those who work
with nuclear energy, i.e. to define in a simple and effective way the conditions under which
nuclear operators could be found liable in the event of an accident, while at the same time
ensuring that funds are available to guarantee the compensation of any damage. Secondly, the
regime aimed to confer on the then fledgling nuclear industry the benefit of legal certainty
and, in particular, to limit in advance its financial commitments whatever the consequences of
an accident which, at the time, were assumed to be potentially catastrophic though
unquantifiable with any degree of accuracy. It was recognised at the outset that if these two
objectives were to be reconciled, a special system was necessary which would derogate in
several respects from the rules of the ordinary law on quasi-delictual liability.

In short, this regime is characterised by the strict or objective (no fault) and
exclusive (channelled) liability of the operator in the event of nuclear damage. These rules,
now traditionally invoked with regard to high-risk activities and since used in many
international conventions, are also the result of the realisation that with regard to activities as
complex as the operation of a nuclear installation, it is extremely difficult to unravel the web
of liability. Similarly, channelling liability facilitates the rational organisation of the
operator's mandatory financial guarantee, another characteristic of the regime, as well as
the ability of potential victims to claim compensation. These obligations weighing on the
nuclear industry are, however, offset by the limitation of the amount of liability of an
operator for any given accident; this principle is, however, being called into question in a
growing number of countries.

The nuclear third party liability regime also differs from the rules of the ordinary law
by providing for a time limit, in principle ten years from the date of the nuclear accident, for
claims for compensation, as distinct from the usual thirty-year prescriptive period. This
provision — paradoxical in that damage caused by ionising radiation may not manifest itself
for decades — was adopted at the insistence of nuclear insurers. This issue was again
discussed during the negotiations on the revision of the Vienna and Paris Conventions.

The desire of the authors of the Paris and Vienna Conventions to keep the regime as
simple as possible is also demonstrated by their decision to limit claims for compensation to a
single competent court, in principle that of the place of the accident, even when damage is
caused within neighbouring countries.

Lastly, the right to compensation for nuclear damage must be available without
discrimination between victims of a country in which the Convention and relevant national
legislation apply, although a form of discrimination may be considered to exist at the moment
because of the limited geographical scope of application of the Conventions.

It may be said in passing that while, today, the fear of an accident in a large nuclear
installation causing transboundary damage is considered to be the main raison d'etre of the
nuclear conventions, it was the risk incurred by the transport of nuclear substances and fuel
which originally was the main reason for endeavouring to harmonise at an international level
the law regulating such activities. The Paris and Vienna Conventions therefore deal in detail
with this aspect and ensure that the chain of liability and insurance is never broken, while
allowing operators a fairly large degree of freedom in this field.
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Although based on common rules designed to ensure the harmonisation of national
laws, the Paris and Vienna Conventions retain a considerable degree of flexibility, allowing
law-makers to choose from among various options and giving national laws the responsibility
of organising the procedures for compensating damage.

The international nuclear third party liability regime thus set up in the early 1960s
was to remain largely unchanged for about thirty years1, i.e. for as long as no nuclear accident
had indirectly revealed its shortcomings. In this respect, the stack fire at Windscale in 1957
preceded the Paris Convention while the Three Mile Island accident in 1979 did not have any
significant radiological consequences and did not therefore give rise to application of the
United States legislation on "extraordinary nuclear occurrences". The Chernobyl catastrophe
in 1986, on the other hand, could have constituted a real test for the regime except that the
USSR was not then Party to any international convention in this field, a situation which has
unfortunately not changed as far as Russia is concerned. The international community was,
nevertheless, to heed the warning.

3. From the Joint Protocol to the Vienna negotiations2

The turning point occurred in 1988, when, under the auspices of the NEA and the
IAEA, the Joint Protocol relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris
Convention was adopted. This original instrument, which organises the mutual recognition of
the system of liability and compensation under these two Conventions and also makes it
possible to regulate certain situations of the accumulation of the liability of nuclear operators,
had been envisaged for several years within the Paris and Vienna Agencies. Its adoption just
after the accident in Ukraine was targeted at a more immediate goal: to broaden the
geographical scope of application of the special nuclear liability regime and to attract new
countries, notably from Eastern Europe. In this perspective, the two regimes — Paris and
Vienna — may be considered as strengthening each other by means of the Joint Protocol, the
more so in that nearly all countries Party to this instrument are located in Europe.

The Joint Protocol entered into force in 1992 and at present covers fourteen Vienna
Convention countries and — only -- six Paris Convention states.

The adoption of the 1988 Joint Protocol was an emergency measure, leaving the
Protocol's structure to be consolidated. The pillar constituted by the Paris Convention having
already been restored to a limited extent in 1982, to continue the architectural metaphor, it
was decided that the most pressing matter was to restore the instrument designed for world-
wide application, which had remained unchanged since its adoption in 1963, especially in
light of the Chernobyl accident which had revealed the limits of the Vienna Convention. The
goal which everyone had in mind was therefore to encourage the countries of Eastern Europe
with nuclear installations deemed to be of doubtful safety to accede to this Convention, an
invitation which moreover was largely accepted, bringing the number of Parties today to 32.

1. Mention should also be made of the 1971 Brussels Convention relating to Civil Liability in the Field
of Maritime Carriage of Nuclear Material which was designed to solve the problem of insuring the
maritime transport of nuclear substances, giving precedence to nuclear law over the law of the sea in
this particular context.

2. The Joint Protocol: "A Bridge between Two Conventions on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage", by
0. von Busekist, Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 43, June 1989, OECD/NEA, Paris.
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4. Progress on the revision of the Vienna Convention3

The purpose of this paper is not to recount all the ups, downs and outcomes of what
were long and detailed negotiations, but rather to analyse the effects of the exercise on the
current revision of the Paris Convention and the Brussels Supplementary Conventions. We
shall thus limit ourselves to a rapid assessment of results, followed by a short presentation of
the new Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage.

The changes made by the a Amending Protocol of 1997 may, albeit somewhat
arbitrarily, be classified as follows:

a) Modifications of an essentially "technical" nature, directly based on the
amendments made to the Paris Convention in 1982, for example the insurance
certificate concerning transport or the option available to a Contracting Party to
fix a lower liability amount when the nuclear installation or transport in question
presents a sufficiently reduced risk.

b) Other modifications which are also relatively technical, made with a view to
improving the Convention's provisions. For example, the possibility for a State to
represent its nationals and bring actions for damages on their behalf before the
competent court, notably when the latter is situated in another State, or again the
extension of the time limit for bringing claims for compensation to thirty years in
the case of personal injury. Several of these changes, for instance the prior
designation of a single competent judicial body in each State, were in fact a direct
result of the recommendations or decisions adopted previously by the Parties to
the Paris Convention, which demonstrates the considerable influence exercised
by these countries with regard to the work of revision.

c) A series of changes of wider application, of a more political nature and with
significant economic consequences. Without entering into detail, these include
the new definition of nuclear damage, the broadening of the geographical scope
of application, the recognition that coastal States have a right to assume
jurisdiction when accidents occur within their exclusive economic zone and, of
course, the new liability amounts together with an express reference to the
limitation of the financial guarantee in cases where a State has opted for
unlimited liability, reliance on public funds to supplement those provided by the
nuclear operator and a clause for revising the amounts.

Having regard to both the number and the scope of these various amendments, the
text adopted in 1997 may be considered as really constituting a "new" Convention, as is
moreover suggested by the procedural provisions specifying that States may in future become
Parties to the Protocol alone, which is thus given an independent existence. It may therefore
be expected that two significantly different instruments will co-exist, probably on a fairly
permanent basis.

3. "The Protocol Amending the 1963 Vienna Convention", by Vanda Lamm, Nuclear Law Bulletin
No. 61, June 1998, OECD/NEA.

"International Conventions as a Source of Confidence in Nuclear Energy", by Patrick Reyners, in
Nuclear Inter Jura' 95 Proceedings, pp.29-57, 1995, Helsinki.
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To date, fourteen countries have signed the 1997 Protocol and two have ratified it
(Morocco and Romania).

5. A new Supplementary Convention

With the Joint Protocol of 1988, nuclear law experts had already shown that they
were quite prepared to resort to original solutions. The drafters of the Convention on
Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (CSC) also demonstrated an inventiveness
which, if truth be told, is perhaps rather the result of the constraints imposed on the
negotiators than a reflection of a traditional construction of the law of treaties.

The need to ensure additional means of compensation to supplement the nuclear
operator's financial guarantee had been recognised from the outset of the discussions on the
revision of the Vienna Convention, as it had also been essential for the Paris Convention
countries when, some thirty years previously, they had undertaken the drafting of the Brussels
Supplementary Convention. However, the initial objective of setting up a world-wide
mechanism similar to the Brussels Convention was gradually replaced, under the influence in
particular of the United States which felt, for constitutional reasons, unable to accede to the
Vienna Convention, albeit revised, by an instrument of a rather different nature. While
intended to form a supplementary tier for the Paris and Vienna Conventions, the CSC is also
open to third countries provided their domestic legislation is compatible with the nuclear third
party liability principles introduced by the basic Conventions. Any given country therefore
has a choice between being Party to the Paris or Vienna Conventions and to the new
Convention, or alternatively of acceding directly to the latter.

The financing mechanism introduced by the new Convention is based on two
elements: first, the State in which the installation in question is located undertakes to provide
funds of an amount in principle of 300 million SDRs (corresponding to the limit of liability
laid down by the Vienna Convention as revised), — whether from the operator's financial
guarantee or from the State itself — to compensate damage. This amount may, however, be
higher than 300 million or lower (minimum 150 million) than this sum, in which latter case
for a maximum period often years.

Secondly, outstanding compensation is paid for out of public funds allocated by all
the Contracting Parties on the following basis: each Party undertakes to pay, if necessary, an
amount equivalent to its installed nuclear capacity (power reactors) multiplied by 300 SDRs
per Unit (calculated as one Unit per MW of thermal capacity), at the date of the accident. This
calculation therefore takes account of nuclear reactors only. In addition, and up to a maximum
of 10 per cent of the total amount available as thus calculated, each Party also undertakes to
pay a fixed contribution on the basis of the United Nations scale of contributions (Parties on
the minimum UN rate of assessment are exempt). Compared to the Brussels Supplementary
Convention, the new instrument results in the "nuclear" countries paying for most of the
compensation. A ceiling on contributions is however provided for, aimed at certain countries
such as the United States and France which possess a particularly large number of nuclear
power plants.

4. "The Compensation Convention: Path to a Global Regime for Dealing with Legal Liability and
Compensation for Nuclear Damage", by Ben McRae, Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 61, June 1998,
OECD/NEA, Paris.
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Unlike the first tier of compensation covered by the nuclear operator's financial
guarantee and the funds provided by the Installation State, special provisions apply to the
distribution of the funds available from the international tier: 50 per cent of the funds
available are allocated to compensate damage suffered both inside and outside the Installation
State, with 50 per cent being reserved solely for compensation outside its territory. The
Brussels Supplementary Convention makes no such discrimination. Another difference is that,
while the Brussels Convention includes an international tier of a fixed amount (currently
125 million SDRs) payable by the Contracting Parties on the basis of its own contribution
rules, the new Convention sets up a cumulative system. This means that the total amount
available is destined to increase as and when new countries accede and increase the number of
their power plants. It is estimated that the fund could reach some 300 million SDRs once most
countries with power reactors become members.

This system of supplementary funding for the compensation of nuclear damage, like
that of the Brussels Convention, is intended to be put into effect only when an accident is so
serious that the funds available from the operator liable and the Installation State are
insufficient. It does not involve any prior payment.

With a view to promoting the largest possible number of accessions, an Annex is
attached to the Convention and forms an integral part of it. This Annex lays down the norms
with which the domestic legislation of a country not already Party to the Vienna or Paris
Conventions must comply in order to meet the obligations resulting from the Convention. The
force of this obligation to bring national law into line with the provisions of the Annex varies
in practice, depending on whether the country concerned has nuclear installations on its
territory or not. It may be noted that originally, the provisions of the Annex were designed
above all to apply to the particular situation of the United States, as shown by the date of
entry into effect (1 January 1995) and the required amount of financial guarantee, namely
1 billion SDRs for nuclear power plants, under a special provision entitled the "grandfather
clause".

To date, thirteen countries have signed the Convention on Supplementary
Compensation and two (Morocco and Romania) have ratified it.

6. Revision of the Paris and Brussels Supplementary Conventions: context and
method of work

The idea that an in-depth revision of the Vienna Convention should be matched by
similar work on the Paris Convention flows naturally from the collaboration pact between the
two regimes set up by the Joint Protocol. Moreover, such a commitment was important to
render the Vienna Convention revision more credible and fully justified the active
participation of the Paris countries in the negotiations conducted within the IAEA.

Furthermore, the adoption of the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for
Nuclear Damage in September 1997, at the same time as the Protocol to Amend the Vienna
Convention, raised the question of what was to become of the Brussels Supplementary
Convention, in other words the durability of a regional agreement as compared to an
agreement conceived as a global system for the compensation of nuclear damage.

It may first be noted that the negotiations in Vienna and those in Paris took place in
very different environments. Some 50 delegations took part in the work of the "Standing"
Committee of the IAEA on nuclear liability, and these may be classified in three main
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categories: the Paris countries, the Vienna countries, and a more heterogeneous group
including the large nuclear countries such as the United States, Japan and Russia, and other
countries which, on the contrary, have chosen not to embark on a nuclear power programme
and some of which have a relatively militant attitude regarding this topic. The traditional
East/West, North/South divisions in international negotiations to a certain extent gave way to
a confrontation between nuclear and non-nuclear countries. In these circumstances, the
Contracting Parties to the Vienna Convention did not have the weight in the discussions
which their special status could have justified, and it rapidly became apparent that the
objective of the exercise was to replace the 1963 text by a new instrument capable of
attracting widespread accession.

The Parties to the Paris Convention (and to the Brussels Supplementary Convention)
took an almost exactly opposite approach. Judging that the revision of "their" Conventions
was a matter for them alone and asserting that it needed to be concluded rapidly, they opted to
conduct this work within a group comprising the Contracting Parties (CPPC) alone. They
nevertheless reported on their discussions to their partners within the NEA at regular
intervals, notably through the Group of Governmental Experts on Nuclear Third Party
Liability (which comprises all Member countries of the Agency), and to various East
European countries which had been invited as observers to the meetings of this Group.

The method generally adopted from the outset was to take the amendments made to
the Vienna Convention as a basis for discussion. The examination was nevertheless a critical
one, several Paris countries having already indicated at the Conference for the adoption of the
1997 Protocol that, since they were not in favour of some of the new provisions (such as the
geographical scope, the clause concerning jurisdiction or the rule giving priority to the
compensation of personal injury) — without, however, wishing to prevent other countries from
adopting them — they did not intend to be bound by these decisions for the future. It is
therefore not impossible that the Paris Convention, once it has been amended, will be
somewhat out of step with the new Vienna Convention (for example with regard to the
definitions of a nuclear accident and of nuclear damage) whenever such differences do not
seem such as to upset the compatibility between the two regimes which is now required under
the Joint Protocol.

But, as a matter of interest, do the Paris countries have the same interests as the other
countries which participated in the Vienna negotiations?

7. What is at stake in the revision of the Paris and Brussels Conventions?

Each of the fourteen countries concerned naturally has its own vision of the
objectives to be attained, but several issues are of equal interest to all the Contracting Parties,
especially given that any amendment to the two Conventions requires the agreement of all the
Parties.

In fact, the first issue at stake in the current negotiations is whether or not to
maintain a dual system: Paris Convention on the one hand, revised Vienna Convention on
the other. The progress made in Paris to date and the relative lack of urgency as regards
ratifying new instruments give reason to believe that this system is likely to last for some
time.

The second issue, linked to the first, concerns maintaining the characteristics of
the regime while seeking to modernise it. This involves in particular preserving the delicate
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balance between protecting the public and the concern not to compromise the legal framework
within which the nuclear industry has developed. The first indications from the work carried
out by the CPPC Group generally suggests that this should be possible, at the cost sometimes
of certain adjustments: for example, it is now recognised that the revised Paris Convention
will also expressly authorise a country to provide for an unlimited liability regime in its own
legislation.

Another important issue concerns both the level of the future liability and financial
guarantee amounts and how these amounts are to be financed given that, by analogy with
the Vienna Convention, the Paris Convention should in future fix a minimum amount, and not
a maximum one as is the case at present. These two questions are of course of direct interest
to potential victims but their political and economic aspects are just as clear. Not without
some justification have the "nuclear" countries been accused in the past of not having updated
the amounts laid down by the Conventions, thus pandering to the interests of operators. The
question is therefore important for the credibility of the new regime and, having regard to the
generally more favourable socio-economic conditions existing in Western Europe, the future
"minimum" amount of the liability of Paris operators will no doubt be higher than that laid
down in the revised Vienna Convention (300 million SDRs). Another difference is that the
new Vienna Convention amount was only agreed at the cost of the possible mobilisation of
public funds and other arrangements (for example, the clause providing for the gradual
increase of the amounts over a fifteen-year period, which is very long). A tendency can
moreover be detected in the discussions relating to the Paris and Brussels Conventions to
transfer a larger part of the burden of the financial guarantee to the operators themselves, for
obvious budgetary reasons and also to avoid any suspicion of subsidising the nuclear industry.

A final issue concerns the evolution of this regime in terms of participation.
While the provisions of the Paris Convention are of themselves universal in nature, the fact
remains that all the Member countries are at present from Western Europe.5 As for the
Brussels Supplementary Convention, it is even more clearly regional in nature, not only
because of its historical origins (the text has sometimes — wrongly — been described as a
Euratom Convention) but also because of the close links, both geographical and political,
which bind the countries involved. One of the important issues for debate in the context of
any revision will be to decide whether the international tier should remain a fixed system with
a stable number of contributing countries or, on the contrary, whether this tier, like the CSC
provision, will be "open", its amount varying according to the number of Member countries.
This question arises because of the interest expressed by some Central European countries to
accede to the Paris and Brussels Conventions (assuming this is accepted, since the accession
of new countries is subject to the agreement of the existing Contracting Parties).

The decision by Slovenia to request accession to the Paris Convention and the
prospect of an enlargement of the European Union to include several of these countries makes
this issue highly relevant and gives reason to hope for a possible enlargement of the
Paris/Brussels system while retaining its regional coherence.

In addition to these aspects, there is the thorny question of the co-existence of the
Paris/Brussels regimes and the revised Vienna Convention/CSC. In fact, this question is more
relevant to the CSC than to the Vienna Convention since the necessary collaboration between

5. Of the original Signatories, Austria and Luxembourg have excluded any possibility of ratification;
Switzerland, on the other hand, recently expressed its interest, which gives reason to hope that the
accession of this country to the Paris/Bnissels system will strengthen its geographical coherence.
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the two regimes through the Joint Protocol, already referred to, does not require that the two
texts be entirely identical. The CSC, on the other hand, which presents itself as a global
instrument, creates, despite all that may be said, a situation of competition particularly as
regards the accession of countries which, like the United States, are Parties to neither Paris
nor Vienna. The existence of the Brussels Supplementary Convention further complicates
matters since, should countries already in the Brussels Convention adhere to the CSC, it
would be essential to determine in what order and under what procedures public funds would
be mobilised given that Member countries of the two Conventions would not wish to pay
twice over for a single nuclear accident. This question has still not been given a clear answer.

8. Progress of work and future prospects

a) Paris Convention

Work on revision of the Paris Convention has progressed significantly since the
process started at the beginning of 1998. However, the various amendments envisaged
constitute a whole, and the countries concerned will have to state their position at the end of
the exercise. It would therefore be premature to claim success. This paper will do no more
than address briefly a series of points discussed within the framework of the revision,
following the order of the Articles of the Convention.

Nuclear installations, the Paris Convention does not exclude from its scope of
application non-peaceful nuclear installations, which confirms a contrario the Brussels
Supplementary Convention which does not cover this type of installation. On this point, the
Paris Convention differs from the Vienna Convention which excludes installations used for
non-peaceful purposes (this exclusion having been confirmed in the 1997 Protocol after much
discussion).

Moreover, it is proposed to include expressly in the definition of nuclear installations
those intended for the disposal of radioactive waste, thus confirming a decision of the NEA
Steering Committee dating from 1987. This question was not addressed during the revision of
the Vienna Convention.

Nuclear incident, unlike the new definition in the Vienna Convention adopted in
1997, the proposal does not refer to the concept of "grave and imminent threat" which is
included in the definition of preventive measures and linked to the definition of nuclear
damage.

Nuclear damage: this essential provision should now receive a proper definition,
largely based on the 1997 Protocol although with certain differences designed to facilitate its
application by national courts.

Geographical scope of application, the proposed abolition of the restrictions
contained in the present text of the Convention, modelled on the revised Vienna Convention,
continues to cause difficulties.

Transport of nuclear substances, this question, not raised in Vienna, concerns the
option given by the Convention to nuclear operators to agree freely between themselves as to
who shall be responsible for a transport operation. It is envisaged that this option should be
restricted to the operator sending the substances or receiving them, so as to discourage the
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transfer of liability the only purpose of which is to benefit from a lower liability limit
^insurance shopping").

Limit of liability and financial guarantee: this question is still outstanding. It has
already been said that the Convention should in future provide for a minimum liability
amount and leave the Parties free to opt for the unlimited liability of the operator provided
that in such cases the financial guarantee amount is not lower than the minimum amount of
liability fixed by the Convention. Other issues such as the clause providing for the gradual
increase of the amounts or the fixing of reduced liability limits for transport operations or
low-risk installations are still under discussion.

Unit of account of the Convention, at present, this is the Special Drawing Right
(SDR) of the IMF. It has recently been suggested that this be replaced by the euro, the
monetary unit destined to replace the national currencies of nearly all the present Contracting
Parties.

Prescriptive period and compensation priorities, like the revised Vienna
Convention, it is proposed to extend to thirty years the time limit applicable to personal
injury, while the previous twenty-year time limit for cases in which the materials at the origin
of the damage were no longer under the operator's supervision is abolished. It is not, on the
other hand, intended to introduce a rule concerning priority for personal injury like the one in
the revised Vienna Convention.

Exonerations from liability, it is proposed to abolish the exoneration relating to
grave natural disasters in line with an amendment made to the Vienna Convention.

Jurisdiction, an amendment modelled on the revised Vienna Convention is still
under discussion.

Reciprocity clause, this new provision would mean that when a Contracting Party
provides for amounts above the new limit laid down in the Convention, it would be entitled to
subject the right to compensation of damage suffered on the territory of other Contracting
Parties to a condition of reciprocity.

b) Brussels Supplementary Convention

Work relating to this Convention in fact only started some months ago and it is
therefore impossible at this stage to give any reliable information about the nature of future
amendments.

Apart from the need to adjust the Convention to bring it into line with the
amendments made to the Paris Convention, it is nevertheless likely that discussions will relate
essentially to the future of the compensation tier for which the "Installation State" is
responsible, the maintenance of an international tier of a "fixed" amount or the choice of an
"open" fund modelled on the CSC and, naturally, the levels of such tiers in future.

These aspects emphasise the extent to which amendments to the Paris Convention
and to the Brussels Convention are closely interrelated. Moreover, it should not be forgotten
that this exercise will have to take account of the compatibility of the Paris/Brussels system
with the CSC so as not to create a situation in which a Paris/Brussels country would find it
legally impossible to accede to the CSC.
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Another point of considerable importance, particularly for those participating
countries with a large nuclear power programme, concerns the way in which contributions to
the international compensation tier are calculated. Under the present system, adopted at a time
when most Signatories planned to implement such programmes, contributions are calculated
according to a formula based for 50 per cent on gross national product and for 50 per cent on
the thermal capacity of the nuclear reactors located on the territory of each Contracting Party.
This formula was not called into question when the Convention was revised in 1982 but,
given that the new Convention on the Supplementary Compensation of Nuclear Damage has
increased the share calculated on the basis c>f installed nuclear capacity to 90 per cent, it may
be thought that some countries will propose a certain adjustment of the existing Brussels
Convention method of calculation. This is a sensitive issue with obvious political and
economic implications, but-the response to it will have a determining influence on the future
of this mechanism for international financial solidarity.

The Contracting Parties to the Paris and Brussels Conventions intend to complete the
revision exercise in 2001. Without entering into useless speculation as to the chances of
achieving this objective, let us note simply that good progress has been made on the work
relating to the Paris Convention, although the fundamental question of the future amounts of
liability and financial guarantee still remain to be settled. This issue will probably not be able
to be decided until a similar decision has been taken with regard to the Brussels Convention.

9. The need for modernisation

In almost all the countries of the world, nuclear activities are on the defensive despite
an altogether remarkable overall safety record. A reflection of the times, the recent and
ongoing revisions of the nuclear third party liability conventions will have taken place in a
much less favourable environment than that prevailing at the time they were drafted, now
nearly forty years ago. For many, sometimes even in countries actively engaged in nuclear
energy, certain rules sanctioned by use and time no longer seem relevant or even legitimate.
The current limits are deemed unrealistic. The massive call on a State guarantee is being
criticised. Substantial improvements are therefore necessary if a consensus is to be reached on
the new amendment protocols among countries with very different interests and,
subsequently, in order to facilitate the task of the law-makers who will undertake the updating
of implementing legislation. Additional endeavours will certainly be required of nuclear
operators and the insurance industry, but only at this price will it be possible for an updated
regime of liability and compensation for nuclear accidents to continue to be applied in this
new century.
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Abstract

This paper contains same basic data about the legal norms relating to the third party liability
system for nuclear damage that are in force in Croatia. It also describes the provisions of the
new Croatian Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage, giving emphasis on those implementing
substantial changes compared to the old Act. Finally, it contains some remarks relating to the
possible adoption of Vienna Protocol and Convention on Supplementary Compensation of
1997 or Paris/Brussels conventions as an alternative and at the end about the practice on the
insurance of nuclear risks in the last twenty years by the Croatian Pool.

1. Croatian Nuclear Liability Legislation

1.1. Introduction

The Republic of Croatia has no nuclear installation on its territory to which the system of the
operator's nuclear liability would apply. Even though the Croatian Electricity Utility (owned
by the State) shares the joint ownership of Krsko NPP with the Slovenian State (50 per cent
each), as the plant is located in Slovenia, the Slovenian legislation is applicable to the
operator's nuclear third party liability.
In the actual Croatian energy programmes the nuclear option is not preferred, but neither
excluded. The public acceptance for the nuclear energy application is not yet in favour. While
the needs for electricity production are increasing and in the absence of other sufficient
energy resources, it may be expected that the nuclear option will be seriously considered in
the future energy programmes.

1.2. International Nuclear Liability Treaties Applied in the Croatian Legislation

Croatia is a party to the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage (of May
1963) and to the Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the
Paris Convention (on the Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy -of July 1960).
The former Yugoslavia (SFRY) was a signatory to the Vienna Convention and ratified it in
July 1977. After the split of the former Federation, the Croatian Government notified the
International Atomic Energy Agency of its succession to treaties for which the Agency is a
depository. Among others, it referred in particular to the Vienna Convention. Therefore,
Croatia became party to this Convention as from the 8 October 1991 when a formal
declaration on independence was adopted by the Croatian Parliament. The aforementioned
Joint Protocol was ratified by the Act of the Croatian Parliament on 30 September 1993
(Croatian Official Gazette No. 12/93).
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1.3. Historical Background of Nuclear Third Party Liability Legislation

Up to November 1998, nuclear third party liability was predominately regulated by the 1978
Act on Liability for Nuclear of the former Federation of Yugoslavia. Croatia had
provisionally adopted this Act in its legal system (accepted by the Federal Parliament in 1978
and revised in 1979 - COG No 53/91). By doing this, it provided the system of protection and
indemnification to the potential victims of a nuclear incident causing nuclear damage on its
territory. The provisions of this (federal) Act were implemented in the Slovenian legal system
as well. Therefore, the provisions of the Croatian Act referring to the definition and the scope
of nuclear damage, operator's strict liability, the limits of operator's liability, right of recourse
and all others closely corresponded to those contained in the Slovenian Act on Liability for
Nuclear Damage, until the adoption of Slovenian Government Decree in 1998.1 However, as
of 7 November 1998, the new Croatian Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage entered into
force and pursuant to its Article 29, the 1978 Act ceased to have effect as of that date. But the
above-mentioned basic principles has been equally incorporated in this new Act, while a
minor differences compared to the old one will be elaborated latter on.

2. The Croatian Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage

The draft of Croatian Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage was prepared by the Ministry of
Economy and passed through the Government to the Croatian Parliament in December 1997.
The first hearing at the Parliament was held in January 1998 and the draft Act was finally
adopted by the House of Representatives of the Croatian Parliament on 9 October 1998 and
entered into force on 7 November 1998.2 The 1998 Nuclear Liability Act is based on the 1963
Vienna Convention and represents a step forward in implementing its provisions in the
Croatian nuclear liability regime. It is divided in seven sections, which are then elaborated in
30 articles. Each section and article has its own title. In this way a better transparency of the
Act has been achieved.
The General provisions are stipulated in Section I and divided into five articles. Article 1
defines the scope of the Act as applying to 'liability for nuclear damage which results from
the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, the insurance and other financial security covering such
liability'.3 Article 2 contains definitions, which are corresponding to those in Article I of the
Vienna Convention4. Among them, probably, the most important one is related to the
definition of nuclear damage which under Article 2. (8) means:
a) loss of life, any personal injury or any other damage to a person's health, any loss of or

damage to property, which arises out of or results from the radioactive properties or a
combination of radioactive properties with toxic, explosive or other hazardous properties
of nuclear fuel or radioactive products or waste in, or of nuclear material sent to
processed in or coming from, a nuclear installation;

b) loss of life, any personal injury or other damage to a person's health, any loss of, or
damage to property which arises out of or results from other ionising radiation emitted by
any other source of radiation inside a nuclear installation.

As they are reported in the paper concerning the nuclear liability legislation in Slovenia, we refer thereto, in order to avoid the
unnecessary repetitions about the nuclear liability system that was in force in Croatia until November 1998. See A. Skraban, Nuclear
Liability Legislation in Slovenia, as well as after he adoption of the a.m. Decree of the Slovenian Government.
The Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage was adopted by the House of Representatives of the Croatian State Parliament at its session
held on 9 October 1998 and promulgated by the Presidential Decree of 16 October 1998. The Act is published in the CroaliaiOfficia!
Gazelle No. 143 of 30 October 1998 and entered into force the eight days after its publication (i.e. on 7 November 1998).
See Article 1 of the Croatian Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage of 1998.
There are some differences in these definitions which are due to the adoption of the provisions of the Vienna convention to the needs of
the national Act, which doesn't contain the provisions in Article 1 relating to: "Person", "National of a "Contracting Parly" and "Law of
the competent court"", but defines the "Competent state Authority (Article 2. (3) and the "Contracting Party (Article 2. (10)."
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The option offered by Vienna Convention to exclude the small reactors and small quantities
of nuclear material by national legislation has not been used and therefore the Act applies to
all these facilities and small quantities of nuclear material as well. Several nuclear
installations of one operator located at the same site are considered as a single nuclear
installation (Article 3). The Act (Article 4) further defines the matter of reciprocity in a case
of transboundary damages. When the operator of a nuclear installation situated in the Croatian
territory is liable for nuclear damage occurring in another State's territory, the provisions of
this Act will be applicable in the same manner as the relevant Act of this State would be
applicable to nuclear damage occurring on the Croatian territory for which the operator
situated on the territory of that State is liable. The reciprocity may also be settled by
multilateral or bilateral international treaties, by which the State(s) in question and the
Republic of Croatia undertake mutual liabilities.
Section II of the Act deals with the issue of operator's liability, while introducing the
provisions of Article II of the Vienna Convention correspondingly. It refers in particular to the
questions such as, the operator's liability for nuclear damage caused by a nuclear incident in
his nuclear installation and involving nuclear material in transit (Article 5); the transfer of
liability from the operator to the carrier of nuclear material (Article 6) and the operators joint
and several liability, when a nuclear damage engages the liability of more than one operator
(Article 7). Compared to the amounts of operator's liability (per incident) previously in force
(up to USD 5 million), Article 8 establishes a higher amount (320 million Croatian Kuna i.e.
about USD 37 million, based on the rate of exchange of 10.05.2000.)5, which is applicable to
all types of nuclear facilities and to the operator's or carrier's liability in connection with the
transit of nuclear material. This amount does not include the interest and/or costs awarded by
a court in action for compensation of nuclear damage. Finally, Articles 10 and 11 of Section II
stipulate the principle of the operator's strict and absolute liability, which are corresponding
to Vienna Convention provisions.
Articles 12-15 of Section III deal with the principles on the exclusion and limitation of the
operator's liability, which equally correspond, to those contained in Article IV of Vienna
Convention.
Section IV contains the provisions referring to insurance or financial security (guarantee)
covering the operator's liability for nuclear damage, which cannot be lower than the amount
established under Article 8 (around USD 37 million) of the 1998 Act. The subsequent Articles
deal with the cancellation of insurance or financial guarantee (Article 17) and the certificate
of the insurer or financial guarantor (Article 18), which corresponds, to Vienna Convention
(Article III and VII). In a case of transit of nuclear material within a Croatian territory, the
carrier has to present a certificate on insurance or a financial guarantee, which proves that the
liability for nuclear damage is covered up to the amounts established in Articles 8 and 16.
The most important changes in the 1998 Act, compared to the provisions of the 1978 Act, are
those concerning the Croatian State intervention. Pursuant to Article 20 the Republic of
Croatia will provide the means to compensate the nuclear damage up to the amount
established in Article 8 of this Act, where:

1. the operator fails to provide or maintain the insurance or a financial security (in force)
pursuant with Article 16 of this Act; or

2. the insurer or a financial guarantor is not liable to compensate the nuclear damage,
pursuant to the terms of the insurance contract or financial security; or

5 At the time of the adoption of the Act in October 1998. the amount of 320 million Croatian Kuna was corresponding to about US$ 50
million.

6 Article 10 corresponds to Article II. 1. of the V.C., while Art. 11 corresponds to Article [V.l.in the V.C. provisions.
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3: the insurer or the financial guarantor, due to insolvency, cannot accomplish its contractual
obligations.

In addition, one provision is included which refers explicitly to the right of recourse of the
State against the insurer or a financial guarantor or operator, in case they were negligent.
The matters relating to compensation of nuclear damage and right of recourse are further
regulated under Section V of the 1998 Act, which include, inter alia, provisions on the
competent court (Article 21) and on the direct action against the insurer (Article 22) which
correspond to the 1978 Act and to Vienna Convention provisions of Article VI and Article II
(7), as well as those relating to prescription periods (Article 24) and the right of recourse of
the operator (Article 25) and against him (Article 25), which are similar to the provisions of
the old 1978 Act. Finally, the 1998 Act also provides for some provisions which impose a
penalty (administrative liability) upon the operator, the insurer or a financial guarantor or any
individual who failed to fulfil its obligation, as established by Articles 16 and 17 of this Act.
Such provisions were lacking in the 1978 Act.

3. Vienna Convention Protocol and Convention on Supplementary Compensation of
1997

The Croatian Government is in the process of examining the provisions of the 1997 Protocol
to Amend the Vienna and the 1997 Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear
Damage as adopted at the Diplomatic Conference in Vienna on 12 September 1997. However,
the Croatian Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage did not yet align its provisions with those
of the 1997 Protocol and Convention. To implement the Protocol in the Croatian nuclear
liability legislation and especially its provisions referring, inter alia, to an extended definition
of nuclear damage, higher amounts of the operator's liability limit and longer prescription
periods than those currently adopted under the 1998 Act corresponding merely to the
unrevised 1963 Vienna Convention, would be a considerable step forward and can be
expected in the years to come. It will depend upon the ratification of this Protocol and
Convention on Supplementary Compensation but would also depend on the future attitude
towards a nuclear option, as an alternative solution in Croatian long-term energy programmes.
But, having in mind the recent political changes in Croatia (after the elections for the
Parliament on 03.01.2000. and the Presidential elections of 27.01.2000.) and the declared
tendency of the new Croatian Government to join the European Union, NATO, WTO and
other European and Western world associations (in the next years), there is also a possibility
"to turn the wheel" toward the Paris/Brussels convention system and to join the countries
which are parties to these conventions in the future revision of this Act.
Therefore, at this moment we can only speculate which solution will prevail and determine
the future destiny of the Croatian Act and system on liability for nuclear damage.

4. Insurance of Nuclear Risks

In order to provide the insurance covers for the third party liability risks and material damage
insurances for the operator of nuclear installations, the insurance companies within the former
SFRJ had established a Yugoslav Nuclear Insurance Pool, by signing the Pool Agreement in
May 1977. The Pool was located in Zagreb, Croatia and has been registered by the
Commercial Court in Zagreb (at the end of 1979). This was one of the rear examples where a
federal association (body) has been located out of Belgrade, as a capital of the former
Federation. The founders of the Pool were all licensed insurance and reinsurance companies,
registered at that times in the former Federation (all together twelve members). It should be
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stressed, that the insurance and reinsurance companies from Croatia and Slovenia gave the
major incentive and had the biggest impact on the creation, organisation and the activity of
this Pool.
The Pool followed the same basic principles and practice as other foreign pools, organised in
the Western (developed) countries, from 1950-tis on. Beside the Pool Agreement, the
members adopted the Statute and various by - laws regulating by their's provisions (among
other), their mutual rights and liabilities, the organisation of the Pool, the purpose of its
foundation and way of operation. The Pool acted in the name and on behalf of its members.
The member's liability for the risks assumed by the Pool was joint and several.
The Pool was authorized to provide all kinds of insurances and reinsurances referring to
property damages to the nuclear installations as such and for the third party liability losses, in
connection with the operations of nuclear installations as well as for transit and storage of
nuclear materials. All these covers included the nuclear and conventional perils, within each
single insurance policy.
The dissolution of the former Yugoslav Federation from 1991. onwards, influenced the
withdrawals of members from the common Pool in Zagreb. At the end of 1993 the remaining
members from Croatia and Slovenia created two separate pools, one for each country. The
Croatian Nuclear Insurance and Reinsurance Pool - Zagreb, after making some adoptions in its
Pool Agreement, was registered by the Commercial Court in Zagreb, by the beginning of
January 1994. In accordance with the Croatian Commercial Companies Act and Insurance
Companies Act, the Pool was established as a limited company, and as off the 1st January
1999. as the Pool members commercial association. The Pool obtained its status as a legal
entity, operating in its own name and for the account of its members. The bodies of the Pool
remained the same as previously i.e. the members Assemly, Supervisory Board and the
manager of the Pool.
Following the formation of independent states of Slovenia and Croatia in 1991 the Slovenian
members of the Nuclear Insurance Pool - Zagreb (the Croatian Pool) decided to withdraw
from that Pool at the end of 1993 and to establish together with other Slovenian insurance
companies new independent Slovenian Nuclear Insurance and Reinsurance Pool. Slovenian
Pool is located in Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia".
Compared to other countries in Central and Eastern Europe, it is obvious that the insurance of
nuclear risks in Croatia started (in 1979) when the first insurance cover was provided in
connection with the transit of fuel elements (Transport Liability Policy) from the USA to NPP
Krsko site, for third party liability losses during this transit.
The second nuclear insurance coverage related to the Risk of Decontamination Costs, for the
property on site, belonging to the suppliers, contractors and subcontractors, which might be
caused by the nuclear fuel elements from their storage at Krsko site, until the first loading of
fuel elements into the reactor (5th May 1981) was accomplished.
The first Third Party Liability Policy (TPL) has been issued to NPP Krsko (as operator) from
the first loading of the fuel elements into the Reactor Vessel i.e. from 6th May 1981 and it has
been renewed every year for 12 months period since then.
It covers the nuclear liability of the operator, its suppliers, contractors, subcontractors, to the
third parties and to the employees on site.
As from 6th May 1994, renewals of this Policy are in the competence of the Slovenian Pool,
as a direct insurer, while the Croatian Pool participates in this cover, as any other foreign
Reinsurer.

Other details relating to the Insurance of Nuclear Risks in the Republics of Croatia and Slovenia can be found in the report made by B.
Sladonja and M Pavliha in the Proceedings of the 2nd CNS Conference, held Proceedings of the 2nd CNS Conference, held in Dubrovnik
in 1978, page 549 to 604 as well as in Mr. A. Skraban report concerning "The Nuclear Liability Legislation in Slovenia" in the
proceedings of the 3rd CNS Conference.
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The first Material Damage Insurance Policy has been issued to NPP Krsko (insured) by the
Pool (from Zagreb) in May 1981 (as for the two a.m. covers) and it has been renewed for
twelve months periods since then. This Policy covers the property damages from nuclear, fire
and allied perils, as well as the property damages to the suppliers, contractors and
subcontractors. The insurance conditions for MD Policy have been kept in the same content as
at their first inception, with some minor modifications. The sums insured and the aggregate
insurance limits, has been increased substantially compared to the insurers maximal financial
commitment (per event), as from those in 1981. In 1981 the-aggregate limit was US$ 450
millions, while from 1987, on this limit has been established at 800 million US$. The sum
insured has also increased in parallel with the a.m. insurance limits up to US$1,100 million as
from 1987 on, and has been kept up to this amount until now.
Beside this MD Policy, as from May 1989, the Pool issued a Machinery Breakdown Insurance
cover, and applied a Special Policy Conditions for it. The MBD cover is additional to the basic
MD Policy. Within the aggregate limit of MD Policy a special sub limit of US$ 150 millions
apply for MBD losses, for the list of equipment insured, up to their individually defined
values. For each listed item a special deductible applies. Therefore, in a case of catastrophic
loss to the Plant itself the financial commitment of the insurers (and Reinsurers), based on
these covers, should never exceed the aggregate basic Policy limit of 800 millions US$.
As from the renewals of MD/MBD insurances in May 1994 the Croatian and the Slovenian
pools acts as a co-insuring pools. Each of the two pools covers 50% of the MD/MBD Policy
and cedes to foreign pools, over their overall retention the same percentage share. Each Pool is
responsible to collect its 50% of the insurance premium and to pay to foreign Reinsurers its
proportional part of the reinsurance premium, as well as to pay the losses and to collect the
proportional part from the participating Reinsurers.
Apart from these covers the Croatian (and the Slovenian) Pool, based on its Pool Agreement is
authorised to provide other kinds of insurance covers, such as: Business
Interruption/Consequential Loss/Loss of Profit insurances.
It also provides a Transport (Transit) Liability Insurance when needed, upon the client's
request.

5. Conclusive Remarks

Even-thought Croatia has no nuclear installations on its territory, neither other facilities which
may cause a nuclear damage, the nuclear liability legislation gives a protection to the potential
victims of the nuclear accidents which may be caused by the nuclear materials during the
transit through its territory or by the nuclear installations located in the neighbouring
countries. Therefore the Croatian Nuclear Liability Act provides a financial protection for its
citizens but also to the citizens of its neighbours, in accordance with the provisions of this Act,
based on reciprocity.
The philosophy of this Act is based on the 1963 Vienna Convention an it needs a substantial
revision if the 1997 Protocol to Amend to Vienna Convention is going to be ratified or
alternatively if Croatia joins the Paris/Brussels Conventions countries system, in the years to
come.
Anyhow the applications of the nuclear liability and the experience and knowledge earned
with the insurance of nuclear risks in the last twenty years will allow to the Croatian
Government and all interested parties to find a proper and quick solutions in response to the
decision which will prevail as a final one, in either the case.
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ABSTRACT

Despite the high level of safety and technical improvements achieved in nuclear industry over
more than thirty years of operation, the original reasons for which this industry enjoys a
special liability regime are still valid. "The possibility remains that incidents capable of
causing considerable damage could occur" and Common law is still not well adapted to deal
with the specific problems in this field.

Consequently, whatever the conclusions of the Paris Convention revision exercise in progress
at the NEA of the OECD may be, it is likely that the future specific liability regime will still
need limits both in amount and in time for insurance purposes at least.

While, at present, insurers can cope with a 10-year prescription period in their Nuclear Third
Party Liability policies, the possible extension of this period to thirty years for personal
injuries would not be acceptable without clear provisions in the Protocol and in National
legislation.
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INTRODUCTION

Most of the new provisions adopted in the Protocol to revise the Vienna Convention on
12th September, 1997 are, for the most part of them, going to be taken up in the Protocol
to revise the Paris Convention currently in discussion in Paris

Some of these provisions, such as the significant widening of the scope of Nuclear
Operators' Third Party Liability as well as the increase in the maximum indemnity limit
and the extension of the prescription period for personal injuries confront insurers with
difficult problems.

In this respect, it has to be recalled that during the discussions on the revision of the
Vienna Convention, very serious reservations had been made on the points relating to
insurance and in an official document dated 1st June, 1995 of the European Committee for
the Insurance of Nuclear Risks and addressed to Mr. STURMS as legal Adviser of ATE A,
the insurers' position was clearly exposed.

Concerning the question of the prescription period which I will develop in this paper, the
above-mentioned document clearly indicated that insurers were not prepared to accept an
extension of the prescription period beyond ten years and that if a 30-year prescription
period was to be adopted in the revised Convention, liability beyond ten years would
have to be assumed by government.

In my presentation I will try to show if the insurers' position has evolved since 1995 and
if we can imagine insurance solutions to cover Nuclear Operators' Third Party Liability
with a 30-year prescription period for personal injuries.

EXTENSION OF THE PRESCRIPTION PERIOD IN THE REVISED PARIS CONVENTION

If we first refer to the original Paris Convention instrument the prescription period is
determined by Article 8 which reads as follows :

"a/ The right of compensation under this Convention shall be extinguished if an action is
not brought within ten years from the date of the nuclear incident. National
legislation may, however, establish a longer period than ten years if measures have
been taken by the Contracting Party in whose territory the nuclear installation of the
operator liable is situated to cover the liability of that operator in respect of any
actions for compensation begun after the expiry of the period of ten years and during
such longer period"....

If we now turn to the draft Protocol of 27th January, 2000 to revise the Paris Convention :
"Article 8 (of the original Convention) shall be replaced by the following text :

a/ The right of compensation under this Convention shall be subject to prescription or
extinction if an action is not brought,

/'/ with respect to loss of life and personal injury, within thirty years from the date
of the nuclear incident ;

ii/ with respect to other nuclear damage, within ten years from the date of the
nuclear incident.
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b/ National legislation may however establish a period longer than set out in sub-
paragraph if or ii/ of paragraph a/ if measures have been taken by the Contracting
Party in whose territory the nuclear installation of the operator liable is situated to
cover the liability of that operator in respect of any actions for compensation begun
after the expiry of the period set out in sub-paragraph if or ii/ of paragraph a/ of this
article and during such longer period.

In practice, the extension of the prescription period from ten years to thirty years for
personal injuries, which is now included in the new wording (Article 8 a/ if), is not a
really new concept insofar as the original Convention already permitted the States to
establish a longer period if they wished to do so (second sentence of Article 8 a/).

We can see that the new wording only modifies the burden of responsibility for the period
between ten and thirty years, which is transferred from the States, already providing this
kind of cover, to all nuclear operators in every country and possibly to their insurer or
financial guarantor. Nevertheless it is true that with the new wording National legislation
will still have the possibility of extending the prescription periods mentioned in the draft
Protocol, thirty years for personal injuries and ten years for material Damage. But we
cannot speculate on this hypothesis. We can only notice that thanks to the new wording
Contracting Parties tend to reduce their own financial potential exposure in the nuclear
field as they do in other fields.

This position is not really a surprise because of the general trend in public opinion to
consider that the treatment of victims should be improved but also that private companies
should bear more liability and that such liability should be transferred from the States (ie
taxpayers) to the liable person or entity.

In addition to this we must recognize that in Common Law the principles of prescription
are more and more often considered as void by Courts in some E.U. countries, judges
considering that victims do not have to suffer from such restrictions in their right to be
compensated.

Furthermore, if we compare this draft to the Protocol to revise the Vienna Convention
adopted on 12th September, 1997, but not yet in force, we can see no difference and it is
clear that this article has been inspired by new Article 8 of the revised Vienna
Convention.

Ultimately, when you examine the Price Anderson Act of 1957 which instituted a special
liability regime in the U.S.A. you see that that there is no prescription period at all. Of
course in this case the reasons are different and the system itself is founded on different
concepts.

Then what guided negotiators in their decision to propose an extended prescription period
for personal injuries is, doubtless, improvement of the victims' lot but we can imagine
that it is not the only reason.
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INSURANCE APPROACH AND SOLUTIONS IN SOME EU COUNTRIES

Since 1995 the nuclear insurers' position has not really changed in their appreciation of the
risk exposure but in the meantime, the adoption of the Protocol to revise the Vienna
Convention in 1997 with an extended prescription period and the likelyhood that the same
provision could be adopted in Paris confronted insurers with a new situation. In such
circumstances they had to find out solutions which would enable them to keep on providing
covers for such risks in the revised context.

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

After having tried in vain to convince the Governments' experts to inspire from the
provisions currently in force in the U.S.A.in the Price Anderson Act, insurers suggested
some modifications which would not challenge the fundamental principles ruling the
Conventions.

In order to permit insurers to contemplate an extension of the prescription period, the
question of liability limits is one of the key problems to address. This should be discussed
with the Contracting Parties and the proposed solution incorporated in the Protocol itself.

1. Under the two Conventions currently in force as well as in the Protocol to revise the
Vienna Convention the operator's liability applies on a per event basis. From the origin
insurers have been allowed in some countries to limit their cover for the life of the
installation whithout any automatic reinstatement. On the opposite, in some other
countries they were able , thanks to rather low limits, to provide covers on a per
incident basis and in some cases with an automatic reinstatement. This is the case in
France where the current liability limit is approximately s 91 million with a possible
full automatic reinstatement over a period of three years.

Considering the huge increase in the liability limits proposed in the draft Protocol to
revise the Paris Convention together with an extension of the prescription period, the
operator's liability limit must be, in all countries, for the life-time of the installation
and not on a per event basis.

In addition the Protocol should clearly indicate that no automatic reinstatement
obligation of the insurance limit or financial guarantee should be established after a
nuclear incident.

2. At present, the limits being relatively low and the prescription period being only ten
years, insurers have no real difficulties with the payments of claims settlement costs.
But, it must be recalled that following a severe nuclear incident the handling of
thousands of claims would result in enormous financial costs deriving from substantial
commitment of human ressources, of claims specialists who would meet the victims,
assess damages and agree settlements. As regards personal injuries the burden would
even be heavier due to the fact that claims would have to be handled over many years.

Leaving aside insurers' internal costs we can also just imagine the enormous costs
incurred for the defence of unjustified claims or disputes on the amount of
compensation offered by insurers in comparison with the amount claimed by victims.
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Then all theses costs, internal and external, should be incorporated in the limit and
clearly defined in the Protocol.

With these propositions insurers would have a clear picture of their finite
commitments which is a prerequisite to their adopting a 30-year period for personal
injuries in their Nuclear Third Party Liability policies.

Coming now to the propositions which could be dealt with within the scope of National
Laws there are in my opinion three points which could be worth considering :

1. The method for calculating the tax-free equalization reserve currently used in some
countries should be revised. The total amount of this reserve should be twice the
indemnity limit and insurers should be allowed to establish such a reserve free of tax
during a period of thirty years instead often years.

2. Because of the inadequacy between the premiums of one given year and the
potentially high exposure of insurers in case of a single loss, it should be possible to
obtain a procedure for the establishment of claims reserves well adapted to Nuclear
Third party Liability losses. Insurers should be permitted to constitute claim reserves
for only 25 % of the loss estimate instead of the present 100 %. In this way the
premiums of the years following the loss could be used for the establishment of
reserves, according to the needs,for personal injuries likely to be compensated over a
long period of time.

3. In case of cancellation of the policy, insurers could be held liable for thirty years for
losses occurred during the policy period.

In order to avoid that the premium corresponding to this subsequent cover weigh on
the annual premium, a specific premium could be charged only after cancellation of
the policy. In this case the amount of the premium could be four times the annual
premium of the last five years of cover.

These are the main points on which National Authorities can have a determining action but
will they be prepared to do so is not sure at all.
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XCONCLUSION

Everybody knows that the situation in nuclear insurance remains much different than in
Conventional insurance and requires special provisions. But the limited prescription period
in the original Paris Convention is one of the most important security for insurers. An
extension of the prescription period to thirty years for bodily injuries would obviously
require even more specific _provisions in order to enable insurers to maintain their
involvments and commit their maximum capacity in the field of nuclear liability.

Insurers remain convinced that more than elsewhere their role would be of the utmost
importance in case of nuclear incident. Their expertise in handling and settling Third Party
Liability claims and their ability to defend unjustified claims are not questioned.

Furthermore they are recognized as the necessary intermediary between victims and the
operator responsible and even Governmental Authorities.

Let's hope their contribution to the discussions on the future of the nuclear liability regime
will permit government representatives to make their decision with the full knowledge of
insurance possibilities.
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ABSTRACT

This paper gives some basic data about nuclear installations in Slovenia, reviews Slovenian
national legislation in the field of third-party liability for nuclear damage, applicability of the
international nuclear liability treaties in the Slovenian legal system and outlines some main
provisions of national legislation.

It also aims to give some facts about history and present status of nuclear insurance pool and
the insurance of nuclear risks in Slovenia.

Paper finally indicates also some future legislative steps with respect to nuclear third party
liability, at national and international level.

I. Introduction

Slovenia has one nuclear power plant, NPP Krsko, already in operation since 1981, located on
the Sava River in the southern part of Slovenia. It is a Westinghouse two-loop pressurised
water reactor, rated at 1976 MWth and 632 MWe and accounting for about 22 % of the
electricity produced in Slovenia.

Furthermore in Slovenia a TRIGA Mark II research reactor (250 kW) has operated since 1966
at Brinje, 10 km from Ljubljana, which belongs to the Jozef Stefan Institute.

In addition, Slovenia has its own uranium mine, Zirovski vrh Mine, which terminated its
uranium are exploitation and is currently being decommissioned due to economic
consideration following a Government decision.

The Government energy policy for nuclear power is outlined in "A Strategy of Energy Use
and Supply of Slovenia", adopted by the Parliament in 1996. The highlights of the policy are:
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The long-term aim is to abandon electricity generation based on nuclear power in a safe,
ecological, as well as economically acceptable way. Based on this it is not foreseen to
construct any new nuclear power plants.
The strategic objective is to maintain a high operational safety level at the Krsko NPP
during its planned operation until 2023, including a high level of safety after shut down,
as well as to gradually establish conditions for its safe decommissioning.
Prior to deciding on the shutting down of -the plant, energy supply reliability has to be
ensured. This decision needs to be taken at least ten years in advance, accompanied by
measures to replace its energy contribution. The implementation of these measures should
be regularly monitored and in the case of changed circumstances, the date of shutdown
should be adjusted accordingly.
To ensure the highest level of nuclear safety and plant availability during the plant's
operation, the projects, as recommended by international review missions, need to be
implemented.

2. Nuclear Liability Act

In Slovenia two Acts, dealing with third party liability for nuclear damage, are in force:

1) the Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage ('the 1978 Act'), published in the Official
Gazette of the Socialist Former Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) No. 22/78 and amended
in the Official Gazette of the SFRY No. 34/97; and

2) the Act on Insurance for Liability for Nuclear Damage ('the 1980 Act1) published in the
Official Gazette of the Socialist Republic of Slovenia (SRS), No. 12/80.

In 1998, the Government adopted a Decree on Establishment of the Amount of Limited
Operator's Liability for Nuclear Damage and on Establishment of the Amount of Insurance
for Liability for Nuclear Damage (Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia No. 84/98)
pursuant to which the amount of liability of a nuclear operator in Slovenia was amended from
the amount called for under the 1963 Vienna Convention on Nuclear Liability to the amount
of US$ 42,000,000 per nuclear accident.

Slovenia is a party to the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage and to the
Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris
Convention, but it is not a party to the Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field
of Nuclear Energy (neither to the Brussels Convention Supplementary to the Paris
Convention). The signatory of the Vienna Convention was the former Yugoslavia; but in
1992, after independence was declared, Slovenia notified the International Atomic Energy
Agency of a succession to treaties to which the Agency is a depository. Among those that
were succeeded was the Vienna Convention, which became effective for Slovenia on 25 June
1991 (declaration of the Slovenian Independence).

Slovenia has not signed the Protocol to Amend the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for
Nuclear Damage neither the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear
Damage.

Since Slovenia is among EU applicant countries and since its nuclear programme is of
western origin and the licensing followed mainly the vendor country's regulations, the
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Slovenian Government decided in 1997 to start the preparatory actions towards the Slovenian
accession to the Paris Convention and Brussels Supplementary Convention.

Based on this decision the Minister of Foreign Affairs sent on March 2, 1999 a notification to
the Secretary General of the OECD of our application to the Convention on the Third Party
Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy of 29th July 1960, as amended by the Additional
Protocol of 28th January 1964 and by the Protocol of 16lh November 1982. Once being a party
to the Paris Convention, Slovenia will further apply for accession also to the Brussels
Convention.

3. Definition and scope of Nuclear Damage

The definition and scope of nuclear damage in Slovenian legislation is as follows:
damage caused by death, personal injury or any other damage to a person's health, any
loss of, or damage to, property or a contamination of the environment, which arises out
of or results from the radioactive properties or a combination of radioactive properties
with toxic, explosive or other hazardous properties of nuclear fuel or radioactive
products or waste in, or of nuclear material coming from, processed in or sent to a
nuclear installation;

• damage caused by death, personal injury or any other damage to a person's health, any
loss of, or damage to, property or a contamination of the environment which arises out of
or results from other ionising radiation emitted by any other source of radiation inside a
nuclear installation.

In the current preparation of a new nuclear third party liability act it is foreseen that the
definition and scope of nuclear damage (will be adjusted to) be harmonised with newest
revised international instruments. Besides damages, which are already at present covered by
the existing legislation (personal injury, property damage), the new Act will cover also
economic loss, the costs of measures of reinstatement of impaired environment, loss of
income deriving from a direct economic interest and the costs of preventive measures to the
extent and on conditions already accepted or proposed by international treaties.

4. Liability and Compensation for Nuclear Damage

The main principles on nuclear third-party liability in Slovenian legislation are as follows:
the operator of a nuclear installation shall be liable for nuclear damage regardless of
fault;
the operator of a nuclear installation shall be liable for nuclear damage if such damage
has been caused by a nuclear accident in his nuclear installation;
except as otherwise provided in international agreements on liability for nuclear damage,
ratified by Slovenia, no person other that the operator of the nuclear installation shall be
liable for nuclear damage, caused by a nuclear accident in the nuclear installation.

Under the Slovene third party liability legislation, the liability amount of the operator of a
nuclear facility is limited at USD 42 million, regardless of the type of the facility or activity
involved.
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State intervention is foreseen only in case where the financial means provided for by the
insurer are insufficient to compensate for nuclear damage. In this case the Republic of
Slovenia guarantees to cover the difference up to the amount of USD 42 million. Since the
operator of the nuclear power plant is liable for the amount of USD 42 million and has to
maintain mandatory insurance for that amount, the State interventions are only effectuated in
case of a research reactor accident or in case the accident took place during the transportation
of nuclear material. This provision is foreseen also for cases when insurer of financial
guarantor is not liquid or when the operator fails to take out or maintain adequate insurance or
other financial insurance to cover his liability.

Since there is no extra fund at the national level for compensation of nuclear damage, the
existing Act includes a provision, by which in case when serious contamination of
environment occurs due to a nuclear incident and the nuclear damage caused by such an
incident exceeds the amount of USD 42 million, the Government of Slovenia shall propose to
the Parliament the measures to provide the means required for decontamination.

The amounts of operator's liability does not include any interests of costs awarded by the
court.

Research reactors with a thermal power below 10 KW are required to obtain insurance
covering USD 0.187 million, between 10 KW and 1 MWe insurance should cover USD 0.208
million and, finally, research reactors with a thermal power between 1 MWe and 25 MWe are
obligated to take out insurance for USD 0.467 million. The mandatory insurance for carriage
of nuclear material is set at USD 14 million.

The main principles of the new Act (i.e. "objective" or "strict" liability, "channelling" or
"exclusive liability of the operator"; "state intervention"; mandatory insurance cover or
financial guarantee) are foreseen to remain basically the same as they are prescribed in the
existing law.

With reference to liability amount, the new act will follow the principle of "limited liability";
although the limit has not been decided yet, the compensation payable in case of a nuclear
incident will be limited by a new act at least to the amount of 150 million SDR, as
recommended by OECD/NEA Steering Committee, having in mind the increase of the
liability amounts as anticipated in the revision of the Paris Convention.

Other relevant provisions with respect to compensation for nuclear damage of the Act, which
is still in force:

a) Competent Court

In Slovenia, the jurisdiction for compensation for nuclear damage is vested only with the local
court within the territory, where the nuclear installation is situated. If the nuclear damage
occurs during the transportation of nuclear material, jurisdiction over compensation actions
will lie with the local court of the territory, where the nuclear accident took place or the court
of the territory, in which the liable operator has its residence.

b) Direct Action

Actions for compensation for nuclear damage may be brought directly against the insurer.
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c) Distribution of Funds

There are no provisions on the distribution of funds in the Slovenian third-party liability
legislation. However, a reference is made to the Act on Maritime and Inland Navigation,
which incorporates provisions with respect to such distribution procedure.

d) Prescription Periods

An action for compensation for nuclear damage must be brought within 10 years from the
date of a nuclear accident or 20 years from the date of theft, loss, jettison or abandonment, if
nuclear damage is caused by a nuclear accident involving nuclear material which, at the time
of the nuclear accident, was stolen, lost, jettisoned or abandoned. A claim for compensation
may be brought within the period of 3 years from the date on which the person suffering
nuclear damage had knowledge of the damage and of the operator liable for the damage.

e) Right of Recourse

According to Section 7 of the Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage, the operator of a nuclear
installation has a right of recourse only against:

an individual, who has acted or omitted to act with intent to cause nuclear damage, so that
nuclear damage results from that act or omission;

• a Contracting Party if this is explicitly provided for in writing.

Section 19 further provides that if any undertaking or enterprise pays part of the compensation
for the damage caused by a nuclear accident and the operator of a nuclear installation is liable
therefore, such an undertaking or enterprise has a right of recourse against the operator liable
up to the amount paid.

With respect to above mentioned provisions there are no major changes expected in the new
act; some changes in draft are with respect to "prescription period" where the right of
compensation of a person who has brought a "personal injury / death" action will be extended
to the period of 30 years from the date of the nuclear incident. Also the provision related to
"priorities" in distribution of compensation will be changed in a way not to refer to the Act on
Maritime and Inland Navigation; the act will just outline some general guidance with respect
to distribution of funds and the Government shall (when established or reasonably presumed
that there are insufficient funds to cover all the damage) prescribe the priorities among the
victims.

Some minor adjustments will be made also in wording of paragraph on "right of recourse"
just to be in line with adequate provisions (Article VI. / d. and f.) of the Paris Convention.

5. The Insurance of Nuclear Risks

The legislation in force requires that the operator of a nuclear installation takes out and
mentains insurance or other financial security covering its liability for nuclear damage.

The so called Yugoslav Nuclear Insurance Pool was created in 1977 and registered in 1979,
which is almost two years before first fuel loading to Krsko NPP. The Pool acted in the name
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and on behalf of its members, which were at that time twelve insurance and reinsurance
companies from all federal republics of former Yugoslavia. The members' liability for the
risks assured by the Pool was joint and several.

As a result of independence from SFR of Yugoslavia in 1991 and the fact that members of all
other republics withdrew from the membership in the Pool, the insurance and reinsurance
companies from Slovenia and Croatia established two separate pools, one in each country.

The Slovenian Nuclear Insurance and Reinsurance Pool was established at the end of 1993
and has been in operation since April 1994 based on the fundamental principles common to
all pools, its internal regulations and other by-laws and governed by the provisions of the
Insurance Companies Act (Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 64/94 and
35/95).

The Pool acts in its own name and on behalf of its members. Members of the Pool are jointly
and severally liable for insured losses.

The first Third-Party Liability Policy was issued to the Krsko NPP by the Yugoslav Pool in
1981 when the first loading of the fuel elements into the Reactor Vessel was done. The Policy
is renewed every year for another 12 month period, based on the same conditions, but with
some minor changes, specially in liability limits and insurance coverage and premiums. From
1994 (creation of Slovenian Pool) renewals of this Policy are in competence of the Slovenian
Pool, while the Croatian Pool participates as any other foreign reinsurer.

Apart from TPL Policy Slovenian Pool provides also other insurance coverage i.e. Material
Damage Insurance Policy (MD) and Machinery Breakdown Insurance (MBD) coverage
which is additional to the basic MD Policy. With respect to MD and MBD insurance both
pools, Slovenian and Croatian one act from 1994 on as a co-insuring pools and each of them
covers 50 % of the MD/MBD Policy.

Risks, related to Material Damage, Machinery Breakdown and Third-Party Liability, as
covered by policies issued to the Krsko NPP are reinsured with more that 20 foreign pools.
On the other hand the Slovenian Pool participates in foreign risks by providing its capacity on
disposal to other pools.

6. Conclusions

The legislation in the filed of third party liability was in force in Slovenia already from the
late 70 s. The same case is with insurance of nuclear risks (the first policy issued in 1981) and
foundation of the insurance (and reinsurance) Pool (1977).

In spite of this encouraging facts Slovenian Third Party Nuclear Liability legislation, which is
in force, remains somehow out-of-date and not is entirely in line with some new
developments (the Protocol to Amend the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear
Damage, the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage) or recent
trends, which are going on nowdays (revision of the Paris Convention).
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In order to bring the national legislation in line with international instruments, the first step
was done by adoption of the Decree in 1998 that increased the operator's liability limit and
mandatory insurance up to USD 42 million.

The ongoing preparation of new third party liability act is aimed to tie itself to the existing
provisions of the Paris Convention and to incorporate the provisions of the revised Vienna
Convention (Protocol) to the extent that they will be included in the revised Paris Convention.
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Abstract

The work being undertaken by the 14 countries, party to the 1960 Paris Convention in preparing a
revised instrument will - or so it is to be hoped - provide a more comprehensive scope of liability
and a larger compensatory fund for the protection of potential victims.

Both these developments have serious implications for insurers or other providers of financial
security. Equally they are of concern to society itself as it will be necessary to balance the needs of
the individual - for example, in obtaining redress for injury or damage to personal properly - with
the need to provide for the 'common good'.

The author's paper will attempt to explore these avenues, to point to perceived difficulties and,
perhaps, to acceptable solutions.

When the Contracting Parties to the Paris Convention (CPPC) decided in 1998 that their
negotiations to revise the Paris Convention should be conducted by the Contracting Parties
alone rather than by the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency countries as a whole they created one
perhaps unforeseen problem for people like me; the difficulty on commenting on a subject
which - officially at least - I can have little knowledge.

However, those of you who have heard me speak in the past will have realised that I have
never considered lack of knowledge to be a bar to provocation.

On the other hand, one must respect- the confidentiality imposed by the CPPC - the
negotiations will have been difficult enough without the intervention of parties not directly
affected by the outcome and the progress which has apparently been made in under 2 years
stands in stark contrast to the time taken to agree the Protocol to amend the Vienna
Convention when all the world seemed determined to get in on the act.

It seems, however, from what information is in the public domain - Mr. Reyners' abstract,
for example - that the Protocol to revise the Paris Convention will strongly resemble that of
the Vienna Convention, so I suppose the first thing we must do is to congratulate the CPPC
for taking such an enlightened view of the need to furnish a greater degree of protection to
potential victims of a nuclear accident. At least that's what I think they intend to do.
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The United States of America, an OECD country not Party to the Paris Convention makes
provision for some US$ 9,000 Million in compensation - there are just over 100 nuclear
power reactors in the U.S.A; 150 in Paris Convention countries - in simplistic terms the
respective economics are similar, the respective societies are roughly homogenous so one
would expect to see similar levels of compensatory funds - well, perhaps slightly more as
Europe has more reactors, a greater population, a higher collective GDP and, traditionally.
European Governments have been more interventionist than their U.S. colleagues, more
inclined to commit public funds for the benefit of their citizens.

One might well expect parity with U.S. levels but, you know full well the reality of the
situation: the CPPC are talking in terms of SDR 300M - 600M: that's considerably more
than an order of magnitude less than in the USA.

So why is this - are U.S. reactors inherently that more dangerous than European - or are
European operative standards that superlative? I hardly think so - I wouldn't criticise the
safety culture of either and the majority of European reactor systems are based upon original
U.S. design models anyway. Is it then the geographical situation - European reactors can't
cause as much damage as in the U.S.? Perhaps you could make some sort of argument along
those lines for Sweden - but what about Germany, or the U.K.? With their density of
population, the potential number of victims is enormous - far greater than for most power
stations in the U.S.A. ' '

No, there's no logical explanation for it, unless European Governments hold the view that a
major nuclear accident - a disaster, let us be frank - could not occur. That the limit of
exposure in Europe is to a Three Mile island type of incident. If that is the case, then I'm
delighted to hear it - but why don't they say so - let's all rejoice in the good news -
nuclear power is safe - it's official!

If that really is the case, however, we have to ask ourselves why do we need this all-singing,
all-dancing Convention that does everything except make the coffee. Nothing is going to
happen: Environmental damage can't occur - there will be no release of contaminants -
unless you mean those permitted by Government as routine day-to-day operations - and if
that causes damage then surely responsibility should lie with Government; after all, they set
the limits.

What about preventive measures? Well, they are normally covered by insurance anyway, you
don't need a Convention for that. Pure Economic loss? Hardly, with nuclear power officially
safe, there will be a boom to the economy; hoteliers won't be able to claim that nuclear
installations are driving away their customers - on the contrary, takings will be up. This
isn't actually as crazy as it sounds; in the U.K., BNFL have developed the Visitor's centre at
Sellafield into one of the country's leading tourist attractions.
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The real beneficiary is the nuclear industry itself, although perhaps beneficiary is not quite the
right word, because without channelling of liability and the capping of that liability in both
time and amount, it would not have been possible for the industry to survive - other than,
possibly, as an arm of Government with appropriate guarantees backed by public funds.

Having now established a mature industry, it could be argued that the protection afforded by
the International Conventions is no longer necessary - and that is probably true so far as the
nuclear operator is concerned, but what of the suppliers, the contractors, the fuel
manufacturers? The difficulties arising from a more obscure liability regime in the former
Soviet Union are well-known. In a number of cases, the lack of a robust liability arrangement
has precluded the carrying out of important safety work. We need the Convention to
safeguard the suppliers, not the operators, and we will do for as long as the industry exists.

It seems therefore that we are destined to continue with this rather curious situation that we
have an International Convention of an extremely comprehensive nature that will only work
perfectly so long as nothing serious happens. The phrase 'smoke and mirrors' comes to
mind.

A nuclear catastrophe is so unlikely that - actuarially speaking - it could practically de
discounted altogether. Yet were the almost unimaginable to occur it would require the
collective determination of Western Society - the Paris Convention countries - to cope with
the ensuing problems. Whilst we do not question the responsibility of our respective
Governments, is it right that society should have to rely upon government largesse to obtain
full compensation rather than expect it as a right from the authorities which have sanctioned
the use of the power source which caused the damage?

Private insurance is not designed to respond to a nightmare scenario; neither does it satisfy
the situation to increase the operator's liability: make it unlimited if you like - it won't
provide any more money. So, whilst you can revise Paris, it is really Brussels where you
have to do the real work - you could start by adding a few zeros to the end of the existing
limits.

G. C. Warren

The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author alone and do not necessarily
represent the views of the British Insurance market.
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ABSTRACT

The paper gives a short introduction to the present situation of operation and construction
of nuclear power plants in the Czech Republic, including some basic technical data and
background information.
It then continues in providing up to date information on the Czech nuclear legislation,
which followed the adoption of the Atomic Act. It also gives consideration of various
questions and problems in the light of the respective legal clauses (e.g. minimum insurance
requirements, treatment of small reactors and small quantities of nuclear material, state
guarantees etc.).
The paper provides some more detailed information about the practical application of the
insurance clauses of the Atomic Act, including some time-related questions.
The final part of the paper is dedicated to insurance matters, especially the present
functions and activities of the Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool which was officially founded
in 1995 and is now concluding the fifth year of business activities.

1. Introduction

In the Czech Republic there are four reactors VVER 440/213 A (PWR) in operation
(Nuclear Power Plant Dukovany) and two reactors VVER 1000/V-320 under construction
(Nuclear Power Plant Temelin) with a total gross installed power of 5500/6000 MWth
respectively and a net generating power amounting to 1760/1922 MWe respectively. The
nuclear power reactors currently in operation represent a 21 % share in the national
electricity production. This share will be increased to nearly 44% after completion of the
two new reactors under construction. At the present time there are only very remote and
theoretical plans to build another nuclear source of electric energy in the Czech Republic -
these plans are more discussed to test the general public opinion in the country.
The first new reactor at Temelin should be put into operation during the year 2000 and the
second reactor during the following year. Taking into consideration the fact that the first
reactor should have already been in operation for several years it is necessary to count with
possible further delays, especially as regards the second reactor.
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2. Nuclear Liability Act

- Act No. 18/1997 Coll. of 24th January 1997 on Peaceful Utilisation of Nuclear Energy
and Ionising Radiation (the Atomic Act) which entered into force on 1st July 1997 (for
sake of order it should be mentioned, however, that Part 5 - liability for nuclear
damage - entered into force already on 26U February 1997).
The provisions of the Atomic Act are based on the Vienna Convention principles, i.e.
mainly channelling of liability to the operator of a nuclear installation (licensee).
A revision of the Czech Atomic Act is under preparation; final wording should be
ready by the end of 2000. The main objective of this revision is to harmonise the
national nuclear legislation with the European Union.
The position of the Czech Republic in respect of various international documents is
given in the following table:

Document:

Vienna Convention
(21/05/1963)

Joint Protocol to Paris /
Vienna Convention
(21/09/1988)

1997 Vienna Protocol
1997 Convention on
Supplementary
Compensation

Signature

Not signed, but
approved by
Parliament (1993)

Not signed, but
approved by
Parliament (1993)

18/06/1998
18/06/1998

Ratification

Signed by
President (1993)

Signed by
President (1993)

(pending)
(pending)

Date of entry into
force

24U1 June 1994-
deposited at IAEA
secretariat on 241'1

March 1994
24tDJune 1994-
deposited at IAEA
secretariat on 24th

March 1994
(pending)
(pending)

Following the approval of the national Atomic Act further new regulations came into force.
These regulations are issued by the State Office for Nuclear Safety of the Czech Republic
(SUJB). Regulations issued since 1997 are listed below:

1. Regulation of the SUJB No. 142/1997 Coll., on Type-Approval of Packaging
Assemblies for Transport, Storage and Disposal of Radionuclide Sources and Nuclear
Materials, on Type-Approval of Ionising Radiation Sources, and on Type-Approval of
Protective Devices for Work Involving Ionising Radiation Sources and other Devices
for Ionising Radiation Source Handling (on Type-Approval).

2. Regulation of the SUJB No. 143/1997 Coll., on Transportation and Shipment of
Specified Nuclear Materials and Specified Radionuclide Sources.

3. Regulation of the SUJB No. 144/1997 Coll., on Physical Protection of Nuclear
Materials and Nuclear Facilities and their Classification.

4. Regulation of the SUJB No. 145/1997 Coll., on Accounting for and Control of
Nuclear Materials and their Detailed Specification.

5. Regulation of the SUJB No. 146/1997 Coll., Specifying Activities Directly Affecting
Nuclear Safety and Activities Especially Important from Radiation Protection
Viewpoint, Requirements on Qualification and Professional Training, on Method to be
Used for Verification of Special Professional Competency and for Issue
Authorisations to Selected Personnel, and the Form of Documentation to be Approved
for Licensing of Expert Training of Selected Personnel.
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6. Regulation of the SUJB No. 147/1997 Coll., Laying Down a List of Selected Items
and Dual Use Items in Nuclear Sector.

7. Regulation of the SUJB No. 184/1997 Coll., on Radiation Protection Requirements.
8. Regulation of the SUJB No. 214/1997 Coll., on Quality Assurance in Activities

Related to the Utilisation of Nuclear Energy and in Radiation Activities, and Laying
Down Criteria for the Assignment and Categorisation of Classified Equipment into
Safety Classes. -

9. Regulation of the SUJB No. 215/1997 Coll., on Criteria for Siting Nuclear Facilities
and Very Significant Ionising Radiation Sources.

10. Regulation of the SUJB No. 219/1997 Coll., on Details of Emergency Preparedness of
Nuclear Facilities and Workplaces with Ionising Radiation Sources, and on
Requirements on the Content of On-Site Emergency Plans and Emergency Rules.

11. Regulation of the SUJB No. 106/1998 Coll., on Nuclear Safety and Radiation
Protection Assurance during Commissioning and Operation of Nuclear Facilities.

12. Regulation of the SUJB No. 195/1999 Coll., on Basic Design Criteria for Nuclear
Installations with Respect to Nuclear Safety Radiation Protection and Emergency
Preparedness.

13. Regulation of the SUJB No. 196/1999 Coll., on Decommissioning of Nuclear
Installations and Working Places with Important and Very Important Sources of
Ionising Radiation.

14. Regulation of the SUJB No. 324/1999 Coll., on Limits of Concentration and Amount
of Nuclear Material for which Nuclear Liability Requirements does not apply.

The legal framework in the nuclear field in the Czech Republic includes also other decrees
and regulations, the most important being:

1. Decree of the Government No. 224/1997 Coll., on Payments of Radwaste Producers to
the Nuclear Account.

2. Unregistered regulation issued by the Ministry of Trade and Industry - Statute No.
MPO 9/97 on the Radioactive Waste Repository Authority.

3. Definition and Scope of Nuclear Damage

The Atomic Act has not given an independent and specific definition of nuclear damage and
refers in this respect to the Vienna Convention and to various general provisions and
definitions in e.g. the Czech Civil Code. In addition to these general provisions § 34 of the
Atomic Act also states that costs connected with preventive measures and aimed at
minimising the final loss are considered as part of the total nuclear damage. Costs relating to
restoring the environment are also included. Taking into consideration all other provisions of
the Atomic Act the inclusion of costs connected with preventive measures and restoring the
environment do not, in any way, increase the total liability of the operator (licensee).
According to available information there are no proposals for amendments of the above
mentioned situation.

4. Liability and Compensation for Nuclear Damage

The nuclear liability provisions of the Atomic Act can be found in Part 5 (§ 32 - § 38). The
total limit of liability of the operator is CZK 6.000.000.000 (approx. USD 167.000.000) any
one nuclear event in case of nuclear installations for energy generating purposes, spent fuel
storage facilities and nuclear material storage facilities (originating from spent fuel) and CZK
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1.500.000.000 (approx. USD 42.000.000) for all other nuclear installations and transportation
of nuclear material. These limits of liability include state liability which is then only above the
obligatory minimum limits of insurance coverage (or other financial guarantee of the operator
as defined by the Ministry of Finance). The state liability in the form of a guarantee together
with the minimum insured amount arranged (and paid) for by the operator make up the total
liability of the operator as mentioned above. Interest, if any, and claims handling costs are
above the stipulated amounts. There are no specific or additional exclusion clauses in the
Atomic Act, which would exclude operators liability other than standard exclusions already
set by the Vienna Convention.
In view of the above it may be also said that in the present state of the Czech legislation even
small reactors and small quantities of nuclear material are included in the scope and
application of the Atomic Act but this may be changed with the additional rules and
definitions as called for by the Act. The same question arises when considering liability and
insurance related matters of various small operators (e.g. University research reactors,
hospital X-rays etc.). When trying to find answers to these practical questions we usually have
to be satisfied with an ad hoc decision of the State Office for Nuclear Safety of the Czech
Republic (SUJB) which is given in respect of individual licence applications. Some progress
and clarification has been achieved by the new regulation of SUJB No. 324/1999 Coll. that
came into force only on 17th December 1999.
Specific provisions concerning insurance coverage and other financial guarantees can be
found in § 36 of the Atomic Act. There are basically two categories of nuclear installations to
which correspond two minimum amounts of insurance coverage or other financial guarantees.
The first category includes nuclear installations generating electric power and all storage
facilities of these installations for spent fuel and/or nuclear material originating from spent
fuel (as defined in § 35, para a). There is a minimum limit of CZK 1.500.000.000 (approx.
USD 42.000.000) set for insurance coverage or other financial guarantee in the Act (§ 36,
para 3).
The second category includes all other nuclear installations and transportation of nuclear
material (as defined in § 35, para b). There is a lower minimum limit of CZK 200.000.000
(approx. USD 5.600.000) prescribed for insurance coverage or other financial guarantee (see
also § 36, para 3).
The obligation to insure applies to all licensees as defined by the Atomic Act (Part 2, 3 and 4
respectively) and the minimum insurance requirements have to be fulfilled unless the licensee
has either other financial guarantees (as defined by the Ministry of Finance) or had applied for
and has been granted an exception from the legal obligations (this possibility is given by § 36,
para 2). It has to be underlined, however, that this exception is generally intended only for
state owned operators (licensees) to ensure economical management of state money.
Compensation of nuclear damage is generally regulated by the same clauses as compensation
of any other general liability claim. The Czech Civil Code fully applies, with the exception of
§ 38, para 1 of the Atomic Act, which defines the subjective (three years from the date when
the victim finds out, or should have found out, who is liable for the loss/damage) and
objective period (ten years from the date of the nuclear event) for claims presentation. In case
of the insurance period being longer than the ten years objective period then the end of the
insurance period is the end of the objective period. The same rules apply to both personal and
property losses. The channelling of liability to the operator of the nuclear installation (or
licensee) as a basic principle of the Vienna Convention is fully transformed into the Czech
Atomic Act (with only such possibilities of recourse as are assumed by the Vienna
Convention).The question of priority in distribution of funds (personal losses and property
losses) is not regulated by the Czech legislation. It is only our opinion that this question would
be dealt with by competent courts when and if need for a solution arises.
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5. The Insurance of Nuclear Risks

Insurance of various risks of the operator (licensee) in the Czech Republic is provided by the
Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool, which was founded on 20th July 1995. Today the Czech
Nuclear Insurance Pool has fourteen member companies (leading non-life insurance
companies representing over 90% of the Czech insurance market). The pool is organised as an
insurance pool with Ceska pojist'ovna a.s. Prague being the leading insurer m the pool (at the
same time Ceska pojist'ovna a.s. is the leading insurer in the Czech Republic with a market
share of nearly 60%). The total insurance capacity of the Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool is
CZK 426.660.000 (approx. USD 11.900.000) for domestic liability risks and nearly CZK
1.100.000.000 (approx. USD 29.800.000) for domestic material damage and business
interruption risks. The pool is managed by the Office of the Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool.
The most important insurance cover offered by the Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool to its clients
is a nuclear liability policy based on the minimum requirements described in more detail
above in connection with the provisions of the Atomic Act. The liability policy is based on
special general insurance conditions which had to be approved by the Ministry of Finance
(this is a legal requirement). The presently valid general insurance conditions for liability
risks have been approved by the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic on 26lh January
1998.
The Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool also offers nuclear material damage insurance policies
(with an option for a business interruption, machinery breakdown and electronic equipment
covers) which are not required by the Czech law. The general insurance conditions for these
types of risks also had to be approved by the Ministry of Finance (the present version has
been approved on 26th January 1998).
In addition to the two main insurance covers potential clients of the Czech Nuclear Insurance
Pool can receive coverage of liability risks in connection with transportation of nuclear
material and also special risks (e.g. in connection with the construction of nuclear power
plants and/or other nuclear installations).
The Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool is also active in reinsurance of risks covered by other
national insurance pools. At the present time it is participating on foreign risks (both liability
and material damage covers) from nearly twenty national pools around the world. The
capacities offered to other pools are approx. 37% - 76% of the capacities for domestic risks
(depending on the type of policy and territorial location of risks).
The Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool is prepared to offer its experience and specific know-how
to other national insurance pools or to countries where national nuclear insurance pools have
not yet been established. At the same time it is assisting existing and potential clients in order
to conclude or improve insurance protection of their risks.

6. Conclusion

Nuclear energy is an important part of the national economy of the Czech Republic. The legal
framework has been developed to guarantee that it will also be a highly organised and safe
part of our everyday's life. At the same time the national insurance industry had closely
followed this development to secure that operators of various nuclear installations are
properly covered. By protecting the operators the insurance industry is in fact protecting all of
us.
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ABSTRACT

The complexity facing today's energy planners and decision-makers, particularly in electricity
sector, has increased. They must take into account many elements in selecting technologies
and strategies that will impact near term energy development and applications in their
countries. While costs remain a key factor, tradeoffs between the demands of environmental
protection and economic development will have to be made. This fact, together with the needs
of many countries to define their energy and electricity programmes in a sustainable manner,
has resulted in a growing interest in the application of improved data, tools and techniques for
comparative assessment of different electricity generation options, particularly from an
environmental and human health viewpoint.

Although global emissions of greenhouse gases and other pollutants, e.g. SO2, NOX and
paniculate, must be reduced, the reality today is that these emissions are increasing and are
expected to continue increasing. In examining the air pollutants, as well as water effluents
and solid waste generated by electricity production, it is necessary to assess the full energy
chain from fuel extraction to waste disposal, including the production of construction and
auxiliary materials. The paper describes this concept and illustrates its implementation for
assessing and comparing electricity generation costs, emissions, wastes and other
environmental burdens from different energy sources.

Introduction

The supply of adequate and affordable energy services is an essential element of sustainable
development. For the energy system in general and for the electricity sector in particular the
challenge is to provide the energy services required for supporting economic development and
improving quality of life, especially in developing countries, while simultaneously minimizing
health and environmental impacts of anthropogenic activities. All technology chains for
electricity generation encompass a certain level of health risk. As well, all technology chains-
form resource extraction to the production of energy services—interact with the environment
causing varying degrees of damage to the environment. Health and environmental impacts
associated with current energy production and use are increasingly felt in many countries.

The need to design and implement sustainable strategies in the electricity sector has been
repeatedly stressed during international fora such as the Senior Expert Symposium on
Electricity and the Environment (Helsinki, 1991), the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED, Rio de Janeiro, 1992) or the 16th Conference of the
World Energy Council (Tokyo, 1995). Agenda 21, adopted by UNCED, emphasizes that
environment and development concerns should be integrated into the decision making
process. The Second Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(EPCC) emphasizes that mitigation options for alleviating the risks of global climate change
should be comprehensively assessed and adequate policies be implemented to promote the
installation of the most environmentally benign energy conversion technologies.
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The DECADES Project

The joint inter-agency project on Databases and mEthodologies for Comparative Assessment
of Different Energy Sources for electricity generation, in short DECADES [1], was
established at the end of 1992, when nine international organizations (EC, ESCAP, IAEA,
HAS A, IBRD, 0ECD/NEA, OPEC, UNIDO and WMO) agreed to join efforts to enhance data
bases and methodologies for comparative assessment of different energy sources and
conversion technologies. The aim of the project is to facilitate the development of sustainable
energy strategies as an integral part of contemporary planning and decision making in the
electricity sector.

The DECADES Computer Tools developed in the first phase of the project, consist of
databases and analytical software (DECPAC). These tools can be used for evaluating the
always existing trade-offs between technical, economic and environmental features of
different electricity generation technologies, chains and systems at the national, regional and
international levels.

Databases

A comprehensive, up-to-date and consistent set of technology, economic and environmental
data is a necessary prerequisite for any comparative assessment of different electricity
generating pathways. For DECADES two types of technology databases were developed: the
Reference Technology Database (RTDB) and Country Specific Databases (CSDBs).

Reference Technology Database (RTDB) provides a comprehensive, harmonized set of
technical, economic and environmental data for energy chains that use fossil fuels, nuclear
power, and renewable energy sources for electricity generation. RTDB addresses all stages of
the source-to service chain, i.e., from energy source extraction to electricity services and waste
disposal (see Figure 1). The database has built in checks to verify the accuracy of information
provided by the users (eg, fuel heating value or facility emission factors). The Agency has
circulated the RTDB for peer review and organized several Advisory Group Meetings to
verify the accuracy of information contained in the database. At present, the RTDB contains
data for about 300 technologies, characterized according to their level of maturity (e.g.,
matured, commercially deployed, demonstration stage, etc.).

Country Specific Databases (CSDBs) store data on electricity generation technologies for
various countries or regions for the purpose of carrying out case studies with the DECADES
analytical software or other national planning tools. The CSDBs accommodate site-specific
data, which are not stored in the RTDB. More than twenty-five countries have developed
CSDBs, containing a total of more than 2,500 technologies.

The DECADES databases have a flexible structure which not only allows users to modify
values for a predefined set of characteristics but also to add new characteristics to the facilities
and energy forms. Hence, the DECADES database management system can be used to
transfer data to and from analytical tools (e.g., DECPAC, ENPEP, WASP, or other national
planning or impact assessment tools).
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Figure 1: A graphical representation of a coal source-to-service chain [2]

Analytical Software

The specific objective of the DECADES software is to provide the users with an easy to use
tool for carrying out decision support studies for the power sector. The DECADES analytical
software is designed to access information stored in the technology databases for analysis and
comparison of costs and environmental burdens at the power plant, energy chain and electric
system levels. Its design focuses on user friendliness, short turn-around time for the
optimization of electricity system expansion strategies and extensive reporting capabilities.

Plant Level Analysis adjusts power plant characteristics automatically based on the type of
fuel and pollution abatement technology specified by the user. It also estimates air emission
factors for main pollutants as well as electricity generation costs and calculates technical,
economic and environmental performance changes resulting from adding a control device to a
plant.

Chain Level Analysis supports the comparative assessment of full energy chains for
electricity generation, from resource extraction to electricity service generation and waste
disposal. A flexible interface facilitates rapid construction of energy chains and ensures the
validity of energy chain representations. Chain level results include: Levelized generating
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costs, mass flow of fuels and waste, total greenhouse gas emissions (CO2 equivalent),
pollutants affecting local air quality and regional acidification, water effluents, solid waste
generation and land use. Emissions from auxiliary material inputs and materials for
construction and dismantling of generating stations are also calculated.

System Level Analysis allows users to quickly screen electricity system expansion strategies
and to conduct comprehensive studies. The system planning tool, DECPAC, contains three
analysis options, ranging from preliminary analysis tools based on screening curves to
sophisticated least-cost optimization with dynamic programming. DECPAC has core features
derived from the IAEA's WASP and ENPEP models with an enhanced graphical interface,
improved computation of environmental residuals (e.g., air pollutant emissions, land use and
waste generation) and extensive reporting capabilities.

Some Illustrative Applications of the DECADES Computer Tools

The following section illustrates some applications of the databases and software developed in
the Phase I of the DECADES project for comparative assessment studies.

Comparison of Power Plants

Figure 2 compares the net generating efficiency values of several types of power plants
(conventional as well as those under development) included in RTDB. It may be noted that
while significant improvements in the generating efficiency may be obtained for the
conventional technologies based on gas, the expected efficiency improvements for the other
conventional technologies are less impressive. However, new technologies, with conversion
processes other than combustion and advanced power cycles, will eventually surpass the best
performance of current technologies.

The generating efficiency data are strongly influenced by the characteristics of the fuel used,
maintenance of the power plant and other local conditions. Plant efficiencies vary from
country to country and in many countries are lower than the values presented in Figure 2 for
coal, oil and gas fueled electricity generation technologies.

Figure 3 illustrates a comparison of the CO2 emission factors for the following types of power
plants: pulverized coal with flue gas desulphurizatipn (PC+FGD), pressurized fluidized bed
coal combustion (PFBC), integrated coal gasification combined cycle (IGCC), gas turbine
combined cycle (GTCC), oil fired steam turbine (OSB). The power plants have the same size
(500 MW) and the coal fired plants use similar coals. The highest CO2 emissions result from
the coal-fired options. These technologies display a considerable range of CO2 emissions as a
result of variations in efficiency of power generation. The CO2 emissions obtained from the
GTCC plant are less that half of those from coal. The emissions from oil fired units are within
the spread of the natural gas and coal, and depend upon the quality of heavy oil used. The
emissions depend on the fuels' carbon contents (highest for coal, lowest for natural gas),
technologies' generating efficiencies, pollution control measures included in different designs,
and other factors. The emission factors presented in Figure 3 are given for currently best
available technologies and good quality fuels. Similar comparisons [3] can be carried out for
other pollutants such as SO2, NOX, paiticulates, etc.

The economic comparative assessments carried out at the power plant level using RTDB and
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Figure 2: Comparisons of net generating efficiency for RTDB technologies' (Source: RTDB)
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Figure 3: Plant emissions of fossiksoureed electricity generation (Source: RTDB)
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CSDB data show that nuclear power is a competitive option for generating electricity in many
countries. Figure 4 displays the total capital requirements for pulverized coal fired plants
(PC), oil steam boiler plants (OSB), gas turbine combined cycle plants (GTCC) and nuclear
(PWR, PHWR) plants in several countries. As expected, the total capital requirements per
unit capacity vary from country to country, but the range is not large for similar technologies.
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Figure 4: Investment costs - power plant level

(RO - Romania, PK - Pakistan, TR - Turkey, HR - Croatia) (Source: CSDBs)

Figure 5 illustrates the variation of electricity generation costs for the several candidates for
generating capacity expansion for an energy importing developing country (Pakistan). Here
nuclear power appears to be a least-cost option for base load electricity supply. Algorithms
were developed to support a modular approach to air pollution abatement technologies. This
allows analysis of the impact of pollution abatements on the emissions and costs of a power
plant. The analysis is based on the data stored in RTDB/CSDBs and includes: capital and
overnight costs, fixed and variable operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, reagent
consumption, if any, internal electricity consumption, and the impact on efficiency of adding
abatement devices to the power plant.

Comparison of Chains

Figure 6 illustrates maximum and minimum GHG emissions for solid, liquid, gaseous, hydro,
nuclear, wind, solar and renewable electricity generation pathways. Taking into account the
entire up-stream and down-stream energy chains for electricity generation, nuclear power
emits 40 to 100 times less carbon dioxide than currently used fossil-fuel chains. Greenhouse
gas emissions from the nuclear chain are due mainly to the use of fossil fuels in the extraction,
processing, and enrichment of uranium and to fuels used in the production of steel and cement
for the construction of reactors and fuel cycle facilities. These emissions, which are negligible
relative to those from the direct use of fossil fuels for electricity generation, can be reduced
even further by energy efficiency improvements. Such improvements at the enrichment step
include, for example, replacing the gaseous diffusion process by less energy-intensive
processes such as centrifugation or laser isotope separation. Figure 6 also shows uncertainty
ranges. Among the fossil fuel chains, natural gas has the widest uncertainty, mainly due to
different assumption concerning methane releases to the atmosphere during drilling,
extraction and transportation of natural gas.
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The emissions listed here are calculated for full load power operation of a particular power
plant without considering possible interaction with other chains or load dispatch impacts.
Significant differences may result when such interactions are taken into consideration, as is
provided at system level analysis.

It may be also pointed out here that the very low levels of radioactive emissions from routine
operation of nuclear energy facilities are generally considered to be harmless for human health
and the environment as the public exposure due to these emissions are far below those from
the natural background. Furthermore, in the case of nuclear power, the external costs arising
from ensuring safety, and for radioactive waste management and decommissioning of
facilities, are internalised by including them explicitly in the price of electricity generated by
nuclear power [4]. On the other hand the external costs arising from the adverse
environmental and health impacts of other electricity generating pathways have not yet been
properly estimated and, as such, still remain to be fully internalised.

Power System Expansion

The DECPAC software can be used to determine environmentally sound least-cost expansion
plans for electricity generation systems or to analyze whether a particular project fits into the
robust long-range least-cost development plan for a country or region. It can also be used in
an iterative manner to investigate least-cost methods to reduce environmental burdens (e.g.,
minimum system costs to meet targets for reducing sulfur dioxide or greenhouse gas
emissions).
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The optimization of the expansion plan is performed taking into consideration the capital
investment costs, the operation and maintenance cost, the fuel cost, the fuel inventory cost and
the cost of energy not served.

Once the optimum expansion plan has been developed, DECPAC allows for the calculation of
air emissions, land requirements and production of solid wastes, year by year and step by step,
for every energy chain included in the system, so that the totals for the entire electricity system
are given.

Comparative Assessment Case Studies

Under the DECADES project, twenty-two country case studies on comparative assessment of
alternative strategies and policies for the electrical power sector were carried out, supported by
the IAEA through a Coordinated Research Programme (CRP). The case studies sought to
identify electricity generation strategies that would meet the objectives of environmental
protection, in particular reduction of atmospheric emissions at acceptable cost. A broad range
of issues such as: assessing the potential role of nuclear power in reducing the greenhouse gas
emissions; effects of CO2 taxation and/or emission constraints on future generation mix and
impact of privatization and deregulation of electricity sector on electricity system expansion
strategies and others have been addressed in these case studies.

Significant reductions of emissions and other environmental burdens can be obtained by
improving the efficiency of existing facilities at different levels of the energy chains. The
rehabilitation of existing power plants, in particular by adding pollution control technologies,
was often found a cost effective measure for mitigating local air quality and regional
acidification impacts. Improving the overall efficiency of energy systems by promoting co-
generation was identified as a cost-effective option in many countries, especially where heat
distribution networks already exist for district heating. In most of the studies addressing
capacity expansion, nuclear power proved cost-effective for reducing emissions of SO2, NOX,
CO2 and other greenhouse gases. Figure 7 illustrates the results obtained for a gas expansion
scenario versus a nuclear expansion scenario in Romania. Large reduction of CO2 emissions
may be obtained by using nuclear power plants in the power system expansion without any
significant increase in the total system expansion cost. For the gas scenario, although the CO2
emissions are reduced in comparison with coal dominated scenarios they are significantly
increasing over the study period. The SO2 and NOX emissions (see Figures 8 and 9) will
decrease in both scenario but, in the nuclear expansion scenario, the decrease is approximately
30% higher that in the gas scenario.

Some studies also showed that, although CO2 emission reduction targets could be achieved
without nuclear power, its use would lead to significantly lower costs. It may be pointed out
here that the implementation of environmental protection measures and policies, including
more stringent atmospheric emission limits are likely to increase the cost of electricity from
fossil-fueled power plants that will have to comply with these regulations by adding pollution
abatement technologies and/or switching to higher quality fuels (e.g. low sulfur coal) that are
generally more expensive. Furthermore, global climate change concerns are leading many
countries to consider policy such as carbon taxes, that would affect the competitiveness, and
/or limit the use of fossil fuels for electricity generation. In the Romanian case, CO2
abatement costs based on the accelerated use of nuclear power are approximately US$5/ton
CO2 or US$18/ton C which is at the bottom end of the range US$0 to US$120/ton C reported
in IPCC [6].
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In most of the case studies carried out the natural gas combined cycle power plants which are
very attractive from the point of view of generating efficiency (58% or higher), capital
requirements and short construction periods were considered as candidates for electric system
expansion. However, operating experience for 1995 shows problems in the reliability of such
plants. Furthermore, the limited resources of natural gas and the escalation of the natural gas
price, the losses of methane during pipeline transportation as well as the service and technical
support problems in developing countries are additional reasons to be taken into account when
considering this option.
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Figure 7: CO2 emissions in Romania over the study period
Source: DECADES Case Studies
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Figure 9: NOX emissions in Romania over the study period
Source: DECADES Case Studies

The cooperation that has been established through this CRP, involving experts from different
countries and having different scientific backgrounds, has proven to be extremely valuable
and effective. In particular, the cooperation and exchange of information and experience
between different teams who are confronted with similar difficulties, such as data collection,
technology description, fuel chain definition and comparison, and electric generation system
analysis, resulted in identifying and implementing common approaches for solving such
problems. The participation of experts in the fields of electricity system analysis, macro-
economics and environmental impact assessment led to a recognition of the need to reconcile
various concerns and priorities - e.g., alleviating local and global environmental impacts and
also addressing economic, social and security of supply issues - within a comprehensive
assessment of alternatives.

Concluding remarks

The comparative assessment of comprehensive source-to-service pathways of different energy
sources and conversion technologies is key to the development of sustainable energy supply
strategies. The DECADES project provides the necessary methodology and tools for
performing such assessments. The dissemination of the DECADES activities and results to
Member States is an ongoing process. Inter-regional workshops on the use of the DECADES
Computer Tools were held at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) in USA (1995 and 1996),
in Poland (1996) and in Brazil (1997). Also, seminars and workshops were held in Canada,
USA, UK, Brazil and Republic of Korea. The high interest manifested by institutes,
organizations and universities in Member States in participating in these events is a good
indicator for the usefulness of the DECADES approach.

The comparative assessment studies based on DECADES show that nuclear power is
economically competitive with other base load generation options and generates significantly
lower emissions of SO2, NOX and CO2 than any fossil-sourced option. While coal and/or gas
fired power plants may be attractive in countries having access to inexpensive domestic fossil
sources, their economic competitiveness might become questionable in the context of more
stringent environmental protection regulations and standards requiring the implementation of
pollution control devices and limitations to greenhouse gas emissions. Most renewable
energy sources offer interesting prospects for environmentally friendly electricity generation
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systems. However, the potential role of renewable energy sources, other than conventional
hydro power, for large scale electricity generation, may be limited by physical constraints in
some regions and, moreover, they are unlikely to be economically competitive with fossil
fuels and nuclear power in the short and medium term.
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HARMONISATION OF NUCLEAR LIABILITY REGIMES IN EUROPE

by Bruno Sladonja

After we have learned about the current discussions concerning the Paris Convention revision
exercise and the open matters relating to the liability limits and insurance for nuclear
damages, prescription period, definition of nuclear damage etc. and different approaches in
some PCC in adopting their legislation as well as about the adoption of the Protocol to Amend
the Vienna Convention and Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear
Damage, within the Vienna Convention countries, during the obtained Session 9 of this
Conference we will focus our attention on the matters which has been discovered from the
moment when the reports has been written till the date of this Conference.

It is obvious that the ongoing process of adopting the Nuclear Liability legislation within the
Paris/Brussels Convention countries will go on for the next few years. The revised Paris
Convention will be the first step before any changes in the national legislations within these
countries could be foreseen.

As concern the Vienna Convention countries the adoption of the Protocol to Amend to Vienna
Convention of 1997, based on the accession and/or ratification of this Protocol doesn't give to
much optimism that the implementation of this Protocol in the national legislation of the
countries concern could be realised soon. The same relates to the ratification/accession to
Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage of 1997, which was
adopted at the Diplomatic Conference together with the a.m. Protocol.

Beside the problems mentioned in the reports of: P. Reyners, G.C. Warren, D. Harbriicker, A.
Stanislas and especially N. Horbach, which put more emphasis on the comparative studies in
Central and Eastern European countries, from the national reports given during this Session
we could also learn about some tendencies concerning possible movements by the Vienna
Convention Countries toward the Paris/Brussels Convention system and therefore departure
from the Vienna Convention regime. This process could be foreseen based on the recent
political development within Europe and the expressed desire by many CEE countries to join
the EU in the years to come.

Finally, if for PCC and VCC from Europe the Convention on Suplementary Compensation for
Nuclear Damage doesn't give more benefits compared to the Brussels Convention system
which works for decades it could be foreseen that these countries (neighbouring each other),
would prefer to expand the membership by accepting in the Brussels Convention system the
VCC rather than to become parties to CSS aiming to become a global system.
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REGIONAL CO-OPERATION IN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
FROM AN IAEA PERSPECTIVE

Arnold Bonne
Director, Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Waste Technology

International Atomic Energy Agency

This paper is intended to be a lead in to a Round Table discussion on Regional Co-
operation in Radioactive Waste Management at the International Conference on "Nuclear
Option in Countries with Small and Medium Electricity Grids", which will be held from 19 to
22 June 2000 in Dubrovnik, Croatia. The Round Table discussion will focus on international
co-operation in the Eastern European region.

1. International Co-operation in IAEA context

In the spirit of the Statute of the International Atomic Energy Agency international co-
operation in the area of nuclear power, the nuclear fuel cycle and radioactive waste
management is self- evident. While less than half of the IAEA Member States are directly
involved in nuclear power and associated nuclear fuel cycle activities, almost all have a direct
interest in the radioactive waste management issues. Indeed almost all have some type of
waste, even when they only have a few nuclear applications in the medical sector for instance.

2. Resolutions on Strengthening International Co-operation

The Resolutions by the General Conference are the highest level authoritative
recommendations for the IAEA and some of these resolutions pertain to international co-
operation in the radioactive waste management area. Recent resolutions in this area deal with
"Measures to Strengthen International Co-operation in Nuclear, Radiation and Waste Safety."

Specific Resolutions of relevance are for instance on:

• The Convention on Nuclear Safety.
• The Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of

Radioactive Waste Management.
• The Safety of Transport of Radioactive Materials.

• The Safety of Radiation Sources and the Security of Radioactive Materials.

3. The IAEA's Technical Co-operation Programme

3.1. Regional Agreements

The Technical Co-operation Programme, approved by the General Conference,
supports and endorses regional co-operation (and inter-regional) activities. Examples of
regional co-operation in the waste management area exist or are planned in the African region
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(AFRA), Latin American region (ARCAL) and the Asian region (RCA). These regional co-
operation activities under regional co-operative agreements and their programmes are
endorsed by the IAEA.

3.1.1 AFRA - African Regional Co-operative Agreement for Research, Development and
Training related to Nuclear Science and Technology.

The objective is to promote co-operation among the African countries in areas of
common interest, and to maximise the utilization of available resources. The function of the
IAEA is to encourage and assist the African Member States in the utilization of nuclear
techniques for development (the Agency is not a party). To date, 26 countries participate
(Algeria, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Ivory Coast, D.R. of Congo, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana,
Kenya, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritius, Morocco, Namibia, Niger,
Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Sudan, Tanzania, Tunisia, Uganda, Zambia,
Zimbabwe).In the field of waste management, the Agency gives support to AFRA through the
project "Strengthening waste management infrastructure" (RAF/4/015). The objective is to
improve the waste management infrastructure in participating countries and to help design
practical solutions to waste management problems, as well as to assist in the harmonization of
practices in the area, and to introduce safe technologies for the storage of radioactive sources
through AFRA specialized teams.

3.1.2 ARCAL - Arreglos Regionales Cooperativos para la Promocion de la Ciencia y la
Technologia Nucleares en America Latina

ARCAL is a mechanism for the promotion of technical co-operation among the Latin
America and Caribbean countries in the specific use of nuclear energy. To day 19 countries
participate (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Dominican
Republic, Uruguay, Venezuela). At the present time, there is no specific project in waste
management. However, projects on the management of spent fuel and associated waste
management activities are under consideration.

3.1.3 RCA - Asian Regional Co-operative Agreement Project on "Preparation for the
Disposal of Low and Intermediate Level Waste with Emphasis on Non-Power Sources"
(RAS/4/016)

This regional project, composed of 16 participating countries from the region -
Australia, Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mongolia, Myanmar,
Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Vietnam, was first launched in
1995. The overall objective of the project is to develop a regional approach to address
common technical issues dealing with low and intermediate level waste, specifically from
nuclear applications, being generated in the various countries in the region. The Agency has
recognised that this type of an approach is not only cost-effective and beneficial from a
technical point of view, but also promotes and stimulates co-operation and communication
among the regional Member States. The specific objective is to develop reference disposal
concepts for low and intermediate level waste being generated in the respective countries. To
date, three reference disposal concepts have been identified, covering the wide range of
climatic conditions, site characteristics, waste inventories, etc., encountered in the various
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participating Member States. At the upcoming meeting in Malaysia, this year, the results of
the safety assessments carried out on the three concepts will be presented and discussed.
Given the very positive results obtained to date, this model project has the potential to evolve
into an inter-regional TC project to include the South American region.

3.2. IAEA Regional/Interregional Projects

The delivery mechanism used for international co-operation by the IAEA is mainly
through TC projects (national and regional projects) but also Co-ordinated Research Projects.
The TC projects include normally transfer of competence/knowledge through expert missions
of external experts from Member States. They also include short, scientific visits of national
experts and fellowships to upgrade skills by working for up to one year in organizations and
facilities in countries which are more advanced in a specific area of interest. Since the purpose
of the TC projects is to transfer competence and knowledge, the assistance by providing
equipment is modest. A typical project has a budget of 100.000-200.000 USD per year and
lasts over a period of 1 to 3 years.

3.2.1 Model Project on "Upgrading Radiation and Waste Safety Infrastructure" (RAF/9/24,
RAS/9/021, RAW/9/006, RER/9/056, RLA/9/030)

The objective of the (regional) model project is to strengthen the radiation safety
infrastructure of a number of selected Member States from all regions. The purpose is to
develop a proper safety culture and infrastructure in these Member States in order for them to
comply with the standards established by the Agency for protection against ionizing radiation
and for the safety of radiation sources. The Infrastructure in Waste Management is one of the
important components of the project. To date, 50 countries are participating in the project.

3.2.2 Model Project on "Sustainable Technologies for Managing Radioactive Waste
(INT/4/131)

This model project is aimed at helping in the safe and appropriate management of
radioactive materials and wastes through the transfer and establishment of sustainable
technologies for the management of radioactive waste in selected Member States. The transfer
of waste management technology is primarily intended to provide benefit to developing
Member States that have waste from nuclear applications in medicine, research and industry.

One of the components of the project is the "Demonstration of predisposal radioactive
waste management methods and procedures". The objective is to demonstrate to Member
States specific predisposal practices, methods and procedures which are documented in IAEA
Technical Reports or Technical Documents and are in agreement with internationally accepted
standards and criteria. The hands-on waste technology demonstrations provide developing
Member States with relevant technologies and practical experiences in all predisposal
activities inherent in the management of waste from nuclear applications. To date, 10
'Predisposal demonstrations on low level waste and spent sealed source conditioning' have
been held in countries in several regions (Chile, Turkey, Philippine, Russia) until now and
two more are planned for 2000. By the end of 2000, participants from 50 countries numbering
more than 100 persons will have attended the demonstrations.
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The conditioning of spent 226Ra sources is also an important component of the project.
Technical support is provided through direct assistance to the Member States (external
qualified expert team or by qualifying a national team for the conditioning operation). To
date, 19 countries have received assistance from the Agency and 4 national teams have been
trained to carry out operations in their own country or are available for contracting by the
Agency as and when required.

3.2.3 Low and Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste Disposal (RER/4/021) (regional project,
cycle 97-98)

The objective was to assist Member States primarily in Eastern Europe to ensure safe
operation of existing pre-disposal and disposal facilities and to develop the capabilities of the
local staff for evaluating long-term safety as well as the acceptability of past disposal
practices. Fourteen countries participated in this project.

3.2.4 Upgrading Safety of Near Surface Waste Disposal Facilities (RER/9/057) (regional
project, cycle 99-00)

The objective is to improve safety of near surface disposal facilities with specific
reference to operational safety, waste acceptance criteria, post-closure safety and upgrading or
establishment of safety acceptance capability.

4. Considerations for Upgrading Waste Management Capacity in CEEC States and
NISofthe former USSR

The political and economic changes during the past decade in Central and Eastern
Europe and the Newly Independent States (NIS) have brought to light a number of nuclear
safety, radiation protection, and radioactive waste management problems. These problems are
related to nuclear power reactors, research reactors and the institutional (industrial, medicine,
agriculture and research) use of radionuclides and radiation sources. A first comprehensive
review of those problems was made at a Forum in Vienna in 1993. As a result of this and
many other meetings and fact finding missions, substantial international support has
developed to address a wide range of problems. International organisations, like the IAEA, the
CEC, EBRD, OECD/NEA, have given significant contributions to all areas and significant
bilateral support has been addressing all or parts of the problems.

The highest priority has been given to the operational safety aspects of nuclear power
plants where also the greatest progress has been made. This includes progress in the
development of the national regulatory and legal infrastructure to manage nuclear safety
issues where a number of positive examples can be given, such as in the Czech Republic and
Lithuania.

The large number of organisations and countries contributing separately, or sometimes
together in small groups, makes it difficult to get an overview of all the projects being
implemented and all the problems being addressed. The co-ordination to avoid unnecessary
duplication of work is recognised as an important issue which has yet to be solved in a
systematic manner.
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Although there are examples of very good progress in individual projects on upgrading
waste management, including spent nuclear fuel, there has been less general progress in this
area. One reason for that is that radioactive waste has not been recognised in the CEEC and
NIS countries as a really urgent, and thus high-priority, area. With the improved situation
related to operational safety of the NPPs, waste management problems are becoming more
important for the overall safety situation in these countries. The increased awareness and
concern of the general public about waste management issues in these countries has also been
a contributing factor.

International support is provided through many different mechanisms and by many
different organisations. The major funding organisations are: IAEA, EC through PHARE-
programme, TACIS-programme and with support from DG-environment, OECD/NEA,
EBRD (is in the process to establish decommissioning funds for Ignalina and Bohunice), and
many individual countries through bilateral co-operation projects. All of those financiers have
their preferred mechanisms and target areas which can be country-oriented or task-specific.
Furthermore, some financiers have larger financial resources than others. The PHARE and
TACIS projects have more financial resources available than most others, including those
available from the IAEA. As well, IAEA has an active TC programme involving country-
specific projects. These are designed to address the specific needs of a given Member State.

In 1998, a re-assessment of the waste management situation in the various Member
States was launched by the IAEA. Specific areas that could be considered for potential
international co-operation in some CEEC (Central and European Countries) and NIS include:

• Institutional aspects of radioactive waste management
• Managerial aspects of radioactive waste management
• Financial aspects of radioactive waste management
• Waste Management strategies and programmes
• Technical infrastructure

- HLW/SF management
a) Storage of SF from NPP
b) Storage of SF from research reactors
c) Transport
d) Preparation for disposal

- Low and Intermediate level waste management
a) Treatment and conditioning of NPP and research reactor waste
b) Treatment and conditioning of institutional waste
c) Interim storage
d) Waste characterization
e) Waste acceptance criteria
f) Repository development
g) Transport
h) Spent sealed sources
i) Planning to decommissioning
j) Unusual waste streams

• Uranium mining and milling operations
• Remediation
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